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What's in

this book?

Who is it
for?

What kind of
grammar?

What kind of
practice?

How do I

use it?

Introduction
The Advanced Learners' Crammar is a comprehensive advanced level grammar of the
English language with cross-referenced practice exercises and a full set of diagnostic
tests.

The Advanced Learners' Crammar consists of:
' 36 diagnostic tests and a test key

' 36 units of grammar explanation with practice exercises
' double-page Round ups of key areas of grammar
. an answer key for practice exercises

The Advanced Learners' Crammar is for students who are at or above the level of the
Cambridge First Certificate Examination (or equivalent). lt can be used by students
preparing for the Cambridge Advanced or Proficiency or other similar examinations, or
by advanced students who are not preparing for examinations at all.

ln addition to describing traditional grammar 'rules', the Advanced Learners' Crammar
examines the close relationship between grammar and vocabulary in English. The
grammar explanations cover areas such as multi-word verbs, prepositions and
reporting verbs and many where grammar and vocabulary are closely linked; useful
word lists, charts and Round ups are also included. The explanations highlight common
errors and areas of potential confusion and explain the differences between British and
American usage. The importance of context and levels of formality are fully described,
and examples are given which reflect up-to-date, idiomatic speech and writing. Many of
the examples have been taken from the BNC/Longman corpus. The Advanced Learners'
Crammar also contains units on text structure and discourse, as these areas are
essential for the advanced student to develop beyond the confines of simple grammar
and sentence structure.

The Advanced Learners' Crammar generally contains four pages of practice exercises
for every four pages of grammar explanation. There is a variety of types of exercises,
ranging from simple gap-filling, matching and transformation tasks to complex
manipulation of text. Each unit contains at least one exercise that is typical of the tasks
found in advanced level examinations such as the Cambridge Advanced and Proficiency.

You can use the Advanced Learners' Crammar in a number of different ways.
Either:
' Use the Contents (pages 3-7) to find a unit which interests you.

4 The futUre {l } rr ll;gnarti. rorit 4, p.:ge 111

,.1 Prr;cllrticl he will make; he is going to make; he will be making; etc. 7).
11.)- Dcf,siai.ls .li'l{..l i!'llrllilitl! I will make; I am going to mahe ?7
4.:: ilrrJilgt|t.rls I'm meeting; lwill be meeting i4
4.4 Oiher f utrr| il*;rniilgs timetables; qualifying future forms; etc. 15

Read through the explanation sections and do the practice exercises which follow.
You can check your answers to the exercises in the key.

8



Or:
. Use the index (pages 314-384) to find a particular area in which you need practice

predictions
aboutthe future 4. 1A, 4.1C-D,4.4C, l8.lA
be going fo + infinitive 4. t B

. The explanations are composed of sections which are divided into sub-sections

1I PREDICT|ON

4.1A Weusewilllwon'f(thefuturesimple) totalkaboutpredictionswhicharebasedon
wiltlwon't guesswork, analysis or judgement. We use willlwon'f with all persons and with personal

+ infinitive and impersonal subjects:

Read the sections or sub-sections that are listed in the index and then do the related

practice exercises. There is a reference above each exercise which shows which

section or sections it is practising.

3 EtrI($m$Kri.,"
Complete the dialogues according to the cartoons and using the verbs in brackets. Use wllltwon't,

wit!lwon't De + verb -ing, witllwon't hdve + past participle or be going to.

The future (l)
Write the correct form of the verb in brackets
to complete these sentences. Use one of these
structures: will/won't, shall, be going to'
willlwont be + 4ng, willlwon't hove + past
participle, willlwont have + been + 1ng,
present continuous or present simple.

. Then check your answers in the
key to the diagnostic tests (Pages

344-353). Each answer contains
one or more reference numbers.
Circle the reference numbers for
the items you answered
incorrectly, read those sub-sections
in the explanation section and then
do the related practice exercises.

Tip: when doing the diagnostic tests, it may be better to write your answers on a

separate sheet of paper, so that you can refer to it easily when you check the key

Symbols The following symbols are used in the grammar explanations:

0 = particular problem or exception; take note

&. = refer to this particular section in another unit
y' exantple = grammatically correct
t( example = grammatically incorrect

lexamplel = non-standard usage

Or:
. Use the diagnostic tests (Pages

l0-45) to identify your areas of
weakness. Do the test for a

particular area of grammar, for
example, the future.

Diagnostic test 4

TEST 4
I will find i 4.lA
2 'll probably sell';" 4.1A,4.4C

5 are going to win P- 4.1 B

9



Example
It's nearly half past ten
(they/always/eat) this late in Spain?

1 Carina (enjoy)
hospital dramas so she

(watch) ER every
week.

2 Japanese cooking
{not use) a lot of dairy food.

3 .,............. .. the interest rate
(usually/cha nge)

because of inflation?

Craham won't give up cigarettes. He
(smoke) about fifty

a day.

Britney Spears
(stay) in the Waldorf Astoria on this visit to
New York.

We ............. .... (take) a
two-week winter holiday in Cstaad every
year.

I ................. (feed) the
neighbour's cat this week while she's in
hospital.

The court
{not/usually/send) first-time offenders to
prison, but it is possible in exceptional
circumstances.

Then you (mix] all
the ingredients together quickly and

(put) the mixture in
a hot oven for twenty minutes.

I can see the leaders. The three front runners
(turn) the corner into

the stadium complex now.

Julie, listen to this. lt's Thursday evening
(get) home

:::lt l::: :::1 :T :l::,::$, ;:","

l2 Hewitt certainly
(not/play) his best tennis at the moment.

:::ii :: ::: ::i r::: :?H5T,:T;,
'Sorry I haven't phoned. I lost my address
book.''Oh, you ............
(always/loseJ your address book! Why don't
you keep everything on the computer?'

The part-time philosophy course
(consist of) twenty

evening lectures and five full-day seminars.

,ir"* ,"i" i;,; ;; ;;;,Yo"yii#i#" 
shourd

station?

We can't leave a ten-year-old child on her
own. What on earth
(you/think) o?

l8 Don't ask him! He

{be) really difficult at the moment.

Would you like to try these champagnes? We
(taste) them to write

a reviel for the wine club newsletter.

We............. .... (guarantee) that
you ivon't be disappointed with the
performance of our new washing machine.

l3

14

15

t6

t7

19

20

l0

Diagnostic test 1

Present tenses

Write the correct form of the words in
brackets to complete the sentences. Use only
the present simple le.g. arrivesldoesn't arrive)
or the present continuous (e.9. is/are arriving).

Do t/eu alttaus ut'''''' '', ''' '' -/'' " '''"

lo

ll

Diagnostic test I keg ) paee 344



Diagnostic test 2
Past tenses
Underline the correct verb form in italics.

Example
The lncas didn't havelweren't having a written
scri pt.

1 The pool in the hotel was absolutely filthy so
we didn't swamlswim in it.

2 We stopedlstopped at the first service station
we came across.

3 The thieves ran out of the bank, iumpedlwere
jumping into their car and sped away up the
high street.

4 Rameses ll was rulinglruled over ancient
Egypt for more than fifty years.

5 lntervention was urgently required - the
starving children grewlwere growing weaker
by the day and there waslwas being little
sign of an end to the drought.

6 By the middle of the nineteen sixties many
parts of Europe experiencedlwere
experiencing a tremendous economic boom.

7 Jim leftlwos leaving on the early flight the
next morning so he made his excuses and left
the party before midnight.

B Many of the survivors worked/were working
in the fields when the earthquake struck.

9 Phil stood at the door soaked from head to
toe; he had been runninglwas running in the
rain .

l0 Denise had to leave school early on
Wednesday because she tooklwas taking her
driving test.

1 I By the third month of the war rebel forces
tooklhad taken most of the province.

12 At the time of the trial last summer Hinkley
hod beenlwas in prison for eight months.

1 3 We missed the first act of the play because
when we arrived at the theatre the
performance alreadg startedl had alreadg
started.

l4 At midnight Mr Rochester had climbedl
climbed the stairs and went into his
bedchamber.

11

t5

l6

18

19

20

The early rains were a disappointment as we
expectedlhad expected to reach the coast
before the monsoon set in.

At the time of the take-over the company's
shares had declinedlhad been declining in
value for several months.

Brendan was surprised to find the gas tank
empty as he had onlg been usinglhad onlg
used lhe truck twice that week.

Before the advent of satellite television
viewers didn't used to haveluse to have a

very wide selection of channels.

The staff were usedlused to be paid weekly
but now they receive a monthly salary.

Things have certainly changed - lhere would
belused to be loads of small shops around
here when I was young.

Diagnostic test 2 keg ? page,,,V,44
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Diagnostic test 3
Past to present tenses
Underline the best choice of words in italics.

Example
Has the package arrivedlDid the package arrive
safely yesterday?

All of the sentences below contain a
grammatical mistake. Find and correct the
mistakes.

Example

12

t3

t4

15

l6

t8

r9

20

10

We still hold meetings in the old manor
house, which stoodlhas stood on the same
spot for over two hundred years.

Beethoven has wriXenlwrofe some of the
most accomplished symphonies you will ever
listen to.

I didn't seelhaven't seen Keith at all
yesterday morning.

The nurses' strike increasedlhas increased
the current waiting time for minor surgery by
two to three weeks.

Only one British female astronaut spentlhas
spent time on a space station.

News is coming in of an incident in
Parliament. A group of armed men
surroundedlhas surrounded the building and
is holding hostages.

He's really much more handsome in the flesh
than I thought/have thought.

We eatlhave been eating much less beef
recently because of the crisis, but we think
it's safe to start again now.

This country has been welcominglhas
welcomed the latest influx of political
refugees from the Balkans.

The incidence of street crime hos risenlhos
been rising by five per cent in the last two
months.

this country for over twenty
littinnlhas'lipel,''" "'J'"" "'

It

17

Hurry up! We have been waited for you for
twenty minutesl

We have been using this supplier since two
years and we've never had problems before

There were seven police dramas on TV so far
this week - and it's only Thursdayl

Only halfway through the financial year and
British Aerospace already announced that its
pre-tax profits will be down by seventy per
cent...........

The lndian Covernment has imposed a ban
on tiger hunting five years ago.

Several drivers have been badly injured
during the I 999 racing season.

This farm is growing organic vegetables for
more than ten years now.

She has been playing with the symphony
orchestra three times this season.

'l haven't seen you for ages.' 'No, I've
travelled in South-East Asia.'

Oasis has been recording a new album. lt
was a great success on its release last week.

12
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Diagnostic test 4
The future (l)
Write the correct form of the verb in brackets
to complete the sentences. Use one of these
structures: will, shall, be going to, will be +
-ing, will have + past participle, will have +
been + -ing, present continuous or present
simple.

Example
'Have you booked a holiday yet for this year?'
'Yes, we ..........ue.taki'ttg."......... (ta ke) i cru i se

around the Caribbean in November.'

I've taken the 10.40 to Bristol every Friday
for three years and it's always half empty.
Believe me, you
(find) a seat.

My father's approaching retirement age, so
he.............. ... (probably/sell) the
business next year.

Coing by all of the recent polls, the social
democrats (win) next
week's election by a huge majority.

Look at those black clouds. lt
(rain) this afternoon.

I'm going on holiday tomorrow. This time
next Tuesday afternoon I

(ski) down a
mountainl

6 At our next wedding anniversary we
(be/married) for

twenty-five years.

7 'You speak very good Chinese.' 'Thank you.
It's not surprising; I .................
(live) in Beijing for eight years next month.'

8 Sit down and watch the TV; I

(just/finish) this letter
quickly before I join you.

9 Your driving test is next Tuesday, so
(we/have) a two-hour

session on Monday?

1 0 'Have your parents decided whether you can
come to the festival next weekend?' 'Not yet,
but they can't stop me. I

1 1 l've won the jackpot on the lottery and I

(spend) it all straight
awayl

12 I've just been to the council meeting. lt looks
like they (build) a
new shopping centre in town.

l3 l've just heard a rumour that your favourite
jazz singer (come) to
give a concert in our villagel

14 'Have you looked at the new financial report
yet?''No, but I ...........
(stay) at home this evening so I can study it
then.'

l5 The takeover is going ahead, I'm afraid, so
we ............. .... (make) some
redundancies in the New Year.

16 Erm, I don't want to be rude, but
(You/stay) with us for

long when you come over to Britain?

17 The plane .......... ....... (take off]
at 10.45, so we had better check in by 8.45.

I B Sunrise {be) at 6.40
a.m. tomorrow.

19 Mr Fellows ................. (play)

golf tomorrow afternoon, as usual, so you
can catch him on the golf course.

20 The decorator won't finish the work until you
(PaY) him what You

owe.

(come) with you.'
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Diagnostic test 5
The future (21

Choose the correct word or phrase (a-c) to
complete the sentences.

Example
Shhl You ...f... disturb your mother.
a are due to b are not to c are to

1 The Mayor of Paris ........ attend the service
tomorrow before leaving the city.
a is about to b is to
c is on the point of

2 These pills are ........ with any other medicine.
a not to be taken b not take
c due to be taken

3 The timetable........ be published on lst May.
a is due to b is about to
c is on the point of

4 Hurry! Run! The train's just ........ leave
without us!
a to b dueto c about to

5 Because of the erosion of their habitats,
some species are ........ extinction.
a about to b on the verge of
c likely to

6 He's very ........ to accept the position as we
can't match his current salary.
a unlikely b likely c sure

7 We ........ promote trainees within two to
three years of qualifying.
a are about to b expect to
c anticipate to

8 'l'm sorry about spilling wine on your dress

Now choose two correct answers (a-c) to
complete the sentences.

Example
Everyone was,getting impatient. The trial of the
century .......?'..e........ start in two minutes.
a would to b was to c was due to

1l Crash investigators........ release their
findings to the press later today.
a are about to b are due to c are to

I 2 The exam starts at three. ........ arrive at the
hall at least five minutes before the start.
a Be sure to b You are to
c Be bound to

13 Hurry up. The tour group is ........ . lf you
don't come now, they'll go without us!
a to leave b about to leave
c on the point of leaving

14 Do you believe we are ........ a really exciting
breakthrough here?
a on the point of b forthcoming
c on the verge of

1 5 Standing underneath the stricken building, no
one seemed aware ofthe ........ danger.
a impending b imminent c bound

16 'Do you think the judges witt tike my entry?'
'Of course. They're ........ to like it!
a sure b bound c unlikely

l7 We ........ one hundred per cent customer
satisfaction with this new vacuum cleaner!
a hope b guarantee c anticipate

I B The society ........ expand its membership by
twenty per cent in the next year.
a hopes to b may c envisages

l9 Look, I didn't put the rubbish out this
morning because I thought you ........ do it!
a were going to b would c were to

20 The new department store ........ on 2nd
January, but the explosion prevented this.

a was to open b would open
c was to have opened

last week.' 'Don't worry. I ......
cleaner's anyway.'
a was going to b would

take it to the

c was to
9 As he raised his arm she realised that he

........ strike her again.
a was due to b was to
c was about to

10 l'm really sorry. We ........ to stop at a service
station and phone you, but we didn't want to
waste any more time.
a were due to b were going to
c were to

14
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Diagnostic test 6
Negation
ln each group of sentences below (a-c), two
are grammatically corre€t. Tick (rz) the correct
sentences.

Example
a He's no actorl y' b He's not an actorl y'
c He's any actor!

I 'Where's Suzy?'
a 'She isn't at home.'
b 'She's not at home.'
c 'She's no at home.'

2 Hannah tell the rest of the family.
a begged her sister don't
b begged her sister not to
c didn't beg her sister to

3 He found her........
a not attractive, but strangely appealing
b inattractive, but strangely appealing.
c unattractive, but strangely appealing.

a They'll get no help from Janice.
b They'll get none help from Janice.
c They won't get any help from Janice.

There were ........ bookings for the restaurant
on its opening night.
a any
b few
cno
He says he ........ about the robbery.
a knows nothing
b doesn't know anything
c doesn't know nothing

a We think that the conference won't be a

failure.
b We don't think the conference to be a

failure.
c We don't think that the conference will be

a failure.

The woman in the photo ........ to be happy.
a seems not
b doesn't seem
c isn't seem

Hasn't Stella contacted her solicitor yet?
a Yes, she has. b Yes, she hasn't.
c No, she hasn't.

1 0 ........ come with us to the beach tomorrow?
a Don't you
b Will you
c Won't you

1 1 Many managers ........ prepare for meetings.
a don't hardly
b hardly ever
c hardly

12 that kind of crime ........ these days, does it?
a rarely happens
b doesn't rarely happen
c seldom happens

Rewrite the underlined part of each sentence
to make it negative. Use not, n't, neither ... nor
or a negative prefix.

Example
I exoect there'll be a movie on the flieht.
t.6n'r.e.xpx*W*elll,.b.e.*r*prieoitLw.flglt,

1 5 The professor ordered him to leave the room.

Having seen the film, I don't understand the
hype.

Manv antique watches of this type are
available these days.

They've booked either to go on a cruise or to
visit the Pyramids.

The followers of this sect believe that there is
life after death.

lB Have vou seen Harrison Ford's new film yet?

The suspects denied all of the allegations
against them.

The new Financial Director was generally
thought to be honest.

14

t5
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11

19

15

9
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Diagnostic test 7
Ouestions
Nine of these questions contain mistakes of l2 Do you know if the victim had been staying in
grammar or formality. Tick trzl the correct this hostel immediately prior to the attack?
questions, then find and correct the mistakes.

Example
What did vou buv else at the shops?
w.h* ek'e. 4'i'&. y. ol*.b.uy. at .tl.w.t l;bp l
1 What means 'heliotrope'? I can't find it in the

dictionary. 14 'They didn't give the concert after all last
night.' 'Did they? Why not?'

2 How long you had been living there before
the war broke out? 15 'l love seeing Robbie Williams live. He's such

a good dancer.' 'Yes, isn't he?'
3 According to the recipe, what time should I

turn the oven off?
Write an appropriate question tag (e.g. isn'f

l8 Sfle needn't pay for the whole course in

7 'l didn't think much of that film, did you?' adrante' """""'?
'Yes, I thought it was terrible.' l9 'l'late lou seen my new puppy? He's worth

E25o' 'He's lovely. He's a pedigree, then,
?'

20 Don t ftrget to bring me some of your
f.a.rrcrsti( carrot cake, ..................?

9 'l'm going to have to cancel this evening. I'm
still at work.' 'Oh, things are still really
hectic, are they?'

l0 Can you let me know what time does the
train from Croydon arrive?

1 1 Could you possibly let us know if or not the
tree roots will affect the foundations?

l3 Honestly, I can't trust you to do anything
right. You can't have lost your passport.
Could you tell me where you put it after the
holiday?

4 'There was an awful explosion in town it?l to complete each question'

i:::::::'j 
-:::i1:*:::::: 

::::::?' ffT#, rea,,y be,ieve in ghosts, dayo* z

5 Who exactly presents the certificates at the" 
:F::;;:J,:"-;;;- " "- "_ _ '. lff?#,I*:::::-ll l"'o 

uou to get the

6 How on earth will you get there? The buses t t 
^tg-1 

the time' we ought to go now to get

have all been on strike for a week. the las bus' -""""""""'?

8 Let's give the evening class a miss tonight
and stay in, don't we?

,6
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Diagnostic test B
Passives, causatives and gef,

Rewrite these sentences beginning with the
word(s) in bold. You will need to use passive or
causative forms.

Example
My parents let me stay up late yesterday.
t . . wat alla M, to. s.tay. .rrp. hte y es t4r.d4/,. . . . . . . . . .

I The management have offered the workers a
pay nse.
A pay rise

The mechanics are overhauling the entire
fleet.
The entire fleet ..........

They made the contestants dress in ridiculous
outfits.
The contestants ..........

The organisers should have warned us in
advance.
We

Having taken advice, the committee decided
not to proceed.
Advice

It was my father's final wish that they would
bury him at sea.
To ..............

We regret the fact that the landlord didn't
inform us of his decision.
We regret not ............
The garage services my car every six months.
I ................

The carriers will receive instructions to return
the goods to your clients by Friday.
We will have ..........

They are going to repair Susy's car free of
charge!
Susy's getting

I want you to repair that computer as soon as
you possibly can.
Get ............

I can see that nobody's cleaned the
bathroom for weeks!
The bathroom ..............

Choose the correct or best senten€e (a or b) in
each pair.

13 a Twenty per cent of the world's oil is owned
by Saudi Arabia.

b Twenty per cent of the world's oil gets
owned by Saudi Arabia.

14 a Some people think Ihe Tempest is
Shakespeare's final PlaY.

b The Tempesf is thought to be
Shakespeare's final Play.

a A famous actress is resembled by my
sister.

b My sister resembles a famous actress.

a That political party wants to increase its
membership.

b Membership wants to be increased by that
political party.

a The Colden Cate Bridge is a marvel of
American technology. lt was designed by
Joseph B Strauss in the 1 930s.

b The Colden Cate Bridge is a marvel of
American technology. ln the 1930s Joseph
B Strauss designed it.

18 a The interviewers will interview the
candidates in alphabetical order.

b The candidates will be interviewed in

alphabetical order.

19 a The post has arrived at last.
b The post has been arrived at last.

20 a This programme was recorded in front of a

live audience.
b We recorded this programme in front of a

live audience.

r5

t6

1-I
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Diagnostic test 9
Reported speech
Ten of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick
(rzl the two correct sentences, then find and
correct the mistakes.

Example
l've alreadysai*you a hundred times that
you' re too late ! ..... tp!'&Lsr.;. s.&A.........

1 The surgeon reassured Mr Ellis. 'The

operation has been a resounding success,'

Rewrite each quote in indirect speech.

Example
l've lost a contact lens so lcan't see a thing!
G a rv exo I ained that .... . h4.ha,4. hrt *.qatttoct.. .

ki,r. s p'. hc. co u/d* t . s ea * tlr.^t,

13 'l will remember l st March 2000 as a great
day for the nation!'
The President announced

15 'You must lose at least 20 kilos.'
The doctor told me

said she.

2 He told that his mobile phone had been out 14 'Publication may be delayed by one week.'

of action all day. The editor told us

3 Mary was fed up about her inability to
complete the course. She told the lecturer I

felt I couldn't complete it.

The manager told us last Friday evening that
he wanted us in on time tomorrow morning
to start the Saturday sale.

Susie phoned her husband and told him that
she would be gone when he got home.

l6 'lntelligent life does not exist in our universe.
Many astronomers believe

17 'The Ming Dynasty lasted for almost 300
years.'
The historian explained

Janice hates the idea of growing old. She

said yesterday that she wished she had still
18 'When do you want the sofa to be delivered?'

The shopkeeper asked my wife
been young.

The negotiator said he's working on the
details of a tentative settlement.

l9 'lsn't that stupid behaviour for a cyclist?'
The pedestrian complained .............

1l

t0

Laura said if anybody had reported a missing
person to the police yet. ............

The nurse asked when exactly had started
the pain.

We asked the travel agent if or not there was
a swimming pool at the villa.

Several members of the Royal Family urged
Edward Vlll don't abdicate.

Even under great pressure O'Brien denied to
have taken part in the attack.

20 'You really must do at least four hours'
training a day.'
The trainer urged his team .........

t8

12
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Diagnostic test 10
Conditionals
Twelve of these conditional sentences contain a 1 1 lf you were to listen more carefully, you might

mistake, or may be considered incorrect by understand a little more.

sentences, then find and correct the mistakes. 12 lf I was you, I should try to see a consultant
(Be careful! Incorrect punctuation counts as a as soon as possible.

most English speakers. Tick (v') the correct

mistake.)

Example 13 lf he would have waited a bit longer, we
I would have called you if I {<ne+you were at would have given him the result.
home.

hM.kno-q.r.r,. l4 The King of Belgium didn't attend the royal

1 lt may be possible, if both parties desire it, to wedding. lf he hadn't been there, he would

reduce the time scale. have witnessed a marvellous spectacle.

2 lf the bill is passed by both parliamentary 1 5 If the company didn't want to continue

houses then it becomes law. sponsoring us in the future, they wouldn't
renew our contract last week, would they?

6 lf the museum will charge for entry, a lot of case you fall ill'

people won't be able to use it.

4 lf you spill even something as innocuous as people on our streets today'

water on this fabric, it stains.

3 Shall we start the decorating at the weekend
if we had no other plans?

5 When you press the 'record' button, the
green light comes on.

7 Are you unhappy with any of our operatives,
we will replace them immediatelY.

9 lf the form has been correctly completed, the
transfer will take only two days.

l0 The organisers would respond positively to
proposals if they are submitted by 1Oth June

l6 lf the authority had built new homes as
planned, we would have fewer homeless

17 Shh! I'd be grateful unless you made
comments during the concert.

18 Always take a basic medicine kit on holiday in

'l 9 Even they go down with flu after they've had

the vaccination, it's likely to be less serious.

20 Those concerned by the long-term effects of
. global warming believe that the damage has

u t u;;';" ,;i'"* t"t" flowers to Julie, l'll take 6een done, whether we take remedial steps
some fruit. now.
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Diagnostic test 1 1

The subjunctive and 'unrealn uses
Five of these sentences contain grammatical
mistakes. Tick (rz) the correct sentences, then
find and correct the mistakes.

Example
lf only ween see the situation through his
eyes. ........(AtM... ..

I lt is high time the country were told of the
Prime Minister's intentions.

I wish I would have green eyes like Elizabeth
Taylor.

The regulations require that each defendant
in turn submit a sworn statement to the
court..........

lf you only paid more attention!

5 lt's high time we didn't act so impulsively.

1

8

lf only the car would have been going more
slowlyl

Long lives the Presidentl ...............

lf only that I had known.

Circle the best explanation (a or b).

Example
l'd sooner you paid me cash.

a I expect you to pay me soon.

@ t prefer to be paid in cash.

9 lf only I was as tall as my brother.
a I used to be as tall as my brother.
b I am shorter than my brother.

10 Cet a move on! lt's high time we left for the
airport.
a We are late.
b We have just left.

I I Suppose we win the competition.
a I think we have a chance of winning.
b Winning is extremely unlikely.

12 He bosses everyone around as if he owned
the place.
a He owns the place.
b He doesn't own the place.

of past forms
13 She wishes she had a home of her own.

a She likes living in her own place.
b She would like to live in her own place.

14 lf only I could wear such bright clothes.
a Bright clothes don't suit me.

b I'm the only one who can wear bright
clothes.

Complete each sentence so that it means the
same as the preceding sentence(s).

Example

You ought to start doing your homework.
It's high time you

Would you have gone if you had been
invited?
Supposing you ............

I don't want you to bring that smelly dog into
this house.
I'd rather you ............

I prefer wearing natural fabrics.
I'd sooner

He sounds quite convincing. Perhaps he
knows what he is talking about.
He sounds as though

You are always talking with your mouth full. I

want you to stop doing it.
I wish you

l5

l6

1l

t8
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20
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Diagnostic test 12
-lng forms and infinitives
Write suitable forms of the word(s) in
brackets, putting verbs into an -ing form (e.g.
returningl or infinitive form (e.g. to returnl. You
may need to change or add words.

Example
l'm looking forward to ....h.ea.ffuftW... with
good news. (she/return)

16

11

18

I'm afraid you'll have to move your car, sir.
There is ......... here. (not/park)

For evil ......... it is only
necessary that the good do nothing.
(succeed)

Sylvia rang her doctor ......... an

appointment. (make)

4 The thing I most enjoy about my job is
people with problems.

(help)

Pressure from the board led to
......... the company. (he/leave)

The colonel ordered a day's leave in order
......... the morale of the troops.

(boost)

concert had been cancelled. (find)

8 You're welcome ......... yourself
to anything from the fridge. (help)

' i:: ::::::: :::: :li*';;"il$:il (mee,)

I really can't risk ......... these
awful programmes. (the children/see)

Don't disturb me, l've got a report
......... bY lunchtime. (write)

lcan't stand......... animals in

pain. (see)

I must remember ......... mY

alarm clock tonight. (set)

Dean's so sorry; he really didn't mean
......... you. (hurt)

You won't find any spare parts; they stopped
......... them ages ago. [make)

20

We went on .............. even after the
music had stopped. (dance)

We regret ......... the cancellation
of today's service due to ill health.
(announce)

As the plane flew over we saw the workers
the new opera house.

(build)

Five of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick
(r'| the correct sentences, then find and
correct the mistakes.

Example
We agreed i+eetingoutside the cinema at nine

to !44f4t

l9 The dispensing medical aid is the main
activity of the Red Cross.

Everyone in the office was fed up with Brlan's
moaning.

21 The new manager is sure to looking into ways

to cut costs.

22 He got caught when the boss found making
personal phone calls.

The airline allowed us taking the wheelchair
on board.

We were furious when the judge ordered to
pay compensation.

Despite budget constraints the BBC continues
to make innovative Programmes.

7 We got there only ......... that the

23

24

25

r0

11

12

13

14

15
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Diagnostic test 13
Participle and infinitive phrases

Underline the correct alternative in italics-

Example
Not to havelplfglgg an invitation, I couldn't
get into the Party.

1 He didn't ownlNot owning a watch, Peter was

often late.

2 Writing in the 'Evening Standard', an

articlelauthor complained about the lack of
disabled facilities on the underground.

3 Objects boughtlbuging in junk shops can

often turn out to be quite valuable.

4 Neil Armstrong was the first man walhinglto
walh on the moon.

5 'lt's only mel' she said, openinglshe opened
the door.

6 Their long-term plan was the companglfor the

companA to exPand into Asia.

7 Hilary got to the station only findinglto find
that the train had alreadY left'

B Cenerally to speaklspeoking, our best
business comes via our website.

Complete each sentence using the number
of words indicated in brackets, so that the
sentence means the same as the one(s)
before it.

Examples
Sally's only regret was that she hadn't had any
child ren.
.Nat.hei4!.h&d.. any children was Sallv's only
regret. (5 words)
Brian moved to Manchester so that he could be

closer to his ailing Parents.
Brian moved to Manchester .......1:o..?.?.

closer to his ailing parents. (2 words)

9 They couldn't buy the house owing to the fact
that the bank had refused their loan
application.
Their loan application
they weren't able to buy the house. (3 words)

10 He is not rich so he won't be able to afford it.
rich, he won't be able to

afford it. (2 words)

t1 lf you service it regularly, the engine should
last for 200,000 kilometres.

regularlY, the engine
should last for 200,000 kilometres. (1 word)

Hilary left the team when she had completed
her project.
Her project Hilary left the
team. {1 word)

My proudest possession is this watch. My
grandfather left it to me.
The watch to me bY mY

grandfather is my proudest possession.
(l word)

John felt too ashamed to carry on because

he hadn't kept his word.
his word, John felt too

ashamed to carry on. (5 words)

The children always had plenty to do because

they lived near the sports centre.
near the sports centre,

the children always had plenty to do.
(l word)

As he had already passed his medical, Dean

was able to start immediatelY.
his medical, Dean was

able to start immediately. (2 words)

Their worst mistake was that they did not
apply sooner.
Their worst mistake was ............
sooner. (4 words)

We often find that the larger sizes are the
first ones which we sell.
We often find the larger sizes are the first

(2 words)

David bought a laptop so that he could
access his e-mails when he was travelling.
David bought a laptop .......... his

e-mails when he was travelling. (2 words)

My honest opinion is that I really didn't enjoy
it.
I really didn't enjoy it, ...............
honest. (2 words)

12

13

l4

15

16

l7

18

l9

22

20
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Diagnostic test 14
Multi-word verbs
Rewrite these sentences replacing the Eight of the following sentences contain

underlined words with the words in brackets. grammatical mistakes or an inappropriate verb

Make any necessary changes to word order. or multi-word verb. Tick (rz) the correct
sentences and correct the others.

Example
She repaid the debt punctually. (on time/paid/ Examples

bactdit) They're a company with which we've been

Sl1&paid'.i*.ba*k.o.w.t|tto*, dealing for many years' ""'("

1 rhe whore story was invented by suzy's lgrH?:*iffi etol"h:t'^"'onv 
in the

T_ lil:-1'"i::1-::1::l wth':et'

' Yi ilill lll illl:11i1: l:::ii:::l :

Make sure you carefully follow the guideline, l0 The very first breakout of the disease was

(strictly/to/stick) 
v lvrrvvv reported in Namibia'

. I 1 Steve was left by his ex-girlfriend out from

4 This tie doesn't match that shirt.....(it/with/go)

We met my wife's cousin by chance at the
museum. (into/hi m/ran)

These are the beliefs our movement upholds
(stands/wh ichlf or I our movement)

The company won't tolerate this kind of
behaviour. (with/it/put/uP)

I revealed the secret to Elizabeth.
(it/her/in/let/on)

her wedding invitation list.

l2 lt is a condition of receiving this lnternet
account that you do not give away your
confidential PIN number to any third party.

Could you activate the kettle, darling?
dying for a cuP of tea.

14 He fell down the floor and hurt himself.

I 5 Come on! We're going to be latel

16 The plane took off the ground at incredible
speed.

1 7 The government brought recently in some

legislation to deal with the problem.

18 There are few people for whom he cares so

deeply.

19 They took Clive up on his invitation'

20 We look forward eagerly to your wedding

t'm13
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Diagnostic test 1 5
Dependent prepositions
Thifteen of these sentences contain mistakes.
Tick (/) the correct sentences, then find and
correct the mistakes.

Example
The primary purpose of the police is to protect
people ei criminals. ftiu*
1 The supervisor said I shouldn't have shouted

at the client so I had to apologise to.

I never really know whether I should insist on
sit at the top table or not. 20
The waiter was quite amazed at our eating
everything so quickly.

All my friends agree to the government's new
policy on third world debt. ..........

Sylvia was astonished at that her boyfriend
had behaved so atrociously.

You know l'm really not that interested in if
he's coming with us or not.

David's quarrelled his wife over selling the
house.

Please make an effort. The children are really
depending on you their party costumes.

Can you tell us if the minister has stopped
the by-pass from going ahead?

l0 I blame my parents for my bad habits.

The old persons' home will provide Sam for a
room. .........

Don't worry, the guide's going to fully explain
me all the details.

He succeeded in winning the first round but
I'm afraid he didn't have any success in
beating his second opponent.

The auditors initially issued a demand for full
repayment but then changed their minds and
simply demanded for a token contribution.

Lack of nutrients caused serious damage to
growing.

Wendy's sarcastic comments made me
curious about her motives.

We were absolutely furious by their
outrageous prices.

I don't mind driving but I'm really scared by
flying. .........

l'd prefer somewhere else; l'm not too keen
on Thai food. ..........

Apparently Donna's angry with her boss; he's
given her the late shift yet again.

l5

16

11

t8

r9

ll

t2

13

24

l4
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Diagnostic test 16
Modal
Fifteen of
mistakes

verbs (l ): can, could, ffiay, might, be able to
the sentences below contain 12 Jane's late' She can be stuck in a traffic jam'

with modal verbs. Tick (rz) the correct

.........(........
I eo't*H*e promoted last year.b.ut I preferred to

sentences, then find and correct the mistakes.

Examples
We took an exam yesterday and I couldn't
answer any of the questions.

1 3 A new car! What can she be thinking of!

l4 I heard your sales results were excellent.
May you get a bonus this Year?

stay on the shop floor. ...'.c4p/d.hattp.he'w....

1 When I finish the course next year I can

speak perfect French.

2 You'll have to call a cab. I can't have been

able to drive since I broke my arm last June.

This computer is so simple that it is able to
be operated by anYone.

The job interview was a disaster; I could only
answer half the questions!

l5 Don't get too anxious; there may well be a

simple explanation for it.

Don't bother replying as I may have changed
address by the time You read this'

Steve couldn't steal it. I'm sure he was at

home all week. .........

Elizabeth can get better results if she paid

more attention to her homework.

19 I'll be able to meet you after the lesson.

l6

11

t8

When she was riding in the woods last week,

Helen fell off her horse but luckily she could
get back on and ride home.

It's really annoying. Surely you knew they
didn't accept traveller's cheques at that
hotel. You could warn me before I left!

These days she is rather slow but as a child

she could run like the wind.

What an excellent choice of restaurant. I

can't have chosen better if I'd made the
reservation myself!

9 There can be life on Saturn.

My father could be a star in the 1980s, it's a

pity that he never really tried.

Watching TV soaPs can become verY

addictive.

I'm not sure about tomorrow night. I may be

on call.

Excuse me. Am I able to use your phone?

Well, don't worry. You could always try agaln

tomorrow.

I could leave work early yesterday - my boss

gave me permission.

You might get me some bin liners if it's not

too much trouble.

People might not smoke on British Airways

flights; it's forbidden

20

21

22

23

24

25

10

11
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Modal verbs (2lz must, should, ought to, have to, need to

Diagnostic test 17

Underline the best choice of word(s) in italics
in each of these sentences.

Example
As they get older, teenagersJhou/dlhad better
be treated more like adults.

1 To mustlHaving to listen to hip-hop music all
evening is my idea of torture!

2 The landlord ought toloughf have taken his
responsibi lities more seriously.

3 This company is awful to work for. We
mustlhave fo account for every minute of the
day.

4 Do you know if we mustlhave fo have visas
for the Caribbean?

5 The newspaper shouldn't havelmustn't have
printed the rumour without concrete
evidence.

6 What a state my shoes are in! TheY
needlmust repairing.

'l We have tolare supposed ta put our bags in

the lockers, but most people take them into
the gym.

8 We couldn't golmustn't have gone into the
disco because we were too young.

9 Polite notice: children do not have tolare not
allowed to play on the grass.

10 This offer is not open to current employees.
Participants must not havelneed not have
been employed by the company in the last
four years.

11 We needn'tlneedn't fo have booked the
tickets in advance; there were plenty left.

12 With our new range of hair products, you
mustn'tldon't have to spend hours caring for
your hair.

1 3 There wasn't anyone on the nightclub door so
we didn't need to showlneedn't hove shown
proof of our age.

14 As we're getting a lodger, we'd betterlbetter
fo have some more keys cut.

1 5 Our advice is that even people as young as
twenty-five shouldlmust consider a personal
pension.

l6 You won't have tolhad better not tell Shirley
what you saw - it will only upset her and
she'll blame you.

l7 The ground's soaking outside - it must
raininglbe raining quite heavily.

I 8 lf you bring your receipt, there
shouldn'tlmusfr'f be any difficulty with a

refund.

l9 Lewis must havelshould hove been training
very hard to develop muscles like that!

20 I walked into the showroom and saw the car,
and I knew I had to havelmust have had it.

26
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Diagnostic test 1B
Modal verbs (31: will, would, shall
Complete the sentences with will, 'il, won't,
would, wouldn't or shall and the correct form
of the words in brackets.

Example
The new play on Broadway is really good, but I

don't like Sean Penn in it. Kevin Bacon
.......... unuld,.he.......... (be) much better.

1 We had to hurry to get him to the hospital.
We knew it ................ (be) too
late otherwise.

2 'l wonder where Dad is.' 'He
(drive) to the airPort,

I should think.'

3 'Oh dear. The lecture starts at nine o'clock.
I'm late!' 'Don't worry. This lecturer's always
late. He (not/start)
yet.'

4 At this point in the season, the parents
(eat) their Young

rather than allow a predator to attack them.

5 The doctor (act) as a
witness to your signature. She doesn't mind
doing that sort of thing.

6 The PA .............. .. (noVbook) my

flights. She says it isn't in her job description.

7 Dad (alwaYs/helP) us

out financially when we were at university,
however difficult it was for him.

8 The police interrogated the terrorist for more
than four hours, but she

(not/reveal) the
names of her co-consPirators.

9 You look tired.
(l/make) supPer this evening?

10 What (we/do) with
Tom if he doesn't get into university?

I I (Youibe) so kind as to
help me across the road, Young man?

12 We (like) everYone in
this room to feel comfortable with the
proposal.

t6

1-l

Circle the correct meaning or interpretation (a

or b) for each sentence.

Example
It would be so nice to live by the sea.

a The speaker lives bY the sea.

@ fne speaker doesn't live by the sea.

l3 lf anyone rings in the next few minutes, l'll be

in the storeroom.
a I'm in the storeroom now.
b l'm going to the storeroom.

l4 Ralph isn't here right now, I'm afraid. He'll be

at the office.
a He is at the office now.
b He's on his waY to the office.

15 I've tried it again and again but the computer
just won't accept my disc. I don't understand
it.
a l'm annoyed with the comPuter.
b I am not concerned about the computer.

It's a relief that Annie's changed class' She

would argue with everything I said.

a I didn't mind the arguments.
b The arguments annoYed me.

The secretary shall minute the proceedings of
each meeting.
a The secretary is offering to do it.
b The secretary is instructed to do it.

18 'lt looks as though the fuel crisis is over''
'l wouldn't be too sure.'
a The second sPeaker agrees.
b The second speaker doesn't agree.

l9 lt would be so nice to have a little cottage in

the country.
a The speaker doesn't have a cottage.
b The speaker has a cottage.

20 I would have liked to meet the professor
while he was here.
a The speaker met the Professor.
b The speaker didn't meet the professor.

27
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Diagnostic test 19
Auxiliaries, have (got), do
Ten of these sentences contain mistakes or
errors of style. Tick (rz) the correct sentences,
then find and correct the mistakes. Note that
some sentences may be correct in spoken
English, not in written English.

Example
fnderren-t been able to access the website since
yesterday evening. .....W.*.hm+.f.t...

I The builders were certainly working hard;
they were plastering the kitchen, were
painting the staircase and were tiling the
bathroom.

2 Kevin's exhausted; its been a hectic day.

'The battery's flat. You didn't turn the lights
off, did you?' 'Yes, I did turn them off, I

remember it distinctly.'

'Miranda's over the moon. She's always
wanted to have got a sports car.'

They won't have anyone smoking in their
house.

He's watching television when she arrived at
the flat.

'Why didn't you ask Craham about the
reorganisation plan?' 'What was the point?
He wouldn't've known anything about it.'

Will you have got a good weekly income from
your pension when you retire?

She's such a naughty child; she could really
do some strict discipline! .............

Do help yourself to a drink.

A shower was had by John before he came to
work. .........
'Excuse me. ls there a post office near here?'
'Sorry, I haven't a clue. l'm a stranger here
myself.'

13 Members can have got two cards each.

I see the Red Sox have gotten themselves a

new striker this season.

We used to have got a house in the country
before Jack lost his job.

14

l5

9

10

1l

12

2A
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Diagnostic test 20
Confusing verbs
Replace the expressions in italics in these
sentences using a suitable form of make or do.

Example
I like listening.to the radio while washing the
dishes. .... fu!49......

1 Sammy eqrns a lot more than I did at his

49e............

2 That old curtain fabric hos become a

marvellous ball gown.

3 You can go out after you have completed your
homework.

4 What an awful outfit; you'd think she hod
sewn it herself!

5 We carrg out the staff appraisals once every
six months.

6 She is undertaking research into brand name

recogn ition.

7 Make sure you brush your teeth before you
go to bed.

8 Stop dithering. You must come up with a

decision now. ...........

Underline the best form in italics in each of
these sentences.

Example
Would you mind rt I didl@ a suggestion
about this?

9 Sue's hadltaken a real dislike to her new

supervisor.

10 lt's high time the committee hadltook action
over this flagrant abuse.

1 I Crace has gonelbeen on holiday in Jamaica
and she's come back with a lovely tan.

l2 I'm a little faint. Could I liellag down on the
sofa for a minute?

l3 The men have iusl lainllaid a brand new

carpet in the bedroom.

l4 lwas so tired yesterday thatl lagllied in bed

for most of the day.

l5

t6

17

18

l9

20

21

22

23

24

Anatoly speaksltalks English with a strong
accent.

The Prime Minister spokeltalhed atlhe
international conference in Ceneva.

She's such a chatterbox, we were up half the
night speoki ng I tal kingl

What do you think of that plan to riselraise
the 'Titanic' from the seabed?

I'm afraid a rather serious problem has

raised I arisen .

Tax rates always seem to be risinglraising
these days.

They robbedlstole my purse in broad
daylightl

I regret to inform you that the bank will be

unable to lendlborrow the sum you have

requested.

Craham and Lucy are coming here for the
weekend and I think they are bringingltaking
the children with them.

Sorry I'm home so late, I tooklbrought the
car to work today and I got stuck in a traffic
jam.

25 Would you mind bringinglfetching lhe
children from school next TuesdaY?
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Diagnoslic test 21
Adjectives
Fifteen of these sentences have mistakes. 12 We will be supplying an antidote to all those
These may be an incorrect word, a spelling infected by the virus.

five correct sentences, then underline the 
1 3 To avoid theft please make use of the

mistakes in the others and write the
corrections. 

> qrrv wr rre rrre provided security boxes.

countrv has ever oroduced.
naAmz.lsailt^d,''7" "" """"

Examples l4 The report into the rail crash was rather
I'm afraid the only seat available is on the early worried
morning flight.

.......(..........
our sqr+ed+a+ieneF is one of the best this 1 5 I always seem to play for the lost teaml

mistake or an error in word order. Tick {14 the

1 London features numerous historics sites
such as Westminster Abbey.

2 I'm writing a report on the political attitudes
of the young's.

5 The health care needs of the old are a major
problem for many western countries.

4 We've won first prize? What amazing!

5 A plant being built outside the town is
chemical.

6 Try not to disturb the asleep children.

7 They are doing experiments on alive animals.

8 Please don't tell me negative anything.

9 I'm afraid that's the only answer possible.

lO Our latest release is a film suitable for all
ages.

I I The involved people will be caught and
severely punished.

16 lnterest in Latino music is no longer confined
to speaking Spanish audiences.

l7 We've inherited a dining mahogany table
from my great aunt.

18 They re selling that Victorian wonderful house
on the corner.

19 The players will be wearing blue and red
striped shirts for today's match.

20 The interview panel felt the applicant was
well-informed and honest, capable.

30
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Diagnostic test 22
Comparison
Nine of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick
V) tne correct sentences, then find and
correct the mistakes.

Example
Which of these three houses is the expefi€M)

nnst oxacnshte,
f".'""" """

1 Come on, you've got to admit she's much
slimer than youl ................

2 She's always saying she's better looking
than l.

3 Our cat Whiskers has been much more lively
since we added vitamin supplements to her
diet. ................

4 We felt the male character was realer than
the female, who seemed very artificial.

'Which do you prefer, darling, the brown or
the green?'

'Oh, the green is definitely the best.'

l'm most proudest of this one. I won it
against really stiff competition.

The divorce has made him the most unhappy
man in the street, don't you think?

That special diet has worked miracles. He's
much less fat than he used to be. .............

The eldest piece in the museum is this
Egyptian amulet from the Third Dynasty.

Hasn't their eldest son just landed some sort
of job in Seattle?

Our new social security scheme is lots more
generous than the previous Covernment's.

Windsor Castle is the largest occupied castle
of Britain.

Things are about as worse as they can get.

I 4 Children these days seem to get ruder and
ruder and ruder. ................

l5 I'm angrierthan upset.

Complete each sentence so that it means
exactly the same as the preceding one. You
must include the word(s) in brackets.

Example
I predicted the weather would be very hot and I

was right. Iust as)
rrr e weath e r . . . . tu*t j w.t. u. .fut .a. t. ptdi*trl". .

16 The Hgperlink modem is much faster than all
the others in our catalogue. (by far)
Of all the modems

1-l Jan and Lucy are equally good at tennis. (no) .

Jan is ......... ......... Lucy at tennis

l8 Cetting a maderto-measure suit was much
cheaper than I expected. (not nearly)
Cetting a made-to-measure suit

I couldn't open the lock because it was very
cold. (that)
It ............... ......... open the lock.

He gets increasingly angry as he becomes
more frustrated. (angrier)
The more .. he gets.

l9

20

t0

l1

12

13
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Diagnostic test 23
Gradable and ungradable adiectives
Five of these sentences contain mistakes with Choose the most appropriate adverb a, b or c,

the adverbs and adjectives. Tick (rz) the to fill each gap'

correct sentences and underline the mistakes. l3 Jim hates speaking in public; he's...............

As usual he bought me something absolutely a absolutely b utterly c terribly

Examples
Some of these new laptops are hideously
expensive. y'

cheap.

1 lceland is colder than Sweden.

enormous.

5 Steve's new girlfriend is very attractive.

shy.
a absolutely b completely c painfully

14 The Wimbledon final was exciting.

l5 Your new bracelet's beautiful. lt looks
exPensive.

16 I think I'd better lie down; I feel ...............
sick.
a practically b a little bit c virtually

2 casualties during the crimean war were very a very b completely c absolutely

4 Clients are advised that Miami tends to be

more boiling than Los Angeles during the t t 
]?ri'loYou're 

correct' l'll give you

winter months' a quite b very c rather
5 Milan cathedral is slightly huge' lg Since the accident clive has been ...............
6 Thank you. That really was a most delicious paralysed.

meal! a totally b absolutely c very

7 ln many areas of Europe the wolf is virtually 19 After a month with no rain the grass is

exti nct. ........... dead

8 My friend told me the film was dead exciting' a slightly b almost c somewhat

9 Last night's episode was really gripping. 20 I wasn't expecting much but, surprisingly' the

l0 I can't stand that actor; he's absolutely ugly. : %H; ; ;o;"Fr?|$ c quite

I 1 The club's very empty for a Saturday night.

12 lt's slightly free to get in; less than one Euro,
in fact.

?2
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Diagnostic test 24
lldverbs
Underline the correct form or phrase in itatics. Rewrite these sentences, putting the adverb in

Example brackets in the correct position'

I haven't seen that much of them latel!g!!?A. Example
She has sot a olace in the shortlist. (definitelv)

1 You're bound to be promoted; the boss .tlw.hu-d+ftutel\tgot*.pl.w.s'.l.t/tt.slkr.ttlqt"
thinks very highlhighlg of you.

2 The elephant trek took us deepldeeplg into l4 I thought his performance was good' (pretty)

3 ln our school fiftg roughtglroughlg fiftg 15 The patient's body is now entirely free of

students have mobile phones. symptoms' (almost)

4 As we descended the hill the car began to go r6 These days rtake my health much more
more fastlfaster' 

seriously. (probably)

the rainforest.

5 I've had a lot of insomnia recently. I onlg
slept gesterdaglYesterdag I onlg slept four
hours. 

r'e'" 'vs' 17 She's my worst enemy and I don't like her'
(reallY)

6 Weeklg I get paidll get paid weeklg, so I can
pay the rent on Saturday. 18 Rejected, Harriet turned to food for comfort.-l Here lies the tomblThe tomb here /ies of Sir (emotionally)
Jasper Willoughby

8 The train strike won't affect her, she arrives 19 I bumped into your brother at the
usuallylusuallg arrives by taxi.

9 Liz isn't our most punctual member of staff,
she is oftenloften is late for work.

supermarket. (incidentally)

20 I understood everything because the teacher

l0 I'm afraid that we sfill don'tldon't sfi// know answered the question' (clearly)

his name.

I I You'll never get your money back because
the company isn'ttrading ang longerlang
longer trading.

I 2 My parents aren't very sociable, in fact they
go out hardlg everlhardlg ever go out.

l3 l'm sorry that the kids badlg behavedl
behaved badla while you were babysitting.

33
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Diagnoslic test 25
Nouns and noun phrases
ln each sentence, either one or both of the l6 The Council's team of social workers islare lo
forms in italics is correct. Tick (/) the be commended for their actions.
sentences where both forms are correct. l7 The United Nations rs/are sending a special
Underline the correct form in the others. envoy to the conflict zone.

Example 18 l'll take you to the station if you give me
Mumps islare not too problematic if contracted shoutla shouf when you're ready.
in childhood' but can be dangerous in later life' 19 The attack on the Minister was/The people

I The chairlchairwoman has just phoned to say ottacked the Minister and it was unprovoked

she's been delayed in traffic. and extremely vicious.

2 For really good electric pianoslpianoes, have 20 The firsl outbreaklbreakout of the epidemic

a look in Marston's. was in Zaire in the 1980s.

3 Corn circles are one of the strangest
phenomenonsl phenomena of recent times.

4 Parliament consists of 653 MP'slMPs, aboul
two-thirds of whom belong to the
Covernment.

5 For this dish, you need to weigh the
ingredients carefully on the kitchen
scalelkitchen scales.

6 The Asthma Helpline will be able to give you
advicelan advice.

7 This checkout is for customers with fewerlless
than five items only.

B He was hit on the head by stonela stone and
had to go to hospital.

9 The supermarket is doing a lot of different
fruitlfruits from the Far East at the moment.

l0 The most exciting event for most British
viewers in the Sydney Olympics waslwere the
rowing finals.

1 1 The Society's President, against the wishes of
the other founder members, haslhave agreed
to the sale.

l2 Bread and butter islare eaten with meals by
most people in the North of England.

1 3 'The Three Kings' waslwere a great success
for Ceorge Clooney.

I 4 Have you thought about doing gymnastics? I

think it'sltheA're very good for you.

1 5 Recent events prove the saying that twenty-
four hours islare a long time in politics.
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Diagnostic test 26
Possessives and compound nouns
Eighteen of these sentences contain mistakes.
Tick (rz) the correct sentences, then find the
mistakes and correct them.

Example
Have you met the new girlfriend of my stepson
yet?".tlut*low-twptt*ystepon.t.neugirlfr..hntyet.l

I Did you notice that greasy stain on a side of
our sofa?

2 Dave's company has been awarded a
contract to repair all the buses' engines.

How about all of us going back to the house
of my brother for some coffee?

l7 Did you manage to get an appointment at the
doctor's?

1 8 Oh, for the sake of heaven, can't you get a
move on?

19 He's doing some research for his dissertation
on anthropology's historY

20 The celebrities acknowledged the crowd's
cheers who lined the street.

famous serial killer's arrest.

23 Commentators have been stunned by the
scale of the scandal.

24 The processor is the computer's main

component, wouldn't You agree?

These gloves look familiar; I think they're
Joe's. .........

The villa we're borrowing belongs to my

sister's-in-law's parents.

I adore Lennon's and McCartney's music,

especially the early stuff. ..........

This is Mario, he's a colleague of Professor
Crigson.

I might be able to get you an interview; the
owner's a friend of me.

ls that the new car of HilarY?

Elizabeth's the youngest daughter of Mr
Cranger.

Jem saw a fantastic article in the local paper

of today.

Calileo was NASAs biggest project.

16

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

l0

ll

12

13

14

l5

People in this street are very proud of their's 21 Astronomers predict an eclipse of the sun on

manicured front lawns. April the thirteenth's morning'

lsn't she your secretary's brother's boss?
22 lnspector Walters achieved fame with the

25

26

27

28

29

This term the class will be reading the short
stories' collection of Craham Greene.

Everyone's been admiring my expensive
wife's car

lf there's one thing I can't stand it's fussy

children's clothes. .........

There's a beautiful old house for sale at the
local estate's agent's.

lf you want a really unique wedding dress,
you need to find a good maker of dresses.

It's in a great location, only five minutes'
walk from the supermarket.

Could you give me a dollar's worth of those
bananas, please?

30 Creat news - the college is going to give me

a one-year sabbatical.
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Diagnoslic test 27
Pronouns
Ten of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick
(r'| the correct sentences, then find and
correct the mistakes.

Example
Someone he called in the middle of the night - |

11

don't know who it was
:. . i:t rr-. * cqlkA it4" &p.,l,/Ad/e. of .tfir," """"" ""r" ""'
1 We always wash up the dog's dishes

separately. This cloth is for our dishes and
that one is for its.

It's not their deckchair. lt's our! Don't you
recognise it?

E-mails they have become a real nuisance. I

receive about thirty a day now.

Those plastic cakes look good enough to eat
theml

The ski instructor didn't actually ski any
better than me.

Don't tell anyone else about the surprise
party. lt's between you and l!

Could all of you people move a few metres to
the left, please?

lf you'd like a new tennis racket, I can get
you a one very cheaply.

It's been an excellent course. I've enjoyed
very much.

Some elderly people have difficulty in
remembering themselves what happened only
a few hours before.

12

Myself, I'm really not keen on savoury and
sweet flavours together.

After John had been in captivity for three
years, he and his wife had a lot to tell
themselves.

They haven't cleaned the stairwells in our
flats for over a month now.

The refugees have arrived and everybody
seem quite happy with the living
arrangements.

ln the following sentences, one, two or all
three of the answers (a-c) may be correct.
Tick btl all of the correct answers.

Example
Each interviewee should arrive promptly for
........ interview.
a his y' b his/her rz c their r'

l5 lt's ........ who asked for the music to be
turned down.
a them b them ones c they

Come on! Own up! Who's left ........ muddy
boots in the kitchen again!
a their b his/her c her

We had to take Damon to the vet yesterday

t3

l4

16

17

........ 's got ear mites agarn.
a lt b He c Himself

18 I'd like to treat ........ to a night at the opera.
a you b yourself c myself

1 9 The hostile tribes went to war with ........
a one another b each other
c themselves

20 ln cases like these, ........ can understand the
motive behind the attack.
aone byou cwe

t6

l0
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Diagnostic test 28
Determiners
Complete each sentence with alan, the or - (no

article).

Example
All our towels are made of ..;.. Egyptian cotton.

1 Ruthless poachers hunt ........ elephant for
the valuable ivorY of its tusks.

2 Next week I'll be reviewing a stunning new

film. ........ film stars Michael Douglas and is
directed by Curtis Hanson.

3 Yesterday evening's Nature Scope about ........
sun's future worried a large number of
viewers.

4 Muhammad Ali was voted ........ greatest

sports personality of the twentieth century.

5 lt is commonly accepted today that.'......
brown bread is good for You.

6 Many research scientists are inspired by

........ hope of curing diseases by genetic

engineering.

7 Fewer people attend........ church regularly
now than twenty Years ago.

B Julianne studied for seven years to become

........ criminal lawYer.

9 Like many people, I learnt to play .....'.. piano

when I was a child, but gave it uP in mY

teens.

I O We recommend that children and teenagers
are inoculated against ........ meningitis.

Underline the correct determiner or
determiners in each sentence (* = no afticle).
ln some cases two maY be €orrect.

Example
NonelsomelBofh neighbours rushed to the aid

of the elderly woman.

11 lt costs l1O atanl- hour to hire the squash

court.

12 There's althel- good wine bar in the town
centre, isn't there?

13 AlThel- Mr Jones came to see you this
afternoon.

14 My parents grew up in the 1950s. ln
theltheselthose days there was far less

freedom than there is now.

15 ThislThatlA woman I'd never met before

came up to me in the bank and asked if she

could borrow 910!

16 lt's freezingl I've never known a winter

-lth is I that cold before.

17 lsn't lhere anglsomelthe way that you can

ensure deliverY tomorrow?

1B EverglAtllEach lhe children in the school have

to take uP at least one sPort.

19 We have asked our retail outlets to return
bothlboth oflsome the new models for further
insPection.

20 MuchlA totlA few depends on the final

outcome of the negotiations.

37
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Diagnostic test 29
Prepositions
Tick (/) the correct answer.

Example
The animal spun round suddenly and hissed
violently........ me.

ato bby caty'

1 We used to be able to hear the sonic boom
of Concorde as it flew ..... the house.
a above b over c on toP of

2 ls the rank of sergeant ..... the rank of
corporal in the British armY?
a underneath b behind

3 The Crand Bazaar ..... lstanbul is the largest
covered market in the world.
aat bin cbY
The Council is building a new office
the car park of the Multiplex cinema.
a at b behind c after

The zookeeper was amazing - he calmly
walked ..... the lion and took the bag out of
its mouth.
a near b up to c towards

Your appointment with the consultant is at
6.30 ..... the evening of the I lth.
ain bat con
The new soap opera on BBC2 is starting .....
tomorrow.
aat b- con
The walking tour will be leaving promptly ....,
time in order to cover the itinerary.
aon bin cat
Louis was unable to name one person ..... all
his acquaintances that he could truly call a
friend.
a between b under c among

The hotel's bedding is made only ..... the
finest cottons and linens.
aof bin cwith

1 1 Well, .,... my opinion, our neighbours could
be a lot noisier and more disruptive than they
actually are.
a from b according to c in

l2 Despite ..... no rain for weeks, the garden
appears to be flourishing.
a have b that we have had c having

Six of these sentences contain mistakes with
prepositions in itolics. Tick (/) the correct
sentences, then find and correct the mistakes'

Example
The house was undamageq in the floods, except
the carpets. . ?Xq#.F-f..................

l3 We had to put up with her moaning for the
whole journey up to Clasgowl

14 Harriet advanced to her position in the
company bg means some strategic
friendshiPs.

1 5 The post office is behind iusf the petrol
station. You can't miss it.

16 Why don't you go towards that police officer
and ask him the way? ..........

17 The divorce became much more expensive
and messier because of thot solicitors became
involved.

18 From what theA said on the weather forecast
yesterday, we're in for a good weekend.

Apart from to dismantle the lighting, the band
took only fifteen nlinutes to pack up.

l've been
applied..

offered the job in Helsinki for that I

c below

l9

20

10
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Diagnostic test 30
Word order and verb patterns
For each sentence below, you are given three
possible ways of completing it. Only two are
correct. Tick (rz) the correct ones.

Example
Although the girl was clearly in her teens, she

appeared...
a the child's mother.
b to be the child's mother. y'
c fond of the child. r/

During an interview the Minister told ...
a the nation that she would be resigning.
b to the nation that she would be resigning.
c the interviewer a lie about his resignation.

Passengers stumbled and luggage flew from
the racks as the driver suddenly ...
a stopped b stopped the train.
c stopped to the train.

The low turnout of townspeople at the
meeting made the new councillor ...
a to get angry. b angrY.
c chairman of the committee.

Surely you don't always want to remain ...
a a shop worker? b to be a shoP worker?
c in his shadow?

When Jean-Paul Caultier arrived on the scene,

he appeared ...
a the natural successor to Westwood.
b to be the natural successor to Westwood.
c refreshingly new and different.

As part of their launch, the new travel
company offered ...
a their first customer a free holiday.
b a free holiday to their first customer.
c to their first customer a free holiday.

The girl's passion for the man made her ...
a sign the confession.
b to sign the confession.
c blind to his faults.

The never-ending care and devotion of the
nurses in the hospital helped ...
a to overcome cancer mY father.
b my father overcome cancer.
c my father to overcome cancer.

The words in brackets are in the wrong order.
Rewrite them in the correct order.

Example
When we won the lottery last Year,
I new/we/ou r/house/parents/bought/a].
. . . . . . . . . we. h aug ht. o.Qt{. p#.eilh .a/. t&t'!r ha &{e,. . . . . . . .

9 ln the play, [the/Princess/Duke/really/the/
lovesl, but unfortunately his love isn't
reciprocated.

I 0 [quote/you/could/provide/a/formal]? lf you put
it in writing, we'll accePt it.

Isecret/kept/Du ncan/to/her/Katha rine/
marriage/al for several months before she

dared to tell her Parents.

I Betti nalyacht/named/Joh n/the] aft er h is wife,
who had recently passed awaY.

The arrival of the Shakespearean actor
Iamount/com pany/of/the/brought/certain/
class/al.

The Millers are just leaving, lwill/show/
motorway/them/the/you/way/to/thel? You go

past the slip road, don't You?

The children at the party were delighted
whe n I ra b b it I hatlfr oml allh e/magi cia n/p u I led/
hisl . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ...

16 The warden told [that/want/see/visitors/
prisoner/the/d id n't/them/the/tol.

I mach i ne/me/use/show/can/you/how/to/th is]?

I'm useless with anything mechanical.

We have to take on the third applicant;

Ienough/she/wel l-qual if ied/had/experience/
and/was/she1. . . .

The new design of the magazine [brighter/is/
the/one/previous/m uch/thanl.

The plav was a total disaster! lleft/first
act/welas soon as/over/the/wasl.

l1

12

13

14

15

17

l8

19

20
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Diagnostic test 31
Relative clauses
Underline the correct alternative in italics.

Example
Do you know anyone whichlwho can repair
cigarette burns on clothes?

1 lt's usually children from deprived
backgrounds thatlwhich cause the worst
problems.

2 Captain Corelli's Mandolin, thotlwhich topped
the best-seller lists for weeks on end, was
never formally publicised.

3 The Council provides bins in thatlwhich waste
paper can be deposited for recycling.

All cows over 30 months wholwhich may have
been exposed to BSE will be destroyed.

Address the reference'to wholwhom it may
concern', as it's very formal.

The town hall clock played a different tune at
twelve every day, whichlwhat amused the
locals and attracted tourists.

'There's a lucky person in this hall wholwhose
lottery ticket has just won them f2,000!'
'Why don't you tell the police whichlwhat you
told me yesterday?'

The film is set in the period wherelwhen the
divide between rich and poor was much
greater than it is now.

You can put the photo whicheverlwherever
you think it looks best.

Each sentence below contains a mistake. Find
the mistakes and correct them.

Example
Orders for tha! we have received oavment will
beprocessedimmediately. wlli;l.?..

1 1 The jackets which this shop makes them are
of excellent quality.

12 Jack has prepared his favourite dish from
Delia Smith's recipe book, which he is about
to eat.

1 3 Can you get me one of those chocolate bars
have got toffee in the middle?

The charity event raised over f 1,000 for St
Andrew's Hospice which opened last year.

l'd always wanted to take Craham to the city
where lgrew up in. .............
Have you invited the residents who living here
on a temporary basis to the meeting?

He presented the visiting ambassador with a
genuine Ming vase, that was worth over
$10,000.

The bank robbery what I told you about is in
the local newspaper.

High taxation is often the main reason which
governments fall.

The new buyer identified a dozen new
sources for the material, most of them
proved to be reliable.

14

15

16

17

r8

19

20

l0
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Diagnostic test 32
Contrast
Fourteen of these sentences contain a mistake.
Tick (rz) the correct sentences, then correct
the mistakes. (Some of the mistakes are in
word order and level of formality.)

Example
We didn't have a lot of success with the garden,
desoite we worked hard on it.
. . . wa didnlt .hatn. *. ht .of. str.c.cess .with. &?,. . . . . . . .

gad+*t,. al&w ug h wz. in r.kd, har. d'. o.w.k,. . . . . . .

'l I'm Cemini even
Capricorn. . . . . . . .

though my mother ls

2 My partner enjoys adventure holidays,
whereas I prefer to laze on a beach.

But they'd travelled round the world, they
had little experience of their own country.

Although the watch looked just like a Rolex,
it had cost only $50 in a market in Hong
Kong..........

The girl was released from prison, she had

served although only a fraction of her
sentence.

Even although there was a Force 9 gale, the
ship remained stable.

Visitors to tropical resorts still stay out in the
sun too long, even they have had plenty of
warning about the dangers of the sun's rays.

These exclusive villas are only a five-minute
walk from the busy centre of the resort. They

are a haven of peace and tranquillity yet.

Her face, although deathly pale, was as stern
as ever.

ldeal the house may appear at first sight, be

sure to have a full structural survey.

ln spite of he had a full course of driving
lessons, he failed the test four times.

Despite she was a woman, Marie Curie made
a successful career for herself in a male-
dominated world.

Despite having to do it in the dark, we
managed to pitch the tent without problems.

Although the fact that the machine was under
guarantee, the company refused to replace it.

We had a really horrible flight back - it was

terrifying. The plane was all over the place

and people were throwing up everywhere and
screaming. Nonetheless, we got back safely.

However a dog may be a good companion for
the elderly, the need to take it for walks may

be a disadvantage.

Australian wines have long impressed
European wine lovers. Australian, by
contrast, champagne is a relative newcomer

Most people appreciate the damage being
done to the environment by cars. They won't
stop using their own vehicles, however.

The new designs are not as innovative as the
competition. They will certainly be popular as

they are realistically priced, still.

The plumber charged $'l 00 for an hour's
work. He did a good job, mind You.

t1

\2

13

t4

15

l6

11

l8

19

20

41
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Diagnostic test 33
lntroductory there and ft
Complete the sentences with it or there (and a
suitable form of be if necessary).

Examples
ln the state of Texas alone ...|:h*rp.M.a. thought
to be more than thirty prisoners on death row.
She found .....k............ strange that he never
talked about his childhood.

1 Once upon a time.................... an old
woman who lived in a shoe.

2 During tomorrow's show .................... an

interval of fifteen minutes.

3 Luckily, . not any difficultY
finding the shop yesterday.

4 .................... a long way to the beach from
here.

5 'Which street is it?' '.................... the first
one on the left.'

6 .................... seems to be something wrong
with my modem.

7 Strange weather for June;
freezing today!

I .................... hardly any fuel left in the car.

9 The army doesn't anticipate
much opposition from the rebel forces.

10 .................... looks as though our team's
going to win, after all.

1 I . supposed to be several ticket
machines outside the station.

12 Given the right monetary conditions,
. theoretically possible to

achieve zero inflation.

13 From the swirling mist .................... emerged
a mysterious cloaked figure.

14 lf the reorganisation goes ahead
. sure to be a lot of opposition

from the sales force.

I 5 I leave . to your conscience to
decide whether to report the matter.

16 Frankly, . not surprising that
they were expelled.

l1

t8

l9

20

We would appreciate . if you
wouldn't say anything about this to the
child ren.

Well, Mr Creen, . nothing wrong
with the heating element so perhaps we'd
better look at the pump.

Hello, ......... Azco Market Research
here; I wonder if you'd have a few minutes to
take part in our telephone poll?

The ministry didn't expect .................... quite
such a negative reaction from farmers.

42
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Diagnostic test 34
Emphatic structures and inversion
Make the sentences more emphatic by 1 

'l The interactive displays were much more

rewriting them, beginning with the word(s) in interesting. (Much)

brackets.

Example ^,-^ ^! !r
rhey ire doing something quite unprecedented. t' 

]!:"["JlrtXil:;""t 
was also at the

(Wh.at)
'. .wffi tln /.ar.e. dairy .i'r. qaite.trttprxd*e-e'

1 The shellfish made Jasmine sick. (lt was) l5 The firefighters were unable to enter the
building because the heat was so intense.
(So)

2 Greg lost the office keys. (lt)

3 He's approaching the problem from an

entirely new angle. (What)

l4 A parking ticket was stuck to my windscreen.
(Stuck)

o ii"r;"" i"," **,",i,,,'* ,,,,,"'"u,",; il;;;, 't il'l::3"ffi1Jb""['i:ated 
thev managed

5 I came by bus because my car has broken 16 A gnarled old oak tree stands beside the

down. (The reason) river bank. [Beside)

6 A second chance is the only thing I want' (All) 17 The midnight movie is after this (Next)

7 The guy who told me about the new club was 1 8 The government has hardly ever suffered

zack. (zack) such an overwhelming defeat. (Seldom)

g We have to leave our bags and coats here. 1 9 As soon as we arrived they announced that

(This)theshowwascancelled.(Nosooner)

9 They told me the same thing. (That's) 20 Refunds cannot be given under any
circumstances. (Under)

Diagnostic test 34 r€gr,>rip4ge''
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Diagnostic test 35
Aspects of cohesion
Rewrite the underlined sections of these
sentences to avoid rePetition.

Example
The dog winced as its owner kicked the dog
once again. .......it......

I The American woman stepped off the train
onto the crowded platform. The American
woman was so striking that a hush fell over
the people waiting to greet their loved ones.

I really don't like these modern paintings. I

much prefer the paintings over there.

'Would you like some of these jelly beans?'
'No, thanks. I only like the red jelly beans
and there aren't any left.' ....................
'Have you seen Billy, Martin and Greg
today?' 'Yes. Billy. Martin and Creg were at
the coffee bar this morning.'

l'm afraid we didn't complete the obstacle
course as quickly as the other team
completed it
'This lecture is really useless. I don't want to
stay any longer.' 'No, I don't want to stay
anv longer

He asked me to give up my day off to help
with the stocktaking, and he said he'd pay

me extra to give it up

My boss gave me a totally unexpected pay
rise. I'd better thank her for giving me the
pay rise.

'Do you think that Britain will win the bid to
host the next World Cup?' 'l certainly hope
they don't win itl lt'll be chaos!'

Ask whether your parents are doing anything
this weekend, and if they aren't doing
anything, invite them to our party.

12

Eight of the sentences below either contain a

mistake or could be expressed more concisely.
Ttck (r') the two correct sentences, then
correct the mistakes.

Example
Nigel coughed nervously and Laura coughed
nervouslv too.

Nt4el .c.o.rghcd. .ner.nu.ly. and., so. did,. t+/.aa1, . .

1l The best pizzas are not to be found in big,
city-centre restaurants but they are to be

:::1o : "ill, 
backstreet restaurants.

The girls all wanted to watch the video of
Romeo ond Juliet. The boys weren't so keen
because they didn't want to watch a romantic
film. They were so enthusiastic because they
knew that Romeo was Leonardo diCapriol

'Would you like some white wine?' 'No,

thanks, I prefer red one.'

The people opposite us sniffed at the acrid
smell of smoke and so we did.

'You wanted me to ring you about the
arrangements for the wedding.' 'So did l.'

Crabbing her bag and snatching the money
from the table, Angela ran through the front
door and into the waiting taxi. ....................

Mervyn Jones failed to complete the 400
metres because tore a muscle in his leg.

'Aren't they meeting us here?' 'Well, they
must, because they weren't at home when I

rang a few minutes ago.' ..........
'Co to the Tate Modern without me. I'm not
that interested in it.' 'well, you should be!
It's a great gallery.'

The President was unable to put through all
the reforms that he had wanted to put
through.

13

14

15

16

11

18

19

4

10

20
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Diagnostic test 36
Features of discourse
Circle the better option (a or b) for each space

{1*7) in the text. Both oPtions are
grammatically correct; choose the most
appropriate in the context.

Jane and Tom had been looking for a new home

to buy for ages and they were excited about
viewing the empty house in Garfield Road.
(1) . ..so it was quite easy to find' Walking

up to the front door they noticed that the garden

was extremely unkempt and full of rubbish'
(2) .. .. Unfortunately the inside of the house

was little better. From the state of the hallway it
was clear that nobody had lived there for many

years. Undaunted, Jane made straight for the

kitchen. (3) ........ lt wasn't a pleasant sight.
(4) ... .. Jane decided to see if the reception

rooms were any better and walked back into the

hall. (5) . lt was empty of furniture but
with growing excitement Jane noticed a large

boarded-up fireplace. She shouted for Tom to
come and look at it. (6) .......". . So few houses

had big fireplaces these days, and there was

nothing she loved more than a house with a
blazing log fire. t7) .. ... .

1 a They knew the old church was opposite it'
b They knew it was opposite the old church'

2 a There was a burnt-out sofa and an old

fridge which was lYing on its side'
b A burnt-out sofa and an old fridge which

was lying on its side were there.

3 a ln any house it was the kitchen that she

always wanted to see first'
b She always wanted to see the kitchen first

in any house.

4 a Hidden under a thick layer of dust and
grease were the kitchen walls and units'

b The kitchen walls and units were hidden

under a thick layer of grease and dust'

5 a She stepped into the old dining room'
pushing open a creaking mahogany door'

b Pushing open a creaking mahogany door,

she stepped into the old dining room.

6 a This was exactly the kind of thing they had

been hoping to find.
b They had been hoping to find exactly this

kind of thing.

7 a Ever since her childhood spent in an old

farmhouse in Scotland she had loved it.
b lt was something she had loved ever since

her childhood spent in an old farmhouse in

Scotland.

Choose the best word or phrase (a-n) from the
box below to complete each sentence. Not all

the options are needed.

a At first b Furthermore c Nevertheless

d Due to e After that f ConsequentlY

g The Prince h The Prince of Wales

i To know the right PeoPle.
j Knowing the right PeoPle.
k Cheques should be
I lt would be nice if Your cheque was

m creepy n unnerving

l0

tl

12

8 Proof of status must be included with each

application. we require a signed and

dated passport-sized photograph, which is

non-returnable.

9 Joseph never went to university. .....""", he

considered himself to be well educated'

The air traffic controllers have called a strike'
all flights are cancelled until further

notice.

The tour of the Acropolis will take two hours'
you will be free to go shoPPing'

The Prince of Wales announced his decision

to give up playing polo today. .......... has

sustained a number of injuries in recent

years.

l3 Being in the right place at the right time'

......... these are the ingredients of success in

our societY.

l4 lnvoices should be paid by cheque.

marked 'PaYee onlY'.

1 5 Many critics find the scene in the attic
particularlY
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Present tenses
The present simple and the present continuous tenses are the most common ways

of expressing present time in English. The present simple describes things that are
generally true, while the present continuous describes things that are true at the time
of speaking, but which may change. This unit looks at the present time uses of these
twotenses.Theycanalsoexpressfuturetime(p'Unit4) andpasttime(w1.1E, 1.2E)

PRESENT SIMPLE

1.1A
Form

l.1B
Ceneral truths

and facts

r.1c
Repeated

events/actions

1.1D
Series of

events/actions

The form of the present simple verb only changes aft.er he, she or if, when we add -s to
the base form (-es aft.er o, s, sh, ch and x; -ies when the base form ends in -y):

I read t he reods; we watch + she watches; theA Carrg + it carries
x earina-eajog.hospital drarnas'so'she watch :ER:'everg week,
y' Carina enjogs hospital dramas so she watches 'ER' everg week.

We form the negative and questions with the auxiliary do (:;,' 6.1 A, 7.lA). ln the
negative we usually use the contracted forms don't and doesn't in speech and informal
writing:

Japanese cooking doesn't use a lot of dairg food.

Do interest rates usuallg go up in order to reduce inflation?

We often use the present simple to state truths and to describe things which we feel

are facts or permanent situations:
. Things which are generally true:

British people drink a lot of tea, while Americans drink more coffee.
. Facts: Broken bones in adults don't heal as fast as theg do in children.
. Permanent situations: A colong of Antarctic penguins lives in Marwell Zoo.

We use the present simple to describe things that happen on a regular basis:
As temperatures fall with the approach of winter, the soil freezes and contracts ...
The'Blairs take their summer holidag in a quiet part of Tuscang.

We often use the present simple with adverbs of frequency (alwags, usuallg, often,
sometimes, never) and expressions of frequency (everg ..., once a ...1:

Share prices usuallg change on a dailg basis - but often bg verg little.
Our two chefs provide an excellent choice of hot meals everg dag.

We use the present simple to describe a series of events or actions (e.g. to give
directions or instructions) often with impersonal gou:

From here gou cross the road, go through an iron gate and follow the path west ...
This is similar to the imperative, but the imperative can sound more abrupt:

Crossthe road, gothrough an iron gate and followthe path west ...
We use the present simple when we want to express the immediacy of an event, e.g. in
sports commentaries, particularly when the action being described is a quick one and is
therefore over before the description finishes:

France kicks off, Zidane pdsses to HenrA, Henrg cuts inside ...
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I . I E lf we wish to give the events of a past narrative or an anecdote more immediacy, we

Other uses can use the present simple, especially in speech (compare e* l.2E):
There's an otd woman with thick glasses ond o name tag. lgo up to her and osk ...

Newspaper headlines often use the present simple to express a past event, which again

gives more immediacy to the event:
Addicted Chaplin star gets three gears for new drugs lapse.

We use the present simple in formal speech or writing for certain actions:
I note that gou referred to the National Curriculum in gour speech ...

I look forward to receiving a prompt replA to mg enquirg.

We can use the present simple to talk about fixed events in the future (k'4.4A) or to
express the future after conjunctions of time, e.g. when, after, as soon os (a*4.4D).

IffiIq PRESENT coNrtNuous
1.24
Form

r.2B
Things which
are true now

We form the present continuous with the present of the verb be and the present

participle of the main verb:
'What are the children doing?'

We usually contract is or are to 's or 're in speech and informal writing:
'Well, Alan's drawing in his room and Sophie's watching TV with me.'

Note the following spelling rules for forming the present participle:
. Base form + -ing: draw - drawing, watch + watching, speak + speaking
. Base form ending in -e + -ing: take + taking, receive '+ receiving, create -+ creating

' Base form + consonant + -ing: swim - swimming, run t running
(For past, future and perfect continuous forms * 2.2, 2'4, 3.3, 4.1C, 4.38, 4.4C.)

OWe often omit the pronoun and auxiliary (is or are) when we repeat the present

continuous in the same sentence:
James and Saltg are spending the evening together, watching a new video.

For information on ellipsis l' 55.3A, B.

The present continuous describes an action in progress at the moment of speaking or

around the time of speaking. The action is likely to continue after the time of speaking,

but is likely to stop at some point, i.e. it is temporary:
t'tt be with gou in a minute. t'm iust finishing something in the kitchen'

we are staging with John to trg and find out if his place reollg is hounted.

Common adverbs with this form are now, iust, sfi// and at the moment:

We're studging the writings of C1nter Crass on the Cerman course now'

we use live, work, studg and stag in the continuous if the action is temporary:
x She-stag,-in*the Wcldorf4storia-on-this- visit to New-llorh Aees*\-she?
/ She's staging in the Watdorf Astoria on this visit to New York, isn't she?

Compare: She atwags stags in the Watdorf Astoria on visits to New York. (s- I .l C)

(OAn exception to the use of the present continuous to describe actions in progress is

Here comes and There goes, which are always in the present simple:

X Here is eoming-the postrnan. There is-going'the-last bus,
y' Here comes the postmon. There goes the last bus.

Note the inversion of the verb and subject in these phrases.

We also use the present continuous to describe things which are changing:

British summers are getting hotter and winters are getting wetter.

We do not use the present simple to express this:
,( British sufiffiers get'hotter and winters get wetter,

The present simple describes a regular event which we see as unchanging:

We get a lot of rain during the winter in this part of the world.
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1.2C
Repeated

events

1.2D
Series of

events

1.2E
Other uses

It is possible to use the present continuous to talk about repeated events or actions,

usually if they happen within a temporary period:

t'm feeding the neighbour's cat this week while she's in hospital.

Compare this with the use of the present simple for repeated actions (s l.1C):
Craham's a confirmed smoker. He smokes about fiftg cigarettes a daA.

(repeated action over a long period of time, possibly most of Craham's life)

Craham's having a tough time ot the office at the moment and he's smoking about
fiftg cigarettes a dag! (repeated action in a temporary period)

We can use the present continuous with an adverb such as alwags, forever or

continualtg to talk about repeated actions that happen very often, perhaps too often as

far as the speaker is concerned:
The babg's alwogs moking cute little gurgling noises.

The neighbours are forever slamming doors and shouting during the night.

I'm alwags forgetting people's birthdags. lt's so annoging.

You may hear the present continuous used in sports commentaries, when the action is

in progress throughout the time of speaking:
Theg're now entering the back straight and El Carroui is starting to pull owaA ...

(... and he crosses the tine two seconds ahead of his closest rival ... " 1 . 1 D)

We can use the present continuous with the present simple to give more immediacy to
a past narrative. We use the continuous for actions which form a background, i.e. they

started before the actions within the narrative:
There's an otd woman with thick glasses who's serving the hot drinks, so I go up to
her and ask ... (She started serving before the action of the narrative.)

The present continuous can also express arrangements in the future (e 4.34).

I .5A There are a number of verbs in English which we rarely use in a continuous tense. They

Verbs of often describe states of being, thinking, possessing or feeling:

believing, X Most peopte aren:t believing'in the'existenee of UFOs,

having, t/ Most people don't believe in the existence of UFOs.

liking, etc. The most common of these verbs are:

verbs of existing or being be, consist of, contain, exist

verbs of possessing belong to, have (= own), include, lach, own, possess

verbs of feeling or wanting adore, desire, despise, detest, dislike, envg, hate, like,
love, need, pitg, prefer, trust, wqnt, wish

verbs of thinking or believing believe, doubt, expect, feel (= think), forget, imagine,
intend, know, realise, recognise, remember, see
(= understand), suppose, think, understqnd

ll VERBS RARELY USED lN THE CONTINUOUS

verbs of appearance

other verbs

oppeor, resemble, seem

concern, depend, deserve, fit, matter, measure, mean,
mind, weigh

l 3B lt is possible to use many of the verbs in 1.3A in the continuous, but the verb either
Using these has a different meaning or expresses a temporary action:
verbs in the 'ls Maria readg get?' 'No, she's having a shower. ' (= is taking)
continuous Now that there's electricitg in the village, Santos is thinking of getting his house

connected. (= is considering)
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This table shows some of the common differences in use:

verb use in Present simPle

be Your son is a verg obedient
child, isn't he?

have Theg're verg rich. Theg have
three homes and a gacht.

think I think that the world's
problems are getting worse.

use in present continuous

Your son is being verg obedient at the

moment. (= is behaving obediently)

t'm having a reallg good time, thanks,
(= am experiencing)

t'm thinking of contributing to Oxfam.

[= am considering)

mean The sign meqns'slow down'. You're alwags meaning to call us, but gou

never do. (= are intending)

appeor tt appeors the potice have The Philharmonic are appearing at the

not storted the investigation' Palladium' (= are performing)

t.3c
Sense verbs

1.3D
Performative

VCTbS

weigh She weighs 70 kilos. I'm weighing the ingredients for the cake
(= action of weighing)

(O Some verbs of feeling can be used in both the simple and the continuous with no

change in meaning:
Mg wrist hurtslis hurting again - I must go to the phgsiotherapist'

Ithint< those mussels maA hove been off. Do gou feellAre gou feeling OKtodag?

We do not usually use the continuous form with verbs which describe a sense or a form

of perception , e.g. hear, notice, see, smell, taste:

X lh-netking,that-gour-wife-doxn't-come -to the wine tastings'-Dsesn't'she'drink?
y' I notice that gour wife doesn't come to the wine tostings. Doesn't she drinB?

with verbs which describe a sense, we usually use the simple form or canlcould + lhe

verb when we do not deliberately use the sense, i.e. the use is involuntary:

Cangousmetlthefertitiser?We'rereallginthecountrAsidenow!
with smel/ and fosfe, we can use the continuous for a deliberate action:

t (can) toste cream in this. (there is cream in the dish; involuntary action)

I'm tasting the cream. (the cream might be off; intentional action)

Q We usually use the verbs see and hear only in the involuntary sense, unless they

have a different meaning, e.g. I'm seeing a new mon at present 1= going out with).

We use took at, wotch o( listen to for an intentional action:

X Can gou heep the noise down? t'm hearing the ofternoon'ptog'
y' Can gou keep the noise down? t'm tistening to the afternoon plag'

We use performative verbs in the first person actually to perform an action, i.e. saying

t apotogise performs the action of apologising:

onbehatfofthecompang,tapologiseforanginconveniencecaused.
When these verbs'perform'the function they express, they do not usually take the

continuous:
Raittrack apologises for the disruption to services over the last three months.

By saying this, the function of apologising is performed. However, if we use the verb to

describe the action rather than to do it, we can use the continuous:

The Railtrack chief executive was apologising profuselg for the inconvenience'

common performative verbs are: accept, agree, apologise, congratulate, declare, deng,

disagree, forbid, forgive, guarantee, insist, invite, order, predict, promise, recommend'

refuse, request, suggest, thank' warn.

ts Pages 70 and 71 for Round up of present and pasttenses
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 354

Write the correct form of the verb in brackets to complete this dialogue. Use the present simple

or the present continuous.

5ARAH Welcome to the programme. This afternoon I (11 ........ (stand) in the middle of the northern

Black Forest, cermany, with Rainer Sanger, from Friends of the Forest.

RRnren Cood afternoon, Sarah.

5ARAH Rainer, you're very concerned about this area of the forest, aren't you? Can you tell us why?

RnTNER yes. Much of the forest was wiped out in the hurricane last winter, as you can see. Many of the

trees are dead, and more (2) ........ (die) because of the irreversible damage. We at Friends of

the Forest (3) . (believe) that the authorities (4) ........ (not/do) enough right now to restore

this beautiful forest to its former state.

SARAH But they (5) . (clear) the dead trees away, aren't they? I saw some men on the way here "
nnrNrR of course, but they (6) (do) that every year. lt's the normal procedure. we need more

trees now, but they (7) . . (not/plant) any new trees to replace those that died'

5ARAH lsee. But you have approached the authorities about this, I (8) ........ (understand).

RnrnER We have tried, but each time they (9) .. .... (say) that they haven't got enough money to restore

the forest as quickly as we'd like. They (10) ........ (always/use) money as the excuse. lt's getting

really frustrating!
sARAH But it's not just an excuse, is it? They clearly (1 1) '

and the hurricane was an unforeseen occurrence'
fnot/have) enough money for everything,

nnrNrn Of course, we appreciate that, and the point is that actually, we (12) '...'... (not/ask) for much

money. We would just like their guidance - we can provide volunteers to work on the forest.

5ARAH Oh, lsee. Well, that's somewhat different. Now Rainer, could you tell us "

Underline the correct verb form in italics for each sentence'

I The Cuggenheim Museum in Bilbao houseslis housing Spain's largest collection of Modern Art.

2 Wetrg outlare trging out a new paper supplier at the moment. The old one was too expensive.

3 The children don't eatlaren't eating sweets and chocolate before they go to bed at night. lt's bad

for their teeth.

4 These animals displaglare displaging a great deal of aggression if disturbed.

5 V,,le currenttg showlare currentlg showing the film 'Star Wars' at all Odeon cinemas in the region.

6 Ouickl cet rid of all the mess! Here comelare coming Mum and Dadl

7 The weather forecast says there'll be wind from the north-west tonight. That always bringslis

bringing snow with it at this time of year.

8 The rubbish collectors comelare coming on Fridays in this area. They don't takelaren't tahing

rubbish not left in black plastic bags.
g you alwags complainlare alwags comptaining and it really gets on my nerves! Why can't you just

accept things and relax?
jO Does the orchestra ptaglts the orchestra ptaging at the Town Hall this week? I'd really like to see

their new concert.

11 Swimming provideslis providing exercise for more muscle groups than any other physical activity.

l2 What do gou considerlare gou considering lo be the lowest price they'll sell the house for?
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Rewrite these sentences from newspaper articles
words and phrases to help you.

The chief inspector of pUsons last night called

for the release of the Bulger killers.

A High Courl juglgrg has blocked the proposed

ban on tobacco advefis.

The chief ofpaliEc-adlsltted that errors were

made during the Chinese President's visit to

the UK.

as headlines to the articles. Use the underlined

|rrtv &t:f qk f,r r4rsyf e4?{ 44!{t

The private member's bill on fox-hunting did
not achieve the support needed last night to
become law.

The government of India has snubbed the

Pope on the eve ofhis visit to the country,

as they have refused his invitation to attend

a multi-faith gathering.

Radio 1, the BBC's pop music station, has

outshone all its commercial radio rivals in a

recent poll. Makers of the latest Leonardo DiCaprio film
are facing a huge uplgg! from locals over

their treatment of a beach used for filming.

Complete this newspaper report. Write the verbs in brackets in the correct form, present simple

or present continuous.

It's summer. A man is out for a quiet walk. He's walking along a country road and he

(1) ........(mind) his own business when he (2) ........ (be knocked down) and seriously iniured

by a minivan. The man, a wrirer of thrillers and horror fiction, (3) ".'.... (survive) but he

(4) ........ (become) obsessed with the vehicle that maimed him. He doesn't bear a grudge

against the driver. Instead, he (5) ........ (buy) the minivan and (6) .......' (hide) it.

This sounds like the plot of a Stephen King thriller, but it is in fact the latest chapter in the

wrirer's real life. King has bought the van and he (7\ ........ (intend) to take a sledgehammer to

it. At present King (S) ........ (recover) from his injuries at home, where he (9) ........ (suffer

from) a broken hip, a fractured leg and a collapsed lung. The story is uncannily like the plot

of his novel Thinner (written severalyears previously), in which the victim's family
(10) ........(put) a curse on the driver. King, however, (11) ........ (demand) only the withdrawal

of the driver's licence. As for the minivan, we (12) ........ (not know) if King will actually carry

out his revenge or if he is simply hatching the plot for a new novel!

'l
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5
Read each pair of sentences below, A and B. The sentence which follows each pair is related to

one of the sentences in the pair. (For example, it could come after the sentence or describe the

sentence.) Write the letter of the correct sentence in the box'

0 A Steven's a difficult child.

B Steven's being difficult.
He isn't usuallg difficult.

1 A This salmon weighs more than six kilos'

B We're weighing the salmon to put a price on it'
This is a charocteristic of the salmon'

2 A I invite everyone present to the opening of the new superstore'

B I'm inviting everyone to the opening of the new superstore'

t'm offering this invitation to gou now'

3 A The dance group appears to have arrived at the theatre'

B The dance group is appearing at the theatre'
There are performances everA evening'

4 A Mmm. I taste cinnamon in this' Lovely'

B l'm tasting it to see if there's enough cinnamon in it'

I need to check the quontitg of cinnomon'

5 A I think house prices will rise again next year'

B I'm thinking of selling my house next year'

This is mg oPinion.

6 A My sister has a babY.

B MY sister'' nu:'n*;;iirl-. 
presnont.

I smell lavender. ls there a bush in the garden?

l'm smelling the lavender' lt's a very strong variety'

The smelt hos iust come to mg ottention'

He's having a shower.
He has a fantastic power shower in the main bathroom'

Wha don't gou wait in the living room?

we guarantee that your children will be supervised by experienced instructors'

My husband and I are guaranteeing the loan for Mrs Knight'

The compong takes full responsibilitA'

inadequate explanation or am I being stupid?

I don't understand. Am I really so stupid?

Is this o permonent charocteristic of mine?

7A
B

8A
B

9A
B

10 A
B

ls this an

l'm sorry,

B

n

n

n

n

n

tr

D

n

n

D
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ln about half of the lines of the following text there is an error in the use of the present forms.
For each numbered line (l-22), underline the error and write the correct form. Some lines are
correct. lndicate these with atick(r'1. The exercise begins with two examples (0 and 00).

lonian lslands, and most are ............. .(...............0

00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

r0
11

12

13

14

15

16

11

r8
19

20

21

22

Every year more and more tourists are visiting the

enchanted by these lush green islands In a turquoise sea. Many now think

about the possibility of owning property in this warm, unspoilt corner of

Europe. Appeals the idea to you? lf so, read on!

lmagine yourself standing on a wide terrace high on a cliff above the

clear lonian Sea, the island of Zakynthos in the distance. The sun is beating

down and you are hearing the cicadas and the sound of waves lapping

gently against the golden sand below. You can smell the heady scent of

jasmine. You walk down a steep, stony path to the beach and there is lying

the turquoise sea, right in front of you. We're inviting you to share this

experience with us.

We currently develop a complex of luxury apartments just outside

Lourdas, in the south of Cephalonia. Cephalonia is the largest and the

most varied of the lonian lslands, and Lourdas is a traditional Creek

village with a variety of shops and tavernas. Behind the village the

mountains are rising steeply and goats roam freely. From the village a

road winds down to Lourdas Bay. The wide sweep of the bay shelter a

long sandy beach which is almost totally uncommercialised, although

local developers build a range of bars and tavernas on a strip of land

behind the beach.

We have completed our show apartment and we now show prospective

purchasers the apartment, either in person at the site, or at our

London office, on video. To take part in this once-in-a-lifetime offer,

phone us now and talk to one of our sales representatives

ffi
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We often use the past simple tense for single completed events and past states and we

use the past continuous for temporary or interrupted actions. We use the past perfect

tense for actions which happened before a time in the past. This unit looks at the

diiferences between the past and the past perfect tenses and used tolwould + infinitive
(For uses of the present perfect tense for past time ::,,. 3.1 ,3.2. For past forms which

refer to the future (future in the past) \ 5.-.,

PAST SIMPLE

2.1 A Most verbs add -ed to the base form to make the past simple tense. The past simple

Form tense form is the same for all persons (except with the verb beJ:

watch - tlhelshelitlwelgoultheg watched; be - llhelshelit was, welgoultheg were

Note the following spelling rules with -ed endings:
. Base forms ending in a single stressed vowel and a consonant (except w, x or g),

double the consonant, e.g. hug ' hugged.

ln British English, but not US English, we often double final consonant /, e.g. label '
labelled.

' Base forms ending in a consonant and g, change g to I' e.g. copA 4 copied'

' lrregular verbs do not form the past tense with -ed, e'g. go --+went.

We do not use the past form of the verb in questions and negatives; we use did (not) +

infinitive. We usually use the contracted form didn't in speech and informal writing:

X |Did.uo* scw atry+hing. sus pieious? : X : N o ; 1 did*+ saw. angthing,:

/'DidAouseeonAthingsuspicious?'/'No,ldidn'tseeangthing''

2.18 We use the past simple to describe single completed actions in the past:

Past actions Julius Caesar invaded Britain in 55 ac-

and states Holtand was occupied bg the Cermans in 1940'

lf the context is clear, it is not necessary to give a past time reference:

Caesar's troops failed to defeat the indigenous tribes (in 55 ac) .

We use the past simple for actions which happened at the same time and also for
repeated actions:

When we got to the junction I took the left turn while Mickg took the right. (two

actions at the same time)
Mg brother applied for a visa six times before he got one. (repealed actions)

We use the past simple for sequences of actions. Sometimes the actions follow
immediately after each other, or one action causes a result:

Silverman ran to the car, jumped in and roced off into the night. (sequence of actions)

Walt Street traders lost a fortune when the Asian markets collapsed. (= The markets

collapsed with the result that the traders lost a fortune.)
We use the past simple to describe states in the past:

We lived just outside Oxford in the nineties, but we didn't have a car.

(For a contrast of the past simple and the present perfect tr 5.18, 3'2.)

:, PAST CONTINUOUS

2.2A We form the past continuous with r..vas or were and the present participle (r" l.2A) of
Form the main verb:

What were the children doing while all this was going on?
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2.28
Actions in

progress

2.2C
I nterrupted

actions

There are some verbs which we rarely use in the continuous tenses, including the past

continuous. (For more information about this ""'' 1 .3A, B, C.J

The past continuous describes an action in progress at a point of time in the past, i.e.

the action began before this point of time and continued after it.
We didn't heor the intruder because we were sleeping on the top floor that night.

At the time of our arrivat the citg was going through a period of rapid expansion.

We often use the past continuous to show that a past action was temporary, or was

changing or developing:
During mg training lwas earning a tot less than mg wife. (a temporary situation)

His sgmptoms were becoming more pronounced each daa. @ changing situation)

We can use the past continuous to describe an ongoing action which forms the

background or setting to past events. We often use the past simple for an action that

happened against this background:
Darkness was descending over the hushed citg as Jomes staggered back to college.

(darkness was descending -- background; James staggered = action)

We can use the past continuous for two actions in progress at the same time:

We were watching the skg and tistening for the first sounds of the dqwn chorus.

We usually use the past simple for repeated actions in the past 1' 2.18), but we can

use the past continuous if we want to emphasise that the repeated actions took place

over a temporary and limited period of finished time:

She received chemotherapA on a weehlg basis. (a repeated action)

For the first three months she was receiving chemotherapA on a weeklg basis.

(repeated action, but only for three monthsJ

We use the past continuous to contrast an ongoing action with a single event which

interrupts it. We use the past simple for the single event:

Etizabeth was hunting when messengers arrived with the news of Marg's plot.

Seventg cars were crossing the bridge when the pier collapsed into the river.

lp tt tne background action finishes just before the event which interrupts it, we prefer

to use the past perfect continuous (,.,. 2.4A, B). Compare these examples:

Jane opened the door to let Philip in.

1 He was running in the rain. 2 He had been running in the rain

2.2D We can use the past continuous to describe past arrangements; the arranged event

Other uses may or may not have taken place. This use is similar to the 'future in the past' (':"' 5'5):

Nancg was taking the next flight to Paris so she had to cut short the interview.

(= Nancy had an existing arrangement to take a flight to Paris.)

We can make requests, suggestions and questions more tentative and polite by using

the past continuous. We often use the verbs think and wonder:

we were wondering if gou would tihe to join us' (= 1ry6u16 you like to join us "'?)
Were gou planning on going somewhere else later? (= Are you planning on ...?)
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PAST PERFECT

2.34
Form

2.38
Actions and

states before
a time in the

Past

2.3C
Sequence in

the past

2.3D
Unfulfilled
intentions

We form the past perfect with had and a past participle, which is the same for all persons

BA the end of the fourth dag we had exhausted most of our rations.

I wasn't convinced that she had exhousted all of the possibilities ot thot stage.

Regular verbs have a past participle form which is the same as the past tense form (i.e.

we add -ed to the base form S. 2.1A). lrregular verbs, e.g. see, often have a past

participle form, e.g. seen, which is different from the past tense form, e.g sow.

We often use the contracted form of had ('d) in spoken English:

We were exhausted; we'd been up all night with the babg.

We use the past perfect to describe an action which is completed before a time in the

past. We can include a specific time reference:

Bg the time the I,JN task force arrived, the rebel forces had taken the province.

We can use the past perfect for repeated actions:

The new owners found that the timbers had been patched up several times.

We also use the form to describe a state which existed before a past event:

At the time of her trial last gear Hinhleg had been in prison for eight months.

We can use the past perfect to make a sequence of events clear. We use the past

perfect for the earlier action and the past simple for the later. compare:

When we got back the bobAsitter went home.

{sequence: 1 we got back, 2 the babysitter went home)

When we got back the babgsitter had gone home.

(sequence: 1 the babysitter went home, 2 we got backJ

We can use iusf or alreadg with the past perfect to show that the earlier action was

recent or earlier than exPected:
We wanted to talh to the babgsitter but she'd iust left.

When we got bock we found thot the babgsitter had alreadg gone home.

We can use the past perfect or the past simple with time conjunctions, e.g. after,

before, as soon as, then:

She ushered me outof the room as soon as lpaidlhad paid mg subscription.

O Witfr before + past perfect the action in the past simple happens first:

I left universitg before I'd taken the final exams.

We can use this for a past action which prevented a later action from happening:

She sacked him before he'd had a chance to explain his behoviour.

0 We don't usually use the past perfect if the sequence is obvious (F 2.1B):

It had opened the door and let him in.l y' I opened the door and let him in.

We often use the past perfect to describe the cause of a past event:

David didn't ioin the band as he'd signed up with a rival label'

We use the past perfect with verbs such as hope, expect, want, plan, thinls about, wish

to describe past intentions which were unfulfilled:
Theg had hoped to get to the summit but Travers fell ill at base camp.

,ffifil PAsr PERFEcT coNTtNuous

2.4A We form the past perfect continuous tense with had been and the present participle:

Form The take was near bursting point as it had been raining heavilg for weehs.

The passive form of the past perfect continuous (had been being + past participle) is

almost never used. We prefer an active form, using an 'empty'subject if necessary:

lThe unemploament figures had been being underestimoted for decades.l

/ Theg had been underestimating the unemplogment figures for decades.
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2.48
Uses

2.4C
Contrast with

other forms

There are some verbs which we rarely use in the continuous tenses, including the past

perfect continuous. (For more information about this w' 1 '5A' B, C.)

We use the past perfect continuous to describe an ongoing situation or action which

continued up to, or stopped just before, a time in the past (w 2'2C):

He had been working for over an hour before the auditors turned up.

We often use this tense to explain a past result, e.g. a situation or an appearance:

The few survivors looBed painfullg thin. Theg had been living on meagre rations since

the accident (= They looked thin because they had been living on meagre rations.)

We use this tense when we want to focus on duration:
Kubrick had been trging to get the film made for more than twentg gears.

The eager fans had been waiting in line for over six hours.

We do not mention the number of times that we have done an action when we use the

past perfect continuous:
X Jilt-hod onlg been watehing W-twiee"that week,

/ Jilt had onlg watched TV twice that weeB. (repeated action - past perfect simple)
(D We don't usually use the past perfect continuous for completed actions, or actions

and background situations still continuing at the same time as the past simple narrative:

X She foandher-desh-+as enp$'seearitg-had been-reffiwiry evergthiag.
y' She found her desk was empty; securitg hod removed evergthing.

(completed action = past perfect simple)

lWe had been living in New Yorh when John was made redundant.l
y' We were tiving in New York when John was made redundant.

(an ongoing situation which forms the backgroup6 = past continuous)

IJSED TOIWOULD

2.58
Past habits

2.5C
Past states

2.54 lJsed to is followed by an infinitive. Notice the spelling in questions and negatives:

Form and lt used to take me over an hour to get to work.

meaning Supermarkets didn't use to be open on Sundags in Britain.

Did gou use to get free milk ot school?

O Oon't confuse used to + infinitive with belget used to (+ verb -lng) which means

'be/become accustomed to':
lused to live alone. (= I lived alone at a time in the past')

He wasn't used to living on his own. (= He wasn't accustomed to it')
She's getting usedto the new technologg' (= She is becoming accustomed to it )

Both forms describe actions which happened regularly in the past but no longer happen

(or vice versa) or now happen with more or less frequency:

Theg used to get paid everg three months. (Now they get paid weekly')

We would get up earlg everg Sundag to go to church. (We don't now')

To avoid confusion with other uses of would, we usually mention the pasttime or

situation:
He would give her a tift to work in the dags before she passed her test.

(For other uses of wouldw 1O.4, 10.5, 10.6; e 18.28, 18.3B' l8'4' l8'5')

We use used to to describe past states which have changed:

Lithuania used to be part of the Soviet Union. (lt isn't now.)

There didn't use to be ang crime oround here in the old dags. (There is now.)

fO We cannot use would for past states:
X Franee-wouW*be'* monarehg-but-now i{s'a repabk'
y' France used to be a monarchg but now it's a republic.

c Pages 70 and 71 for Round up of present and past tenses
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Practice The heg to these exercises ts on page .554

Match the underlined phrases (l-10) with the explanations (A-E). Each explanation matches two

phrases.

lTheyranthesametesteighttimesbeforetheyfoundthebuginthesoftware.
2 Food was in short supply throughout the war'

3 lt was quite unnerving. The lights flickered while a freezing wind blew through the room'

4 Claire iumoed out of her chair. ran to the balcony and grabbed the screaming child'

5 Lorenzo the Magnificent died ln Florence in 1492'

6 Diplodocus dinosaurs dominated the Triassic period'

7 We had a busy morning. steve answered the phone calls and I dealt with the e-mails'

8 The Court of Appeal rejected his case on technical grounds'

9|'msickofit,lcan'ttellyouhowmanytimeswetriedtocontactthem.
10 lthrew open the doors and walked out into the bright morning sunshine.

A A single or completed action in the past'

B A sequence of actions in the Past.
C Two actions which happened at the same time in the past'

D Repeated actions in the Past.
E A state in the Past.

complete the sentences with suitable verbs from the box. Use the past simple or past continuous'

announce blow collapse cook decide feel get up have hit leave live manage

mention press run into see set off settle down soar spend stand take

I I .......... at the bus stop when I .......... the speeding car slam into the lamp post.

2 The icy wind .......... through the trees as we .......... on our journey into the forest.

3 Brad exhausted so he.......... onto the sofa, ..... .... the button on the remote control and

for an evening vegetating in front of the box'

4 The twins .......... the afternoon shopping because they .......... for their flatmates that evening.

5 Unfortunately for us, we on the wrong side of Miami when Hurricane Andrew

the city.
6 Share prices.......... when the government.......... record growth figures.

7 L......... early the next morning so I ........'. to have an early night'
g They say that he ...... ... her because he found out that she ...... ... an affair with his best friend.

9 My younger brother the driving test five times before he ..........to pass.

10 I .......... Clare at the supermarket the other day and she that you might be looking for work'
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Choose the best sentence (A or B) to illustrate each picture.

IA
B

I felt sick when I ate the pudding.
I felt sick when l'd eaten the pudding

The show started when we got there.
The show had started when we got there.

I hoped to get a good result.
I had hoped to get a good result.

I watched TV when Jane called round.

I was watching TV when Jane called round.

5A
B

6A
B

1A
B

2 A When we returned to our hotel room, the
maid made the bed.

B When we returned to our hotel room, the
maid had made the bed.

3 A I explained to my host that I'd been

repairing the car.

B I explained to my host that I was repairing
the car.

4 A By the time we arrived at the zoo the
elephants were having their bath.

B By the time we arrived at the zoo the
elephants had had their bath.

8 A Carrie was excited because she was

travelling to Jamaica.

B Carrie was excited because she had

travelled to Jamaica.

B ___.rygTr_LE,!_- V
EXAIMRESULTS
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Underline the most suitable verb form in italics.

I So I turnedlhad turned on my heels and walked out of the shop in disgust.
2 When we got to the station the train had just leftljust left, so we missed our connection.

3 Themechanicshadbeentakinglhodtakentheengineapartseveral timesbeforetheywereableto
locate the source of the mysterious rattle.

4 By 1492the Spanish had expelledlhad been expelling the Moors from the mainland entirely.

5 She was surprised to find the fridge empty; the children had eatenlhad been eating everythingl
6 Our lead actor turned up and he was word perfect; apparently he was practising/had been

practising his lines all day.

7 The children wanted to go to the circus but their father alreadg boohedlhad alreadg booked tickets

for the ice-skating spectacular.
8 Debbie couldn't understand why her computer crashed; it had been workinglwas worhing perfectly

for as long as she could remember.
9 My niece's riding accident was rather a setback because she hopedlhad hoped to pursue a career

as a ballet dancer.
l0 Mrs Lawson arrived at casualty in quite a state; she sufferedlhod been suffering from severe

stomach pains for hours.

ln about half of the lines of the following text there is a mistake in the use of past forms, used to
or would. For each numbered line (l-18) underline the mistake and write the correct form. Some

lines are correct. lndicate these with atick(r'). The exercise begins with two examples (0 and 00).

Anne Frank
0 Anne Frank was a Jewish girl who was living with her family in Amsterdam

00 when the Cermans were invading Holland in 1940. The Cerman authorities

I introduced harsh anti*Jewish laws and started to deport Jews to concentration

2 camps in Eastern Europe. ln July I942 Anne's father did hear a rumour that he

3 was going to be arrested by the police and the family resolved to find a hiding

4 place. They moved into an attic above Mr Frank's office and build a bookcase

5 to disgulse the entrance to the secret apartment. Friends would bring food to the

6 family each morning, and they use to keep up to date with the news by listening to

7 the BBC on a small radio. Anne would have no friends her own age, so she

8 confided her feelings to a diary. ln August another Jewish family joined the

9 Franks with their sixteen-year-old son Peter. Peter was telling Anne that the

l0 Cermans had been sending Jews to concentration camps and killing them. Anne

1 1 and Peter were becoming very fond of each other in the cramped conditions of

12 the secret apartment and had helped each other with their lessons. But somebody

1 5 had given away the family's secret. The German police had been watched the

14 hiding place for several days and on August 14th 1944 they burst in and arrested

1 5 all the occupants. The Cermans were sending Anne to the Belsen concentration

16 camp and she was killed in February or March 1 945, only a month or six weeks

17 before the British army arrived. Anne's father was taken to Auschwitz and

18 survived the war. He found Anne's diary and had published it in 1947.
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Complete the text by writing the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. Read through the whole

text before you begin as you may need to use passive forms and used tolwould in your answers.

THE TRUE STORY OF

TREASURE ISTAT'ID
flreasure Island' is one of the best known and most

I i;;J.hildr.n, adventure stories' It (1) """"" (be)

first published in L883 but remains popular to this day'

;;;oi. (2) ......'.'. (think) that the storv was solelv the

*ork of Stevenson's imagination, but recent research

has uncovered the ,t"t o-'igi" of this thrilling tale of

hidden tr€asure and bloodthirsty pirates'

Treasure Island's author' Robert Louis Stevenson'

(3) .......... (be) a Scotsman born in Edinburgh in 1850'

Although he (a) .......... (live) abroad for manv ltl::' in

;;i h; returned to the land of his birth for a holidav' ,.Mi
Vtirf, ni^ (5) .........' (be) his American wife Fanny'

ff'#i[ lli ......'... i;"J#t;;';;"1'''"'r'* '" 
F*"'"' ""1n:::'-:*i'::i:f 

Fannv's

[}nil?.. +;;i.]r;;l;n of their holiday was Braemar in the rugged scottish

"t?|?l*,,y soon settled into a reraxing rourine. Each morning Stevenson (7) """""

(getup)earlyandtakethemoutforlongwalksoverthehills.They(s).,'....'..(enjoy)
thisforseverala"y'-f"t'fteweather*aat"fytookaturnfortheworse'Trapped
indoors by the t.ruv ,ln, Rob.rt,, ,*.1u.-y."r-old stepson, Lloyd, (9) """"" (become)

increasingly bored and restless' Desperate to keep the boy amused' *:f-ttj^.,--,-^

(10) ...'...... (get out) some drawing paper and asked the boy to do some palntrng'

Afterhe(11).'........(paint)forseveralhourstheboy(12)......-..'(rerurn)tohis
stepfather with a b.";rii;;i;;;J;"0 oi" tropi.ul island. Robert noticed that his

Stepson(13).....'....(draw)a|argecrossin.r**'aar.oftheisland..What'sthat?'he
asked. 

.That,s ,f," Uo.i.J rr."rrr.!,, said the boy. The thirty-one-year-old author suddenly

had a flash of inrpi.utJ"' He (14) (recently ask) to contribute stories to a

children,s magazine p"iiitft.a ty ni, friend \( E Henley and he (15) """"" (begin) to see

thegermofn'adut"tu""o'yi"theboy'spicture'\Thiletherain(16)"""""(beat
down) on the roof of his rented holiday .o,r'ur. rhe author trll ,...... 

(sit down) by the

fire to write a *orr. H. *ould make th. h.rJ" twelve-year-old boy' just like his own

,*pron. But who would be the villain of the piece?

For the last four years Henley (1g) .......-. ipublish) Robert's stories in his magazine'

and the two had become good friends. B,lt the,. was something unusual about Henley;

as a young man one of hil legs (19) """"" i"'"p**tl and he walked around with the

aid of an artificial wooden leg. Robert (20) .....:.... (always want) to include such a

character in a story ;;J,l-r"ri"ng John siiver, the pirate with a wooden leg, was born'

So, thanks to a rainy September i" Sto't""i' " 
pttbli'h"t with a wooden leg' and the

inventiveness of a twelve-year-old American boy, we have one of the greatest adventure

stories in the English language'
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Past to present tenses
English uses the present perfect tenses (simple and continuous) to talk about actions

and states which start in the past but which have a link with the present. This unit

looks at the present perfect simple and continuous and compares the present perfect

and the past simple. (For a detailed explanation of the past simple * 2.1 .)

PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE

3.1A
Form

3.1 B

Ongoing
states and

actions

We form the present perfect simple with haslhave and a past participle (t 2.3A):

There has been a serious dectine in the number of people qualifging as teachers.

Have the printers finished the new brochure get?

We usually contract haslhave in speech and informal writing:

The film's alreadg started - we'd better hurrg.

ln negative sentences, we usually contract nof in speech and informal writing:

I've been to the shops todag and theg haven't started the summer sales get.

Remember that a lot of English verbs have irregular past participles, e.g.

bring - brought, take --+ taken, meet ) met, seek - sought, swing + swung.
(O Be careful not to drop the have wilh the present perfect:

X L-never-been- ts'Msdafi]e Tassaud:s,
y' I've never been to Madame Tussaud's.

We use the present perfect simple to talk about states that started in the past and are

still continuing in the present:

The manor house has stood on this spot for over two hundred gears. (ll is still here.)

We often use the prepositions for (+ period of time) and since (+ point in time):

X T-he eentre of the islsnd hos not"been inhabited sinee fiftg gears,

r' The centre of the island has not been inhabited for fiftg gears.

X The eent+e,of-the island has-not been inhabited for"(the-eerthquaheof)-l9g
r' The centre of the istand has not been inhobited since (the earthquake of) 1952.

O We do not use the present simple or continuous with fior and since when we refer to
a state that began in the Past:

X Mg familg liveslis living in this eountrg since 1978.
X M g fanrilylivesl is- liv@ ktthis-eo&n+r7'for'over twentg gears,
r' Mg familg hos lived in this countrg since l978lfor overtwentA Aears.

O ln ttre examples above since is a preposition. When we use it as a conjunction, we

usually use the past simple after it:
You've been reallg moodg ever since that letter arrived. What's wrong?

O fne present continuous + fcr expresses a present situation continuing in the future:

We are stoAing here for another three months. (a 4.5A)

We also use the present perfect to talk about actions which happened in the past but

may happen again in the future. The period of time in which the action took place is

unfinished, so it may be repeated. The action may have happened only once:

I've onlg been to Hong Kong once, but I'd love to go again. (My life is still continuing,

so I may go to Hong Kong again.)

Or it may have happened several times (i.e. a repeated action):

NASA lras sent probes to various planets in the solar sAstem. (and may send more)

Sometimes we know the time is not 'finished' because of the time phrases we use:

This chonnel has shown about four wildlife documentaries this week!
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5.1C
Adverbs

often used
with the
present
perfect

3.1 D
Present

relevance

5.1 E

Other uses

Compare these two sentences:
John Crisham has written some of the most successful legal thrillers.
Agatha Christie wrote a huge number of thrillers.

ln the first example the author is still alive and is able to write more successful books;
in the second the author is dead and therefore can't write any more books:

x Agatha'ehristie-has-wri&e* a-huge nunber-sf'thrilters,
We use the present perfect after superlatives, e.g. the bestlworst, the greatesf, ordinal
numbers, e.g. the first (second, third) , the onlA, often followed by ever:

It's the worst sports programme I have ever seen and the first I have ever written
to complain about!
Mang people consider Kennedg to be the greatest President the USA has had.

A number of adverbs are commonly used with the present perfect as described in 3.1B:
ever, often, seldom, never, so far, alreadg, get, still:

The Prime Minister has seldom been put in such a difficult position.

I have never experienced ang racism in athletics.
We've received over 20,000 entries for the competition so far.
Onlg holfwag through the financial gear ond British Aerospace has alreadg
announced that its pre-tax profits will be down bg seventA per cent.
'Have theg announced the date get?' 'No, theg stiil haven't made up their minds.'

O We use alreadg with the affirmative but get with the negative and in questions:

X Wetve getseen-thdil##t-+hey havenl-seen it alreadg,
y' We've alreadg seen the film but theg haven't seen it get.

O lt is possible in US English to use the past simple with these adverbs:
We alreadg saw the film but theg didn't see it get.

We can use the present perfect simple to talk about an action completed in the past

which has some relevance to the present, e.g. there is a present result of the action:
The avalanche has devastated the skiing industrg in the area. (result = the skiin€
industry is still having big problems)

We often use this form to talk about recent actions:
We can start the interviews now, as all the candidates have arrived.
'Hos the government put up the minimum wage?' 'Yes, it's g4 per hour now.'

Common adverbs with the present perfect in this use are iust, recentlg and latelg:

Has the sports centre increased its membership fees latelg?
We use lusf with very recent actions:

l've just mode a nice pot of tea. Would gou lihe a cup?

The wedding of Paul McCartneg and Heather Mills has just taken place in lreland.

O We do not use the present perfect with a definite time in the past (except with since

or for ** 3.1 B). We usually use the past simple (:. 2.1 B) when we give a time:

X MsArown-has-affived half-a*hew age-Sh*t@,
y' Ms Brown arrived half an hour ogo. She's waiting in the stoff room.

We can use the present perfect when the time is indefinite, i.e. when no time is stated,

especially when the past action has some relevance to the present:

Ms Brown hos arrived. She's in the staff room and is readg to see Aou now.

As the present perfect simple expresses relevance to the present, news broadcasts and

reports often use it to introduce a story, before moving into past tenses:
Former Tanzanian President Julius Ngerere has died at the age of 77 in a London

hospitol. He come to London in ...
Similarly, we often use it to introduce a new topic of conversation:

l've heord from Maurice - he's been in Australia for the last two months.

In time clauses (e.g. after, when) we use the present perfect with future reference:
We'll make a move as soon as the rain has stopped.
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past simple

Finished state/action (llr,. 2.t B)

Spain governed the state of Western
Sqhara from 1958 to 1976.

Finished time ($+" 2.1 B)
I didn't see Keith at qll this morning.
(lt's now afternoon/evening.)

No present relevance (!. 2.1B)
The lndian Covernment imposed a ban on

tiger hunting a few gears ogo.

Definite time [::,,, 2.18)
I went to Eurodisneg in 1999 and 2000.

3.2E
Beliefs and

expectations

We use the past simple, not the present perfect, to correct an incorrect belief

expectation, or to confirm a correct one:

X The Grea is far more rugged and wild than I have expeeted'
y' The area is far more rugged and wild than I expected'

X She is iust as'beautiful as l-have irnagined.

r' She is iusf os beautiful as I imagined.
(For a full description of uses of the past simple 2.1B.)

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS

3.34
Form

3.58
Ongoing

states and
actions

PRESENT PERFECT AND PAST SIMPLE - DIFFERENCES

present perfect

3.2A Unfinished state/action (*' 3.1B)
Spain has governed the enclave of
Ceuta since I 580.

3.28 Unfinished time (F 3.1 B)

I haven't seen Keith this morning get.
(lt's still morning.)

3.2C Present relevance (F 5.1D1
The lndian Covernment has imposed a

ban on tiger hunting to Prevent the

extinction of tigers.

3.2D lndefinite time (:s 5.1 D)

I've been to Eurodisneg twice.

We form the
(-ing form):

present perfect continuous with haslhave + been + a present participle

Bob Celdof has been doing a lot of
work for charities since the mid-

eighties.
What on earth have gou been doing
to that child?

We use the present perfect continuous
to talk about an ongoing state or action
which began in the Past and is still

continuing or has just finished:
Women have been sPeaking out on

this issue for some time, with mixed

results.
'Where have gou been?' 'l've been talking to Jenng.'

It is common to use since or for with this use of the present perfect continuous:

l've been looking into the possibilitg of earlg retirement since the reorganisation.

The simple form of the present perfect often focuses on the fact that an action is

completed, while the continuous focuses on the fact that it is still ongoing:
. Simple: I've learnt how to plag chess. (= I can play chess now.)

' continuous: I've been learning how to plag chess' (= I'm still learning')

We use the continuous to focus on the duration of an action so we do not mention the

number of times that we have done the action. With repeated actions we use the

present perfect simPle:

X ltve been ealling gou five tirnes-this rnorning, Where hove gou been?
y' t've catled gou five times this morning. Where have gou been?
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3.3C
Present

relevance

The use of the present perfect continuous can suggest that the state or action may

change, i.e. it is temporary. Compare this with the present simple:
We subscribe to one of the satellite TV companies. (unlikely to change)

We've been subscribing to one of the satellite TV companies. (not a fixed situation -
we may change)

With the adverbs latelg or recentlg, we use the present perfect continuous to talk about
new developments which may be temporary:

Helen's been spending a lot of time at the club latelg. (= She didn't use to.)

OWe use the present perfect continuous + for, not the present continuous, to specify
the duration of an activity which started in the past and is still continuing:

t( I am learning how to plag ehess for"three !€ars flow:
y' I have been learning how to plag chess for three gears now.

Q We Oo not usually use the present perfect continuous in the passive:

X The patient:s heart rate hos been being monitored eontinuoustg,
y' The nurses have been monitoring the patient's heart rate continuouslg.

We can use the present perfect continuous to explain a present result, e.g. a situation

or an appearance. The focus is on the activity rather than the result. ln this case, we

don't usually use a time adverb:
This test result is much better. lt's
clear gou've been revising.
I'm sorrg the hzll is in such a mess.

We've been decorating.
Compare these examples of the present
perfect continuous and simple:

We have been trialling the new
software prior to its release on the

open market.
We have completed the new
software trial and are now read! to release it.

(result)

l'm sorry the hall is in
such a mess. We've

been decorating.

PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE AND CONTINUOUS - DIFFERENCES

present perfect simple

3.4A Completion (,' 3..lB)
This countrg hqs welcomed severql
hundred refugees from Kosovo in the
last few weehs.

3.48 Repeated action (r,5.1B)
She has plaged with the sgmPhong
orchestrq three times this season.

3.4C Permanent situation (r 3.1B)
People have eqten a lot less meat over
the lqst twentg Aears or so.

3.4D Focus on present result (l",,, 3.1D)
I've done the accounts - here theg are.

present perfect continuous

Continuation (e.3.58)
This countrg hqs been welcoming political
refugees for mang gears.

Duration of action (t' 3.38)
She has been plaging with the sgmphong
orchestra all season.

Temporary situation (r,, 3.38)
People have been eating less meat recentlg
because of the crisis.

Focus on the activity ($. 3.3C)
I've been doing mg accounts all afternoon.

present and past tensesI Pages 70 and 71 for Round up of
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 354

*lS
&

Choose the phrase or sentence (A or B), which correctly continues the text or dialogue.

0 Only halfway through the football season and Manchester United yet again leads the Premier

League. The situation could easily change, however, as ...
A ... most teams played only a third of their games so far.

@ ... most teams have played only a third of their games so far.

1 'l must remember to call my parents before I go away on Thursday. I haven't even told them about

the trip yet.'
A 'Didn't you see much of them lately, then?'

B 'Haven't you seen much of them lately, then?'

2 'What do you think of our new Finance Director?'
A 'He's the most obnoxious person I ever met!'
B 'He's the most obnoxious person I have ever met!'

3 We won't be able to move back into our house for a while.

A Our tenants are living there for six months.

B Our tenants have lived there for six months.

4 Today we're previewing the new album by the top Swedish band The Cardigans, who, as I'm sure

you all know, are coming to the UK on tour next month.

A The group released three albums so far.

B The group has released three albums so far.

5 Another earthquake has hit the north-west of Turkey, bringing further devastation to the area east

of lstanbul, which is still suffering from the August earthquake.

A The latest tremor measured 7 .2 on the Richter scale.

B The latest tremor has measured -l .2 on the Richter scale.

6 Pipeworks regrets the current inconvenience to residents of Kelvin Close.

A We have lowered the water pressure to allow essential repairs.

B We lowered the water pressure to allow essential repairs.

7 lnvestigators into the recent air crash have released their findings, which show a fault in the engine

cooling system of the aircraft. All major airlines ...

A ... grounded aircraft of the same type for thorough checks.

B ... have grounded aircraft of the same type for thorough checks.

8 The seventeenth-century writer Cervantes is often considered the father of the modern novel. Most
people only connect the name wilh Don Ouixote, though Cervantes ...

A ... was a prolific writer.
B ... has been a prolific writer.

9 'With so much money being poured into medical research every year, you'd think that more

breakthroughs would be made.'
'But breakthroughs are being made.

A Didn't a Colombian scientist discover a cure for malaria last year?'

B Hasn't a Colombian scientist discovered a cure for malaria last year?'

1 0 Most visitors to the prison are pleasantly surprised by the environment.

A lt is far more open and greener than they have imagined.
B lt is far more open and greener than they imagined.
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For each of the sentences below, write another sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, using the word given. The word must not be altered in any way.

0 There's a cake in the oven.
baked .............1|q"jut.b.qk.4tu ca*".,

1 Most of the workers started here in 1996, when the factory opened.

slnce

2 The guest performers are all here now
arrived

the new theme park three times last summer and we intend to go this summer too.

4 Everyone in my family knows the basics of First Aid
learnt

3 We visited
have

5 The latest
ever

novel by the young lndian writer Arundhati Roy is stunning. lt's her best to date.

ision from the panel yet about the technical irregularities6 There is no dec
decided

m
Match each sentence (A and B) in the pairs below with its meaning'

0 A l've been reading the book you lent me on genetics.

B I've read the book you lent me on genetics.

1 I've finished the book.
2 l'm still reading the book.

1 A The firm gives company cars to junior managers.

B The firm has been giving company cars to junior managers.

1 This is the company's usual policy. lt's unlikely to change.

2 This isn't the company's usual policy. lt may change.

2 A Something has been killing the rabbits in the woods.

B Something has killed the rabbits in the woods.

I There are no rabbits left in the woods.

2 There are some rabbits left in the woods.

3 A Monsanto has placed some adverts in the national press.

B Monsanto has been placing adverts in the national press.

I This was a one-off publicity move.

2 This is a continuing publicity campaign.

4 A 'Hi, Fiona. What a mess! Have you been decorating?'

B 'Hi, Fiona. This room looks great! Have you decorated it?'

1 Fiona is in the middle of decorating.
2 Fiona isn't decorating any more.

5 A A group of us have learnt how to play bridge.

B A group of us have been learning how to play bridge.

I We're still learning.

2 We can play it now.

tr
a

tr
n

n
tr

n
n

x
tr

n
n
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\al Complete the text with phrases from the box.

contained existed found has allowed have been digging has produced
has bee n trvi ng 

nrlT, L""?,"0 
n'"-*?,"n".1to' 

11"," :il:#:Ttt"o 
peri shed

Palaeontologists in New Mexico (1) ........ the remains of at least one dinosaur from the late Jurassic
period. The palaeontologists, from Canada, (2) .. . in a formerly unexplored part of the Morrison
Formation - a vast fossil bed - for the last eight months. Early last week one of the group (5) ........ a
section of rock which (4) ........ a number of bones from one, or possibly more, large herbivorous
dinosaurs. Since then, the group (5) to release the bones from the rock and piece them together.
The palaeontologists believe that the bones may form a whole dinosaur family. lt is possible that the
whole family (6) while trying to protect the young from predators.

According to Bryce Larson, the group's leader, the bones are from a large brachiosaurus. These
animals (7) ........approximately 150 million years ago and are counted amongst the largest dinosaurs
that ever (81 the Earth. Other brachiosaurus remains (9) ........ in the Morrison, but these latest
bones are very large and may prove to come from the largest dinosaur anyone (10) . ...... to date.

For a long time the Morrison Formation (1 1) ........ one of the most productive fossil beds in the
world. Since the first bones (12) ........ there in 1811 , it (15) ...... . tonnes of material. The Morrison,
more than any other fossil bed, (14) .... ... us an insight into the late Jurassic period in North America
It seems that the latest find could reveal even more about the giants of the Jurassic.

Read this biography from a movie magazine. Complete the text with the verbs in brackets in the
past simple or present perfect (simple or continuous).

K

most respected Hollywood actors and he

(3) ........ (now start) a successful career in film

directing, as well.
Gibson (4) ........ (be born) in the United States

in 1956 but his family (5) ...'.... (move) to

Australia in 1968. He (6) .......' (complete) his

school education in Sydney and (7) ..""" (begin)

his acting career there, in the National lnstitute

of Dramitic Art. He (8) ........ (appear) in several

Australian TV series, but (9) ........ (get) his big

break in 1979, in a film called Mad Max' He

(1 0) ........ (since/make) two more'Max' films'

He (11) ........ (go on) to make several other

successful films in Australia, for example,

Caltipoli, before he (12) ....... (move) to

Hollywood.
Cibson (13) ........ (make) more than thirty

films, many of which (14).....'.. (be)great

commercial successes. He (1 5) ...'.... (never/be)

afraid to take on challenging roles, such as

Hamletand lhe Man without a Face, which also

(16) ........ (mark) his directorial debut. He

(17) ........ (direct) films for the last few years' To

date he (1 B) ........ (direct) three successful films'

Unusually for the turbulent world of

Hollywood romance, Cibson ('19) '......' (live)

with the same woman for over twenty years -
his wife Robyn, whom he (20) ...'.... (marry) in

1980. Up to the present time, they have seven

children.

Mel Cibson (1) ......'.
(be) a major film star

now for more than
twenty years. ln this

time he (2) ........
(become) one of the
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3

4

You have been asked to prepare a short biography of Bruce Willis for a movie magazine. Read the
notes below and write one sentence only for each numbered set of notes. Use the past simple and
present perfect (simple or continuous) of the verbs in brackets, and appropriate linking words or
phrases. You may add words and change the form of the words given in the notes, but do not add
any extra information. The first point has been expanded for you as an example (0). (You may
also wish to use the biography in Exercise 5 to help you.)

Arucc Nillis - bd aaior uS filn &.N star - alnzsf
20 Years

becoad nnc 0f most highly paiol ftollywnznl acfnrsi
furitd filuscrtpts

born hcruany lsrr - fathcr in US army &. uother herman

fauily Qnovd backto uS,I fuew Jerscy) ttrz

Qd l,tontclatr Jfatc College New Jcrscy - Qer) rzlc in play'ffcavcn and
Earflt'; Qcavd schzzl * ktart) acting

lst uain r\le = Davio( ho{olison in'/vl00u/i?hfing' (hit'ry shoil; fuin)
€tuuys ano( hololcn hlobe dwarnls for rolc

1st hit fila ='Dic #ard', 1988; 1nakd fwo se quels sincc thcn

ktar) Mainly vinlenf acfinn films since'Lie ftard'i also 1uake) differenf
types 0f filn - 'fwc/ttc l4onkcys'?ggs),'Thc Jirfh Jcnsc'?sgg)

fuakd +o+ filas, hnany bd coumercial success

kavd sevcre sfutfcr cver since chitnlhzndi acting (helfl him subo{ue it -
nof a probleu in front of auoilence

(bd uarrieol - Deai lAoore 10 years - scpdratizh 1998; fuave)

S children togethcr
l0

0
l
2

3

4
5

6
1

8
9

10
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Round up: Units 1-3
Present and past tenses
form use

present truths and facts
simPle repeated events/actions

series of events

present actions true at
continuous time of speaking

temporary actions

states in a process of
change

repeated events/actions
within a temporary time
series of events in
progress at time of
speaking

past simple completed past actions

past states

past actions in progress at
continuous a time in the past

past temporary/
changing situations

past background
situations

past interrupted actions

past arrangements

past perfect actions/states before a
simple time in the past

an earlier action in a
past sequence

unfulfilled intentions

past perfect an ongoing situation up
continuous to or just before a time

in the past

example

British people drink a lot of tea.

The Blairs take their summer holidag in Tuscang.

You cross the road, go through o gote ...

I'll be with gou in a minute. I'm just finshing
something in the kitchen

She's staging in the Waldorf Astoria this time.

British summers are getting hotter.

I'm feeding the neighbour s cot this week while she,s
in hospital.

Theg're now entering the back stroight ...

Did gou use to get r.ee mitk at schoot?

Lithuonio used to be port of the Soviet IJnion

llli"'

1.lB
1.lc
l.1D

1.28

r.28
1.28

1.2C

l.2D

Julius Caesar invaded Br;totn in 55 ac. 2.1 B
The lncas didn't have o ,,,.itten scrtpt. 2.18

We didn't hear hin: cc-'e -. becouse we were sleeping 2.28
on the top floor thot c,'ort

His sgmptoms were becoming more pronounced os 2.28
time went bg.

Night was falling o',e. :.e beleaguered citg. 2.28

Theg were crossing :-e ar,dge when the earthquake 2.2C
struck.

Nancg was taking :-e ..e<t flrght. 2.2D

Bg the third molt- :-e .ebels had taken most of the 238
provi nce.

When we got bcc^ :re cobAsitter had gone home. 2.3C

Theg had hoped :: .ejc, the summit but Trqvers fett iil. 2.3D

He had been dreading thts meeting for weeks. 2.48

used to
+ infinitive

past actions which no
longer take place

past states which no
longer exist

2.58

2.5C
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form

would
+ infinitive

present
pefect
simple

present
pefect
continuous

use

past actions which no
longer take place

ongoing states and
actions

ongoing times, or actions
which may be repeated
in the future

with superlatives

with adverbs

past action with present
relevance (e.g. result)

recent actions

with time clauses

ongoing states and
actions

ongoing actions/states
which are temporary or
may change

focus on the duration
of a continuing action

recent actions

explaining a present
result (focus on the
activity)

example

We would get up earlg everg Saturdog.

The mqnor house has stood on this spot for over
two hundred gears.

This chqnnel hqs shown four wildlife documentaries 5.1 B

so fqr this week.
Crishom has written some of the most successful
legol thrillers.

It's the worst sports programme I have ever seen. 5.1B

I hove seldom experienced racism in athletics. 3.1C

The power surge hqs broken mA computer. 5.1 D

l've just made q cup of tea. 3.1 D

We'tt make a move as soon ss the rain has stopped 3.lE

2.58

3.1 B

3.3B

3.38

3.3C

3.3C

Women hove been speoking out on this issue for
some time.

She's been drinking a lot less recentlA.

I've been tolking to Jenng.

I'm sorrg the hall is in such a mess. We've been
decorating.

I've been learning to plog chess for three Aears now. 3.38
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!' The future
English does not have a 'future tense', but uses a variety of forms to talk about the
future. The choice of form often depends on whether we are making a prediction,
expressing an intention or talking about an arrangement. This unit looks at the use of
will, be going to and present tenses to talk about the future. (For other ways of talking
about the future lir"" Unit 5')

t1)

PREDICTION

4.14
willlwon't

+ infinitive

4.18
be going to
+ infinitive

We use willlwon't (the future simpleJ to talk about predictions which are based on
guesswork, analysis or judgement. We use willlwon't with all persons and with personal
and impersonal subjects:
. Personal: We'll still be here in twentg gears.
. lmpersonal: Will interest rates rise in the next few weeks?
We often use will to predict an event which we think will happen because similar events
have happened in the past:

He'll be in prison for a long fime. (Similar crimes have attracted long sentences.)
The laptop batterg will give gou about two hours'continuous ase. (This is what
previous batteries have done.)

We can use shalllshan'f with I and we, although this is becoming dated now:
I shall never get the hang of these new WAP phones.

0 We Oo not use shattlshan't with he, she, it, gou, theg for predictions:
X He shall like the ides; l:m sure.
/ He will like the idea, I'm sure.

We also use be going to + infinitive to make a prediction, especially if there is evidence
in the present to justify the prediction:

The Roses are alreadg a popular band
and theg are going to be massive!
X Looh at-thsse blaek-eloads,-k wi# rain.
/ Look at those black clouds. It's going

to rain.
0 tt is possible to use wilt with present
evidence, but we usually use an adverb:

Look at the skg. lt will probablgl
definitelg rain later.

With be going to there is often a strong link
with the present, and the prediction is often about the near future:

Look out! You're going to spill the wine!

4.1C We use willlwon't be +verb -ing (the future continuous) for a temporary action in
will/won't be progress at a particular point in the future:

+ verb -ing This time next Tuesdag afternoon t'il be tging on the beach!

past present futu re

1
(next Tuesday afternoon)
<- I'll be lging on the beach -+

compare this with the present continuous for a temporary action in the present:
It's Tuesdag ofternoon and I'm lging on the beach.

T
NOW (this Tuesday afternoon)
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O Note that we do not usually use the passive with this form:
X The proposa{-will be-beW, preseated-atihe'next-neeting,
r' The chairman will be presenting the proposal at the next meeting.

O We do not use the verb be in the continuous:
X Shelteg'witl"be being-ln-Moroeeo this-tine'tonorro+qt
/ Shelleg will be in Morocco this time tomorrow.

We can also use willlwon't be +verb -ing (andwilllwon't + infinitive) to make a

'prediction'about something we believe to be the case now (F 18.1C):
You can't interrupt her now. She'll be getting reodg to go on stage, won't she?
'What's that noise?''lt'll be Ron next door. He's learning to plag the trumpet.'

4.1D We use willlwon't have + past participle (the future perfect) to make predictions about
willlwon't hqve actions which we expect to be completed by a particular time in the future:

+ past He'll have had the operotion bg Mag and should be o lot fitter then.

oarticlole: past present
wtlllwon t have

futu re

+ been + verb
-ing

'tt
NOW (the operation)

,|

MAY

We usually use a time adverb/phrase (such assoon, bA then,within the nextweeh)with
this kind of prediction. The times can be very close to'now', e.g.

You can have mg report bg the end of the morning. ln fact, l'll have finished it within

the next hour.
We use wittlwon't have + been + verb -ing to talk about an action which is still ongoing

at a point in the future, to focus on the duration of the action:
We'll hove been living in this house for twentg gears in December.

With verbs such as live, work, sfdg, which contain the idea of continuity, we can also

use willlwon't have + past participle:
We'll have lived in this house for twentA gears in December.

tO We rarely use this form in the passive:

X Bg Julg the hoase will have been being built for"a gmr,
/ Ba JulA thea will have been building the house for a gear.

DECISIONS AND TNTENTIONS

4.2A We often use willlwon'f + infinitive (the future simple) to talk about a decision made at

willlwon't the time of speaking:
+ infinitive Oh, our guests are here. l'll go and sort out some drinks for them.

You look tired. l'il cook dinner tonight. (::, 18.4AJ

ln questions asking about decisions, we can use sfiali (with / and we only):

Shall I see Aou next weeh, then?
ln speech we stress willlwon't to indicate determination, especially when the action is

decided on or the determination is strengthened at the time of speaking:

I will come with gou at the weekend, whatever mg parents sag!

After what has just hoppened, I won't believe a word gou sag agoin.

O We Oo not usually contract will to'll with this use, as we usually stress the auxiliary
verb, but we can make the contraction when we stress an adverb:

He'll never agree to that!

4.28 We use be going fo + infinitive for intentions (i.e. for actions that have already been

be going to decided on):
+ infinitive He is going to studg environmental low next Aear.
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4.34
Present

continuous

4.38
willlwon't be

+ verb -ing

The Covernment is going to increase VAT in the budget'

QWe usually avoid be going fo with the verbs go and come:

ll'm going to go home now. Are gou going to come?l

y' I'm going home now. Are gou coming?

we stress be or not to express determination about something we have already

decided on:
Iamgoingtoleave.l,mnotgoingtoStaahereforever,sodon'ttratomaBeme!

ARRANGEMENTS

We use the present continuous ('*'1'2) to describe an event in the future which has

already been arranged by the time of speaking:

We,re seeing a musical at the theatre next weeB. (= We,ve got the tickets.J

Compare this with the use of be going to:

We,re going to see a musical at the theatre Sometime next week' (not arranged yet;

the focus is on our intention)

we usually use the present continuous for future events which involve other people and

where we have made some form of commitment, e.g. by buying tickets' However' we

can also use this tense for arrangements that don't involve other people. ln this case,

weseeitasan'arrangement'thespeakermakeswithhim/herself:
t'm staging in tonight. I've got toads of paperwork to do'

The focus here is on the'arrangement', i.e. there is no suggestion that the speaker

wants to stay in, which is the case when we use be going to compare:

I'm going to staA in tonight. (focus on intention)

We also use the present continuous for impersonal plans:

ComputerCitghasannouncedth\titisopeningfournewshopsnextmonth.
(DWe cannot use this tense with events which are beyond human control, e'g. the

weather, because these events are predictions, not intentions or arrangements (':'- 4.1):

X lt's- snowing toffioffow.
/ tt's going to snow tomorrow.llt will snow tomorrow'

we can also use willlwon't be + verls -ing (lhe future continuous) to talk about events

that are a result of or part of an arrangement made in the past:

'How about joining us at the cottoge this Sundag?' 'oh, we can't. we'll be coming

back from Edinburgh on Sundag. We're visiting Julianne '

Trains won't be running between East Putneg and Putneg Bridge this weehend due to

essential trach rePairs.

With this structure the future event is seen as arranged, so we use this as a tactful way

of asking about someone's plans or refusing an invitation:

Will gou be stoging long?

I'm sorrg, I can't come to Aour
wedding as I'll be working on that

daa.

QThere is, in fact, little difference

between this and the use of the
present continuous for arrangements.

The use of witllwon't be + verb -ing

acts to distance the arrangement a

little, making it more fixed and less

open to change.
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lWE OTHER FUTURE MEANINGS

4.4A We can use the present simple to talk about timetabled events:

Timetables The tour departs on October l lth for 15 dags and costs f495.

4.48
Routine

events in the
future

4.4C
Oualifying

future forms

4.4D
Time clauses

The car comes at eleven to collect the guest speakers and theg orrive at the hall at
eleven thirtg.

We use wiltlwon't be +verb -ing for future events we see as certain because they are

part of a routine, especially when the event continues for a period of time, e.g. a

festival, a meeting:
Winston witt be performing with his steel band everg night of the music festival.

We'tt be having our weeklg meeting tomorrow so l'll present Aour proposal then.

The focus in the last example is on the routine nature of the weekly meeting. Compare

this with the use of other future forms (all correct English). The present continuous

focuses on the arrangement rather than the routine:
We're having our weehlg meeting tomorrow instead of Fridog this weeh.

The present simple presents the meeting as part of a timetable:
We have our weeklg meeting tomorrow so I'll present Aour proposal then.

We also often use wittlwon't be + verb -ing to say that an event is inevitable:

l'll be seeing Mr Kennedg ot the court tomorrow - he's alwags there on Thursdags -
so we can discuss Aour case brieflg then.

We use witllwon't to express statements of fact about the future:

Next week I'll be 21.
The sun will rise at 5.30 tomorrow morning.

We can make predictions, intentions or decisions stronger or weaker by using certain

adverbs, for example definitetg, certainlg, probablg, possiblg (p 24.3C):

She'll definitelg make a fool of herself.

The lecture probablg won't start on time - theg rarelg do here.

t'm definitelg going to look for another iob now!

t certaintg won't give gou a tift to the station - it's onlg down the road!

We can show our attitude to the future event by using an introductory verb, for

example think, expect, hope, doubt, suppose, promise, guarontee:

I expect she'll call us from the oirport.
The Association guarantees that 500 tickets will be available on the dag.

We usually show negative meaning (e.g. I won't pass the exam) at the beginning of the

sentence with the introductory verb:

ll think I won't pa,ss the exam.l

/ I don't think l'll Pass the exam.

ln time clauses (starting with when, after, as soon as, once, until), we do not use

willlwon't, but we use a present form:

X Won:t the pG* lookgood onee-the new'trees'will-reaeh mataritg?

/ Won't the park looh good once the new trees reachlhave reached maturitg?

Effective penal reform wilt not be achieved until the government tskes it seriouslg.

a* Pages 86 and 87 for Round up of future forms
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Practice fhe keu to these exercrses is on page 355

w rreKg lLrl-tqrl!qwmi$t\uuuturrt:r.:.,,rr,r,,1

Complete the dialogues according to the cartoons and using the verbs in brackets. Use willlwon't,
witllwon't be + verb -ing, willlwon't have + past participle or be going to.

0 'Can you come to a meeting at three this
afternoon?'
' Sorry. t ... up.rtt.lwe.f-ttia.lrd ... (ri n ish ) a I I

this work by three.'

I 'What can you tell me about my future?
'You ........ (meet) a handsome young man!'

ig
In
[[

'What's happening up there?'
'He .......... (jump) off the building!'

3 'ls it next week that you're on holiday?'
'Yes. This time next week I (sail) on

the Mediterranean.'

4 'ls that the phone again?'
'lt's all right Mum. I .......... (answer) it!'

'what is it?'
'He's got a gun. He says he ..

someone!'

(shoot)

'Where's Mum with the shopping? I'm
starving!'
'She'll be back by eight. Wait and have

dinner with us.'
'Eightl No way! I ......... (die) of starvation
by thenl'

6

I

I
I

2
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ln each of the sentences below, one or two of the options (A-C) are appropriate. Circle the letter
for the option(s) you choose.

1 'Your son has been with his girlfriend for a long time. Any sign of wedding bells?'
'Well, I'm not sure, but I think he ... her to marry him on their holiday next week.'

A asks B will ask C is going to ask

2 'Can I have your report this afternoon?' 'This afternoon? Oh, I don't think I ... by then.'
A 'll have finished B 'm finishing C 'll be finishing

3 Look at the waiter. He's carrying too much. He ... all those plates.

A 's dropping B 's going to drop C 'll be dropping

4 'Do you want to go to the cinema tonight?' 'No, I'm too tired. I ... an early night.'
A 'm having B will have had C 'm going to have

5 Nobody supports my plan to climb Everest. But, believe me, I ... it!
A 'm going to do B will do C 'll have done

6 'l'm reallyworried about Susan. What do you think has happened?'
'Don't worry. She's probably just caught in traffic. l'm sure she ... here soon.'

A will be B is being C will be being

7 Here's a letter from our holiday representative. They... a reception in the bar tonight at eight.

A are holding B will have held C are going to hold

B lt... all day on Sunday, so the party will be in the house, not in the garden.

A will be raining B is going to rain C rains

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence, but using the word given. This word must not be altered in any way. The

sentence must include a future form.

0 The manufacturers are certain of a hlgh level of customer satisfaction with this product.

guarantee ...r.h.p.wn4artw:er.rgt!,Ma,Kte.e.th4t otu.tour.rs.wil/,.be ratt f,e'd.wkb.th.r's.ptod'u*..
I Let's stop playing soon - our oppon

going
ents have so many more points than we do.

2 Our plane's departure time is at 6.50 in the morning

leaves
5 My great-grandmother celebrates her hundredth birthday next year.

*

old
4 lt's unlikely that humans will ever be able to live on the moon'

think
5 lt's my parents' twenty-fifth wedding anniversary next Saturday

married
6 Come along next Monday afternoon - the band always records on Monday afternoons,

will
7 We are one h

certainly
undred per cent certain of the success of our proposal.

8 The government expects another six thousand people to be in work by the end of the summer.

found
9 Do you have any

arriving
idea of your arrival time on FridaY?

l0 Our daughter has got a role in the school production of Miss Saigon next month

appearing
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Complete the dialogue with verbs from the box. Use suitable forms with future meaning.

arrive be (x3) -ffi finish {x2) have have to meet (x2) pick up work

PAM Can we fix a time for the next meeting? How about the 12th? That's after the sales conference.
ALEX I thought something was happening on that day.
PAM Oh yes, you're right. The people from Head Office (0) ... .4{2pp.4(//.1!....... .

JoHN What time (1 -their plone) at the airport? Can we have the meeting in the morning?
PAM No, it's all arranged. I (2) ..........them at half past ten, so I (5) .......... available at all that day.
ALEX Well, let's have the meeting earlier in June, then. The sales conference (4) on the third,

doesn't it?
pAM Yes, but we need John's annual figures for the meeting. How are they going, John?
JoHN l'm afraid I haven't started them yet, but I (5) ..........on them next week, gathering information.
PAM (6 - theA) ready early in June?
roHN Well, not really. I (7) . ........ them by l0 June, but I don't think they (8) ready before then
pAM So, we're looking at the week starting the l7th. How about two o'clock on that day?
ALEX Difficult. I (9) .......... lunch with the sales manager of Bowman's. Could we make it three?
PAM John?
JoHN Yes, but I {101 .......... the children after school that week, as usual when the nanny's away, so I

(11) .......... leave here at five thirty. ls that OK?
pAM I think so. Right, so we (12) .......... at three o'clock on 17 June, in the boardroom.

Match the sentences (1-9) with the replies (A-J), then complete the replies with the verbs in
brackets.

0
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

o

9

There's someone at the door.
Mum, I want to get away from John for a while. Can I come and stay with you and Dad?
Anything interesting on the news?

Can I come round and see you this evening?

Have you got any plans for a new TV series?
ls your steak tough again?

Oh no! lt's nearly half past and my train's at quarter to!
Have the management made plans to review salaries?
ls the circus timetable sorted out for Saturday?
Have you thought about your day off next week?

Yes, they've started the Anglo-lrish tunnel and it.......... (be) ready two months early.
Yes, the clowns (start) at eight and then it's the lion tamer at half past.
It is. This time I .......... (complain) to the butcher.
Don't get up.l ......'&.+tt1WV....... (answer) it.
No, sorry. I .......... (watch) the football highlights tonight.
They.......... (look at) salaries as usual in the end-of-year review.
Come on then. I (give) you a lift to the station.
Oh yes, I .......... (waterski) next Friday afternoon while you're all working.

A
B

c
D

E

F

c
H

I Yes. We (film) a new series next year. We've already found the locations and booked the
a cto rs.

J Of course, dear. How long do you think you .......... (stay)?

@I
n
n
T
T
u
n
n
tr
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6
Read the article and decide which word or phrase below best fits each space. Circle the letter of
the option you choose. The exercise begins with an example (0).

0 Ahas
1 A will see

2 Ais
3 A is having
4 A are leaving
5 A will come
6 A stays
7 A reappears
B A will finish
9 A are going

I 0 A thinks it is

Mark Rawlings and his team are still in the Andes filming

Penny, a puma. They have managed to get quite close to the big

cat and gain her trust over the last summer' In this instalment of

Mark's video diary, he describes how Penny is currently

spending a lot of time with a mate, so Mark and his team are

sure that she (0) ... cubs in the spring' If that is the case' they

(1) ... much of her over the winter' In fact' they are unlikely to

seemuchofheruntilthewinter(2)"'overanyway'aspumas'
like most of the large cats, tend to hide away when the weather

is bad. If Penny is pregnant, she (3) "' the cubs by early March

and they (4) ... the den about three months later' Although Mark

doubts whether she (5) ... out to hunt much in the next few

months, he (6) ... until she (7) "' ' Once the team (8) "' filming

Penny, they (9) ... to North America to track down the grizzly

bear, but Mark (10) ... such a pleasant assignmentl

@
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

is going to have
aren't seeing
will be
will have had
will leave
is coming
will have stayed
will reappear
have finished
are going to go

thinks that won't be

will have had
won't see

is being
will be having
leave
will have come
is going to stay
is going to reappear
will have finished
go

doesn't think that will

C

C

c
c
c
C

C

C

C

C

C be
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The future (2)
We commonly use wil/, be going fo and present tense forms to talk about the future
(* Unit 4). But we can use a number of other patterns, often with an infinitive, as well
as verbs and adjectives that contain future meaning; these are described in this unit,
along with ways of talking about the future when seen from a viewpoint in the past.

\ffi EXPRESSIoNS wtrH FUTURE MEANTNG

5.1A
be to

+ infinitive

5.1 B
be due to

+ infinitive

We use be to in formal English to talk about official arrangements in the future:
The President is to hold an official reception for the visitors.

This construction is common in writing, especially in news articles:

Crash investigators are to release their findings to the press later todag.

QThe verb be is often omitted in headlines: Presidentto hold official reception.

We often use be to in if clauses (* Unit I 0) when we wish to say that the event in the

lf clause is dependent on the event in the main clause happening first:
tf British tennis is to reach world standard ogain, both more moneA and more

commitment will be necessarA. (= More money and commitment must be given first
for British tennis to improve.)

We can also use be (not) fo + infinitive for formal commands and instructions:

You are not to disturb the head teacher while the inspectors are here next week.

It is quite common to use the passive for instructionswith be to:
These pills are not to be taken with ang other form of medicine.

We can use be due to to talk about an event which forms part of a timetable
(*'. 4.4A present simple). We usually use a time phrase with be due to:

Carriagewag repairs on this stretch of the motorwaA are due to start on 26th Mag.

When we use be due to to talk about a future event, it is possible that the timetable
may change, i.e. the event is not totally fixed, as is the case wilh be to:

New measures to contain asglum seekers are due to come into force on l st August
but a case currentlg before the Europeon court maA delag this until the autumn.

We use be about fo to talk about an event that we intend or expect to happen in the
near future. The event may or may not be planned, but we often use about to when
evidence in the present indicates that it will happen (be going to tt'.4.18)l

Ladies and gentlemen. Please tal<e gour seats. The performance is about to start.
Hurrg up, the driver sags he con't wait ang longer. He's about to leave without us.

We can stress that the future event is very imminent by addingiusf:
Come on! The chech-in desk is just about to close.

Two other expressions used for talking about the near future are on the point of and on

the verge of. These both mean that something is about to happen. They can be followed
by either an -ing form or a noun:

Don't provoke Aour little brother. You can see he's on the point of losing his temper.
Because of the erosion of their habitots, some species are on the verge of extinction.

5.1C
Expressing the

near future
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Some adjectives contain the idea of in the near future', e.g. imminent,forthcoming,
impending. We tend to use these adjectives in more formal English:

A decision from the judges is imminent. We will return to the law court as soon as we

have ang further news.
(OWe use impending only in attributive position, i.e. before the noun:

X The-sensat'ion sf doem-wos impending,
y' No one could shake off the sensation of impending doom.

(OWe Oo not usually use time adverbials (e.g in an hour) with the expressions in 5.1C:

X €ome -in, We. re on-the-pointof starting-dinner in- tw*minutes,

5.1D We use be likelg fo + infinitive to say that something in the future is probable:

Expressing The pagment is likelg to take ten daAS. Please contact us if it does not arrive within
probability that time.

and certainty Be unlikelg fo + infinitive means that it is improbable that something will happen:
Theg're unlikelg to arrive before six. The traffic is alwogs awful on Fridags.

We can use be sure (boundlcertain) fo + infinitive to say that something is definitely
going to happen:

The new timetable is sure to annog some of the teachers when theg see it.
Your application is bound to fail if gou don't get the divisional director's approval.

ln the negative we put not aft.er the adjective:
Don't worrg about Dad - he's sure not to find out about the loan.

This can sound quite formal, so in casual speech we sometimes rephrase it:
Don't worrg about Dad - l'm sure he won't find out about the loan.

lO We can use be sure to and be certain fo as imperatives; we don't use be bound to in
this way:

X Be bound to give me a call when you crrive at'the hotel,
y' Be surelcertain to give me a call when gou arrive at the hotel.

VERBS WITH FUTURE MEANING

5.2A Some verbs contain an implied future in their meaning, i.e. we understand that they

Main verbs relate to the future even though we do not use a future form:

verbs structure examples

decide, hope, verb + fo I hope to see everAone at the next Open Dag-

intend, promise, + infinitive Do gou sweqr never to reveal ang of the secrets of the
swear Magic Circle?

anticipate,
predict,
envisage

verb + noun/ We anticipate congestion on all maior routes out of
-ing form London this weekend.

Do gou envisage experiencing ang difficultg with this
mochine?

arrange, expect, verb + (noun) We're planning a staq of onlg three dags'
guarantee, plan, + to We expect to promote trainees within two to three
undertake + infinitive gears of qualifging.

5.28 Many modal verbs can refer to the future, usually expressing a degree of possibility or
Modal verbs probability (modal u"tbt ,lr,,' Units 16-l8J:

Such financing opportunities maA not be so readilg available in the future.

Rankin's lotest blockbuster might win the Colden Dagger award for crime fiction.

Civen their expertise and experience, the Swiss team should triumph in tomorrow's
final.
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FUTURE IN THE PAST

5.54
w0slwere
going to

+ infinitive
I 1.30 p.m

yesterday

Sometimes we need to describe the future from a viewpoint in the

waslwere going to to do this:
I was going to get up earlA this morning but the alarm didn't go

6 a.m.
today

past. We often use

off !

9 a.m.

today

1
(l)

(1) I intend to get up early tomorrow - this is a future
(2) The alarm doesn't go off.
(3) I wake up late. My plan to get up early is now in the past.

When we usewaslwere going to the plan is not usually fulfilled (i.e. it does not happen):

The fitness club was going to increase its annual subscription but so mang members

protested thot it bached down. (lt didn't increase the subscription.)

However, it is possible to describe a past intention that is fulfilled. This is made clear in

the context:
'Thanhs for posting mg letters.' 'That's OK. I was going to post mine anAWaA.'

(= I did post my letters.)

While raroslr,vere going fo is a very common way of expressing the future in the past, it

is possible to transfer any form with future meaning to the past:

presenVfuture
form past form examPle

willlsholl would

We thought theA were arriving before dinner, but
theg didn't arrive until midnight.

The heating wasn't working and we hoped that the
repairman wouldn't take long.

,|

(2)

plan.

t
(3)

5.5B
Other ways

of expressing
the future in

the past
present
continuous

past
contin uous

will be +
-ing form

will hqve
+ past participle

is/are about
toldue to

is/are to

woslwere
obout tol
due to

waslwere to

would be Little did we know that we would still be waiting in
+ -ing form three hours'time.

would have The Cobinet thought the crisis would have finished
+ past participle before the election.

As he raised his arm she realised that he was about
to strike her again.

We were to qrrive at the airport qt nine, where we
were to have been met bg the tour guide.

When we transfer present/future forms to the past, they keep the same meaning as they

have in the present, that is we use the present continuous to talk about arrangements,

so the past continuous also expresses arrangements:
We were meeting them at the concert hall, but we didn't know which entrance theA

were waiting af. (unfulfilled arrangementJ

O With waslwere (due) to + present infinitive, we don't know if the event happened or not:

The Professor was to take up his chair in October.

The exam results were (due) to arrive at the school todag. We can ring tomorrow to
find out whether theg have arrived.

However, waslwere (due) to + perfect infinitive tells us that the event did not occur:

The exam results were (due) to have arrived at the school todag but apparentlg the

exam board hos not posted them get.

rl:' puU"r 86 and 87 tor Round up of future forms
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Practice The keu to these exercises is on page 355

Complete these two short texts using the most appropriate expressions with future meaning.

r*fi

f f ollywood's king and queen -
FETo. Cruise and Julia Roberts -
(6) .......... star opposite each other in

Ridley Scott's new blockbuster'

No interviews or press releases are

(7) .........., but rumour has it that the

film will be another Roman ePic,

following hot on the heels of the

success of Gladiqtor, Scott's last film'

Filming (8) ....'-.... start in September,

but because of other commitments the

two stars are (9) .........' join the set

until next year. One thing is certain:

with that combination of director and

stars. the film is (10) ......"" be a

success!

Complete this conversation with phrases from the box. Use each phrase only once.

anticipate are on the point of expect guarantee to hopes to
is about to is likely to is sure to plans to should

MARv When do Brian's exams start, then?
ANNA Well, he (l) ........start them. The first one is tomorrow in fact.

MARv Do you (2) ........him to do well?
ANNA We think he will. He's taking nine subjects, and he's quite optimistic. He (3) pass at least six

of them - he's very good at those six subjects. We think that he (4) ... pass two of the others:

French and art - he's studied very hard, but he's not naturally gifted in those subjects! We've got

no hopes at all for music. He (5) ........ fail it. I don't know why the school entered him for it.
MARv What does he want to do next year?

ANNA That depends. lf he does well, he (6) ........ stay on at school for two years and study sciences.

MARY Can he stay at the same school?
ANNA Well, that's the problem. No, he can't, because his school only takes pupils up to sixteen. But

we've just heard that they (7) ........ opening the new sixth form college in Fareham. We (8) ........

being able to send him there, but we don't know for certain.
MARv And if he doesn't pass enough of the exams?

ANNA Well, he might leave and look for a job. Sandy - you know, my elder sister - says she (9)

have a vacancy for a trainee in her business, but obviously she can't (10) ........take him. We'll
just have to see.

Here in Augusta the final day of the US Golf Masters (1) .. ... begin, and we could be

(2) .......... a historic win. Tiger Woods, who (3) .......... start his bid for a place in the

history books in forty minutes, could complete the grand slam - winning all four golf

masters tournaments in one year. Woods starts today in the lead and he is (4) ...."'...
give up that lead easily. This is going to be an exciting day, folks, so be (5) .........' book
your place in front of the TV and settle down for a thrilling day's viewing!
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For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, but using the word or phrase given. This word or phrase must not be altered in
any way. The exercise begins with an example (0).

0 The result of our appeal against the parking fine should arrive in the post tomorrow.
due .....Th"..rquk tf qw .qrc-d Awwt thz paltsnt pn .1.t .4.4i f e.wpry.aaj

I Do not disturb the chimpanzees during feeding time
disturbed

2 furn that music down! lt's so loud that it'll definitely wake all the neighbours
bound

3 Scientists in the human genome project feel that they are about to discover the secret of life.
discovering.

4 Will you promise that you won't get drunk again tonight?
not to
It is probable that the road-sweeping contract will be withdrawn from Dustbugs.
likely to
Everyone in the village lived in fear of the volcanic eruption. u'hich rvas imminent.
impending
The designer believes that he will be able to finish the specifications by tomorrow afternoon.
envisages
I really don't think that the examiner will accept a handrr,ritte" script these days.
unlikely to ...............
Please make your purchases and proceed to a check-out. Tre s:ore is going to close in five
minutes
about

10 lf we want medical research to provide cures for all knorr- c seases. it must be adequately funded.
ts

Complete the lines of each dialogue, usingwas/were going to. woslwere about to or waslwere to
and an appropriate ending.

0 'Look, the shoe shop has closed down.'
'Oh, that's a pity. There was a pair of shoes in the rrlrco,., :-a: I lked I q4{tqlnt!tg.rLr/tl!.!4!4 ..'
'Hi, Karen. lt's Craham here.'
'Craham, ldon't believe itl You must be a mind readerl L.,as
'Where's Dad?'
'He's gone back to work. They had an emergency ar tt^e'a:tc1
'Oh no! l've got some really tough maths homewor.k a-t -e ..,as

3 'Ms Sandford. This is the police. We're trying to trace F'a-^ S n'tmonds. lgather he works for you.'
'Well, today was his first day. He was 3: ^ ''re this morning, but he didn't turn up.'

4 'Thanks for coming round. I'm sorry, but there's a sD ce- - q! bath.'
'A spider! ls that all? ldon't believe it. And l'm star-i -: ,\-en you called we were
have dinner.'

5 'Where's Noel? I thought you'd invited him?'
'We did invite him and he was ............... .

a4

, but he has had to work late '
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..1,,.': .Jr,r,rii:rri:,)

ln this letter some of the lines have a word that must be corrected (example 0), some have a

word that must be replaced (example 00), and some are correct (example 000)' lf a line is
correct, put a tick Vl. lf a word must be replaced or corrected, underline that word, and write

the new, correct word.

Broadbank llotel

Sunnyside Promenade
Barton-on-Sea

Hampshire

o

00

000

I

2

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

l0
1l

l2
l3
t4

15

l6

Dear Guest

The Management of Broadbank Hotel wish to inform you that the hotel is too

close on 5 December this year. It is about to reopen next year as part of the

Value4U chain of hotels.

As you know, the Lister family has been involved in Broadbank Hotel for

over twenty years now and the due closure is a blow to all of us. We realised

some months ago that we will need to find some kind of financial support for the

forthcoming season. We started to look at ways of doing this and we were go to

work with an investment company to upgrade the hotel with the addition of a

gym, swimming pool and sauna complex. We were on the verge of sign a

contract, which was to allowed us to retain control of the hotel, but we were

unable to complete the deal on time. We were likely to send Christmas cards as

usual to all our regular clients, with information about offers for the spring, but

of course, that is now not possible. Unfortunately, we are sure to be able to set up

another hotel in the near future.

The Value4U chain envisages reopen the hotel by 1 March' and they

are about to contact you when that happens. Itjust remains for us to thank you

for your support in the past, and to wish you every success for the future. We

hoped to be able to write to you with news of a new venture at some point

in the not-too-distant future.

..........tQ...........

....... d,4"..........

........./............
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Round up: Units 4 and 5
The future
use

prediction
personal

impersonal

prediction with present evidence

prediction of an action in progress

prediction of an action comPleted
by a point in the future

prediction of an action still
ongoing at a point in the future

intention
decision made at the time of
speaking

intention

determination

arrangements
personal

impersonal

arrangement made in the past

tactful queries/reason for rejection

other future meanings
'timetable' future

routine events

statement of fact

with adverbs to make stronger, etc

with verbs of hope, doubt, etc.

in time clauses

form

willlwon't

be going to

willlwon't be
+ verb -ing

willlwon't have
+ past participle

willlwon't hqve
been + verb -ing

willlwon't

be going to

willlwon't

be going to

present
contin uous

willlwon't be
+ verb -ing

present simple

willlwon't be
+ verb -ing

willlwon't

all forms

all forms

present simple

example

He'll be in prison for o long time.

The wor will be over next month.

Look ot those clouds. lt's going to
5now.

This time tomorrow we'll be sitting in
o Tuscon cafd.

l'll have finished this report bg 3.30. 4.1D

She'll hove been working there for 4.1D
25 geors next month.

4.1A

4.14

4.18
4.1C

4.2A

4.28

4.24
4.28

I'll get the phone.

Theg're going to take voluntarg
redundoncg.

I will give up smoking!

I am going to give up smoking!

He'll stag until gou get here.
I'll leave as soon as it stops raining

We're taking o month off in the summer. 4.3A

The bank is laging off 200 staff. 4.3A

We'll be coming back from Edinburgh 4.38
on Sundog.

Will gou be eating with us?
l'll be rehearsing tomorrow night.

4.38

The Rogol Train arrives at 5.45 p.m. 4.4A

Come for dinner - we'll be cooking 4.48
for six angwag.

He'll be 25 next week. 4.48
It'll probablg rain tomorrow. 4.4C
She's definitelg going to the portA.

We hope gou'll be able to come. 4.4C
I expect theA're going to increase the
rote in the budget.
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use form examPle

expressions with future meaning

official arrangements be to TheA qre to hold a seqet meeting' 5'1A

timetable be due to we're due to collect her qt five. 5.1 B

immediate future about to The check-in is qbout to close. 5' !C

on the pointl The building proiect is on the point
verge of of com7letion.

adjectives The decision is imminent.

probability/certainty (un)fihetA to He's unlikelg to recognise me. 5' l D

boundlsure to Your venture is bound to fail if gou

don't PrePore fullg.

verbs with future meaning

main verbs decide, hope, Theg've decided not to buA the house' 5'2A
promise, predict, Theg're predicting snow tomorrow'

etc.

modal verb mag, could, etc This move coutd tead to war' 5'28

future in the past
waslwere going to I was going to get up earlg this morning' 5'3A

past continuous We thought theg were arriving before 5'38
dinner.

would t had hoped gou'd get here earlier' 5'38

would be + verb We hnew we would be waiting for ages' 5'58
-ing

would have Theg thought the crisis would have 5'3B

+ past participle finished before then'

waslwere about I was qbout to tett gou when gou 5'3B

to interruPted ..'

waslwere to We were to arrive at nine' 5'38

waslwere due The concert wos due to start at half 5'3B

to Past seven'

waslwere to The Queen Mother wqs to have 5'38
hqve + pasl accompanied the others' but she broke

ParticiPle her hiP the daA before.

waslwereduelwasduetohavestartedthetreatment5.3B
to have + past AesterdaA but I couldn't get to the

participle hospital because of the train strike'
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Negation
There are many different ways of forming negatives in English. Although the most

common way is with not, we can also use adverbs, quantifiers and prefixes to make

the meaning of a sentence or a word negative.

affirmative

Talk to me!

He's outside.

We must leqve soon.

I told Aou to go.

Having seen the film, I
understand the hgpe.

negative

Don't talk to me!

He's notlHe isn't outside.
We're notlWe aren't waiting.

I don't like Colombian coffee.
Theg didn't finish earlg.

Theg haven't arrived.
Theg hodn't seen the film.

You mustn't leave get.

I told gou not to go.
X l-teld-Ee*"de*t-ge

Not having seen the film, I
don't understond the hgpe.

ln short answers with verbs of thinking and believing, e.g. think, hope, believe, imagine,

we often put not after the verb (:l:" 35.2D):
'Has Susannah decided to call her daughter Brittang after all?'
X :I don:t hope!' /'l hoPe not!'

6.lB We can use nof in front of positive quantifiers (e.g. much, manA, a lot of) to make the

Using nof meaning of a clause or phrase negative:
before Not mang people want to be referees - it's a lot of hassle and not much moneg-

quantifiers We can use nof (+ adverb) with adjectives to make the meaning negative:

and adjectives Howard foundlthought the climb not (too) difficult but not (porticularlfl eosg either.

O putting nof before an adjective weakens the adjective, but it does not give it the

same strength as an adjective with the opposite meaning, e.g. not difficult does not

have exactly the same strength of meaning as easA, particularly if we add an adverb

after not like foo or Particularlg:
The maths exam was easg. The maths exam was not too difficult.
(The speaker is more confident of passing the exam in the first example.)

We can also use nof before an adjective with a negative prefix (,lt, 6.5C)'
Spanish has a tense sAstem not dissimilar to that of English. (= a bit similar to)

The top water here is not unpleasant to drinh now theg've removed the fluoride.
(= not awful, but not nice)

The descriptions above are much less positive than the following:

Spanish has a tense sgstem similar to that of English.

The tap water here is pleasant to drink now theg've removed the fluoride.

, TT NEGATIVE STATEMENTS

6.lA We use notln't with verbs to make the meaning of a sentence negative. We add an

Using nof auxiliary (do, does, etc.) in the negative present simple and past simple of all verbs

with verbs except be, and the negative imperative of all verbs:

imperative

be

modal verbs

infinitives

participles

We're waiting for gou.

present or past simple I like Colombian coffee
Theg finished earlg.

perfect tenses Theg have arrived.
Theg had seen the film

To stop now would be sillg. Not to stop now would be sillg
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6.1C
Uses of no

6.1 D
Other nolnot
expressions

6.1E
Negative
transfer

We use no to introduce negative replies:
'Have gou been here before?' 'No, I haven't.'

We do not combine no with a verb to make a negative statement:
,( l-have-n*been-here-before, y' I have not been here before.

We usually use nof + ang with a noun to express an absence or lack of something:
Theg won't get ang help from Janice.

However, we can use no in front of nouns, instead of not ... anA or not ... alan:
Theg'll get no help from Janice.

We can often use fio + noun and not ... alang + noun interchangeably, although no is

usually more emphatic or more emotionally loaded than the neutral not ... alang:
There isn't anA reason to change policg at this stage. (neutral statement)
There's no reason to change policg at this stoge. (more emphatic statement)
She's not a dancer. (statement of fact about her job)

She's no dancer! (statement of opinion about her ability to dance)

We can use /?o with different, good and with comparatives:
Low-impact qerobics is basicallg no different from the normal tgpe, but it's hinder on

the legs and feet. (= very similar to)
Next-dag courier is no faster than first-class posf. (= isn't (any) faster than)

Come on! This cafd is no more expensive than the one down the road. Let's eat!
(= This caf6 charges the same prices as the cafe down the road.)

There are a number of expressions which we use to give negative meaning to a
sentence, e.g. never, neither ... nor, none, not onlg, not ... for, no sooner ... than"

The Engtish village is neither as pleasant nor os unchanging as it is believed to be.

The Cerman assault would have lasted longer if it hadn't been for the harsh Russian

winter.
(DEnglish rarely uses a double negative, i.e. two words with a negative meaning in the

same clause, as most people consider this to be incorrect:

X Sorrg; but t dofitt knownothingrabout that!
/ Sorrg, but I don't know angthing about thot! I know nothing about that!

But double negatives are possible if we intend to make an affirmative:

t don't know nothing obout Etruscan historg - I know a little about it!
(ln spoken English, nothing is stressed in this sentence.)

We can put nof onlg at the beginning of sentences for emphasis (1,' 54.3B):

Not onlg did theg monitor the tandings, theg also recorded all their dates and times.

Note that we use question word order when we use nof onlg in this way.

When we use verbs like thinh, suppose and believe to introduce a negative idea, we

prefer to make the introductory verb negative, not the verb in the subordinate clause:

U think the later train won't be cancelled.l
/ I don't think the later train will be cancelled.

lf we make the subordinate verb negative rather than the introductory verb, it can

express surprise or appear emphatic:
I thought that gou didn't smohe! When did gou start?

O We Oo not use hope in this way:

x W dontthopelhat-the-reanisn will-be tee-Winful-for-yoa,
r' We hope thot the reunion won't be too painful for gou.

With verbs such as seem, expect, appeor + infinitive, we use either of these patterns:

He doesn't appear to be interested. He appears not to be interested.

O Witfr introductory verbs such as tell and ask + infinitive, we change the meaning

when we make the introductory verb negative:
The doctor told me not to take the pil/s. (prohibition)

The doctor didn't tett me to take the pills. (= The doctor omitted to tell me ")
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NEGATIVE OUESTIONS

6.2A Negative questions are formed by adding n't to a form of be or to the auxiliary ('t". 7 .1):

Form Haven't Aou seen Harrison Ford's new film get?

Isn't the maAor opening the new supermarhet after oll?
To be more formal, we can use tlof. We put this after the subject:

Is the magor not opening the new supermarket after all?
We can use question words to introduce negative questions:

Whg hasn't Stella contacted her solicitor get?

6.28 We can use negative questions to check or confirm that something is true or has

Use happened, or to ask for agreement. We expect a positive (ges) answer:

Aren't gou a member of a wildlife organisotion? (= I think that you are.)

We also use negative questions to check or confirm that something isn't true, or hasn't

happened. We expect a negative (no) answer:

You were quick. wasn't the hairdresser busg? (= I think she wasn't busy')

Negative questions often express surprise that something isn't true or hasn't happened:

Haven't ostronomers discovered a tenth planet? (= lthought that they had.)

We can also use negative questions to express criticism or complaint, often with whg:

Didn't gou remember to post the letter? Honestlg, I can't trust Aou to do angthing!

Whg didn't gou tell me about Aour new bogfriend?
We can answer negative questions with gtes or no.lf a full answer would use an

affirmative verb, we use yes:
'Hasn't the weather been dreadful recentlg?' 'Yes (it has been dreadful).'

lf a full answer would use a negative verb, we use no:
'Wasn't the hairdresser busg?' 'No (she wosn't busg).'

Both of these examples agree with the speaker. We can also contradict the speaker,

but we would then soften the response with an explanation:
'Hasn't the weather been dreadful recentlg?' 'Well, no, I think it's been OK.'
'Wasn't the hairdresser busg?' 'Yes, she was actuallg, but she's verg fast!'

We can use negative questions to try to persuade someone to do something:
Won't Aou come with us to the beach tomorrow? lt'll be fun.

We also use this form of question to express opinions which expect agreement:
Don't gou think that the new shopping centre is reallg uglg?

6.3A
Restrictive

adverbs and
q ua ntifi e rs examples

few, little

example sentences

There ore few people who believe gou
I have little time to watch W.

*$$ffi woRDS wHrcH cARRy NEGAnvE MEANINc

Many English words, such as few, little or rorelg, have a negative or restrictive meaning
(i.e. they reduce the amount, frequency or degree of the word they qualifyl:

type of word

quantifiers

adverbs of frequency rarelg, seldom, The urban fox seldom ventures into gardens
hardlg ever during the dag.

adverbs of degree hardlg, scarcelA, lt is hardlg lihelg that a thug will
barelg woit politelg for the police!

The meaning of few and little is restrictive only without alan. Compare:
Water the fruit frequentlg as little rain folls ot this time of gear. (= almost none)

You'd better take an umbrella with gou; there's alwags a little rain at this time of
Aeor. (= a small amount)
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As these restrictive words are negative in meaning, we use a positive verb with them:

X ManyffiGnagers do*t hardlg prepare forneetiag's at all.
r' Mang managers hardlg prepare for meetings at all.

Q We also use an affirmative question tag with these words (*o 7.2A):
Higher-ranking police officers rarelg meet the public these dags, do theg?

We can put the adverbs of frequency from the table above before the verb for
emphasis (x,. 34.38):

Rarelg didthe church betts in ourvillage ring outforsomething like a wedding.

6.58 Some verbs contain a negative meaning, e.g. fail, deng, avoid:

Verbs t fail to understand gour motivation for doing this' (= I don't understand)

Joe denied copging the essag from his best friend' (= said he hadn't copied)

Q These verbs can be made negative and they can take a negative question tag
("""' 

' 
''O]l

The bog didn't deng copging the homeworh. (= He admitted it.)

Fran failed her driving test again, didn't she?

6.5C We can make verbs, nouns and adjectives negative, with a negative prefix:

Prefixes Incomplete information witt detag poAment of ang benefit due. (= not complete)

Look at these examples of negative prefixes:

part of speech prefix

verbs dis-
mis-
un-
de-

examples

dislike, disconnect, disappear, disapprove
misunderstqnd, misinform, mislead, misbehave
unlock, untie, unpack, uncork, uncover, uncoil
deregulate, defrost, decentralise, dethrone, devqlue

nouns anti- anti4reeze, Antichrist, anti-perspirant, anti-climax
non- nonsense, non-smoker, nonfiction, nonconformist

in- iniustice, inconvenience, inattention, inoctivitg
dis- disadvantage, disinformqtion, dishonestg, disinfectant

de- decentralisation, deforestotion, decriminqlisation

adjectives anti- anti-clockwise, anti-smoking, anti-social
in- (il-, ir-, im-) incomplete, inconvenient, insecure, incredible

(illegal, ittegible, irrelevant, irregular, impossible)

dis- dishonest, disobedient, dissimilqr, discourteous

non- non-alcoholic, non-toxic, nonsensical, nonexistent

un- unfair, uncomfortable, unlikelg, unavailable, unusuql

We can use words with a negative prefix

in negative clauses:

' Negative verb: He reached down to the

window, but didn't unlock it when he

heard the crg from outside. (= didn't
open it)

. Negative noun: /f isn't anti-freeze, it's
anti-perspirant!

' Negative adjective: Salaries here are
not unlike those in the United Kingdom.
(f' 6.1 B)

-l
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Practice The keu to these exercises is on paqe 355

Rewrite the underlined part of each sentence to make a meaningful negative alternative. There
may be more than one way of rewriting some sentences.

0 I'll accept interruptions from you or anyone else while I'm speaking.
t'[/ azcent n-o interrunfi,onr

o r : . . . l..ao.r.ttt.ar+Et .wty t'ttter. rufrw M. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

We hope that the soldiers exoerience a lot of resistance when they enter the city.

After the images of the famine, Celdof urged the nation to turn their TVs off.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

oo

9

10

t1

12

i!!g

ln English, the subjunctive is usuallv different from the past tense

My brother's only just started his electronics degree, so he tried to repair the W himself when it
went wrong last week.

A great number of songbirds are seen these days, owing to the erosion of their natural habitats

ln this modern city you get an impression of life in the pre-Capitalist era.

lwas willing to help the children, as they had to take responsibility for the schoolwork they brought
home.

War crimes should be both commonplace and accepted in times of conflict.

The estimated fee for the project was unreasonable, but I decided to negotiate further.

Ithink that our comoany will be offering aid to the disaster zone this time

Sarah has only had a few lessons on the guitar so she's a good guitarist

The new twin-turbo engine generates a lot of noise but is especially powerful

Complete the gaps to make negative questions. Use the appropriate form of one of the verbs
from the box to form each question. Some of the questions start with Whg and you may need to
add other words.

belong buy do glve Je{ join take tell think

0 'What's Robbie Williams' new single like?'
' /./.a/;'?,&ii.vau.fr.earlk........ yet? l'm amazed - it's on the radio every five minutes!'" " " " ".r""'

' ^::: :i:l:::i::ll:: ::: l:l:,'iffl,',|""j:;, she joined ,as, year
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'Mr Soames from Brent Trading is coming in on the 6th for a lunchtime meeting.'
'Really? Your holidaY in that week?'
'Oh, you're back. I was just about to do the washing-up.'

Yet? I've been out for three hours!'
'Joe and lare going to the jazz festival on Sunday. ..'.."... us?'

'l'm busy on Sunday, I'm afraid, but thanks for asking.'
'Sorry, but lcan't come to your dinner partytomorrow. l'm double-booked.'

...........? I've already bought all the food!'
'We need to get some flowers or something to take with us to the hospital.'
'Oh, ........... then? I thought you were going to do that during your lunch

break.'
those hair extensions look awful on older women?'

'No, actually, I don't. ln fact, l'm thinking of having some put in.'
'l'm afraid we have some problems with the conference scheduled forThursday as Harriet Ellis may

arrive late.'
'Oh, ........... the plenary talk first thing in the morning?'

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence, but using the word given. This word must not be altered in any way' The

exercise begins with an example (0).

0 Sending someone to prison for defending their own-property, isn't fair'

injustice tqd//,g5ail44p.441e.K-itarurtr d<.ferAua..&,*n.p*ot Pro7ut/.k..stt.Watu".i.........
Phil claimed that he had no involvement in the pensions scam.

denied
lf no payment is forthcoming, we will be obliged to remove your connection to the electricity

supply.
disconnect

4

Hardly anyone
Watch scheme

from the housing cooperative showed any interest in joining the Neighbourhood

few
4 The fundamental values of the two religions are fairly similar.

dissimilar
5 lt isn't really possible to capture true colours with this type of video film.

hardly
6 lt appears that the director deliberately gave the investigators incorrect information.

misinformed
It's best not to talk about topics like politics or religion on a first date.

avoid
The fact that a great area of trees in the Brazilian rainforests has been cut down has had a

devastating effect on the ecosystem.
deforestation.................
It isn't often that pop stars make it as actors, but Madonna has achieved this.

rarely
Applications in which we are unable to read the writing will be automatically rejectedl0
illegible
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Complete the text using a negative form of the appropriate words from the box.

advantage available convenience courteous cover credible intelligent
legal possible usual

This rather (l) ........ story from yesterday's news may have escaped your attention.
Customs officials last night (2) an attempt at (3) ........ entry into Britain by an (4) ........ group

of immigrants: fleas. The fleas belong to the Cardoso Flea Circus of Australia, who are due to perform

this evening at the Edinburgh Festival. The troupe (or the human part of it at least) feels that this is a
highly (5) ...... .way to treat artists. They feel that it is (6) for them to cancel the show at this
late stage, so despite the (7) ........ of having lost their star performers, the show must go on. The flea

trainer, Wyman Leung, is currently working with an alternative cast of fleas provided by Cambridge and

Bristol Universities, although it is a huge (8) to have to work with ordinary cat fleas, rather than
the elite strain of crossed cat and kangaroo fleas that were sent back to Australia. The circus didn't
even bother trying to train the somewhat (9) ........ pulex irritans - the human flea.

Home Office spokespeople were all (10) ........ for comment.

{,,{{!b

Complete the text below with a word or phrase from the box.

few may not misleading no no intention not for not only
not recognising not unlike not wishing noncommittal unwilling

-a
s'3, -

c/
(4) ...'.... is Mendes one of the

vounsest first-time directors of a

il...ltf"f Hollywood film' he is also.

;;;;i;h. younsest directors to run his

l*n'rt.urr., the Donmar 
's(arehouse in

i."a."'t Covent Garden' The small

..rar"r,raa and warehouse-type interior

of this theatre is (5) """": it is
;;t'.....-.. the Royal Court Theatre of a

i.* u."r, ago, a theatre run bY actors

f.,, ,.torc and audiences' (7) """"
accountants..--l"iiiary, 

Mendes had (8) """': of

goi;g ,o i{ollywood to direct a leatute

iim,"U", when Steven Spielberg sent

;il';. scriPt of American BeautY'he

was (9) ..'...'. to turn it down' A{ter his

Oscar success' the young director was

UO, ......'. about his future' 'While

ittl ....' to desert his spiritual home'

ih.'Dorr*ur, he (12) """" be able to

resist the temPtation o{ another

Hollywood film for long'

^rnnlv a vear ago not many PeoPle

L,ln"a heard of theatre director

Sam Mendes. But since his debut

l.irm, American BeautY, won five

lit.]tt," March 2000, (1) """".self-
respectinP, cinema-goer would admit to

(2) ........ the name. (3) """" recent

fil*, h"u. received the accolades

"*"rd"d 
this film bY critics and

audiences alike'
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Find and underline the mistakes in this dialogue. (The first one is given as an example.) Correct
the mistakes.

I roursR Hi, Martin. What's wrong? You look awful.
2 rr,lnRrtx Oh, I've had that horrible flu. lt lasted for ages.

3 roursn Didn't you go to the doctor?
4 H,tRRltN No, I did. I went last week, but my doctor doesn't know

5 nothing. I asked for that new flu drug - what's it called?

6 roursn Do you mean Relenza?

7 vrRRrrN That's it. I asked but he wouldn't give me none.

8 roursR Why?

9 vnnrtx He said that the tests haven't hardly proved that it works.

l0 Not for did he refuse to give me Relenza, but he wouldn't give me

1 1 none other medicine. I think it's because the surgery is over-budget

12 and he doesn't want to spend any more money!

I 3 loutsn lf that's the case, it's really unhonest! Have you thought about

14 complaining?
I 5 unnrrN No, what's the use? Complaints about doctors rarely have an effect,

1 6 don't they? Anyway, I suppose there's not much you can do about a

11 virus. He said I should drink plenty of fluids and he didn't tell me to

18 go out until I felt better.
l9 roursn How are you feeling now?

20 vnnrrn Not too bad, but I can't taste hardly anything. well, I think that's an

21 effect of the flu and not a problem with my taste buds!

22 loutsn Oh, ldon't hope it is! lt would be awful not to taste things.

23 rvlnnln I've still got a few chest problems, too. lsuppose lshould stop

24 smoking.
25 Loutsn What! Have you stopped smoking through this flu, then? You're

26 crazy, Martin!
27 MARrN I know. I guess I'll never be a no-smoker.

28 Loursn Perhaps not. Anyway, it lasts a long time, this flu. Not many people

29 don't appreciate that. You think it's gone and you try to get back to

30 normal, then it hits You again.

31 MARrN Yes, you're right.
52 routsn Look, lmust be going. ldon't hope it lasts much longer. 'Bye!
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Ouestions
There is a range of issues to take account of in the use of questions in English; these

include word order, word choice and intonation. This unit looks at these issues in

relation to closed and open questions, tag questions, indirect questions and echo

questions. (For negative questions w6.2; for indirect questions F 9.3.)

CLOSED AND OPEN OUESTIONS

7.lA Ouestions are either closed or open. Closed questions start with a form of main verb

Form be, an auxiliary verb (be, do, hove) or a modal auxiliary verb (e.g. can, mag, will)"

Is gour brother staAing with his friends in Oxford?

Will gou be awag for long?

Shoutd Aour teom reallg have spent f500,000 on one plager?

Openquestionsstartwithaquestionword(e'g'who,what'where'how):
What time is Alison arriving this evening?

With the simple tenses, doldoesldid is used as an auxiliary:

Does this box enable me to receive soteltite TV as well as digital?

When exoctlg did the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao open?

Main verb be or an auxiliary verb usually precedes the subject (but b'7'1C):

Have gou registered the birth with the authorities yet?

with more than one auxiliary verb, only the first one precedes the subject:

'Howlofrghadbeen.goa.}ivj.ng*thefebeforethe.warbrehe'gut?r'HowtonghadgoubeenlivingtherebeforetheW1rbrokeout?
Wiltgouhavefinishedcompitingthefiguresbgthenextmeeting?

With negative questions, we attach n,r to the auxiliary verb (r',6.2A):

Doesn't time flg quicktg when gou're having fun?

7.18 We use closed questions when we want a simple geslno answer:

Use 'Does gour sister stitt tive in Conada?' 'Yes, she does.lNo, not ana more''

we use open questions when we want to find out more information:
'whg did she leave canada then?' 'she coutdn't stand the cold winters.'

ln conversation, we can use statement word order with closed questions, but not with

open questions, to check something we think we know or to express surprise. We

usually give them a rising intonation:
You've sent the tickets? -V
You haven't sent the tickets? -V WhA not?

X Whg-gea haven:t -sent the-tickets?
r' Whg haven't gou sent the ticBets?

when we ask questions about opinions and feelings, we often omit that:

Do gou think (that) the nurserg witt give me a refund for when Ellg was ill?

We usually use the question word which when the answer will be one of a limited

number of alternatives, usually known to both speaker and listener. We use what when

there is no limit to the choice:
Which cake do Aou want to trg first? (limited choice of cakes)

What cakes do gou tike best? (of all cakes; unlimited choice)

When we use a preposition with a question word, we can either put the preposition

before the question word (formal use) or at the end of the question (informal use):

From whom did the defendant accept the pagment?

Who are gou buging the bracelet for?
When we precede who with a preposition, we change it to whom '
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7.1C
Subject

question
words

7.l D
Expressing

emotion with
questions

subject
J

Who, what and which can be the subject of a verb, as well as the object:
object subject

JJ
object

J
Who invited Jack? (Mergl did.) Who did Mergl invite? (She invited Jack.)

lf the question word is the subject, the word order is the same as in a statement,
i.e. the subject comes before the verb:

Who has been drinking mg wine? (who = subject)
What happened at the end of the film? (what = subject)

We use question word order with a subject question word when we are keen to return
to a topic earlier in the conversation and want to get an answer:

Well, what did happen at the end of the film? You still haven't told me.

QWfren we use who,what andwhich as subjects, we use a singularverb, even if they
refer to a plural subject:

'Who lives in that amazing chateau?' 'The old Count and Countess live there.'

We can add-ever to question words (exceptwhose) to add a tone of annoyance or
surprise to a question:

Whatever have gou done to gour hair? It looks terrible!
However did theg manage to get that ship in the bottle?

Another, more informal, way of adding surprise or annoyance is with idiomatic phrases

such as on earth, the hell, in heaven:
Whg on earth did John decide to studg Chinese?

Who the hell told gou that gou could take the dag off?
We use e/se with question words when we have some information but would like more.

'l saw Elena gesterdog. She said she'd retired last month.' 'Yes, I'd heard that. What
else did she sag?'

It is quite common to use a question form when we don't really want an answer. We

call this a 'rhetorical question' and we use thi.s kind of question when we want to
express amazement or irritation with something:

Have gou seen the price of fish at that supermarket? lt's outrageous.
We use What's the point inluse of ... ? to suggest that a course of action is worthless:

What's the point in writing to gour MP? lt won't make ang difference.

What's the use of explaining it all to gou if gou're not listening?

i TAC OUESTIONS

7 .2A Tag questions are the short questions which we often attach to the end of a sentence.

Form (basic We form tag question s with do ldoesldid (in simple tenses), or the auxiliary verb. There
patterns) are three main types of sentence + tag question:

tag questiontype

mixed tag affirmative + negative tag
questions negative + affirmative tag

uniform affirmative + affirmative
tag questions tag

lf an affirmative sentence contains a negative or'restrictive'adverb (e.g. scarcelg,
hardlg * 6.5A), it takes an affirmative tag:

There wos hardlg enough food for everAone at the wedding, wss there?
Most modal verbs, like auxiliary verbs, are repeated in the tag question:

Tax returns can be submitted on-line now, can't theg?
Parents shouldn't expect their children to agree with their opinions, should theg?

sentence

You alreadg hnow Harriet, don't gou?
She hasn't had the babg get, has she?

He arrived last night then, did he?
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7.28
Form

(exceptions
and

variations)

7.2D
Other

functions of
tag questions

Iam

need
(negative)

maglmight

ought to

Let's

had (past simple)
had (past perfect)

There are a number of exceptions and variations in the form of the verb in tag questions:

tag questions after ... examPle

Note the following contrasts:

have (British English) otiver has a lot of friends, hasn't he?ldoesn't he?

hqve (US English) Otiver has a lot of friends, doesn't he?

I'm stitl part of the team, qren't I?

He doesn't need to repeat the year, does he?

(or: He needn't repeat the Aear, need he?)

It maglmight be fine tomorrow, mightn't it?

We reattg ought to leove now, oughtn't we?lshouldn't we?

Let's trg that new restaurant, shall we?

Ati and Stefan had another bobg last year, didn't theg?

You hqd met him before this evening, hadn't gou?

Cenerally the pronoun in the tag question matches the subject of the sentence:

Thisisagoodexample,isn'tit?(I/risandifarebothsingular.)
Those are the flowers for Mum, aren't theg? (Those and theA are both plural.)

Nothing ever happens when I'm awag, does it?

But notice these excePtions:
Someone's been taking mg food again, haven't theg?

Nobodg has Phoned, have theg?

7.2C We use mixed tag questions with a falling intonation, to ask for confirmation:

Use tt's the first of Mag todag, isn'f if?\ (The speaker believes that this is true and

uses a tag question to check.)

With a rising intonation, mixed tag questions are a genuine request for information:

You haven't talked to Jim Aet, have gou? -V
We use uniform question tags (affirmative sentence + affirmative tag) to respond to

something we have heardlseen, as in echo questions (' 7'48):
'l'm sorrg, but t'm going to have to concel this evening. I'm still at work.'
'Oh, things are still reallg hectic, are theg?'7 (expressing sympathyJ

Q Be careful With this type of tag, as with a rising intonation it can express sarcasm:

'Looh. I onlg paid $120 for this dress - it was so cheap!' 'oh, $120 is cheap, is it?'

We answer mixed tag questions in the following way:

' Affirmativetag:'John isn't experienced enough to do this iob, is he?'

'No, I don't think he ls.' (agreement)l'ActuallA, ges, he rs' (contradiction)

' Negative lag: 'You're staAing awag for two weeks, aren't gou?'

'Yes, that's right.' (a}reement)/'No, it's three weeks. ' (contradiction)

We can also use tag questions for requests:

You'tt bring me bach some of those lovelg sausages,

won't gou?
You couldn't bring me back some of those lovelg

sauslges, could gou?

The choice of tag question after imperatives depends

on the function of the sentence:
. Requests: Pich me up at eight, could gou?
. lnvitations: Stag another night with us, won't gou?

' Commands'. Turn the TV off, will gou? Don't annog

Rufus, will gou?
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INDIRECT OUESTIONS

1
introductory phrase

7 .3A An indirect question is one question within another question or a statement:
Form Can gou tett me how long I'tt have to wait to see the doctor?

(How long will I have to wait to see the doctor?l

Common introductory phrases are CanlCould gou tell me ..., I'd like to know ..., Do gou

know ..., I wonder ....
I'd like to know if that car is abandoned or not.

Do gou know which seats give the best leg room on this tgpe of plone?

O ln indirect questions we use a statement word order where the subject always
precedes the verb or verb phrase:

x?
y' Do gou hnow where the nearest bus stop is?
X eouW goa telt rne when did he leave?
r' Could gou tell me when he left?

ln indirect questions we can use whether instead of if . lf we use or not to imply a

choice, we can put it at the end of the clause containing the question, or after whether
(but not after if):

Do gou know whether the date has been confirmed or not?
I wonder whether or not Mum and Dad hove got back from the Bahamas get?

X Gsutd go*let-tr1e*now-if*or notihe-gryn4s oBefron-SuneaVZ
r' Coutd gou let me know if the ggm is open on Sundag or not?

We use the same indirect question patterns to report questions (i*&'9.3):

The potice officer asked the child whether she could remember her address.

7.38 We usually use indirect questions to make a question more polite or more tentative:

Use Do gou know where I can find the lmpressionist gallery?

This is less abrupt than a direct question:

Where can I find the lmpressionist gallerg?

1
indirect question

,lffiA EcHo ouESrloNS

7.4A We form echo questions with be, the auxiliary verb or a modal verb:

Form 't'm going to Matagsia on business next week.' 'Are gou (reallg)?'
'Theg didn't give the concert after atl last night.' 'Didn't theg? Why not?'

tO We don't form echo questions with question words (whaf , how, whg, etc.)

It is also possible to form echo questions by repeating the question but replacing part

of it with a stressed question word:
'Have gou been to the Earth Centre?'
'Have I been to what?'l'Have I been where?'

7 .48 One of the main uses of echo questions is to show interest and to make a conversation

Use 'flow'. We use a rising intonation:
'we went to o really interesting plag tast night.' 'Did gou?' -v

They can often express surprise, especially with the word reallg or an exclamation:
'We've hod wonderful news. Jim's iust been promoted.'
'Has he reallg?'l'Has he? How fantastic!'

We use negative echo questions to show emphatic agreement with the speaker. Here

we use a falling intonation:
'That was the best holidaA we've ever had!' 'Yes, wasn't rf?'\
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Practice The Beg to these exercises is on page 356

Write each question. Use the prompts in brackets and the replies to help you.

0 (own/white Cadillac/drive/around here) ' .Wloo..owns.th!r.white,.Cad'l/ao.that.fui4r.%.ato.u4d.ha/:e,l
'Oh, I think the Americans from Harding Road own it.'

I (applicant/think/be/suitable?)'
'Well, I think both applicants are reasonable, but Stephen Wrigley appears the best for this

particular post to me.'
2 (give/pigs/that type of feed?)

'We'd only been giving them that particular type of pig feed for about two months.'

3 (tell/you/divorce?)
'l think it was Susan who told me about it, but most people at college seem to know.'

4 (else/do/holiday?)
'we didn't really do much else on the holiday - it was a really small resort.'

5 (persuade/David/staY/team?)'
'No, I don't think we could have persuaded him to stay any longer. The counter-offer was far too

attractive. '

6 (be/point/complain/faulty goods?) ' ....
\vv?yv,,,!,!vr

'There's every point in complainingl How else will shops know that their goods are faulty if people

don't comPlain?'
7 (watch/work/l/be/scuba-diving?)'

'Both of the watches are suitable for scuba-diving, but I think you'll find that the Timepiece is more

reliable at greater dePths.'
8 (accused/steal/getaway car?) '

'Your honour, we believe that he stole the getaway car on behalf of the Presley gang, for the

robbery of the computer warehouse.'

Complete each question with an appropriate question tag.

1 You'll be able to watch the children for half an hour while I fetch John from work, .........................?
2 'l hope you're not doing anything tonight. I've just booked tickets for the circus.' 'Oh, there were

tickets left, .........................? lthought it would have sold out.'
3

4
5

6
1

8

The Consul had been quite cooperative up to this point,

We needn't register before the first talk, ...........
Be a good girl and pop to the shops for me, ......? We're completely out of cheese.

How can you think of marrying her? You've hardly known her five minutes, .........................?
No one was staffing the west turnstile at the time of the accident, ......................".?
Put some decent trousers on, ................ ? They won't let you into the restaurant in those old

Jeans.
9 lt seems to me, Minister, that the Covernment has broken all its pre-election promises regarding

the Health Service, .........................?
l0 'l'll help you with your homework if you want.''Oh, you can do calculus, ......, Dad?'

I 1 Mrs Allison did say that we could take dictionaries into the exam with us, .........................?
12 'Ryan didn't go to work yesterday because he was ill.' 'Oh, he was ill, .........................? lthought

he was watching the football.'
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Rewrite each question to make it less direct, but so that it is as similar in meaning as possible to
the original question. Begin with the phrases given.

0 Who is responsible for street cl,eaning in this area?

Courd you ter me ...........tt/14.6.ry4ryMlhk<fr(ltrlr*.ck4414!.ttt thu.nr.e*.?.
1 Why did it take you so long

I'd like to know
to deliver this parcel?

2 Has Harriet finished the minutes of the meeting yet or not?
Can you tell me if ................

5 Why do you keep so many old cars outside your house?

Could I possibly ask you .........
4 When will the new curtains for the hotel suites be ready?

Please let me know

w

Will Jonathan be staying for dinner tomorrow evening?

I'd like to know whether
How often is the bedlinen in the villas changed?

Does the brochure say ............
Which metro station should we go to
Do you know..........

for the Eiffel Tower?

8 Did Schumacher win yesterday's race or not?
I wonder whether

Complete B's questions with appropriate verbs and/or question words as necessary. The questions

should ask about the underlined parts of A's sentences.

O A: Come on! I've been waiting out in the cold for ages!

B: Oh, really? .........Hp.qf hrc$ exactly have you been waiting?

1 A: Someone told me that you've decided to give up the course.

B: Oh, .................. that?
2 A: Do you like tabbouleh? I've got some here.

B: Do I ..................? I've never even heard of it!
3 A: The new Mayor of London has decided to charge cars to go into the city.

B: .............. ....? Cood. lthought he'd never do anything about the congestion.

4 A: I've just been offered two jobs!

B: That's great! ......... ......... to take?

5 A: We went to a comedy night at the local pub yesterday, and saw some really good comedians.

B: Oh, .................. see?

6 A: lt seems that I can't apoly for a course at the management college after all.

B: But why ............ ......? I thought anyone could apply, regardless of experience.

7 A: I've just had a letter from Ana.

B: Oh, what does she say?
A: Well, everything's going OK. She's got a job and her mother's recovering well from the

operation.
B: That's good. What does she say about her family?

8 A: Have you seen my new toy? Look.

B: What is it? I've never seen anything like that before!
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complete the dialogue with appropriate tag questions or echo questions.

LANDLoRD Ms March. Come in. You're the ladywho's interested in rentingthis flat, (1) ..............?

MS MARCH That's right.
LANDL6RD Well, here it is. This is the living room. lt's not looking at its best right now, l'm afraid.

Ms MARcH (2) .? Why not? lt looks fine to me.

LANDL6RD lt's a bit untidy. One of the reasons l'll be pleased to see the back of the current tenants.

MS MARCH On the phone you said that there were two bedrooms' (3) ........"...'?
LANDLoRD That's right. Come through. This is the master bedroom'

MS MARcH Mmm, it's nice. But there's no radiator in here, (4) .. ...... ...?

LANDLoRD Er, no, but the electric heater is very efficient.

MS MARCH But expensive? I've heard that electric heaters are very expensive.

LANDLORD (5) . ? I don't think they're that bad. Through here is the second bedroom. lt's very

large for a second bedroom in a flat of this type.

MS MARCH Yes, (6) ..... ? lt's an excellent size. Oh dear, someone's broken the window in here,

(1)

LANDLORD

MS MARCH

LANDLORD

N4S MARCH

LANDLORD

IVS MARCH

LANDLORD

MS MARCH

Oh, don't worry about that. I'll get that fixed. This is the bathroom.

Mmm. lt's a bit dingy. ldon't suppose you could paint it, (8) ..............?

Well, we can discuss that later. This is the kitchen. I built it myself.

(9) . really? lt's great!

Yes, though it is in a bit of a mess. Now, let's go back to the living room, (10) ,.............?

Yes. I think you said the rent was f550 a month, (1 1) .......... ...?

Read this radio interview and then write the questions the interviewer asks. Use the prompts in

the box to help you. Use tags and indirect questions as directed.

ffi
rh#

That's right. Have a look around again by yourself, (12) ..

discuss the details.
OK, I'd like that.

.., Ms March? Then we can

- what/interrupt/it
- when/start/acting in films (indirect)

- enter/chosen career/quite late (tag)

- which film/consider/best

- Sir Alec/86 (tag)

- win/else

- win/Oscar/for that (tag)

ever/find out/true identity
how long/exactly/be married
what/his childhood/be like (indirect)

ever/find out/who/father was

it/unusual/famous actors/have lasting marriages (tag)

younger people/remember him/very different role (tag)

when/pick up/career again

J9HN You'll have heard the news this morning of the death last Sunday of Sir Alec Cuinness, one of

the greatest British stars of stage and screen. ln the studio now is Clare Sands, film critic and

biographer of many of the stars.
Cood morning, John.
Morning, Clare. (1)

Yes. He was 86 in April, but he had been ill for quite a long time
He's survived by a wife and son, I believe. (2)

It is unusual. Many showbiz marriages are short-lived, but Sir Alec had been married to Merula

for a very long time.
roHN (5) .. ................?
cLARE For 62 years - quite amazing really.

CLARE

JOHN

CLARE

JOHN

CLARE

1o2



JoHN lt is, isn't it? I understand that Sir Alec came from rather undistinguished roots.
(41 . .... ..............?

CLARE Well, he was poor, and illegitimate - there's no record of a father on his birth certificate ...

roHN (5) ................?
CLARE Not really, but when he was fourteen, his mother told him that his real name was Cuinness, so

he took it.
roHN But (6) ...........?
cLARE No. Of course, the name prompted speculation of links with the Cuinness brewing family, but

no, he never knew who his father was.

JoHN Mmm. Now, on to his acting. (7) .............. ................?
CLARE Well, he started acting on the stage when he was 20, but his career was interrupted for a few

years in 1938.
roHN (8) ................?
CLARE World War Il. He joined the Navy.

JoHN (9) . ................? After the war?

CLARE Actually, he appeared in a play in New York before the end of the war.

JoHN We've talked about his stage career. (l 0) .......... ....................?
CLARE Yes. His first film role was in Creat Expectations in 1946, and he worked a lot in films from

then on.
(1 1) ............ do you think?

Oh, I'd say that was Bridge over the River Kwai .

(12)
Yes, for best actor.
(15) ............ ..................? Any other awards, I mean?

Well, he was given a special Oscar in 1980, for memorable film performances.

l'm sure that (l 4) ............... ...............?
Yes, you mean Obi Wan Kinobi in the original Star Wors. He hated the role, but it gave him the

JOHN

CLARE

JOHN

CLARE

JOHN

CLARE

JOHN

CLARE

money to live well for the rest of his life.

JoHN Thank you, Clare. That's all we've got time for, but thanks for ...

ln each space write a suitable word or phrase. There is an example (0) given at the beginning.

0 What's tlt"Pi^t........ in arguing with people who hold very strong opinions?

1 'Did you see Ladysmith Black Mambazo at the charity concert?' 'Did lsee ? Never heard

of them.'
2 Could you tell us.............. or not the service has been disrupted?

3 .............. did you manage to get home last night? You were so drunkl
4 'Mmm, what.............. your pastry so tasty?''l use different herbs in it, that's all.'

5 The police details of the victim last night, didn't they?

6 l've got a couple of paint samples here. .............. colour do you prefer?

7 What's of buying all this expensive equipment when you don't know if you'll enjoy the

sport?
8 These sitcoms are so formulaic. This one is ..............any different from that one we watched

yesterday, is it?
9 .............. of the available methods did your client pay for her purchases?

10 .............. is that, in the corner? She looks as though she's just crawled out from under a bush!
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Passives, causatives and get
We use passive forms for reasons of style and of clarity, as well as of meaning. Mostly
the rules of passive formation are straightforward, but it needs to be noted that certain
words and structures cannot be used in the passive. Related to the use of forms of be i-
the passive are the causative uses of have and get and the informal passive use of gef.

,',:,,tii..ffia PAS S tVE FORM S

8.lA
Basic

pattern s

8.1 B
Passive verb

forms

The subject of an active verb (e.g. the judge) can be the agent of a passive verb. We
often don't mention the agent in the passive, but if we do it is introduced with bg:

The judge will read out the nomes of the winners in alphabetical order.
The names of the winners will be read out in alphabetical order (bA the judge).

Notice that the object of the active verb (e.g. the names of the winners) is the subject of
the passive verb.
0 Verbs with no direct object (intransitive verbs) cannot be used in the passive:

X Thepest-has-beena*ived: (passive) r' The post has arrived. (active)
Some verbs have two objects, e.g. The monager offered the customer a refund. Either
object can be the subject of the passive verb:

The customer was offered a refund. or A refund was offered to the customer.
Note that if the object of the passive verb is the indirect object of the active verb (the
customer) it is usually introduced with a preposition (e.g. to the customer).

We make the passive form of verbs in all tenses by using beinthe appropriate tense
plus the past participle of the main verb:

Mg bag was stolen. (= A thief stole my bag.J
The murder is being investigated (= The police are investigating the murder.)

Note these comparisons of active and passive forms:

active passrve

modal verbs'. verb + be
+ past participle

multi-word verbs: We
never separate the verb
and particle(s) in the
passive.

Candidqtes must answer All the questions must be
all the questions. answered.
Theg have to tqke a test. A test hqs to be taken.

modal perfects: verb + Someone might have lt might have been stolen
hqve been + past participle stolen it.

The jurg ought to have He ought to have been
convicted him. convicted.

Thegtookthecompang X @
over in 2001. them--we*i*2&&*

y' The compong wos taken over
(bg them) in 2001 .

moke (= forcellseelhearl The boss made me work I was made to work tate.
help + infinitive: be + past late.
participle + fo + infinitive / saw her take it. she wqs seen to take it.
let: Let has no passive form The teocher let us leqve We were attowedlpermittedl
so we use a passive form of earlg. given permission to leqve
allowlpermitlgive permission. eorlg.

(O We avoid using the passive of the perfect continuous tenses. We prefer to use an
active form and an impersonal subject, e.g. theglone (i. 27.3):

)l By-next'month-the murder-will hsve-been being investigated for over a,aeor.
,r' BU next month theg will have been investigating the murder for over a Aeor.1o,4
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8.1c
Hellt was

said...

8.1D
Verbs not

used in the
passive

8.1 E

Passives
wilh get

OWe usually avoid repeating the same passive auxiliary forms (lr 19.1A) in a sentence:

lThe contracts have been signed and have been dated in front of two witnesses.l
r' The contracts have been signed and dated in front of two witnesses.

When we are reporting speech (e.9. The press said he was innocent) and we don't want

to mention the person whose words are being reported, or we want to describe an

impersonal or general feeling, we can use a passive form of the reporting verb. There
are two patterns:
. Subject + passive verb + fo + infinitive:

He was said to be innocent. He was osked to leave.
. /f + passive verb + fhaf clause:

It was said that he was innocent.
We use the same pattern with if when reporting decisions and general feelings:

It was decidedlagreedlfelt that it would be too costlA to take the case to trial.
We use these passive patterns as an alternative to using an 'empty' subject like theg:

Theg said he wos innocent. [,r'" 27.1F)
(For more information on impersonal it ,'. 33.2C.)

Certain verbs describing states, such as have (= own), be, belong,lack, resemble and

seeln, cannot be made passive:

X A-Ferrari is had bg John. r' John has o Ferrori. (state]

These verbs cannot be used in the passive even when they describe an action:
)( Lun€+is-being-hadbyJoh* y' John's having lunch.

But the passive can describe a state which is the result of an action. The meaning is

similar to an -ed participle adjective (.', 21.2A):
He went to the pagphone to make a call but the phone was broken.
(Somebody had already broken the phone; it was a 'broken' phone.)

Verbs followed by fo + infinitive usually cannot be made passive:

X Yoan-qaestions-are-refuse&ts4fieven y' I refuse to answer gour questions.

Verbs of wanting and liking, e.g. wont, love, hate + object + infinitive cannot be made

passive:

X Hewas-wantedlo-leave, r' She wanted him to leave.

ln informal English, get can be used as an alternative to be in passive forms which

describe actions. We often use get to describe an unusual or unexpected action:
'How did he get hurt?' p How was he hurt?)
'His hand got trapped in the car door.' (- His hand was trapped ...)

lD We cannot use get to describe states:
X That-house-getsownedbgtn7-tnete, r' That house is owned bA mA uncle. (slate)

passive

being + past participle:

I don't like being lied to.
He enjogs being spoiled.

having been + past participle:

The deal having been signed, we went out
to celebrate.
The quafterlg occounts not having been finalised,
the auditors were unoble to present their
repoft.

11ffiffip pASStvE -tNG FoRMS AND lNFlNlrlvEs

8.2A We can use -ing forms in the passive, as shown here

Passive -ing
forms

active

-ing form:
I don't like people lging to me.
He enjogs his parents spoiling him.

perfect -ing form:
Having signed the deql, we went out
to celebrate.
Not having finqlised the quarterlg
accounts, the auditors were unable
to present their report.
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we can use hoving been + past participle and being + past participle to refer to the

pastaftercertainverbswhicharefollowedbyan-ingform,e.g.regret,remember:
we regret not having been shownlnot being shown the Acropolis' (= we regret the

fact that the tour guide didn't show us the Acropolis')

I remember having been informedlbeing informed about the assault' (= I remember

that I was informed about the assault')

8.28 lnfinitives can be passive (x' I 3'5A):

Passive to be + Past ParticiPle:
infinitives His dog loves to be patted and made a fuss of'

TobegiventheroleofTitaniawasElizabeth,sgreItestambition.
James was hoping to be accepted on the engineering course'

There is a Perfect form:

to have been + Past ParticiPle:
This ascent is the first to have been achieved without the aid of oxggen'

we use the passive infinitive in reported speech with osB for + object (r $'{$);

Inspector Pascoe asked for the prisoners to be held in the cells overnight'

We can use the passive infinitive (or an active -ing form) after need (i'' 17'lC):

Thiltc\gereallgneedstobecleaned.(=Thatcagereallgneedscleoning.)

, HAVE\GET + OBJECT + PAST PARTICIPLE

8.3A
Causative

use

8.58
Passive use

8.3C
Commands

and promises

we use this pattern to describe something which is done for the subject by someone

else'Wecanuseitinalltenses.Gefisusuallymoreinformalthanhave:
thadthewashingmachinerepairedgesterdag'(=Thewashingmachinewas
repaired bY an engineer.)
Do gou get gour hair done at Ebona's? (= ls your hair done at Ebony's?)

There is an 'active' version of this pattern with have and get which means 'cause

someone to do something'. The form with haveis more common in US English:

Hove + object + infinitive:
I had the mechanic repair mg washing machine'

Cef + object + fo + infinitive:

t witt get the hairdresser to do mg hair this afternoon'

ln British English we can use the gef + object + fo + infinitive pattern with a stronger

meaning of 'make someone do something':

After numerous letters from our solicitor we finattg got them to give us a refund.

We can also use the pattern of havelget + object + past participle like a passive to

describe something which is done to the subject by someone else, often something

unpleasant or unexPected:
Liz hod her passport stolen' (= Her passport was stolen')

John got his tgres slashed bg some hooligans'

out of the blue, Mark had his plan approved bg the board gesterdag.

we can use the causative in imperatives. Here it can be the person spoken to or

someone else who will do the action:

HavelGet that mess cleaned up at once!

We can use the causative in future statements as commands or promises. Here it can

be the subject of the sentence or someone else who will do the action:

Don,t worrg. t'1 have the report finished before the board meeting. (= I will do it or

I will get it done.)
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ffiE USES OF THE PASSIVE

8.4A
lnformation

order

8.48
The

'unimportant'
ggent

lf the subject of a verb is new information, we often make the verb passive so that the

new information comes at the end (the information principle h 56.1A). For example, in

the second sentence below, the new information is Picosso and 1937:

I'Cuernica'is a wonderful example of cubist art. ln 1937 Picasso painted it.l
ln order to put this new information at the end we make the verb pointed passive:

'Cuernica' is a wonderful example of cubist art. lt was painted bg Picasso in 1937.

lf the subject of a verb is a long phrase or clause, we often make the sentence passive

so that the long clause comes at the end:

lThe huge orange sun sinhing slowlg below the horizon delighted her.l
She was detighted bg the huge orange sun sinking slowlg below the horizon.

We often use the passive:
. when the agent (the person or thing which causes an action) is not known:

She was murdered. (We don't know who did it.)
' when the agent is obvious from the context or from general knowledge:

She has been sacked (obviously by her employer)
. when the agent is not important or relevant:

Wars have been fought throughout historg. (Who fought them is not important here.)

8.4C We use the passive when we wish to avoid mentioning the agent (for example, when we

Not don't want to directly blame any specific person, or we want to avoid personal

mentioning responsibility):
the agent I see the washing-up hasn't been done.

Oh dear, look, the vase has been broken.
Don't blame me. Nothing can be done about it.

By omitting the agent we can describe general feelings, opinions or beliefs rather than

those of a particular person or group:

Sdo Pauto is said to be the fastest-growing citg in South Americq.

Rio de Janeiro has been described os the most beautiful citA in the Americas.

8.4D The passive is often used in formal English to:
Focusing on . focus on the issues rather than on the people involved (this is very common in

issues academic and scientific English):

The research wos carried out over a period of six months.

' describe rules and Procedures:
Answers must be written in inh.

Candidates wilt be interviewed in alphabetical order.

' describe commercial, industrial and scientific processes:

Minutes are taken and then submitted to the chair for approval.

Components ore electronicattg tagged and transported to the production line.

' describe historical, economic and social processes:

Tribal tands were sold over a period of fiftg geors.

The currencg has been devalued twice since the wor.
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Practice The heg to these exerctses ts on page .357

&&
w

Rewrite these sentences using passive forms.

0 Someone might have stolen it.
1 We will provide refreshments during the interval.
2 You should complete the form in black ink.

3 We have not tested this product on animals.
4 We supply this appliance with a plug.

5 Someone has fitted this car with an alarm.
6 We arrange our displays in chronological sequence.

7 You must wear hard hats while we are carrying out construction

work. (two passives)

8 We will prosecute all shoplifters.
9 Closed circuit cameras are monitoring this area.

10 You may find toilet facilities at the rear of block B.

1 1 We will take care of all the formalities.
12 The customs officer made me open my suitcases.
13 A lot of people say the government is out of touch with public

opinion.

h-a&.haea.rtak/a,

t4
15

16

11

18

19

The judge ought to have sent him to prison for life.

The check-in clerk gave Stephen an upgrade to first class.

A farmer let us park the caravan in his field overnight.
They saw him enter the building carrying a shotgun.
Some people think the proposed legislation is unworkable.
Someone broke a pane of glass while the boys were playing

in the street.
Their parents have given the twins a puppy for their birthday.20

Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) which best completes each sentence.

O I don't like ......4..... cheated.
A being B to have been C been D get

1 ............. been banned from driving, lwas unable to rent a car on holiday.
A Cetting B Having C Being D To

2 John enjoys being............. around.
A bossing B boss C to boss D bossed

3 They hated not having selected for the shortlist.
A been B be C being D get

4 L............ my secretary re-type the memo.

A got B get C had D having

5 She her husband to put up some shelves in the kitchen.
A got B had C have D is having

6 They are getting their uncle them his cottage in the country.
A lend B lending C to be lending D to lend
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10

l1

12

l3

t4

7 The minister will have his press officer .... the news tomorrow.
A announce B announced C to announce D being announced
Michael deeply regretted not ............. selected for the Olympic squad.
A to be B having been C to get D been
The Opposition have asked for fuel taxes
A be reduced B to get reduced C being reduced D to be reduced
We'll ............. the builders to move the skip tomorrow morning.
A get B have C be having D getting
No problem. I'll ............. the figures printed out and on your desk by lunchtime.
A having B be having C have D to get
I really didn't expect this project completed on schedule.
A having been B to be C being D have
The cats |ove............. cuddled and stroked.
A have B having C to have been D to be

Theirs was probably the most glamorous wedding featured in the pages of 'Hello'

magazine to date.
A getting B to have been C having D have

Choose the most appropriate phrase (A-J) to complete this extract from a guidebook. Five of the
phrases will not be needed.

Washington DC Tourist Guide

ffi lhe White House

X

The official resjdence of the president of the United States, (1) . . .....
each year. lt is the only residence of a head of state which is open to
the public, free of charge, on a regular basis.

. 
The original building dates from 1792 and (2) .......... . Much of

Hoban's original design survives, although the mansion had to be
rebuilt after (3) .......... in the war of 131a.

The guided tour includes most of the state apartments. (4) .... ..... .
The private apartments and offices are not open to the public. The
tour begins in the East wing Lobby, an extension to the buirding
which (5)

the British burned the house and many of its valuable contents

they added in 1942.

@ffi

A
B

C

D

E

F

C

H

I

J

These include the East Room, the Lincoln Bedroom and the State Dining Room.

the White House, is visited by more than one and a half million tourists
it and many of its valuable contents were burned by the British

an lrish-born architect, James Hoban, designed it.
The East Room, the Lincoln Bedroom and the State Dining Room are included.

was added in 1942.
more than one and a half million tourists visit the White House

was designed by an lrish-born architect, James Hoban.
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Match parts 1-3 with A-C in each set.

Set a
I Have him rePort to me

2 I had him rePorted
3 I had him rePort to me

Set b
'l We got the computer rePaired

2 Cet the comPuter rePaired

3 We got the engineer to repair the computer

A because I was his line manager.

B when you see him later.

C to his commanding officer.

A or you'll be in trouble.
B after he had fixed the Printer
C because it had broken down.

rs

A passive verb form would be more appropriate for ten of the sentences (l-15). Tick (rz) the five

sentences which should not be changed. lf you think a sentence should be changed' choose the

correct reason(s) (A-D) from the lisiin the 
-box 

then rewrite the sentence' The first two have been

done as examples (0 and 00).

The passive form is more appropriate because:

A the agent is unknown or unimportant
B the agent is obvious from the context or general knowledge

C we are describing rules, processes or procedures

D we prefer to put new information or a long subject clause at the end of a sentence

0 you must dry ctean this garment ..A/B fhk 9iq4+t4t114't441.h.edty..e/rArcd' 
...

00 That baby really resembles her mother' """ /"""""
1 The stunning vista of long white beaches backed by verdant hills entranced her'

2 Our area sales manager has decided to leave'

3 The executioner executed the prisoner at dawn'

4 A man who had never known that he had rich relations inherited the estate'

5
6
7

My parents are staying with us over the weekend'

The New York flight leaves at six thirty'
They collect the information from various retail outlets and they enter it onto the database'

8 An unknown person has vandalised the lift in our block

9 The ancient Egyptians were superb stonemasons

l0 People hardly ever see foxes in daylight.

llPeoplemustcompletethisforminblackinkandtheymustSignit.

1 2 Several members of the international press corps interviewed the terrorists'

I 3 This house used to belong to my aunt

l4 The jury convicted the man and the judge sentenced him to fifteen years in jail'
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l)idill$ EtrIXffi;:
For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, but using the word given. This word must not be altered in any way.

0 The accountants are looking into the matter.
being .........fh.p.uatte.t.t+..buttg..ho.ktd tutQ,......

1 They are delivering Daphne's new car this afternoon.
having

2 The athletes will have to pass a series of rigorous drug tests
be

3 The parish council let us use the village hall for our meeting
allowed

4 Having completed the project, we were able to leave early
been

5 We resented the fact that the new manager didn't consult us over the expansion plans

not having
6 I'll instruct the caretaker to open the gates early for you

have
They believe the suspect is in hiding somewhere across the border.
believed

8

t

They sacked
got

her for being late so often.

This text would be improved if at least seven of the verbs were passive. Underline the phrases
that should go into the passive and rewrite those sections of the text below.

Solving the Mystery of Hieroglyphics
For almost two thousand years the symbols and inscriptions which people had carved

onto the great monuments of ancient Egypt were a complete mystery. They were

obviously a kind of writing, but nobody knew what they meant,

Then, in 1799, a French officer discovered a strange stone in the small Egyptian town of
Rosetta. It had three types of writing carved into its surface. One of the languages was

Greek but the other tlvo were unknown. A year later the British captured the stone and

the British moved it to the British Museum in London.
For twenty years the stone lay gathering dust in the museum. Then in 1822 somebody

asked a French scientist named |ean Frangois Champollion to look at the stone' He

immediately recognised that some of the symbols matched those he had seen on
monuments in Egypt. By comparing the Greek words with the Eglptian symbols he was

able to work out their meaning. The Egyptian symbols were hieroglyphs, a type of
writing in which pictures represent sounds and meanings.

Once somebody had solved the puzzle of their written language it became possible for
scholars to decipher the inscriptions on all the great monuments. Thus people finally
unlocked the mysteries of Egypt's fabulous history and culture.

...'l ulwch.ludr.bsaa..a4.rp//... Line: .......
Li ne:

Line:

I

2

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

Li ne:

Line:
Line:
Line:

t-
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Reported speech
When we report what we or other people have said or thought, we can use direct speech
(reporting the exact words), but we usually use indirect speech. This unit looks at how
we report statements, questions and commands, the variety of reporting verbs and how

they are used.

I D|RECT AND |ND|RECT SPEECH

9.1A
Reporting
speech in

writing

9.1 B
Reporting

speech orally

9.2A
Common
reporting

verbs

When reporting speech in literature, authors often use direct speech - the exact words
are between inverted commas. We do not use thot to introduce direct speech:

He leaned towards her and whispered, 'Be sure to lock gour door tonight.'
The reporting verb (said, replied, etc.) can go before the speech in inverted commas,

after the speech, or in the middle of it:
Lovett said, 'Houston, we have a problem.'
'Houston, we have a problem,' Lovett said.
'Houston,' said LovettlLovett said, 'we hove a problem.'

When we put the reporting verb after direct speech, it can go before the subject,
unless the subject is a pronoun:

X +he-eperatien-has" been-s-+esoanding sueeess;' said'slte,
r' 'The operation has been a resounding success,' she said.
r' 'The operation has been a resounding success,' said the surgeon.

ln most other forms of writing, such as letters and reports, we prefer indirect speech:

She said the operation had been o resounding success.

When we are speaking, it is possible, though rare, to quote words directly. We may do
this if we want to focus on the exact words spoken But did he actuallg sog'l love gou'?

We usually report words using indirect speech in conversations as we do not have
punctuation to clearly signal what is the reported speech:

But did he actuallg tell gou that he loved gou?
We use indirect speech for statements ( 9.2), questions ( 9.3) and commands (* 9.4).

INDIRECT STATEMENTS

There are a number of common introductory verbs used to report statements, which
are often followed by that (e.g. soy, tell, odd, continue, answer, replg, mention, remark):

For the third time that daA, the minister replied that it was out of the question.

We can omitthot after an introductory verb, and often do in conversation, except after
replg, continue,znswer and shout:

I told them theg were borred from the club from now on.
(O there are differences in use between sog and tell .We can omit the object or use an

indirect object (e.9. fo us) after soy, but we use a direct object (e.g. us) after tell:
f He said as thst his rnobile phone had been out of action all dag.
r' He said (to us) that his mobile phone hod been out of action all dag.
f He tuld thot his mobile phone hod been out of action oll dag,
r' He tuld us that his mobile phone had been out of action all dag.

When we are reporting more than one sentence, it is not necessary to repeat the
reporting verb to introduce every new sentence:

Tom insisted that he hadn't been there. He had worked late, and had then gone ...
We can report our thoughts using reporting verbs such as think, decide or imagine:

She never imagined that it would be so difficult to run for the Senate.
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9.28 When we report another person's words in indirect speech, we often have to change /

Changes of the pronouns used in the direct speech:
pronoun and James added, 'l reallg don't understand the problem.'

adverb \
James added that he reallg didn't understand the problem.

When another person reports James's words, then the pronoun / changes to he.

Similarly, if the place or time of reporting is significantly different from that in the
original speech, we often need to make changes to adverbs of place and time (e.g. now
) then; here t there; todag -+ that dag; tomorrow + the next dag; AesterdaA : the
dag before; last Mondag + the lastlprevious Mondag):

Alex said. 'l'll meet goy her.e again tomorrow at 3.30.'J\\\
Alex said she would meet us there again the next dag at 3.30.

But if the statement is reported on the same day and in the same place, we would say:

Alex said she would meet us here again tomorrow at 3.30.

9.2C When we use indirect speech after a past tense reporting verb (e.g. said, had
Changes of confirmed), we usually change the tense in the sentences we are reporting ( 9.2D).

tense We use a tense one step further in the past ('backshift'), so present forms become past

forms (e.g. present simple + past simple, present continuous + paSt continuous):
'l'm leaving in ten minutes.' r She decided she was leaving in ten minutes.
'We've been living here for Aears.' - He revealed theg'd been living there for gears.

Past forms become past perfect forms (e.g. past simple + past perfect simple):
'lt rained reallg heavilg todag.' + Saroh mentioned that it had rained reallg heavilg

thdt daA.

Q The past perfect simple and continuous do not change:
'Theg'd arrived an hour earlg.'- I said theA'd arrived an hour earlg.

9.2D We do not change the tense of the original words in reported speech when:

When to ' the reporting verb is in a present tense:
change the He sags that intelligent life in the universe does not exist.

tense ' the direct speech includes an 'unreal past' ( Unit 1 1):
'lwish I were Aounger.' + Janice said that she wished she were Aounger.
x Janieesaid-that she-wished she had been lounQ€r:

ln some cases we can choose to change the tense or not. This often depends on the

relationship of the reported event to the time of reporting it. For example, if we report
't'm going on holidag tomorrow morning'on the day it is said, we are likely to say:

Susanna said she's going on holidag tomorrow morning.
But reported a few days later, we are more likely to say:

Susanna said she was going on holidag the next morning.
We don't usually change the tense when:

' the action in the indirect speech is still happening or going to happen:
'l om worhing on the detaits of a tentative settlement.'- The negotiator said he is
working on the details of a tentotive settlement. (= He is still working on the details')

. the reported verb expresses a fact or situation that cannot or is unlikely to change:

He explained that these animals roamed the eafth millions of gears ago.

He told us that counselling is not the answer for evergone.

' the verb comes after a time conjunction, e.g. when, after:
Martin replied that he had started the job immediotelg after he left school.

Note that in all of these cases, it is also possible to change the tense:
The negotiator said he was working on details of a tentative settlement.
He explained thot these animals had roamed the earth millions of gears ago.

He told us that counselling was not the answer for evergone.

Martin replied that he had started the job immediatelg after he had left school.
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/ (D We make the tense change if we no longer believe the direct speech statement:

'Where's Tom this evening?'
X :He-said he's-going to join us;'but-ldon:t think he will.:
/He said he was going to ioin us, but I don't think he will.'

9.2E We often need to make changes to modal verbs. Where possible, the present form of

Modal verbs the modal verb changes to its past form (e.9. will + would, maA ) might):
'The new law will be in place soon.' + She said the new law would be in place soon.
'Pubtication mag be delaged.' + The editor said that publication might be delaged.

Ql Snm becomes would when it refers to the future, but should when it is a suggestion:
't shall tell them evergthing.''ldecided lwould tell them evergthing.
'Shatt we tell the manager?' - She suggested that theA should tell the manager.

We can use both must and had to in reported speech:
'You must lose twentg kilos!'- The doctor said that I mustlhad to lose twentg kilos.

ln the negative we can use mustn't or wasn'tlweren't to:
'You mustn't thinh badlg of me.' + She said we mustn'tlweren't to think badlg of her.

ought to, used to, coutd, might, would and should do not change when reported.

INDIRECT (REPORTED) OUESTIONS

9.3A The most common verbs for reporting questions are ask and want to know:

Common The assistant asked what tApe of printer we had, but I don't know.

reporting Laura wanted to know if angbodg had reported the missing person.

verbs We also use enquire for formal questions and wonder for 'ask ourselves':

The reception was boring and Andrzei wondered when he could leave.

9.38 We introduce indirect closed questions with if or whether:

Patterns Lester wondered if lwhether there was angthing better in life'

We can present alternatives in indirect questions with whether or not, but we do not

use if or nor, except by putting or not al the end of the question:

X Deborah asked if or not there was a lift in the apartment block.
r' Deborah asked whether or not there was a lift in the apartment block.
y' Deborah asked whetherlif there was a lift in the apartment block or not.

ln indirect open questions we use a question word:
The nurse ashed when exactlA the pain hod stqrted.

(O We report negative questions which express surprise or criticism with a 'functional'

v€rb (',,. 9.5A) like complain:
'lsn't thot stupid?'+ X He asked if that-wasntt'stupid.

r r' He comploined that it was stupid.

]],,1ffitrI INDIRECT COMMANDS AND REOUESTS

9.4A Verbs used to report commands are tell, order, command and forbid (negalive):

Common When the vet had finished, he told them to let the animal sleep.

reporting He forbade us to pass on anA of the information to the authorities.
verbs We use ask for reporting requests, and beg or urge with urgent requests:

His secretarg asked me to come bacl< later.

9.48 ln indirect commands we use a reporting verb and (not) to + infinitive:
Patterns Several members of the Rogal Familg urged Edward Vlll not to abdicate.

We can use osk for + passive infinitive if we don't mention the person to whom the
command was given:

The cinema manoger asked for the culprit to be brought to his office.
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,REPORTING VERBS AND THEIR PATTERNS

9.5A A large number of reporting verbs indicate the function of the original speech, e.g:

Using different 'You should stop smoking.'-+ He advised her to stop smoBing. (advice)

reporting 'lf gou do that again, I'll call the police.' - He threatened to call the police. (warning)

verbs ln informal conversation we usually report speech using the introductory verbs sog and

tell.ln more formal speech and writing, we use a greater variety of introductory verbs:
'l think gou should inform the judge.'
Dad told me he thought I should inform the iudge.
The lawger advised me to inform the iudge.

9.58 There are several different patterns used after reporting verbs:
Pattern s

verb only
'l'm reallg sorrg.' + She apologised. agree, apologise, refuse

verb + (fhaf) clause accept, acknowledge, add, admit, advise,
'l hacked into the companA's occounts ogree, announce, Qnswer*, argue, assert,

sAstem.' - He admitted (that) he had assume, believe, boast, comment, complain,
hacked into the companA's accounts concede, conclude, confess, continue*,
sAstem. decide, declare, deng, doubt, exclaim, expect,

verb + object + fftof clause

exploin, foresee, imagine, implg, insist, know,
mention, notice, observe, point out, predict,
promise, protest, recommend, remqrk,
repeot, replg*, report, respond, reveal, sag,

shout", st1te, suggest, vow, whisPer
(* = that is obligatory)

advise, assure, inform, reassure, remind, tell,
'Don't worrg. You'll qrrive on time.' '. She warn
reassured me that I would arrive on time.

verb + fo infinitive agree, demand, guarantee, offer, propose,
'We'tl pick up the children, if gou like.' refuse, swear, threaten, volunteer, vow
-, TheA offered to pick up the children.

verb (+ optional object) + fo infinitive ask (sb), beg (sb), expect (sb), promise (sb)
'Please can I use the car?' - She asked
to use the car.
'Please let me stag.' - She begged us
to let her stag.

verb + object + fo + infinitive advise, alow, challenge, command, compel,
'You shoutdn't sag angthing.''ladvised encourage, expect, forbid, force, implore,
him not to saA angthing.

verb + object + fo + infinitive
+ complement

instruct, invite, order, permit, persuade,
remind, request, tell, urge, warn

acknowledge, assume, believe, clqim,
consider, declare, expect, feel, find,

'Muhammad Ati was the greatest boxer presume, suppose, think, understqnd
ever.' ) She considers Muhqmmad Ali to
hqve been the greatest boxer ever.

verb + -ing torm admit, apologise for, decide on, deng,
'l didn't do it.' - He denied doing it. mention, recommend, regret, report, suggest

verb + object + preposition + -ing torm occuse sb of, blame sb for, congratulate
'You forged the cheques, didn't gou?' - sb on, thank sb for
Theg accused me of forging the cheques.

(Note: sb = somebody)
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Four of these six sentences contain mistakes in grammar or punctuation. Tick (/) the correct
sentences, then find and correct the mistakes.

0 'These traffic-calming measures have been put into place for a very
good reason,' said he. ht.tqad.........

I

2

3

The doctor said me that I should really do more exercise.
Alison decided that she'd have the whole kitchen floor replaced.
Delia commented that fresh coriander could be found in any good

supermarket now.
The child shouted he wanted to go home to his mother.
And then the interviewer actually said that's a lie, Minister.
The new Honda Civic, the salesman added, is one of the most
popular small family saloons now.

4
5

6

;rrrc.i
rcl

Report these telephone messages. Make sure that you change the tenses, pronouns and adverbs
as necessary.

2 '0h, er, hello. This is Christine Reynolds. I'm phoning to

find out the results of my blood test. l'm going on

holiday tomorrow morning so I'd be grateful if you could

ring me back later.'

Doctor, Christine Reynolds left a message
earlier today. She said ...........

3 'Hello. This is Mr Harrison from

Leefield High School. I think we

need a chat about some problems

your son Joe seems to be having.

l'll be at the school until 6.30 if
you would like to call me back.'

Rosemary called a couple of
days ago. She said Mr Harrison from Leefield High

phoned earlier. He said

'Hi, Mum. lt's Lucy here, just phoning to say Happy

Bifthday. l'm going to be out all afternoon but l'll try
you again later.'

'Elaine, hi. lt's Rosemary

here. I didn't get to Spanish

last night as I'd been out all

day and I got home late. l'll

ring again to find out what

the homework is.'

'Good afternoon. This is Tim at Barrett's Wine Delivery Service. I'm afraid that we can't

fulfil your order, as you didn't include credit card details on your order form. We have to

have these details, or payment in advance, to fulfil an order. l'll await your instructions.'
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Rewrite these sentences in reported speech. Decide whether to change the tenses and adverbs of
time and place.

0 'The London Eye is now the most popular tourist destination in London.'

The guidebook states thittha.|lnlnru.8/.e.6..Ma:.tlw..unrtpo.ptila-r.towbtdertatstiatuatl.La\dutu,
1 'l've decided to stay another week as the research is going so well here.'

Professor Jones rang from Vancouver. He said ...........
2 'We've got tickets for the opera in New York this weekend.'

Cerry and Louisa told me last week that ...........
3 'The smaller islands of the archipelago are mostly uninhabited and very peaceful.'

There are so many people here! But that TV programme a few weeks ago said

4 'Mum's really ill. lwish we didn't live so far away from her.'

Sharon was really depressed last night. She told me that ...
5 'The house is in a very pleasant cul-de-sac, and there aren't many children or animals there.'

Here's the road. Oh no - it's awfull But the estate agent insisted that ...........

6 'The accused first met the Wilsons when he decorated their living room.'
ln court, the lawyer claimed that ...........

7 'Shall we switch to an online banking system for the household accounts?'

My husband suggested that ............
8 'They had been living together secretly for years before they revealed their relationship.'

The newsreader said that the two politicians ..............
9 'You mustn't leave your car in these parking bays for more than twenty minutes at a time.'

The traffic warden explained
10 'Oh really! There is no such thing as reincarnation!'

The scientist maintained that ..

,.
Each of these reported questions and commands contains a mistake. Find the mistakes and

correct them.

1 Andy was really excited about the new job and asked if could he start straight

away.
2 Miriam was running as fast as she was able to, wondering how possibly could

she get away from this maniac.

5 The Prime Minister asked for the new crime bill to draft as soon as possible.

4 fhe builder told us let the plaster dry completely before we paint it.

5 The neighbours asked lf or not we had heard anything during the night.

6 They informed us where buy the books of tickets for the buses and trains.

7 Dad asked me where I'd been all night?
8 The salesperson wanted to know what is the problem with the new fax

machine.

9 Sandra begged to her landlord not to evict her before she had found

somewhere else to live.
l0 Standing in the dank, dark cell, Leyton wondered if he can make contact with

the prisoners on either side of him.
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Report each of these statements, using an appropriate verb from the box.

accuse apologise blame consider encourage Leffir{ recommend

refuse regret remind suggest warn volunteer

Mv wife: 'Don't worrv about the arrangements for the reception- They're all under control..'
' Mv wi.{e rearsuyed rue. that thz at ia}tazaap,tts for thz.fq+pt.tnT.pte-te.eU.l4.1d4.Aq\tf.a[....:.17.r:.lla.'.i'.'.-.1":r.-.'.;.i:::.tl::::..-..::..'.'r...,.'J "'-""'/'

Ceraldine: 'l will not take part in the new play'

My best friend: 'Don't you ever discuss my problems behind my back again!'

Pete: 'You should think about going to the new Thai restaurant. lt's excellent.'

The departmental manager: 'lt was your fault that we lost the Siemens contract''

The disc jockey: 'oasis were definitely the best band of the nineties

tt

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

o

9

l0

11

12

The fan: 'l'm terribly sorry about confusing you with Ceorge Michael''

The police officer: 'We believe that you have been making obscene phone calls to this office.'

My friends: 'Come on - you can do the Swimathon with us. You're just as good as we are.'

Mike's brother: 'l don't mind organisingthe collection for Mike and Sarah's wedding

The team manager: 'l feel terrible now about contradicting Julie in front of her whole team

The director: 'Let's try this scene a different way, shall we?'

My mother: 'You had your tonsils taken out when you were about nine, remember?'

*"'
Read the article at the toP of the
each space. Circle the letter You

0 A answer
1 A did they spend

2 A whether
3 A had increased
4 A they still sPending

5 A changed
6 A increased
1 A tells
8 A takes
9 A ornot

10 A is turning

next page and then decide which word or phrase below best fits
choose for each option. The exercise begins with an example (0).

@ ,o answer C that answer

B they did spend C theY sPent

B what C if or not

B was increased C have increased

B 'l still spend ... C they still spent

B had changed C has changed
B had increased C increases

B says us C tells us

B had taken C take
B could we get C we could get

B was turning C had turned
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Worries about Internet use
A recent survey into Intemet use has thrown up some worrying results. The Stanforduniversity survey asked respondents (0) ". u nu-b., of questions about their Intemet use. Itasked how much time (l) .'. on the Internet and (2) ... Internet use had affected the amount oftime they spent with family and friends. It also enquired whether their Internet use (3) ... thetime respondents spent working, either at home or in the office. The arbut not unexpected. Two-thirds of the people surveyed responded *", iil:t X;::,ffiT"tJ-,hours a week on the Intemet. The survey concrudes that the behaviour of these peopre(5) "' littte' However' a quarter of those people who do use the Internet fbr more than fivehours a week claimed that they spend less time with their family and friends. one in four of

:Tr',:?[:-ondents 
also said that the time thev spent working ar home (6) ..., benefiting their

Professor of poritical Science at stanford, Norman Nie, (7) ... that we are moving from aworld where we know and see neighbours and friends to one where interaction (g) ... place ata distance' He asked rhetorically whether (9) ... a hug or hear a warm voice over the Internet.It seems that the results of the survey prou"ihu, the Internet (10) ... people into solitary beingswho can't be bothered to call their -oih., on her birthdav,

What did these people say? Rewrite the reported versions of some quotations by famous people

in direct speech.

1 Al Capone once complained that he had been accused of every death except the casualty list of the

World War.

2 President Woodrow Wilson once remarked that he would never read a book if it were possible for

him to talk for half an hour with the person who wrote it.

3 Pablo Picasso once claimed that age only mattered when one was ageing. He said that as he had

arrived at a great age, he might just as well be twenty.

4 Jean-Paul Sartre once commented that the world could get along very well without literature and it

could get along even better without man.

5 A spokesperson from UNESCO stated that since wars had begun in the minds of men, it was in the

minds of men that the defence of peace had to be constructed.

6 Croucho Marx once asked a club to accept his resignation because he didn't want to belong to any

club that would accept him as a member.

7 President John F Kennedy once told the American people to ask not what their country could do

for them, but to ask what they could do for their country.

8 Albert Einstein once said that he knew why there were so many people who loved chopping wood.

He explained that in that activity one immediately saw the results.
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Conditionals
Conditional sentences usually consist of two clauses: a conditional clause (or if clause)

and a main clause (or result clause). The result in the main clause is dependent on the
condition in the conditional clause. This unit looks at the basic types of conditional
sentence, and some variations on these, and introduces a number of words and
phrases used to express conditions.

I 0.1A
Sentence

strLlctures
main clause

J
if clause

J

CENERAL POINTS ON CONDITIONALS

We usually form conditional sentences in one of these basic structures:

if clause main clause OR

JJ
If t had a car,Tioitdiat<e aoi=.| V woidlaE%;A if t had a car.

lf we put the if clause first, we usually separate the clauses with a comma, especially if

one clause is quite long:
lf the bill is passed bg both parliamentarg houses, it becomes law.

We can use then in the main clause to emphasise that the result depends on the

condition being achieved:
lf the bill is passed bg both parliamentarg houses, then it becomes law.

We can put the if clause in the middle of the main clause, but this is rare:
It mag be possible, if both parties desire it, to reduce the time scale.

ln conversation we often use only the main clause; the if clause is implied:
ActuallA, it would be prettA difficult. (if we did as you asked)

10.1 B There are four basic conditional sentence patterns where our choice of tense depends
Sentence on the time of the condition (past, present or future) and how possible or impossible
patterns we think the event is:

zero conditional Possible at any time, but most commonly in the present:
If gour dog is depressed, he probablg needs more exercise.

first conditional Possible in the future:
lf the single flops, theg'll sack their monoger.

second conditional lmpossible in the present/possible (but improbable) in the future:
If gou were a bit nicer, he wouldn't get so cross.

third conditional lmpossible in the past:
If gou had answered the door, she wouldn't hove gone awag again

lrffiKm ZERO CONDIilONAL

10.2A This is also known as the general conditional.
Patterns if + present simple present simple

lf gou don't look after tomato plants, theg die verg quicklg.

We can use other present tenses in both clauses, e.g. present perfect or present
contin uous:

Prawns are verA riskg to eat if theg haven't been kept at the right temperoture
lf she's travelling abroad on business, she alwags phones me everA evening.
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We can use modal verbs in either clause, especially can and maA: 
'J 

U
Prawns can be verg riskg to eat if theg haven't been kept at the right temperature.
lf gou can read this, Aou're driving too close to me!

10.28 We use the zero conditional to talk about events or situations that can occur at any
Use time, and often occur more than once, and their results:

lf I eat dairg products, I get red spots on mg shin.
/f can be replaced by when in this type of conditional sentence:

lf lWhen Aou press this keg, the game starts, and when gou click here, it stops.
We also use the zero conditional to talk about actions which always have the same
resu lt:

lf gou use a verA hot iron on nglon, it melts.

10.2C We can use an imperative instead of a present tense in the result clause to give a

Related uses general instruction:
lf a chip pan sets alight, throw a fire blonket, not water, on it.

liiffim FrRSr coNDrnoNAL

10.5A This is also known as the likely or possible conditional.
Patterns lf + present simple wiltlwon't + infinitive

lf the museum charges for entrg, a lot of people won't be able to visit it.

We can use other present tenses in the if clause:
lf gou're coming on the motorwoA, gou'll need change for the tolls.

We can also use other future forms in the main clause:
lf the results of the customer survea are favourable, the supermarl<et is going to
introduce a new range.

We can use modal verbs in either clause, especially can, maA andshould:
lf the regime can keep the logaltg of the armg, theg mag retain power.
lf the Spanish team continues to do so well, theg should win the World Cup.

It is usually incorrect to use a future form in the if clause:
X lf the weather-will be good tomorrow, we'lt have o picnic.

r' lf the weather is good tomorrow, we'll have a picnic.
However, it is appropriate if willlwon't refers to willingness or refusal ( l8.3AJ:

The compang will impose sanctions if the workers won't abandon the strihe.

10.38 We use the first conditional to describe possible future events or situations and their
Use results:

lf the result of the test is negative, gou'll receive notification through the post.
The banh will be starting a recruitment drive if it receives head office approval.

10.5C We can use the first conditional to express a variety of functions:
Related uses ' Commands: lf gou get home late, don't wake us up!

Don't forget to close the windows if gou go out, will gou?

' Offers: I'll call the hotel if gou don't have time.

' Suggestions: Shall we go out tomorrow if the weather's good?

' Warnings: l'll call the police if gou don't leave right now!
Note that we use an imperative in the main clause for commands.
To make this conditional pattern more formal, we can omit if and use should before the
subject:

Should gou be less than delighted with our product, we will refund Aour moneA
immediatelg.
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10.44 This is also known as the unlikely or improbable conditional.
Patterns if + past simple woutdlwouldn'f + infinitive

If theg wanted to make an offer, she would listen and think it over.

We can also use the past continuous or was going to in the if clause:

lf a celebritg were staging in the hotel, securitg arrongements would be tightened.
We often use a modal in the main clause, especially might or could:

More funding for AIDS research could be secured if people were more aware of the

dire situation in Africa.

O Wlttr be in the lf clause, we usually use the subjunctive were for all persons. You may

hear English speakers using was as in the first example above. lt is becoming accepted

today, but you should not use it in formal situations.

Itf the programmer was familiar with this language, it would be an easg iob.l
r' If the programmer were familiar with this language, it would be an easg iob.

O lt is possible to use would in both clauses in US English but not in British English:

IJS: The btockades wouldn't happen if the police would be firmer with the strikers.

Br: The blockades wouldn't happen if the police were firmer with the strikers.

I 0.48 The second conditional has two main meanings.

Use I lt can describe an improbable future event or situation. The condition is unlikely to
be fulfilled because the future event is unlikely to happen:

tf the result of the test were positive, we would call gou within two dags.

2 lt can also describe a hypothetical current situation or event, i.e. one which is

contrary to known facts. lt is therefore impossible to fulfil the condition:
If the police were confident of their case against Sgkes, surelg theg wouldn't hesitate

to taBe him into custodg? (= The police aren't confident of their case.)

The choice between the first conditional and Use 1 of the second conditional often
depends on how possible the speaker believes an event to be:

lf Mihe rings the travel agent tomorrow, he might get a cancellation. (The speaker
thinks that it is likely that Mike will ring the travel agent.)
lf Mike rang the travel agent tomorrow, he might get a cancellation. (fhe speaker
thinks it is unlikely that Mike will ring the travel agent.)

1 0.4C We use the second conditional to express a variety of functions:
Related uses . Civing advice (with were): lf I were gou, I would take her out of that school.

. Polite requests: lf gou could deal with this matter, I'd be verg grateful.

. Desires/regrets: lf we didn't have to work so hard, we could spend more
time together.

We can use should + infinitive or were fo + infinitive in the second conditional to
emphasise that the condition is unlikely to happen:

lf the printer should break down within the first gear, we would repair it ot our
expense.
If gou were to listen more carefullg, gou might understand a little more.

We can put waslwere (fo) before the subject in order to sound more formal:
Were gou to accept our offer, we could avoid the costs of a court case.

We do not put do or the main verb in front of the subject:
X Did the builders finish the worh to schedule, theg would receive a bonus.

r' If the builders finished the worh to schedule, theg would receive a bonus.
y' Were the builders to finish the work to schedule, theg would receive a bonus.

We can make this condition more formal by placing should before the subject (,. 10.3C):
Should the tickets fail to arrive before the departure date, we would arrange to have

duplicates waiting at the airport.
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10.5A
Patte rns

t0.58
Use

This is also known as the past or impossible conditional.

if + past perfect wouldlwouldn't have + past participle
lf we had paid our cleaner more, she wouldn't have left us.

We can use continuous forms in either or both clauses of this conditional:
lf someone had been tedsing gour child so nastilg, gou would have behaved in the

same waa.

We can use a modal in the main clause, usually might or could:

It might have been easier to break the news if I had known her a bit better.
If the spA had intercepted the message, he could have averted the crisis.

Otn US English, it is possible to use would have in the if clause. This is becoming more

common in British English, although many people consider it incorrect:
IJS: lf the plag would have finished on time, we wouldn't have missed the train.
Br: lf the plag had finished on time, we wouldn't have missed the train.

The third conditional describes a hypothetical situation or event in the past. The past

situation or event is contrary to known facts, i.e. it is an unreal or impossible situation:

I would have used gour builder if I had managed to contact him. (but I didn't manage

to contact him)

We can use the third conditional to express criticism:
tf gou'd been driving more slowlg, gou could have stopped in time.

We can put the auxiliary had before the subject to create a more literary style:

Had the film been released in the summer, itwould not hove been so successful.

10.5C
Related uses

l$ffi ALTERNAnvES ro /F

10.7A We often use uniess to express a negative condition. lt is similarto lf ... not or onlg if:

Negative IJnless Aou've got a doctor's note to saA Aou've passed the medical, theg won't allow
conditions aou to go on the activitg holidag. (= lf you don't have a doctor's note ', they won't

allow you ...J
IJnless theg alt retreot, the casualtg count could be horrendous' (= The casualty count

could be horrendous if they don't all retreat.)
I wouldn't be witting to help gou out again unless gou paid me. (- I would help again

only if you paid me.)

MIXED CONDITIONALS

10.6A
Mixed

second/thi rd
conditional

10.68
Mixed

thi rd/second
conditional

Mixed conditionals include the verb forms from two different conditional patterns.

These are the two most common mixed patterns.

This conditional describes a hypothetical situation or event in the present, which is

contrary to known facts. The result in the main clause refers to the past:

tf the istand were still a tourist attraction, Iast week's earthquake would have caused

far more deaths. (= The island is no longer a tourist attraction so the earthquake

didn't cause a huge number of deaths.)

This conditional describes a hypothetical situation or event in the past, which is

contrary to known facts. The result in the main clause refers to the present:

tf Fleming hadn't discovered penicillin, there would be far more fatalities everA Aear

than there actuallg are. (- Fleming did discover penicillin so there are fewer fatalities

now.J
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10.7B
Necessary
conditions

10.7C
lmaginary
conditions

10.7D
Unexpected

conditions

1 0.7E
Alternative
cond itions

Q) Untess is not always an alternativeto if not, especially when the negative condition

after if is contrary to known facts, and in most questions:

X You'd be happier-unlessaoa -had-such high-expeetations,

/ You'd be happier if gou didn't have such high expectations.

X What tirne shall we leave for the theatre"unless he turns up?

r' What time shall we leave for the theatre if he doesn't turn up?

We can use unless with nof:
The coltege witt offer gou a place on next Aeor's course, unless gour school-leaving
grade is not as predicted. (= if your school grade is as predicted)
'Are theA going to sett?' 'Not unless theg receive an exceptional offer.'(= They won't
if they don't receive ...)

We use the conjunctions providedlproviding (that), solas long as and on (the) condition
(that) to emphasise that the condition is necessary to the result. They all mean onlg if:

The sgstem witt not hove to be drained provided that antifreeze has been added.

Expenses witt be reimbursed on the condition that all receipts are submitted.

O We Oo not use these conjunctions with the third conditional, as they can only refer to
present or future conditions:

X We woutd have had the portg thet"e so long cs theg had an'anged the catering,

r' We'lt have the partg here, so long as Aou also arrange the catering.

To express a necessary condition for something to have happened in the past, we use

but for + noun phrase:

Theg woutd have all perished, but for the quich thinking of the driver. (= ... if it had

not been for the quick thinking of the driver)

We use Supposelsupposing (that) ... andWhat if ...1o talk about imaginary conditions.

Suppose he asked Aou to go to the cinema with him, would gou go?

We often omit the result clause with these conjunctions ( I 1.2D):

Whot if the moneg doesn't arrive on time?
We use in case to imagine a future
situation. lt is not the same as if:

l'll pop round later in cose Aou're there.
(= I don't know if you'll be there.)
I'll pop round later if gou're there.
(= I'll only come if you're there.)

We often use in cose to imagine a

precaution necessary for a situation:
She gave me the keg to get in the house

in case gou were out.
ln cqse of (+ noun) is more formal, and is
often used in instructions:

In cose of (an) emergencA, pull the cord
above the bath.

We use even if to express a condition that is unexpected in the circumstances:
Even if theg do go down with flu after theg've had the vaccination, it's likelg to be
less serious.

We use whether ... or not to express alternative conditions (for all conditional patterns)

Theg'll deliver the furniture whether there's someone to receive it or not.

i:,,. Pages 1 38 and 1 39 for Round up of conditionals, subjunctive and 'unreal' past

ln case of (an) emergency, pull the cord above the bath
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Practice The keg to tftese exerctses ts on poge 358

Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets to complete the conditional sentences in this
article. Use modal verbs if you think they are appropriate.

No pain, no gainl
It's January 1st. You're on the bathroom

scales, groaning. If you (1) ..'..'.. (eat) that

last piece of Christmas pud, perhaPs you

wouldnt have put on that extra kilo.

Never mind, you can lose it and get fit at

the gym!

Or is that the right thing to do? If
you're unfit, you (2) ........ (stand) a huge

chance ofinjuring yourselfin the gym or

on the squash court. You must take care

before launching yourselfinto a vigorous

exercise routine: ifyou dont treat your

body with respect, it (3) ........

(not/function) as you want it to. The knee'

in particulaE can cause untold problems.

We (a) ........ (not/have) problems with

our knees if we still (5) ......'. (walk) on all

fours, but they're not uP to a vertical

pounding on the treadmill for an hour a

day. All of our joints can cause problems;

if you (6) ........ (want) to play football

safely, make sure you wear the right boots

to protect your ankles. Decent coaching

(7) ........ (be) essential if you're going to

take up a racket sPort: something as

simple as a wrong-size grtp can cause

tennis elbow

Many sports injuries are caused bY

insufficient warm-ups. If everyone sPent a

few minutes stretching their muscles

before exercising, they (8) ........

(experience) much less pain during

exercise itself. But people can be stubborn

about pain when exercising' The phrase

'no pain, no gain is rubbish. Should you

feel pain when you're exercising, you

(9) ........ (stop) at once!

Sport has so manY other hazards,

though. Golf, you would think, is

relatively harmless. Not so for Anthony

Phua, a Malaysian golfer who was killed

by getting in the way of his partner's

swing. Now, if he hadnt taken uP that

particular form ofexercise in the first

place, it (10) ........ (haPPen).

What can you do if you (11) .'...'..

(not/want) to risk sport, but you still want

to lose weight? Well, it's not a1l bad news

for couch potatoes. Ifyou're huppy to lose

calories steadily but slowly, just (12) .....'..

(staf at home: sleeping burns 60 calories

an hour, ironing 732 and cooking 190.

Just dont eat what You cook!
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Rephrase the information in each paragraph to use a conditional sentence' The first words are

given to you in each case, and the first one has been done as an example (0)'

aa

South-East Asia faces new smog crrsrs
rdrriqincl

3 Government officials are adv.ising

p""pf" with respiratory problems to

wear face masks'

it 
" 

Cou"-*ent saYS: 'You should

Forest fires are breaking out all over

Soutf,-E""t Asia' Something has to

I"l"*," control these fires or the

,tog 
"titia 

of two Years ago will be

The forecast is that the weather will

staY dry, but onlY heavY rain can

4 The governments involved didn't take
- 

"""0'"" 
action after the 1997 crisis'

liuiton."n'ulists think this is why

ln" 
"utt"nt 

crisis has haPPened'

iiitt" gou"*ments involved """"""
avert the crisis'

If it doesn't rain, "'

The government stoPPed releasing

;;u"-,t" levels in June because it

!,On't *rn, to frighten off tourists'

in" touti"t industry has not Yet

suffered.
The tourist industry might """"""""

One of the Problems is that {ew of

*-"-"*n,t'". affected have a Ministry

oi1n" rnuitonment' so there is no

s"riou, environmental protection'

There might be more

Here are some lines from songs. Each line is a conditional. Match the two halves of the

conditional sentence to make the complete line. Be careful - one of the conditionals is incorrect'

Can you identifY which one?

1 lf I could read Your mind, love, . .

2 lf I had a hammer, ...

3 lf I need love, ...
4 lf I ruled the world, ...

5 lf I were a carpenter, and You were

a lady, ...
6 lf I were a rich man, ...
7 lf looks could kill, ...

8 lf you're going to San Francisco, ..

9 lf I can't have You. ...

10 lf we don't try to save the love we got,

A would you marry me anYwaY?

B they probably will, in games without frontiers

C we're gonna lose it.

D be sure to wear some flowers in your hair.

E every day would be the first day of spring.

F what a tale your thoughts would tell.

C I hold out mY hand and I touch love.

H I'd hammer out reason.

I I wouldn't have to work hard.

J I don't want nobodY, babY.
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Match each if clause (l-5) with two possible main clauses (A-L). Then complete the main clauses
using the words in brackets. Use modal verbs if appropriate.

0 lf Bill Gates hadn't been in the right place at the right time,
1 lf athletes today didn't take their training so seriously,
2 lf John Lennon and Paul McCartney hadn't met,
3 lf Oppenheimer hadn't discovered how to build an atomic bomb,
4 lf it weren't possible for scientists to isolate individual genes,

5 lf the printing press had not been invented,

A a cure for cancer . imminent. (not/be)
B he..........lttpu/dnthe the richest man in the world now. (not/be)
C Hiroshima and Nagasaki ................. ... (not/be/destroyed)

it................ .... possible to extend education to most people. (not/beJ
M icrosoft .. a?.4U1;. t. hua?, hepQw*.. a household na me. (not/becomeJ
much of our history . unknown to us. (be)

sport.......... so exciting to watch. (not/be)
the Beatles . (never/be/formed)
the ethical debate around cloning . an issue. (not/be)
the pop music of today . very different. (be)

the world . a more secure and peaceful place. (be)

they........... ......... so many records in recent years. (not/break)

D

E

F

C

H

I

J

K

L

./..

.l(..

.(..

:S ffimmm$,ll
Read each short text and the conditional sentences that follow it. Tick (/) the correct conditional
sentences. (One or two may be correct in each case.) Put a cross (X) by the incorrect ones. Think
about the meaning as well as the grammar.

0 Thanks for looking after the house while l'm away. The only difficulty might be the
burglar alarm, which occasionally goes off for no reason. The police always follow up

an alarm, but just tell them that it's a bit temperamental.
A lf the alarm goes off, the police will come.
B lf the alarm were to go off, the police can come.

C If the alarm should sound, the police will come.
I The crash of the Air France Concorde has now been attributed to a piece of metal on

the runway, apparently from a Continental Airlines DC10 which had taken off minutes
before. The metal caused one of Concorde's tyres to burst, which in turn ruptured the
fuel tank on the left-hand side of the plane.

A lf the runway were swept after each take-off, the disaster might have been averted.
B lf the runway had been swept after the DC10 take-off, the disaster could have been

ave rted.
C lf the runway hadn't been swept after the DC10 take-off, the disaster might have been

averted.
The government urges that all children and teenagers are vaccinated against meningitis C.

A lf your child had not yet been vaccinated, please make an appointment with the nurse.

B lf your child has not yet been vaccinated, please make an appointment with the nurse.

C lf your child was not yet vaccinated, please make an appointment with the nurse.

I haven't seen the result, but Rusedski must have finished his second round match against
Pioline by now.
A lf he gets through this one, he'll be delighted.
B If he's got through this one, he'll be delighted.
C lf he got through this one, he'd be delighted.
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JO i Try to engage the potential client in conversation as soon as possible, to make it more

difficult for him to put the phone down.

A lf the client won't engage, politely thank him for listening and hang up.

B lf the client doesn't engage, politely thank him for listening and hang up.

C lf the client wouldn't engage, you should thank him for listening and hang up'

I Over ninety-five per cent of people who successfully complete our course find that

they recover the course fees within a few months through income from having their

work published.
A Should you not recover the fees within a year of completing the course, we will give

you a full refund.
B Did you not recover the fees within a year of completing the course, we would give

you a full refund.

c lf you hadn't recovered the fees within a year of completing the course, we would

give you a full refund.

6 ln last week's peaceful demonstrations in Burma, one demonstrator was seriously injured

when she fell and was trampled by the crowd trying to flee from the water cannons' She

is still in hospital in a critical condition.

A lf the demonstrator didn't fall, she might not be in hospital now.

B lf the demonstrator hadn't fallen, she might not be in hospital now.

C lf the demonstrator hadn't fallen, she might not have been seriously injured.

,.' t

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence, but using the words given. These words must not be altered in any way'

0 lt would be nice to go to the beach tomorrow'

suppose tuftrat?.w."..a.e.4.t.t0.th4..heach.,.townrrcw,2..Th1t wn.ald.,.b.o.rute

1 Perhaps Sophie ooesn't like her parents-in-law, but she keeps it to herself.

even if
2 After her husband's death, Mrs Jenkins sold the house to her son but insisted that he lived in it

himself .

on the condition that............
5 lf you don't

unless
4 Use a power

in case
5 The llbrary computer can tell you about the books you have out on loan, if any.

whether ... or not
6 I can't imagine the consequences if the police found out!

what if
7 We will only achieve the deadline if you provide all the resources we have requested.

not ... unless ................
g you will be awarded marks for trying to answer all the questions; not all the answers have to be

correct.
whether ... or not

9 you're welcome to bring Lucinda, but I don't want her to moan about her work all day

as long as...............
l0 lf you hadn't been so stupid in the

request next-day delivery, we will send the goods by normal first-class post.

breaker when you mow the lawn as you might cut the electric lead.
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Read this article and decide which word or words below best fits each space. Circle the letter you
choose for each question. The exercise begins with an example (0).

fiood news for dog owners!
If you often travel abroad for
your holidays, what (0) ... with
your beloved pet dog?

Do you put him in a kennel or

leave him with friends? One

thing is certain, you're

extremely unlikelY to take him

with you, because if You (l) ...'

he (2) ... six months in
quarantine when You return.

A bit of a stiff penaltY for two

weeks'romping in the

Dordogne! But this is set to

change soon. From APril Your
dog will be able to travel with

you (3) ... he (4) ... a rabies

vaccination and is wearing an

identification chiP. Cara

Lewis, spokesPerson for the

Animal Welfare SocietY, said,

'This is very good news for all

British animal lovers. I know

many people who (5) .... take

their dogs on holidaY with

them if only theY (6) . . .

Indeed, I used to travel to

northern France regularlY and I

(7) ... my dog Wolfie with me

every time (8) ... the

quarantine regulations.' But

Cara also has words of
warning: 'Pet owners should

remember that there are other

considerations when taking

animals abroad. (9) ... Your
animal become disorientated,

he (10) ..., so ensure that he is

wearing a collar with Your
holiday address at all times.'

It isn't all good news,

however. If you (l l) ... to a

country outside Western

Europe this year, You (12) '..
your pet with you - it will be

some time before regulations

for other destinations are

relaxed, if ever.

0
I

2

3

4
tr
J

6
7
oo
9

10

11

12

A will you do
A had done
A will spend
A providing
A had
A could
A can

A have taken
A unless
A Should
A runs away
A will travel
A don't take

B would you do
B did
B has to spend
B unless
B had had
B will
B could
B will have taken
B but for
B Did
B should run away
B are travelling
B can't have taken

O oo you do
Cdo
C would have to spend
C in case
C has had
C would
C should be able to
C would have taken
C so long as

C Had
C might run away
C would travel
C won't be able to take
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The subj unctive and
'unreal' uses of Past forms
we use the subjunctive form in certain fixed expressions and after some verbs and

adjectives which express the idea of necessity, importance, etc. The subjunctive form

can be used to refer to events and situations in the past, present or future' We use it

mostly in formal and literary language.

After certain expressions we can also use past tenses to refer to the past, present or

future, to describe things which are seen as'unreal' or unlikely' This is similar to the

use of past tenses in conditionals (v gpil l0). ln this unit we look at the way we use

past tenses after particular expressions and to express preference and necessity'

THE SUBJUNCTIVE

l l.1A The subjunctive form is the same as the infinitive (without foJ. lt does not show any

Form and marking for tense and can be used to refer to events in the past' present or future' We

use use it most often in fhaf clauses after certain verbs (e.g. advise, ask, demand, lnsisf,

propose,recommend,request,suggest),andafteradjectives(e.g'advisable'anxious'
desirable, eager, essential , important, necessara, preferable, vital ' willing), to express

the idea that something is necessary or important:

At gesterdag's hearing the judge insisted (that) Mr Crant give evidence despite his

relationshiP to the accused'

ln future cases it will be vital that each partg give full disclosure prior to trial.

Wecanusepassiveandnegativeformsofthesubjunctive:
Members of the committee suggested Engtand be exctuded from future international

tournaments.
Regulations require that officers not enter the crime scene without protective clothing.

The verb be has an alternative subjunctive form were which is sometimes called the

past subjunctive and is used to talk about the imagined present or future (::" l l.l$J
and in conditionals (:' 10.4A)'

I l.1B The subjunctive is used in reported speech, very formal language (e'g' regulations, legal

lnformal documents) and in PoetrY:
alternatives She insisted that she pag her own waA'

We require that att receipts be submitted to the committee for approval'

I lsnow not whether laws be right,

Or whether laws be wrong. (Oscar Wilde)

As the use of the subjunctive is rather formal or literary in British English (it is less

formal and more common in US English), British English speakers prefer to use should

+ infinitive or the forms listed below in most situations:

tt is vitat that everA appticant complete the form in triplicate. (subjunctive)

It is vital that everg applicant should complete the form in triplicate. (should +

infinitive)
tt is vitat that everA appticant completes the form in triplicate. (present simple)

It is vitat for everg appticant to complete the form in triplicate. (for + subject + fo +

infinitive)
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I 1.1C There are some fixed expressions which use subjunctive forms:
Fixed lf he doesn't want to see us, then so be it. (= then let it happen)

expressions Bless gou!
Long live the republic!
'There's verg little chance of winning this case.' 'Be that as it mag, I'm not going to
give up fighting.' (= Whether that is true or not, I'm not ...)
I'll take it all the wag to the Supreme Court if need be. (= if this is necessary)

THE'UNREAL' PAST

11 .24
Form and

use

After a number of expressions, like if onlg, we use past tenses (active and passive) to
describe things in the present, past or future which are imagined or unreal. We

sometimes refer to thls use of past tenses as the'unreal' past.

lf onlg I was thin. (= I am not thin but I would like to be thin.)
Other introducing expressions like if onlg are: lt's time ..., What if ...,
SupposelSupposing ..., would rather, would sooner, as if , as though, wish.

We can use the past simple or the past continuous after these expressions to talk
about the imaginary present and future:
. Present: lt's time theA were forced to clear up the mess. (They aren't being forced

to clear up at the moment.)
These kids act as if theg owned the place. (They don't own it.)

. Future: t wish I were coming with gou tomorrow. (l am not coming with you

tomorrow.)
We use the past perfect to refer to something unreal in the past:

Suppose the gun had been fired at me? (fhe gun wasn't fired at me.)

lwish I'd never started this course. (l have started it.)

Many speakers prefer to use were for all persons when talking about the imagined
present or future, especially in more formal situations and in US English. This form is
sometimes called the past subjunctive (: 11.1A above) and is also used in second

conditional sentences (t. 1 0.4):
Suppose I were to announce mg candidacg at the next council meeting.

tf ontg he were a tittle more convincing on the economic issues.

lf I were gou, l'd think twice before refusing that offer.

ln the above examples we can also use wos but this is more informal.

We use it's time... to say that something is not happening and it should be:

It's time we left. (= We aren't leaving and we should.)

It's about time gou paid a visit to gour grandporents. (= You should visit them.)

It's high time that the voice of the people was heard in this House. (= Their voice

isn't being heard and it should be.)

lOWe cannot use a negative after if s time ...:
X lt:s"tine we didn't stcg.

Note that we can also use it's time fo + infinitive or it's time fcr + object + fo +
infinitive:

I'm afraid it's time to put gour books awaA now, children.
Come on evergbodg. It's time for us to get on the coach.

1 1.28
was or were?

11 .2C
lfs

(highlaboutJ
time (that)
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1 l.2D
what if,

supposel
supposing

(that)

1 l.2E
would

ratherlwould
sooner

11 .2F
as ifl

as though

We use what if , supposelsupposing (that) with the past simple or continuous to ask

questions about an imaginary situation in the present or future and its possible

consequences. These questions have similar form and meaning to those in second

conditional sentences (*' 10.4, l0'7C):
suppose he asked gou to marrg him, what would you sag? (= lf he asked you to

marry him, what would You saY?)

Sentences with these expressions describing an imaginary situation in the past have a

similar meaning to third conditional sentences (:' l0'5):
supposing aour parents had refused, how would gou have felt? {= lf your parents

had refused, how would you have felt?)

And what if he had been thrown out bg the tandlord? Where would he have gone?

We often use what if , suppose and supposing to make suggestions:

SupPose gou Paid the bill for once?

We use a present tense after these expressions to ask about an imaginary situation in

the future that we think is likely or probable, or if we want to suggest that it is:

What if the Plan doesn't work?
Supposing he gets caught at customs? You know how vigilant theg can be'

we use would ratherlsooner with the past simple to describe preferences:

l,d sooner aou gave me a cash refund. A credit note's no use to me. (= l would

prefer a refund/l wish you would give me a refund')

They are often used as a polite way to give/refuse permission, or make suggestions:

I'd rather gou didn't smoke in here.

I'm not keen on the idea of staging in. l'd sooner we went out clubbing or something.

O tt ttre person expressing a preference and the subject of the preference are the same

we use an infinitive instead of the past tense' Compare:

we'd sooner gou spent gour bonus on something useful. (past tense: speaker and

subject are not the same)

I'd rather spend it on something frivolous. (infinitive: speaker and subject are the

same)

we use the past simple after os if or as though to say that how something appears now

does not match with realitY:

He tatks to the children as though theg were imbeciles. (The speaker knows they

aren't imbeciles.)
Theg are acting as if nothing had happened. (The speaker knows something has

happened.)
But we use a present tense (including the present perfect) after ds if or as though to

describe how things seem or appear when there is a possibility that the appearance

reflects something real:
He sounds as if he knows what he's tatking about' (= Perhaps he does know')

You loots as though gou haven't eaten for dags. (= You may not have eaten.)

We can use these expressions to be critical, ironic or sarcastic:

tt isn't as if he's in ang position to pass judgement! (= He probably isn't in a position

to do this.)

,ffif!fl wtsHlF aNLY

ll.5A Weuse wishlif onlg+ pastsimpletoexpressadesireforsomethingtobedifferentin
wishlif only the present:

+ past simple I wish I had more free time. (= I don't have much free time, but I would like some.)

Thedesirecanbeforsomethingwhichisactuallyimpossible:
tf ontg I were qoung again.
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1 1.3B
wishlif onlg

+ past perfect

I l.5C
wishlif onlg

+ would

1 l.5D
wishlif onlg +

could (have)

l l.5E
Differences

between wrsh

and if onlg

ry

We use wishlif onlg +past perfect to express a regret about the past, a wish that 
'l 'l

something different had happened:
I wish that gou'd told me obout this before I booked the tickets. (= I regret the fact
that you didn't tell me about this.)
lf onlg he hadn't been driving so fast! (= Unfortunately he was driving very fast.)

Wish/if onlg + would usuallv expresses a desire for someone to change their deliberate
behaviour in the present or future:

I wish gou'd stop looking at me
like that. lt's terriblg distracting.
(= You keep looking at me and I

want you to stop.)
We often use this form to criticise
or complain about something:

I wish gou'd stop shouting. I'm
not deaf gou Bnow.

We can also use the form with
inanimate subjects because
although we know they have no

conscious control over their actions
(they are not human), we give them human characteristics for emphatic effect:

If onlg the sun would come out so we could get on with the filming. (= The sun

'refuses' to come out. I want it to come out.)
The change we desire must be possible, even if unlikely. We cannot use would for an

impossible change, e.g. one which the subject has no control over or a change to the
past:

X |-wish-sport9€ars,would#t-be-so expensive, (Cars have no control over their price.J

r' I wish sports cars weren't so expensive. (+ past simple : 1 1 .5A)

X If-onlg-nuctear bsmbs wouldn:t'have-been invented. (a change to the past)

r' If onlg nuclear bombs hadn't been invented. (+ past perfect i. I 1 .38)
We can't use would when the subject of the wish and the subject of the change are the

same. lnstead we use a past tense, or could (,r.'. 1 1.5D):
X t wish I woutd-be more energefic, (Subject of wish and would are the same.)

r' lf onlg I were more energetic. r' I wish I could be more energetic.

We use wishlif onlg + could haveto describe a desire we know is impossible to achieve:

If ontg we could see the situation through his eges. (We can't.)

We often use the form when we are expressing an impossible desire about ourselves:

t wish I could dance but I'm afraid I've got two left feet.

We can use could have (.,. 16.28) for a regret about the past. lt means 'lt would have

been nice if ...':
I wish gour father could hove been there to see it all' (= Unfortunately, he wasn't
able to be there.)

lf onlg is often more emphatic than wish. Compare these examples:
If onlg we'd seen gou coming. We might have braked in time. (a regret)

I wish we'd seen Aou coming. We would have put out the red carpet! (a wish)

For greater emphasis we can put a subject between if and onlg in informal English:

If gou onlg knew how much trouble Aou've caused.

Ql Wish can be followed by that, but if onlg cannot:
X lf-ontg that gw:d-told me about'it earlier.
/ I wish that gou'd told me about it earlier.

*' Pages 138 and I 39 for Round up of conditionals, subiunctive and 'unreal' past

I wish you'd stop looking at me
like that. lt's terribly distracting.
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Practice The Beg to these exercises is on poge 359

Study the following extracts. Two of them use appropriate language but four of them use forms

which have an incorrect degree of formality. Tick (rz) the two correct extracts and rewrite the

remaining four using subjunctives (note you may need to use passive forms).

It is vital that claims are submitted to
the committee with full supporting
documentation.

at4d'thzn, can' yow it'nn4itto, tlte boss

intisteT'tlut f took titf,zlans to
hu4rJL. r wtn, hl rwt nty iob to
toobaftett*.eboss's cAiATw, ir itt

Clause 25.6 of the Treatment of
Offenders Act suggests that each

offender receives a monthly visit
from a probation officer.

t.t0 ESH . Trudy Trouble. ln tonight's

hilarious episode Sam suggests that

Trudy visits the doctor, with predictably

comical results!

It is imperative that ear protectors

are worn at all times when

operating the machine lathes.

!'d sooner takz thz ktgyflEht

Rewrite these sentences using a suitable phrase from the box. Use each phrase only once.

as if she as though l'd rather it's time it's about time you

suppose I JA.ffi they'd rather what if

0 Taking the later flight would be preferable for me.

1 You look awful. Have you been unwell?

2 Please don't wipe your feet on the carpets.
3 What on earth will happen if they don't accept your explanation?
4 We really ought to pay the bill now.

5 lf I complained to the police, how would they react?

6 lf they had the choice, I think they'd prefer us to go with them.
7 She isn't a member of the club, but she acts like someone who is.

8 You should give your parents a call, they must be getting worried
by now.

lWay the
Pre*id*nf

have a
fong $ffel
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Read the information in the box then match each statement (1-15) below with one of the
speakers Alan (A), Mary (M) or Teresa (T). You can match five statements to each speaker.

A - Alan loves swimming but he doesn't have a pool in his house.

M - Mary has a swimming pool in her house.

T - Teresa used to own a house with a swimming pool.

1 I wish we had a house with a pool.
2 Supposing we got rid of the pool?

3 lt's high time we changed the water in the pool.

4 lf only the pool hadn't been so expensive to maintain.

5 Suppose we hadn't had a pool for all those years?

6 I'd rather we had our own pool.
7 People say I sometimes talk as if I had my own swimming pool.

8 What if we'd never had a pool?

9 lf only the children would use our pool more often.
10 lwish I could go back to the days when we had our own pool.

1 1 lf only we didn't have that great big pool in the back garden.

12 l'd sooner we used solar power to heat our pool.

13 I wish we could have used our pool more.
14 lt's about time we built a pool.

1 5 What if we installed a pool in the basement?

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence. Use the words given in bold letters. The words must not be altered in any way.

There is an example (0) at the beginning.

,dA"

O I regret the fact that we didn't see the band play.

.orio ........{.uturh. w.e..oat(Uh4.!r.2se4/1r.th2.b.M/,!'/4/
I lt's a pity that you didn't tell us that you were leaving.

wishwt>tt

2 What would have happened if they hadn't got a receipt?

suppose
3 We really should go now.

went
4 Unfortunately,

only
I'm not as agile as I used to be

5 I'd love to be a
could

ble to play the piano.

6 Her constant c

stop
riticism of me really gets on my nerves.

the same way that you would treat your own.Treat my home in

though
I regret not going
gone

to university when I was Younger.

She would love to have more friends
had
Please don't let the dog10
I'd

sit in the front of the car.
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Some of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick (/) the correct sentences; then underline and
correct the mistakes.

1 I had rather you didn't take the car; it's just been cleaned.
2 lt's high time our employer listens to our grievances.
3 Supposing ltook out my own insurance cover, what did you do about it?

4 lf we only knew where he was getting the information from.
5 I wish I would be a child again.
6 He's only a student but sometimes he acts as if he is the teacher.
7 l'd sooner die than go out with that creep.
8 What if you'll see him at the party?

9 lt's about time I didn't stay at home; I am twenty-five after all!

10 What a mess; you look as though you've been in a fight!

sd!

Complete the letter with appropriate forms of the words in brackets.

Dear Mrs Grenfell,
IamwritingtoyouinyourpositionassecretaryofClived.enMansionsResidents'
Association in connection with the problem of residents leaving bicycles in the common

entrance hallwaY.
MywifeandlhaveyetagainbeenhavingalotoftroublewithsteveandDavid

Brown,thetenantsornat16onbhefirstfloor,andwefeelitishightimethispersistent
source of dispute (I) .......... (finaw/resolve)' These tenants own two bicycles which they

insistonleavjngintheentrancecorridor.Nod'oubtyouareawarethattheleasesofall
the flats in our building require that the entra,nce (2) """"" (keep clear) of obstruclion

at atl times. The local fire officer has also pointed out to me that under the building

re€lulations the common ent"ance corridors to flats must be treated as if they (5) """""
Cbe) exits of a public buildin$, and are therefore subject to the same restrict.ions as those

in force in theatres, cilemas, etc. supposing the corridor (4) """"" olock) with bicycles

and there was a se"ious fire? We might all be trapped in our flats'

ApparentlylastmonthyoutoldtheBrownsthattheycouidkeeptheirbicyclesthere
for a temporary period.. we1l, I certajllly wish you (5) ..'..''... (not/aglee) to t,hat, because

t.heycontinuallyusethisasanexcusewhenweaskthemtoremovethebikes.Ihave
pointed out to them that there is space to store blcycles in the back yard' although I

wouldsoonertney(6)(keep)thebikesintheirownflatasthepresenceoftwo
mountain bikes might attract thieves. They say that there isn't any space in their flat

and I wish I (?) .""""' (able to) offer them somewhere else' But' as you know' all the

spaceinthebicycleshedisnowallocated'Unfor|unatelytheystillseemunwi[ingtomove
their bikes, anal their intransigence is beginnjng to seem deliberate' It isn't as thou€h we

(s)....',...,(not/teil)themaboutthlsonnumerousoccasions.Infactithasnowreacheda
stagewherelfeellmustinsistthatthechairmanoftheresldents'association(9)
(demand) they remove the bicycles forthwith'

Weworrldrattrer(10)..,.......(not/haveto/refer)thismattertooursoticitorsbutwe
feel that if the residents' association is unable t'o resolve the matter' we will have no

alternative.

Yours sincerelY,
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Complete the speech bubbles for the pictures, using the expressions described in this unit.
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Round up: Units 10 and 1 1

Conditionals, subiunctive
form use

and'unrealt past
example

conditionals
zero
conditional

first
conditional

second
conditional

third
conditional

events that occur at any
time or more than once

actions that always have

the same result

general instructions

possible future events or
situations and their results

commands, offers,
suggestions and warnings

improbable future events or
situations and their results

hypothetical current situations
or events [a condition which
is impossible to fulfil)

advice, requests, desires

hypothetical situations or
events in the past (an unreal
past situation)

criticism

tf she's travelling abroad on business, she 1 0.2B
alwags phones me everA evening.

tf gou don't look after tomato plants, theg die 10.28
verg quicklg.

tf a chip pqn sets atight, throw a fire blanket on it. 1O.2C

tf the result of the test is negative, gou'll receive 10.38
notification through the Post.
The beach partg will go ahead if the weather is

fine tomorrow.

Shalt we go out tomorrow if the weather's good? 10.3C

tf the result of the test were positive, we would 10.48
call gou within two daqs.

If the police were confident of their cose against I O'48
Sgkes, theg wouldn't hesitote to take him into
custodA.

lf I were gou, I would take her out of thqt school

t would have used gour builder if I had managed 10.58
to contact him.

lf gou'd been driving more slowlg, gou could 10.5C
have stopped in time.

tf the istand were still a tourist attraction, last 10.6A
week's earthquoke would have cqused far
more de1ths.

10.4C

10.68

mixed hypothetical situations or
(second/third) events in the present with a

conditional result in the Past

mixed hypothetical situations or
(third/second) events in the past with a

conditional result in the Present

subjunctive

the same as used in formal English to
the infinitive express the idea that
without fo something is necessary or

important

lf Fleming hadn't discovered penicillin, there
would be far more fatqlities everg gear than
there actuallA are.

At gesterdag's hearing the iudge insisted I 1 .14
Mr Grant give evidence despite his relationship
to the accused.
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form use example

'unreal' past
it's (highl to say that something is not lt's time we left. 11 .2C
about) time happening and it should be

what if, to ask questions about an Suppose I asked gou to marrg me, what would 1 1 .2D
supposel imaginary situation and its gou sag?
supposing possible consequences

would ratherl to describe preferences l'd sooner Aou gave me a refund. A credit note's 1 l.2E
would sooner (often a polite way to give/ no use to me.

refuse permission, or make I'd rather gou didn't smoke in here.
suggestions)

as iflas though to say that how something He tqlks to the children as though theg were 11.2F
appears does not match imbeciles.
with reality (He sounds as if he knows what he's tolking
(For as iflas though with about.)
Present a"nt"t ,,,,,,, 1 1 .2F)

wishlif onlg desire for something to be I wish I had more free time. 11.3A
+ past simple different in the present If onlg I were goung again.

wishlif onlg a regret about the past, a I wish that gou'd told me about this before I l.3B
+ past perfect wish that something I booked the tickets.

different had happened If onlg Aou hadn't been driving so fast!

wishlif onlg desire for someone to I wish gou'd stop looking ot me like thot. 1 I .3C
+ would change their deliberate lt's terriblg distracting.

behaviour in the presenl I wish gou'd stop shouting. I'm not deaf gou
and future (often used to know.
criticise or complain)

wishlif onlg desire which we know is If onlg we could see the situqtion through 11.5D
+ could (have) impossible to achieve his eges.

(including impossible desires I wish I could dqnce but I'm afraid I've got two
about ourselves) left feet.
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-ing forms and infi nitives
fhe -ing and infinitive forms of verbs are very common in English and can act as
subjects, objects and complements of verbs. When used like nouns, -ing forms are often
referred to as 'gerunds'. This unit looks at the use of -ing forms and infinitives after
certain verbs, determiners, adjectives and nouns, and at the special use of infinitives to
describe purpose and result. (For the use of -lng and infinitive forms in clauses and
phrases and in the passive and perfect forms of participles and infinitives rr,. Unit 13).

ilw -/Nc FoRMS

1 2.1A We can use -ing forms of verbs in the same way that we use nouns - as the subject,
As subjects object or complement of a verb. We often refer to -ing torms used in this way as

and objects gerunds:
Swimming makes gou fit.
The whole familg has token up cgcling.
Her worst habit is lging.

Sometimes -ing forms can have their own subjects and objects:
I'm looking forward to mg wife returning. (subject + -ing form)
Meeting new people is one benefit of taking evening c/asses. (-ing form + objectJ

We can make a negative with nof + -ing:
Not getting a refund on faultg goods is what reallg annoAS me.

Q But we use no + -ing to explain that something is impossible or not allowed:
X There-:s-not-smohing-in-this-offieelThere isn't smoking in this-offiee.
r' Could Aou go outside? There's no smoking in this office.
There's no skiing here in the summer season. (= Skiing is impossible.)

No Parking (= Parking is not allowed here.)

12.1B We can use determiners, e.g. the, this; possessives, e.g. Peter's; possessive adjectives,
-ing form e.g. his; or object pronouns, e.g. him; before -ing forms. Object pronouns are more
patterns common in informal English:

All this complaining won't get gou angwhere, gou know.
Peter's complaining didn't do him ang good.
Exorbitant tax rates led to his leaving the countrg.
Exorbitant tox rates led to him leaving the countrg. (informal)

We often use an object + -ing form after verbs of the senses (::;" 12.34, 12.3E):
I heard Alagna giving a marvellous rendition of 'Nessun Dorma'.

O We always use the object pronoun after sense verbs:
X Have Voa seen our performing get?
y' Have Aou seen us performing get?

(O Wtren we use the + -ing form and we want to link it with an object, we use of:
X The giving presents is a traditional port of the Christmas festivities,
r' The giving of presents is a traditional part of the Christmas festivities.

We also use -ing forms as adjectives (',.. 21 .2):
The remaining items will be sold in our Januarg sale.

Many adjectives and nouns are followed by a preposition + -ing form (m Unit 1 5):
Lora isn't capable of lging and she has no reason for not telling the truth.
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12.2A
Form

12.28
lnfinitives of
purpose and

result

12.2C
I nf in itives

after
adjectives
and nouns

lnfinitives with fo can be the subject, object or complement of a verb:
To give is better than to receive. Evergone loves to win.

We make a negative with nof + infinitive:
I tried not to look at the accident.

An infinitive can have its own subject, introduced with for:
For evil to succeed it is onlg necessarA for the good to do nothing.

O ln informal English we sometimes put an adverb between to and the infinitive. This is

known as a 'split infinitive'and we usually avoid it in formal English by putting the
adverb in another position:

lThe doctor started to corefullg remove the bandages.l
r' The doctor started to remove the bandages carefullg.

There are also perfect, continuous and passive forms of the infinitive (* 13.3A). lf, for
example, the person who is doing the action described by the infinitive is not the
subject of the sentence, we usually use the passive infinitive:

X The report is to hand in first thing tomorrow morning.
r' The repoft is to be handed in first thing tomorrow morning.

We can use an infinitive to describe the purpose or reason for an action:
Cover the turkeg in silver foil to keep the meat moist.
To stop the train, pull the lever downwards.

We use f,cr before the infinitive when the subject of the infinitive is different from the
subject of the sentence:

X She--went-to'I/(alMsrt for to get some groceries.
r' She went to WalMart to get some groceries.
r' We bought o cage for John to keep his hamster in.

ln more formal English we can use in order or so os + infinitive of purpose:

lnterest rates have been raised in order to reduce inflationarg pressures.

We have removed the warning signs so as not to alarm members of the public.

The infinitive can also describe a result or something surprising, especially wilh onlg

and verbs such as find, discover, realise, etc.:
Theg queued for hours at the box office onlg to discover thot the show was sold out.

We also use infinitives after too andenough (;:'22.2C) to talk about results:
That blue outfit was too informal to wear to the reception.
There isn't enough (food) to go around, I'm afraid.

Many adjectives, especially those describing feelings, can be followed by fo + infinitive
(some common examples are in the box below):

We're thrilled to welcome this gear's prizewinner onto the podium.

The Bensons are luckg to be having such good weather.

adjective + fo + infinitive ablelunable, afraid, anxious, ashamed, bound, careful, certqin,
crazg, curious, due, eoger, fit, happg, impossible, likelg, luckg, pleased, right, shocked,
stupid, sure, surprised, thrilled, welcome, wrong

Many nouns can be followed by to + infinitive (some common examples are in the box
below):

She's finallg made a decision to leave. Clare would be a fool to marrg him.

noun + fo + infinitive attempt, bid, decision, desire, incentive, need, nuisance, opportunitA,
place, pleasure, reason, time, wish

(O We can use a noun + fo + infinitive after there islare and have (got) to express an

obligation:
Don't disturb me, I've got a report to write this evening.
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)/. rtiiiLwffiE VERBS FOLLOWED BY -rNC FORMS AND TNFTN|T|VES

12.34 Certain verbs (see box below) can be followed by an -ing form, but not by an infinitive:
Yerb + -ing X l-avoid to travel i* the-rush hour-whenever possible.

form / I avoid travelling in the rush hour whenever possible.
With some of these verbs (marked * in the box below) we can also put an object
before the -ing form. Compare:

Can gou imagine wearing thqt dress! (verb + -ing form)
Can gou imagine Jemima wearing that dress! (verb + object + -ing form)

verb + -ing form admit, appreciate*, qvoid*, burst out, can't help*, consider, contemplate,
defer, delag, deng, detest*, dislike*, endure*, enjog*, escope, excuse*, face*, fancg*,
feel like, finish, give up, imagine", involve+, justifg*, keep (on), leave off, mention*, mind*,
miss+, postpone, practise, prevent*, put off, put sb off, recall*, recommend, resent*, resist*,
rish*, save, suggest, tolerate*, understand*

(O Certain verbs, particularly sense verbs (see box below), are only followed by an -ing
form when they have an object (,, l2.l B):

X ln 'Harnlet' the prince discovers hiding behind the curtains.
r' ln 'Hamlet' the prince discovers Polonius hiding behind the curtains.

verb + object + -ing form catch, discover, feel, find, hear, leove, notice, observe, see,
spot, w7tch

Q The verbs advlse, allow, forbid and permit are followed by an -ing form when they
have no object, but an infinitive when they have an object (:: 12.38).

r' The doctor advised taking a course of antibiotics.
X T h e -dsctor advised-him-taking-a -eoarse of anti biot ics.
r' The doctor advised him to take a course of antibiotics.

12.38 Certain verbs can be followed by an infinitive, but not by an -ing form (see box below):
Verb + X She's decided applging for the job.

infinitive r' She's decided to applg for the job.
Some of these verbs can also have an object before the infinitive (marked * below):

He doesn't reallg expect her to pass the exom.

verb + infinitive afford, agree, aim, appear, arranget , ask", attempt, beg4, campaignt , care,
choose*, consent, dare+, decide, demond, deserve2, expect+, fail, fight, forget, guarantee,
happen, help+, hesitate, hope, intend*, longt, manoge, need*, neglect, offer, pause, plant,
prepqre, pretend, promise, propose, prove, refuse, seem, swear, tend, threoten, trouble+, trg,
undertake, vow, waitt , want+, wish*, gearn

/ With these verbs we use llor before the object + infinitive:
X We spent ages waiting them to arrive.
r' We spent ages waiting for them to arrive.

: ln British English, we can use deserve + -ing when it has a passive meaning:
That naughtg child deserves smacking. (= deserves to be smacked)

Some verbs are followed by an infinitive only when they have an object (see box below):
X Theg forced to open our suitcases' r' Theg forced us to open our suitcases.

Note the special rules about infinitives after let, mahe, see, hear, know and help
(,,. 8.1 B).

Many of the verbs followed by infinitives are used in reported speech (,,,,,,, ,n', t,.
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12.3C
Verb +

-ing forml
infinitive

12.3D
Verb +

-ing form or
infin itive

Some verbs can be followed by an-ingform or an infinitive, with no difference in '1t""2

meaning:
I can't stand to seelseeing animals in pain.

verb + -ing torm or infinitive attempt, begin, bother, cqn't bear, can't stond, cease,
continue, deserve, feqr, hate, intend, like (= sr1jsy1, Iove, prefer, stqrt

Q We usually avoid putting two infinitives or two -ing forms together:
lHe wanted to start to take /essons.l y' He wanted to start taking iessons.

We use fo + infinitive aft.er would like, would love and would hate:
X When we get there I would like taking a ftep;

r' When we get there Iwould like to take a nop.
When lihe means'think something is a good idea', we only use the infinitive. Compare:

I like goinglto go to the gAm. lt's so relaxin7. G I enjoy visiting it.)
Because of mg weight problem I like to go to the gAm at least twice a weeh.

(= I think this is a good idea.)

Some verbs can be followed by an -ing form or by fo + infinitive, but there is a

difference in meaning:

verb + -ing torm

forgetl
remember

= forget/remember an
earlier action:
Do gou remember going to
school for the first time?
I'll never forget meeting him

= continue:

+ fo + infinitive

= forget/remember to do a future
action:
I must remember to set mg alarm
cloch tonight.
Don't forget to lock the back door.

= change to another action:

= intend to do something:
The builders meqn to finish bg
Fridag.

go on
Theg went on plaging despite After opening the hospital the Prince

the bad weather. went on to meet the staff.

me1n = involves or will result in:
This new iob means living
abroad.

regret = feel sorrow about the past: = announce bad news:

t reattg regret getting that We regret to inform gou of delags in

tottoo when I wqs eighteen. todag's service.

stop = finish an action: = finish one action in order to do
Theg stopped making fax another one:
machines about ten Aears ago. We stopped to get petrol.

trA = do something to see what = make an effort to do something
will happen: difficult:
Trg using a screwdriver to get We tried to get tickets but the show

the lid off. was sold out.

12.3E Senseverbs(:::. 1.3C)canbefollowedbyanobject+-ingformwhenwearedescribing
Sense verbs an action in progress or an action that is repeated:

As t walked past the church I heard someone plaging Handel's 'Messiah' on the

organ. (The person was in the middle of playing when I walked past.)

I saw a Aoung mother slapping her child. (She slapped him several times.)

These verbs can be followed by an object + infinitive (without fo) when we are

describing a single action or the action is complete:
We saw a Aoung mother slap her child in the supermarlret. (She slapped once.)

Last week I heard them plag the fifth sgmphong. (l heard the complete symphony.)

Q We use fo + infinitive after a passive sense verb:
The goung mother wos seen to slap her child.
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tt
Underline the mistakes in these sentences and correct them.

0 A great advantage of credit cards is no having to carry cash around all the time
'l Have you ever heard my singing O Sole Mio?

2 We had to come in early for the opening the new extension.

3 Constant criticisms led to she resigning from that stressful job.

4 You'll have to put that out, sir, this is a not smoking carriage.

5 Passengers can find a heated wait room adjacent to platform ten.

6 The making a successful souffle requires expert timing.

7 There's not swimming from this beach, the current's too treacherous.

8 The argument ended up with we demanding a refund and compensation.

9 They stopped to make vinyl records ages ago.

10 The crane isn't capable lifting it - it's too heavy.

...Mt.....

-*

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar as possible in meaning to
the sentence before it.

0 I really don't want to see him again.

r have n o ........... dpx trp t. p. se+. lpi-!ru.s.g aaaa...

1 I want you to hand the report in tomorrow.
The report is ...............

2 You can't join the army because you aren't sufficiently fit.
You aren't fit ...............

5 He was very worried that he would arrive late.
He was anxious not.............

4 Right now I'm afraid I can't give you an answer.
I am not
The government closed the borders with the aim of catching the criminals.

ln order
Closing the office was something the manager decided this morning.
The manager made
I learnt that Amanda was going to marry Ronald, which was surprising.
I was ..........
They didn't publish the news because they didn't want to frighten the public.

They didn't publish the news so

Checking the balance on my current account was my main reason for visiting the bank this morning.
1went.........
When we got there they had already closed the store for stocktaking!
We got there only
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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I'm not disappointed, I never really expected .......... (pass) the test.
2 Please don't hesitate .......... (call) if you have any problems.
5 The doctor recommended .......... (avoid) strenuous activity for the first few weeks.
4 The sales team aims .......... (exceed) its target by at least five per cent this year.

5 I don't suppose you happened .......... (notice) whether there was a cash machine there?
6 How on earth do they justify.......... (keep) three dogs in such a small flat?
7 We'd better hurry up; I'd hate.......... (arrive) late.
8 Despite all the rejections, Dave's continuing (apply) for every vacancy he sees.

9 We discovered an old document ......... (lie) under the floorboards.
1O l'll put off .......... (call) them until after I've spoken to the personnel officer.
11 You can watch the film if you promise .......... (go) to bed straight afterwards.
12 Being a diabetic, I like .......... (avoidJ anything containing sugar.
15 Thanks very much. Yes, we'd love .......... (join) you for dinner on Friday.
14 You really can't help .......... (feelJ sorry for the poor guy.

l5 Passengers are permitted .......... (carry) only one piece of hand luggage onto the plane.

16 Jonathan's the one who taught Rachel (swimJ last summer.
17 Sometimes you have to pretend (likeJ people that you detest.
18 That's strange, ldon't recall ......... (meet) him at all.
l9 The judge will defer .......... (pass) sentence until the psychiatric reports have been submitted.
2O Whenever possible, the personnel department likes .......... (settle) salary reviews prior to th'e

quarterly board meetings.

Underline the correct form in italics.

1

2

3

4
5
6
1

I
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Darling, did you remember packinglto pack some spare cassettes for the video camera yesterday?

I really regret leavinglto leave school so young, it's ruined my career prospects.

We tried pressinglto press the'escape' key but the program just wouldn't respond.

A suspicious young man was seen enterlto enter lhe building shortly before the incident.

As we drove overthe riverwe noticed local women washinglwash their clothes in the water.

lonce heard Karajan conductinglconduct the entire Ring cycle - it was wonderful.

I stopped eotinglto eat sugar years ago.

Nothing will stop their enquiries, they mean gettinglto get to the bottom of this strange business.

Don't forget recordinglto record 'EastEnders' tomorrow evening.

The woman woke up in the middle of the night, looked out of her window and saw something

strange hoveringlhover over the trees in the park.

After a career in the secret service, lan Fleming went on achievinglto achieve fame as an author.

Transglobe Airlines regrets announcinglto announce the cancellation of today's service to lstanbul

due to air traffic restrictions.
Do you remember seeinglto see that film last summer?
lf you can't find the information in the manual, try lookinglto look at our website.
We were all exhausted so we stopped gettinglto gef some rest at a motel.
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Read the article below and then
exercise begins with an example

decide which word or phrase (A-C) best fits each space. The
(0).

The death of Emma Christofferson from
deep-vein thrombosis allegedly caused by a
twenty-hour planejourney has led to calls for
an enquiry into so-called 'economy class

syndrome'. The cabin crew were shocked
(0) ....9.... the previously heatthy 28-year-old
in a state of collapse at lhe end of a long-haul
flight from Australia to London. A blood clot
had spread from her legs to her lungs with
fatal results. Experts believe her death is just

the latest example of the growing danger

posed by (1) .. .. for extended periods of time

in cramped aircraft seats.

Farol Khan, director of the Aviation Health
Institute, (2) ..... to have evidence that more

than 6,000 passengers a year die of deep-vein

thrombosis (DVT) as a result of long-haul
flights. Unfortunately, as symptoms often
take some time (3) ....., the link between the

condition and flying is not always apparent.

But there seems (4) ..... a clear relationship
between the occurrence of DVT and the

steady reduction in the amount of legroom
between seats in economy class cabins. In a
bid (5) ..... the number of passengers carried
and their consequent profitability, many

airlines have squeezed more and more seats

into their planes, at the cost of comfort and

legroom. And our (6) ..... these

uncomfortable conditions is simply based on
the fact that we knorv more seats means

lower prices. But with limited opportunities
(7) ..... or move around, the blood circulation
in passengers' legs t8) ..... lo slow down, and

blood clots can easilv develop. Most at risk
are elderly people. sufferers from heart

conditions and smokers. But as Emma
Christofferson's case shows, even the young
and healthy can do little to prevent blood
clots (9) ... under these circumstances.

(10) .....a 'caring. sharing'image is

something manl' airlines are keen on, and

some of these have finally (11) ..... to take the

problem more seriously by issuing health

advice to pzrssengers 'trapped' on their long-
haul fli-ehts. The-v usually recommend
(12) ..... the legs and feet regularly, and

advise (l3t ..... *'alks up and down the aisle

at least once an hour. But, as any experienced

traveller knos s. the aisles on most planes are

only just rvide enough for the trolleys
(14) ..... through. It is often impossible
(15) ..... do*'n the aisle (16) ..... to the toilets,
let alone (17 ) ..... exercise.

The truth is that until we are all prepared

to (l8t ... pafing rock-bottom prices for long
distance travel. the airlines will have no
incentive t l9t ..... conditions. And a return to
exclusir.e and expensive air travel is
something nobody would (20) .....
advocating.

OA
1A
2A
3A

C

4A
5A

C

6A
c

7A
8A
9A

find ing
sitting
suggests Badmits Cclaims
appearing B to appear
having appeared
being B to be C be
increasing B of increasing
to increase
putting up with B put up with
to put up with
stretching B to stretch C stretch
begins B risks C can't help
occurring B to occur C occur

improving B to improve
undertake B choose
contem plate

@ to rino C to be found
B to sit C sit

promoting B to promote
to be promoted
suggested Bconsidered Cstarted
movrng
taking B

B to move C move

l0

l1
12

13

14

l5
16

11

l8
19

20

A

C

A
A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A
A
C

getting B

wa Iking B

getting B

taking B

give up B

to take
to get

C take
C get

to walk C walk
to get C get

to take C take
fail C refuse
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Complete the letter with suitable forms of words from the box below. The first one has been done
as an example (0).

ask attend
learn live

be

)d
bring buy cash cook fill in find join know

make open say see take wonder write

Daar [\um and Dad,

5o or/ first u.gak at univarsi\ .s avqt. No.lacturas ths rnornirg so I tl^ought

f 'd. irop you d. lirs (o) ...tp.{'r...".. yar krnrr l'ol th'ngs eYe' 9aY9'

l,mglad. (1).. ..... .t!,at cveryth,ng_has uJcrk4d. out fire in fha l.d"ll of
y6i{ar&,. I rewvnbqoA Q) ......'.......-Fa a rum *s Far auny from tha lifts as

pttiav ftV,ey r((ally ari-, rnisy) and. thcy far.nd. w & n\ce, urnForta$e 0M, e\ tfu
slreil, l1oor.lre roomrs rnr'vwy larga,'av4.1 ures a bit sl'eckad (3) ... ..

fl^at tan W?la, tvrva to *sre,'a'M befuorlrn! And *'s 
", Yd th'ng you , .

racorffiwldad (4) ... .... . my or.n parlable, Iv *l *am lpw as ll* orv, in rvs,

TV larnga is pernwvnlly tunad. lo Y s2orts clsrwl. lrera,'s also a litila
kitclv&te on 6ur wr|&or, so if I Ful lka. (s) . .. *nv'tkuy Fw myxlF

ratVw than aat'ng in tl's canfann than ths.t's rn Toblew,'

r think (6) ............. in a. pl&c;like ths \5 ga\ty Io ba a, lot of Fun. *wa, ara'

tun otl.,ar girls from my coursu Vvre. and f pt* (7) ,........... 
Friands with tham

s0 tl"s.t G 
^n 

l*lp eaci:' othar tulth lW, ca;r*' u-Prk. tveYyar(' el5e sans v6y

ri'..!,.

As l\ond.av u.,o.s tha first daV lt uu.s duatcA to administration, which involvad

irl . ...' [tu or forms. T'9at my stud.ant l.D. card and tha liwtabla, Far

i"llr +;;. fva, got n p*r*d tutoi and. vu''s urangad (e) "" " w rsxr

uvik.I,,c, caxYs; cotrd.ind.tor Prsua&ed' ma (10) swre' extra' covYgs

which should, ba inleresl|*g. On l*esday I wwragaA (11) ':"""""' a bank

acccunt and. t depu*a,{ *y stud.ant'loa.n clvqa t \riaA (12) ............. thc

;\*ry; btri il* #nk saiA i urill l.u.va to unit iry it to clesr' 5a 1'1 hs.va to

d.alay tr3) ............. books and. things until rext v'wL

My first Few lufuras praved' 
f 
11l rgally fascinal1rrp 

ftv' lr-rt;rrws

really xtm (15) ............ Uhat llvy are, talk,ng'about. 5+'il1, tlse"s a lot of

**'tr-a, 
"^a. 

t can'f Vralp (16) ............ if 
-r'll 

ba. abla' to kup up u.r'th it

all, asooriallv uJith all tha d.stractions We,' lrwa, era, 5a rnany clubs and

;;t;l;;, ,+5 i;ir'd\bll-'. rm kprry (17) .... ..""'' tVv' par*ch'utiry club' I'va

alurrys larsed (1s1 ..... ... l'ow to do thr.t!

well, r'd battaY stop nal, a'm 9a\n9 (19) ."""""' my f'rst 54mind'r thi5

aFtqrpan, Ec I'vd gat *ne' preparafion to do'

Arryu.ny, L Pr1fisL (20) ............. eg^n 500n'

lova to e\aYyotv,, Chg.flOt+A
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l3.lA
Active and

passive
participles

active participle

XXXX
(not) repairing

passive participle

(not) repoired

(not) being repoired

(not) hoving been repoired

Participle and infi nitive
phrases

Participle phrases (e.g. having some time to kill) can be used in sentences to give extra
information or to describe the result, cause or time of the information in the main
clause. Extra information phrases are similar to relative clauses (::::,,,,Un't 3l). lnfinitive
phrases (e.9. fo make the best of lf) are used to talk about purpose and, in a similar
way to relative clauses, after superlatives and other expressions. (For information on
the use of infinitives and -ing forms after verbs, nouns, etc. r,, Unit 12.)

PARTICIPLE PHRASES - FORM AND USE

There are several participle forms which we can use to make phrases:

simple

continuous

perfect (not) hoving repaired

Participle phrases have active and passive forms but they do not have a tense. Their
time reference is usually clear from the verb in the main clause:

Not having a ticket, I won't be able to go to the concert tomorrow. (present/future)
Not hoving a ticket, I wasn't able to go to the concert gesterdag. (past)

ln participle phrases, the active participle (-ing form) has an active meaning (see

example above) and the passive participle (-ed form) has a passive meaning:
Theg haven't identified the bodg which was found in the Thames.
Theg haven't identified the bodg found in the Thomes. (passive participle phrase)

QWe can't usually use modal verbs in participle phrases:

X The*qa$tiofrs-ffiast*be-answered-arei€t easg.ones,
y' The questions which must be answered ore not easA ones.

Verbs which are not normally used in the continuous, e.g. be, own, possess (+ l.d,
can be used in participle phrases:

X Yolanda-is-rieh-and^is-owning siN hornes. g Yolonda is rich, owning six homes.

l5.lB ln many cases, participle phrases do not contain a subject. The subject of the main

Participle clause (in bold below) usually acts as the subject of the participle phrase:

subjects Moaning with poin, the victim was exomined bg a goung doctor. (= The victim was
moaning.)

lf the participle phrase follows the object of the main clause then either the object or
the subject of the main clause (in bold below) can be the subject of the participle
phrase, depending on the meaning:

We sow her plane coming in to land. (= The plane was coming in to land.)
The compang has opened a new factorg, creoting mong new jobs. (= 16s company
has created many new jobs.)

QA participle phrase at the beginning of a sentence cannot refer to the object of the
main clause:

X M oa ni ng with-pa in ;* goung-doetor exa r*inedlhe vietirn
(= A young doctor was moaning, not the victim.)
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I 5.1C ln fortlal (usually written) English, participle phrases can have a subject which is not I )
Different the sanre as the subject of the nrain clause.
subjects Horns locked, the two stogs struggle for ntasterg.

I crouched in the allegwoA, mg eges straining in the dorkness.

€fTl ryPES oF pARTtctpLE eHRASE

13.24 Participle phrases are an efficient way of giving more information about a noun and can
Defining often replace a defining relative clause ( 31 .1C). Compare these examples:
phrases The man is verg noisg. The man lives upstairs.

+ The mon who lives upstoirs is verg noisg. (defining relative clause)
+ The man living upstairs is verg nolsy. (active participle phrase)

The portrait was lovelg. The portrait wos painted bg mg brother.
+ The portroit which was pointed bg mA brother was lovelg. (defining relative clause)
+ The portroit painted bg mg brother was lovelg. (passive participle phrase)

We can only use a participle phrase to replace a defining relative clause if the subject
of the main clause and the relative clause is the same. We cannot use a participle
phrase if there is another subject between the relative pronoun and the verb:

X The house living in is over a centurg old.
y' The house which we live in is over o centurA old.
X The man engaged to has disappeared.
y' The man who Trudg was engaged to has disappeared.

ln defining phrases, we only use an active participle phrase (-ing form) when we are
describing a continuing action or situation. We can't use an -ing form for a single
completed action:

X The thief taking her bag has been arrested.
r' The thief who took her bag has been arrested. (single completed action)

13.28 Participle phrases can often operate like clauses of reason, condition, result and time:
Phrases of 

fuil crause participle phrase
reason,

condition reason She will be unable to answer Aour Not being qualified, she will be

and result queries because she is not qualified. unable to answer gour queries.

As I hadn't been asked, I didn't reallg Not having been asked, I didn't
want to interfere. reallg wont to interfere.

condition lf gou treat it gentlg, the fabric should Treqted gentlg, the fabric should
last for gears. last for gears.

result The corporotion shut down the plant, The corporation shut down the
with the result thqt mong workers were plant, leaving mang workers
left unemploged. unemploged.l

time As we turned the corner we sow the Turning the corner, we sqw the
(*e 15.2C) hospitol in front of us. hospital in front of us.

I Note that the result is often not intended:
I staged ot work rather late, missing mg last train home.

13.2C We usually use -ing participle phrases when two actions happen at the same time, or
Time phrases one happens immediately after the other. The -ing participle usually describes the

background or earlier action. This is similar to the use of the continuous aspect for
actions in progress (,,,. 1.2B) and background situations (:::,.2.28):

Leaving the motorwag, we noticed an overturned truck on the verge.
(= As/When we were leaving the motorway, we noticed ...)
Switching off the lights, I turned over and buried mg head in the pillow. (= After I

switched off the lights, I turned over ...)
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ln written English an -ing participle phrase often describes the setting or background

situation:
Living in Los Angeles, Brad was one of those ever-optimistic movie wannabes.

OWtren we want to emphasise that one thing happened before another, we can use a
perfect participle for the earlier action. The participle phrase can come before or after
the main clause:

Having passed mg driving test, I was able to bug mg first car. (= After I had passed

my driving test, ...)
I was able to buA mg first car, having passed mg driving test.

The perfect participle can also describe reasons or causes as these usually come before

a result (F 1 3.28 above):
Having forgotten to take mg kegs, I had to borrow a set from mg landlord.
(= Because I had forgotten my keys, ...)

13.34
Active and

passive
infin itives

active infinitive

(not) to mend

(not) to be mending

(not) to have mended

passive infinitive

(not) to be mended

(not) to be being mended

(not) to have been broken

i lNFlNlTlVE PHRASES - FORM AND USE

We can use the following forms of the verb in infinitive phrases:

simple

continuous

perfect

lnfinitive phrases can be active or passive, but they do not show tense. The time
reference is shown by the context or by the tense of the verb in the main clause:

The tax bitl will be the first item to be debated in the next parliamenf. (future)

Their proposal was the first one to be debated ot gesterdag's planning meeting.
(past)

But we can use the perfect infinitive for an event that happened before the main

clause:
Not to have acted sooner is his greatest regret. (= He regrets he didn't act sooner.J

Her greatest claim to fame is to have been chosen for the last Olgmpic squad.
(= She is famous now because she was chosen.)

13.3B An infinitive phrase can act as the subject or complement of the verb be:

Subjects and To reach the top is their qim.

complements Their aim is to reach the top.

Q We use for with an infinitive phrase if the subject of the infinitive is not the same as

the subject of the sentence:
X Their sis,ris-theleafi to wi*
r' Their aim is for the team to win.

An infinitive phrase can be the subject or complement of a sentence:

To find her so distressed took him bg surprise.
Theg struggled to keep up their standard of living.

Sentences with an infinitive phrase as their subject can sound rather formal. We usually
prefer impersonal if (x. 33.2) or an -ing form (r 12.1):

It is difficult to Beep up a friendship.
Keeping up a friendship is difficult.
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13.4A We can often replace a relative clause after a superlative, an ordinal number (e.g. fftsfJ,

Defining or one, next, last and onlg, with an infinitive phrase:

phrases The goungest person that entered the programme wos just fourteen.
+ The Aoungest person to enter the programme was just fourteen.

The window seat is usuallg the first one which is taken.
+ The window seat is usuallg the first one to be token.
Linda was the onlg one who staged for the whole performance.
+ Linda was the onlg one to stag for the whole pertormance.

(OWe usually don't use an infinitive phrase to replace relative clauses containing modal
verbs, because the meaning would not be clear:

X He's the only plager-to-save the tearn from defeat,
r' He's the onlg plager who might save the team from defeat.

13.48 We often use an infinitive phrase to describe a deliberate purpose or aim. This is the
Purpose and infinitive of purpose ( 1 2.2B):

result Davg took o Aeor out to see the world and broaden his experience of life.
phrases We can use an infinitive phrase to describe discovering something unexpected,

especially with onlg (,,,,," t ,.rt,'
He returned to the field to find the armg in retreat.
Eliza rejoined her friends, onlg to discover that Mr Darcg had left.

(For infinitives after verbs ,,,,. 12.3B, after nouns and adjectives g 12.2C.)

,*WH usES rN DrscouRSE

1 3.5A We sometimes use infinitive and participle phrases to add a comment to something we

Comment are saying:
phrases l'm not verg keen on it, to tell the truth.

Generallg speaking, theg're a prettA friendlg bunch of people.

It wasn't a bad show, all things considered.
We can use an adverb to modify a participle. This describes the particular aspect of
something which we are commenting on. The adverb can come before or after the

participle:
Financioltg speaking, few of the dot.com companies have a good track record.

Compromised artisticallg, Picasso felt compelled to leave Paris.

Note that we can use adverbs in the same way with adjectives (i,,"' ,O.OO,'

Atthough economicallg successful, the government is starting to lose popularitg.

13.58 ln written English, it is usual to move from the familiar (the current topic) to the new

Style (the information principle *u 36.1AJ, and to be economical with words and avoid

repetition (::.-55.1A). Participle and infinitive phrases help us to do these things.

Compare these examPles:

Steve went home. He noticed a piece of paper which had been left on the doorstep as

he walhed towards the door.

- Steve went home. Walking towards the door, he noticed a piece of paper left on

the doorstep.

Because Marion didn't have a degree she was the onlA one who wasn't offered a

permanent contract.
+ Nof having a degree, Marion was the onlg one not to be offered a permanent

contract.
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Practice The heg to these exercrses is on poge 359

1

1

3

4
5

6

A giving B not having been given C not giving D having been given
E being given F having given C given

The best part ..... to another actor, Josh felt unwilling to continue his involvement in the show.
l've always treasured the watch ..... to me on my eighteenth birthday.
The police officers stood at either end of the hallway, ..... Ray no chance of escape.
..... our tickets to the attendant, we were ushered into the antechamber of the tomb.
We are dividing up the grant according to need, the largest amount ..... to the homeless.
..... the mandatory month's notice by the landlord, the tenant was able to stay on in the house.

0 As thev hadn't been arrested thev were able to leave the police station.
Not hat,inq be*.n nrruted., i/rcv were abLe to hi"ue t/Le wLkz stalt"on."'J """"""""""""'1" ..............1....

She fell asleep while she sat in the armchair.

Z lEtKffi$ll.,,
Choose the best participle forms (A-G) to fit into the sentences. One of the forms is not needed.

Rewrite the following sentences, replacing the underlined phrase with a suitable participle phrase.

I

2

3

4

Because lcan soeak Finnish lwas able to follow their conversation

My brother, who has solit up with his wife, wants to move in with me.

So far nobody has claimed the money we discovered under the floorboards

5 After he had moved out, Danny found it difficult to find a nice place to stay

lf you leave it for too long, oil paint will form a skin

The sea was very rough, which made me feel sick.

As I am not very good with figures I'll let you do the accounts.

This is a house which has been built to last forever.

6

1

8

9

10

tl

12

13

14

Provided you wash it at a cool temoerature this garment will not shrink.

People who play loud music late at night can be a real nuisance.

Because he had been unernployed for so long, Jack despaired of ever finding a job.

lf you give them enough time. the engineers will be able to find the fault

The people who lived closest to the river bank were the worst affected.
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Seven of these sentences have mistakes - either an unnecessary extra word or a missing word.
Tick [/] the correct sentences and correct those with mistakes.

1 Study medicine at university you need to pass a biology exam.
2 I don't think much of him, be honest with you.
5 That was the very first programme to be shown on the new channel.
4 We don't want to be the last ones to leave.
5 lt isn't necessary to be being rich to be happy.
6 I was the first one in my family to have been gone to university.
7 I'm afraid you aren't the first person to mugged in this neighbourhood.
8 She joined the Navy to see the world.
9 lt's a shame not have seen the fireworks.

10 The'Royale'is the latest fabric to have designed by Silvio Moresco.

The famous quotations (l-5) are missing infinitive phrases. Match the infinitive forms (A-F) in the
box to complete the quotations correctly.

1 'To err is human, ....., divine.' (Alexander Pope)
2 'One should eat ....., not live to eat.' (Molidre)

3 'lt is better..... and lost than never to have loved at all.' (Samuel Butler)
4 'To be, or .....: that is the question.' (William Shahespeare)
5 'The best thing is....., but it takes make-up to look natural.' (Calvin Klein)

Use the information
Some sentences can

action/reason

A to have loved
B to look natural
C to live
E to forgive
F not to be

in the table to write sentences, insefting an infinitive or a participle phrase.
be written in more than one way. The first two have been done as examples.

ai m/resulUf urther information

He wanted to find a girlfriend.

I couldn't get into my flat last night.

She can't travel to the USA.

He wanted to start a new life.

It flooded thousands of hectares of farmland.

It regained its former glory.

I was unable to finish the marathon.

They felt they should move to a smaller house

They found the place had been burgled.

It was the caretaker.

0 The value of the currencv fell. lt made foreign holidays more expensive.
..r.hp.tnl14&.of tla.eaveL1ay.f;{,,.wa*W.ftrebr,.lw.May.t.mrc.?xffn'titry.,

00 Hilary,gotajo,b,in a cafe. ..,,,, . Sf"was abletomake,lots of newfriends.

E*Wsi.qh.t**.eq/6..Hil-.+ry..wu..+b!+.te.ttt4*4.(e.fr .of .,,et*-ft mfu ,
1 Carlos joined a dating agency.

2 I left my keys at the office.

3 Manuela hasn't got a visa.

4 My nephew emigrated to Australia.

5 A new dam was built across the river.

6 The old house had been restored by experts.

7 I wasn't very fit.

8 Dave and Maria's children had left home.

9 They got home early.

l0 Only one person stayed behind.
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Use infinitive and/or participle phrases to rewrite this extract from a TV listings magazine in a
more natural way. The parts you need to change are underlined. You may need to change the
order of some words. The first phrase has been done for you.

Movre oF THE wEEK

The Godfather
it dates from 1971 and was directed by Francis

Ford Coppola, The Godfather wan three Oscars.

The film lasts almost three hours and is
Shakespearean in its scope and ambition. It is the

story of a New York mafia family which is

headed by Marlon Brando as 'the Godfather'.

Although Brando has the title role it is Al Pacino,

who plays his troubled son and heir Michael, who
steals the show in a masterly performance. As he

struggles to reconcile his distaste for crime and

brutality with his sense of famil)' honour and

du!y, Pacino's character embodies the moral
dilemma at the heart of the movie.

The director intersperses long scenes of family life with shorter sequences of extreme

violence in order to achieve his aim of taking the audience on an emotional rollercoaster

ride. Because it was shot in explicit detail, this violence may shock some viewers. But

anyone who is prepared to put up with this will enjoy a unique dramatic experience' In

facr, for many people The Godfather is the greatest American film which had been made

in the 1970s.

DatLt4^a froru 1971""""J'J"""" "
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Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. You must use
between three and eight words, including the word given. This word must not be altered in any
way. There is an example (0).

The first person that arrives in the office in the mornings is usually Cary.

to Gary is usuatty thufutt.paron.to.at:ru* . in the office in the mornings.

Martin is always a great asset at any party because he is so charming.
being ...... always a great asset at any party.

I took a short computing course following my graduation from college.
having a short comPuting course.

Celia's major regret is that she had never made more of her musical abilities.
to her musical abilities is Celia's major regret.

As she threw open the French windows Mary said'There's nothing like fresh air!'
throwing 'There's nothing like fresh air!' ........... ...... the French windows.

The company launched an advertising campaign with the aim of increasing its market share.

to The company ............... its market share.

Finding the old house in such a derelict state came as a great shock.

find It came as .............. in such a derelict state.

Frankly, I don't think my clients will ever agree to those prices.

frank I don't think my clients will ever agree

8 The shrubs should grow well if you plant them in a sunny spot.
planted should grow well

9 They will probably sell the ground floor flat first.
be They expect the ground floor flat

l0 My brother is having a lot of trouble finding a decent job as he hasn't had the benefit of a

college education.
having a college education, my brother is having a lot

of trouble finding a job.

1 1 Sophie was a demanding boss because she was such a perfectionist.

being was a demanding boss

12 The town hall was one of the few buildings that wasn't destroyed in the earthquake.

been The town hall was one of the few in the earthquake.
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Multi-word verbs
A common feature of English is the combination of verbs with prepositions and/or
adverbs to create multi-word verbs, e.g. to put off, to put out, to put up with.These
verbs can be difficult for learners because the meanings often cannot be worked out
from the individual words, and there are special rules about the position of objects with
these verbs. We sometimes refer to all multi-word verbs as'phrasal verbs', although
there are several different types. (For verbs with dependent prepositions Unit 1 5.)

rlriffi FoRM AND usE

14.1 A Multi-word verbs are formed from a verb, e.g. grow, plus an adverbial particle, e.g.
Overview awag, back, out, or a prepositional particle, e.g. on, off , up. There are four types of

multi-word verb and each type has different rules, for example about the use or
position of the object:

Type 1 intransitive phrasal verbs, e.g. take off :

(te 14.24) The plone took off verA late. (There is no object.)

Type 2 transitive phrasal verbs, e.g. put something off:
(l::,, 14.28) We'reputtingthepartgofflputtingoff thepartgbecauseof theawful weather

[The noun object can go before or after the particle.)

Type 3 prepositional verbs, e.g. cope with something:
(Es" 14.3) How does she cope with all those kids? (The object goes after the particle.)

Type 4 phrasal-prepositional verbs, e.g. look forward to something:
{t'. 14.4) Theg're looking forward to the holidags. (The object goes after the particles.)

Learner dictionaries indicate which type a verb is by showing a noun object with the
verb:

put sb/sth olt phr v [T] to arrange to do something at a later
time or date, especially because there is a problem, difficulty etc:
They've put the m,.eeting off till next week.

Multi-word verbs form tenses, and are used in questions and negatives and in the
passive voice, in the same way as other verbs:

Will gou be putting the partg off? (future continuous question)
The partA has been put off until next month. (present perfect passive)

We never separate the verb and particle in the passive form:
X T-hat storg-#as-ffiade bg a resentfu[ employee ap,
r' That storA was mode up bg a resentful emplogee.

We can sometimes form nouns from multi-word verbs. ( 25.5A)
The car broke down five kilometres from home. (multi-word verb)
The breakdown happened five kilometres from home. (noun)

ln some cases the order of the verb and particle is reversed in the noun derived from
them:

The epidemic first broke out in Namibio. (multi-word verb)
The first outbreak of the epidemic wos in Zaire. (noun)
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Formal and
informal use

14.1C
Meaning

Where a multi-word verb has no exact synonym, e.g. grow up,we can use it in formal
and informal contexts. However, when there is a single verb with an equivalent
meaning, e.g. think about (= considerJ, the multi-word verb tends to be used in informal
contexts while the single verb is more formal. Compare these examples:

lThe banh will think about gour application in due course.l
The bank will consider gour opplication in due course. (formal)

lHonestlg, how can gou consider moneA ot a time lihe thisll
Honestlg, how can gou think about moneg ot o time like this! (informal)

It is sometimes possible to get an idea of the meaning of a multi-word verb from its
particle, because some particles are associated with areas of meaning, for example:

on - starting/continuing/progressing, e.g. carrA on, take on, get on
ouf - thoroughness, e.g. work out, see out, mark out
up - completion/finality, e.g. give up, break up, eot up

Q However, these areas of meaning can be abstract and may not cover all cases.

,,wEl PHRASAL VERBS

14.24
lntransitive

verbs

14.28
Transitive

verbs

lntransitive phrasal verbs (type 1 14.lAJ consist of a verb plus an adverb. Phrasal
verbs usually have a meaning which is different from the meaning of the separate parts:

Getting bg on mg salarg isn't easg! (= managing)
Rollerblading never reallg caught on in England. (= became popular)

As intransitive phrasal verbs have no direct object, they cannot be made passive:

X Mg car"broke-down the engine, r' Mg cor broke down.
lntransitive phrasal verbs are sometimes used in imperatives:

Watch out. That floor's not verg solid.
Come on! I can't wait all dag!

Transitive phrasal verbs (type 2 14.1A) consist of a verb + adverb and have a direct
object (either a pronoun or a noun):

It isn't true, I made it up. I made up that storg.
lf the object is a noun, it can either be between the verb and particle, or after the
particle:

I mode a storg up. I made up a storg.
lf the object is a pronoun, we put it between the verb and particle, but not after the
particle:

X l-made-uB-it, r' I made it up.

Q We can't put an adverb between the verb and particle or between the particle
and object:

x l"paid csrlg*baekthe-toaft
X l"-paid-boek earlg -the^loan,

r' I paid the loan back earlg.

Q We can't put a relative pronoun immediately before or after the particle.

X Thatts -the- ros rn-whieh-u p l' "d id,
X Thst:s the'+oon-up-whkh1-did,
r' That's the room which I did up.

Some phrasal verbs have a transitive use with one meaning, and an intransitive use

with a different meaning. Compare:
The plane took off on time. {take off , intransitive = become airborne)
The mon took off his coat. (take something off, transitive = r€ffiov€)
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i PREPostnoNAL vERBS

14.34
Form and

use

14.38
Special uses

Prepositional verbs (type 3 14.1A) consist of a verb, e.g. /ook, plus a

preposition, e.g. into, at, for. The combination of the verb and preposition
creates a new meaning which can sometimes, but not always, be worked out
from the parts:

She looked for her missing pdssport. (= searched, tried to find)
Would gou mind looking into his complaint? (= investigating, researching)

These verbs are transitive. We put the noun or pronoun object after the preposition,
and not between the verb and preposition (compare with phrasal verbs', 14.28):

X We didntt fall his storg for, X lUe<ildn't falt it{or.
r' We didn't fall for itlhis storg.

With prepositional verbs (but not phrasal verbs :' 14.28 aboveJ we can put an adverb

between the verb and preposition. But we cannot put an adverb between the
preposition and object:

X She-par+ed with-relaetantlg-hertnoneg,
r' She ported reluctantlg with her moneA.

ln formal English we sometimes prefer to avoid a preposition at the end of a sentence.

With prepositional verbs (but not phrasal verbs' 14.28 above) we can put the
preposition in front of the relative pronouns whom or which:

These ore the principles (which) our partA stonds for.

- These are the principles for which our partA stands.
That's the tgpe of client (whom) l'm dealing with.
+ That's the tApe of client with whom I'm dealing.

0 Sut we cannot put the preposition aft.er whom or which:

X These-ore the Brineiples whkh' for'out' partg-stands,

Some prepositional verbs are mainly used in the passive form ('," 14.5C), especially in

written English:
The marketing strategA is aimed at a target audience of 18 to 25 gear olds.

|WNEI pH RASAL-pREpos rnoNAL vERBS

14.4A These verbs (type 4,r:,' tO.tAJ are formed by combining a verb with an adverb and

Form and preposition. The combination creates a new meaning which cannot usually be

use understood from the meanings of the individual parts:

We look forward to hearing from gou. (= anticipate with pleasure)

They are transitive and can be made passive:

All her emplogees looked up to her. (activeJ

She was looked up to bg all her emplogees. (passive)

We can never use a noun or pronoun object between the particles:

X I eat+.Lp*-up-this-treatfrrentl it-with ang-longer,
We cannot usually put a noun or pronoun object immediately after the verb:

X I can't put this treatmentlit up with ang longer.
y' I can't put up with this treatmentlit ang longer.

The exception is when the verb has two objects, e.g. let somebodg in on something,
take somebodg up on something:

We let James in on the plan. We took her up on her offer.

0 We cannot put an adverb before the first particle or after the final particle, but we
can use an adverb between the two particles:

X fiestafidsstronglyupforhkprineiples. (verb + adverb + particle)

X He stands up for-stronglgihis*rineiples, (particle + particle + adverbJ
y' He stands up stronglg for his principles. (particle + adverb+ particle)
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WORD LIST: COMMON MULTI-WORD VERBS

These tables include all multi-word verbs which occur at least ten times per million
words in the Longman Corpus Network. (Below, sb = somebodg and sth = something.)

14.5A Type 1: intransitive phrasal verbs (gi' 14.2A):

14.58

break down (= stop working), catch on (= understand/become popular), come back
(= return), come in, come on, fall out (= quarrel), fall through, fit in, get bg
(= manage/cope), get up, go awag, go on (= continue), go out, grow up, look out, pass out
{= faint), shut up, sit down, stand up, staA on (= remain), take off , turn up (= arrive),
wake up, watch out

Type 2: transitive phrasal verbs (irr 14.28):

act sth ouf (= perform/demonstrate), bottle sth up (= not allow a feeling to show),
bring sth ln {= i611q6r.e), bring sb up (= rear), bring sth up (= mention sth/introduce a
topic), carrg sth out (= perform/undertake), do sth up {= restore/redecorate), fill sth inlout
(= complete in writing), find sth ouf (= flls66ver), fix sth up (= arrange), give sth awag
(= reveal), give sth up (= stop), hold sth up (= delay), keep sth up (= maintain),
leave sthlsb out, let sth out (= release), look sth up, moke sth up {= invent), pag sb bock,
pick sth up [= collect) , point sth ouf (= highlight/explain), pull sth/sb down (= demolish,
demote), put sth awoA, put sth off (= postpone), put sth on, putsb up (= accommodate),
run sb down {= criticise), set sth up (= establish/implement/organise), take sth over,
take sth up, throw sth awag, turn sthlsb down {= refuse), turn sthlsb out

14.5C Type 3: prepositional verbs (b 14.3A, Bl

call for sb, core for sb, come across sth (= encounter) , cope with sth, deal with sth
(= manage, handle), fall for sfh (= [s tricked), feel like sth, get at sblsth, get over sth
(= recover from), get through (= finish successfully), go into sth, go with sth (= match),
lead to sth,look after sblsth,look ot sfh (= observe),look into sth (= investigate), look like
sfh {= 1s5srn5le), looh round sth (= visit, elc.), port with sth, pag for sth, relg on sthlsb,
run into sD (= rnssl by chance), see to sth (= organise/manage), send for sb, stand for sth
(= represent/mean/tolerate), stick to sth (= persevere/follow), toke after sb, tolk about sth,
think about sfh (= sq65;6.|"1

The following prepositional verbs are usually used in the passive:
be aimed of (= ip1"n6"dfor), be applied to, be considered os, be derived from,
be known as, be regorded os, be used as, be used in

Type 4: phrasal-prepositional verbs (lr" 14.44):

bqck out of sth, break in on sth, catch up on sthlsb, cotch up with sb, check up on sthlsb,
come across os sf, (= appear to be), come down to sth (= be essentially), come up with sth
(= invent), cut down on sth (= reduce], do awag with sth, drop in on sb, fqce up to sth
(= confront), get awoA with sth, get back to sth (= return), get down to sth, get on with sth,
get out of sth, give in to sth, go out for sth, go up to sb (= 3pptouch), keep awag from
sblsth (= avoid), keep up with sb,look down on sb, looh forward to sth (= anticipate), look
out for sblsth,look up to sb (= admire/respect), mahe awag with sth, move on to sth, put
up with sthlsb (= tolerate), run awaA with sb, run off with sth, stand up for sth (= defend),
turn awaA from sth, walk out on sthlsb

The following phrasal-prepositional verbs are usually used in the passive:
be cut off from, be made up of, be set out in

14.5D
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Practice The keg to these exercises is c,tn S,tctge 360 Ail the verbs gou need
for tltese erercises r,an be founC trt the Word list ('' 14.5)

Underline the most suitable verb in italics in each of these sentences.

1 Don't stop now Liz. ContinuelCo on,l'm dying to hear the end of the story!

2 ln a bid to improve diplomatic relations, the Foreign Office has arrongedlfixed up a visit by senior

embassy staff.
3 The court sentences you to life imprisonment, with the recommendation that you not be

releasedllet out for a minimum period of twenty years.

4 Owing to a lack of military support, the United Nations feels unable to maintainlkeep up its
presence in the war-torn province.

5 I don't think your dad trusts me - he's always observingllooking at me.

6 You've got to make an effort, darling. You'll never lose weight unless you reducelcut down on lhe
amount of fatty food you eat.

7 The government have announced plans to abolishldo owag with the disabled person's vehicle

allowance in the next budget.
8 My little brother's always getting bullied at school. He just won't confrontlface up to the other kids.

9 The presidential party will arrivelturn up atthe palace shortly before luncheon.

10 My best friend always exaggerates - half the things he says are iust inventedlmade upl

Rewrite these sentences using an appropriate multi-word verb. You must use a pronoun (it, him,
her,them) to replace the underlined object. ln some cases you may have to change the word
order. The exercise begins with an example (0).

?

0 They've postponed the housewarming party until Friday.
'l Would you mind organising the removal yourself?

2 I met Steve and Terri quite by chance at the supermarket
this morning.

3 l've arranged the meeting for ten o'clock tomorrow.
4 You're always criticising your colleagues.
5 I'm sure the police will investigate the burglary.
6 The builders undertook the job very professionally.
7 Could you collect the children from school tonight?
8 Has Perry recovered from the flu yet?
9 She really resembles her parents, doesn't she?

10 Would you highlight the advantages for me?

Thnu'n Mt it offunti/""""'.1/"""t" """ )J"" "'

What are the people saying in the pictures on the next page? Write a short sentence for each
situation using multi-word verbs and a suitable pronoun (it, them, gou, etc.l. All the multi-word
verbs you need can be formed from the verbs in brackets and the particles in the box. The first
one has been done as an example (0).
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Rewrite the parts of the sentences in brackets with the words

O Don't (tomorrow/put/until/off/it); do it now.

1 Thanks for the invitation; (looking/to/l'm/it/forward)'

2 The evil witch (frog/prince/the/into/turned/handsome/a)'

3 I won't have any sugar thank you; (itll've/up/given)'

4 There isn't a death penalty any longer; (away/they've/it/

done/with).
5 He's the footballer (million/a/team/managerlforlthelpaidl

whom/dollars).
6 I have a small trust fund; (by/it/my/was/set/grandfather/up)'

in the correct order.

Don't put k p.ff .4'4t/..tar4p(.(a.q...''"" " 't "" '11 "

Read the magazine article below. Then use the information in the text to complete the informal

summary on the next page. use no more than three words for each gap (1-18), includingthe

word in brackets. The words you need are all multi-word verbs and do not occur in the newspaper

article. The exercise begins with an example (0)'

Wksxl enser
{s heele*xy
Evervone knows that not allowing oneself to

rrr."ii..rr"*t oi 
"ngtt 

and resentment can be

".r" 
*ft."finy' leaJing to stress and long-term

;;;ii; ;at#equacv and powerlessness' B-ut

how Jo we release our anger without lookrng

foolish or Petulant?

The first thing to learn is that expressing your

"ng., 
nnd los-i.,g your temper ?it ":l th:,t:t'

thilne at all' One is natural and healthy' the 
..

il;? Tt i..,t*,i". and dangerous' we usuallv

ndrni.. those who can express, their.anger

calmlv. and see them as 'firm but iatr' or

;;;; und ,.lF.onfident' while those who

lose their temper appear to be immature'

childish, selfish and aggressive'

Mandv Dickson is a psychologist who has

established a successful one-day anger

;;;k;;;tthat helps ordinarv people to learn

ubort an'd manage their anger' The semtnar,rs

not intended for criminals or the mentally ttt'
^U*i 

f.. ,ft*" ordinary people who feel

powerless to control their own tempers'

The first thing Mandy explains is. that anger is

a natural and normal feeling' and that reelrng

;G;;bt* something is nothing tg bt 
---

".fi"L"d 
of. But we need to recognise anger

*t .tt -. feel it, and to investigate its true

causes. Once we know the real cause of anger

;.'.;; .o"ton, it and begin to do something

f osiri u. a bout it.. Man dv a sk s p' 
Ii:i111'^t.t'

complete a questionnaire about thlngs that

*rf.i ,ft.tn angry' ny comparing- these
:;;i;;.;;' p.opl*.'often discover that the true

* 
"1?t'.r'r"*l,r 

are oth er feeli n gs' especia I ly.

f.ar. disappointment and grief' But.because it

it tti t..itrrv acceptable in our culture to

.,o.nlv demonstrate rhese feelings' we express

;li;;t ;;*.r. This is particularlv true for men

who. even in these enlightened times' are

"""..*a to hide any feelings of inadequacy or

;;;;"i be strong and stoical in all situations'

Having recognised the causes of anger' the first

;;;p i.-,; leain how to avoid anger-inducing

,iiu",i.tnr. The nexr step is to learn how to

exDress one's feelings calmly and ttrmty'

Mandv believes thar when we are angry we

,""n, ortt.t people to understand our anger

;;J;;t"rtise with it' But we often fallinto

,ft.*"i,0 l,f expressing anger by criticising,those

"round 
ur, *h.n what we really want ls therr

.uooo., and empathy' One of the most

.;"J;;;.;ttes'of anger is when other people

fail to behave in a way you expect them to'

But as Mandy explains, human beings are not

i"l.p"thi., they .attttot be expected to

"ri5**iJdty 
anticipate other people's desires

and wishes. So an essential tool in reduclng the

ol.or..n.. of anger-inducing situations is to

"i*lvt.-prrin 
eiactly what you want and

e*pe.t from those around you' lt is all

.rr.ntially a question of communication'
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We know (O) . ..hotdi4t.t4? . (bottle) anger can be unhealthy. But how do we (l) ......... (let)

our anger without seeming foolish? Expressing anger and losing your temper are different things.

One is healthy, the other dangerous. We (2) ......... (look) people who express anger calmly, but

those who lose their temper (31 (come) immature and aggressive.

Mandy Dickson has (4) ......... (set) a one-day anger workshop which helps people learn

about and (5) ......... (deal) their anger. lt is (6) ......... {aim) ordinary people who don't feel able

to control their tempers. She (7) ......... (point) that anger is natural and nothing to be ashamed

of, but we should recognise it and (8) ......... (lookJ its true causes. Then we can (9) ......... (face)

it, and begin to do something positive. Participants (10) ......... (fill) a questionnaire about things

that make them angry. They compare their responses and often (11) ......... (find) that the causes

are other feelings such as fear or grief. But in our culture it isn't acceptable to (12) ......... (act)

these feelings in public. Men, in particular, are supposed to (13) ......... (cover) these feelings.

Once we know the causes of anger, we must learn how to (14) ......... (keep) situations which

will induce them. When we are angry we want other people to understand us, but we often make

the mistake of (15) ......... (run) those around us. Anger is often caused by the feeling that you

have been (16) ......... (let) by other people. But we can't always expect other people to know

our feelings. So the most important way to (17) ......... (cut) the number of anger-producing

situations is to tell people exactly how we feel. lt really all (181 ......... (come) communication.

Rewrite John's half of this unnatural telephone conversation in a more natural, informal style. Use

the multi-word verbs in the box to replace the underlined verbs and phrases. Replace nouns with
pronouns where possible and make any other necessary changes, as in this example:

JoHN (0) I've just demolished the conservatory. . . . . t.'rz j.utt. y/.kL. rt. d.o.aw..

do sth up put up with sb stay up get on with sb put sb up turn sth into sth

look down on sb put sth up take sth off look forward to sth sit down

take sth up finish sth off sort sth out turn sth down *dJ-stl*ewr

DAVE John, it's Dave. How are things?
roHN Sorry, I can't hear you. (1) l'll just reduce the volume on the radio. That's better.

DAVE How are things? Still working on the house?

JoHN Yes. (2) We've completed the work on the kitchen and (3) we're renovating the dining room.
(4) We're transforming the room into a second bedroom. (5) l've just mounted the wallpaper

but I've been having trouble getting it (6) to remain vertically attached.

DAVE I know what you mean. I hate wallpapering.
roHN (7) And it's all got to be organised and ready by Saturday. Jane's mother is coming and we're

(8) providing accommodation for her for a few days.

DAVE I thought you didn't like her.

JoHN (9) We don't interact in a friendly way with each other but (10J lcan tolerate her for a few days

DAVE Why do you dislike her so much?
JoHN (11) l'm sure she regards me as inferior to her. And she's so lazy, I mean she comes in,

(12) removes her coat, ('l 3) assumes a seated position and expects us to wait on her hand and

foot!
DAVE I see what you mean. Sounds like a nightmare.
JoHN (14) Mm. I think I might commence gardening as a hobby - just to get me out of the housel

DAVE Cood idea. Well, I'd better let you get on. And don't forget about our party on Friday.

JoHN (1 5) Of course not, I'm anticipating the party with pleasure.

't,t
l--l
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Dependent prepositions
ln English there are many words which are used with particular prepositions. Because

the choice of preposition depends on the word and meaning, the prepositions we use

are called dependent prepositions. For example, we occuse someone of a crime, we

don't seeuse*orneone*at-a-eri{n€", b*a-oriffis or for-s'erirne.
There are many verbs which combine with particular prepositions. Some of these are

'prepositional verbs' (e.g. quarrel with someone) and are explained in detail in Unit I4.
Other verbs follow different patterns (e.g. accuse someone of a crime) which are

explained here. There are also many nouns and adjectives which are followed by
particular prepositions. (For prepositions and prepositional phrases 

",' 
Unit 29,)

',i€ffiil GENERAL RULES

I 5.1A
Preposition

+ object

15.18
Preposition
+ -ing form

r 5.1C
Preposition

or to
+ infinitive

15.1D
Preposition

or that
clause

Prepositions after verbs, nouns and adjectives always have an object. The object can be

a noun, pronoun or verb.
I apologised to mg bosslherlthe managing director.
I apologised for arriving late.

Note that fo can be a preposition.

lf the object of a preposition is a verb, it must be an -ing form:
X She sueeeeded in win the race, r' She succeeded in winning the race.

tpThe -ing form can have its own subject. This is a noun phrase or an object pronoun:

I'm looking forward to mg wife returning.
Dad insisted on us apologising.

ln formal English we can use possessives rather than nouns or pronouns (r'' 26.1A,
27 .1A):

The judge granted bail as she felt there was no risk of the defendant's absconding.
The detective insisted on our leaving the crime scene.

Many adjectives describing feelings and emotions can be followed by a preposition or
fo + infinitive (word list r, 1 5.5D):

We were annoged at finding our places taken. He's keen on learning archerg.
We were annoged to find our places taken. He's keen to learn archerg.

Some verbs can also be followed by either a preposition or to + infinitive, but there
may be a change of meaning:

Theg don't agree with the government's policg. (= They have a different opinion.)
I agreed to help him fill out the forms. (= I said that I was willing to ...J

(For verbs + -inglinfinitive r:. Unit 12; for participle and infinitive phrases , Unit 13.)

Many of the words which describe what we say, think or feel are followed by a

preposition + -ing form. Some of these words can also be followed by a that clause.
(For more information on these words 9.2A, 9.5B):

The judge insisted on the jurg disregarding the doctor's testimong.
The judge insisted that the jurg disregard,the doctor's testimong.

Q But prepositions cannot be followed by a that clause except with the expression fhe
fact that:

x W M-ng-brotherleft-sehoot-atsixtee*
r' Mg parents disopproved of the fact that mg brother left school at sixteen.
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.l rt)15.1E We do not use if after prepositions, we use whether:
Preposition X l:n afraid I wasn:t aware of if she was watehing tne or not,

+ whether r' I'm afraid I wasn't aware of whether she was watching me or not.

. VERB + PREPOSITION PATTERNS

1 5.2A Some verbs combine with a preposition either to create a new meaning or to link a
Prepositional verb with an object. These verbs are called prepositional verbs (:,,,,. 1O.rOr.

verbs Theg decided to look into the problem. (= to investigate it)
Tamsin complained about the bill.
She apologised for her outburst.

Some prepositional verbs also use an extra preposition before an indirect object, e.g.
to the manager (word list ,,. I 5.5A). Most of these are reporting verbs (,,,, 9.5A):

Tamsin complained to the manoger about the bill.
She opologised to the committee for her outburst.

15.28 We use object + preposition + -ing form after particular verbs to link the verb with the
Verb + object person it affects and the action which is connected to it (word list ,:,. 15.5B):
+ preposition The police accused her of stealing.

+ -ing form His sense of dutg prevented him from leaving.
These verbs can be made passive:

She was accused of stealing (bA the police).
He was prevented from leaving (bg his sense of dutg).

15.2C We can use direct object + preposition + indirect object after particular verbs to link
Verb + direct the verb with two objects:

object + The tour guide discussed the dag's schedule with us.
preposition + Henrg explained it to me verg slowlg.

indirect object With some verbs we can change the order of the objects, but in this case different
prepositions are used (word list I 5.5B):

I blame our schools for the poor standard of education. (= blame somebody for
something)
I blame the poor standard of education on our schools. (= blame something on
somebody)
The King of Sweden presented the phgsicist with the Nobel prize. (= present
somebody with something)
The King of Sweden presented the Nobel prize to the phgsicist. (= present something
to somebody)

OThese verbs can be made passive. But only the direct object {the one which
immediately follows the active verb) can become the subject of the passive verb:

Mg teacher explained it to me. +

X l-wasaxptsined-it-bg-mg-teaeher. y' It was explained to me (bA mg teacher).

Q Unlike some verbs used with two objects (e.g. give), with the above verbs we cannot
omit the preposition:

He gave it to me. He gave me it.
X He-explained-rne it, X He expleiaed it me, y' He explained it to me.
X He diseassed us it, X He discussed it us. r' He discussed it with us.
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NOUN + PREPOSITION

15.3A
Noun/verb +
preposition

15.38
Noun only +
preposition

r 5.3C
Noun +

preposition +

noun

Where a noun is related to a prepositional verb, the noun often takes the same
preposition (,,,,' t U.Ua,'

He succeeded in winning the Palme d'Or. (= to succeed in something)
We congratulated him on his success in winning the Palme d'Or. (= a success in
something)

But some nouns followed by a preposition are related to verbs which do not take a

preposition (,,:,, t U.Ua,'
The members had a discussion about the subscription charges. (= a discussion about
something)
We discussed the subscription charges. (= to discuss somethingJ

X lN*diseussed Gboat+he-subseription charges,
Here are examples of other verbs/nouns like this:

to demond somethingla demand for something
to fear somethingla fear of something

The preposition is usually followed by an -ing form or noun. But there are some

noun + preposition forms which can only be followed by a noun. (,,,"" 1 5.5C)'
X The court issued s deffiand for repaging of the debt,
y' The court issued a demand for repagment of the debt.

T ADJECTIVE/PARTICIPLE + PREPOSITION

15.4A Where an adjective is related to a noun or verb which takes a preposition, the adjective
Adjective/ usually takes the same preposition ( 1 5.5D):

noun + I expressed mg gratitude for their assistance. I was grateful for their assistance.
preposition We depend on his generositg. We are dependent on his generositg.

15.48 A lot of adjectives describing feelings and opinions have dependent prepositions:

Adjective + MA grandfather's verg keen on trout fishing.
preposition Stochbrohers are becoming increasinglg worried about the news from New Yorls.

O Some of these adjectives are formed from verb participles, e.g. interested, bored,
scared (,'. 21 .2A). We use participles + bg + agent in passive sentences, e.g. lwas
reallg scared bg that film (::::, 9.1 A). Although these adjectives look like participles, they
work differently and cannot always be followed wilh bg:

X Lam-seare&bgi "horror filrns r' I am scared of horror films.

X He is interestedbg-philosophg. r' He is interested in philosophg.

1 5.4C ln some cases the participle form takes different
Preposition prepositions depending on the meaning, for
choice after example (,,' 29.2D):
participles made bg (+ the person/company/process

which produced it) ,(

made for (+ its purpose)
made from (+ original material which has

been transformed)
made of (+ original material which is still
visible) The wool in Arran jumpers is made by

Scottish sheep.
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WORD LIST: DEPENDENT PREPOSITION PATTERNS

(Below, sb = somebodg and sth = something.)

1 5.5A Prepositional verb + object + preposition + object ('. 15.2A)

agree about sth with sb
agree with sb aboutlover sth
apologise to sb for sth
complain about sth to sb
complain to sb qbout sth

lccuse sb of sth*
acquit sb of sth
advise sb against sth*
advise sb of sth
aim sth at sb
arrest sb for sth*
beqt sb at sth*
blqme sb for sth*
blqme sth on sb
bother sb with sth
compensate sb for sth*
congrotulate sb for sth*

(US English)
congratulate sb on sth*
convict sb of sth*
convince sb of sth
criticise sb for sth
cure sb of sth

,l
)

depend on sblsth for sth
disagree with sb aboutlover sth
quarrel with sb aboutlover sth
relg on sblsth for sth

1 5.58 Verb + direct object + preposition + indirect object (9,,' 15.28)
(* These verbs can also follow the pattern: verb + direct object + preposition + -ing form.)

I 5.5C Noun + preposition + nounl-ing form (rr," 15.3)
(* These nouns can only follow the pattern: noun + preposition + noun.)

deprive sb of sth
describe sth to sb
discuss sth with sb
exploin sth to sb
help sb with sth
lend sth to sb
make sth for sb
persuode sb of sth
praise sb for sth*
present sb with sth
present sth to sb
prevent sb from -ing
protect sb from sth
provide sb with sth
provide sth for sb
reassure sb of sth
releose sb from sth
rescue sb from sth

rid sb of sth
rob sb of sth
sqve sblsth from sth
starve sb of sth
steal sth from sb
stop sb from -ing
strip sb of sth
supplA sb with sth
supplg sth forlto sb
suspect sb of sth
throw sth at sb (= in order
to hit them)

throw sth to sb (= in order
for them to catch it)

warn sb aboutlagoinst sth*
welcome sb to sth

prelude to
problem oflin
proof of
prospect oflfor
purpose oflin
question aboutlof
reason for
relotionship with
satisfaction with
sequel to
solution to*
success in
surprise at
tash of
taste for
thought of
wag of
work of
worrg about

advantage oflin
aim oflin
amazement at
anger aboutlat
annoAance qboutlat
answer to*
anxietg about
apologg for
attqck on
qwqreness of
belief in
boredom with
craving for
damage to"
danger oflin
decreose of (+ quantity)
decrease in*
delag in
delag of (+ duration)
demand for*
difficultg in

effect of
excitement aboutlqt
expense of
feqr of
gratitude for
hope of
idea of
increase in*
increase of (+ quantityJ
insistence on
insurance agoinst
interest in
job of
lach of
mItter of
mqtter with+
method of
objection to
pleasure oflin
point oflin
possibilitg of
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1 5.5D Adjective + preposition (F 15.4)
(* These adjectives can also be followed by fo + infinitive.J

absent from
accustomed to
addicted to
afraid* of
amazed atlbg
angrA, annoAed*, furious*

atlabout (+ the cause of
this feeling)

angrA, annoAed, furious with
(+ the person who caused
this feeling)

anxious qbout (= feel
nervous/worried about
sb/sth)

anxious* for (= 6ts111n*

impatiently for sth)
oshamed* of
astonished at/by
available f,cr (+ purpose)
availqble fo (+ person)
qwqre of
badlgood of (= 35i1;1U1

badlgood flor (= sff..1 tt
healthJ

badlgood fo (= behaviour
towards/treatment of the
object)

bqsed on
bored with
copoble of
characteristic of
close to
concerned about (= worried

about)
concerned with (= involved

in)
conducive to
confident of
content* with
contrarA to
convenient for
conversant with
crazg+ about
crowded with
curious* obout
deficient in

dependent on
devoid of
different to/from
different than (US English)
disgusted withlat
eager* for
engaged* m (= working

inlinvolved in)
engaged fo (= promised to

marry)
excited* about
fqithful to
famous for
fed up with
fond of
fraught with
glad for 1= pleased for sb)
glad of (= grateful for sth)
good atlforlto (- bad)
grateful for (+ the cause of

this feelingJ
groteful fo (+ the person

who caused this feeling)
guiltg of
harmful to
hopeful of
impervious to
impressed withlbg
inclined towards
incumbent upon
inherent in
intent on
interested* in
jealous of
keen* on
kind to
lacking in
Iate for
made bg (+ the

person/company who
produced it)

made for (+ its purpose)
made from (+ original

material which has been
transformedJ

made of (+ original material
which is still visible)

nervous of
obedient to
obvious to
opposed to
pleased qtlabout

(+ something general,
e.g. your recovery/the
inflation figures)

pleased with (+ something
personal, e.g. my exam
results/my new jacket)

populqr with
prone to
proud* of
readg * for
related to
reminiscent of
responsible for
riddled with
scqred of
shoched at
short of
similor to
sorrg+ about (+ the cause of

this feeling)
sorrg for (+ the person you

feel sympathy towards)
subject to
successful in
sufficient for
suitqble for
superior to
sure of
terrified of
tired of
tgpical of
upset aboutlbglover (+ the

cause of this feeling)
upset with (+ the person

who caused this feeling)
worried about
worthg of
wrong with
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Practice The keg to these erercises ts an poge 361. You vvtll need to refer
to the Word /isfs (;r., 1 5.5) fo complete these ererctses

of large animals.
at the fact that I'd finally found a job.
of whether you want to do it or not,
it's an order.
that I would make them do the test
aga i n.

to ask them.
in approving your application for
planning permission.
of things we know little about.
for news of their loved ones.
about the lack of life jackets.

of them not getting here in time.

depend
stop supply

Match the sentence beginnings (l-10) with the endings (A-J).

1 Although I had a lot of questions I was
afraid ...

2 The passengers' relatives were anxious ...
3 lt's not a matter ...
4 We have to face the possibility ...

5 My parents expressed surprise ...
6 We tend to be scared ...
7 As I stepped onto the boat I suddenly felt

anxious ...
8 The pupils were scared ...
9 The committee sees no problem ...

I 0 Ever since that experience at the zoo she's
been afraid ...

.} rFrre-@3re'

Complete the sentences with appropriate verbs and prepositions from the boxes. Use each verb
only once. Some of the prepositions will be needed more than once. Note that you will need two
prepositions in numbers 10-1 5.

verbs accuse agree apologise blame convince cure
disagree explain present prevent quarrel rely

prepositions about for from to of on over with

1 Somehow lmanaged to............ my parents my innocence.

2 The subcontractors should be able to ............ you ......... spare parts.

5 The immigration authorities couldn't ............ the refugees entering the country.

4 Do you honestly think this faith healer will manage to ............ him ............ his stutter?
5 The Chief Constable is going to ............ Harold this year's award for bravery.

6 ln my opinion we can today's unemployment problem the previous government.

7 I'm rather confused; you'd better that procedure............ me again.

8 Don't take it out on me; l've never tried to ............ you ... ........ doing what you felt was right.

9 I wouldn't dare ............ him ............ stealing, although I certainly don't trust him.

l0 Congress is bound to .......... the President.......... the increase in federal taxes.
ll labsolutely refuse to them ............ my comments; they were completely justified.

l2 Since the accident he's had to ............ his mother everything.
l3 l'm happy to report that the unions us ............ the need for wage controls next

year.

14 ln the event of a power cut you will have to ............ the emergency generator
electricity.

15 Look, just give me the car keys; I don't want to you ............ this any longer.
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Some of these sentences contain grammatical mistakes.
and correct the mistakes.

0 He was accused by fraud of the newspapers.
.. He.ual aecas.ej 0{fra441 bv th^e ntrutbab'e,rs'"" """'l''t""

1 The firing squad aimed at the condemned man their rifles

Tick (r') the correct sentences, then find

2 Our accountant provided us with the end of year accounts.

3 The brilliant architect presented us to her imaginative proposals.

4 My uncle blames on his hearing problems old age

5 The Prime Minister disagreed with the cabinet over the new welfare scheme.

6 Do you agree about her with the corporate sponsorship deal?

7 The crippled patient was cured of the doctor's radical new treatment of arthritis.

B Why won't you even discuss her with it?

9 The plane was saved from disaster by the quick thinking of the crew members.

10 Cerald was accused of the court by lying under oath

Complete the newspaper headlines with appropriate prepositions.

14

SOAP STAR GIUES
frto REAS0il
0ruoReE

Scientists predict
success battle
against cancer

Fear
sunburn keep$

MI}JISTRY AN}.TOI]NCE
SOLT]TION .,,..".... ". TRAFFIC

JAM N]GHTMARES

I'OSSIBILITY
r{ANNEn lounrvEY
TO SAIURN SAY NASA

l,'I|,il ltrun nnNlnlt
aTtll{lK .."......"..

Pn{}?{XilltlPnnn
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:.laaaaa:a::::a :.:r .

'l -tl)
Renewed Pro$Pect

peace at

UN taltr<s

PALACT ISSUES
APOLOGY
MISLtrADING
SThTEMNNT

LITTLE HOPE
suRvlvong lll
AI'A!.ANCHE HORROR

Ministers qufstion
effect violence
in F{ollywood filrns

$ll{lu$r, "...."......

"JITIIXIC' tl{}Mltli
aT l!{lx tlltltl0x

12 coh/GRDss;uuN

N$ty $r{}Nt}ntt ttnu{;
nlinlJ{lnft {lnaIrIN{;

NICOTINII

Travel comPanies fail
to provide insurance

airPo* delaYs

NEWW{y
FIL$JG RTTURNS
PROYOf{HS A}{GER
I}.T CITT{

WHAT's THE MATTER
OUR TE,AMs? AsK

soccrR SUPREldoS

Government deny
belief quick
fix solutions

TA$K SLEAilI}IG

UP BEAO}IES GIVEN TO

UOLUIIIIEEBS

BANK ANNOUNCES
SHOCK INCRT.ASE

INFT-AIION
FIGURXS

14

l5

16

10 t7

l1 l8

r9

OUESTIONED OT"ER

Ru .dTtoAlsF//P .'...'.
BrG .8u.tlr/gss

PM GIUES JOB
ONUGS TSAR TO EX
POLICE CHIEF
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For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, but using the words given. The words must not be altered in any way.

0 She finds spiders very frightening.
scared ...... !hz..ta.(ry(y. tsqled pf tpfl.qt

I lsaac was getting more and more frustrated by his lack of progress.
fed up

2 They say the terrorists carried out the atrocities.
responsible

3 My students find our film and photography course interesting.
interested

The public rare ly feels sympathy towards politicians caught behaving badly
sorry

We found the quality of her singing voice quite astonishing.
astonished

I don't think he likes spicy food very much
fond

Excessive consumption of fried food can have a bad effect on the arteries.
harmful

I'm afraid I haven't got much change at the moment.
short

Our neighbour treats her cats remarkably well.
good

He owes his fame to his performance in Othello at the National Theatre
famous

I have every confidence in his abilities.
sure

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Thank you for your swift response to my enquiry
grateful

My two brothers are not at all like me.
different

The new legislation covers deregulation of the airline industry
concerned

I would love to know how the magician did his tricks.
cunous

My colleague really likes all these new electronic gadgets.
keen

m seems to be beneficial to his health.The daily swi
good

The research
engaged

team is working on a brand new project

Unfortunately
hopeful

we don't really expect them to reach the final round.

lnspector Morse believes the blind man committed the murder.
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Complete the crossword using the missing words from these sentences.

CLUES ACROSS

1 My client will be able to
give ............ to your
queries at this afternoon's
press conference.

3 I was furious ............ the
teachers for allowing such
bullying to carry on
unchecked.

4 Since the stroke Lucy has

on her children for
all her basic needs.

I I The class had a stimulating
discussion ............ the
refugee crisis.

12 I feel my main job will be to
the board of the

need for substantial
investment.

13 We regret to announce that
this evening's flight will be
subject to a ........... of fifty
m i n utes.

15 The committee ............ her
for the high standard of her
application.

1 6 We try to ............ products
for the more discerning
customer.

17 Our paper is made ............
100 per cent recycled pulp.

1B We felt that such a rude
response was not
of a person in his privileged
position.

CLUES DOWN

2 There will be no problem
you with all the

spare parts you require.
3 I really can't worry about

he has personal
problems or not.

5 The National Health Service
seems unable to cope with
the increasing ............ for
high-tech procedures.

The manager insisted
we leave

immediately.
The trust is going to

him with a
substantial annual income.
The beach was............ with
happy holidaymakers
enjoying the sunshine.
I look forward to ............
the new sales manager next
month.
Findler and Outhwaite
have agreed
represent us at the pre-trial
hearing.
We crowded around the
telephone as we were all

for news of my
progress.
the government
not recognising the
soon enough.

10

l4

father's
I 7 I blame

problem
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Modal verbs
can, could, maA , might, be able to
Modal verbs can be confusing for learners because individual modal forms can be used

to express a number of different meanings. This unit looks at the modals we use to
describe ability and possibility, to make deductions, arrangements, suggestions and

offers, and to ask for and give permission. (For the use of can and could with sense

verbs r:,,, 1.3C; for the use of modal verbs in conditional sentences r',,' Unit 10.)

t1)

]ffitl ABtLtry

16.1A
Present and

futu re

16.1 B

Past

We use can to describe an ability and cannot or con't to describe a lack of ability in the
present:

She can speak Spanish but she can't speak ltalian.
lf the present ability is surprising or involves overcoming some difficulty, we can also

use is/are able to:
Despite his handicap he is able to drive a car.

Q We cannot usually use be able to with a passive:

X This booh is able to be used bg complete beginners.

r' This book can be used bg complete beginners.

To emphasise the difficulty or to suggest a great effort (in the present, past or future)
we use manoge fo. ln more formal English we can also use succeed in + -ing form:

Do gou think she'll monage to get a visa?

The armg succeeded in defeating their enemg.

To describe a future ability we use will be able fo, not can (but::::','16.3, 16.4):
X ean I speskflaentty-bglheend'of the' esurse?
r' Will I be able to speaB fluentlg bA the end of the course?

We also use be able to where canlcould is grammatically impossible, for example:
I haven't been able to drive since I dislocated mg wrist. (with the perfect aspect)
We love being able to talls the local language. (wilh -ing forms and infinitives)

Another form for not be able to is be unable fo. lt is more common in formal English:
The tawger was unoble to persuade the jurg of her client's innocence.

We use can (present) and could (past) before sense verbs (,, I .3C):

I think I can smell something burning in the kitchen.

We use could to describe the possession of an ability in the past:

Mozart could plag the piano at the age of five.

Q To describe the successful use of an ability on a specific occasion we do not use

could, we use a past tense or waslwere able to:
X Mike9eor-broke-down-bu|-fortunatelg- he-eould repa i r-it,
r' Mike's car broke down but fortunatelg he was able to repair it.

But we can use could in questions, and in sentences with limiting adverbs such as oniy
or hardlg:

'Could gou fix the computer gourselP' 'No, I could onlg back up the lseg files.'
She was so exhausted she could hardlg speak.
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We use couldn't or was/were not ablefo to describe a lack of ability or success: 
'-l

Mozart couldn't speak French.
Despite being a mechanic, Mike couldn't fix his car when it broke down gesterdag.

We use couldlmight have + past participle to describe a past ability which wasn't used
or a past opportunity which wasn't taken. The meaning is similar to 'would have been
able to' (compare the use of these forms in the third conditional :, 10.5):

She could have paid bg credit card but she preferred to use cash. (= She had the
ability to pay by credit card but she didn't use it.)
I might have gone to universitg after leoving school but I chose to get a job instead.
(= I had the opportunity to go, but I didn't take it.)

We often use these forms to make a criticism:
You mightlcould have told me about the partg! (= You had the chance to tell me but
you didn't.)

We can use couldn't have + past participle + comparative adjective when we want to
emphasise a past action or feeling:

Theg couldn't have tried harder to make me feel welcome. (= They tried very hard.)
I couldn't have been more pleased when I heard about gour results -
congratulationsl (= | was very pleased.J

I

l POSStBtLtry, DEDUCTTON AND SPECULATTON

16.24 We use can to describe things which are generally possible (we know they sometimes
Present happen):

Drinhs in restauronts can be verg expensive. (= Drinks are sometimes expensive.)
In scientific and academic English we use mog in the same way:

Over-prescribing of antibiotics mag lead to the rapid development of resistant strains.
To talk about specific possibilities we use mag, might and could (but not can).The
meaning is similar to 'perhaps' or 'maybe':

X Thereean-beJife-sn-M ars,
y' There mag be life on Mars. (= Perhaps there is life on Mars.)
The rash could be a sAmptom of something more serious. (= Maybe it is a symptom ...)

We use the same forms when we are making a deduction based on evidence or on our
experience:

He alwags wears smart suits. He could be a businessman.
'Whg isn't she here get?''l don't know. The train mag be running late.'

We can use well after may, might and could if we think the possibility is quite strong.
(lf we are very certain of the possibility, we use n?usf 17.5.)

Don't worrg, the contract could well be in the post. (= lt is probably in the post.J

To describe possibilities which depend on certain conditions we use could or might
(':::','1O.4A):

She could learn much more quicklg if she poid attention. (= She would be able to
learn more quickly if she paid attention.J

We use can or could (but not maA) to talk about specific possibilities in wh- questions

or with adverbs such as onlg or hardlg:
X Who mag that be at this time of nrght?
r' Who canlcould that be at this time of night?
Where canlcould that noise be coming from?
It canlcould hardlg be the postman, he onlg comes in the morning.
It canlcould onlg be Steve. He's the onlg one with a keg.
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We use might for a more tentative (less direct) question:

Might the losses be due to currencA fluctuotions?
We use can't or couldn't for things which we know are impossible and to make negative

deductions:
You can't get blood out of a stone. (l'm sure about this, it's impossible.)

He couldn't be a doctor, he isn't wearing o white coat. (l'm certain he isn't ...)

We also use this form to say that something is impossible because we are unwilling to
do it:

I couldn't pick up a spider; theg terrifg me.

When we think that something is possibly not the case we use might not or maA not:

The shops mag notlmight not be open todaA; it's a bank holidag. (Perhaps they are

not open.)

1p ln spoken English we often contract might not to mightn't. We don't usually contract
maA not.

16.2B We use couldto talk about general possibility in the past (things which sometimes

Past happened):
Teachers coutd be verg strict ot mA old school. (Sometimes they were strict.)

ln scientific and academic English we use might in the same way:

Weatthg Victorian families might keep os manA as a dozen indoor servants.

We use couldlmight have for a specific past possibility:

She might have done it; she had the opportunitg and the motive. (Perhaps she did

it...)
John could have posted the letter. (l'm not sure whether he did or not.)

We also use might have for a past opportunity which we know was not taken
(:: I 6.1 B).

t might have gone to drama school, but mg parents wouldn't let me. (l had the

opportunity but I didn't go.)

We express a negative deduction about the past with can't have or couldn't have

(:. I 7.5):
She con't have fixed the computer, it's still not working properlg. (l'm sure she didn't
fix it.)

When we are less certain we use maA not have or might not have:

We'd better phone them, theg might not have heard the news. (Perhaps they haven't

heard the news yet.)
We often use can't hove or couldn't have to express surprise or disbelief:

She couldn't have done it; she's such a nice woman.

16.2C lf we are certain that something will be possible or impossible in the future we can use

Future willlwon't be able to:
We'll be able to travel to the moon, but we won't be able to travel to Mars.

For predictions which are less certain we use mag, might or could. Could usually
describes a weaker possibility than mag or might:

The directors maA coll a stockholders' meeting. (Perhaps they will call a meeting.)
You never know, she could meet someone suitable tomorrow. (lt's possible, but
unlikely.)

We sometimes use mag/might hove + past participle to talk about a possible completed
action by a time in the future (similar to the future perfect * 4.1D):

Call me next Tuesdag; I might have finished the proiect bg then.
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16.3A
Arrangements

16.38
Suggestions,

offers and
requests

ARRANGEMENTS, SUGGESTIONS, OFFERS, ETC.

We use can, could or be able fo to describe possible arrangements for a time in the
futu re:

The doctor could see Aou at six; he can't see gou before then as he's too busg.
l'll be able to see gou after the lesson.

lf the arrangement is uncertain we use maA or might:
The dentist might be free to see Aou immediatelg after lunch; I'll have to check the
diarg.
I'm not sure if I'm available; I mag be working that weekend.

The choice of modal verb for suggestions, olfers and requests depends on the formality
of the situation. Mag and might tend to be more formal and tentative than can and
could:

requests

Can gou close the
window?

We could do that for Could gou pass me You could lose some

Aau. the salt? weight.

less
formal

more
formal

F

=
E
&,
o
l&
lL
o
]rI
trl
&
(J
qJ
a

offers

Can I help gou?

Mag I help gou?
Might I be of some
ossistonce?

You might get me
some milk while
gou're there.

suggestions

We can trg that new
cofr!.

You might give John
a ring.

We use canlcould alwags for an alternative or more tentative suggestion:
We could alwags go to the ltalian place.

When we want to make a suggestion with the meaning 'there is no better choice

available', we can use the phrase might as well:

Now the children have left we might as well sell the house and get something
smaller.

;ltit ASKING FOR AND GIVING/REFUSING PERMISSION

16.4A
Present/

futu re

t 6.4B
Past

We use canlcan't for permission granted or refused by the person being asked and for
permission subject to some external authority such as the law:

'Can luse gour phone?"Yes, of course gou can.lNo, I'm afraid gou can't.'
(l give/refuse permission.)
You can't smoke on the underground. (The law doesn't allow you to do this.)

ln more formal situations we can use maA and mag nof in the same way:

Mag I interrupt?
Candidates mag not bring calculators into the examination room.

We use could or might to ask for permission in a more tentative way (might is very

formal):
Excuse me, could I leave mg coat here?
Might I ask the court for an adjournment at this point?

To describe general permission in the past we use couldlcouldn't:
ln the 1950s British children could leave school at the age of fourteen.

But to talk about permission on a specific occasion in the past, we do not use could,
we use waslwere allowed to:

x leoaW-leave-earlg-ges+erda* y' I wos allowed to leave earlg gesterdag.

:' Pages 1 98 and 1 99 for Round up of modal verbs
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Practice fhe he11 to these exerctses ts on page 561

Choose a suitable form of can, could, be able to, manage to or succeed in to complete the
sentences below.

I

2

The manager of the shop was a bit reluctant but in the end I .. get a refund
It was really annoying; I .......... get on to any of the websites you recommended.

2 She can get free tickets.
4 She could have got free tickets.

3 What's her phone number? I .......... remember it.
4 Although Stephanie is deaf and mute she.......... communicate with the aid of a special computer.
5 They finish the new motorway next month so we .......... get to the coast much more quickly.

6 Most of the big hotels were full, but we .......... find a room in one of those small guesthouses near
the station.

7 Would you speak more slowly? I .......... follow what you're saying.

8 I really appreciate speak to you so frankly about this.
9 After I move to the country I'm not going to visit you so often.

10 Over the last few months the government's fuel tax levy generating over a billion pounds in
revenue.

11 This new mobile phone is fantastic. |t..........be used anywhere in the world.
I 2 The shopping channel is a real boon for Liz; she adores buy clothes at any time of day or

night!
1 3 I .......... walk properly since I had that skiing accident.
14 Sadly, many of the indigenous people resist the diseases brought by the European settlers.
15 The non-fiction section be found on the third floor of the library.

Match the situations (A-D) with the sentences (1-4).

A Samantha is going to work at a ticket agency next year.

B Judy went to the theatre yesterday and told the box office clerk that she was a
theatre critic.

C Liz went to the theatre yesterday to buy some tickets. They didn't tell her about the
special 'free ticket' offer.

D Carol works at a ticket agency.

1 She was able to get free tickets.
3 She will be able to get free tickets

AI BE CT DT

Match the two parts (l-4 and A-D) to form sentences.

1 He could do it
2 He couldn't do it
3 He might have done it
4 He can't have done it

A - he had plenty of opportunity.
B - he wasn't even in the country.
C - he seems a very capable person
D - he doesn't look old enough.
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I
Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar as possible in meaning to
the sentence printed before it. You must use a suitable form of can, could, mqA or might in each
sentence. The exercise begins with an example (O).

'l I'm very angry with you - you knew lwas having problems with the car and you didn't bother to
help me!

You

Twenty years ago my neighbour offered me his apartment for $50,000 but I didn't buy it.
Twenty years ago I .................
It would be possible for us to issue the tickets today if you gave us your credit card number.
We ............
The service in British restaurants is sometimes quite surly.
The service
Might the disparity in the figures be due to a computer error?
ls it ............
Don't worry, they'll probably be on the next train.
They..........
I'm certain he isn't responsible for the error; he looks too experienced.
He..............
Perhaps the shuttle bus isn't working at the moment - it is the low season.

The shuttle bus ............
It's so annoying. You knew their phone number but you didn't give it to me!

You...........
I'm afraid it isn't possible to grow bananas in the British climate.
Unfortunately, you ........
Given some luck, our team has a good chance of winning the championship next month.

With any luck
1 2 Perhaps Jim took it; he was in the office all day yesterday.

Jim............
It's possible tha
The results .....

t the results will have arrived by tomorrow lunchtime.

10

11

l3

14

t5

16

Who do you think
Who ..................

is making all that noise next door?

11

Perhaps there are other intelligent life-forms in the universe.

There........
Thanks to satellite technology, it is now possible to predict hurricanes quite accurately.

We ............
The lights are off so maybe he isn't at home.

He

1 8 With a little bit of luck my sister has the potential to be a huge star.
My sister

19 They offered Carrie a job in New York, but she didn't want to work there.
Carrrc
lwould never be able to live in a house without a garden.20
I
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Complete the following article by writing the missing words. Use no more than two words for each
space. The exercise begins with an example (0).

The worst experience of my life? I (U .......aahk..... remember it as if it were yesterday.

I was staying at a beautiful hotel on the coast. My room was on the second floor. It was

about two o'clock on my first night when I suddenly woke up. There was a very strong

smell of burning but I (1) ..... tell where it was coming from. I jumped out of bed, ran to
the door and opened it. | (2)..... see smoke coming from the staircase. I suppose I (3) .....
tried to run down the stairs, but I knew I wouldn't have made it. It was impossible, the

smoke was too dense, I (4) ..... got further than the first landing before choking.
I went back into my room, slammed the door behind me and ran to the window. I had to

escape. I (5) ..... jumped out of the window but I felt too scared. It was too high, I needed

something to climb down. Suddenly I had a brainwave and ran over to the bed. By tying
the bedsheets together I (6) ..... make a kind of ladder. I tied one end of the sheets to the

foot of the bed and I threw the other end out of the opened window. Despite my fear of
heights I (7) ..... climb out onto the window ledge. A small group of people had gathered

on the ground and were shouting encouragement to me.

'Come on,'they said, 'you (8) ..... do it!'I was shaking with fear, but by refusing to
look down and concentrating on the rope in my hands I eventually (9) ..... lowering myself
from the ledge. Very slowly, putting one hand below the other, I (10) ..... climb down the
bedsheet rope t0 safety.

Choose the correct description, A or B.

1 They allowed me to bring my dog.
A They usually allow dogs. B They don't usually allow dogs.

2 The doctor could see you at eleven.
A l'm not sure if she's free at eleven. B l'm suggesting a time for an appointment

5 Might I borrow your calculator for a moment?
A Talking to your best friend. B Talking to a clerk at the bank.

4 Well, we could always go on the bus.
A I don't really mind how we get there. B I really want to go on the bus

5 I could wear anything I liked.
A When I worked as a secretary. B On the day I took my secretarial exams.

6 We can have a look at the shops.
A l'm making a suggestion. B l'm describing a future ability.

7 May I interrupt?
A At a formal business meeting. B At a family lunch.

8 You may not bring drinks into the auditorium during the performance.
A lt's up to you to decide. B lt's forbidden.

9 I might see you after the show.
A I probably will see you. B l'm not sure if l'll see you or not.

l0 We might as well go straight home.
A There's nothing better to do. B I really want to go home.
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MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

Fill the gaps in the dialogue using a suitable form of can, could, mag, might, be able to, manage to
or succeed in and a form of the verb in brackets. The exercise begins with an example (0).

So how are the wedding arrangements going, Jane?
Not too bad. We're seeing the vicar tomorrow so Harry and I (0) ....u.t/./r.bp.aL/p.to.a'rk .. (asX)
him about hiring the church hall for the reception.
It would be great if you (1) ... (get) that place, it's an ideal venue.
Yes, I know. Although it (2) .................... (be) a bit too small if all our friends turn up!
It holds about a hundred people, doesn't it?
Well, in fact it (3J . (accommodate) up to a hundred and twenty-five, apparently.
But there are about a hundred and forty on our guest list. lt's a bit of a Catch-22 situation
because I (41 .................... (not/invite) people until the reception is organised, but I

(s) (not/organise) a venue until I know how many people are coming!
MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JAN E

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JAN E

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

JANE

MIKE

Some of Harry's cousins live in the States, don't they?
Yes. I'm not sure if they're coming. lt's quite an expensive trip so they (6)
(not/make) it over here. But l'm hoping at least some of them will come.
They (7) . (always/get) one of those cheap charter flights. I've seen a lot of them
advertised on the lnternet recently.
Oh, I think Harry (B) . (tell) them about that already. He said he'd sent them some
lnternet links.
What about catering? Have you made any plans yet?
l've arranged something with auolitg Caterers in the High Street.
Oh, I wish I'd known that before! I (9) .......... (speak) to Liz Brown for you when I saw
her last Tuesday. She's the manager there and she goes to the same tennis club as me. You

never know, I (10) .......... (even/get) you a discount!
That's a pity. Still, they've given us a pretty good deal. By the way, Mike, there is one favour I

wanted to ask you.
Sure. What is it?
(1 1l .................... (we/borrow) your video camera?
Of course. You (12) . (have) the tripod as well, if you like.

Harry dropped his camera when we were in Tenerife. And since we've been back he

( I 3) .................... (not/find) anyone around here to fix it.
What about music at the reception? Are you going to get a band?
No, we (14) .................... (not/have) live music at the church hall, it doesn't have a licence. But
we (15J . (have) a disco.
You (16) . (always/ask) Jackie Branson, she's got one of those mobile disco things.
Ididn't know that! I (17) .......... (speak) to her about it yesterday- she was at my

aerobics class. I thought she'd given up disc-jockeying ages ago.

Well, lsuppose she (18) . (give/it/up)when the kids were very young, but l'm pretty
sure she's back doing it now.
I expect she'll be at the aerobics class next week; so I (1 9) . (ask) her about it
then. Oh, that reminds me. Harry wondered why you weren't at football practice on

Wednesday.
It's that awful car of mine - it just wouldn't start on Wednesday. Luckily, Jim down the road
(20) .................... (fix) it, although it took him two hoursl
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Modal verbs (2)
must, should, ought to, have to, need to
English has a number of different ways of expressing the concepts of obligation and
necessity, prohibition, recommendation and logical deduction. This unit looks at the
different modal verbs, as well as some common non-modal verbs and phrases, which
we use to express these concepts. (For other modal verbs + Units 1 6 and I 8J.

|ffiI[ oBLrcAnoN AND NEcESsrrY

1 7.1A
Forms

17.18
Obligation

must have (got) to need to shouldlought to

present must haslhave (got) to needlneeds to shouldlought to
past had to had (got) to needed to shouldlought to have (doneJ

future must will hqve to will need to shouldlought to

Must, should and ought fo are modal verbs (unlike need to and have foJ. They do not
change form in the present tense, nor do they have a past tense or a future form with
will, nor infinitive or participle forms. As an alternative to must or when we can't use musi
(e.g. to refer to the past), we usually use have to:
' Past: The staff and students at the universitg had to evacuate the campus.
' Future: The Council mustlwill have to find wags of cutting costs next Aear.. lnfinitive: lt's difficult to have to stand bg and watch gour child in pain.
. Participle: Having to listen to hip-hop music all evening is mg idea of torture!
We can express a past meaning of should and ought fo by using a modal perfect:

Theg reallg shouldlought to have consulted their shareholders first.
Need can be used as a modal verb (without fo), usually in negatives and questions:

Need gou shout so? I'm right next to gou!
We needn't bother making the bed. The maid will do it.

As an alternative to need, we can use need to or have to:
Do gou need tolhave to shout so?
We don't need tolhave to bother making the bed.

We can use nusf, have to and need fo with a passive phrase:
Democracg mustlhas to be seen to work.
Pulses need to be cooked thoroughlg to eradicate the toxins in them.

We usually express obligation in English with musf or have to:
You must arrive in good time for the meeting tomorrow. The MD wiil be there.
Evergone has to register their name and address in order to be able to vote.

The difference in meaning between have to and must can be fine and often depends on
whether or not the speaker sees the obligation as one they are imposing. We use have to
to express an obligation we see as outside our control, e.g. rules imposed by an authority:

Students have to wear school uniforms in the sixth form.
We often use ffusf to express an obligation imposed by the speaker:

I must get up earlier - I waste so much time in the mornings.
Must is commonly used for the following situations:
. To give a strong personal opinion: I believe people must vote at elections.
' To impose an obligation on oneself: I reallg must lose some weight.
' To give instructions: The electricitA must alwags be switched off before repairs are

attempted. (ln giving instructions, must is often used with a passive verb.)
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17 .1C
Necessity

17.1D
Other ways

of expressing
obligation

17.24
Forms

e However, musf expresses a strong obligation and we do not often use it in face-to- 
"' 

l:t1
face conversation as it can seem impolite and often inappropriate'
We often use should and ought fo as an alternative to must as they express a subjective

(often moral) obligation felt by the speaker, but the obligation is weaker than with musf:

You should treat gour neighbours with more respect'

It is possible to use need to to express external obligation, particularly in the future:

We'tt need to get our visas sorted out or we won't be able to stop over in the States.

We use have got fo for external obligation like have fo, but it is more informal than

have to and more common in speech than in writing (have got fo is rare in US English):

What time have we got to be at the oirport tomorrow?

lCtaim forms have got to be dote-stamped before paAment will be made.l

r' Ctaim forms have to be date-stamped before paAment will be made.

We use shoutdlought to + hove + past participle for an unfulfilled obligation in the past:

You reallg should havelought to have registered before term started.

The record was finaltg released eighteen months later than it should have been.

We can use need to, must and have fo to express necessity (i.e. a requirement that
results from things other than just commands, rules or laws):

Att living beings need tolmustlhave to take in sustenance in order to live.

t reattg need tolmustlhave to get some more sleep. I'm alwags exhqusted.

0 lt is possible, though quite rare today, to use need without fo in questions:

Need he reallg plag his music so loudlg?

lf we want to express a necessity without suggesting who should deal with it, we can

use need + -ing form: That poor bird - his coge reollg needs cleaning'

This use has a passive meaning and is similar to the passive infinitive (1l,' 8.28):

That poor bird - his cage reallg needs to be cleaned'

We can use be to for an order from a person in authority (':':"' 5.'Or'
The members of the iurg are to repoft to the iudge's chambers.

we use be obtiged fo (US: obtigated to) or required to in formal contexts:

we're obtiged to contribute twentg-five per cent of the costs of the repairs.

Motorists are required bg taw to wear seat belts in the European Union.

We use be supposed to tor a lesser obligation and one that is frequently ignored:

We're supposed to leave our textbooks at school, but we often toke them home.

We use be tiabte fo for obligation (often in a legal context):

Angone causing damage wilt be tiabte to pag for all necessarg repairs.

PROHIBITION AND CRITICISM

should notlought not to

shouldn't
oughtn't to

must not cannot

present mustn't can't
(have)

past

future mustn't

other forms

maA not
islare not allowed to

couldn't waslwere not ollowed to shouldn't have (done)

oughtn't to have (done)

shouldn't
oughtn't to

cannot maA not
will not be qllowed to

17.28 We use must not (usually mustn't) to express a prohibition (an obligation not to do

Meaning and something) imposed by the speaker or writer:
use You mustn't touch that kettle. It's hot!

To express a weaker, often moral prohibition, we use shouldn't or oughtn't to:

You realtg shouldn'tloughtn't to speak to gour mother like that!

We tend to use shoutdn't more often than oughtn't to.
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modal expressions. Mustn't may appear too strong in these situations:
Guesfs mag not use the pool after I I p.m. (formal itt 16.4A)
Women can'tlaren't allowed to drive in some Arob countries. (* 16.4A, B)

O tt is possible, though not common, to use must not have + past participle for a

present prohibition which relates to the past:
Entrants must be aged I6 to 25 ond must not have done ang professional modelling.
(The modelling is in the past, but the prohibition is in the present.)

We use couldn't or wasn'tlweren't allowed fo for prohibition in the past:

We couldn't go into the disco because we were too Aoung.
Journalists were shown the disused buildings but theg weren't allowed to enter them.

We use shouldn'tlought not to have + past participle to criticise a past action:
You shouldn't have driven through that red light. You could have caused an accident.

We usually use won't be allowed to or can't to express prohibition in the future:
Let's eat before we go. We won't be allowed tolcan't take food into the auditorium.

,WWFI ABSENcE oF oBLrcAnoN oR NEcESStry

17.3A not hqve to need not
Forms present doldoes not have to need not, doldoes not need to

past did not have to did not need to, need not have (done)

future will not have to will not need to, need not

17.38 We usually use don't have toldon't need fo to express a lack of external obligation:
Meaning and X You mustn:t-pag-+o-visit-ffiost-'ffiaseurns in Britain.

use y' You don't havelneed to paA to visit most museums in Britain. (Entrance is free.)
We use don't need tolneedn't for absence of necessity felt by the speaker. Needn't
tends to express the speaker's personal opinion more:

We needn'tldon't need to put the heating on get; it's not cold enough.

We use didn't have toldidn't need to for absence of obligation in the past:

You didn't have toldidn't need to finish the washing-up. I could have done it.

Q) Need has two past forms: didn't need to and needn't have done. We use didn't need

fo when we don't know if the action happened or not:
We didn't need to take warm sweoters, os the weother was so good. (We don't know
if the speaker took warm sweaters or not.)

We use needn't have + past participle when the action happened but was unnecessary:
We needn't have taken warm sweaters. We could have used the spoce in our luggage
for more books! (We know that the speaker took warm sweaters.)

We use won't have to, won't need to or needn't for absence of obligation in the future:
With one of the new generotion of food processors, cooks won't have tolwon't need
tolneedn't peel or chop ang more.

RECOMMENDATION AND ADVICE

Forms

17.48
Meaning and

use

1U

must should ought to had better

present must (not) should {not) ought (notJ to had better (not)

future must {not) should (not) ought (not) to had better (not)

We use must for strong recommendations and advice:
You reallg must reod Sebastian Faulks's latest book. It's stunning!
You must do something about that cough. Please go ond see the doctor.

Note that with this use musf is usually heavily stressed in speech.



. ffiffi
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):,,71,,:,Recommendation or advice with should or ought fo is less emphatic:
Even people as Aoung as twentg-five should consider a personal pension.
Children ought not to spend long periods in front of a computer screen.

We often use should and ought fo with the passive:

The underlging shift in public opinion ought not to be exaggerated.
Had better {nof./ expresses the best thing to do in a particular situation. It often has a
sense of urgency and can be a warning or a threat:

lf the burglars took gour hegs, gou'd better change the locks in case theg come back.
Your dog had better not dig up mA rose bush again!

liilii LOG|CAL DEDUCTTON AND PROBABILIry

1 7.5A must hqve (got) to should
Forms present must have (got) to shoutd (not)

past must have + past had (got) to should (not) have + past
participle participle

future must hove (gotJ to should (notJ

ln this sense, we can also use must, have fo and should with the continuous:
That disco is so loud. You must be damaging Aour ears when gou go there.

You have got to be joking! That wos not a foul!
The accused should not have been driving ot 80 in a built-up area.

t 7.58 We use must for something that we believe to be true because of evidence (i.e. we are

Meaning and making a logical deduction):
use This must be the place - it's the onlg restaurant in the street.

I thought the eclipse was todag, but it must be happening tomorrow.
The opposite of must in this sense is can't, not mustn't (:::, | $.1fi)'

This can't be the place - there's no one inside and there are no lights on.

It is possible to use have (got) fo for emphatic logical deduction:
There has (got) to be some mistake. I didn't order this furniture.

We use must hqve + past participle to express a logical deduction about the past:

There was a terrific noise last night. lt must have been an explosion.
I couldn't wake gou this morning. You must have been sleeping reallg soundlg.

The negative of this is can'tlcouldn't have + past participle (::, 16.2BJ.
Note the difference between the two past forms must have + past participle and had to:

The Corrs' new single has been ploged non-stop. You must have heord ifl (deduction)

I've alwags loved The Corrs and when I heard theg had a new single out, I had to
hear it! (obligation imposed by the speaker)

We use shouldlought to for probability and shouldn'tlought not to for improbability. (For

probability with mag and might ',. 16.2.) We believe the statement to be true because

of our prior knowledge, experience or present evidence:
The plane should be landing about now.
There shouldn't be problems with traffic at that time of the evening.

QWe rarely useshould to'predict'a negative (unpleasant) situation. lnstead we use

will:
t( There-should*be-problems-with+ra#k-at+hattime,4he+oads-shoutdbeawfuL
r' There'll be problems with traffic at that time. The roads will be awful.

We use should (not)/ought (not) to + have + past participle to talk about the probability
of an action in the past:

I don't know where our main speaker can be. He should have arrived hours ago.

.;. Pages 198 and 199 for Round up of modal verbs
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Practice The keg to these exercrses is on poge .562

Complete the dialogue with the best words or phrases from the box. Use each word or phrase
once only.

do I have to had to has to have to having to must
need to needs obliged to should supposed to will have to

BErH Hello. Reception said that you wanted a word with me.

LrsA That's right. l'm interested in joining your gym. What (1) ........ do?

BErH Take a seat. First, you (2) ........ fill in this form. It asks for details about you and your state of
health. We want to be sure that you're fit enough to use the gym.

LrsA OK... I have a slight problem with one knee. ltwisted it a few weeks ago.

BErH Well, you really (3) ........ tell the instructor about that, then he'll make sure that your fitness
programme takes account of it.

LrsA Fitnessprogramme?
BErH Yes. lf you join, you (4) ........ have an induction session with one of our fitness instructors. He'll

design a programme suited to your level of fitness.
LrsA Oh, that's good. Now, it's f 30 a month, isn't it?

BErH Well, yes, but that's the special rate if you take out an annual subscription, so you're (5) ........
join for the whole year to get that rate. Otherwise it's t40 a month.

LrsA I see. Yes, I think I'll join for the year. ls there anything else I should know?

BErH Let's see ... there are some rules, but they're pretty obvious. Of course, everyone (6) ........ weat
appropriate clothes and footwear. There are lockers outside the gym, so you're not (7) ........
take anything in with you, but we don't apply that rule very strictly. You'll probably want to take
a towel and a bottle of water in with you anyway: you (8) ...

you're exercising, to prevent dehydration.
drink plenty of water while

LrsA Yes ... are there any restrictions, like (9) ........ book time ahead in the evenings?
BErH No. You can use the gym whenever it's open. Obviously, if you think a piece of equipment isn't

working properly and (10) ........ mending, tell an instructor. Also, for your own good, you
(l 1) ........ tell us if you feel unsure about how to use a particular machine.

LrsA Of course. Now, the receptionist said I (12) ........ provide a photo for the membership card, but
I'm afraid I don't have one on me.

BErH That's OK. Bring it next time you come. Until then you can use your receipt as proof of
membership.

Read the letter on the next page and decide which word or phrase below fits each space. In each
case, only one answer is possible. Circle the letters you choose. The first one is given as an
example (0).

0 A must not
1 A need not have
2 A mustn't have
3 A could not
4 A areto
5 A must not
6 A are required to

B cannot
B must not have
B shouldn't have
B did not need to
B are obliged to
B are liable to
B do not have to

@need not
C had to
C needn't have
C needed to
C aren't allowed to
C must

C need to
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7 A need not
8 A need to
9 A are not supposed to

10 A had to
11 A shouldn't be allowed
12 A need not have been

B do not need to
B do not have to
B are not obliged to
B will have to
B oughtn't be allowed
B must not have been

C have to
C must not
C need not

C are to
C needn't allowing
C did not have to be

Hiluerstone Fox Watch

Dear New Member,

Many thanks for your application form for membership of the HFW

(HllverstoneFoxWatch).Beforeljnboducetheclubtoyou,Iwouldlike
to point out that you (o) ... pay your subscription until your membership

application has been processed and approved, so those of you wbo joined

atthefetelastSaturday(l)...providedchequesonthespot'our
representative (?) ... accepted your cheques' I am returning them wlrere

necessary, with apologies for any inconvenience'

HFW was set up three years a$o for two reasons: to lobby for the

abolitionoffox-hunting-thefoundermembersfeltwe(5)...dothisas
the Hilverstone Hunt is so powerful in this a ea - but also to plovide some

protection for the urban foxes here' who (4) "' subsist on household

scraps in some cases. Our meetings are fortni$htly but please do not feel

thatyou(5)...attendeachone'Allourmembers'however'(6)"'attend
sixmeetingsayearandatleasttwoall-ni$htwatches.We(?).,.insist
upon this to prevent alt of the wolk from fallin$ on t'he shoulders of a few

people.

Oneortwowordsofadvice:alolofpeopleinterestedinfoxesattempt
to domesticate them by putting food down for them' Please - you (8) "' do

this. For one thing, we (9) ... encourage vermin under local by-laws (and

foxes are classed as vermin), but also, we (1o) ,.. try to reintroduce these

foxes to lheir natural habitat, as they ane not natu"ally domestic

creatuTes.P]easerememberalsothatfemalefoxeswil}ryoungcubscanbe
quite agg?essive: children in particular (11) "' to go near them at this

potentia[Y dangerous time.

FinaW, may I remind you that members of HFW (12) "' involved in the

Hilverstone Hunt for at least one year prior to ioining'

Thank you once a$ain for your interest' I enclose a timetable of our

meetings arrd evenis for the next three months' and look forward to

welcomirrg You io one of them.

Yours faithfullY,
Jonathan Harker
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A
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A

Complete texts A-C with an appropriate verb or expression. Use the information in the box to
help you. The first one is given as an example (0).

REOUIREMENTS OF COURSE

course important advisable unnecessary

keyboarding skills access to a computer prior publishing experience

previous experience keyboarding skills own computer

three CCSEs good level of English prior publishing experience/computer skills

DESK-TOP PUBLISHINC
Ten-week intensive course for people interested in producing small-scale publications. Applicants for
this course (O) ..t444at... have good keyboarding skills but are not (1) ........ to have prior publishing
experience. lf possible, applicants (2) ........ have access to a computer and Microsoft Publisher, but
there are a limited number of machines available at the college.

DESK*TOP PUBLISHINC
Learn how to self-publish from the professionals! We offer Desk-top Publishing courses to suit all
schedules and budgets, from five-week'intensive courses to year-long evening courses. You
(3) have your own computer (on our full-time courses) but you (4) . have some previous
experience in publishing. You (5) ........ be able to use a keyboard. Call us on 01202 867349

DESK-TOP PUBLISHINC
One-year course. Applicants (6) . . have previous experience in publishing, as part of the course
involves work experience with a local printing company. Equally, you are not (7) to have good
computer skills as all basic training is provided. A minimum of three GCSEs is (8) ........ and
applicants (9) have a good level of English.

Write four statements making deductions about each picture. Use the words and phrases
underneath the pictures. The first one is given as an example (0).

0 (daughter) They must he.wa+tug.rt( ttwt.d4/'tthtr,r,....
1 (on/train) She can't
2 (miss/it) She must
3 (child/mother) She must ..........
4 (phone/parents) She can't ..........

5 (rain) lt must
6 (slip/banana skin) The man must

1

B

(not/wife) She can't

r88

(ambulance) Someone must ..........
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For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar in meaning as possible to the

original sentence, but using the word(s) given. The word(s) must not be altered in any way.

O lt looks certain that the orchestra's instruments are arriving on a later plane.

must .Thpprph<a.tr.*s.iza.traur.rcts.wu'rtbe.*ryfu,4.ake.ktetP/44,e;.
1 I strongly recommend you to try this sundried tomato bread.

must
2 There is no obligation to get an international driving licence for this country.

have
3 lt was stupid of the government to try to break the strike

should
4 I warn you not to chat up my girlfriend again!

had
5 We didn't book the table but it

need
didn't matter as there was hardly anyone in the restaurant anyway.

6 My hair's much too long. I'll have to get it cut soon'

cutting
7 lt is essential that you disconnect the gas supply before removing the boiler.

be disconnected
8 The management will not Permit latecomers to enter the theatre until there is a suitable break

allowed
9 Why do we have to state ethnic origin on official forms these days?

required
1O There can be no doubt that the solicitor has received the information by now

must
11 lt probably won't be dilficult to get tickets for the first night

should
I 2 lt is essential that patients have not eaten or drunk anything for three hours before the operation.

Underline six more mistakes to do with modal verbs or expressions from this unit, then correct

them.

Minutes of Holmefield NeighbourCare meetin€l

1 Sergeant Dibden reminded us lhat we qg:!..]}ggs backle a burglar if one

2 enters our home as this can be very dan$erous. He also reminded us bhat we

3 are supposed by law to inform the police and ou? ilsurance companies of ali

4 keyholders after a break-in.
5 Mrs Sanders from Twyfieid close reported that she had been bur$led two

6 a,fternoons befo?e. The burgiar should have got in throu$h an open downstairs

7 window, although at that lime of day there must be plenty of people

8 around who witnessed the break-in. You'd better report it to the police if you

9 saw anything as it's our eivic duty.
10 Mr Ha,rrison from Dukes Avenue was eoncerned that he hadn't taken up an
j1 invitatlon from a securiry company to assess hls house for security risks, but he

12 was relieved to discover frgm Sergea,nl Dibden lhat he needn't have lnvited

13 them anyway, as the police can do security checks'

14 Finally, remember, if you need speak io a police officer, you caJ] call Ser$eant

15 Dibden at l{olmefield police station at any time'

..... !;t/,M.t.t;.t...
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Modal verbs (3)
will, wot-rld, shall
Learners of English often think of will as a way of expressing the future (l:,,, ,n', 4) and
of would as a word which is used mainly in conditional sentences G', Unit l0), but we
use both of these modal verbs to express a number of other meanings. This unit also
looks at shali which, although it is the least-used modal in English, we can use to
express a variety of meanings.

W[ PREDrcnoN AND cERrAtNry

l8.lA We use willlwon't to make predictions about the future (r, 4.lAJ:
Predictions He's been found guiltg of murder. He'll be in prison for a long time

about the You must work hord for this exam. lt won't be easg.

fut u re

18.t8
Past

predictions
about the

futu re

1 8.1C
Certainty
about the

present

18.1 D

Certainty
about the

past

Sometimes we wish to express a prediction about the future that someone made in the
past. For this we often use wouldlwouldn't (would is the past form of will):

We had to hurrg to get him to the hospital. We knew it would be too late otherwise.
This use of would is related to the use of would in reported speech (, 9.2EJ:

I'm sure the Lions will win the rugbA series this Aear. + She was sure the Lions would
win the rugbg series.

We make confident'predictions'about the present based on our knowledge or previous
experience (or on current expectations) with willlwon't:

'Rochel's in Turkeg at the moment.' 'l hope she's tqhen some winter clothes because it
won't be warm at this time of gear.'

Compare this use of will and the present simple. We use the present simple to state a
fact without expressing an opinion as to the certainty or otherwise of the event:

Janet isn't here at the moment. She's in France. (Fact - the speaker knows it's true.)
To say that we believe something is certain, we use willlwon't:

It's five o'cloch. Janet'll be in Paris now. (Cerlainty - the speaker believes it's true.J
To express a certainty about something ongoing (i.e. where we would use the present
continuous for a fact), we use will/won't + be + -ing form:

Jason is sgmpathetic because he knows his successor will be having a hard time at
the moment.

To refer to something which we feel certain has happened (but do not actually know),
we use will have + past participle:

We sent the invitations on Mondag, so theg will have received them bg now. Whg
hasn't.angone replied?

This is similar to must have + past participle (s 17.58):
We sent the invitations on Mondag, so theg must have received them bg now.

We use won't have + past participle to refer to something which we feel certain has not
happened:

We sent the invitations bg second-class post. Theg won't have received them get.

O We do not use mustn't have + past participle in this way (*" 17.58, e 16.28), but
we can use can't have:

X We-sentlhe-invitations"bg-seeond-eles*posFJhW-mastn:t-hsve-reeeive&theffi-get,
y' We sent the invitations bg second-class post. Theg can't have received them get.190



I CHARACTERISTICS, HABITS AND ROUTINES

18.24 We often use will/won'f to talk about actions that have become so routine that they are
Present predictable:

Everg lesson is the same: he'll sit down, get his books out and then he'll start giving

us instructions. He won't greet us or show ang interest in us.

We can extend this use of will to talk about habits and characteristics:
The public will alwags side with the nurses in ony dispute.
The dominant male of the group will not tolerate the presence of other males.

We can also use the present simple to describe characteristics and habits:
The public alwags sides with the nurses in ang dispute.
The dominant male of the group does not tolerate the presence of other males.

We often use will when talking about the characteristics of capacity or ability:
The Olgmpic stadium in Sgdneg will hold I 10,000 people.

This model will do 0 to 100 kilometres per hour in eight seconds.

It is also possible to use can and the present simple for these last two uses with no

change in meaning:
The Olgmpic stadium in Sgdneg can holdlholds I10,000 people.

This model can doldoes 0 to 100 kilometres per hour in eight seconds.

We use will (not the present simpleJ to describe an annoying habit or to make a

criticlsm:
We enjog going out with Frank and Corol,

0 We do not contract will when we use it to
describe an annoying habit - we stress it:

x Geoff-ILleaveaheligthts-oft when+e1
last-oat of-the-o#iee,

but theg will argue in public!

r' Ceoff will leave the lights on when he's

last out of the office!
We often use willlwon'f to criticise inanimate
objects in this way:

Whatever I do, mg car won't start first time
on cold mornings.

To state a simple fact with no (or little)
annoyance, we use the present simple:

Mg car doesn't startlnever starts first time
on cold mornings.

18.28 We use wouldlwouldn'f to talk about habits in the past (t' 2'58):
Past Everg lesson was the same: he'd sit down and get his boolss out, then he'd start

giving us instructions. He wouldn't greet us or show ang interest in us.

We can use wouldlwouldn't to criticise or talk about annoying habits in the past:

I miss Dad, even though he would alwags tell me how to run mg life!
tO We do not usually contract would to'd when we use it in this way; we stress it:

When Alan was o toddler he would cling on to me whenever a stranger came in.

However, we do not always stress would when it is followed by an adverb:

Mg boss was awful: he'd invariablg find something for me to do at five o'clock.

We can use wouldlwouldn't to talk about inanimate objects (:ri 18.2A):
The car would never start on winter mornings when we were in Sweden.

,J .,
!)

My car won't start first time
on cold mornings.
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I
i: Wfp WILLINGNESS AND REFUSAL

r 8.5A
Present/future

willingness
and refusal

r 8.3B
Past

willingness
and refusal

We use wr7l to express willingness to do something:
The doctor will act as a witness to Aour signature. She doesn't mind doing that sort of
thing.

We can use it to express be willing fo. ln this sense, we can use willlwon't in the if
clause of a first conditional (F 10.3A):

lf gou'll take a seat for a moment, Mr Franks will be with gou soon. (lf you are willing
to take a seat for a moment, ...)

We use won'tlshan't to express unwillingness or refusal to do something:
The PA won't book mg flights. She sags it isn't in her job description.
'Co and bug some millt, will gou, love?' 'No, I shan't. I'm busg.'

We use wouldlwouldn'f to show willingness or refusal in the past. We use would in the
affirmative only to refer to general willingness (i.e. a habit):

Dad would alwags help us with our maths homework.

O We do not use would in the affirmative to express willingness to do something on a

single occasion in the past:

X The tour-guide-was-verg helpfakShewealdeonteet-the eonsulateler-me-when1
lost mg passpott.

r' The tour guide was verA helpful. She contactedloffered to contact the Consulote
for me when I lost mg passport.

We can use would not for refusal on a single occasion in the past:
The shop assistant wouldn't change this jumper for me, even though I hadn't worn it.

ll] orHER USES OF WILLTSHALLTWOIILD

18.44
Offers and

promises

18.4B
Suggestions

We can use both will and shall to make offers. We use will in the affirmative, both to
make offers to do something ourselves and on behalf of other people:

Sit down. I'll wash up this evening.
Your car sounds o bit rough. Harrg will take a quick look at it, if got1 like.

We use shall in questions to make more tentative offers than with will in the affirmative:
Shall I wosh up this evening?

We use will to make promises:
Mg government will turn round the economg and reduce unemplogment.

We can usewould,will or won't when we offer something to another person:
Would gou havellike some more of the pie? (neutral)
Will gou have some more of the pie? (neutral)
Won't gou have some more of the pie? (more encouraging)

We use shall in questions with we to make suggestions:
Shallwe go out for a currg tonight? (= Why don't we ...?/How about ...?)

To ask for suggestions or advice, we can use shal/ with a question word:
What shall we do obout Tom if he doesn't get into a universitg?

US English uses should in preference to shall for suggestions:
Let's decide what to do this evening. Should we go bowling?

(D We use shall in question tags after /ef 3 (u" 7.2B_):

Let's forget about it now and talk about something else, shall we?
O We use would in suggestions or responding to invitations if we want to be more
tentative or distant:

It would be a good idea to get together one evening.
'Come to dinner on Sundag.' 'That would be nice. I'll let gou know.'
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r 8.4C
Requests

r 8.4D
Orders and
i nstructions

18.4E
Disagreeing

18.4F
Expressing

desires and
preferences

We often make requests with r,rrlii. These requests are informal and we usually use them

only with people we know quite well (can ;'' 16.38):
Will gou give me a call when gou get to the hotel?

We use would lo make requests more tentative or polite, or to request things of people

we do not know so well:
Would gou lend me the car tomorrow night, Dad?
Would aou fill in this form, please, sir? (could ii 16.5B)

We can make a request more insistent by using will gou as a question tag:

Come and look at this, will gou?
lf we make a request in this way, we do not expect the answer to be 'no':

Pick up mg suit from the cleaner's when gou're out, will gou?

We use witt and shalt for orders and formal instructions. We use shall for more formal

instructions, especially in official documents:
You witllshatl att stag behind for thirtg minutes and clean this room.

The secretarg shall minute the proceedings of each meeting.

We also use shattlwitl for rules, for example of examinations and competitions:

The judge's decision shall be final.

We can use wouldlwouldn't to show disagreement in a polite way:

I wouldn't saA that.
I wouldn't go that far.

We often usewould with verbs of liking and preference (lihe,love, prefer, etc.) to

express desires and preferences which we think we can realise:

We'd love to come to Aour wedding on 6th September. Thank gou for the invitation.

l'd prefer to lose weight bg a tried and tested method than bg a new trendg diet.

We can use would wilh rather to express a preference (::" 1r.,,r,
Our detegates would rather not stoA at the conference centre-

Q Note that we can use an object with these forms:

I woutd like gou to listen to me when I'm talking!

i.ffi HYPoTHETIcAL wouLD

r 8.5A
Hypothetical

desires about
the

present/future

t 8.58
Hypothetical

desires
about the

past

We use would wilh be or verbs of liking and wishing to express a desire for the present

or future. Fulfilment of the desire is impossible or improbable:

tt woutd be so nice to tive bg the sea. (The speaker doesn't live by the sea.)

t would prefer to be a man. (The speaker is a woman.)

To state a simple fact, we use the present simple:

It is nice to live bg the sea.

We can use the present simple (like) to talk about something we currently like and do,

but we use would tihe to talk about an unfulfilled desire:

ttike to stag in five-star hotels. [l do stay in five-star hotels and enjoy it.)

twould tike to stag in five-star hotels. (l don't stay in them, but it's my desire.)

wish + would expresses a desire for another person (not) to do something:

I wish gou wouldn't tatk with gour mouth full! (* I 1.3C)

lf we want to comment on a hypothetical sltuation in the past, we use wouldlwouldn't +

have + past participle:
It would have been a good idea to notifg us in advance of gour intentions.

(= The person did not notify anyone in advance )

O gritistr English often uses the perfect infinitive here (*- 15'3A):

llt woutd have been a good idea to have notified us in advance ...1

*, Pages I 98 and I 99 for Round up of modal verbs
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P ractice lno haq !o lna\o, \p/ .5pq it ttn paqlo 1s2

Complete these dialogues with will, won't, would, wouldn't, + have if necessary, and a form of the
verbs in the box. The first one is given as an example (0).

argue H come have hold prepare say start stop watch work

0 'Sue says she's enjoying the job but she's putting on weight.'
'Yes, that ....QAA.he... because of all those long business lunches.'

I 'Are you having problems with your new camera?'
'Yes, the flash ........ in semi-darkness, only when it's fully dark.'

2 'Shop assistants used to be more polite, didn't they?'
'Yes, a few years ago they........ always ........ "please" and "thank you" and smile.'

3 'Surely there are too many people here to get on one plane?'
'No, a lumbo jet easily........ over 300 people.'

4 'l hope Josh is OK at that summer camp. He might be homesick.'
'Don't worry about him. He ........ a great time!'

5 'Do you think that the jury will acquit Nick?'
'l hope so. l'm sure that his lawyer ........ a solid defence.'

6 'l don't think this new secretary is as good as Janice was.'
'l don't know. Janice ........ always ........ whenever you pointed out errors in her typing.'

7 'The new horse at the riding stables seems to be working out very well.'
'Ouite well, but he ........ and eat whenever he gets the opportunity!'

B 'Oh no, I've just noticed a mistake in the headline for the front page article!'
'Phone the printers. They ........ printing it yet - they don't print until early morning.'

9 'What happened after the car broke down?'
'Well, we knew that traffic ........ along that road so late, so we slept in the car.'

10 'Why are you and Jack arguing so much these days?'
'He takes me for granted. He .. TV every evening and ignore me completely.'

JAKE

ALICE

JAKE

ALICE

JAKE

ALICE

JAKE

I.. IESW,,,:;
Rewrite the underlined parts of this phone conversation, using will , won't, would and wouldn't.

020 7543 9216.
Hi, Jake. lt's Alice here.
Alice, how nice to hear from you!
Actually, Jake, l'm phoning to ask you for some advice.
(0) l'm willing to help you if I can, of course.
Your mother receives help from the Council, doesn't she?
Can you tell me what (1)they agree to do and what
(2J they don't agree to do for older people?
Yes, of course. Mum has a home help. She comes three
times a week. (5) She's perfectly hapoy to do light cleaning
and (4) she's willing to get the shopping, but
(5) she refuses to do anything heavy.

ALrcE That's fair enough. What about cooking?
JAKE Well, when she first started (6) she was happy to orepare

supper when she came, but she stopped that after a few weeks
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ALrcE Why was that?
JAKE You know my mum. (7) She insists on saying exactly what

she thinks. Apparently the home help used to make ltalian

food and Mum didn't like it. (Bl She refused to eat it.
Why are you asking, anyway?

ALrcE lt's Dad. He can't move around very easily now. The neighbours

are great, they (9) make a habit of popping in now and again

but (10) he's unwilling to ask them for help if he's in trouble.
.JAKE Mmm. You can understand that.
ALrcE Oh, but he's so impatient. ltake him to the shops once a

week, but yesterday (1 1 ) the car refused to start and I was

about half an hour late. (12J Was he willingto wait for me?

No, (13) he insists on trying to cooe by himself! He went to
the shops and collapsed on the way there.

rAKE Oh, dear. It's a worry, isn't it? Look, (14) if you don't
mind waiting for a few minutes, I'll look out the phone number

for the right person at social services.

Complete the dialogues below the pictures. Use will, shall or would-

w

sru DENr r, u.u..+Qy.o w. pu t. !44.q.fu/.

sruDENT 2: YeS, here you are. Oh, yes, please! We alwaYs need

someone to take the minutes.

WOMAN:

FRI END:

2

I won't, thanks. l'm trying to lose weight POLICE OFFICER:

TH IEF: Come with you? No, whY should l?

TEACHER:

sTuDENTS: Oh, Miss, not another essay for
homeworkl We've already written two
this week.

MAN: I don't understand what you want from

me!
WOMAN:

MAN: But I do respect you!
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Read the article and then decide which word or phrase A, B or C below best fills each space.

Circle the letter you choose for each question. The exercise begins with an example (0).

l,lfords' wnrds' wnrds
Thewordsthatcaughtthemoodofthedecadeareallthereinabookpublished
yesterday - clone, iancentration "u^p' 

gene' depreY::- except that the decade

was not the 19fi;; these words (0) "' current in the'1900s'

TheGujnnessBookoftheTwentiethCenturyciteslistsofbuzzwordsforeach
decadeofthelastcentury'Attheoutsetofthe20thcentury,fewpeoplewouldhave
guessed that it (1) ... more language.;"g" than ever before' of course, before the

daysoftrrecommunicationsrevotutiontan"g,"g"evolvedmuchmoreslowly.Many
peopte today (2) ... language not to 

"iu,iJui-"rr, 
but that is an unrealistic dream in the

age o{ the global village'

Wordsyou(3)..'everyday,suchaschatlineandtrainers,(4)..'onlythirtyyears
ago.Andawordasuniversalasteenagergained"gTi:'^currencyonlyinthel940s'
words change in meaning too: a scieniist in ilre 1960s (5) "' clone to refer only to

plants' nnO anyon" *no lsk"O '(6) ''' we watch the soap'tonight?' would have

encountered total incomprehension l"tor" the second world war' (soap was what you

washed with')

Thereisamoreworryingsidetothis,ifyouconsiderthatnewcoinagereflectsthe
societyitcomesfrom.onlytwentyy""'"ugofew,qeoPle{7),'.stalking,ethnic
cleansingorroadrage_conceptstrrattheworld(s).'.perhapsbebetterwithout.lt

(9) '.. nice to think that the 2t st century (10) "' us'happier words' but don't hold your

breath!

0 @ would have been
I A will bring
2 A would rather
3 A will hear
4 A would not have been recognised
5 A wouldn't understand
6 A Won't
7 A shall have understood
B A would
9 A will be

l0 A would bring

B would be

B brought
B would prefer
B will be hearing
B would not be recognised
B will be understanding
B Would
B would have understood
B will
B would be

B would have brought

C will have been
C would bring
C will prefer
C will have heard
C will not recognise
C would have understood
C Shall
C will have understood
C shall
C would have been
C will bring
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Read the statements from people who have or have had a disadvantaged life. Complete the
sentences, expressing the people's desires and regrets about the past. Use the word in brackets.

0 We don't have running water in our homes. We have to collect water from the stream or from a
pipe in the village. (like)
Aisha .....epu/d..li.y'a.tq h.ue rq.wa Lqater itL h",r.l.qruC,

I We live in a wooden shack outside the city. lt's very small but eight of us live in it. lt's my dream
to live in a real house. (prefer)
Pedro

2 ln my count
should prov

I l'll never forget the day my life changed. lt was a normal day - in those days I

2 shall do my homework straight after school so that lcould go and listen to pop

3 music at Janice's after dinner. So I was sitting in front of the fire, trying to keep

4 warm. Mum was ironing. I looked at the clock.
5 Dad's late,' I remarked to Mum.
i lt's Thursday. He'd be visiting Cranny.'

My grandmother lived in a cold, draughty cottage on the moors. Mum and

Dad wanted her to move in with us, but our house was very small, and she won't
They knew that the cold winter months would have hastened her death - she

a ready suffered from chronic bronchitis - but she was a stubborn old woman
,rho will insist on her independence.
\Von't it be nice if we had some money? We could buy a big house and
!'anny could have a flat of her own in it. I hate being poor.'

- Ch, pet, I shan't say we're poor. We're not as well olf as some, but we've

;rt a roof over our heads and food in our bellies.' Mum would always see

:-e best in every situation. lt really annoyed me! 'Will I make a nice cup of tea?
':,r Dad would be frozen when he gets in. He'll want to save the bus fare so

- sure he's walked all the way from your grandmother's.'
-: :nat moment, the door opened and Dad walked in, waving a slip of paper.
::'get the tea, Mary. We're going out tonight. First prize in the lottery.
,'.: r'e riCh!'

ry we have to pay for medicine and a lot of people can't afford it. The government
ide free medicine. (like)

Esther
5 Every day lgo into the town and I beg in the streets for money. Obviously I don't like going

begging, but we need the money. (rather)
Sun-Li
lwear the same clothes every day. I look at models in magazines and l'm very envious of their
beautiful clothes. (be nice)
Hana thinks it ................
I live in a village just outside a big city. The village is OK, but rich people from the city come and
dump their rubbish in our village. lt's dreadful! (wishesl
Sunil

6 I didn't go to school. My family couldn't afford to send me. So now I can only get a badly-paid job.
It's such a pity, because I enjoy learning new things. (been good)
Maria thinks it.... .. .....

There are nine more mistakes in this text connected with the language in this unit. Underline the
mistakes and correct them.

&

;"a
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Round up: Units 1 6- 1 B
Modal verbs
function time

ability present

past

possibility present

past

futu re

future

present/
futu re

past

presentobligation

form

can

is/are able to

could

wqslwere qble
to

mag, might,
could

could hove,
might have

will be able to

can, could,
be able to

can, can't

qllowed to

have (got) to
must
need (to)
should

had to

will have to,
will, need to

must, have to,
need to

had to,
needed to

will have to,
will need to

must not
cannot,
maA not
should not

could not

should (not)
have

example

She can speak Spanish but she can't speak
Italian.
Despite his hondicap he is able to drive a car.

Mozart could plag the piano at the age of five. 16.18
Mike's cor broke down but he wao able to
repair it.

1 6.1A

t 6.2A

t 6.2B

16.2C

t 6.34
arrangements

permission

necessity

prohibition

past

future

present

past

future

present/
futu re

past

There mag be life on Mors.
The rash could be q sAmptom of something
more serious.

She might have done it; she had the
opportunitg and the motive.

We'll be able to travel to the moon but we
won't be able to travel to Mors.

The doctor could see Aou at six; he can't see
gou before then as he's too busg.

You shouldn't have driven through that red
light.

'Con I use gour phone?' 'No, I'm afraid gou can't.'16.4A

I was allowed to leave eorlA AesterdaA. 16.48

Students hove (got) to weqr school uniform here. 17.18
I must get up earlier. 1 7.1 B
Do we need to get o visa for the USA? I 7.1 B
You should respect gour neighbours. 1 7.1 B

We had to report to reception bg four. I 7.1 B

We'll have to/'ll need to get our visas softed out. 17.18

All human beings mustlhqve tolneed to have t 7.I C
enough sleep.

Cave dwellers had tolneeded to hunt in 17.1C
order to survive.

You'll have to/'ll need to work harder than that. 17.1C

You mustn't touch that kettle! 17.28
Guests can'tlmag not use the pool after I 1 p.m. 17.28

You shouldn't speak to me like that! 17.28
We couldn't go because we were too Aoung. 17.28

l

r
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advice/ present/
recommendation future

function

absence of
obligation
or necessity

logical
deduction

probability

certainty

routines

habits

willingness/
refusal

hypothetical
desires

time

present

past

future

present/
futu re

past

present/
futu re

past

present

past

present

past

present

past

present

past

present/
future

past

form

do not hqve to,
do not need to

did not have to,
did not need to,
need not have

will not have to,
will not need to

must
should
hqd better

must, have to
cannot

must hqve
cannot have

should

should
have

will

will have

will

would

will

would

will

would

will, shall

shall
will
would
will, shall

would

would have

example

You don't have toldon't need to pag to visit 17.38
most museums in Britain.

You didn't hove toldidn't need to finish the job. 17.38
We needn't hqve tqken sweaters as it was so
warm there.

You won't have tolwon't need to ask the
doctor to sign this form.

You reallg must read 'Birdsong'! 17.48
You should consider a privote pension. 17.48
You'd better change the locks stroight awag. 17.48

This mustlhas to be the place. 1 7.58
This amount con't be correct. I 7.58

That noise must have been an explosion. 1 7.58
She can't have done it - she wasn't even here. 1 7.58

t7.38

17.58

I 7.58

18.1C

18.1D

18.3A

18.58

18.4A

18.48
18.4C
18.4C
18.4D

18.5A

18.5B

characteristics present

past

He'll come in and he'll start giving instructions. 18.2A

He'd come in and he'd start giving instructions. 18.2B

The public will alwags side with the nurses. 18.2A

Dad would olwags tell me how to run mg life. 18.28

The stadium will hold about I10,000 people. 18.2A

The cqr wouldn't start on cold mornings. 18.2B

The plane should be landing now.

What's happened to the bogs? Theg should
have orrived hours ago.

It won't be warm qt this time of gear.

Theg'll have received the invitations bg now.

I'll wash up this evening.
Shall I wash up this evening?
Shall we go out for a currg?
Will gou give me a call?
Would gou fill in this form, pleose?
You willlshall all stag after school tonight.

It would be nice to live bg the sea.

It would hqve been a good idea to notifg us

in odvonce.

will, won't The doctor will act as a witness.

would, wouldn't The shop wouldn't change this iumper.

otherfunctions present/
future
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Auxiliaries , have (got) , do
Be, have and do can be used as main verbs (l have a new car) or as auxiliary verbs
(l have sold mg old car). We use forms of hove as auxiliary verbs in perfect tenses,
forms of be in continuous tenses and passives, and forms of do in questions and
negatives. ln this unit we look at these auxiliary functions, at the use of have and do as

main verbs, the use of do for emphasis, and at have and hove got.

WIIFI AUXILIARY VERBs

l9.l A
Uses

19.1B
Contracted

forms

There are three auxiliary verbs in English: have, be and do. We use have and be lo
make perfect, continuous and passive forms of tenses:

I hoven't seen her for ages.
John is working verg hard these dags.
The flat is watched bg the surveillance team twentA-four hours a dag.

We use forms of do to form questions, negatives and negative questions in the present
and past simple:

Do gou enjog going to the theatre?
Did theA liBe the new place?
The thermostat doesn't work ang more.

We didn't go to Corfu after all.
Doesn't the thermostat control the heating?
Didn't Aou go to lbiza?

O We don't use auxiliary verbs with modal verbs, e.g. must, can, should:
X Do we ffiast pcA excess boggage on this?
r' Must we plA excess baggage on this?
X We didntt eould wear high heels at rng otd school.
r' We couldn't wear high heels at mA old school.

O We don't usually repeat the same subject and auxiliary verb in a sentence:

lWe were watching television and we were laughing at Mr Bean's antics.l
y' We were watching television and laughing at Mr Bean's antics.

We sometimes omit auxiliary verbs in newspaper headlines:
Terrorist arrested in dawn raid. (= A terrorist was arrested ...)

We often omit subjects and auxiliary verbs when we are writing notes or postcards:
Enjoging mg holidag. Flging bach nextweek. (= lam enjoying... lam flying...)

But we don't omit auxiliaries if doing so would make the meaning unclear:
lDave going to come to partg but tied up.l F Dave is coming.)
y' Dave was going to come to the partg but he's tied up. (= Dave isn't coming.)

We also use be, have and do as substitute words in text {h 35.28, 55.5B) and in
inversion (.9 34.58).

We often contract not and the auxiliaries hove and be.ln writing we use an apostrophe
(') to represent the missing letter(s):

full form is zre has have hod not

contracted form 's 're 's 've 'd n't

We don't combine contracted auxiliaries with a contracted form of not:
I have not seen it.
X l:vedt-see*it, y' I haven't seen it or, I've not seen it.
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But in spoken English and when we represent speech in writing we can combine
contracted auxiliaries, e.g. 've, and contracted not with modal verbs:

He shouldn't've done lf. (= He should not have done it.)

0 You may hear oin'f instead of amlislare nof used in conversation and in popular
songs. This form is considered incorrect by most English speakers:

ll ain't going to the paLtA.l (= I am not going to the party.)

Q We don't contract n/ds:

X Hets watehing television-when she arrived,
y' He wos watching television when she arrived.

ln formal English we don't use contractions when there is more than one subject:
X The Arrng and the Navg.ve launehed a reenuitrnent drive.
/ The Armg and the Navy have launched a recruitment drive.

O Ttre contraction for has and is is the same: s. Similarly, the contraction for had and
would is the same: 'd. The context tells us which auxiliary is being used:

He's taken o long lease. (= has taken) He's taking a holidag. (= is taking)
He'd known her for ages. (- had known) He'd know what to do. (= would know)

Q We usually avoid using contractions in very formal English:

lClauses I0-15 don't applg in the case of valuables stolen from vehicles.l
y' Clauses I 0-l 5 do not applg in the case of valuables stolen from vehicles.

:::iKm EMPHASIS

t 9.24
Stressing the

auxiliary

19.28
lnserting do

To make a sentence, which includes an auxiliary, more emphatic in speech we stress

the auxiliary verb (underlined in the examples):
Fancg seeing gou again. lt has been a long time!
Don't beat around the bush. Did gou or didn't gou take it?
That holidag's done wonders; Aou are looking well!

But if the auxiliary is preceded by a modal verb then we stress the modal:

That's absolutetg ridiculous; Aou must hsve seen something!

Present simple and past simple phrases, which do not contain an auxiliary, can be

made more emphatic by adding a form of do:

l'm verg sorrg sir. We do trA our best to complg with most passenger requests.

The witness is hazg on the details, but she did notice a scar on his forearm.

We can also emphasise imperatives with do:

Do shut up.

We often use this pattern to make polite suggestions or offers:

Do sit down and maBe gourself comfortable.
Do let me help Aou with that heavg case.

J HAVE AND DO

19.3A Have and do can be used in the same way as other main verbs:

have and He didn't have ang brothers or sisters. When do gou do the washing?

do as main ln British English we can use have without auxiliary do in questions and negatives:

verbs Has the government ang real intention of addressing the crime problem head on?

I haven't a clue what theA're talhing about.

OWe don't usually use the passive of main verb have. When we do, it has the meaning
'be tricked or cheated':

You paid $lo0 for a T-shirt!You've been had! (= You've been cheated')
Have and do can combine with particles to make multi-word verbs (li!' Unit 14):

You're having me on! I don't believe he's going to do the house up bg himself.

(For havelget something done and have somebodg do something *" 8'34.)
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I t 9.3B
Meanings of

hove

19.3C
Meanings of

do

t 9.4A
h1ve got

= hove

We use have to describe many different states, e.g. possession, inclusion, relationship:
The chairman of the board has a Gulfstream executiveief. (possession)

Our latest computer will have a number of upgradeable componenfs. (inclusion)
I have two older brothers. (relationship)

(We do not use havein continuous or passive forms with these meanings:::. 19.4A.)
We can use have + noun to talk about experiences and actions:

He has a headache everg time he eats blue cheese. (= He suffers from a headache ..

We're having chicken with cqshew nuts. (- We're eating chicken ...)
We can use have + noun when we want to give extra information by using adjectives:

Theg raced up the hill. The roce was exhausting.
Theg had an exhausting race up the hill.
I'm going to swim in the sea tomorrow. lt will last a long time and be invigoroting.
I'm going to have a long, invigorating swim in the sea tomorrow.

Sometimes we use have + noun when there is no single verb in English for the action
or experience we want to describe. (For more abouthave andtahe + noun :.. 20.1C):

You have an appointment with the qccountants at four.

I had a brainwave on the bus coming here.
The children often have nightmares after thunderstorms.

QWon't have and wouldn't have can be used to mean 'not tolerate':
I won't have angone smoking in mg house.

Do can have several meanings. We often use do to talk about actions in general:

What did gou do this morning?
We can use do meaning 'carry out/complete a task':

Sarah's doing something for her boss. (= is carrying out a task)
Right. That's done at last.1= A task has been completed.J

There are many fixed expressions with do:
What does he do? (= What's his job?)

That child could do with a good telling off. 1= 6g..tves/needs)
Five minutes will do if gou're rushed for time. (= be sufficient)

(For different expressions with make and do t,,,, ,0. t t.,

HAVE GOT

We use hove got as an alternative to have to express possesslon and similar states in

the present (b" 19.38). Hove got is more common than have in informal British English:

lHe has a cor but he hqsn't a garage to keep it in.l
r' He's got a car but he hasn't got a garage to keep it in.

In formal written English we can use have got, but have is more usual:

lApplicants have got three months in which to complete and return the forms.l
/ Applicants hove three months in which to complete and return the forms.

QWe usually use a form of have, not have got, to talk about past or future possession:

ll had got a pet labrador when I was a child.l
r' I had a pet labrador when I was a child. (= possessed)

ll'm going to have got a nice cottage bg the seaside when lretire.l
r' I'm going to have a nice cottage bg the seaside when I retire. (= going to possess)

Ql Have got and have do not have continuous or passive forms when they mean
'possess' :

X ++e-ishavifig'(got|*ea* X A-ear'has been-got-bg hirn, / He has got a car.
ln US English have got is used mainly in speech, and the negative and question forms
are not common.

(For have (got) to to express obligation, etc. v. 17.1B)
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19.48 Have got is also the present perfect form of the verb get. ll can mean has become, has

have got obtained, has received, etc. Compare:
* have She's gotlhas a degree in chemistrg ond worhs at the lab. (= possesses)

She's just got a degree and hopes to get a job in a lab. (= has just obtained)
We can use have got as an infinitive with these present perfect meanings but not with

the meaning of 'possess':

perfect infinitive r' I hope to hove got the results bg March. (= to have obtained)
x {=topossess)

modal/auxiliary r' She must have got a terrible shock. (= must have received)
verb + perfect X 1= Possess)
infinitive r' She will hove got the kegs bg next week. (= will have obtained)

x
e&ffipanw"sr. (= possess)

We can use had got with the meaning 'had obtained/received', etc:

He'd got a certificate from the doctor so he could claim sick PaU.G had obtained)

ln US English the past participle form of gef when it means 'has become/obtained/

received', elc. is gotten:
Hollgwood movies have gotten more and more violent in recent gears.

We don't use have gof in these waYs:

X€a
y' Can gou enswer the phone? I'm having q shower.

'Do gou havelHave gou got angthing vegetarian?'
X Aes;-we@ y' 'Yes, we dolhqve.'

in tag questions ($'7.2) X @+!ory€f?
y' You've got two brothers, haven't gou?

with used fo x
y' We used to have a place in the countrg.

to describe actions

in short answers
(ellipsis :!* 35.5)

l've got a shower.

\IVfiruU'
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on poqe 362

sF

There is one auxiliary verb missing from each of these sentences. Rewrite the sentences using a
suitable auxiliary verb. Whenever appropriate, use contracted forms. lf two contracted forms are
possible, in conversational speech for instance, write both.

0 He could not seen them do it.
l!.eca!4Hlft fu,rp t.rttt theu*.dp.tt.......He.sp.ald.a;.t.1!".sptu.ilkrade.h..

1 I been waiting here for hours.

2 They trying to find a nice hotel for two hours last night.

5 She will not returned by the time the show starts.

4 Protection under this policy not include items of an aggregate value exceeding $500

5 He might not known that it was you at the door

6 their boss not realise that they are under a lot of pressure?

7 James got better despite the fact that he not been taking his medication for weeks

8 she not appreciate how upset he was?

9 We regret to inform you that the bank unwilling to extend credit facilities in this case.

1 0 Hilary not expecting you until this evening.

I 1 They really should told you about their decision.

12 The documents requested from your solicitor have not received and we are therefore obliged to
cancel your contract forthwith.

The words in these sentences have been jumbled up. Write the sentences correctly then match
them to the descriptions in the box.

A Emphatic sentences B lmperatives C Suggestions/offers

0

1

2

3

seat/do/a/take
.....Qp..tq*a a tqat,..........Q
to/d ri n k/do/you rself/hel p/a

h i mself/to/behave/did/prom ise/he/i n/f utu re
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good/ru n/e nj oy/the/pa rldth e/d og/a/does/a ro u n d

off/d o/you r/ta ke/feet/ta b I e/t h e

quiet/keep/do

us/come/join/do/and

4

5

6

1

I

9

10

qt
.i
irt

do/atlyourself/home/make

a/l ot/m a n a ge I J ane I di d I to I I o se/oflwe i g h t/q u i te

D i s n ey/th e/th e/d o/c h i I d re n I I ov el r eally I ch a n n e I

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, but using the word given in bold. The word must not be altered in any way.

0 He's going to restore the house himself.
up ..He.'s.go.utg..to.da.thc.h.ou.re.r.tp.h't444elf.

I I don't know what t
clue

he answer is.

2 Don't forget you
appointment..

are due to see the sales manager at ten o'clock.

3 Does Your Honour have any further instructions on this matter?
has

4 How does Clare earn a living?
do

5 She won't allow
have

anybody to use bad language at the dinner table.

6 He's been deceiving you
on

7 Will this piece of fabric be suitable for the new curtains?
do

8 This floor needs a good wash.
with

9 You've been tricked!
had

l0 lt isn't quite finished yet.
done

I 1 What was on the menu for your staff lunch last week?
did

1 2 I think he's in the middle of an asthma attack
having
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The following dialogue and the hotel brochure below each contain at least six phrases which can

be replaced by forms of have or have gof. Find the phrases and rewrite them. Use contractions
whenever appropriate, and only use have if have gof is either not appropriate or not
grammatically correct.

sARA New hairstyle, Liz?

Yes. .

Really?

Mm. Jane Lindsay, she owns a place in the high
street.

sARA But I thought you went to that place next to the
post office.

No, I used to, but the woman who did my hair
emigrated to Australia last month.

sARA Oh? Well, your new woman's certainly very
original! Your hair contains extensions, doesn't it?

Yes, they're great, aren't they?

sARA Very distinctive. l've always wanted to possess

extensions but l've never had the nerve

to ask for them. Was it expensive?

|7 Not really. She's doing a special offer. You can receive three hairstyling sessions for the
price of two - if you bring a friend along.

sARA Bring a friend?

Ltz Yes. There is an appointment for you there at two o'clock tomorrow afternoon. My treat!

LIZ

SARA

LIZ

1

2

3

4
q

6
7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1l
18

l9

20
21

22
23

24
?q
26

2l
1a

29

30
31
32

LIZ

@

Tb

Ienfortb
otel

Situated in the heart of the beautiful Scottish Highlands, the Glenforth Hotel offers
the discerning guest the ultimate in luxury and gracious living.

Dining We possess a Michelin-starred restaurant offering the best in cordon bleu

cuisine f-eaturing a variety of locally-sourced organic ingredients.

Leisure facilities Would you enjoy indulging in a relaxing swim or sauna?

Our guests can obtain free membership of the adjacent Glenforth Health Centre which
includes a fully-equipped gymnasium, heated indoor pool and sauna./steam rooms.

Babysitting service If your family contains small children you will be able to take

advantage of our unique babysitting service. We employ several fully-qualified
local nannies who are able to take care of your children for an evening.

Sports For those of our guests that enjoy fishing, the hotel has acquired the fishing
rights on a three-mile stretch of the river Glenswift, which is teeming with a large

number of salmon. trout and bream.

(Note: in formal written texts like the one above it would be considered inelegant style to use the same
words, e.g. have and have got, too often.)

20,6
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Choose the most appropriate form (A or B) to complete each sentence.

I .......... just closing the doors as she rushed into the bank.
A They were B They're

2 The committee is of the opinion that such a case provided for under Article 7 of the treaty.
A is not B isn't

3 You're quite wrong. I know it was dark, but he really .......... the outline of the burglar's face - I'm
sure of it!
A saw B did see

4 'Listen, Burt. He done it. He's been with me at the betting shop all day.'
A couldn't've B could not have

5 Mandy's marrying old Benson? You're me on!
A having B doing

6 Clients wishing to take up this offer must an address within the European Union.

A have B have got

7 You ought to visit Emily; .......... a wonderful flat overlooklng the river.
A she got B she's got

B OK then. The rear stalls .......... if you haven't got any seats in the front circle.
A will do Bdo

9 He's got one of those new WAP mobile phones,

A hasn't he got? B hasn't he?

10 Today's headlines. British and French authorities a joint anti-smuggling initiative.
A 've announced B have announced

11 He told you he was a millionaire and you believed him! You've ..........!
A been done B been had

I 2 The great thing about Laura is that she's always been able a laugh at her own expense

A to have B to have got

13 llook a mess; lcould rea||y.......... a new haircut.
Ado B do with

14 Once the computer centre is built the college is hoping to .......... a steady stream of applicants

eager to improve their computing skills.
A have got B have

I 5 I couldn't tell you what Bill looks like now, we seen him for ages.

A 'ven't B haven't
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Confusing verbs
Some pairs of verbs in English are subtly different from each other and so can be a

source of confusion for learners. This is because the pairs, e.g. mal<e and do,lag and

lie, have similar meanings but are used to describe different kinds of actions or

situations. These are'false synonyms'. ln other cases there are verb pairs which cause

problems because we use them to describe similar situations even though they have

opposite meanings, e.g. borrow and lend. These are'opposite pairs'. ln this unit we

look at the verb pairs which are most often confused. (For sag and fel/ 'li Unit 9.)

FALSE SYNONYMS

Several verbs appear to have similar meanings but are used differently.

20.1A Mahe oft.en means 'create' or 'produce':

make and do Aunt Alice is going to make the bridesmaids' dresses.

Couda cheese is made in Holland'
Mahe oft.en expresses the idea of building and constructing:

The muttinationals are making a lot of products in the developing world these dags.

We also use mahe to describe a process of change. The meaning is similar to'become'
or 'cause to be':

The spare bedroom has made a wonderful office for Deirdre. (= has become)

Those new drugs seem to make him very lethargic. (= cause him to be)

Make + object + infinitive (without fo) means 'force' or 'command':

The police officer made me emptA mg pockets.

Make has a number of idiomatic meanings such as'earn'and'keep an appointment':

He makes $1000 a week on the oil rigs.

I can't make it on Fridag; l'm in a meeting all dag.

We often use do to describe an activity or to mean 'carry out/complete a task':

what are we going to do for gour birthdau? (= take part in an activity)

You can go out after gou've done gour homeworh. (= lou've completed)
(For more information about the uses of do l:- Unit I 9.J

We can use do + determiner + -ing'form to describe regular tasks at home or at work:

There isn't much in the fridge as I haven't done the shopping get.

We do the stocktaking everg Wednesdag morning.

20.1B There are several multi-word verbs with

Expressions make or do (* Unit 14):

with make Don't believe a word he said, he made it
and do all up. (= invented)

The government did awag with
the death penaltA in the sixties.
(= abolished)

OTtrere are a number of fixed expressions
with either make or do:

X lt's time to do o deeision,
r' tls time to make a decision.
X Who made-goar heir?
r' Who did gour hair?
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Here are some of the most common expressions wilh make and do. (Note that in the

table below, sb = somebody and sfh = something.)

make

2O.lC We can describe some actions with either hove or take;in other cases we only use one

haveltalse of these verbs:

an attempt
an appearance
an appointmenf (- arrange)
qrrangements
q bed
a (phone) call
a charge (for sth)
o choice
a comment
o contribution
o decision
a difference
a discoverg
qn effort
an enemg of sb
an enquirg

do

gour best (= try hard)
business (with sb)
the cleaninglcookingl

ironinglwashing (up)

a course
some domage
the dishes
gour dutg
an exqmla test
qnlsome exercise

an exception
an excuse
a fire
a fortune
friends (with sb)
o fuss
a gesture
a goodlbad job of sth
q hobit of sth
a journeg
a list
a living
love
q mess
a mistake
monea

an experiment
sb q fovour
good (= help other people)
sb some good (= make sb

better/healthier)
gour hairlfacelnails
harm
th e ho mework I housewo rk
gourself an iniurg
o job

take

occount of
action
advantoge (of)
q breath
care (ofl
q chonce
a decision
a dislike to

sth I sb
effect
exception (to)
the form of
medicineldrugs
q message
offence (at sth)

o noise
qn offer
a plan
a point
a profit
progress
a promise
a remark
o sound
a speech
a start (on sth)
a suggestion
time (for sthlsb)
trouble
wQr
o will

the loundrg
militarg service
research
the shopping
spoLt

Aour teeth (= brush/clean)
welllbadlg (= be

successful/unsuccessful)

+ noun
hqve

an appointment
(= an existing
arrangement)

an argument
a bobg
a care
a chance (to do

sth)
a chat
a dqnce
a drink
an effect (on

sth)
a foll
a fit
ago
anlnolang idea

lunchldinnerl
a meal

a quorrel
a race
Q row
althe right (to)
o saa
something to
eat

a talk
o think
(nolthe) time
a wqsh
a word (with)

port [in)
a photo(graph)
place
power
precedence

(over)
responsibilitg

(for)
a risl<

root
sides (with sb)
a steplsteps
the trouble (to)
gearslmonthsl

weeksldagsl
hours, elc.

have or take

a bqthlshower
q break
an examltest
a guess
a holidagl

o vacotion
a look
a nap
a rest
a seat
a sip
a stroll
s swim

2U
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20.1 D
beenlgone

The two past participle forms, gone and been, are used with similar but slightly
different meanings. In British English we use been, notgone,when we express the idea
of visiting or going somewhere and then leaving or returning:

Jane's just got back. X She:s-gisneto-the-doetorl
r' She's been to the doctor's. (= She went and then came back.)

We use gone, not been, when someone has gone somewhere but not yet come back:
Jane isn't here right now. X Shes-bee*tolhe doetorl
r' She's gone to the doctor's. (= She went there and hasn't returned.)

For both of these situations, gone is commonly used in US English.

To lag expresses an action; it means to put something or someone down in a flat
position. Io /re describes a state of being in a horizontal position. Compare:

You will find the process easier if gou lag all the parts on a worksurface. (action)

I think I'll just lie on the sofa until mg headache goes. (slatelposition)
There is also the verb lie meaning'to say something that isn't true':

That child lies all the time. (= says things which are not true)
Notice that these three verbs have different forms:

20.1 E

lag llie

20.1 F

speakltalk

20.tc
raise lrise I

arise

infinitive

/aU (= action)

/te (= 5131s1

/ie (= 1q11 11.t1

past tense

lqid

laa

lied

past participle

lqid

lqin

lied

present participle

Iaging

lging

lging

Theg've laid new carpet throughout the house.

We've been laging artificial grass on the new footboll pitch.
We found the old photographs lging in a drawer.
Yesterdag I was so tired that I lag on the bed all morning. (past simple of /ie)

Speak and talk have very similar meanings and are often equally appropriate:
I'm going to talklspeak to mg teacher about it after the lesson.

We usually use speak, nottalk, for formal speeches when a person in authority is
addressing an audience:

X The-PrirneMinistertalked-to-Parliam is-norairry.
y' Before the election the President spoke to the nation on television.

We use speak, not talk, to refer to languages:

X Anetol7+atl$lnglish#ith-afiGeeent r' AnatolA speaks English with an occent.
We use talk for long conversations:

X y' We were up half the night talkingl
There are a number of expressions with speak or talk:

Could gou speak up, I con't hear gou. (= talk louder)
I'd like to talk about our new sales strategA. (= explain/discuss)
You're talking nonsense. (l strongly disagree with what you are saying.)

Ralse refers to the action of someone or something lifting, increasing or moving
something else in an upward direction. To rise only refers to the movement itself:

The government has been urged to raise corporation tax rotes to match those in
other European Union stotes. Rates are predicted to rise bg ten per cent.

Q Because raise refers to an action done to something or someone else it always has a
direct object:

f Fares-will-raisenextaear' r' Theg will raise the fares next Aear.
Rrse cannot have an object:

,( $heVW y' Fares will rise next Aear.
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ln formal English we sometimes use arise to refer to problems or difficulties occurring:
Tissue rejection is a problem which can arise in this procedure.

el Arise does not have an object:
X Let's hope nobodg,arisesth* issae' y' Let's hope that issue doesn't arise.

Note that these verbs have different forms:

infinitive past tense

raise raised

rise rose

arise arose

past participle

raised

risen

orisen

present participle

raising

rising

arising

20.1H We use rob lo refer to the person or place that suffered the robbery; we use steal to
roblsteal refer to what was taken:

X Thieves stole-mg-unele y' Thieves robbed mg uncle

f A-gafigistole-the head sffiee. r' A gang robbed the head office.

X Theg rsbbed his gold woteh, r' Theg stole his gold watch.

We can use the preposition from lo link sfeai to a person or place:

Colonel Blood stole the crown jewels from the Tower of London in 1665.
We can use the preposition of to link rob with the thing which was taken:

No man has the right to rob another of his freedom.

OPPOSITE PAIRS

20.2A
borrowllend

20.28
bring /take
(and fetch)

Some verbs act as'mirror images'of each other. They describe the same event from

different sides.

lf you want to use something that belongs to someone else you can borrow il from

them. The owner of something can lend it fo you for a certain period:
'Dad, could we borrow gour electric drill?''Sorrg. I've alreadg lent itto Michael.'

Bring means to take someone or something with you to the place you are now, to your
home, or to the place/event you have been talking about:

l've brought the pliers gou said gou needed.

When are you going to bring Aour new bogfriend to meet as? (to our house)

Jane and t got lost on the top of the mountain and we had to stag there till morning.

Fortunatelg Jane had brought some food and water.

Take means to move someone or something away from the place you are now, away

from your home or away from the place/event you have been talking about:
I can't find the cheque book - Dennis must have taken it when he left this morning.

When are gou taking me to meet Aour parents? (away from here to their home)

Q The choice of verb depends on the situation of the speaker:
Are gou bringing gour scuba gear? (on our holiday)
Are gou taking gour scuba gear? (on your holiday)
I brought the car to work todaA. I am at work now.)

I took the car to worB todag. (l am not at work now.)

Fetch means to collect someone or something from another place and bring it to the
place you are now, to your home or to the place you are talking about. We don't use

bring with this meaning of 'collecting':

x W {rorn sehoo+o*Mondag?
r' Could gou fetch the children from school on Mondag? (= go to the school and bring

them home)
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 363

Rewrite the sentences using suitable forms of make or do.

0 What activities are you planning for next week?
1 Heavy rains have led to parts of the road becoming impassable.
2 We're going to have the roof repaired next spring.
3 lt's all part of the research l'm carrying out for my dissertation.
4 I'm rather busy this evening so lwon't be able to meet you at

the cinema.

What a"re vow d.oitu nzxt weekl""" """t" " ':.t" "'

5
6
1

8

The old pond has become a wonderful paddling pool for the kids
How can you talk to me like that after all I've achieved for you!
Are you going to take any more aerobics classes?
ln many countries women still earn less money than men for
the same work.
They forced the hostages to walk for three days without food
or water.
They've been producing Rolls Royce cars in the same factory
for forty years.

Complete the sentences with a suitable form of have or take.
'l You sometimes have to wait a year or two for the plants to really ............... root in the soil.
2 Unless a cheque is received by return of post we will have no option but ............... steps to

3

4
5

6
7

8
I

recover the disputed sums through the courts.
lcan't help you with that, I'm afraid; I ............... absolutely no idea when it comes to electrics.
You want to become a doctor at your age? It years to get through a medical degree.
Do you mind if I ............... a quick wash before we sit down to eat?
She's very worried about the takeover. Perhaps you should a chat with her about it.
And what makes you think you . ... ... the right to lecture me on morality?
I'm not feeling too good today; I ............... the most almighty row with my girlfriend last night.
ln the latest developments in the civil war it appears that the rebel army power in the
southern provinces.

l0 I can't think why you're so reluctant to go. Come on, ............... a risk for oncel
ll We regret to announce that Alvin Claymore is unable part in tonight's performance owing

to ill health.
I 2 The residents insist on

housing committee.
their say; they're going to demand a public meeting with the

13 With any luck the new policing initiative a positive elfect on the appalling crime rate
around here.

l4 I know I'm old-fashioned but ldo ............... exception to all the bad language on TV these days.
15 You really can't put this off any longer; you must a decision on the Knowlson case today

l0
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Replace each of the underlined phrases in
of make or do plus a word or phrase from
given as an example (0).

bad job charge decision

-br*( good laundry

the text with an expression containing a suitable form
the box. Add any necessary words. The first one is

fuss journey mistake promise start
research shopping trouble up

s..futr,thdl
but

4 ........

5........
6 ........

r0

1l
12

HIGHLAND HELL
Ildj,t'rst1f,+,,b,.*fl'ly tb$€{f 'l#(e/,f+ad lerf '
l-r t,te lrent SBst# #otejrn SrotM

In the bad old days, Scottish country hotels had a
reputation of being cold, draughty and dour places

which tried hard to make their guests feel as

unwelcome as possible. Well, the tourist industry has

moved on and we 
^t 

TrauelDetectiue felt it was time
to see if the winds of change blowing through the
British hotel world had yet reached our northern
extremities. From the catalogues and brochures, it
seems that every castle in Scotland has turned itself into a hotel, and it was

difficult to reach a conclusion about which one to try. In the end we settled for a

little-known but promising place deep in the Highlands.
So, full of optimism, I travelled north on the overnight sleeper, iumped into a

cab and headed east to the Trent Castle Hotel. I had investigated and I knew that
the place had been converted from a sixteenth-century fortress about five years

ago. From the outside it certainly looked the part with tall granite walls and

looming turrets overlooking the dark waters of Lochtrent. But the owners had

clearly committed an error with their work on the interior. Rather than warm and

welcoming, it was just as grim and forbidding as the outside.

I got to my room and, always eager to test a hotel's efficiency, I began by calling
room service and asking for my clothes to be washed. It took forty-five minutes
for the chambermaid to arrive, and when she did, she happily informed me that
the hotel would impose a fee approximately equivalent to the gross national
product of the average third-world nation for each item of clothing I wished to
have cleaned. Never one to complain, I politely declined the offer of instant
bankruptcy and decided to ask the woman about the possibility of an extra
blanket or ten, as the temperature in my room was hovering around zero and it
was only the middle of the afternoon. She guaranteed to bring one straight away,

and that was the last I was to see of her for my entire visit.
Anxious to find some warmth, I decided to try out the hotel sauna, sure that

some dry heat would be healthy.for me. But when I asked the receptionist about
the location of this heavily advertised facility, she looked at me as though I had
invented it. 'Been closed for months,' she announced. 'If you want something to do
you could always go out and buy some rhings, there's a lovely souvenir shop six

miles down the road.' The prospect was deeply unexciting.
'Look,' I said, 'I don't want to cause difficulties, but the sauna ri advertised in

your brochure,'
'Oh, that thing's full of mistakes,' she replied, 'The printers
Rather like the owners, I thought to myself ...

13 .......
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In the following texts some lines (l-17) have a mistake with the verb and some lines are correct.
Find and underline any incorrect verbs and write the correct verb form, then tick (/) the correct
lines. The exercise begins with two examples (0) and (00).

0

00

l

2

3

4

5

6

1

US RATE RISE
The Chancellor returned from this month's meeting of the 'Group

of Six' with news that interest rates are to be rised by an average of
half a percentage point in the United States. While the Chancellor

has gone in Dallas city markets have been feverish with rumours of '::"'

even higher increases. The US dollar has been laying at an all-time
low for several weeks and the American trade deficit has been rising

steadily. The Chairman of the Federal Reserve has been to Tokyo to

discuss the problems which have arose from pressure in Congress to

tackle the deficit. He will be in Japan until next Tuesday.

PRICELESS TREASURE DISAPPEARS
The Benton Horde, a priceless collection of ancient Roman silver, has

disappeared from its display cabinet in the British Museum. At today's

emergency press conference, Museum director Alan Woods talked of

his theory that the treasures had probably been robbed by a professional

gang on behalf of a specific collector as the silver is too well-known to

be sold on the open market. Ten museums have been stolen in the last

six months and the number has been raising steadily over the last few
years. The Benton Horde is one of Britain's most important collections

of Floman silver. lt was found in 1926, having laid undiscovered for

almost sixteen centuries beneath a Sussex field.

....r'....
rat{d'

8

9

t0
il
12

13

14

15

16

11

ffi
Choose the best word in italics for each sentence.

I We'd better order a taxi to bringltake us to the airport next week.
2 My uncle borrowedllenf me the money to buy my first car.

3 Shall I bringltahe my holiday photos when I come over on Saturday?
4 ls there any chance of you bringinglfetching the kids from their swimming lesson tonight?
5 The car isn't here, l'm borrowingllending it to my sister for the week.

6 My boyfriend went to Japan on a business trip and broughtltooB me a fantastic MP5 player.
-l Can I borrowllend your dictionary? I left mine at home.

8 When my girlfriend left me she broughtltook my entire CD collection.
9 Would you like me to fetchlbring your car from the garage this afternoon?

l0 ls there any chance I could borrowllend your calculator over the weekend?
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Choose the correct label, A or B, for each picture.

ffirrcWz

'Of course I love you darling, but when are
you taking me to meet your parents?'
'Of course I love you darling, but when are
you bringing me to meet your parents?'

Poor Jenny, she always ends up doing the
dishes.
Poor Jenny, she always ends up making
the dishes.

They've robbed the cash machine, officer.
They've stolen the cash machine, officer.

I'm afraid Steve's just been to Texas.

I'm afraid Steve's just gone to Texas.

They're exhausted, they've been laying all

morning.
They're exhausted, they've been lying all

morning.

He's always borrowing her clothes.
He's always lending her clothes.

A
B

A
B

A
B
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Adj ectives
Adjectives in English seem straightforward as they do not change their form except
when they are comparatives or superlatives (tr,' Unit 22). But the different positions of
adjectives, e.g. concerned residents or residents concerned, and the sequence of groups

of adjectives can cause difficulty. This unit looks at these areas and at the use of
participle and compound adjectives. (For modification of adjectives x' Unit 25.)

+ (i)al

Politics +
political

+ /ess

hoPe +
hopeless

+ qble

fashion - beauty -
fashionable beautiful

+ ful + ent + tve

depend - effect +
dependent effective

participles ( ' 2l .2A) compounds (r 21 .2C)

interesting home-made
interested red-hot

.,riip ADJEcnvE PATTERNS

21 .1A Adjectives are words which give extra information about nouns. They do not change

Form and their form to show number or gender:
use The hero was plaged bg a goung bog. Severol goung girls took the secondorg roles

Many adjectives are formed from other words; notice the spelling changes:

+IC

historY -
historic

+ ous

danger -
dangerous

Adjectives can sometimes act as nouns when they describe a particular group or
characteristic (.:.i..,, 28.1 B). We usually use the definite article and a plural verb:

Old people are becoming more numerous. = The old are becoming more numerous.
(OWe cannot use the possessive s with adjectives used as nouns or make them plural:

X Tlre-govsffiment is looking at the disabledts problens,
y' The government is looking at the problems of the disabled.
x Thelapaneses-enj@i+ing.
r' The Japanese (or Japanese people) enjog a high standard of living.

OWfren we make a brief comment in conversation we often usewhat + adjective +
noun or how + adjective:

What on amazing storgl X What-arnazing! y' How amazing!

21.18 Most adjectives can be used in front of a noun (attributive position), or after a linking
Attributive verb, e.g. be (predicative position):

position . Attributive'. We've just seen an exciting film.
' Predicative: That film was exciting.
O gut there are some adjectives which we usually only use in one position. Some
classifying adjectives (which describe what type of thing something is) and emphasising
adjectives are mainly used before a noun (see the table below):

X The-ptant theg are-building-outside-the-town-ischenieal
r' Theg're building a chemical plant outside the town.

Adjectives usually used in attributive position:

classifying chemical, chief, criminal, elder, entire, eventual, former, industrial, local,
adjectives lone, main, maximum, medical, national, nuclear, onlg, outdoorlindoor,

principal, social, sole, underlging, whole

emphasising mere, sheer, utter
adjectives
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2l .1C Adjectives in predicative position are usually the complement of a linking verb (e.g. be.

Predicative become, feel , seem e" 30.28):
position When she heard the noise Marg became verA uneasA.

However, after certain verbs of thinking and feeling (i.e. consider, find, think) we can

omit the linking verb:
I considerlfind him (to be) verg reliable.

Many adjectives beginning with the letter o and adjectives describing health and

feelings are not usually used before nouns; we use them in predicative position:

x kg -notie4istarbthe-asleep-ehiWren,
r' TrA not to disturb the children; theA ore asleep.

Adjectives usually used in predicative position:

beginning with q ablaze, afloat, qfraid, olight, alike, alive, qlone, aloof, ashqmed,
askew, asleep, awake, qwqre

health and feelings content, fine, glad, ill, pleased, poorlg, readg, sorrg, sure, upset,

Iun)well

OThere are some fixed phrases/idioms in which we use normally predicative adjectltes
before a noun with a special meaning, e.g. glad tidings, an ill wind, a readg wit, a sorrT

stdte, an upset stomach.
Some predicative adjectives have equivalent words which can be used before a noun:

Theg are doing experiments on live onimalslanimals which ore alive.

predicative ative afrqid qlike asleep ill

attributive tiveltiving frightened similar sleeping sick

2l . 1 D We use adjectives after indefinite words like something, an7one, no one, nothing,

Adjectives somewhere, etc.:
after nouns, X l:-rnleshing*for eheap-sonething,

pronouns, r' I'm looking for something cheap.
etc. Some adjectives, including some ending in -able and -ible, can follow a noun if the nour

follows a superlative adjective or the firstllastlnextlonlg:
Theg sag she's the oldest woman alive.
t'm afraid that's the last ticket available.

Adjectives that are followed by a prepositional phrase, e.g. interested in something.

suitable for somebodg (s. 1 5.5D), go after, not before, a noun:

X The-proieet wiltappeal' tslnterestedin eeologgi*tadents'
r' The proiect witl oppeal to students interested in ecologg.

This is similar to a reduced relative clause (:'* 51'1G)' We can also use a full relative

clause with the adjective in predicative position (*' 21 .1 C):

The proiect wilt appeal to students who are interested in ecologg.

O Some adjectives have a different meaning when used before or after a noun:

The meeting was full of concerned residents. (= worried)
The students concerned were a small minorifU' (= who took part/were involved)

t'm afraid we have opposite points of view. (= contrasting)

We used to tive in the house opposite. (= physically facing/across from us)

The present chairman is getting on a bit. (= current/existing now)

We took a vote of all members present. (= physically there)

Responsible porents have been outraged bg this show' (= caring/conscientious)

The person responsible wilt be caught and punished (= who did the action)

He gave us a ridiculouslg involved excuse. (= complicated)
The president gave medals to all those involved. (= who took part)



,, pARTrcrpLE (-rNc oR -ED) ADJEcnvEs

21 .24 We often use -ing and -ed participles as adjectives. We usually use them in the same
Position positions as other adjectives (tr 21.1B):

A win, even bg onlg one goal, would be a satisfging result.
I never find fast food verg satisfging.
Recommendations from satisfied customers got our business off the ground.
We follow up everA complaint from customers dissatisfied with our service.

Some participle adjectives (see the table below) can be used on their own before or
after a noun:

The chosen song features innovotive use of digitol sampling.
The song chosen mog be a disoppointment to lovers of traditional ballads.

O gut some participle adjectives (see the table below) can only be used after a noun:
X Please4ispose 1@,
/ Please dispose of gour cigarettes in the ashtrogs provided.

affected, chosen, identified, infected,
remai n i ng, sel ected, sto le n

applging, caused, discussed, found,
provided, questioned, token

before or after a noun

only after a noun

21.28
Use

21.2C
Compounds

When we use participles as adjectives, -ing participles have an active meaningand-ed
participles have a passive meaning:

I alwags seem to plag for the losing team. (= the team which is losing)

She found the lost ring under the sofa. (= the ring which had been lost)
We often use participles as adjectives to describe feelings or opinions. We use -ing
participles to describe a feeling that something causes:

It was a frightening film. (= it frightened us/it made us feel afraid)
We use -ed participles to describe a feeling that someone experiences:

I felt frightened when I wotched that film. (= I was frightened/l experienced fear)

O lnanimate objects cannot have feelings so we don't usually use -ed adjectives about
feelings to describe them:

x @+si|<rash-was-ratherworrie&
y' The report wos rather worrging. (= The report made readers feel anxious.)

We can use thatlthose with all participle adjectives with a meaning like 'the one/the
ones that ...' (]li' 28.2A, B). ln this pattern we use that to refer to a thing and fhose to
refer to things or people:

The eosiest route is that taken bg Amundsen. (= the one which was taken by)
Those living in temporarg occommodation will be rehoused within three months.
(= those people who are living in)

I feel sorrg for those left behind. (= Those people that are left behind.)
(For more information on participles in phrases I Un', t 4.,

We sometimes combine participles with other words to make compound adjectives. The
participle usually comes last. Notice the use of hyphens when the compound adjective
is used before a noun:

This Japanese maple is a particularlg slow-growing varietg.
Handel's 'Xerxes' was a rarelg-pertormed opera until relativelg recentlg.
lnterest in Latino music is no longer confined to a Spanish-speaking audience.
The marines made a death-defging leap over the cliff edge.
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2'lGROUPS OF ADJECTIVES

21.3A
Adjective

order

We often use more than one adjective to describe a noun. The order of adjectives
generally follows this sequence of categories:

The 747's refurbished interior features fantastic qoft greg leather seats.

.a
For sale: small, old, French carrioge clocl<.

We always put the category which is most permanent or important (usually 'type' or
'purpose') next to the noun:

X TheSuilders-@ antiqaated-sgste m,
r' The builders tooh out the antiquated gas heating sAstem.

And we put opinion adjectives before all others:
x l+e-jast4ought+his-aew mobik-faatastie phone,

r' I've just bought this fantastic new mobile phone.

0 We Oon't usually use more than three or four adjectives before a noun. lf we want to
give more information we can use additional clauses:

llt's a charming smoll nineteenth-centurg French brass carriage clock.l
/ tt's a charming small French carriage clock, made of brass and dating from the

nineteenth century.

lf two adjectives describe different parts of the same thing we put and between them.

X The-ehr'srne-steellaeade glintedln*the san+ight,
y' The chrome and steel facade gtinted in the sunlighf' (= Some parts were chrome'

some parts were steel.)
We always use and between two colours:

X Theptagers wilL-be-wearingtbtue red shtrts for'this ffiateh,
r' The ptagers witt be wearing blue and red shirts for this match.

We can use and between two adjectives which describe similar aspects of something:

She's tooking for a stable and long-lasting relationship.

When two adjectives describe contrasting aspects of the same thing we put but, Aet or

though between them:
The ftat was located in a rundown but central part of town.

Group theropg can be a simple get effective solution to this sort of problem.

When there are several adjectives in predicative position we usually put and before the

last one:
I'm afraid the hotel was ancient, dirtg and overpriced.

With longer lists of adjectives of the same category before a noun we can use commas

and put and before the last adjective, or we can simply list the adjectives:

I found him a friendlg, knowledgeable and dedicated guide.

I found him a friendlg knowledgeable dedicated guide.

We don't use and before the last adjective when the adjectives are of different
categories:

X Vb-enjoged-sitting in- -seats.
r' We enjoged sitting in the fantastic soft greg leather seats.

21.38
Paired

adjectives

21.3C
Using commas

and and

opinion+size+quality/character+age+shape+colour+participles+origin+material+type+purpose
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Practice The heg to these exerctses is on page 363

Use the word in the box to form an adjective that fits in the numbered space in the sentence. The
exercise begins with an example (0).

0 I have absolutely no interest in .....p.tkk&tr. debates.
1 Entry to the single currency zone is on meeting several financial criteria
2

3

4
5

6

I A Cost is the chief factor. tr
2 A This is the principal argument. n
3 A He had an ashamed feeling. !
4 A That's a ridiculous idea. I
5 A The village has a local post office. tr
6 A lt was sheer madness. I
7 A You have a ready dinner. I
8 A He had an alone sensation. I
9 A We're building an indoor pool. n

1O A You have very alike children. I
1 1 A That was a silly comment. tr
12 A She's a mere beginner. I
l3 A They are afraid people. I
14 A We have maximum security here. I
15 A He's my ill brother. tr

Most public car parks now have special parking bays for the
John F Kennedy enjoyed a.......... rise to fame in the 1960s.
Our lives are ruled by.......... bureaucrats who seem to be answerable to no one
It was more than funny, it was absolutely.......... I

People claim the rise of popular culture has had a .......... effect on national

0 politics
I depend
2 able
5 meteor
4 face
5 hysteria
6 destroy

7 disagree
8 Britain
9 point

l0 fertility
1 1 argue
12 fashion

identity.
7 There are few things more than people who shout at waiters.
8 They say the love their pets more than their children.
9 l've made my mind up and any attempt to change it is ..........

l0 The soil in this valley is particularly
I 1 As a teenager I went through a very phase.

l2 Unfortunately, a sense of moral duty seems to be becoming increasingly..........
these days.

l3 Orange and lemon trees are in this part of Spain. i 3 plenty
14 Two weeks in the Bahamas for less than a hundred dollars? That's .......... ! 14 believe
15 There's no point carrying on, the situation is .......... . 15 hope
l6 The compass will only work when laid on a .......... surface. 16 horizon
l7 That documentary on drug smuggling was a fine example of .......... journalism. 17 investigation
18 Dry cleaning is often the only way to deal with stubborn stains. 18 effect
19 Some of his pathetic excuses were downright........ . . 19 laugh
20 According to recent statistics the .......... have Europe's highest per capita income. 20 Holland

Look at these pairs of sentences. Tick (/) those which are grammatically correct and cross (X)
those which are incorrect. In some cases both sentences are correct.

B The cost factor is chief. n
B This argument is principal. tr
B He felt ashamed. I
B That idea is ridiculous. I
B The village post office is local. I
B The madness was sheer. tr
B Your dinner is ready. I
B He sensed he was alone. !
B The pool we are building is indoor. n
B Your children are very alike. I
B That comment was silly. n
B That beginner is mere. I
B Those people are afraid. I
B Here the security is maximum. tr
B My brother is ill. n
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lndicate the correct position for the adjective or phrase in brackets, as in the example. The word
the adjective/phrase describes is underlined.

0 There was nothine/in the book.

-illll-,\
1 Many of the portraits are in the Prado Museum.
2 There was something about her behaviour.
3 They gave an explanation which simply served to confuse the jury.

4 I'm afraid six o'clock is the only appointment.
5 The state of affairs is unlikely to continue for much longer.

6 I'm afraid the person is on holiday at the moment.
7 They've started having late night parties in the apartment.
8 Anyone would be deeply offended by that harrowing documentary
9 Don't worry about getting receipts, the amounts are very small.

10 Flower buds often turn black and rot away.

Study the numbered options in italics
some cases both options are correct.

in this text. Underline the correct options. Note that in

(originalJ
(painted by El Creco)
(inexplicable)
(involved)
(available)
(present)
(responsible for recruitment)
(opposite)
(sensitive)
(concerned)
(damaged by frost)

Airport hell
Results of a recent survey of intemational air

travellers have revealed (l) alarmed/alarming

discrepancies in the levels of (2) comfort and

seruice provided/provided comfort and service

at many leading airports around the world' A

(3) staggered/staggering 75 per cent of
(.4) interviewed those/those intewiewed felt

that airports were failing to provide a

(5) relaxe d/relaxing and effi cient environment'

Airports in Britain and the United States

came in for particular criticism. Fewer than

one in ten people were fully (6) sntisfied/

satisfying with the (7) provided sewice/service

provided at leading airports in these countries'

Researchers point to the enormous growth in

passenger numbers in the last twenty years' a

(8) continued/continuing trend which has not

been reflected in a conesponding growth in

airport facilities.
By contrast, airports in the growing

economies of south-east Asia and the Pacific

have received far higher satisfaction ratings'

Many (9) questioned passengers/passengers

questioned felt that these airports, which are

generally more modern than their equivalents

in the West, usually offered (1O) enhanced/

enhancirtg check-in facilities and a more

pleasant environment when compared to their

competitors.
A ( I 1) r/iscus sed key factor/key factor

discussed in the teport is the way in which

airports deal with flight delays' The better

airports have found ways to cope with

(12) bored/boring passengers, ranging from

television lounges to children's activity areas'

(13) Delayed/Delaying passengers seem to

appreciate small details such as comfortable

seating and the availability of a wide range of

refreshments. (l 4) AJfe cte d p a s s en ge r s/

Passengers affected were less likely to

complain if their children were

(15) amusedlarnusing and they were able to

find inexPensive caf6s and bars'
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lmprove these sentences by rewriting them using compound participle adjectives to replace the
underlined phrases. Use suitable forms of one word from each box to form the compound
adjectives and make any changes necessary to grammar and word order.

brilliant car digital home film fast rare J4+{ slow
technology well

know manufacture visit enhance jxpaatl go
grow make move

colour drive

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

l

B

S5o Paulo is a city which is getting bigger very quickly

. . . . . . . l,aa. Pau/i. . w. *. r.af+d.l/ :.expandtzg. u,q.

There is a segment of the public that visits cinemas that will always want to see corny adventure
movies.

The new wing will be opened by a W personality whom many people have heard of

The desserts which are produced bv ourselves are the main feature of our restaurant.

Rewrite these jumbled sentences with the words in the correct order. As a clue the first word of
the sentence has a capital letter.

0 terraced/inly'ictorian/They/a/live/house/wonderful
....r["/.li"o.itto.tnnl.e.rf iL.Vktarr.anter.ra+pd,.hawse.

1 wi n e/lt's/a nci entl 1ar I a I Cree k/price I ess/ce ra m i c

Northumberland is a part of England which people don't go to very often.

They were soon engulfed by the water which was flowing very quickly

ln recent times changes which are caused by technical developments have had a profound impact
on working practices.
The oak is a tree which doesn't get bigger very quickly.

Australian parrots have plumage which is a mixture of bright red. yellow and green.

The Midlands is Britain's main region that produces automobiles.

The Hubble space telescope has produced pictures which are improved by electronic means that
have amazed the public.

9

10

2 new I al centrelOur lhaslfantastic/school/state-of-the-art/computer

5 su perb/textu red/the/She/ten/sa les/found/metres/dark/blue/of/velvet/in

4 ltali an I lll uph ol ste ryll ux u ri ou s/featu res/l eathe r
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ry
All these sentences contain mistakes. Find the mistakes and
some cases you may need to add, remove or change words;
the word order.

rewrite the sentences correctly. In
in others, you may need to change

0 The house was draughty, and damp cold.
...r.h.elwu'sp.a.*s.fo oo7@,dau,y.a,ud,.co(d',.

1 Sylvia had a warm, gentle but friendly personality.

2 They've just bought a little Persian beautiful cat

5 That documentary about racism was truly horrified.

4 This was the taken route by the original explorers.

5 The wealthies seem to have all the power in our capitalist societies.

6 The book is bound to appeal to fascinated by crime readers

7 We comforted the afraid children after their terrifying ordeal.

8 On many questions my father and I have opinions opposite

9 They've chosen a blue yellow colour scheme for their kitchen

l0 The injured bird appeared to have a breaking wing

1 1 The boat has an aluminium and glass-fibre unique hull.

12 I'm afraid the city was noisy though overcrowded

13 A new form of licensing is the proposed by parliament solution.

14 No punishment is severe enough for the responsible person for these crimes.

1 5 We are an action group acting on behalf of parents who are lone

l6 lt was difficult because we had to choose between two alike alternatives

l7 Tall anyone will find these seats cripplingly uncomfortable.

l8 Living in Scotland viewers may experience poor reception due to weather conditions.

l9 Karen found her new job to be well-paid and challenged.

20 The movie is a moving fast account of events during the Gulf War.
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Comp ari son
Cradable adjectives ($a 23.1)can be used to make comparisons. The rules for the
production of comparative and superlative forms of adjectives are generally

straightforward but there can be difficulties with spelling, exceptions in use, and the
different phrases which accompany them. This unit also describes ways of making

comparisons without using comparative and superlative forms, e.g. with like and as.

lllffiI coMpARAnvE AND suPERLArlvE ADJEcTIvES

22.14
Form and

use

We use comparative adjectives to compare two (or more) things or people, and

superlative adjectives to distinguish one thing or person from a number of others. This

table shows the forms of comparative and superlative adjectives and the basic patterns

they are used in:

adjectives with one syllable:
cheop

ending in silent -et safe

ending in a consonant + g:
dra

ending in a single vowel +
a single consonant: big

adjectives with two or more
syllables:

expensive

irregular adjectives
good/bad
far
old

comparative adjectives superlative adjectives

adjective + -er (+ than): fhe + adjective + -esf:
The hamburger is cheaper The hot dog is the cheapest.

(thqn the cheeseburger).

double the final consonant: double the final consonant:
bigger the biggest

more + adjective: the most + adjective:
The hamburger is more The cheeseburger is the
expensive (than the hot dog). most expensive.

omit final -e: safer

change g to i: drier

betterlworse
further/fafther
olderlelder

omit final -e: the safest

change g to i: the driest

the bestlworst
furthestlfarthest
oldestleldest

We can use than to introduce a clause after a comparative adjective:
Los Angeles is bigger than I expected it to be.

We can use other phrases between a comparative adjective and athan clause:
Burgers were more expensive in this restaurant than in the others we visited
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22.18
Exceptions

22.1C
lrregular

adjectives

22.1D
Emphasis

and strength

O tt ttre object of the comparison is a pronoun without a verb we usually use an object
pronoun (w 27.1D). lf there is a verb we use a subject pronoun:

ll'm taller than he.l y' I'm taller than him. r' l'm taller than he is.

O Wfren we have two or more adjectives with more in a list, we usually only use more
once:

lLester and Craves were more hardworking and more determined than the others.l
y' Lester and Craves were more hardworking and determined thon the others.

When we refer to a place or group we use in not of after superlatives.
X New-:le*i*one-ofahelargiest-eities of the*erld. r' ... in the world.
X H*sbg farthe-eleverest-s.tudentof"his-class, y' ... in his class.

But in formal English we can put an of phrase at the beginning of the sentence, before
the superlative.

Of the students in his class, he is the cleverest.

There are some exceptions to the rules of form and the patterns of use listed above.
One-syllable adjectives ending in -ed and the adjectives real , right and wrong form the
comparative and superlafie with more and most (they do not take -er and -est):

X I-wa*boreder-thsn I wqs on-the-fligtht to Sgdneg,
y' I was more bored than I was on the flight to Sgdneg.

Many two-syllable adjectives ending in -lg, -9, -ow, -r and J, and the adjectives
common, handsome, mature, pleasant, polite, simple and stupid can have either more

and most or -er and -est:
The photographer wanted something more livelg (or livelier).
Your son needs to develop a maturer (or more mature) attitude to his work.

When we add a negative prefix to two-syllable adjectives ending in -g (e.g. happA -
unhappg) they can still take -er and -est:

He's the unhappiest man in the world.
(D ln informal spoken English we sometimes use a superlative adjective when we are

only comparing two things, especially if the two things make a set:

I've got two cars but the Mercedes is the best.

We can use elder and eldest (instead of older and oldest) to talk about people's ages,

especially people in the same family, but we can't use elder immediately after a verb:

Their eldestloldest son went to Harvard. Marg is the eldestlthe oldest.
X MU sister is eder (than ne). y' Mg sister is older (than me).

Note that we don't use elder and eldest to talk about the age of things:
f This-isthe-eWest-hoase in the-street, y' This is the oldest house in the street.

We use further or farther to talk about a'greater distance':
John's house is the farther one.
I've moved further awag from mA parents. (= a greater distance away)

O We use further (notfarther) with the meaning of 'extra'or'more':
Let me know if gou have ang further questions. (= extra/more)

Most one-syllable adjectives can also form the comparative and superlative with more

or most instead of -er or -esf. We usually use this form for emphasis in spoken English:

You should be more proud of the things Aou've alreadg ochieved. (= prouder)

I thinh this is the one she is the most proud of. (= proudest)

Comparatives can be made stronger or weaker by inserting a word or phrase in front of
them:
. Stronger: even, (verg) much, far, a lot, lots (informal), considerablg, a great deal

(formal) + comparative:
The cheeseburger's even more expensive than the fishburger.

' Weaker: a little, slightlg, a bit (informal), somewhaf (formal) + comparative:
The hot dog's a bit cheaper than the hamburger.
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, 22 We can make a superlative weaker or stronger in the same way.

' Stronger: bg far, easilg (informal) + superlative:

He's bg for the cleverest student in his class' (= He is much cleverer than the others )

She's easilg the best programmer in the company. (informal) (= She is much better

than the others.)

' Weaker: one of , some of + superlative:

New York is one of the targest cities in the world. (= There may be some larger.J

22.1E To say that two things are equal we can use patterns like ls + no + comparative or is

EqualitY not + lnA + comParative:
The fishburger is no more expensive than the hamburger. (= They are the same price')

The fishburger isn't ang cheaper than the hamburger. (= They are the same price )

22.1F We use /ess and least as the opposite of more and most. We use these words with all

/ess and adjectives including one-syllable adjectlves:

Ieast l prefer the paistea pattern; ifs /ess bold than the others.

The hot dog is the least exPensive'

e But in informal English we usually prefer to make negative comparisons of this kind

with nof 0s ... os ("" 22.28):
t prefer the paisteA pattern; it isn't as bold as the others'

(For the use of morelmostllesslleasfl with nouns 25'4A' B )

22.24
0s ...0s

22.28
not 0s ... as

22.2C
so, too and

enough

ADJECTIVES WITH AS, SO, TOO, ENOUGH AND SUCH

we can say that two things are equal by using os + adjective + os. (Also '' 22.3D):

The hamburger is as expensive as the fishburger'

We make this comparison more emphatic with lusf :

we reallg shoutdn't have gone; it's iust as bad as I predicted it would be!

To say that things are almost equal we uselusf about, about, almost or nearlg:

t've had iust about as much as I can take'

She's nearlg as old as I was when I got married'

We make a negative comparison with nof aslso + adjective + as:

The hot dog isn't as expensive as the hamburger' (= The hot dog is cheaper'J

We can modify this comparison with nearlg or quite:

The hot dog isn't nearlg so expensive as the cheeseburger. (= lt is much cheaper.)

The hot dog isn't quite as expensive as the hamburger' (= lt is slightly cheaper')

ln informal spoken English we can use nof angthing like, nothing like or nowhere near +

os + adjective:
The fishburger isn't angthing like as expensive as the cheeseburger.

The fishburger's nothing tike (or nowhere near) as expensive as the cheeseburger'

We use another type of 'comparison'when we describe the result of a particular qualit'

or characteristic. We can use several structures:

' so + adjective + lthat) clause:

I'm afraid I can't identifg her. It was so dark (that) I couldn't see her firce. (= lt was

very dark. The result was that I couldn't see her face')

' too + adjective (+ forlto Phrase):
It was too dark (for me) (to see her face).

. (not) adjective + enough (+ forlto phrase):

It wasn't light enough (for me) (to see her face)-

A more formal alternative to these forms is so + adjective + os fo phrase:

lt was so dark as to make it impossible to see her face'
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22.2D We can use os and such to introduce a comparison. There are two patterns:

as and such' ds + adjective +o + noun +ds:
It wasn't as bad a result as I'd expected. (=11was a better result than l'd expected.)

' such a + adjective + noun + as (or fhof clause):

It wasn't such a bad result as I had expected.

It wos such a dark night that I couldn't reallg see her face.

ffiff,| orHER ryPES oF coMPARtsoN

22.3A
Progressive
comparison

22.38
Combined

comparison

22.3C
Contrastive
comparison

22.3D
Iike and as

We can describe how something increases or decreases by repeating the same

comparative two or sometimes three times, putting and between the forms:

Her visits to the countrg to see her son become rarer and rarer. (= increasingly rare)

As the illness progressed the patients grew more and more detached from realitg.

Marching into the sunset, the figures became smaller and smaller ond smaller.

To describe how a change in one thing causes a change in another, we can use two
comparative forms with fhe. Note the use of the comma after the first clause:

The longer gou leave it, the worse it'll get.

We sometimes omit the verb be in the clauses:

The more sophisticated the product, the more substantial the potential profit.

When we contrast two related qualities, we always use more (not -er):

x @ y' I'm more sad than disappointed.

Her eges are more green than greg.

We can also use not so much ... as or rother than:

l'm not so much disappointed as sad.

Her eges are green rather than greA.

We often describe something by comparing it to something else which has similar

qualities. These comparisons are known as'similes'. There are two forms:
. os + adjective + os:

Listening to her was about as interesting as watching paint drg.

(ln informal English we sometimes omit the first os She loohs white as o sheet.)
. like + noun or verb phrase:

The cruise ship was like a skgscraper lging on its side.

There are many idioms in which we use these two patterns:

You're as white as a sheet; I thinls gou'd better see q doctor.

I feet fult of energy todaA - I slept like o log last night.

Q We use tike (not os) before a noun when we are making a comparison between two

things which seem similar:
X )lo*look-qs,a+na*uhob-seen o ghost! y' You look like a man who's seen a ghost!

when Mitse puts on his dark suit he looks like a waiter' (= He resembles a waiter')

Q We use os (not lihe)before a noun when we are describing someone's job, role or

identity, or something's function:
x SinenbwerkW-Iit<e-a'waiter-durW the-sanmer"vaeatiefr.
y' simon's working as a waiter during the summer vacation. (This is his job.)

IJse gour pagrott number as a password for the computer. (This is its function.)

Q We can also describe something by comparing it with something similar without

using like or as; this is known as a 'metaphor':
We hope the new treatg will form a bridge between our two nations. (a bridge =
metaphor for a linkl

Metaphors are common in poetry and literary English:

Sometimes too hot the ege of heaven shines. {ege of heaven = metaphor for the sun)
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Practice The keq ta these evercises ts on paqe 164

Fill the gaps with appropriate comparative and superlative forms of the adjectives in the box. Add
than and ffe if necessary.

good loose real -srr+€ tidy
wet scared wrong far

0
I

2

3

I'm rather worried about the side effects of aspirin. Can you recommend a alternative?

And now we come to the award for.......... actor in a leading role.

It's been raining non-stop. I wouldn't be surprised if this turns out to be July on record!

The authenticity of dialogue and setting often makes low-budget films seem

artificial version of reality in Hollywood movies.

4 ln medieval times people rarely travelled long distances. For most peasants they would ever

travel would be to the local market town.
5 ln our study children on a diet high in dairy products tended to be considerably average.

6 Now that I'm employing a cleaner the house has become a lot .......... it ever used to bel

7 This skirt's much too tight on the hips. I need something with a .......... fit.
8 DiCaprio was awful! lthink that's.......... performance l've ever seen him give.

9 I don't mind the Mediterranean summer because it's a .......... heat than you find in the tropics.
10 They say the great pyramid at Ciza is ..........structure to survive from the ancient world.
11 I like all Mozart's operas but lthink Don Ciovannl is the one lam .......... on.

12 We inherited two paintings from my grandmother. Of the two, I'd say the landscape is .......... .

13 I know all murder is wrong, but don't you agree that it's to murder a child than to murder

an adult?
14 ..........1've ever felt was when Joe and I were flying over the Himalayas and we hit a storm; it was

absolutely petrifyi ng.

15 That play was so tedious. I was ..
in that lift last year!

watching that than I was when I spent three hours trapped

Match each sentence (l-7) with a sentence with the same meaningfrom A-G.

dry keen fat bored
bad big pretty

.. the somewhat

1 lt's slightly cheaper.
2 lt's much cheaper.
3 lt isn't anything like as cheap
4 lt's just as cheap.
5 lt's by far the cheapest.
6 lt isn't quite as cheap.
7 lt isn't as cheap.

A lt's considerably more expensive.
B lt's the least expensive.
C lt's more expensive.
D lt's somewhat less expensive.
E lt's no more expensive.
F lt's slightly more expensive.
C lt's nothing like as expensive.
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x4*
Tick Vl the best explanation, A or B.

1 The prices on the menu aren't nearly as expensive as lexpected.
A Prices are a little cheaper than I expected.
B Prices are much cheaper than I expected.

2 It looks as if your new car isn't any more reliable than the old one!
A Both cars are equally unreliable.
B The new car is slightly less reliable than the old one.

3 Of all the teams in the league, theirs is the least successful.
A Their team is the most unsuccessful.
B Their team is less successful than some of the others.

4 They said it was one of the most powerful earthquakes ever.
A No other earthquake was as powerful.
B There may have been more powerful earthquakes.

5 The new tax regulations are somewhat more rigorous than last year's.
A The new regulations are much more rigorous than last year's.
B Last year's regulations were slightly less rigorous.

6 I have to say that the hotel wasn't quite as luxurious as the brochure claimed.
A The hotel was much less luxurious than the brochure claimed.
B The hotel was slightly less luxurious than the brochure claimed.

7 This is by far the best seat in the plane. There's loads of legroom.
A No seat in the plane is better.
B Other seats may be equally good.

8 She isn't anything like as snobbish as you said.
A She is less snobbish than you said.
B She isn't snobbish.

9 I'm afraid your figures are no more accurate than the ones Rachel gave me.

A Your figures are less accurate than Rachel's.
B Your figures and Rachel's figures are equally inaccurate.

10 As far as Daniel's job is concerned, things are about as bad as they can be.

A Daniel's job could get worse.
B Daniel's job couldn't be any worse than it is.

each sentence so that it means the same as preceding one(s). Use the words in

but do not change the words given in any way.

0 As students get closer to their exams they become more nervous. (the ... more)
The closer students .... jet.tn.thau. u<a.?ri6,.tlle,t'144.rc/.4eruau,t.trt/e'y..b.uarxr,,

1 The lecture was very boring. As a result lfell asleep. (so... that)
The lecture
The tickets sold out within days because the concert was so well publicised. (such ... that)
It was ........
The wording of the document is very complicated. lt's incomprehensible. (so ... as to)
The wording of the document ............
I couldn't find my contact lens because it was very dark. (too)
It was ........
My friends claimed that the exhibition was interesting but I found it pretty dull. (exhibition)
It wasn't as ..............

T
T

tr
T

!
tr

tr!
T
tr

T
T

tr
T

n
tr
I
tr

T
T

&E
Complete
brackets
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She's slightly angry but she's very disappointed. (than)
She's..........
Approaching the church, we noticed the sound of the bells becoming increasingly loud.
(and ... and)
Approaching the church, we noticed the sound of the bells
As dogs get older they become less aggressive. (the less)
The older dogs ..........
My son can't get a place at kindergarten because he's too young. (enough)
My son isn't ...........
Their remarks were only slightly insulting, but they were extremely inaccurate. (not so much)
Their remarks ................

Match the situations (1-15) with the similes (A-P). Then use the similes to rewrite the sentences.
You may need to use a good dictionary for this exercise.

l0

tu

A like a cat on a hot tin roof
B like a trooper
C like a lamb to the slaughter
D like a bull in a china shop
E like a bear with a sore head
F like a log
G like a chimney
H like a rocket

I like hot cakes

J as a fiddle
K as a feather
L as ice
M as the grave
N as a sheet
O as a mule
?3ffi

0
1

1

3

4
5

Stonehenge is incredibly ancient, more than 4,000 years old.
She's a heavv smoker. ................
He's incredibly clumsy and often breaks things.
I slept really soundly last night.
It's absolutely freezing in here!
She so naive, she doesn't realise what a dangerous situation she's going into.

6 My grandmother may be 85 but she's incredibly fit and healthy.

7 Do you feel all right? You're very pale.

8 He's terribly nervous, he can't keep still for a moment
9 She's in a foul mood this morning, shouting at and arguing with everyone.

Our new car goes really fast
My new flatmate never stops swearing
Once the lights were out the dormitory became eerily quiet
She doesn't need to diet, she weighs hardly anythingl
Once the old man has made his mind up he never changes it, whatever you say.

r0
1l
12

13

14
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Complete the following article.
text before you begin writing.

CONSUMER REPORT

W&Kffi Ww&KffiKKreffireffiWffi
For this week's consumer test we've been looking at
lhe (0) ...,.?44{f .... popular choices of competing hair
conditioner. We chose the three (1) ..........-selling
brands: Supremesoft, Vitabalm and ActiveShine, and
gave them to our panel of ordinary consumers to try
for a month.

Suprem asoft'a z
At $2.99 for 250m1 Supremesofi is the (2) ..........

expensive of the three brands. But, surprisingly, price

is no guide to quality as this brand was (3) . ........
more effective (4) .......... the cheaper brands. On the
other hand, the panel felt the packaging was (5) ..........

upscale than the competitors, and the conditioner
itself had an attractive colour and scent. But these

advantages weren't significant (6) .......... to
compensate for the extra cost.

Vitabalm s
Vitabalm is the (7) .......... of the tested brands ($1 .99 tor 250m1). Our consumers thought the

packaging wasn't (8) . . . . . attractive (9) . ........ the others and the conditioner had what one

tester described as 'a rather chemical smell'. lt was ('1 0) .......... as effective as the others in

dealing with tangled hair, but testers with dry hair found that it wasn't rich enough (1 1) ..........

give their hair any extra body. And everyone agreed that it was (12) ..........harsh to be useable

on a daily basis.

ActiveShine ,* * *
This brand emerged as the (13) .......... all-round value for money. lt had a strong smell, rather

(14) ..........an antiseptic cream, but the smell was not (15) .......... strong as to be off-putting.
Testers found that it was just as effective with greasy hair as with dry hair and it was
(16) .......... far the most successful with flyaway hair. ActiveShine doesn't have (1 7) .......... a

rich composition as Supremesoft, but our testers found that (1 8) .......... more they used it, the
(19) .......... noticeable the effect on their hair, so it was considered to be just as effective
(20) .......... the others in the long term.

So, at around $2,50 for 250m1 ActiveShine receives this month's three-star rating.

Use only one word for each
The exercise begins with an

space (l-20). Read
example (0).

through the whole

')-)
JJ
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Gradable and ungradable
adjectives
Adjectives are 'describing' words. Most adjectives have a meaning which can be made
stronger or weaker; these are called'gradable adjectives'. Other adjectives have a
meaning which is extreme or absolute and cannot easily be made stronger or weaker.
These are called 'ungradable adjectives'. The differences in the way we use these two
kinds of adjectives can cause problems even for advanced students. This unit looks at

these different types of adjective and the ways in which we can modify their meaning.

(For adjective use in general *.Unit 2l:for adjectives used in comparisons e Unit 22.)

. f, MODIFYING GRADABLE ADJECTIVES

Gradable adjectives represent a point on a scale. For example , cheop and expensive are

adjectives on the scale of 'how much something costs'. Ungradable adjectives represent

the limits of a scale (s 23.2A below).

ungradable adjectives free
(limit of the scale)

ungradable adjectives priceless
(limit of the scale)

We can make comparative and superlative forms from all gradable adjectives:

23.14
Cradable and

ungradable
adjectives

freezing vastlenormous

t
gradable adjectives

I

(verg cheap)
cheap cold large
(not verg cheap)
(a bit expensive)
expensive hot small
(very expensive)

boiling minutelting

23.18 We can make gradable adjectives stronger withverg, but not with the adverb
Strengthening absolutelg:
the adjective X That new iaeket looh*absolutelg expensive,

r' That new jacket looks verg expensive.

Yes- lt's much cheaper.
Let's buy some tickets.
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23.1C
Weakening

the adjective

23.1D
quite

There are several other modifiers which we use to strengthen the meaning of these
adjectives: so, rather, reallg, extremelg, terriblg, most (formal), prettg (informal):

Last night's motch was terriblg exciting.
I felt prettg upset after the accident. (informal)

The chapter on the earlg sonnets was most instructive. (formal)

We often use less common adverbs to modify certain gradable adjectives. Although
verg is commonly used to strengthen any adjective, your English will sound more fluent
and natural if you learn to use other combinations of adverb and adjective:

I was bitterlg disappointed at mA exam results.
Mg brother is painfullg shg.
The students in this school are highlg intelligent.

Note that we can often only use certain adverbs with certain adjectives (for commonly
used combinations w 23.4).

Cradable adjectives can usually be made weaker by the words fairlg, slightlg, a (little)
bif (informal) and somewhof (formal):

I've been feeling slightlg dizzg all morning.
Mg friend was a bit drunk. (informalJ

The police reported that the mon was somewhat inebriated. (formal)

ln conversation, a bit is a useful way to make a critical remark more polite:

You're a bit overdressed, aren't gou?

We can use not verg and not at all to weaken gradable adjectives after the verb be:

The end of term test wasn't verg long and it wasn't at all difficult.

With gradable adjectives quife usually means 'fairly' but can have other
meanings. The different meanings are only apparent in spoken English as they are

dependent on stress and intonation:
The lecture was quite interesting. (unmarked = fairly interesting)
quite interesting (stress on adjective = ffior€ interesting than the speaker expected)
quite interesfing (stress on adverb = less interesting than the speaker expected)

(For quite with ungradable adjectives * 23.28.)

MODIFYINC UNCRADABLE ADJECTIVES

23.24
Ungradable

adjectives

23.28
lntensifying

the adjective

Ungradable adjectives (e.g. enormous, vast, ting, priceless, free) have a meaning which

represents the limit of a scale. For example the limits of the scale of 'how much

something costs' (h table in 23.1A) are free (= it costs nothing) and priceless (= its cost

is too great to be counted). Ungradable adjectives are not usually used in comparatives

and superlatives (but w 25.2D), and we do not use verA to make them stronger:

X The-Mingi-uases-ere-ffiore-prketess*han the'Egrgptian m urnnies,
r' The Ming voses are more valuable thon the Eggptian mummies.

l( Entranee+slhe-ftil)setlrn-is-ver!-free :
y' Entrance to the museum is obsolutelg free.

A common way to intensify the meaning of ungradable adjectives is with the adverb

absotutetg. We use this device to add emphasis in spoken and informal English; it is not

common in writing:
I couldn't swim in the seo; the water was absolutelg freezing.
The show was absolutelg fabulous.

When we usequite with ungradable adjectives, it has a similar meaningto'completely',
emphasising the strength of the adjective:

The tenor's performance wos quite amazing.
You're quite correct.
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23.2C
0lmost,

nearla, etc.

23.2D
Comparatives

and
superlatives

Although we use absolutelg with many ungradable adjectives, there are some adjectives
which are never intensified with absolutelA and some where we prefer to use other
intensifying adverbs such as completelg, totallg and utterlg. There are no grammar rules
which explain these combinations so it is best to learn them as vocabulary items
(e 23.4).

I'm afraid Aour answer is completelg wrong.
Since the accident Henrg has been totallg deaf in one ear.

Susan was utterlg appalled bg her husband's dishonestg.
We can also use a most before ungradable adjectives used before a noun:

Hilarg has a most amazing hoirstgle.

We do not usually make ungradable adjectives weaker by using the modifiers fairlg,
slightlg, a (little) bit, somewhot or not verg:

X T-heir'favout ite psssessisn-is a slightlg prketess Satsuffis -vase,

X I'wouWn:t-reeer*nend-the-shew;"it*not-verg.{abutea*,
But we do use almost, nearlg, procticallg or virtuallg to indicate a point close to the
absolute meaning of ungradable adjectives:

He never turns the heating on - it's practicallg freezing in there.

The batterg in mg calculator is almost dead.
After six months with the disease he was nearlg deaf and virtuallg blind.

Because ungradable adjectives represent the limit of a scale, they are not usually used

in comparatives and superlatives. However, in spoken English many 'ungradable'

adjectives can be used gradably when we are comparing similar things at one end of a

scale and can then be used in comparisons:
I've never been more exhausted than I was after the New York marathon.
Thqt was the most delicious meal gou've ever cooked!

With comparatives of this type we often use sfil/ more or even more:
Their house is even more enormous than Richard's!

u MODTFYTNG ADJECTTVES rN INFORMAL ENGLISH

23.34
reallg, real ,

etc.

23.38
Cradable and

ungradable

There are several modifiers which we use with both gradable and ungradable adjectives
to make their meaning stronger. The most common in informal English is reallg:

That film was reallg exciting. It's reallg freezing in here!
ln informal US English real can be used instead of reallg:

That watch looks real expensive.
Expressions such as nice and and good and can be used to intensify many adjectives:

The hotel was nice and clean. I'll come when I'm good and readg.
ln very informal English, dead and a number of slang words (e.g. bleeding) can be used
as intensifiers:

The rollercoaster ride was dead scarg.
(D We usually do not use these colloquial modifiers in formal English:

lHer Majestg was dead interested in the traditional Maori dancing.l
lThe bank is reallg sorrg about having to refuse gour application for a loan.l

Some adjectives can have both gradable and ungradable meanings, depending on
whether the speaker feels the adjective describes an absolute quality or one which is

relative to something else:
l'm afraid there are no rooms -the hotel is full . (ungradable = completely full)
The hotel's verg full but I think I can get gou a single room for tonight. (gradable =
has many guests but there is still some space)

Other adjectives like this are: emptA, beautiful , black, delicious, new, possible.
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COMMON ADVERB + ADJECTIVE COLLOCATIONS

These collocations are taken from the British National Corpus. (Below, 'sb' = somebodA

and 'sth' = something.)

adverb + adjective

bitterlA cotd, disappointed, divided, hostile, humiliated, hurt, opposed, resented,
resentful, upset

completelg acclimatised, olone, different, droined, emptglfull, extinguished, immune
(fromlto sth), incapable (of sth), incomprehensible, lost, negotive, new,

open (with srJ (= honestl, overloohed, revised, rightlwrong, untenable

deeptgashamed'ottached(tosblsth)(=strongfeelingfor),conscious,conservative'
depressed, disappoi nted, disturbed, divided, embedded, embittered, hurt,

indebted (to sb), ingrained, in love with, involved, involved (in sth)' lamented,

meoningful, moving, religious, rutted

entirelg absent, beneficiat, clear, different, false, fitting, free, global, impersonal,
logol, new, obvious, serious, unconvincing' unexpected

heavitg qrmed, booked, built, censored, criticised, embroiled (with sblsth), flavoured,
guarded, involved (in sth), muscled, polluted, populoted, protected,
pubticised, regulated, represented, scented, soiled, taxed

hideouslg bad, burnt, deformed, disfigured, disfiguring, effective, embarrassing,

expensive, iniured, turid, mangled' scarred, swollen, uglg, unhggienic

highlA

painfullg

perfectlg

seriouslg

totallg

utterlA

acute, qware, evocqtive, teqrned, loud, obvious, self-conscious, sensitive, shg,

slow, small, sparse, thin

arranged, bqtonced, capabte, fitting (= appropriate)' formed' genuine' good'

healthg, normal, ptaced, proper, rational, reasonable, (qll) right' safe, still,

strai g htfo rward, unde rstq n da b I e, vol i d

damaged, exposed, hlr 1= 63ry''ug"d), ill, impaired, rich, threatened'

undermined, wealthg

abandoned, otone, appatted, cqreless' deiected, destroged, devoted (to sb)'

different, disqstrous, fearless, futile, impossible, irresistible, lacking, ruthless,

tragic, unacceptable, unqttai nable, unquestioning, useless, wrecked
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2i
Practice The keg to these exercrses is on page 364

Put

amaztng
expensive

Match the labels (A-D) with the sentences (1-6). Some labels

A US English B formal C informal

1 We were wearing the same outfitl lt was dead embarrassing.
2 The cave paintings were real impressive.
3 I thought Dave's behaviour was a bit bizarre last night.
4 The professor's lecture was most illuminating.
5 Francis Bacon's later works were somewhat disturbing.
6 These new engines are pretty reliable.

each adjective into the correct box below. Each box will contain ten adjectives.

attractive cold correct dead enormous exciting
extinct fascinating freezing good interesting huge
large minute paralysed shy sick ugly

I

Use the words in the box below to rewrite each sentence, making it either stronger or weaker
according to the instructions. Use each word once only. The exercise begins with an example (0).

virtually very somewhat a bit highly absolutely .sti€htif fabulously fairly

Make these sentences weaker:
0 The dress I bought yesterday is damaged. .. ......fhp.d"et: ! horyhtywte,rd+y..u.r@ltfu
I These days mobile phones are inexpensive.
2 Be careful changing gear; the gearstick's stiff.
3 The inscription on the tomb was indecipherable.
4 Many of the lnca religious ceremonies were bloodthirsty. ..........

Make these sentences stronger:
5 Jane's flat was freezing last night.
6 This new computer game sounds interesting.
7 Hilary's new boyfriend is rich.
B Victory in our next game seems unlikely.

w
*Se

may be used more than once.

D very informal

ungradable adjectives gradable adjectives

23,6



Read the article below and decide which word (A-C) bestfits each space (l-10). The exercise
begins with an example (0).

Fakes found in maiot museums
Oscar'White Muscarella, a (0) ...
respected archeologist at New York's
Metropolitan Museum, claims that
more than 1,250 forgeries are on

display in the world's leading
museums and art galleries. In his latest

book Muscarella specifically names 37

forgeries in the Louvre, 16 in the

British Museum and 45 in his own
museum in New York. Muscarella's

earlier claims have been heavily (1) ...

by some museum officials who are

(2) ... opposed to his arguments. But

Muscarella has (3) ... good scientific

evidence for his claims, showing that
over 40 per cent of the objects

examined by the Oxford Thermo-

luminescence laboratory are fakes.

The reason for the quantity of
forgeries is (4) ... simple. Because

many of the objects in our museums

were found by amateurs and illegally
exported from their countries of origin
they have no official provenance or
documented history. Museums are

painfully (5) ... of this embarrassing

problem and as a result they have

been known to overlook the lack of
written records before accepting or
buying antiquities. This makes it (5) ...

impossible to detect forgeries,

especially if they are accurate copies.

But in fact many forgeries are (7) ...

obvious as they are o{ten copied from
a photograph which only shows the

front of an object. When examining

the back of the forgery they can look
(8) ... different from the original. But

museum officials tend to be (9) ...

conservative and hate to question

objects which have been sitting in

their collections for many years.

Muscarella specialises in the

ancient Middle East, and this is the

area of archaeology in which he has

found so many forgeries. But his

research has had the effect of
undermining the reputation of some

of our most (10) ... regarded

institutions, and this should be of
concern to anyone who values our
cultural heritage.

0 Aabsolutely @higf'ty Cvery
I Adiscussed Brejected Ccriticised
2 Abitterly Bhighly Crather
3 A perfectly B absolutely C somewhat
4 Avirtually Bquite Creally
5 A conscious B understanding C aware
6 Avery Bvirtually Cpretty
7 Aabit Bentirely Cdeeply
8 Acompletely Babsolutely Calmost
9 Aheavily Bdead Cdeeply

l0 Avery Bhighly Cabsolutely
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Six of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick (rz) the correct sentences, then find the mistakes

and correct them.

I
1

3

4
5

6

1

B

9
10

w
This box contains eight groups of gradable and ungradable adjectives with similar meanings'

There are four adjectiv"t to. each group in the box below. Complete the gaps in the table' The

example for nice is Provided.

annoyed boring -bi+liarrf delighted diminutive diverting ecstatic engaging

exhilarated -Jabaistls famished .faJata3tif fascinating furious happy hungry

interesting irate irritated little lov€tlr minute ravenous scarce starving

stultifying tedious tiny uncommon uninteresting unique unusual

gradable adjectives ungradable adjectives

1 dull
2 small
3 amusing
4 rare
5 angry
6 nice
7 pleased

B peckish

we thought the state rooms in the white House were real impressivel

l'm afraid there's nothing to eat; the fridge is very empty'

The tour bus is completely full so I've only got six seats left to offer you.

I love these 'awayday' tickets; they're nice and cheap'

We chose the hotel because it was very recommended by our neighbours

lf you were really serious about your studies, you would have given up

that evening job.

Everyone in our class loves Jackie - she's dead friendly'

Jackwas a very built man with massive shoulders and a menacing stare'

I found the funeral ceremony absolutely moving'

The Ambassador would be really delighted to accept this honour on

behalf of the President.

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

fthfu* f^lt&6ab- .hr.iili*xt
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The writer of this letter has made mistakes with some of the adjectives she has used. Find the
mistakes and substitute suitable alternative adjectives from the table in exercise 6. You can only
change the adjectives, everything else must remain the same. There are l4 unsuitable adjectives
in the letter, including the example.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

l5
16

17

18

l9
20

21

22

23

24

""'";n*:Iffiq

Dear Jusanna,

ftaving dn dbszlufe ly yie€tiae herc in \arcelona. The we tfher has beeu

wonderfully hof and sunny with harotly a cloud in the sky. )ur hotel is in fhe
hathic qudrf€r * tt's very ainufc buf tyuifc coafortable . The sfaff are all very
frienoily and helpful - we grf backfrom a club af 3 a.u. a couple of days ago -
all of us were absolufe ly hungry of course - and fhe doorman kinolly offered to
make us all sandwiches! Sfevc wasn'f iupresseol Gs usual!), he was actually fairly
furinus because fhey dio{n'f have granary bread!

Nc've sect4 tnosf o{ rhe sights in the cify. Karen was abs0luf6ly ple ased whe n

we wenf to fhe 'Jagraola Faailia' - she loves haudi's work. tt's cerfdinly a fotally
rare building.,Inol Steve was very ecstafic abouf Azing f0 fhe lLarifiae lluse ua -
he seeus to flnd anyfhing f0 qto htith boafs ulter{y interdfing. I cdn'f
undersfand if ayself. t was absolufely annoyed when he suggesfeol we stay fhere
over funcl't fiue * espelidlly as I was a bt faaishe a{ af fhe fiwe tnof surprising
affer fwo very feolious hours of lookiry af dusly otd ships! lt was even aore
sfalfifying thau fhat affernnnn we spenf wifh the v$T itsrrecfors - if you can

itungine such a fhing!)
The sfreef li{e here is vcry fascinating. Ne've spent a lof of fiwe wandefivtg

arounol anol sfaring af the sfreef perforuers. Luckily fhere are lots of pavcuenf
cafds anol il's very fabulous f0 situply while away fhc fiwte watc\;t'ng fhe w0r{d go

bv

,4nyway,l hope things are glin0 well atfhe office , although I can'f say l'avery
exhilarared af.fhe tLtought of gctting backthere ncYl weck!,

Lofs of love

Jackie

H.

il
I

LLn-P,2 .uhr .fab_ulnu,t
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Adverbs
Adverbs are words which modify or give extra information about verbs, adjectives,
other words or whole clauses. This unit examines the form and use of adverbs,
including adverb pairs with very similar forms, as well as adverbs and adjectives with
the same form. This unit also looks at the position of adverbs which modify verbs and

at those adverbs which convey a viewpoint or attitude, or modify a whole sentence.

not formed from other words

fixed phrases

formed from other words

adjective + Jy

noun/preposition +
-ward(s)/-wise

compounds

Common adverbs from the same base, with

direct (= without stoPPing)
We flew direct from La Guardia to Houston.

late (= not on time/not earl')
The plane arrived late due to bad weather.

high (= to a great height)
He lifted it high over his heqd.

hord (= with a lot of effort/severelyJ
He braked hard when he saw the cat.

ri g ht (= direction/correctlY)
Turn right at the crossroads.
Trg to do it right this time!

free (= without PaYing)
We got into the concert free!

deep 1= to a great depth/distance)
We explored deep into the jungle.

just, well, soon, too, quite, still

kind of, of course, at last

different meanings:

directlg (= immediately/very soon)
Don't go. I'll be with gou directlg.

latelg 1= recentlY)
She's been rather ill latelg.

highlg (= extremelY)
Arsenic is highlg toxic.

hardlg (= scarcelY, almost not)
We hardlg know our neighbours.

rightlg (= correctly in my opinion)
The tribunal rightlg condemned the war

criminals.

freelg (= without limitation or control)
Sheep roam freelg over the hills.

deePlg (= thoroughlY)
I'm deeplg ashamed of mg behaviour.

tragic : tragicallg, excitable + excitablg, easA ) easilg,
real + reallg

home + homeward, after + afterwards, price 4 pricewise,
health + healthwise

some+times+sometimes

24.18 ln some cases adverbs have the same forms as adjectives; in other cases two different
Confusing adverbs are derived from the same adjective:

forms
Adverbs which have the same form as adjectives:

close, deod, fost, fine, long, low, prettA, short, straight, wide, wrong

FORM

24.1 A Some adverbs are not derived from other words, while others are formed by adding
Forms of suffixes (e.9.-lA) to other words, or are formed from groups of words. These are some

adverbs common examples of adverbs (note spelling):
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Ottrere are a few adjectives which look like adverbs, e.g. friendlg,lonelg, cowardlg
(p'Unit 2l). We cannot make these adjectives into adverbs in the usual way. We use

alternative words or phrases, or the adjective with manner or woA:

x Hele#-eswardtgtg,..sn&lri4t"oat+h&eek-doo*
r' He left like a coword ... r' He kft in a cowardlg waA ...

We use some common adjectives as adverbs in informal conversational English,

although some speakers consider this incorrect:

lTheg sell things verg cheap in thot market.l
ln informal US English real and good can be used instead of reallg and well:

She s o real nice girl. The team's running good this season.

ryKIE| USE

24.2A
Modifying,

and adding
information

24.28
Using

adverbs in
comparisons

24.34
The three
positions

The most common use of adverbs is to modify adjectives; the adverb usually comes

before the adjective:
I thought his answers were prettA good on the whole.

Some adverbs, e.g. reallg, almost, quite, prettA, can modify another adverb:
The French team did reallg well in the first round.

Certain adverbs, e.g. quite, roughlg, about, approximatelg, can also modify following
noun phrases, prepositional phrases and numbers:

Her news came as quite a shock.
In our school roughlg fiftg students have mobile phones.

A key use of adverbs is to add information about the time, manner or place of an

action or state described in a sentence (" 24.3):
He hit the ball hard and this time it flew into the back of the net.

Note that we can use noun phrases (this time) and prepositional phrases (into the bach

of the net) as adverbs.
We can use adverbs with os, so, too, enough, elc.:

She performed so enthusiasticallg that the judges overlooked her inexperience.

We missed the bargains because we didn't get there soon enough.

Some adverbs are used in conversation to show the speaker's attitude (t:'' 24.48).

We can use adverbs in comparatives and superlatives, usually with more and most:

ln the lotterA draw red bolls seem to come up more frequentlg than gellow ones.

Of att the relatives at Cran's funerol I think Uncle Ralph felt her loss most deeplg.

Adverbs which do not end in Jy take the same comparative and superlative forms as

adjectives (w 22.1A):
lf gou tuned the engine more ofren the car would go faster.

Note that the comparative and superlative forms of the adverb well are better and best.

POSITION OF ADVERBS IN SENTENCES

The position of an adverb depends on its meaning and the word or phrase it is
modifying. Adverbs which modify adjectives, other adverbs and noun phrases have

fixed positions (e 24.2A above), but adverbs which modify a verb or add information
about how, when or where something happens can take several positions in a sentence.

We call these'front position' (before the subject), 'mid position'(next to the verb
'e 24.3C below) and 'final position' (after the object or complement):

front mid final

!11
These dags I probablA take mg health much more seriouslg.
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24.38
Front

position

24.3C
Mid position

O tt ttre object or complement of a verb is very long we can put a final position adverb
before it:

These dags I take much more seriouslg all those things I used to take for granted.

We can use many adverbs in this position. We often use adverbs which link or contrast
with information in the previous sentehce:

I've been incrediblg busg this week. Yesterdag I worked more than twelve hours.

After negative adverbs (e.g. never), or after adverbs of time and place followed by a
verb of movement or position, we put the verb before the subject (inversion *- 34.3):

Never have I seen such a disturbing sight.
Here lies the bodA of our late lamented sovereign.

OWeOonotuseadverbsof definitefrequency, e.g.dailg,weeklg, infrontposition:
X Monthlglsetpaid. y' I get paid monthlg.

This is the usual position for adverbs of indefinite frequency, adverbs of degree,

adverbs of certainty, one-word adverbs of time, even and onlg:

adverbs of indefinite alwags, frequentlg, generallg, hardlg ever, never, normallg,
frequency occosionallg, often, rorelg, seldom, sometimes, usuallg

adverbs of degree absolutelg, almost, completelg, entirelg, .iust, hardlg, portlg,
quite, rother, reallg, slightlg, totallg

adverbs of certainty certainly, definitelg, probablg

one-word adverbs of alreadg, finallg, immediatelg, iust, now, no longer, soon, still,
time then

With a simple verb we put the adverb between the subject and the verb, but with
simple forms of be the adverb goes after the verb:

)( She-ar.rives-alwagsbg +sxi and she"alwags isealine,
r' She alwags arrives bg taxi and she is alwags on time.

lf there is a modal or auxiliary verb we put the adverb after the (first) auxiliary verb:

We've never been to the Creek islonds. You can iust see the coast.

Seo eagles have occasionallg been seen around Loch Lomond.

These adverbs go after do or not:
Theg don't reallg understand mg point of view.

O gut we put sometimes, still, certainlA, definitelg and probablg before a negative
auxiliary:

X l-den:t'-sometfunes-anderstand+is"srgaffients,'He has*t-still eenvineed-ffie,
/ I sometimes don't understand his orguments. He still hasn't convinced me.

ln spoken British English, if we want to emphasise an auxiliary verb or a simple form of
be, we can put a mid-position adverb before it. The auxiliary/verb (underlined) is usually

stressed:
You reallg don't understand me at all! But she never is on time!

Compare:
ldon't reallg like him. (unmarked position = I slightly dislike him.)

Ireallg don't like him. (emphatic position = I hate him.)
We can do this in US English even when we are not emphasising the verb:

Madonna never has been shg of image changes.

O We Oo not use other time adverbs (definite time or frequency) in mid position:
X l/{*everydag+ug-eur4uneh-at-that$aM

But we can do this in news reports:
The Federal Reserve todag announced an immediote rise in interest rates.
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24.3D The most frequent position for adverbs in English is the end of the sentence. lt is the

Final usual position for get, a lot, ang more, ang longer, too, os well:

position X Theg*ren:t angnore-selling.i* t/ Theg aren't selling it ang more.

We usually put adverbs of manner (which describe horz something is done) and adverbs

of definite frequency (h 24.58) in this position:
X He *ell*plagsthegaita* r' He plogs the guitar well.

Adverbs of manner which end in Jg (except badlA) can go in final or mid position:

Harrg painstakinglg counted out the coins and arranged them neatlg into piles.

OWe don't use hardlg ever or never in final position:

tl Theywate++-tetevisien-hardlg-eve* r' Theg hardlg ever wotch television.
(D tt we put often, rarelg and seldom in final position, we must use verA or quite:

X These4ags-Leat4esser+s-rarelgh y' These dogs I eat desserts verg rarelg.
lf there are several adverbs in final position, we usually follow a sequence of adverbs of
manner, then place, and finally time:

The statue was tifted (carefullfi@nto the plinth)(before the ceremong).

I SENTENCE ADVERBS

24.44
Viewpoint

adverbs

24.48
Attitude/
sentence
adverbs

adverb

admittedlg

apparentla

fortunatelg

Adverbs can describe the particular aspect of something we are commenting on:

Economicaltg, the current government has been a resounding success. (= The

government has successfully managed the economy.)

Atthough economicallg successful, the government is starting to lose popularitg.

Adverbs such as ctearlg, honestlg, obviouslg, surprisinglg, understondablg can express

our attitude towards an action:
You've obviouslg been eating too mong sweets, goung mon! (This is a logical

deduction which is clear to anybody.)
We can also use these adverbs in conversation to introduce, extend, or make a

comment on a topic or opinion. We usually put these 'sentence adverbs' at the front or

end of the sentence, separated by a comma:
Incidentatlg, I noticed theg were toohing for new plagers down at the Red Lion.

I don't think he knows what he's talking about, franklg.

O There are a number of these adverbs where the meaning is not always obvious:

meaning

This probably qualifies or contradicts what I have just said/heard.

This is something I believe to be true or have heard, although l'm not

certain it is correct.

This is something positive which contrasts with something else I have

said/heard. I am pleased about this.

franktg This is my true opinion, although it may be shocking.

incidentallgl I am changing the subject - this is some information which is not directly
bg the wag connected with the previous information.

understondablg One can sympathise with this.

OSome adverbs, e.g. naturollg and clearlg, can be used as sentence adverbs and also

as adverbs of manner. Note the different meanings:

Despite being in o zoo, the animals behaved quite naturallg. (= in a natural way)

Naturaltg, wild animals behave quite differentlg in captivifU. (= what is expected)

The teacher answered the question clearlg and preciselg. (= in a clear way)

Clearlg, the teacher didn't answer the question. (This is obvious.J
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Practice The heg to these exercises is on page 365.

Underline the correct option in italics.

1 He slapped him friendlglin a friendlg woA on the back.
2 Does that flight go directldirectlg or is there a stopover?
3 Many of the senior staff are rightlrightlA concerned about their pensions.

4 There's been a lot of talk about European integration latellatelg.
5 Our new cellphone fits easgleasilg into the average-sized pocket.

6 The path leads straightlstraightlg lo the front door.
7 HealthglHealthwise, stress is probably the most serious problem facing people today.
8 Animals are now able to wander freelfreelg throughout the game reserve.
9 ln late spring the gulls nest highlhighlg on the cliff face.

10 The remains of the Spanish galleon lie deepldeeplg under the ocean.
1 1 The minister will begin by giving a statement. AfterlAfterwards, you will be able to put your

questions to him directly.
l2 Jackson came pretty closelcloselg to winning that last race.
15 You'll never get better if you don't eat - you've hard/hardlg touched your dinner!
l4 ln the Denver play-offs the Miami team did reallgood well.
I 5 Some of these kids drive their cars far too fastlfastlg.

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. You must use
between three and six words, including the word given in bold. This word must not be altered in
any way. The exercise begins with an example (O).

0 Karen did really well in the test.
highly Karen ......... au lLglrl/ in the test
The car started to accelerate as we turned the corner.
go As we turned the corner the car
She really didn't expect to win so much money.
quite Winning so much money came ......... ..... surprise
Evolution is slower during periods of climatic stability.
happens Evolution ....... during periods of climatic stability
We didn't get there in time to hear the overture.
soon We wanted to hear the overture but we didn't get
More or less three-quarters of our students are fee-paying these days.
roughly These days .... our students pay
ln the USA only a few people have heard of our products.
entirely Our products are .......... . in the
She gave such a moving performance that we were virtually in tears.
so She performed .............. we were virtually in tears
Mr Skidmore had a deeper involvement than any of the other directors.
most Of all the directors, Mr Skidmore was ............
ln terms of politics, lfelt most of the participants were biased.
politically ln my opinion most of the participants ........
Icouldn't have made my answers to the questionnaire any more honest than ldid.
as lanswered the questionnaire .......... ........ lcould

fees

USA
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Tick (rz) all those adverbs which can complete the sentences and cross (X) those that cannot. ln
one case none of the adverbs will fit.

I Clarice opened the door to the secret compartment.
A slowly B last week C probably

2 We don't know the identity of the masked stranger.
A still B really C certainly

3 You can see the coast from this point.

A definitely B just C as well
4 Our next door neighbours go there

A as well B hardly ever C a lot
5 .......... the boss gives me a hard time.

A Every day B Daily C Sometimes
6 I get the feeling you haven't understood my point.

A entirely B really C probably
7 The public don't respond in the ways advertisers expect them to'

A sometimes B any longer C alwaYs

8 I haven't been to the cinema .........
A yet B often C very often

9 Alarming signs of radiation leakage have been ......

A often B this week C alwaYs

reported around the power station

10 .......... have I been subjected to such outrageous demands.

A Never B Rarely C FrequentlY

1 I l'm afraid the bank does not permit such large overdrafts

A generally B any longer C anY more
12 The patient reacts to any kind of bright light.

A badly B immediately C usuallY

1 3 He plays the saxophone
A too B quite rarely C never

14 The data from those sensors isn't .......... reliable.
A absolutely B sometimes C alwaYs

15 She treats her children
A carefully B well C badlY

te these sentences putting the words and phrases in brackets in the best order. Note that

of these sentences are emphatic. The exercise begins with an example (0).

&r
Rewri
none

O Mv parents (allowed/hardlv ever) us to (late/on weekdays/stay.up).

. .". . . Uy ptt,*ttt hard-!-y. ww dlo ad .u .te : t ry. .ttfr . hte . 
q n. .tq.ee*ckry

Taking advantage of a gap between the players, Owen kicked the ball (into the net/just before half

time/skilfully) ...

Foxes (often/be seen/can) scavenging (on the streets of London/at night)'

3 David (well/behaves/quite) when he is at home but he (at school/causes trouble/often)

4 The post (arrive/sometimes/on time/doesn't) in this part of the city.

5 Jennifer (immediately/didn't/recognise) the man waving (at the end of the show/frantically/from the

balconyJ.
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We (unable/arelusuallyJ to offer refunds on the spot, but we will examine (thoroughly/before the

end of the week/your claim).
7 These children (never/have/given/been/probably) the opportunities we all take for granted

8 Access to the lnternet (no longer/is) available (on weekday mornings/free of charge/at our libraries)

9 Such losses (have/would/normally/avoided/been) by the use of back-up devices

l0 Many of the old masters had assistants who would prepare the oil pigments (each morning/by

hand/in their studios) .

Make the answers in these mini-dialogues more emphatic by rewriting them with the adverb in

brackets in a suitable position. Make any other changes that are necessary. The exercise begins

with an example (0).

0 'Lucy hasn't turned uP Yet again.'
'l know. She is unreliable, isn't she?' (really)

1 'Admit it. You took that money out of the till.'
'l'm sorry. I don't know what you are talking about!'
(really)
'How ridiculous! They can't fit us in on Saturday

because they're full.'
'But that place is full on Saturday eveningsl' (always)
'lsn't it strange that he never mentions his wife.

Don't you wonder whY?'
'Yes, I have wondered about that.' (often)
'Laurence won't even let us discuss your proposal.'
'l'm not surprised. He doesn't listen to my ideas.'
(never)
'How bizarre. The customs officer really went

through my luggage with a fine-tooth combl'
'That's not unusual; the customs officers are

quite thorough.' (usually)
'You must have some idea of his whereabouts.'
'l'm sorry but we don't know where he is.' (honestly)
'l think you should swallow your pride and apologise

to them.'
'Come off it. You can't expect me to just cave in like

that.'(really)
'Take a break? Cive yourself space? What are you

on about?'
'You don't have a clue what l'm talking about, do
you?' (absolutely)
'Downloading that software seems to be taking an

awfully long time.'
'l'm afraid these programs do take a long time to
download.' (sometimes)

0 'Look. lt's midday and Tabitha still isn't here.'
'Well, she is in the office before noon these days.'
(rarely)
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Make this dialogue more natural by using suitable adverbs from the box to replace each of the
expressions in italics (each adverb can only be used once and not all the adverbs will be needed).

exactly fortunately frankly ideally
still seriously understandably

admittedly apparently by the way clearly
naturally obviously reasonably really

CLARE

STEVE

CLARE

srEVE Not a bad party last night. Lots of old faces from college were there.

CLARE (1) That sounds interesting; can Aou tell me more?
srEVE Yeah. Lizzie was there with her new husband . (2) This is something l've heard although it mag

not be true, ............. he's something very high up and important in the civil service.

cLARE Yes, l've heard that too. (3) This is mg true opinion, although it may be shocking ............., I

never really expected her to marry anyone successful. She was always so scrufly and laid back.

She was never into social status or anything like that.
srEVE (4) It is a logicat deduction she's changed her outlook on life. I mean, she was very

smartly dressed and she kept telling me all about how much money their new house had cost.

(5) Do Aou expect me to believe that?
Yes, she was really bragging about it.
Well she never used to be interested in money at all. (6) This probablg contradicts what I've iust
said ............. she did like eating out and travelling.

srEVE (1) What I'm about to sag isn't reallg related to what we've been discussing your old

flame Simon was at the party.

cLARE Was he? I haven't seen him for ages.

SrEVE (8) As one would expecf ............., he couldn't stop asking me questions about you.

cLARE I think he still hopes that we might get back together one day'

srEVE (9) That is completelg accurote
6LARE Well, not much chance of thatl Oh, was that obnoxious old creep Douglas Jarrold there?

srEVE I'm afraid so. (10) l'm pleased about this he was right over the other side of the room

so ldidn't have to talk to him. He was trying to chat up Mary Bracknell. I can't think why.

cLARE (l l)Ihis is obvious he still fancies her.

srEVE Maybe. She certainly wasn't very interested in him, (12) which one con sgmpathise with ..-...--....

cLARE Strange how some people never change, isn't it?

Rewrite these sentences using all the adverbial expressions in brackets.

0 The press olfice advised us not to discuss the matter. (before the conference/last week/publicly)

.tar.t wpekth.e.pr*s.off.eeld/.kd;.M.Ka.t.tp..d"ircwrs.tharuttta gfu.k+/y hefo.r*thz urf.u.e,ndr,.

1 Ruined, the owner of the business agreed to sell the premises. (reluctantly/within the month/

financially/rather) ..........
2 There is nothing better than collapsing. (onto a sofa/probably/at the end of the day/lazily)

Controlled, this effective new drug can reduce blood pressure. (amazingly/within hours/carefully/

dramaticallyl
We regret having to announce the suspension of all staff working in our subsidiary. (currently/under

the circumstances/in San Diego/deeply) ..........
We seem to get the chance to talk. (about these things/seriously/these days/rarely)

Many of my colleagues disapprove of my scheme to update the accounting procedures.

(thoroughly/over the next quarter/unfortunately/in the sales department)
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Nouns and noun phrases
English nouns generally present few problems for the advanced learner but some

aspects of countability and noun-verb agreement can be problematic. This unit looks at
these aspects, as well as at plural nouns and at the nominalisation of verbs into nouns.
(For compound nouns ::' Unit 26; for nominalisation of adjectives ; 21 .1A.)

:i1ffi BAstc PotNrs

25.1 A
Form and

meaning

25.1 8
Cender

25.24
Regular
plurals

English nouns only change their form when they are plural (":' 25.24, B) and to show
possession 1*,26.1).
Nouns can be countable or uncountable (: 25.3A), and concrete (table, child, station,
food , storm) or abstract (hope , responsibilitg , anger, efficiencg , consternotion).

Nouns do not have grammatical gender in English. Some have a 'natural' gender, e.g.

womdn = female, fother = male. Most nouns for jobs do not imply a gender. To specify
gender, we have to say, e.g. a woman doctor. However, some nouns for jobs and roles
do refer to males or females, often by their suffix, e.g. businessmon (male), manageress
(female). lt used to be common to use the -man suffix to refer to people of both sexes:

That's the view of Sheila Davison, chairman of the lnstitute of Public Relations.

A lot of people avoid this now, especially if referring to a woman, and prefer a form with
no implicit gender, e.g. chair, or to match the suffix to the person, e.g. choirwomon:

That's the view of Sheila Davison, chair(woman) of the Institute of Public Relations.

SINGULAR AND PLURAL NOUNS

ln writing, most English nouns form the plural with -s. This is true of nouns which end
in most consonants (e.g. road - roads, bag -- bags, town : towns) and the vowels
a and e (e.g. oreo + areas, rope ) ropes). But note these variations:

ending in -ch,r -s, -sh, -x, -z: + es

examples

familg + fqmilies, partg '+ parties
trag : trags, monkeg + monhegs

watch + watches, boss + bosses,
fox + foxes, waltz + waltzes2

potato ) potatoes, hero + heroes3
rqdio ) radios, video -+ videos

I lf the pronunciation of ch is /k/, add -s only: patriarch + potriarchs.
2 Note these exceptions of vowel + z: quiz + quizzes, fez -+ fezzes.
3 Some words ending in -o, especially words from other languages, take -s only:
piano 't pianos, photo t photos, kilo + hilos, adogio - adagios.

English does not have very many irregular plurals. Here are some examples:

noun

ending in consonant + g:
BUT vowel + y:

ending in consonant + o:
BUT vowel + o:

noun

ending in -f or -fe

foreign nouns

+es
+s

plural

usually + vesl

varies according
to origin of word:

plural form

+ ies
+s

25.28
lrregular

plurals
examples

leaf a leaves, loaf : loqves

Latin origin: terminus + termini,
datum 4 data, vertebra ) vertebrae

Greek origin: cnsis ' crlses,
phenomenon ) phenomena
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noun

other irregulars

I Several words ending in -f and all those ending -ff just take *s: chief + chiefs,

belief + beliefs, cliff '+ cliffs. Some words ending in -f take either plural ending:
scarf t scarfslscarves. You can check irregular plurals in a dictionary.
You may sometimes see plurals formed with an apostrophe, especially with dates and

abbreviations 1960's, some CP's. This is quite common and may be considered correct
in informal writing, but it is considered incorrect in formal written English.

Some English nouns are more common in the plural form. These occur in a number of
categories (:. 25.4 for agreement with verbsJ:
. Clothing: clothes, jeans, trousers, pgiamas, trunks, dungarees

' Tools/equipment: scissors, glosses (= spectacles), scales, handcuffs, pliers
. Cames: dominoes, darts, cards, bowls
. Subjects/activities: phgsics, moths, politics, economics, aerobics, athletics
. Other: goods, whereabouts, remains, thanks, news, stoirs, proceeds

These nouns may have a singular form with a dilferent meaning or as part of a

compound noun (r- 26.3C): a glass (e.g. wine glass), a pgiama portA, a dartboard

COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

Countable nouns are usually concrete nouns and they can be'counted' a computer,

three compufers. Uncountable nouns cannot be 'counted' oil, beautg, fruit.We do not

use alan with uncountable nouns, and we do not make them plural:

X The4sth'ffia-Help"l+ne-will Oe-ablete give*Uou-a*4dvieelssrne-adviees,
r' The Asthma Helpline will be able to give gou (some) advice.

O There are some differences between British English and US English: accommodation
(uncountable in British English)/occommodations (countable in US English).

Some determiners change according to whether the noun is countable or not (:' 28.5):

For good heotth we should eot a few vegetables everg dog, as well as a little fruit.
It is also advisable to drink less alcohol and eat fewer sweet things.

(O ln informal English it is possible to use iess rather than fewer with countable nouns,

although many people consider this to be incorrect:

lYou should eot less sweet things.l lThere are less people here than gesterdag.l

Less is always correct if it refers to a'whole', e.g. a period of time (;r 25.4C):

The ftight tahes less than three hours. (three hours = a period of time)

Some nouns can be countable or uncountable, but have different meanings:

uncountable meaning

Do you drink coffee? (= the liquid)

plural

+ (r)en:
change of vowel:
no change in plural:

examples

child -+ children, ox: oxen
women ) women, foot + feet
sheep -+ sheep, craft + croft [e.g. boat)

25.2C
Nouns with
no singular

form

25.3A
Use

25.5B
Countable

and
uncountable

meanings

noun

coffeel

countable meaning

I'd love a coffee, please.
(= a cuP of coffee)

chicken2 I'tl bug a chicken for dinner Would gou like some chicken for dinner?
tonight. (= the whole bird) (= a parVthe dish)

drawing2 This is an amazing drawing Mg son is verg good ot drawing.
bg Leonordo. (= a picture) (= the activity)

stone2 Someone threw a stone at ln this flat landscope of scrub qnd

our window. (= one item) stone ... (= the material)

1 This applies to all drinks: teala tea, beerla beer, lemonadela lemonade
2 There are other examples of the same type as these, but not all nouns of the type can
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be both countable and uncountable: o ducklduck, a fishlfish, but not *-beef,s-perl",
a paintinglpainting, a sculpturelsculpture, but not rffi s-poew a paperlpaper,
a rocklrock, but not ffivoo*,a*eettofl'

25.3C We can refer to a specific example of an uncountable noun with determiner + countable
Ouantifying noun + of + uncountable noun. Common countable nouns in this pattern are piece and bit:
uncountable The Council will remove two pieces of unwanted furniture if desired.

nouns Did gou hear that interesting bit of gossip obout Susan?

Other common nouns used in this way are a slice of breadlmeatlcheeselcoke: an item
of newslfurniturelclothing; a lump of sugarlcool; a cup of coffeeltea.
We can sometimes make an uncountable noun countable when we want to express
'different types' of the noun:

The wines of Australia are now of similar qualitg to mong from France.

We can make some uncountable abstract nouns countable if we refer to a specific type
of the noun, for example, distrust + a deep distrust, a distrust of accountanfs. This is

common with nouns connected with emotions. We do not make these nouns plural:

Jealousg is an enormouslg destructive emotion.
She felt an incomprehensible jealousg when she saw him with her daughter.

l AGREEMENT

25.4A ln English the verb usually agrees with the subject even if the verb is separated from its
Subject subject by prepositional phrases, relative clauses, brackets or commas:

+ verb The petrol station across the road from the new shops has just cut its prices.

+ object/ However, if the verb is a long way from the subject but is closer to a complement
complement (h 30.28), it is possible to agree the verb with the complement. Compare:

The most exciting event was the rowing finals.

The most exciting event in the Sgdneg Olgmpics for most British viewers waslwere
the rowing finals.

The same can apply after what used to introduce a relative:
What the Board needs to address now islare the terms of the redundoncies.

25.48
Two subjects/
plural subject

+ verb

25.4C
Noun ending
in -s + verb

We usually use a plural verb with two subjects linked by and or both
Mum and Dad were hoping that gou'd join them this evening.
Both the doctor and the surgeon have advised me to have mg gall bladder out.

Q However, we use a singular verb if we consider the two items as one concept:
X -eonnon-Englkh4ishes.
r' Fish and chips is one of the most common English dishes.

Titles of books, films, etc. take a singular verb, even if they are plural nouns:
Hitchcock's film 'The Birds' is bosed on o storA bg Daphne du Maurier.

When we link two items by or,the verb usually agrees with the second of the items:
Either mg brother or mA parents are going to bring the sleeping bags.

Some uncountable nouns end in -s but take a singular verb. These often concern illness
(measles, mumps), sport (aerobics, ggmnastics) or study (mathematics, politics):

German measles is o particularlg dangerous illness for pregnant women.
Politics is a topic best avoided with people Aou don't know well.

Some nouns refer to one object divided into two parts and take a plural verb,
e.g. scissors, trousers, sca/es (*;* 25.2C):

Scissors are used to cut the jeans.

O A plural subject describing a single entity, e.g. measurement, can take a singular verb:
X Two-metres-arenl-partkutarlgrtalllhese4ags,
y' Two metres isn't particularlg tall these dags.
Twentg-four hours is a long time in politics.

and:
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25.4D We can use either a singular or a plural verb with most collective nouns, i.e. nouns

Collective referring to a group of people, animals or things, e.g. familg, government, group, staff ,

noun + verb team, band, class, jurg. A singular verb presents the collective noun as a 'whole'entity:
The familg has agreed thot the funeral should be held in Ireland.

A plural verb presents the noun as a group of individuals, e.g. family members:
The familg are all gathering here for Christmas.

A large number of proper nouns fall into this category, e.g. the United Notions:
The United Nations has ogreed to deplog a peacekeeping force.

The United Nations are in disogreement on this issue.

Q Unlike British English, US English prefers a singular verb in these cases.

ln English we prefer to use a singular verb after a collective noun if we use alan ralher
lhan the:

A team of inspectors is visiting the prison tomorrow afternoon.
A few collective nouns always take a plural verb, e.g. cattle, police, people:

The police are investigating his occusation of fraud.
An adjective used as a collective noun always takes a plural verb (e 21.1A):

The middle-aged have o lot to offer emplogers, if onlg theg would see it.
It is common to use a plural verb after nouns such asthe majoritg, a number, a couple,
when these are followed by of + a plural noun:

The majoritg of the people were pleased to see the government fall.

.ffi NoMtNALlsATtoN

25.5A lt is possible to make verbs into nouns in English by adding a suffix, e.g. -ion, -ment,

Verb --+ noun -er educate ) education, establish - establishment, teach ) teacher.
It is also possible to use many verbs as nouns, especially in informal English:

Can't Aou open that? Shall I give it a trg?
I'll take Aou to the stotion if gou give me a shout when gou're readg'

O ffris does not apply to every verb. lt is best to check in a good dictionary.

It is also possible to make nouns from multi-word verbs. The particle often (but not

alwaysJ precedes the verb in the noun form:
The epidemic first broke out in Zaire. - The first outbreak of the epidemic ...

The ptane took off verg smoothlU' ) The takeoff was smooth'

The car broke down five kilometres from home. - The breakdown happened ...

25.58 lt is sometimes more concise and elegant, especially in written English, to use noun

Verb phrase phrases rather than verb phrases to express an idea:
--+ noun . Verb phrase: The committee decided to open the plaAground to all children. This was

phrase welcomed bg the local schools.
. Noun phrase: The committee's decisionlThe decision of the committee to open the

plagground to all children was welcomed bg the local schools.

The noun phrase is often made up of two nouns linked by a preposition:

verb phrase noun phrase

Theg reteased the video in 1998. The releqse of the video in 1998 ...
The low was qmended lqst week. The qmendment to the law lqst week .

The wqr drained the countrA's resources. The war wqs a drain on the countrA's
resources.

An adverb in a verb phrase changes to an adjective if the verb is nominalised:
The girl shouted loudlg and attracted the ottention she wanted.
The girl's loud shouts ottrocted the attention she wanted.
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Pra ctice The keg to these exercises is on page 366

%

Complete the crossword from
the clues below.

CLUES ACROSS

1 plural of quag
5 neutral form of chairman
6 singular of media
7 singular of wharves

10 plural of formula
1 2 singular of heroes
1 5 plural of monarch
16 plural of mosquito

CLUES DOWN

2 plural of sheriff
3 neutral form of manageress
4 plural of quiz
8 plural of address
9 plural of flamingo

1 I plural of goose
1 3 plural of crisis
14 singular of ooses

Underline the correct words or phrases in itolics to complete this article.

c c c c c c Cookery Corner o c c o c c
In today's Cookery Corner I'd like to address

a request from Mrs Parkinson of Suffolk for
(l) an information"/informatioa about which
type of (2) chocolate/chocolates to use in
cooking. Vr'ell, Mrs P, my (3) advice is/
advices are always to use the trest possible
chocolate you can find. It's the same principle
as with (4) wineshtine: in cooking always use
(5) an equivalent qunlig/equivalent quality to
what you eat or drink. With chocolate, the
reason for this is that higher quality chocolate
will always give your cakes and sweets
(6) better/a bener taste. To judge the quality
of chocolate. look at the amount ol cocoa in
the chocolate. Good quality chocolate has

more cocoa solids and (?) less sugar/f€wer

suqars. For the best taste choose chocolate
with a high cocoa (8) contents/conter?/- never
(9) fewer than/less than 70 per cent cocoa
solids and as much as 80 per cent if possible.

It goes without saying that you should also
use other (l0l ingredient/ingredients ol the
highest quality, too. Ii for example, you're
using coffee in your chocolate recipe, always
use (l I I a strong. fresh coffee/strong, fresh
coffee. lf you're making (12) a cake/cake, rse
the right kind of (13) flaurs/flour, and always
weigh the ingredients on your kitchen
(14) scale/scales, Believe me, if you follow
these simple rules, the next time you bake a

chocolate cake, there won't be (.15) a lump/
a slice left overl
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Read this draft of a newspaper article, then complete the rewritten sections of the article below
with a noun or noun phrase. The first one is given as an example (0).

st Vnullcw:l ttqs\itt!|.ra:t has rEc-grf|Y co-!4firncq!flrt a frcsh.a-Eus'NJo.qol -'

;;; w.ho tiuss-iu 1!le town,l s1atcspcrson st"a'r'c!! !!4t-tttati{nElr#L** 
,,

....49!.;eri0al.onan*la-un.e4si!y-tYe.6t9d..r!isaPPqasc4uww-unNlqa.!t9-rs

Naffi i.agwitl4iat'191t*c-wft 
p!f 0'c0ntain'111'Es?-rs46'T-'t'lehptp-ttaL.aMop,-

h a s a nno unes a *ir * i tfi-av ss a a' t lt ! tY rhe c q u ses'f r!tY'i:::n 
:.,!i 

u -

,abput-ahat wtl c-ouc*out"fr til:e-Fekoliuii*"'Uo11p4'11c budct':f{t- -- t,

cp.Jdc.uig uig$tbe hptlitd! kifahe-N, whiehhqs angtcd hosJ/jtaJ*srdt'Its- 
'

c 0 fi g Q g g c nc o-s fpt tfia he a lth 4 14;1h Q tiIX'

(o) .....Tke.rx+r:t.eo.rfutattnzu..by StAndrewk Hospital tust of (1)

of food poisoning in the Scottish resort has alarmed (2) .........'.'.'.........

A (3) .......... that the illness was not serious and could be easily treated

appeased community leaders, but they requested further reassurances that the

authorities were doing everything within their control to contain the spread. The

hospital authority has announced (4) ......... into the causes of this epidemic'

As (5) ......... of a recent investigation into a similar outbreak cited poor

meat hygiene in a local butcher's shop as the cause, local shopkeePers are concerned

about (6) ... of the pending inquiry. (7) .'...........'......'. by the leader of

the Shopkeepers' Association, Len Murphy, that the source of the epidemic might be

hospital kitchens has angered hospital staff. (B) ... by kitchen staff at the

hospital for a strike ofhospital auxiliaries across the region is likely to have severe

financial consequences for the health authority.
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Find fifteen more mistakes, or places where the style could be improved, in this text. Underline
the mistakes and correct them. The exercise begins with two examples.

$xrmw
WmXtimg

&xx Cedars
by David Guterson

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

1t
12

13

t4
l5
16

17

l8
19

pl
faJ

Fill the gaps in these sentences with a, an, nothing (-) or the correct form of a suitable verb. lf
there are two possible answers, put both possibilities.

1

1

3

4
5

6
7

Have you put ........ pepper in this dish? I like plenty of seasoning.
What he'd really like us to buy him for his birthday........ some new Nike trainers.
Rickets ........ a disease caused by a deficiency of vitamin D.

I first felt the desire to visit Venice when looking at ........ painting by Canaletto.
You can't hold a classical concert in the village hall; the acoustics........ terrible!
A large number of police officers ........ present at the demonstration last week in case of trouble.
At present 10,000 kilometres........ the longest walking competition held in the Olympics.

Snow Falling on Cedars gg in the courthouse of San Piedro, a small sleepy

island off the Pacific coast of the north-west United States. Undemeath the

courlroom windows, four tall narrow 4s of a leaded glass, a drama which will
divide the island's communitys are unfolding. The defendant stands erect in the

dock; the local press and thejurors - farmers, grocers, builders, fisher wifes

- await the start of this trial. Kabuo Miyamoto is accused of the murder of Carl
Heine, a young fisherman. The alleged crime by a young man of Japanese

descent stirs up the emotions of the islanders and questions their believes and

their politic. It takes place in the 1950's, and not many years has passed since the
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbour and the horrors of World War II. Although
the Japanese on San Piedro was eager to defend their adopted country against the

country of their ancestors, some people in the community were unable to forgive
Japan its role in the War, and the trial causes their deeply-held prejudicies to
surface.

Snow Falling on Cedars is not only one of the best mysterys of recent years,

but it raises issues which affects us all. However, it ends with a great optimism.
David Guterson has succeeded in combining the best from both classic and
populist American literatures into a spellbinding art. Buy and read this beautiful
novel.
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8 'What have we got for supper?' 'Salmon. I got
pounds.'

... huge fish at the fishmonger's for only five

9 Either the twins or John, the eldest brother, ........ going to make a speech at the Colden Wedding
party.

10 My brother thinks that economics ........ really interesting. I disagree.
1 I Saudi Arabia, along with most of the oil-producing nations, ........ voted to raise the price of crude

oil again.
12 That band ........ always had a reputation for performing better in the studio than live.
l3 Both my brother and sister ........ lived in this town all their lives.
l4 We developed ........ passion for Baroque music at university.
15 Roast beef and Yorkshire pudding ........ definitely still the favourite of many British people!

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar as possible in meaning to
the sentence printed before it. The exercise begins with an example (0).

0 The drama school is always looking out for new talent.
The drama school is always on .............. th+.htkoat.for.4&t4at4/.eut .'l I heard some fascinating news on the radio this morning.
I heard a fascinating

2 The police used handcuffs to restrain the aggressive young man.
Handcuffs

5 A few roads in the
A small number ..

Brighton area have been affected by the recent floods.

OK. l'll call the bank tomorrow and check our balance.
OK. l'll give ...........
The medical profession considers that children eat too many sweet and fatty things today.
The medical profession considers that children should
It didn't take us ten minutes to get here from the station.
It took us

A lot of people have taken up our new offer, which has delighted us.

We have been delighted by the
We've got quite a lot of unwanted furniture since we moved to the smaller house.

We've got several
The management expects all staff to attend the meeting tomorrow afternoon.
All staff
They should now address the questions of VAT and fuel tax.
What .........
A lot of the older men sit in caf6s and play dominoes.
Dominoes
We launched the new women's magazine in April and it was a great success.
The

I 3 ln a democracy the government is elected by the people.
ln a democracy the people ................
The teachers were boosted by the fact that the parents agreed to help fund the new playground.

10

ll

12

14

The teachers were boosted by the parents'
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26.14
Possessive

forms

26.1 8
s - basic

rul es

Possessives and compound
nou ns
We can show the relationship between two nouns by using possessive forms or
compound nouns. There are two basic possessive forms: the genitive (s - e.g. fhe
compang's shareholders) and the of structure (e.g. the shareholders of the compong)
This unit describes the forms and uses of the genitive and explains how we choose

between this and of phrases. lt also contrasts the use of possessives and compound
nouns.

FORM AND MEANING

We can indicate the possessive form of a noun by adding s (the genitive form \,,,, 26.18)
or we can use the of structure (noun + of + noun):

There was a scratch on mg car's paintwork.
There was a scratch on the paintwork of mg car.

Q We usually use the definite article before an of structure (except with the 'double
possessive' r 2a.t O,'

X ::-on-a*Wintworhofng es* X ;;; oft Wifrtwoflref-ffi9-&f:
y' ... on the paintwork of mg car.

There are possessive forms of pronouns and also possessive adjectives (':,,2- 27.1 A):

You can't use thot card, it's mine.
Oh sorrg. I didn't realise it was gour personal photocopg card.

These are the key rules about which form of the genitive (s/s'l') to use:

singular noun: add 's

singular proper noun ending in -s:
add 's or an apostrophe (') only

regular plural noun: add an
apostrophe only

irregular plural noun (not ending
in -s): add 's

one, somebodg, evergone, each
other, etc.: add's

house: house's bus + bus's

Mr Jqmes - Mr James's houselMr Jqmes' house

bogs + bogs' buses + buses'

men : men's children + children's

one's house somebodg's house
nobodg's house evergone's rights
each other's houses

26.1C We can have two genitives together:
s - special We were beginning to get fed up with our neighbour's tenant's loud music.

rules lf the meaning is clear from the context, we can use the genitive without a following
noun:

That isn't mg handwriting. lt's Selina's. (= Selina's handwriting)
lf the possessive form consists of a compound noun (,r 26.3C) or two or more nouns
which form a single team or group we putthe 's on the last noun only:

Are gou coming to mg brother-in-law's partg? (compound noun)
I'm a greot fan of Lerner and Lowe's musicols. (They wrote as a single team.)
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24O Wtren the nouns do not form a single group we must use 's with both nouns:

Schrodinger's and Heisenberg's versions of quantum mechanics had seemed different.
(two versions of the theory)

lf the possessive noun is part of a short phrase (without a verb in it), we usually put the

3 at the end of the phrase:
X The-man11n-theeorn*4og''begta*to bark''
y' The mon in the corner's dog began to bark. (= The dog belonging to the man in

the corner ...)

26.1D We can use the genitive form and the of structure in the same phrase (the double
The double possessive) when we want to make the first noun specific, but at the same time show
possessive that it is one of several. We usually use the indefinite article with this pattern:

(of structure I heard the storg from a friend of mg brother's. (= from one of my brother's friends)
+ genitive) We do not always include the genitive s on the second noun:

Theg got a tip off from a friend of the owner.

O fne double possessive is common with pronouns. We always use the possessive

pronou n:

X Shets s-friend"of us. X She's a friend of our''
r' She's a friend of ours. (= We have several friends. She is one of them.)

26.2A
The genitive

example

Have gou seen Sheila's new car?
We'll be at Mum's soon. {= Mum's house)

Sheilq is Harold's Aoungest daughter.
Do gou like Snap's new collar?
Have gou met the boss's new secretarg?
John's intransigence is a pain.

Have gou seen the poem in todag's'Observer'?
X {t*was4*1-9+h*Deeember&Pary.

Oil is Squdi Arabia's biggest export.
The 'St Matthew Pqssion' is Bach's most

profound work.

There will be an hour's delog.
The hotel was ten minutes' drive from

the beach.

Could gou give me a pound's worth of chips?

I'm getting the Thanksgiving shopping at
Macg's. (= Macy's department store)

Was there angthing nice at the butcher's this
morning? (= the butcher's shop)

She wqs at death's door. For Cod's sake!
For pitg's sahe! For heaven's sqke!

ffip THE cENrnvE ('s) oR oF srRUcruRE

We usually use the genitive s (and not the of structure) to express the following ideas:

use

referring to general ownership, or
possession of somebody's home

referring to people and animals
(especially with proper nouns 28.1 E),

and to personal/professional relationships
and human qualities

referring to location in time (but not with
dates)

referring to the origin of something, for
example where it comes from or who
made it

referring to a quantity or measure, for
example of duration, distance or value
(We can also use compound nouns

26.3C.)

in expressions for value/quantity with
worth

with the names of shops, companies and
people/places that provide a service

in certain fixed expressions
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We usually use the of structure (and not the genitive s) in the following situations:26.28

The of
structu re

(noun + of
+ noun)

26.2C
Either

pattern

use

with abstract nouns (e.g. science) and
when we are referring to inanimate things

when the noun is followed by a verb
phrase or clause which defines it

when we refer to a specific date

with long or complex phrases, even when
we are referring to people

certain fixed expressions and titles

example

I've been studging the philosophy of science.
We set up our bose camp at the bottom of
the mountain.

The plogers ignored the jeers of the women
standing in the front row.

It was destroged in the fire of 1666.

A mqn was sentenced to death for the murder
of an English tourist, Monica Cantwell.

He's the President of the United Sfafes.
The Prince of Wqles is to visit lceland.

We can usually use the genitive 's or the of structure to express the following ideas:

expressing a reason or purpose with sake We ogreed to make a go of it for the sake of
(but note exceptions :::,,. 26.24 above) the childrenlfor the children's sake.

26.2D The genitive and the of structure can describe different types of relationship such as
Cenitive + of ownership, origin and subject. To avoid confusion when we are describing more than

structure one relationship between nouns in a phrase, we prefer to use the s genitive for the
origin, owner or creator, and the of structure for the subject or topic:

X I'wasn':t-eonvineed bg the quarrelb deseription sf-the-witness.
y' I wasn't convinced bg the witness's description of the quarrel.
(the witness = the person who made the description; the quarrel = the topic of the
description)
One of our most popular exhibits is Van Dgck's portrait of King Charles.
(Van Dgck = the creator of the portrait; King Charles = the subject of the portrait)

We can also combine possessive forms with prepositions (:. Unit 28) to describe a
number of different relationships:

Have gou seen the National Calterg's poLtrait of King Charlesl6i VanDicdZ

referring to a quality that something
possesses or displays (but we prefer to
use the genitive with human qualities)

referring to the subject of something,
its topic or theme (l,. 26.2D)

with human creations such as countries,
organisations, cities, institutions,
machines, vehicles, buildings, etc. (The
genitive is more common.)

1

ownership ('s)

example

We were amazed bg the ship's sheer size.
We were omazed bg the sheer size of the ship

The Oueen's portrait has caused dismag.
The poftrait of the Oueen has cqused dismag.

Radio Citg Music Hall is one of New York's
most famous theatres.
Plane trees are a common sight on the
streets of London.

T1
subject (of structure) creator

(preposition)

26.2E We can use the of structure to put new information at the end of a sentence (for more
New on the information principle ". 36.1A). Compare:

information American presidential candidate Robert Kennedg was assassinated in 1968.
with the of X He'was former president John F Kennedg's gounger brother.
structure y' He was the gounger brother of former president John F Kennedg. (The new

information is the reference to John F Kennedy.)
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26.34
Specifying or

classifying
possessives

26.58
Other

classifying
relationships

26.3C
Compound

nouns

SPECIFYING OR CLASSIFYING POSSESSIVES AND
COMPOUND NOUNS

Possessive forms of nouns can describe two types of relationship. ln most cases we use

possessive nouns as'specifying'words, showing a relationship with something specific,
such as a person or place (underlining = stressed word):

Morion washed the children's clothes everg ThursdoU. (= the clothes belonging to
Marion's children)

ln other cases, possessive nouns can describe a 'classifying' relationship, describing the
type of thing something is (underlining = stressed word):

Janice decided to open a shop specialising in children's clothes. (= clothes designed
for any children to wear)

We use adjectives in a different way depending on which type of relationship the
possessive form is describing. With specifying possessives the adjective only describes
the noun following it:

She was suspicious of her wealthg brother's girlfriend. (= Her brother is wealthy.)
She didn't lihe her brother's wealthg girlfriend. (= His girlfriend is wealthy.)

But when we use adjectives in front of a possessive noun with a 'classifying' meaning,

the adjective describes the whole phrase, not just the possessive noun which follows it:
Jonice's shop had a large selection of hand-made children's clothes. (= The

children's clothes are hand-made, not the children.)

We use of and other prepositions to describe classifying relationships such as type of
content, subject, source and purpose:

I've got a marvellous book of short stories bg Somerset Maugham. (content)

The Bids have been watching a film about rollerblading. (subject)

I'm hoping to buA a sofa from that Swedish store. (source)

Our uncle's componA manufactures lubricants for ball-bearings. (use/purpose)

Q We Oo not use a possessive if there is a compound noun with the same meaning:

X L-boagh[*4ew--raeqaet-e|'the"spefrls shep,
r' I bought o new racquet at the sports shop. (sports shop is a compound noun)

Compound nouns are words which have been created by combining two nouns which

are related to each other. They are similar to classifying possessives because the first
noun'classifies'the second noun, it describes it or tells us its purpose:

dressmaker (= maker of dresses) fashion magazine (= magazine about fashion)

Compound nouns can be written as a single word (dressmaker), two separate words
(fashion magazine) or two words joined by a hyphen (woste-bin). There are no rules for

this and it is best to check in an up-to-date dictionary.
Compound nouns can also be formed by combining nouns with verbs or adjectives:

' noun + verb: windsurfing fire-eater Thanksgiving screwdriver
rocking chair filing cabinet swimsuit
blockbird real estate easg chair

O Some compound nouns are formed from multi-word verbs (3F Unit 14). They usually

follow the same order as the verb, but there are a few exceptions:
turn out ) turnout spill over -+ overspill turn down t downturn

We can also make compound nouns from time expressions (w 26.2A):
a three-week holidag a four-hour delag a ten-minute drive

Q Be careful with compound nouns describing containers. The compound form only

describes the container itself, not its contents. Compare these examples:

' ln a shop: /'d like a dozen Rogal Doulton tea cups. (compound noun = cups

designed to hold tea)
' In a caf6: X Fd1ike-s tea-eup-anda Mars-Lmr;'please,

r' I'd like a cup of tea and a Mars bar, please. (= tea in a cup)

' verb + noun: cookbook

' adjective + noun: highwag

u
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Practice The heg to these exercises is on page 366

Rewrite the sentences using genitive forms. The exercise begins with an example (0)'

0 The stories Steve told and the stories Jane told were- completely different'

. . . . . . . . lteurz's .qn/, J ut cis. rts 1:taa. lapa 2 .qoL.a&k tz.q' Wu el*, . . . .

1 l'm sure this bag belongs to somebody. .......

2 Let's go to the shoP the girls own.

3 That is the hotel belonging to Mr Holli

4 I love the operettas of Cilbert and Sull

5 lt's the fault of nobodY.

6 They had respect for the opinions of each other.

7 The dog belonging to my next-door neighbour never stops barking

1v4n.......

8 I'm fed up with the hopeless inefficiency of the secretary of my boss

9 The personality of my mother and the personality of my father are very alike'

1O These aren't my keys, they are the keys belonging to my flatmate'

I 1 The new Act of Parliament will protect the right of everyone to privacy.

12 The toilet for men is over there on the right.

15 I've just inherited the house belonging to the brother of my grandmother

l4 The opinions of residents of sink estates are rarely taken into consideration

I 5 The dance routines of Fred Astaire and cinger Rogers are legendary.

.&

Eight of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick (rz) the correct sentences, then find and correct

the mistakes.

1 Elizabeth is a good friend of him.

2 I'm really fed up with my landlord's wive's endless complaints

about noise.

5 As the English say, ones' home is ones' castle.

4 You should pay attention to what he says; he's a close associate

of the managing director.
5 Don't blame him; it was mine own fault.

6 She's been put in charge of childrens' activities at the summer

camp in Maine.
7 Since they got married they've only been interested in each other.

8 My brother's-in-law's parents have decided to emigrate.

9 We don't know him very well; he's just an acquaintance of us from

our university days.

10 There's something wrong with that buses' brake lights.
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Choose the correct alternative, A or B. In some cases both options are correct.

1 What did you do ...

2 Have you met ...

3 ... is a constant source of inspiration.

4 I need to visit ...

5 Some debris got caught under ...

6 Our organisation strives towards ...

7 The Ninth Symphony is arguably ...

B ... is the search for personal fulfilment in

a hostile world.

9 He's taking ... from his job at the university.

10 ... sometimes drives me up the wall.

11 Throughout the flight we had to put up with ...

I 2 The most senior clergyman in the Church of
England is ...

13 We're going to hold the party at ...

14 ... was an important turning point in French
history.

l5 Researchers have been amazed by the ... to
mutate when attacked.

16 The vet wasn't very pleased with ...

17 Her doctoral thesis investigates... in medieval
China.

l8 The blessing will take place at ...

19 Why can't you just hand in your notice, ...

20 ... are generating a lot of excitement at the
Paris fashion shows.

A at the course's end?
B at the end of the course?

A Sam's new girlfriend?
B the new girlfriend of Sam?

A Barcelona's architecture
B The architecture of Barcelona

A the doctor's surgery.
B the surgery of the doctor.

A the conveyor belt's wheels.
B the wheels of the conveyor belt.

A poverty's elimination.
B the elimination of poverty.

A Beethoven's greatest work.
B the greatest work of Beethoven.

A The novel's theme
B The theme of the novel

A a year's sabbatical
B a sabbatical of a year

A My husband's impatience
B The impatience of my husband

A the children sitting in the back row's antics
B the antics of the children sitting in the

back row.

A Canterbury's Archbishop.
B the Archbishop of Canterbury.

A Michael's place.

B the place of Michael.

A 1789's revolution
B The revolution of I789
A virus's ability
B ability of the virus

A Fido's progress.
B the progress of Fido.

A Confucianism's spread
B the spread of Confucianism

A the Twelve Apostle's church.
B the church of the Twelve Apostles.

A for heaven's sake!
B for the sake of heaven!

A Galliano's latest designs
B The latest designs of Calliano
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Use the words (l-15) in the box to form compound nouns that fit in the same numbered gaps in

the text. you will need to add the second part of the compound yourself. The exercise begins with

two examples (0) and (00).

Today's consumer guide looks at $) ""{A'?'tpg^" computers' The range of these

portable computers on th" m*k"t can be iarrnting, but a good place to. start is

computer magazines' rr't'" oft"n contain usetut ioo) ht'ya1'!utd%"" and

reviews of models 
"urr"ntly 

on the market. Suppliers of the reading (11

often sell their productt 'it* 
pti*s through these magazines' If you decide to

buy by (2) ..'.'you will find the advertisements a good source of bargains' And

if you pay by (3) ."" you will automatically be insured' But if you need help in

choosing a model, it *gni u" better to shop in the (4) ""'' where you can ask a

(5) ..... ior impartial guidance and advice' 
rd rhese

You should make a (6) ""' of the features and facilities you requre' an

will depend to a large extent on lhe way you plan to use your machine' If you

use a lot of graphics Ot "' you'll need a fast processor' a large (8) ""' and a

high-definition screen' if rou -" onlV goinSll be using the machine for

(9) ....., processor speed will not be so important' but you will want a

comfortable and sturdy (10) ""' '

Almost everyone tf'"-l OuV' needs to access the Internet in order to use e-mail

and cruise the (11) ""'' 'o 
toott for a high-speed modem' Be aware of the input

and (12) ....' devices you want; CD and floppy disk drives usually come as

standard, but you may want a DVD drive or a PC-card slot'

onceyouhavecheckedallthesefeaturesyoucancompilea(13).....ofmodels
you are interested in' Check that your chosen models jnclude comPrehensive

itUl ..... and ask your supplier about waranties and (15) " " servlce'

0 lap
00 buyer's

1 brand
2 mail
3 credit
4 high

5 shoP
6 check
7 soft
8 hard
9 word

l0 key
l1 world
l2 out
1 3 short
1 4 instruction
1 5 after

Which explanation is correct, A or B?

1 Stephanie loved her beautiful daughter's sports car.

A Stephanie's daughter was beautiful'
B The car belonging to Stephanie's daughter was beautiful'

2 There's a new doctor's surgery on the corner of Creenford Street'

A The doctor has recently qualified.

B The surgery has recentlY oPened.

3 She inherited a wonderful wooden doll's house.

A The doll is made of wood.
B The house is made of wood.

4 The company manufactures low*cost nurses' uniforms.

A The nurses earn low wages.

B The uniforms aren't exPensive.

5 Cary didn't think much of his new boss's management techniques

A Cary has a new boss.

B Cary's boss has some new management techniques'
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JBill and Suzy found hiring a well-educated children's nanny was worth every penny.

A Their nanny was well-educated.
B Their children were well-educated.
Imanaged to find a place in the 24-hour supermarket's parking lot.
A The supermarket is open 24 hours.
B The parking lot is open 24 hours.
Dave was often embarrassed by his aggressive flatmate's comments.
A Dave's flatmate was aggressive.
B His flatmate's comments were aggressive.
My uncle is restoring a redundant tax-inspector's office in Newcastle.
A Some tax inspectors have been made redundant in Newcastle.
B The office in Newcastle is no longer required by the tax inspectors.
Who's going to look after our sick neighbour's puppy?
A Our neighbour is sick.
B Our neighbour's puppy is sick.

Use compound nouns to complete the sentences. The compound nouns you need can be formed
by combining words from each of the boxes below. Then rewrite these sentences using
appropriate possessive forms to replace the phrases in brackets. ln two sentences the phrase in
brackets does not need to be changed.

l0

Iand down horse news bank
traffic data out rail IiW wind

five-minute walking

jam fit Jaffit robber stick
turn agent surfer racing walk

lord ways bases

The only thing missing from (the office belonging to my boss) !s a ..........
Thz on/u tltin^q wi swa from w.u boss r of{ire k a ft.li*ta cabLhzt.""/""""J"""""'J1"""""'/"""""'./J""" " J J

I Could you pop down to the ........... and pick up (the evening paper that Charles orders)

2 That silver-topped ...... belongs to (one of the friends that I have).

5 The (private beach of the hotel) is only a .......... from here

4 The (privatisation organised by the government) of the is going ahead next year.

5 The wouldn't allow (the girlfriend of his tenant) to move in.

6 (The pen

stoc ks.

sion fund of my father) has been badly affected by the in the value of blue-chip

for (the wedding of the sister of her brother-in-lawJ

8 The managed to ignore (the screams of the crowd) lining the beach

Whenever we are over at (the house belonging to Dad) we seem to spend the entire time watching
on the television.

The .......... refused to accept (the jurisdiction of the legal system) over him.

l1 (The firm my wife works for) specialises in setting up .......... for insurance companies.

I 2 The was caused by the volume of cars setting out for the south coast at (the start of the
bankholiday) ...........

l0
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Pronouns
Pronouns are words which we substitute for nouns in order to avoid repetition. This

unit explains how English uses subject and object pronouns, reflexive and reciprocal
pronouns, and indefinite pronouns. (For determiners used as pronouns lrr,,. 28.2, 28.3;
for relative pronouns ,:,.31 .2A; for more on pronouns as substitutes for nouns:::::.35.2

PERSONAL PRONOUNS

subject object
pronouns pronouns

lme
aou aou

he him

27.18
Use

27.1A We use personal pronouns to refer to both people and objects. (This unit also looks at

Form possessiveadjectives.)

(possessive
adjectives)

ma

aour

his

her

(no pronoun) itself

ours ourselves

theirs themselves

After we mention a person or an object once, or if the context makes it clear who or
what we are referring to, we usually use pronouns to refer to them.
We use subject pronouns instead of a noun as the subject of a verb:

lPaul Allenlplans to set up a roch music museum.lHelwas a founder of Microsoft.

We use object pronouns instead of a noun as a direct or indirect object:
' Direct object: I met Julian gesterdag. I like him, don't gou?
. lndirect object: Those boohs belong to Julian. Can gou give them to him, please?

We use possessive adjectives before a noun to express 'belonging':
. Adjective: Did the neighbours leave that here? lt looks like their deckchair.

We use possessive pronouns instead of a possessive adjective + noun:
. Pronoun: No, it's not their deckchair. lt's ours! Don't Aou recognise it?

English does not usually omit pronouns, especially subject pronouns:

We can expect carol singers; theA often come at this time of gear.

But it is incorrect to use a noun + pronoun together as the subject of a verb:
x fun*ils+hegrhave-be@fite-*real-nuimnce. r' E-mails have become a real nuisance,

We do not use object pronouns in infinitive phrases or relative clauses if the object has

already appeared in the same sentence:
x @k goed-enoagh+o-es+'+hern,
y' Those plastic cakes look good enough to eat.

x That3 the plagl-toldgoa-aboat it. r' That's the plag I told gou about.

There are some cases where we can use either an object pronoun or a subject pronoun.
After as and than in comparative patterns, we use the subject pronoun only in very
formal English; the object pronoun is more common:
. Formal: lThe ski instructor didn't ski ang better than I.l
. lnformal: The instructor didn't actuallg ski ang better than me.

possessive
pronouns

mine

reflexive
Pronouns (,.,.. 27.2)

mgself

gourself lgourselves

himself

herself

aours

his

hers

ifs

our

their

her

it
us

them

she

it
we

theg

27.1C
Omission/

inclusion of
pronouns

27.1D
Subject and

object
pronouns
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27.1E
Modifying
pronouns

27.1F
Uses of he,

she and it

27.1G
one

Afteras andthan, we can use a subject pronoun with an auxiliary or modal verb

(a,. 22.1A):
The ski instructor didn't ski as well as I doldidlcan.

We usually use the object pronoun in short responses: 'Who's there?' 'lt's us.'

After /f ls we use the subject pronoun in formal language, the object in informal:
. Formal: It is thea who asked for the music to be turned down.
. lnformal: It's them who asked for the music to be turned down.

When we have a noun and pronoun, or two pronouns together, we tend to put the

speaker last (possibly out of politeness):

You and I are both invited to the pro-celebritg golf match, if gou fancg it.

However, if we have a noun and pronoun where the pronoun does not refer tO the

speaker, we usually put the pronoun first:
Don't Aou think we shoutd let him and his wife decide when to come?

O We should use object pronouns after a preposition, although in informal English you

may hear the subject pronoun:

X Theglre-sendW the new'eensignrnent-everfot'-Toffi-aM-I-ts eheek
/ Theg're sending the new consignment over for Tom and me to check.

ln some exclamations we modify object pronouns, usually with an adjective:

Look what l've done! Sillg me! Luckg old himlher.
We can use a noun after a pronoun to clarify who or what we are referring to:

I want gou bogs to repoft to the Head after this class!

Then she, Mrs Vincent, got up and asked everAone to leave at once.

We use if to refer to animals, things, ideas, or actions, and not usually to people unless

to refer to an unborn or young baby (if the sex is unknown):

Marg brought her new babg into the shop gesterdag - it's verg cute.

We use lf as an 'empty' subject (:,:. 33.2):
'Who con that be at the door?' 'lt's mg neighbour. He often colls this late.'
It has been several gears since sultrg singer sade was last in the spotlight.

We use he and she to refer to people and also to animals, especially domestic pets:

we had to take our dog, Damon, to the vet gesterdag. He's got ear mites.

The fact that English distinguishes gender with he, him, his and she, her, hers can cause

difficulty in deciding which form to use after a subject or object not clearly of either

gender. He, himor his used to be most common, but many people now object to this.

Ways to avoid using he, him and his include the use of helshe (himlher, hislher)in

writing, or theA $hem, their) or plurals in speech or writing:

A doctor alwags mokes decisions according to the best of hislherltheir knowledge.

Doctors alwags make decisions according to the best of their knowledge.

We often use theA Ghem, their) after indefinite pronouns:
,someone called gou from crant's Garage.' 'oh, did theg leave their name?'

We use one or ones to avoid repeating countable nouns:

Do gou prefer the dark chocolates or the light ones?

We do not use one to replace uncountable nouns:

X Dsgoa-prefef white-riee-or-brown-one? y' Do gou prefer white rice or brown?

We can use onelones afler the and adjectives, but not immediately afler alon:

X l4lihe a tsaf ef bread,-ea* gou pass-rne-a one fror*the-topshelP
r' I'd tike a toaf of bread. Can Aou pass me one from the top shelQ

These are interesting fossil specimens. This is an amazing one'

We do not use onelones when we referto an item that has previously been defined.

Compare:
I need a drink, a large one. (= any drink)
Where's mg drink? oh, there if is' (= my drink - a defined drink)
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1 REFLEXIVE AND RECIPROCAL PRONOUNS

27.24
Reflexive
pronouns

Reflexive pronouns are formed withselflsetves (,,,.27.1A). We usually use reflexive

pronouns when the subject and object are the same person or thing:

x Suiektfhebabyl*burn|her, r' ouick! The babg's burnt herself!

Compare:
Ben treated him to an ice cream. (him = someone else, not Ben)

Ben treated himself to an ice cream. (himself = Ben)

After prepositions we use an object pronoun to refer to the subject when it is clear who

or what it refers to; otherwise we use a reflexive pronoun. compare:

Jim emerged from the underground station and loohed around him. (him = Jim)

Jane was upset. Alexa was reallg annoged with her' (her = Jane)

Jane was upset. Alexo was reallg annoged with herself. (herself = Alexa)

we use reflexive pronouns to refer to the subject after verbs with dependent

PrePositions (""'' I 5.2):
politicians have to believe in themselves if theA expect the people to believe in them.

(we use them here as the subject of to betieve in them is the people and not

politicions.)
We can use either the object pronoun or the reflexive to refer to the subject after ds

(fo!, tike, but (for) and except (for):

Howard made sure thot everAone except himlhimself had a drinh, as he was driving'

Some verbs take the reflexive in English where it may not seem logical, and where

similar verbs In other languages may not take the reflexive, e'g' eniog gourself , help

gourself , acquaint gourself (with), behave gourself:

Did the chitdren behave themselves while we were out? (= behave well)

Help gourself to the food, won't aou? (= take as much food as you want)

The phrase bg goursetflhimsetf , etc. means 'alone' or 'without help':

We've decided to go on holidag bg ourselves next Aear'
(O ttrere are many verbs which take a reflexive in other languages but do not usually do

so in English, e.g. wash, dress, feel , remember, hurrg:

x l4sn-tfee[rngsetfterg+tetltodav r' I don't feel verg well todag.

We can use reflexive pronouns to emphasise the subject or object of a sentence' The

pronoun can come after the subject, after the auxiliary (if there is one) or verb, after the

object or at the end of the sentence:
I have used this technique on a number of occasions''_^

.ar"t
We can use the reflexive pronoun either atihe beginning or the end of a sentence and

separated by a comma to mean 'as far as l'm concerned':

Mgself, t don't tilse the new fashion for flared trousers'

I don't tike the new fashion for flared trousers, mgself.

We use (atl) (b0 mgselflgourself, etc. to emphasise'without any help' or'completely

alone':
The garden looks amazing. Did gou do it (all) (bg) gourselP

Compare the use of reciprocal pronouns (each otherlone another) and reflexive pronouns:

Steve and EIaine btamed ontg themselves for the breal< up of their marriage. (They

both blamed the two of them and nobody else.J

Steve and Elaine blamed each other for the break-up of their marriage. (Steve blamed

Elaine and Elaine blamed Steve.J

Each other usually refers to two subjects, one another to more than two, though we tend

to use the two forms interchangeably in informal English:

He spohe fast and his words tumbled out, tripping over eoch otherlone another.

27.28
ldiomatic use

of reflexive
pronouns

27.2C
Emphatic use

of reflexive
pronouns

27.2D
Reci procal
pronouns
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O Don't use a reflexive or an object pronoun where a reciprocal pronoun is needed:

X So-;-we:ll-see-ourselves-las'otlhe-fsuntain-athalf-past'one-tornorrow'
r' So, we'll see each other at the fountain at half post one tomorrow.

.IMPERSONAL' PRONOUNS

27.34
aou, we,

theA

27.38
one

When we wish to express general feelings and opinions (i.e. not necessarily those of the

speaker), we can use Aou, we or theg:

You can wear whatever gou like to go to the theatre these dags.

lf we wish to include ourselves, it is better to use !ve:

We can wear whatever we like to go to the theatre these dags.

lf we wish to exclude ourselves, it is better to use theg:

Theg behave reallg badlg at football motches nowodags.

We also use theg to refer to people in authority:
Did gou know theg've put the parking charges up ogain?

We use one in formal language to mean people generally including ourselves:

One can sgmpathise with the sentiments behind the actions of the strikers.

We can use one as a subject or object pronoun, and as a reflexive pronoun:

One tends to learn to fend for oneself if one lives alone.

O ffre use of one to mean 'l' is considered unnecessarily formal:

lOne would like to ottend the ceremonA, but one is too busA.l

O US English rarely uses one, but prefers Aou (, 27.3A).

object

something
angthing
evergthing
nothing

place

somewhere
angwhere
evergwhere
nowhere

manner

somehow
onghow2

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS AND ADVERBS

27.44
Form and

use

person

someonelbodgl
angone I bodg
evergonelbodg
no onelbodg3

Ang, some, everg and no combine with nouns or adverbs to form pronouns (or adverbs):
1 We use -one and -bodg interchangeably.
2anghow is informal and is similar lo angwag: Anghow, as Iwas saging -..
3 We usually write no one as two words, we write nobodg as one word.

These pronouns and adverbs do not refer to a specific person, place, etc.:

Theg were miles from angwhere - no one would heqr her scream.

We use so/ne compounds when we are thinking of a particular unspecified person,

place or thing, but we use d/?g compounds when we are thinking of people, places or

things in general:
'What would gou like for gour bifthdag?'
'Oh, angthing.' {= no particular present)
'well, there's something lwould like "'' (= a particular present)

Q AnA + onelthinglwhere is not negative:

Angone would hear her scream. (= anY PeoPle in the area)

We use ang + onelthinglwhere with the meaning'it doesn't matter who/what/where':
'Where shatl I sign the card?' 'Oh, angwhere gou like.'

lf we use these pronouns and adverbs as subjects, they take a singular verb:

Evergthing is going smoothtA and NASA expects to launch the shuttle as scheduled.

We can use these pronouns with modifiers, e.g. adjectives or else:

Tong decided to do something octive about his problems.

Something else gou become aware of all over the Basque countrA is the bracken.
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P ra ctice The heg to these exerclses is on pctge 367

Read the article below and replace the underlined words
adjective. The first one is given as an example (O).

with a suitable pronoun or possessive

Bernard Warner is a fishmonger, Mr Warner

-.fft ntn - lots of (0)W""""i*""" - and

(i) Mr Warner ....'... sometimes sells lobsters'

#h";,1* l"bster arrived in his shop' (2) lbe

lobster........ didn't strike (3) MrWarner """"
* U"ing particularly odd' (4) The lobster """"
wu. a tittt" paler than most others of

(5) the lobsier's ...'.'.' species'UYt.p."tlupu 
1t-

;;r j* 
" 

bit old. Mr Warner left his shop to

go on t otiauy as planned' (6) Mr Wamer's

$"p was a familY shoP and he knew

(7) lhg.5ha!.'...... was in good hands, 
-' ;" -tt" to Majorca, Mr Warner picked up

the in-flight magazine' (8) The magazine """"
fell open at an article about albino lobsters'

it 
"." 

n"ty rare lobsters are just paler versions

of a normal lobster' (9) Albino lobsters """"
are also very valuable: (10) an albino lobster

.--... .uugtti off the American coast was sold

for f,l5,000; another, bigger (11) albino

lobster ........ was insured for f20'000'
-J. 

,oon as he reached his destination' Mr

Warner raced to a phone' 'Don't sell that

lobsterl' he told his family firm' But it was

too late. (12) The lobster """" had already

been sold. Mr Warner couldn't believe his

bad luck. A diner somewhere had eaten the-

orlr" .u,.tt and t l3) the diner """" had had

no ia.u at all of (14) the animal's """" value'

After 40 years as a fishmonger (15) Mr

Warner ........ ttuO thought that no orte knew

the business better than (16) Mr Warner """"'
but he had never come across (1?) an Bxample

........ of those lobsters beforel Mr Warner said

that he now knows what it's like when a

person wins the lottery only to realise that

il8; thut p"tton ..'.'... have thrown away the

ticket!

**,,,,,..

PHOEBE

MILES

PHOEBE

Rewrite all of the underlined phrases in this dialogue to correct the mistakes with the pronouns.

Some of the underlined pronouns are grammatically incorrect; others may be considered too
formal or old-fashioned. In some cases you will just need to change the order of the pronouns.

The first one is given as an example (0).

MILES 352 87641. Hello.

PHoEBE Hi, Miles. (0) lt is l, Phoebe.

MILES Hi, Phoebe, how are things?
Not too bad. (1) Me and Justin have had colds, but we've

still been going in, (2) a teacher can't desert his class!

You should take time off, you know. (3) One can't carry on

working if one isn't feeling well.
I know what you mean, but (4) it's we teachers who always

get the blame if the kids don't learn enough and fail their
exams, so (5) one can't take too much time off. Talking of
colds, have you had (6) a one this year yet?

No, I think (7) I and Jenny have been really lucky so far.
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PHOEBE

MILES

I\4ILES

PHOEBE

MILES

PHOEBE

Yes, you have. Listen, Miles, l'm actually phoning to find

out if (8) Jenny and you would be interested in joining the

amateur operatic society in the village (9) with Justin and l.
You're joking, aren't you? You know that you and Justin
sing much ( 1 0) better than we, and anyway, Jenny thinks the
society is really snobbish, so she won't be interested.

pHoEBE Perhaps (11)one does get a lot of middle-class people there,
but they're always friendly. (12) lf anyone new comes in.

he's always made welcome.
I don't know ... when is it, anyway?
The season starts on Thursday evening.

Oh, we can't come then. Our dog Samson is having a minor

operation that day and (13) we want to be with it in the

evening in case the anaesthetic hasn't worn off properly.

Oh, (l4l poor old he! I hope it goes OK, and lquite
understand. (1 5) One can't be too careful with animals. OK,

let's get together another time then. l'll give you a buzz soon.

ln each pair of sentences below, one or both sentences are correct. Tick (/) the correct sentences

and cross (X) the incorrect ones. Where both sentences are correct, choose an explanation from

the box for the difference between them. You can use the explanations more than once.

A The pronouns refer to different people.

B There is no difference in meaning at all.
C The difference is one of emphasis.
D One sentence is more formal or more dated than the other.

0 a You can get tickets for the whole of the city transport network here.

b One can get tickets for the whole of the city transport network here.

1 a Alicia and Charles blamed themselves for the break-up of their marriage.

b Alicia and Charles blamed each other for the break-up of their marriage.

2 a Ewan is thinking of bringing some work with him.

b Ewan is thinking of bringing some work with himself.

3 a We all give each other small presents at the Christmas party.

b We all give one another small presents at the Christmas party.

4 a Ouchl That radiator is really hot. l've burnt myself!

b Ouch! That radiator is really hot. I've burnt me!

5 a We're going to miss the bus. Ouick, let's hurry ourselves!

b We're going to miss the bus. Ouick, let's hurry!

6 a The paint effect you've used on the wall is great. Did you do it yourselves?

b The paint effect you've used on the wall is great. Did you do it by yourselves?

7 a Will we be able to find each other amongst all the people at the concert hall?

b Will we be able to find ourselves amongst all the people at the concert hall?

8 a The girl's coach rebuked herself for missing some very easy shots.

b The girl's coach rebuked her for missing some very easy shots.

9 a lthought the Covernment supported CM food. Didn't the PM say that?

b I thought the Covernment supported GM food. Didn't the PM say that himself?

10 a Most people find this style of art depressing. As for me, I think it's stimulating!

b Most people find this style of art depressing. As for myself, I think it's stimulating!
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Underline the correct alternative in italics in these sentences. ln two sentences both alternatives
are acceptable; in these sentences, underline both of them.

I You can't have lost the tickets. They've got to be angwherelsomewherel
2 I haven't got a clue where I am! lsn't there angonelno one here who could direct me to the Stakis

Hotel?
3 lslAre everyone here now? We'll start the tour straight away then.
4 There is hardly angbodg/nobodg to be seen on the streets of the centre after dusk.
5 Peter decided that he needed to do constructive somethinglsomething constructive with his life.
6 The kidnap victims were blindfolded, driven into the country and thrown from the car miles from

somewhere l angwhere .

7 lt is essential that we locate someonelsomebodg who can repair this machine within the next 48
hours.

8 The mayor is caught in the city traffic. We've somehowlanghow got to find a way to get her here
fa st.

9 'What would you like to drink?' 'Oh, somethinglangthing. Whatever you're having will be fine.'
10 That new chess champion from the Ukraine is amazing. AngonelNo one can beat him!
11 AnghowlAnAWaA,l must be going now. I've got lots to do this morning.
12 The ball can bounce angwherelsomewhere between the inner tramlines, but if it bounces outside

them, you lose the point.

Read this extract from a book and complete it with a suitable pronoun or possessive adjective
which best fits each space. ln the book the author, an American, describes his first visit to England.

It must be said that Dover was not vastly improved br.daylight, but I liked
(1) ........ .I liked (2) ........ small scale and cosy air, and the way everyone said
'Good morning', and 'Hello', and 'Dreadful weather - but it must brighten up',
to (3) ........, and the sense that this was yust (4) ........ more in a very long series

of fundamentally cheerful, well-ordered, pleasantll' uneventful days. (5)........ in
the whole of Dover would have any particular reasons to remember 21 March
1973, except for (6)........ and a handful of children born that day.

I didn't know how early (7) ........ could decentll' begin asking for a room in
England, so I thought (8) ........ would leave (9) ........ till mid-morning. \il/ith

time on (10) ........hands, I made a thorough search for a guesthouse that
looked attractive and quiet, but friendly and not too expensive, and at the
stroke of ten o'clock presented (11) ........ on the doorstep of the (12) ........ f
had carefully selected, taking care not to discompose the milk bottles.
(13) ........was a small hotel that was really a guesthouse, indeed, was really a

boarding-house.
I don't remember (14) ........name, but I well recall the proprietress, who

showed (15) ......... to a room, then gave (16\ ........ a tour of the facilities and
outlined the many complicated ruies for residing there. This was all
bewilderingly new to me.'Where I came from, (17) ........ gor a room in a motel,
spent ten hours making a lavish and possibly irredeemable mess of (18) ........,
and left early the next morning. This was like joining the army.
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Read the article below. Some of the lines are correct (examples 0 and 000), some have a wrong
word that must be replaced (example 00) and some have an unnecessary word (example 0000). lf
a line is correct, tick (rz) it. lf a word must be replaced or omitted, underline it and write its
replacement if necessary at the end of the line. There are four examples at the beginning (0, 00,
000 and 0000).

0 ln Manchester, UK, twelve-year-old Andrew and his friends kick a ball to

00 themselves after school every day. lt is Andrew's ambition to play football

000 for Manchester United. ln Pakistan, Asma, also twelve, stitches the balls that

O00O Andrew and his friends play with them. lt is Asma's ambition to become a

1 teacher. That ambition is as unattainable for her as is Andrew's for them.

2 ln recent years the use of child labour in producing footballs has become

3 an issue which it fuels public indignation. About 80 per cent of match-grade

4 footballs are produced in Pakistan, many of their by children. But is this

5 necessarily a bad thing? Work can be a way for children to gain skills and

6 increase them choices. Many families in Pakistan are extremely poor;they

7 need to find money everyhow and many children have to work. Stitching

B footballs is safe, easy work, which it can be done at home, fitted around the

9 child's schooling. Anyone wants the children in Pakistan to go to school

10 more than them do. But, as one child says, 'lf we are to go to school instead

1 1 of work, one must give us money'.

12 At a conference organised to address the problem of children having to

13 work, children theirselves were asked to give opinions. A girl from Peru

14 commented, 'Anybody must get together to fight the real problem * poverty

i 5 - not working children.' Children at the conference felt that they herself

16 should be consulted, as adult decisions are often wrong for them. For

11 example, many Bangladeshi children they suffered in the mid-1990s when a

l8 US Bill threatened to ban imports made by it: clothing manufacturers in

l9 Bangladesh sacked all children under fourteen, and many of themselves were

20 forced to take less well*paid, more harmful work, including prostitution.
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''" Deterrniners

28.1 4
Basic rules

28.1 8
Naming,

describi ng

and
classifying

28.1 C

Known or
unknown

topics

Determiners are words that precede nouns, e.g. articles, demonstratives, quantifiers

and possessive adjectives. Articles can be a problem area in English for students even

at advanced level, especially for those whose own language has a very different article

system. This unit covers articles, demonstratives and quantifiers.

1ffifil ARncLES

Articles (alan, the) precede nouns and some other words in a noun phrase, e.g. few,

tittle, adjectives. The article is usually the first word in a noun phrase, but note:
. attlbothlhalf + the: all the information, both the twins
. quitelratherlsuchlwhatlhatf + alan: quite a difficult problem

We use the indefinite article (alan) with singular countable nouns: a garoge, an opinion.

We use the definite article (fhe) with singular countable nouns (fhe garoge), with plural

nouns (fhe latest compufers) and uncountable nouns (fhe purest water). We can omit

the with uncountable and plural nouns ( 28.1 D).

We use alan when we name or describe something:

That's a scarab beette. 'What's that?' 'lt's an enormous anthill.'
We use alan when we refer to one example of a class or a species:

An African elephant has larger ears than an lndian elephant.

We use the to refer to the whole class or species:

The African etephant has larger ears than the lndian elephant.

However, it is more common to refer to the whole class with the plural:

African etephants hove larger ears than lndian elephants.

OWe Oo not use alan to refer to a whole class rather than individual examples:

x Ruthtess poaehers-hunt-sn elephant for the valuable ivorg-of its tushs.
y' Ruthtess poachers hunt the elephant for the valuable ivorg of ifs fusks.
y' Ruthtess poachers hunt elephants for the valuable ivorg of their tushs.

We can also use fhe with an adjective to refer to a class of people (' 21.1A):

The homeless witt be removed from the streets and placed in hostels'

We use alan when the topic (noun) is not known to our listener/reader; we use the

when it is known. Therefore, we usually use alan for the first reference to a topic in a

text, but then use the for subsequent references:
A new travel guide has advised would-be tourists to Morecambe that it is a place to
avoid. ... The guide paints a bleak - if not third-world - picture.

We do not always have to mention something for it to be known to the listener. We

consider that it is known in the following situations:

situation example

something is unique We qre in danger of permanentlg damoging the Earth.

superlatives

the context makes
it 'known'

a defining phrase
makes it 'known'

a prepositional phrase Meet me in the cafd next to the underground station neqr mg
makes it'known' house.

Muhommad Ali is the greatest heavgweight boxer ever.

'Hos Edward qrrived get?' 'Yes, he's in the dining-room.'
(= the dining-room of the house we are in)

Oosis is the Manchester band that shot to fdme in the earlg
I 99Os.
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_J28.1 D

Ceneral and
specific

28.1 E

Other
common uses

of articles

With plural nouns we use either the or no article. We don't use an article when we want
to refer to a group or class in general (r 28.1B). Compare:

Tourists are often blamed for changing the character of a place. (= all tourists)
Did gou notice what the tourists in the cathedral were doing? (= specific tourists)
It is commonlg accepted todag that brown bread is good for gou.

Did gou remember to get the bread out of the freezer?
We only use an article before an abstract noun if we wish to make an abstract noun
more specific, e.g. to talk about a particular type of hope:

X k-is-in Bossible -tolive-ia-*worW -withoat-the hepe.
r' lt is impossible to live in a world without hope. (hope in general)
The hope of finding a cure for cancer drives a lot of medicol research.

Nouns such as church, hospital , school do not take an article if we think of their
purpose, i.e. church as a place of worshlp, or school as a place of learning:

Fewer people attend church regularlg now than twentA Aears ago.

Can children leave school at fourteen in gour countrg?
lf we think of the physical place or building, we use an article:

The collection for restoring the church has almost reached its target.
ls there a school in the village or do the children have to go to the town?

qlqn jobs, nationalities and beliefs: I'm a structural engineer. Helmut's an
Austriqn. Cat Stevens became a Muslim.l

numbers: a hundred thousand

prices, speeds, etc two dollars o kilo, 20hm qn hour

1 We can use these without an article if we put the noun before the person's name:

Irishman Eddie Jordan has put together a teom of great quolitg and spirit.

the some geographical names: plurals (the United Sfofes, the US), areas (the Westl,

mountain ranges (the Pgrenees), oceans or seas (the Pacific Ocean,the Black
Seo), rivers (the Rhone)

musical instruments: She plogs the violin.

the media: Att our famitg worh in the theqtre.2

in some comparative phrases: the more the merrier, all the better

in front of superlatives and /??sf, last, next, onlg, some, right, wrong: the most
dongerous profession, the lqst time, the onlg one

in measurements: You can bug saffron bg the gram.

physical environments I prefer the town to the countrA.

newspapers: the Times, the Herald Tribune, the Dailg Mirror

dates when spoken: the tenth of Mag

2 We often use television, cinemo, etc. without an article to refer to the art or
entertainment form: She works in television. I'm studAing film in mg final gear.

lf we refer to a specific item we use the article:
Don't put flowers on the television. Have gou seen the new film bg Ridleg Scott?

no article proper names: Jqmes, Chris Grqham, Mr Jones3

names of most countries, mountains, lakes Japan, Mount Everest, Lahe Victoria

substances, liquids and gases: Cooking oil is simplg liquid fot.

materials: This blouse is made of silk.

political or business roles: Logos became President of Chile in 2000.

transport: We're going bg rail to London, then bg plone.

times and seasons: at night, in summer, at duska
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no article meal(time)s: Have gou had breakfast? See gou at lunch.

sports: She plags both tennis and squash verg well.

illnesses: He's got lung cancer. She's had Cerman measles.

3 We use alan if we want to make a name less specific:
A Mr Jones come to see Aou this afternoon. (l don't know which Mr Jones.)

We can make a name more specific by using fhe:
The Mr Jones with the stutter came to see Aou. (The stutter identifies this Mr Jones.)

aAlthough we don't usually use an article with seasons, it is possible to use the: in the
springlthesummer, andnotethatweusethe withpartsof theday: intheafternoon.
Q We usually use a possessive adjective (nol the) to refer to parts of the body:

Put Aour hand up if gou know the answer.

,ffip DEMoNSTRAnvES

2a.2A
Used as

adjectives

We can use demonstratives, thislthat (singular) and theselthose (plural), as adjectives
before nouns to refer to someone or something known to both speaker and listener:

'l'm not sure which shoes to bug.' 'Well, lthinh these shoes are lovelg.'

close distant

space Do gou recognise this man? I've seen that man before.
These parrots can live to over 70. Can gou see those birds in the tree?

time What ore gou doing this weekend? Do gou remember that weehend?
There's so much crime these dags. There were no drugs in those dogs.

We use them to distinguish between close and distant things (in both space and time)
ln very informal speech we can use fhls or these instead of alan or some, often to
introduce a topic or start telling a story:

This woman came up to me in the bank and ashed if she could borrow ...

We can use demonstratives as pronouns to refer to a noun, a thing or idea 1,,''. 35.2A)
fhis /s a reallg wonderful cup of tea. What kind is it?
Alan sags he's giving up his job to travelthe world. lthink thot's stupid.

We can use fhrs to talk about a situation that we are experiencing:
This is the worst recession we have seen for more than ten Aeors.

We can use demonstratives as a more formal alternative to the one(s):
Hundreds of Brixton residents turned out to welcome Tgson to their borough. Those
who had bothered were rewarded bg a 40-minute wqlhabout.

ln certain expressions, we can use fhls or that instead of so to intensify an adjective:
I've never known a winter this cold before. So gou thinls gou're that clever, do gou?

28.28
Used as

pronouns or
inten sifie rs

28.5A Ouantifiers are determiners which describe the quantity of something. Notice the use :

Common of or of fhe shown in the table:
quantifiers quantifier + singular noun + plural noun + uncountable noun

and their use

OUANTIFIERS

no

none of the

neither
either
ana

both

neither cqt
either twin
ang document

I've got no coins.

none of the details
neither of the cats
either of the twins
ang (of the) documents
both (of the) awards2

I've got no moneA.

none of the informatior

ang (of the) informatiar
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quantifier + singular noun + plural noun + uncountable noun

fewltittte (a) few (of the) sweets3 (aJ little (of the) water3

half haff (of) the tqsk half (of) the tasks half (of) the work

some some (of the) jewels some (of the) jewellerg

several several (of the) episodes

a lot of a lot of the conference a lot of (the) ideas q lot of (the) time

manglmuch mang (of the) chairs much (of the) furniture

most most of the holidog most (of the) opples most (of the) fruit
each eoch applicant each of the applicants
everg (one ofl everg pagea everg one of the pages

all all (o0 the problem ail (o0 the problems all (of) the trouble

1 We often use quantifiers (except none and o /ofJ directly before a noun:

It is impossible to nominate both candidates for the Vice-presidencg.

With most quantifiers, using of the before a plural or uncountable noun changes the
meaning of the noun from general to specific:

I'd like some jewellerg. (general, we don't know which jewellery)

I'd like some of the jewellerg. (specific, a particular set of jewellery)
2 With both we can omit of before the: Both (o0 the candidates believed theg had won.
5 For the difference between littlelfew and o littlela few (: 6.5A).
4 Note the difference between each and everg. Bolh quantifiers describe 'more than

one'; we can use each to refer to two things, but not everg:
X She was wearing a fine gotd choin on everg ankle.

r' She was wearing a fine gold chain on each anhle.

But: She was wearing a ring on everg finger.

We usually use sone in positive sentences. ong in questions and negatives:
You've got some interesting ideas, but have gou got ang moneA to bach them?

We can use anA in positive sentences with the meaning'it doesn't matter which':
You won't catch ang fish here. Ang fisherman will tell gou that.

lO tt is possible to use some in questions where we have some expectation that the

answer will be positive:
ls some of the information useful? (l expect that a part of it is.)

ts ang of the information useful? (l have no idea if it is useful or not.J

28.38 We can use quantifiers (except no and everg) without a noun as subject of the clause:

Ouantifiers The vote was split: half were in favour of the motion, half were against it.
as subjects When used as subjects some quantifiers take a singular verb, and some take a plural

verb. Others are used with a singular or plural verb, depending on the noun they

substitute or modify. Look at the table:

always singularl each, either, much
Much of the research has alreadg been completed.

always plural both, several, a few, mang
Some visitors to the new gallerg are enthusiastic but mong have
expressed th e i r di sa p P o i ntme nt.

singular or plural ang, half, some, a lot, all
Some of the information is considered top secret.
Some of us are hiring a minibus to go to the match.
'We can't get manA books to the schools in the outback.' 'Don't worrg.

Ang (books) are better thqn none.'

1 The quantifiers neither and none take a singular verb with plural nouns, though a
plural verb is now accepted in speech and informal writing:

None of the students islare willing to accept the increase in coursework.
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Practice lka l,aLJ tg llto<,. 'rpy, i5o5 i: On DOqo <6/

Read this story and fill in the gaps with the correct article: alan, the or - (no article). For one gap
you will need a possessive adjective.

I first experienced terror when I was seven. My mother lived in London, but after a brief liaison with
(1) .. soldier from the United States she became pregnant and fled to (2) ........ country. (At that
time, fifty years ago, it was considered shameful to be a single parent.) A great aunt of hers lived in
(5) cottage in (41 ........ North Wales, and there she was able to bring me up in (5) ........ peace,
pretending that she was a widow (6) locals were all very friendly to us and accepted us without
question, and I had (7) blissful childhood.

One day I arrived home from (8) ..... ..school to find my mother clutching (9) telegram, in

floods of tears. (10) ........ telegram informed her that her father - my grandfather - had died. His

funeral would be in three days and we had to go to London. I had never been outside (111 ........village
and I was really excited at the thought of going to (12) ........ capital city. So, two days later, we

boarded a train to London. lt was {13) ........ first time I had been on a train and I could barely contain
(14) ........ excitement of such an adventure. Several hours later we arrived. I clutched my mother's
hand as we stepped down from the train. (15) ........station was full of people rushing home from
(16) ........ work and it was quite dark. Now (17) ........fear was starting to creep into my mind. Then,
suddenly, we were in (18) ........ street outside the station. I had never seen so many people, buses and
cars, nor heard so much noise. lwas terrified. I opened (19) .

was one of (20) ........ sheer terror.
mouth and the wail that I let escape

Complete these short sentences with an appropriate article: alan,the or- (no article).

1 He's got.... ..... asthma.
2 The ring is just a band of .......... gold.
5 lt prints seven pages minute.
4 Let's have a weekend in .......... mountains
5 She's at.......... work.
6 lt's in Tasman Sea.

7 Sorry - it's .......... wrong answer.
8 lt appeared in .......... New York Times.

9 She's always been .......... Catholic.
I 0 What's for .......... dinner?

1 1 We're going on a day trip by .......... coach.
12 They're flying to Seychelles.
15 lt's best solution.
14 Can you ski on .......... Mont Blanc?
15 lt's quite warm there in winter.
16 We all need oxygen.
17 We've had over ........ dozen applicants.
18 She works in ........ television.
19 lt's all ........ better if you can come early.
20 He was crowned ........ king.

Complete the dialogue with a demonstrative adjective or pronoun from the box.

this (x3) that (x4) these (x1) those (x2)

RoB What's on TV tonight, do you know?
JENNy No. Why don't you look in the paper you're reading?
RoB (1) paper doesn't have TV listings.
JENNv Oh, right. Well try (2) one on the shelf, over there.
RoB OK... yes, let's see. There's nothing much on (5) days at all, is there? lt's all soaps and

detective series.
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JENNv Mmm. lthought there was always a serious documentary on Tuesday evenings. (4) ..

last week on homelessness was really interesting.
RoB Yes, you're right. There's one on travellers. Listen. (5) is awful. 'Although landowners

may lose income while travellers are on their land, there is no fast route to evicting them.
(6) ......... who go through the courts often have to take out more than one injunction before the
matter is settled.'

.leNNv Well, what do you expect? The travellers need somewhere to live, like the rest of us. The
government should give them land.

RoB (7) ..........'s no solution, is it? They want to travel, not to settle.
JENNY How do you know? There was (8) ..... . story in my magazine about travellers from years ago

and the encampments they made - they were allowed to settle down then.
RoB Yes, but in (9) .......... days there was more free land. Land is (10) ..........valuable today, people

use every bit of it and don't want travellers on their land.
JENNY Mmm, well why don't we turn the TV on and find out what the documentary says?

Match one of the sentences or beginnings of sentences in each pair (1-8) with a continuation of
the sentence or conversation from the list below (A-l).

A I don't know him. Do you?
B Could I have a closer look at it, please?
C lt's a basic human right.
D You just have to shop around.
E lt's the tallest type of tree in the world.
F She took journalism and media studies.
C Your knel; the ene rvhere elrris works:
H You know, the one that we couldn't get last week.
I I've never come across one so talkative before!

0 a Let's meet in a wine bar.
b Let's meet in the wine bar. .....h.... + .....Q....

1 a My sister went to university.
b My sister went to the university... + ..........

2 a The cat communicates a lot of desires and emotions.
b This cat communicates a lot of desires and emotions. + ..........

3 a Dr Richards called to speak to you.
b A Dr Richards called to speak to you. + ..........

4 a People shouldn't be denied freedom.
b People shouldn't be denied the freedom ... + ..........

5 a A giant redwood once grew to over 70 metres.
b The giant redwood can grow to more than 70 metres. + ..........

6 a Let's get a video out this evening.
b Let's get that video out this evening. + ..........

7 a You can pay a lot less for a car these days.
b You could pay a lot less for a car in those days. + ..........

8 a This is an interesting specimen.
b That's an interesting specimen. + ..........

-)t)
.. one -a!)
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For each of these questions, either one or two alternatives (A-C) are correct. Circle the letters of
all the correct alternatives.

I I haven't seen .......... of those films, so ldon't mind which one we go to.
A any B no C either

2 You shouldn't slouch like that. It puts
A much B alot C all

5 At this stage, ........ information would
A little B some C any

4 The Fitness Room would like to invite of its patrons to enter the annual fitness challenge.
A all B every C some

5 .......... witnesses responded to the police appeal after the accldent.
A No B None C Any

6 .......... of the women who attended the demonstration was willingto give us an interview.
A No B None C Many

7 We would like to add that.......... medallion is inscribed with the name of its lucky owner.
A each B every C either

8 Only of the news today has been about the election.
A half B alittle C afew

9 We guarantee that ........ item of the dinner service will be replaceable for a period of ten years.

A each B every C all
l0 We are delighted to be able to welcome ........ the competition winners to the gala evening.

A both B either C all

Complete the article with the words from

a all the the

, of pressure on one hip and leg.

been a step in the right direction

above each paragraph. (- = no article)

the The this your

have

@q
FOOD FRIGHTS

Planning a big day out this summer? Itt not just the rides that could turn your stomach!

The risk of food poisoning should be the last thing on (1) .. . . .,.mind when you're enjoying a quiet
day out (2) .....,,.,. summer. But, in (3) .......... UK, there were around 95,000 reported cases of
(4) ..........food poisoning in (5).......... last year alone - a four-fold increase on the number of reported
cases just ten years ago.

'We checked food safery at 13 of our top tourist attractions. W'e tested the food on offer and inspected

hygiene standards at restaurants, cafes and kiosks on site. Standards were generally poor. About
(6) ..........third of the 65 food samples we bought failed to meet satisfactory microbiological guidelines.

Sandwiches came out worst - in five of (7) .......... 25 samples we bought we found food-poisoning
bacteria. But, to judge from our inspections, the results are not that surprising. Only one in seven food
outlets passed (8) ..........of our inspection criteria. (9) .......... majority of problems we came across were

staff-related, and showed a lack of training in (10) .......... food safery.
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What we found
At (11) .......... tourist attraction we bought a selection of sandwiches and other food products. Our tests

revealed specific food-poisoning bacteria in five of (12) ......... sandwiches. High levels of other general

bacteria were also found in more than (13) .......... of the sandwiches - while (14) .......... bacteria dont
make you ill, they do poinr ro (15) .......... poor hygiene practices.

Five sandwiches contained food-poisoning bacteria at levels that are not satisfactory according to
guidelines. (16) ..........could cause food-poisoning- (U).......... children, elderly people and pregnant
women are particularly vulnerable. W'e've informed (18) .......... food outlets and tourist attractions
concerned; (19) ......... (but not all) have taken positive action as a result of (20).,........ disturbing findings.

Read the following text. ln most lines there is an unnecessary word, a word missing or an

incorrect word. For each numbered line (1-23), identify the mistake and write the correct word in
the space on the right. Some lines are correct. lndicate these with atick(r'). The exercise begins
with three examples.

Magnum past and present
Magnum is a co-operative of nearly sixty photographers with offices in New

York, London, Paris and Tokyo. A co-operative u'as founded in 1947 by

photographers the Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George Rodger and

David Seymour. All them had been involved in the Second World War.

Rodger had walked hundreds of miles through forest to escape Japanese

in the Burma. And Seymour received a medal for his lvork in American

intelligence.

However, all of founders of Magnum had been photographers for

some time. Photographic work they were famous for dated back further.

Capa's photos of the Spanish Civil war were called 'finest pictures of

front-line action ever taken.'

They all appreciated an importance of showing the world what really

happens during this major conflicts and world crises, so they decided to

produce the best documentary photographl, at this time. Cartler-Bresson

once commented 'Some photographers tell the news step by the step as

if making an accountant's statement.' He and Magnum, on the other hand,

felt that the news had to be shown in that way that would engage most

the people who are unable to experience world-changing events at first-hand.

Tragically, within a decade of the start of Magnum, the half of its original

founders died while covering other wars. However, agency had started to

employ other top-class photographers and its work was sure to continue.

Today, Magnum is some goai for many young photographers. It still
produces the finest documentary photographs of world events. Recent

coverage has included the events in Balkans and the tribal wars in East

Africa, and while Magnum photographers cover these events, we will all be

able to appreciate both best and worst of humanity.
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Prepositions
Prepositions are a common cause of confusion for learners, often because each

preposition has a number of different uses. This unit looks at the uses of a range of
prepositions, and the difficulties they can present. (For prepositional and phrasal verbs

INTRODUCTION

29.1 A
Basic

information

29.1 8
Prepositions
and adverbs

A preposition describes the relationship between two or more things. lt can link nouns,

verbs or adjectives before the preposition with a noun or pronoun after it:

Now, let's move on toltemExlon Ene agenddl.

Be coreful. The hem of gour dress is Wrogglngl along VneitooFl.
John's got an appraisat tomorrow. He's reallg @nxloiilt about @ .

Prepositions can be one word only, e.g. of , throughouf, or more words, e.g. because of
We got fewer dollars this week because of the drop in the exchange rate.

There is no difference in form between prepositions and many adverbs, but there is a

difference in use: a preposition has an object but an adverb does not. Compare:

Did gou ever travel before the war, Dod? (prepositionJ

I have a strange feeling that I've been here before. (adverb)

We can modify prepositions with adverbs (the adverbs in the example are in bold):

The pub is almost at the end of the street, iust before the traffic lights.

1]ffiE MEANING AND USE

29.24
Position

vertical relationships above, after, below, beneath, down, on, on top of, over,

I J under, underneath, uP

Above and over have similar meanings, as do below and under. We usually use above

below:
The refuge is in the hills above the town.
The temperature was below freezing last night.

But we use over or under in the following cases:
. When one thing covers another:

The clouds hung low over the hills. He disappeared under the water.
. When horizontal movement is suggested:

Are we going to flg over the Alps?
. With prices, ages, speeds, distances and quantities, where we mean more than or

fewerlless than:
X The conferenee was verg badlg attended:"below two hundred people carne.
y' The conference wos verg badlg attended: under two hundred people came.

We use above or below to talk about 'level' or 'rank':

ls the position of Managing Editor obove or below that of Editorial Director?
It is also possible to use after in this sense:

His opinion is second onlg after the Managing Director's.
Note the use of up and down:

John lives a few houses further upldown the hill from us.
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We generally use beneath in idiomatic phrases:

Your behaviour towards mA new husband was reallg beneath contempt!

horizontal relationships against, along, alongside, around, at, beside, between, bg, in,
(F --+ near, next to, on, on the leftlright of

Weuseaf withapointinspace, e.g.atthebusstop,atBBakerStreet; weuseonwith
a surface or a line, e.g. on the table, on the river, on Oxford Street; and we use tn with
something that surrounds, e.g. in the wood. We use different prepositions depending on

how we see a place. Compare:
The group will meet at 7.30 at the sports centre. (= either inside or outside)
The group will meet at 7.30 in the sports centre. (= inside)

(O Also' at the corner of the street (= a point) bul in the corner of the room (= inside).

We usually use in with countries, cities or towns. We use on with streets, roads,

avenues, etc., and we use of with the names of squares if we think of the 'address',

and ln if we think of the square as 'surrounding' us:

X The*fitrn-premierethis-gear-wilLtaheplaee on Lekester$quare-at-London
r' The film premiere this gear will take place at Leicester Square in London.

The trees in Leicester Square don't look verg healthg.

We use af when we refer to gatherings of people: qt a partA, at a conference.

We use beside and alongside to express proximity along a line:

Warehouses were built besidelalongside the motorwoA.

'facing' relationships across, after, before, behind, facing, in front of, opposite,
--+ (- over

We use in front of or behind lo front

describe the spatial relationship E t
of two things, one after the other back

on a line and facing the same way: front

A is in front of B. B is behind A. E t
ln front of and behind can also be used for back

metaphorical, not literal, position:

Christopher is reatlg behind his brother in terms of academic development.

Before and after can refer to position in some contexts:

Karen',s nephew appears beforelin front of the magistrates this afternoon.

You'tt be called first as mA name is after Aours on the list.

Opposite, facing, across and over have the meaning of 'on the other side of' but with

across and over we have to state on the other side of what, e.g. a road, a river:

t'tt meet gou in the cafd oppositelfacing the theatre' (= on the other side of the roadJ

I'tt meet gou in the cafd acrosslover the road from the theatre'

O tfre difference between
oppositelfacing and in front of back

is that the items on the 'line' are lT} t
not facing in the same direction, front

as in the diagram above, but are front

facing each other: E t
A is facinglopposite B. A and B are back

facing I opposite each other.
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29.28
Movement

and direction

vertical movement down (to), off, on, onto, over, up (to)

We use these prepositions for movement up or down:
Keep to the right as Aou go down the stairs.
Look at Johnng's knee - he's iust fallen off his bike.

V,'te get on or off a bus, plane, train, boat and bike but into and out of a car.

We can use over for a movement up and then down an obstacle:
The burglar leapt over the garden fence as he ran awag from us.

passing movement ocross, along, down, over, past, through' up

We use along for movement in a line, e.g. along a riverlroad:
You can spend a pleasant afternoon strolling qlong the canals in Amsterdam.

We also often use up and down with roads and rivers (meaning 'along'):

Co up the road to the corner, and the cinema is on the left.

We use ecross for movement from one side to the other of something on a 'surface',

e.g. dcross the riverlroadlfield. We use through for movement inside something,

e.g. through a roomltunnel:
You walk qcross the plaging field to the wood then Aou go through the wood .'.

Over is similar to ocross (one side to the other) but it incorporates the idea of above:

Are we going to flg over the AIps on the waA to ltalA?

We use past for a movement from one side to the other of something, next to it:
Iwas startled bg a huge bird thatflew post mA window this afternoon.

movement in one direction qround, ot, awaA from, down, down to, from, into, onto,
out of, to, towards, uP, uP to

We can use both fo and at afler certain verbs, e.g. throw, shout. To suggests that the

recipient of the action is willing but of that heishe is not willing:

Can gou throw that booh to me, please? (l am willing.)

Don't throw stones at the cafl (The cat is unwilling.J

We can use up to or towards when we approach someone or something, but we use

only up fo if we actually reach the person/thing:

X Do gou think I can go-towards him and ask for his autograph?
y' Do gou think I can go up to him and ash for his autograph?
r' The scientist moved quietlg towards the group of grazing animals.

We can use up (to) and down (to) for movement north or south within a country:
We've just come down to Canberra from Darwin.

We can express a circular movement with (a)round:

We drove (a)round the roundabout three times before we took the correct exit.

We can also use the prepositions of movement in a less literal way:

A sAstem of charges has been introduced into the Health Service.

29.2C point in time at, in, on

Time 
We use of with times, special periods (e.g. celebrations) and in some phrases:

at five to seven, at Christmas, at night, at the weekend (US English on the weekend)

We use in with parts of the day, months, seasons, years, centuries, etc.:
in the evening, in December, in 1999, in the winter, in the twentieth centurA

We use on with days and dates, including special days:

on Thursdag, on (the morning of) the 31st of October, on Christmas Dag

We sometimes omit the preposition if we use about or around, to be less specific:
Let's meet at the station (at) about six; there's a train at ten past.

We can supplg the materials (on) around Thursdag next week.
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29.2D
Other

meanings

ln US English and informal British English, we can also omit on before days:

Creat news! The travel agent can get us on a flight that leaves Wednesdag.
We do not use the prepositions af, on or in immediately before adverbs or adverbial
phrases such as todag, tomorrow, lastlthislnext weeh:

X The-new*soap-opersen-BBeZis-starting-on-tornorrow.
y' The new soap opera on BBC2 is starting tomorrow.

before or after after, before, bg, post

We can use after or past to mean 'later than':
There's no point in going to the partg now; it's afterlpast eleven o'clock.

We use before to mean 'before a time', and we use by to mean'before or at a time':
Applications must be submitted before 30th November. 1= on the 29th or earlier)

Apptications must be submitted bg 30th November. (= on the 3Oth or earlier)

QThe adverbial phrases in time (with time to spare) and on time (al the right time,
often fixed) have different meanings:

The wedding car arrived in time butthe bride wasn't readA. e time to spare)

I want to arrive right on time at the church. lt's not done for the bride to arrive before

the groom. (= not early or late)

duration as fromlof, between, during, for, from ... tillluntillup to, in, inside, since,

through(out), untilltill, up to, within

We can use a number of different prepositions to talk about duration:
As of next Mondag, we wilt have to suspend flexible working arrongements until
further notice.
The tong ftowing stgle - of hair ond clothes - was fashionable duringlthrough(out)
much of the seventies.
This volcano hasn't erupted since 1935.

The motorwag widening was successfullg completed withinlinlinside four months.

British English uses from ... to to express the start and end points of a period of time,

but US English uses through:
I'll be staging at the Hilton from Fridag to Mondag.

I'tt be staging at the Hilton Fridag through Mondag.

reason because of, due to, for, from, out of, owing to, through

The 10.00 service to Bath has been cancelled due tolowing to staffshortage.
Huge numbers of people in the Third World die from starvation everg dag.

Mang parents sacrifice their own material weqlth out of the desire to give their

children evergthing.
The fire started through careless disposal of a cigarette end.

means bg, bg means of, in, via, with

We use bg or with to introduce an instrument:
Negotiations were held bg phone between the client and his solicitor.

The victim was killed bg a bullet to the headlwith q sawn-off shotgun.

We also use bg for the agent (or originator) of something:
It's a painting bg Van Cogh. He completed it during his stag in Arles.

Note the dilference between bg and of here:
tt's a painting of Van Gogh. lt's actuallg not a verA good likeness of him.

We use rn when we refer to the means we use to achieve something:

Complete the form in pencil. He prefers to paint in watercolour.
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purpose for, towqrds

I want an opener that can be used for opening bottles of beer as well as wine.
We're saving all of this extra income towards a round-the-world trip next Aeor.

comparison against, as, beside, between, contrarA to, thqn, (un)like

We use against, beside and controrA fo to make a contrast:
Look at this gear's sales figures qgainst last gear's; theg're so much better.
Beside her sister, Laura was positivelg plain.
The Davis Cup final was won bg the French team, contrarg to expectations.

We use between to differentiate (usually the difference between):
You won't be able to tell the difference between butter and this spread.

We can use like to make a comparison, but we use os to express a role:
She behaves like a director, but she's reallg onlg a secretarA.
Speaking as a director of the compang, I believe we should sell the shares.

inclusion and exclusion among, as well qs, besides, between, begond, inside,
instead of, out of, outside, under, within, without

We usually use between with only two objects and among with more than two:
For women, the distinction between work and leisure is less clear-cut.
The terminals are among the biggest single development sites in Europe.

Note the uses of the following prepositions which have the meaning of exclusion:
Are there ang issues remaining besides that of the roof repairs?
l'm afraid that changes to the curriculum are begondloutsidelout of our control.

exception apart from, barring, but for, except (for), save

Evergone is invited to the conference dinner, except (for)lapart fromlsave those who
have bought'dag' tichets onlg.

Except and except for can both be used after phrases containing determiners such as
all, everg, no:

Julian did verg well in all his exams except (for) geographg.
Except for one question on calculus, Julian got all the maths questions right.

However, when the prepositional phrase contradicts the main idea of the sentence, we
use except for :

Trulli emerged from the wreckage of the car uninjured except for a broken thumb.
We use but for to mean'if not for':

The house would have been destroged but for the quick thinking of the firefighters.

contrast W 32.2 despite, for qll, in spite of

Despitelln spite oflFor oll his grand wags, he was reallg no better off than the rest
of us.

material from, of, out of, with

We use different prepositions when we describe the material from which something is
made (made (out) of, made from, made with 15.4C).
We use of when the original material is still visible:

a dress made of silk o jacket made of leather a table of the finest mahogang
We use from when the original material has been transformed:

ice creqm made from strawberries toilet rolls made from recgcled paper
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ryKri
We use with whenwe refer to a filling or an ingredient: "2r'

vine leaves stuffed with rice rice pudding made with cream

We use of in metaphorical phrases:

a man of iron a heart of gold

benefit for, for the sqke of, on behqlf of

On behalf of our sharehotders, I'd lihe to thank all of gou who voted in favour of the

merger.
t think we should move to the countrA for the sake of the children.

reporting according to

We do not use according fo to report our own feelings or opinions:

ll Hologrcrns aredt a-+eal-art forn+; aeeor4ing-to*me,
y' According to manA art critics, holograms aren't a real art form.

/ Holograms aren't a real art form, in mg opinion.

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

29.3A A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition and the word(sJ that follow it. The

Form most common words that follow prepositions are nouns and pronouns:

steep on Ehe fioorl comparisons between VintonAnd KenneAd it's for Woil
We can also use -ing forms, adverbs or wh- clauses after prepositions:

As welt asVetpng-lus to move into the house, John bought us a great present.

Please don't interfere in ang wag with what I have written in the introduction

A prepositional phrase can include a determiner before the noun or -ing form:

The head teacher doesn't approve of VE arrangementqwith a local band.

We can't use a that clause after a preposition:

X The governnent nanaged-to pass the bitt thtough Parliarnent; despite^that it had

a lowmaloritg,
r' The government managed to poss the bill through Parliament, despite its low

majoritgldespite having a low majoritgldespite the fact that it had a low maioritg

Nor can we use an infinitive phrase, except with the prepositions except, but and save:

Please come straight home - don't stop except to phone us.

29.38 A'stranded preposition' is a preposltion on its own at the end of a clause or sentence.

Stranded English commonly uses stranded prepositions in:

prepositions ' Ouestions: Who are Aou coming to the partg with?
. Relative clauses: I've been offered the job in London that Iapplied for!

' The passive: What is Aour coat made from?

' lnfinitive clauses: That man is impossible to work with!
We sometimes keep the preposition and object together in formal language:

We have been unable to offer gou the position for which gou applied.

Q We do not precede the relative pronoun that wilh a preposition:

,( We heve been*nable-to offer-gou the position forthat gou-applied,
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Practice fhe kcu to these eucrcises is on page 36/

Rewrite the sentences. Put the words in brackets in the correct order.

1 The people in the earthquake zone were encouraged to [arealaway/from/get/the] while there was still
time............

2 Water will be made available [and/crisis/forlhospitals/schools/the/throughout].

3 The acting and the costumes were excellent, Ias/but/for/plot/thel, it was ridiculous!

4 lt must have been raining really hard. All [are/through/passers-by/soaked/the]

5 This year's award for excellence in the
chairman of the Design Foundation.....

industry will be collected Ibehalf/of/on/winner/the] by the

6 The rescuers pulled the dog Ia/by/fromlmeansloflrope/the/well]

-l Can you pass me the pasta pan? lt's [cupboard/oflon/right/the/top].

8 The journey time has been reduced [hours/just/three/to/under].

9 'You're late. You weren't on the train that was derailed, were you?''No, [one/after/the/mine/just/was]

10 Didn't you recognise her? She was sitting [almost/beard/man/opposite/the/the/with].

Underline the best alternative in italics.

1 Our son, James Christopher, was born inlon the morning of 2nd March.
2 Don't forget that your final assignment must be handed to your tutor - lon next Monday.
3 The soldiers didn't arrive at the village onlin lime - the rebels had already burned the remaining

houses.
4 Don't be late for the Philharmonia concert - you know they always start dead onlin time.
5 There has been no sign of the birds untillsince nightfall.
6 David Mamet's latest play will be showing on Broadway October up tolthrough December.
7 Payment of your electricity bill is now four weeks overdue. lf we do not receive payment onlbg 31sr

July, we shall refer the matter to the court.
B As he opened the shop at-l .30 in the morning, Mr Charles was attacked bg/with a baseball bat.
9 The definitive photograph oflbg Marilyn Monroe is the one where she is standing over an air vent.

10 Alexander Craham Bell worked asllike a teacher for much of his life.
I1 lt was impossible to find anything of importance betweenlamong the dead man's papers.
1 2 lt is the duty of governments today to take seriously the threat of global warming, in spite of lfor the

sake of future generations.
13 ExceptlApart for a few less experienced individuals, all of the recent applicants were taken on.
14 This publication is made oflfrom paper from sustainable forests.
15 Letters of application for this post should be completed inlwith handwriting.
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Complete the following article with the most appropriate prepositions. The preposition may
consist of more than one word. The exercise begins with an example (0).

End of the road
lt was late afternoon when we drove (0\ .t4e.. the little town. \fe had driven

(1)...'....400kilometresinthemorningandmostofithadbeen(2)........
thick fog. we were tired and decided to find a hotel - we didn't know how

far it might be to the next town. 'We parked' got (3) """" the car and

stretched - a walk would be very welcome. we left our luggage (4) ...""' the

car boor and walked (5) ........ the already empty car park to a narrow but

fast-flowing stream. A five-minute stroll (6) ..'..... a tree-lined avenue {7) """"
the stream took us (8) ........the town square. It was a beautiful old square

with a fountain (9) ........the middle and arcades (10) ........ three sides' \(e

looked up ar rerraces of interesting-looking restaurants (11) ........ the arcades

and then back down ar entrances to fascinating little shops (12) """" them'

We had no idea where to look for a hotel or a pension in this sleepy town'

so we walked (13) ....'..' an old man sitting (14) """" a bench by the

fountain. He pointed us in the direction of a narrow alleyway and told us

we,d find the best hotel (15) ........ the little road. It seemed unlikely, but we

followed his advice and sure enough, (16) ........ the other end of the alleyway,

(17) ........two picturesque old houses, was a sign saying 'hotel'' Just

itti ........ the hotel, (1i) ...."" the other side of the street' was a house

covered in the mosr colourful flowers, and I immediately hoped that we might

be able to see the house from our bedroom window' (20) """"' the hotel

reception, a cool, dark room with a bar (21) """" one corner' we asked about

a room. our satisfaction was complete when we realised that even the best

room in the hotel was (22) ..""" $SO'
'we looked at rhe room, decided to take it and went down to the lounge,

wherewestoppedforadeliciouscappuccino'Soonduskwasfalling,sowe
handed rhe room key (23) ........ the receptionist and told him we'd be back

with our luggage in ten minutes' As we walked (24) """" the narrow streets'

we discussed what we would do the next day and how long we'd stay in the

little town. Imagine our horror when we arrived (25) ........ the car park to

find it completely empty - our car and all of our luggage had been stolen!

rllryl:li:l:rr::r:.1

.:.a I
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ln most of the lines of the following text, there is one word or phrase missing. For each line l-14,
indicate where the word should be (usef ) unO write the missing word in the spaces on the right.
Some lines are correct. Indicate these lines with a tick (/). The exercise begins with two
examples (0 and 00).

0
00

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
a

9
10

11

12

13

14

One of the changes in entertainment in recent years has been the arrival of
alternative comedy. ln this type of comedy, performers work withfis considered
to be taboo or controversial. lt's a very strong kind of humour, the main aim
which is the desire to shock people out their comfortable complacent lives and
make them think about is important in life today. Some of the most common
subject areas that alternative comedians work are politics, sex and religion.
Alternative comedy takes place mainly in adult clubs and comedy venues;

because of the that it questions and threatens the establishment, public TV

channels have been reluctant to give it much air time, except try to boost ratings
occasionally among certain audience sectors. ln fact, whenever alternative
comedy has appeared on prime time W, viewers with children have complained
about being somehow corrupted by the nature of the humour. Of course, this
kind of comedy is not intended for children at all, nor is it really the older,
established families with children that it is aimed. Fortunately for alternative
comedians, the section of society it is intended - younger people who themselves
question the values and priorities of society - continue to support it.

Underline the correct word or phrase in italics. ln some cases, both may be correct.

No, you're not looking at a scene (1) fromlout of a James
Bond movie! The futuristic buildings in this photo really
exist. They are part of the Eden Project - one of the
most spectacular (2) inlof the Millennium projects.

The Eden Project is located (3) atlin Cornwall,
England, in a former clay pit (4) above/over 50 metres
deep. lt consists of two enormous domes, a large open
area and a visitor centre. The Eden Project functions
(5) asllike a 'storeroom' for a huge number of plants
from (6) acrosslall over the world. The two collections of
domes house plants and trees (7) fromlfor the tropical
and temperate regions (8) oflin the world, while the open
area accommodates more local species.

The Eden Project is much more (9) aslthan a

storeroom, however. lt is a centre (1O) forlon education.
art and science, showing us ways in (1 ll whichlthat plants are vital to the world's existence, and
promoting understanding of the delicate balance (12) betweenlamong using and conserving plant life.
As well as (13) offerloffering a visitor attraction (14) tolfor people of all ages, the Eden Project provides
a focus both for scientific research and for education, (15) including/inside exciting experiences for
children, such as walking (16) throughlin a raintorest (17) outsidelwithouf leaving England.

ln the year 2000, the Eden Project was in the final stages (18) atlof construction. (19) Contrara
tolUnlike most projects of this scale, the Eden Project opened its doors to visitors (2O) forlduring that
building stage. (2 1) ForlSince several months visitors were able to experience the challenges that lie
(22) underlbehind lhe building of such a project and get a taste of (23) whatlwhich was to come.
(24) Fromlln spring 2001 this living theatre opened fully to the public and for (25) underlbelow 810,
everyone can now experience the diversity of the world's plants.
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Prepositions are missing from the following three stories. Use the prepositions in the box above
each story to fill the gaps.

according to across between by from in on to

A BAD EXPLORER
A man (l) ........ Kentucky, USA, had a dream that would take him away from the rolling
hills of his home state. The dream: to row (.2) ........the icy Bering Strait (3) ........ Alaska and
Russia, (4) . a bathtub! Unfortunately, the dream was not completely fulfilled. (5) .

the explorer, 'I took four gallons of peanut butter along, but (6) ........ the morning of the
fourlh day, it had gone solid. (7) ........ late afternoon. although the sun was still high, the sea

went rather thick. Next morning I was frozen in.' No problem. He abandoned the bathtub
and walked (8) ........ land.

at behind in instead of into like under with

Some stupid thieves
(9) ........ the town of Vang, Norway, a group of prof-essional thieves were carrying out a

carefully planned robbery. Everything was going (10) ........ clockwork. They broke into a

company (11) .. ... night, located the safe and set up some explosives that would blow the
door of the safe off allowing them to get to the monev inside. After setting the fuse, they
ran (12) ........ the next room, crouched (13) ... .. the rvall and waited for the explosion.
It came a few seconds later. The safe door rl'as blou'n off. So was the roof. In fact, the entire
building collapsed, trapping the robbers, still crouching in the next office, (14) ........ the
rubble of the destroyed building. There had been just one problem they had not foreseen:
(15) ........ money, the safe had been filled (16) ........ dvnamite.

about against
of

along at between
off on on on

during in

on with
tn into

Self-help crime prevention
AWestern businessman living (1 7) ........ Japan had been warned (1 8) ........pickpockets in
the Tokyo subways. These notorious thieves operated (1 9) ........the crowded rush hour.

They had a habit (20) ........ grabbing wallets just as the subway doors were closing, leaving
the victim helpless (21) ........the train while they disappeared with the loot.

One morning the businessman was (22) ........his usual subway stop when the train pulled

in. He got on, and sure enough, just as the train doors were about to close, he felt a man
rub (23) ........ him. ln a panic, the businessman reached for his wallet. lt was gone! He

looked up as the doors began to close and saw that a man had just got (2a) ........ the train.
The man was looking at him triumphantly.

Thinking fast, the businessman pushed his hands (25) ........ the closing doors and
grabbed the thief's jacket. The doors closed, with the thief still (26) ........ the platform but
(27) ........the lapels of his jacket trapped (28) ..... .. the tight grip of the businessman. As the
train began to pull away, the expression (29) .....,... the thief's face changed. He began
screaming as he ran (30) ........ the platform with the train. Finally, he held onto a post and
his lapels tore away from his jacket. As the train moved (31) ........the tunnel, the
businessman was satisfied that at least he had frightened the thief.

When he reached his office, he called his wife to get his credit card numbers so he could
cancel them. 'But honey,' she said, 'l've been waiting to call you. You left your wallet
(32) ........ the dressing table when you went to work today.'
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Word order and verb
patterns
Word order in English is very important in signalling the relationships between the
different elements within a sentence. Although the subject usually precedes the verb in

English, there are many different ways of ordering the other elements in the sentence.
This unit examines word order in sentences, as well as the most common verb patterns

in English and the way we link clauses to make complex sentences.

11
verb object

WORD ORDER IN ENGLISH

50.1A Word order shows us which element of the sentence is the subject and which is the

Sentence object. ln affirmative sentences, the subject is usually first, followed by the verb:

word order Sarah reattg enjogs @notAod (for tea occasionallg).

1
subject

(p This is not the same as:

A hot dog reallg enjogs Sarah
(for tea occasionallg).

The main part of the example above
(i.e. outside the brackets) shows
subject-verb-object word order (SVO).

There are, however, occasions when we

change this word order. ln questions, we usually place a verb (main or auxiliary) before
the subject (r,,,,. Unit 7):

ts the Prime Minister discussing Eh;jssie ;f aefi with the Cabinet?

l1
auxiliary verb subject main verb object
We also change the order when we place adverbs such as never, seldom, rarelg
(,::,,,, 3O.U4 at the beginning of the sentence for stylistic reasons:

'Never in the field of human conflict wos so much owed bg so mang to so few.'
(For more on word order with adverbs ir' Unit 24.)

30.18 Apart from the variations mentioned (::,,, 30.1A), a number of patterns can follow verbs
Variations in English. Note that even verbs with similar meanings can take different patterns:

I said that gou could go. (verb + clause)
I told gou that gou could go. (verb + indirect object + clause)
She told me a lie. (verb + indirect object + direct object)

Qfne indirect object is often a person who receives something (a lie,in the example
above) and it is often introduced by a preposition (* 50.2C).

, ffiffi VERB PAITERNS

30.2A Some verbs do not have an object. These are intransitive verbs:
Verb only Theg've arrived! The cup shottered.

(intransitive We can use adverbs or prepositional phrases with these verbs:
verbsJ Theg've arrived there! The cup shattered into hundreds of ting shards of glass

After admitting the chorge, the politician apologised to all his constituents.
Some common intransitive verbs are, come, fall, go, happen,lie, sleep, swim, woit
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Some verbs can be intransitive or transitive (used with an object p 30.2C below):
The door opened. (intransitive) He opened the door. (transitive)
The meat burnt. (inlransitive) The cook burnt the meaf. (transitive)

Some common verbs that can be transitive or intransitive are begin, break, change,
close, continue, drg, finish, hang, hurt, move, separate, stand, start, stop, tear, turn.
(S Sometimes the two uses of a verb can have very different meanings:

He ran to catch the bus. (intransitive = rTloV€d quickly)
He ran the new software to show us how it worked. (transitive = operated)

ln modern usage, some transitive verbs are used as intransitive verbs:
I don't know whg Aou're bothering with those boots - theg won't sell.

And some intransitive verbs are used as transitive verbs:
ln order to survive we need to grow the business bg I 00 per cent within two gears.

30.28 Some verbs are followed by complements (not objects). A complement is usually a noun

Verb + phrase or an adjective that identifies, describes or gives information about the subject:
complement Ceorge Careg has become .

Mg grandmother hos become@.
11

subject verb
1

complement
Some common verbs which introduce complements are be, become, appear, keep
(+ adjective) , remoin, taste, make:

You don't want to remain a shop assistant all gour life, do gou?

A quiet afternoon at home would make a nice change.
Chris was verg good - he kept quiet oll through the boring sermon.

After seem, oppeor, look, feel and sound we can use an adjective to describe the subject
The whole group seemed verg keen. Morie's new outfit looked fantastic!

We can also use a noun phrase to describe the subject after these verbs:
That sounds a wonderful idea! Your suggestion seems the best solution.

Q However, when we use a noun phrase after seem or oppear to identify (rather than

describe) the subject, we have to use to be to introduce the noun phrase:

f SwrisinglA;-the goang'fresh-foeed beg+eened the-boss,
r' SurprisinglA, the goung fresh-faced bog seemed to be the boss.

A complement can also describe the object of a verb. In this case, the object comes

before the complement:
The com mittee named lFrancet WidAna
The j ourn e g m ade E he7 n i t d reil WAioiA.

subject verb object com plement
We often use verbs of naming, e.C. nome, call, elect, with this pattern:

The President finattg decided to calllnC naiaaa@iAAgl.
We can use a noun or an adjective as the complement after verbs such as think, keep,

consider, prove, call, find:

Atthough he was twenta, Katherine still considered Wlm-ilttrTdltakEilAEd.
Mang critics catt@ldit worst movEnal'.

We can use an adjective as a complement in the same pattern in a number of idiomatic
phrases after verbs such as drive, send and turn:

The noise of the planes flging over us at night drivesTelErarilt
The new aftershave from Civenchg is guaranteed to send WomAilWilA.
Did gou see his expression? tt coutd turnWitEl3ou4t
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i!) 30.2C
Verb +

object(sJ

50.2D
Verb +

prepositional
ph rase

Transitive verbs have a direct object, which can be a noun or a pronoun:
We discussedEFa pAnannat great length.

11 1
subject verb object

The object can also be an -ing form (with or without a prepositional phrase):
The instructor suggested practising (on the nurserA slopes first).

We can omit the object after some transitive verbs where the context is clear:
Ceoff was mortified to find that he had failed (the test) again.

Some common transitive verbs which can omit the object are answer, ask, drink, eat,
enter, fail,leove, pass, plag, practise, sing, studg, wash, win, write.
ln English a number of verbs can take two objects, e,g. give, bring, bug, shovy. These
verbs take a direct object and an indirect object and there are two possible patterns:

The judges gave@Wfst pna.
lt1t

subject verb indirect object direct object

The judges gavejirst piTdl@.

subject verb direct object indirect object
X Thejudgesssve-tolhe-enormous-marrow'first prize.

O tt we put the direct object first, we introduce the indirect object with a preposition
(either to or for). We do not vary from this.
lf the indirect object is a pronoun, we prefer to put it before the direct object:

lThe Shakespearean actor brought a certain amount of class fo us.l
/ The Shakespearean actor brought us a certain amount of class.

Which pattern we use often depends on what information in the sentence is new. We
prefer to put new information at the end of the sentence (i, 56.1A).

We can use a prepositional phrase after intransitive verbs (r 30.2A):

The train departedlfnoffomffom p-tform 91- but we were waiting@Vloi6rm5l!
11 1

subject verb prepositional phrase
We can also use prepositional phrases after transitive verbs:

He carefuttg removed EFaZaaffAA tn-aAall
1

subject
111

verb object prepositional phrase
We do not usually change the order of object + prepositional phrase in this pattern,
unless the object is very long (t, 36.1B):

X He earefullg rernoved from the-nest the egg.
y' He carefullg removed from the nest the three fragile blue-speckled eggs and the

one chick that had alreadg hatched.

3O.2E Many verbs can be followed by another v€rb (r 12.2A):
Verb + verb The consultant refused to take responsibititg for the decision.111

subject verb verb
We can use a direct object between the verbs:

We require@natuAAntrto attend the pre-sessional Engtish course.

11 1 1
subjectverb direct object verb
With some verbs we do not need fo, for example, modal verbs, auxiliary verbs, semi-
modals (need and dare), and make and let:

He daren't leave earlg without mg permission.
Let the dish stand for at least a minute after removing it from the microwave.
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.r.-.7,,a::,ltii:a.,.tli::.r-,.a:a:ll-J r r-rl,We can use the verb help with or without fo:

The volunteers helped (to) provide suppott and comfort to the refugees.

30.2F Verbs can be followed by that clauses or wh- clauses (those which start with a question
Verb + clause word). We often use that clauses after verbs of speaking and thinking:

The staff agreed

11 1
subject verb clause

Q We can omit that after the verbs mentioned above:
The warden told the visitors (that) the prisoner did not want to see them.

Examples of wh- clauses are indirect questions (,. 7.3):

I couldn't meet Aou. You didn't tell@dl@.
111 1

subject verb object clause
gWh- words can be followed by fo + infinitive after verbs such as show, explain, teach:

ls it common for people to teach their children how to drive here?

I LINKTNC CLAUSES

30.3A We can link clauses of equal value (i.e. both can stand on their own) with and, but or or.
Coordination With these conjunctions we can often put either of the clauses first:

We cqn pog in one lump sum or we can pag in instalments.
We con pag in instalments or we con pag in one lump sum.

lf the subject is the same in both clauses, we can omit it in the second clause (lr 55.3A):
He rang the doorbell and knocBed on the door.

We can also use the'two-part' conjunctions both ... and, either ... or, neither ... nor and
not onlg ... but (also):

At the French Open Hewitt both proved his return to form and won the onlg Crand
Slom title to have evaded him.

50.3B When we link a main clause with a subordinate clause (i.e. dependent on the main

Subordination clause), we use conjunctions (when, if , olthough). With subordinate clauses we cannot
usually change the order of the events in the clauses without changing the meaning:

1 The ftowers were delivered jnst aftnenerner ster s4a l. (she left = first event)

main clause subordinate clause

2 She teft . (flower delivery = first event)

11
main clause subordinate clause

It is, however, usually possible to change the order of the clauses themselves:
Just after she left the flowers were delivered. (= same as 1 above)
Just after the flowers were delivered, she left. (= same as 2 aboveJ

Common types of subordination are:
' that or wh- clauses: Didn't the notice sag when the water was going to be cut off?
' Adverbial clauses, e.g. of condition (r,. Unit 10) or contrast (p. Unit 32):

There mag well be more accidents in future if air traffic continues to grow.
Although the Aztecs were rich and powertul, the Spanish conquistadors overpowered
them.

' Relative clauses, introduced by pronouns, e.g. who, which, that (r Unit 3l):
It was surprisinglg not their latest CD that went platinum, but the one before.

' Comparative clauses (s Unit 22): With the strength of the pound ot present we paid
less for our holidag this gear than we did last gear.
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 568

Choose the correct sentence, A or B,

for each cartoon. ln some cases both
sentences are correct.

1A

B

2A
B

The dog chased the cat down the
garden.
The cat chased the dog down the
garden.

John thought Harriet was wonderful.
Harriet thought John was wonderful. 4A

B

Our priceless Ming vase broke the picture of
Uncle Albert when it fell on it.
The picture of Uncle Albert broke our
priceless Ming vase when it fell on it.

3 A Mary said Kevin was an idiot.
B 'Kevin,' said Mary, 'was an idiot.' 5 A Jerry has become a real little devil

B A real little devil has become Jerry

Each sentence below contains one mistake with word order. Rewrite the sentence correctly.

0 The military regime denied to the world's press access.
rhz milEarv renhaz du4iel a.ccess to tLe wor/d s wus.""'l-"'J""" r" "'

I When he made out his will, Mr Smithson refused to leave anything his estranged son.

2 Ceoff originally believed Susan when he told her he was having long business meetings after work

3 Please leave by the door your shoes before entering the temple.

'LF*)?
E)Et
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4 The Management recommends that you keep safe your valuables by handing them in at Reception



5 The invitation doesn't tell what we should wear at the reception us. fU
6 The new President of the United States has been elected Ceorge W Bush.

7 lt is said that our thinking power really improves studying philosophy.

She carefully placed the 24-caral gold, diamond-encrusted engagement ring that her fiance had just
bought her onto her finger.
The course director insists on attending at least B0 per cent of classes the first-year students.

10 Prizes can be claimed by sending the form and proof of purchase us, at the address below

Read the newspaper article and then choose the best phrase (A-P) to complete each space. Write
the letter of the chosen phrase in the space. Some of the answers do not fit at all. The exercise
begins with an example (0).

Children at risk from mental illness
A recent sfudy has shown that levels of mental illness (0) ..Q.. fne study claims that
mental problems such as depression and anxiety (1) ... . One of the reasons given for
this is the current obsessive preoccupation of parents with their children's safety.

Parents today consider the streets (2) ... , so children are taken from home to school

and back, and their parents rarely let them (3) ... . This preoccupation has two
causes: fear of traffic accidents and anxiety about child molesters and murderers on

the streets. Parents' fears make (4) ... about the outside world and children in turn
miss the normal adventures of everyday life. In addition, they don't learn (5) ... with
other children. Over-anxious children often become (6) ... and their fears are

therefore realised and even increased. It is a vicious circle. It is a fact, however, that

children could be experiencing (7) ... .While parents may think a child molester

lurks (8) ... , this is not supported by statistics: very few children are attacked by
people they don't know. The fear of traffic accidents is certainly more real but is

something that needs to be addressed by society in general. Some cities in The

Netherlands, for example, have created (9) ... and pedestrian-friendly zones, where

cars, if allowed at all, must give priority to people and bicycles. Children can

therefore play (10) ... .

There are, howevel, critics of this study. Many child psychologists believe that

(1 I ) ... enough to cause mental problems. They consider the problems more likely
(12) ... family breakdown in modern society.

A
B

C

D

E

F

c
H

their children anxious
are affecting one in five youngsters
this lack of independence not to be
traffic-free zones
how to form relationships
this lack of independence is not
in e hildren ar e risiiig
these fears unnecessarily

I to be a result of
J more safely in these areas
K go out on their own
L their children to be anxious
M too dangerous for their children
N victims of bullies
O round every corner
P being too dangerous for children
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Rewrite the jumbled phrases to make sentences with the correct word order.

I named/Samantha/their first daughter/the couple

2 to stand/when he arrives/visitors/expects/His Excellency

3 to stay/a legal assistant/l wouldn't like/for long

4 brought/to the team/Amanda/all her expertise

5 brought/the team/Amanda/all her expertise

6 has become/a very inexperienced salesman/the Sales Manager

7 into the box/sparkling, diamond encrusted/he placed/l8-carat gold ring/carefully wrapped/the

8 provided/all rubbish/please/in the bins/put

9 let/to/your parents/all-night parties/dolgolyoul?

I 0 the grenade/removed/the paratrooper/the pin/from/carefully

I 1 so her daughter/the bracelet/bought/for her/Susan liked/it

I 2 all day long/their resistance/stand/the prisoners/they/to/madeireduce

I 5 of destruction/all sick/the scenes/us/made/in the film

I 4 an easy programme/trying/first/recommended/the trainer

Match the clauses in A and B to make sentences, using a linking word from the box to join them.
Decide if each sentence contains co-ordinated clauses or a subordinate clause, and write C or S.

after and even though if or so than that -yt!,etf

A
Did the doctor say exactly
It was the finest portrait
Some of the passengers were
causing trouble
The holiday will be

automatically cancelled
The policeman was rushed to hospital
We can either go camping
Maurice Creene won the gold
medal
Our car broke down last week
The whole class would rather go

to the cinema

B

a the pilot diverted the plane to the
nearest airport.

b stay in a cheap hotel.
c we only bought it two months ago.
d he smashed the World and Olympic

Records.
e he had been stabbed in the park.
f the artist had ever painted.
g see a play at the theatre.
h you'll be able to go back to work?
i we don't receive the balance on the

due date.

0
1

1

3

4
5

6

1
o
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Nine of these sentences contain mistakes. Tick (rz) the correct sentences and correct the mistakes.

I The wind knocked the vase off the table and it broke thousands of pieces. I

2 The attitude of some shopkeepers today makes me absolutely furious! T

3 The children seemed content to remain to be tenants in their parents' house. T

4 I can't understand what's happened. There appears some mistake.

5 The whole teaching staff found the new head teacher very inefficient and positively offensive. I

6 No wonder you can't get a table for tonight - we recommended book the restaurant at

least a week in advance.

The winning team proudly showed to their gathered fans their trophy.

T

tr

tr

The voice over the loudspeaker explained us the problem u
I don't know the way to the library. Can you tell me to go? tr

7

8

9

10

11

12

fl
ffi

The young boy looked around and gingerly placed back in its correct position the gold

watch. He wouldn't steal it after all.

The neighbours very kindly helped move us our furniture into the new house.

T

f
The smell of fish cooking drives absolutely wild my cats! T

Fill each gap in this text with no more than three words.

Few things are more detested by drivers than the 'Denver

Boot' - the wheel clamp. Motorists in many countries

consider (l ) .. one of the most odious inventions ever.

Everyone dreads the consequences of finding one of these on

their car - phoning the clamping company, waiting (2) .. .....to arrive, paying the fine for removing the

clamp, and then, on top of that, paying the original parking fine!

One inventive motorist recently found an ingenious way of releasing his car, however, (3) ...'.'.. cause

any damage at all to the clamp or his car. A local shopkeeper takes up the tale: 'This motorist came

back to his car and found a clamp on the wheel. He seemed (4) ........ a mild-mannered man, but this

had obviously made him really (5) , as he started muttering and swearing under his breath. Then

he calmed down. He took out a mobile and phoned the clamping company and they told him (6)

would be there in 45 minutes, which obviously didn't please him. Then he had an idea. He took a

match and started fiddling with the car tyre. I realised that he was (7) ........ the air escape from the

tyre. Then he got the jack out of the car boot and jacked up the car - the clamp then slid off the wheel

with no problemsl (8) . he had carefully placed (9) . on the pavement, he pumped his tyre

back up, smiled at me, got in the car and drove off. Five minutes later the clampers arrived to find no

car and an undamaged clamp. lexplained to them (10) ........ he had done it and they were absolutely

furious! lt was hilarious!'
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Relative clauses
Relative clauses are subordinate clauses (lv 30.5B) which refer to the noun of the main
clause, identifying it or adding extra information. There are two types of relative
clause: defining clauses (identifying the noun or classifying it as part of a group) and
non-defining clauses (adding information about the noun). This unit examines both types
of relative clause and the pronouns and adverbs used to introduce relative clauses.

RELATIVE CLAUSES

I
main clause

51.1A Relative clauses are subordinate clauses introduced by relative pronouns, such as fhof,
Form and which or who (::'. 51.2). These clauses give information about someone or something in

use the main clause. Compare these examples:
I used to live in one of those houses. Theg hove now been demolished.

I _----.'
I used to live in one of thb{e houses@.

1
relative clause

The relative pronoun is the subject or object of the relative clause (::':" 3r.1 B). lt is

therefore unnecessary to repeat the noun from the main clause or introduce a personal
pronoun to replace it:

X l-used-tolive-in-one of those-hoases thot theglx
We usually put the relative clause as close as
possible to the noun it refers to, otherwise the
meaning may not be clear:

X Joek-has prepared-his-favourite dish from Jamie
Smkh:s reeipe'book ;-whieh-he-i *absut - ts- eat.

r' Jach has prepared his favourite dish,
which he is about to eat, from
Jamie Smith's recipe book.

We often avoid relative clauses in casual speech
defining or adding information:

and writing, preferring shorter ways of

People who come from Wales are often quite musical. (relative clause)
Welsh people are often quite musical. (adjective)
People from Woles are often quite musicol. (prepositional phrase)

31.18 A relative pronoun can be the subject of a relative clause:
Subjects and Last week I saw that film which won all the Oscars.

objects 1
subject relative pronoun

Here, the pronoun is the subject of the relative clause (fhe film won the Oscars), even
though it is the object of the main clause (l saw the film).
A relative pronoun can also be the object of a relative clause:

Last week I saw the film which gou made at college.
1

object relative pronoun
Here, the pronoun is the object of the subordinate clause (gou made the film).
ln defining relative clauses (s 31.1C) we can omit the relative pronoun when it is the
object of the relative clause, but not when it is the subject:

X Lost weekl-saw the-fiJm-wo*all-the-Osearg,
y' Last week I saw the film 11ou made at college.

hsve now been-dernolished.
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5l.lc
Defining
relative
clauses

3l.t D
Non-defining

relative
clauses

5l.lE
Punctuation
and pausing

5l.lF
Prepositions
with relative

clauses

A defining relative clause identifies or classifies a noun or pronoun in the main clause:
. ldentifying relative clause: ls this the book thot Aou were looking for?
. Classifying relative clause: Would all those who have booked dinner please go to the

restaurant now?
(ln the second example, the relative clause classifies the members of a group.)

ln defining relatives, the relative clause gives information which is necessary for the

sense of the sentence. ln the first example above, if we say just /s ff,/s the book?, this
does not convey the key meaning of the whole sentence, i.e. the book that you were

looking for.
We often use defining relative clauses to describe an important quality of someone or
something:

Van Cogh wos an artist who used a lot of bold, vibront colours.
We often use a relative clause with the same pattern for emphasis, with introductory if
(r. 34.1 B):

It is atwags violent crime that provohes the most extreme reaction from the public.

We usually use non-defining relative clauses to add extra information about the subject

of a main clause:
lW's News at Ten, which occupied the mid-evening slot for mang Aears, was a VerA

popular progromme.
(main clause = IW's News at Ten was a verg popular programme.)

We can also use non-defining relative clauses to show consecutive actions:

Heskeg passed the boll to Owen, who scored a magnificent goal.

We use non-defining relative clauses mainly in writing and formal speech'

We usually use commas to separate the relative clause from the main clause in non-

defining relatives, but we do not use them in defining relatives:

The tribespeople, who troded with the settlers, retained their land. (All of the

tribespeople retained their land, and, incidentally, they traded with the settlers.)

The tribespeopte who traded with the settlers retained their land. (Only some of the

tribespeople retained their land - this defines a group.)

The use of commas reflects the way we say the two types of relative clause. ln defining

relative clauses, there is no pause between the main clause and the relative clause:

We osked for the double room which had a sea view.

ln non,defining relatives, there is a short pause after the main clause or between the

two parts of the main clause:
We were given a tovelg double room ( ), which had a sea view.

t first met Harrg Cardiner ( ), who eventuallg became mg father-in*law ( ), at a
Law Societg meeting.

We can use prepositions with relative pronouns. Where we put the preposition depends

on formality (l' 29.3B):
. lnformal: Have gou seen the littte case thatlwhich I keep mg contact lenses in?
. Formal: This sgstem provides a cQse in which the contact lenses can be kept.
(D We Oo not put a preposition before the relative pronoun fhof:

X This-sgstern-prwides a cose-in thot the eontsct lenses-ean be'hept.

O tf we put a preposition before who,lhe pronoun always becomes whom. Compare:

The peopte who this report is addressed to will have to consider carefullg the

consequences of the proposed cuts.

The peopte to whom this report is addressed will have to consider carefullg the

consequences of the proposed cuts.

We can often use where (for places) or when (tor times) instead of which + preposition
(w 31.2A):

This isthe house where lgrew uplwhich Igrew up inlin which lgrew up.
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31.1C
Reduced

relative
clauses

We often 'reduce'a relative clause, i.e. we shorten it by omitting the pronoun and verb.

We can do this with a participle phrase (r 15.1,13.2):
Marilgn was the woman living in the ftat underneoth us at the time. (=... who

lived/was living in ...)
The clauses struck out of the agreementwere all unimportant. (= ... which were

struck out/which we struck out ...)
Another possibility is to use an infinitive phrase (r* t S.3, t S.4):

Newton was the first person to realtg understand the laws of gravitg. (= ... who

really understood ...)

used as

subject object

r'r'

non-
defining defining

r'r'

I

x

x

x

,l

3

5

7

8

RELATIVE PRONOUNS AND ADVERBS

31.2A
Ceneral use

whom

2 which
which

This table lists relative pronouns and adverbs and how they can be used

used for

pronouns

1 who peoPle, animals

people

objects, animals
ideas

that peoPle, objects, animals

whose relationships. possessions

no peoPle, things, animals
pronoun

adverbs
6 where places

when times

whA reasons

nominal pronoun

e whqt objects, ideas (means r' /
the thing that)

Notes on the table:
1 we sometimes use who lo refer to animals, particularly domestic pets:

ts Sheba the dog who was run over and nearlg hilled lost gear?

whom is formal and we rarely use it in speech. We now mainly use it after

prepositions (r" 3l .1 F):

I am referring to the person with whom Aou were seen on thot evening.
2 Note that we always use which (nol who) to refer to inanimate objects.

We can also use which to refer to the 'idea' of a whole clause:

When he come home, he was unusuallg attentive, which made her verg suspicious.

Here, which refers to the fact that 'he was unusually attentive'.
3 We can use that to refer to people or objects, but we usually prefer to use who for a

person when the pronoun is the subject of the relative clause:

Ms Harrison is the lawger wholthat has been chosen to represent Aou.

O We Oo not use that in non-defining relative clauses:

X This offer ; that'wilt not -be repeated ; " mus{end neNt week'

O In US English thatis more common than which or who in defining relative clauses.
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31.28
Modifying a

relative
pronoun/

adverb

3t.2C
Whichever,
whenever,

etc.

4 lt is possible, though not very common, to use whose lo refer to objects.
It would onlg be possible to colonise planets whose atmosphere contained enough
oxAgen to sustain human life. (= the atmosphere of which)

s We often omit a relative pronoun when it refers to the object of a defining relative
clause (u" 51 .l B):

The girl (who) I met in the florist's was at the portA. (= I met the girl.)
We cannot omit the pronoun if it is the subject of the clause:

x@
r' The girl who works for the florist in the High Street was at the partg.

(OWe cannot omit an object relative pronoun in non-defining relative clauses:
X Lest-gea{s-winner-pr*ented-the eup ;eaeh hotder-keepslor the-gear.
r' Last gear's winner presented the cup, which each holder keeps for the gear.

6 We can use which or that + a preposition instead of where ($. 31.1F):
Mozart's birthplace and the house where he composed 'The Magic Flute' are both
now museums.
Mozart's birthplace and the house that he composed 'The Magic Flute' in are both
now museums.

7 We can use that as an alternative to when in defining relative clauses:
I remember - it was the daA whenlthat the heatwave started.

Wecan usewhichorthat +aprepositioninstead of when (r 31.1F):
The attacks continued up to the dag on which the ogreement was signed.

8 The only noun which takes whg as a relative pronoun is reoson'.

Sometimes he thought her clear moralitg was the reoson whglthat he loved her.

We can use which + for instead of whg:
High taxotion is often the main reason for which governments foll.

0 tt is possible to use relative adverbs without the noun to which they refer:
It's (the place) where that rock festival is held everA geor.

s We use whotto mean 'the thing that/which'. The clause containing whotis a nominal
clause, i.e. the whole clause acts as a noun, either a subject or an object. While whot
isn't used in the same way as that or which it can fulfil the same functions as the
other relative pronouns:

Whg don't gou tell the police what gou told me gesterdag?

ln this example what Aou told me gesterdag is the object of the verb fel/. lt means

the same as:

Whg don't gou tell the police the storA fthat) Aou told me gesterdag.

We cannot use what to replace who, which or that:
X lt-wos-the-'rnoneg-wha{ I war}ted;'net the fsne,
y' lt was the moneA fthat) I wonted, not the fame.

This could be expressed as:

The moneg was what I wanted, not the fame. (= the thing that I wanted)

We often use modifiers, such as all of and mong of before which or whom in a non-
defining relative clause to refer to the subject or object of the clause:

The supermarhet removed from the shelves all of its jars of tomato puree, several of
which were found to contain fragments of glass.

The college entered over a hundred students for the exam, all of whom passed.

We interviewed foufteen opplicants for the post, none of whom we thought suitable.

ln defining relative clauses we can modify the pronoun or adverb with -ever to give the
meaning of angthing, anAone, angwhere, etc.:

Use whichever phone gou want - they oll have outside lines.
I'd like to meet whoever did that to the garden hedge!
You can put the photo wherever Aou thinh it looks best. I don't mind.
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 368

Match each headline (1-10) with a sentence (A-J). Then write one sentence containing a relative
clause (defining or non*defining) to combine each headline and sentence that accompanies it. Use
the present perfect tense in the main clause.

O SCIENTISTS DISCOVER NEW
WONDER-CURE FOR CANCER

1 BODY OF MAN FOUND IN

RIVER SEVERN

2 FASHION ICON OUANT
LEAVES BUSINESS

3 CLOBAL WARMINC CONFERENCE

ENDS WITHOUT ACREEMENT

4 IRVINE NARROWLY MISSES FORMULA 1

WORLD CHAMPION TITLE

5 HAND COUNT OF VOTES CONTINUES

6 LONDON ZOO REMAINS OPEN

7 POLITICIAN HANDS IN RESIGNATION

8 SIZE 16 MODELWINS NEW
esrEr LAUDER coNTRACT

9 MADONNA'S UK HOME BURGLED

A He was disgraced in a financial scandal.

B They were spoiled in the recent US presidential
election.

C His contract with Ferrari finishes at the end of
the season.

D lt was held in The Hague.

E She shares the house with her British husband,
Cuy Ritchie.

F lt was in danger of closing through lack of
funds.

C She refused to diet to a size 12.

H The man jumped off the Severn Bridge.

I rhel,have been stu

J She is famous for inventing the mini-skirt.

Scientists ... @ 14tt1e h4t?.be<*.ttttdyl,o.q.rl44p( qe4t4 for year-t luap iuat
.- 

" 
.. - . d;;;;,i,; ii *";'i"l*,iii.erti d4{.1t' ..' . .. 

'.....:.... 
.

1 The body of a man

2 The fashion icon Mary Ouant

3 The global warming conference ..............

4 Formula 'l driver Eddie lrvine

5 The hand count of votes

7 The politician

8 The size 16 model
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Choose the best sentence to describe each cartoon.

-t-l
)l

1 A The burglar, who fell off the
arrested by the police.

B The burglar who fell off the
arrested by the police.

2 A The customers who arrived after nine o'clock
weren't allowed into the sale.

B The customers, who arrived after nine o'clock,
weren't allowed into the sale.

3 A I decided to buy the microwave oven
which had a grill inside.

B I decided to buy the microwave oven,
which had a grill inside.

4 A We stopped at the only pub in the village
which had a front garden.

B We stopped at the only pub in the
village, which had a front garden.

ladder, was

ladder was

Complete the following article by writing each missing relative pronoun or adverb in the space
provided. Use only one word for each space.

&wwW re$ &Kwmffiw
Jack af Heafts is a new six-pad drama series tOl .p.t*ch/.&at. comes to our screens

this week. lt has been given the prime Wednesday evening 9.30 slot, {1) ..... . shows
that the network has faith in its latest creation. The first episode opens to a scene

(2) ........ a young man is being chased. He stops at a phone box and makes a

desperate call. This calls wakes up a man (3) . . . most viewers will recognise as Keith

Allen - the slightly sleazy unshaven Cockney (4) . . . characters are usually less than

wholesome. This time, however, he is on the right side of the law, playing a probation

officer with a complicated professional and personal life, both of (5) ........ form the main

themes of the series. The writers have managed to find a different angle on his
personal problems. At the centre of these problems is his stepdaughter, for (6) ........ he

attempts to keep the household together. His relationship with the girl's mother,
(7) ........ seems to be a bad-tempered, grumpy woman, is further compromised later in

the series (8) . .... she joins the staff of a college at (9) ........ she meets a former lover.

Thus the ground is prepared in this first episode for a series (10) ...... . may help to lift
British summertime TV out of its regular slump.

lN(

BtrTTA HJVS DEPART^.'1Err srcRi L]tcaHrr
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This article has too many relative clauses in it. Change the underlined parts so that you don't use

a relative clause. The first one has been done for you.

Controversial school to close
Brockenhurst School, which opened as an educational experiment
in 1974, is to close this summer. All the teachers (0) who are

currently employed by the school will be relocated to other

schools in the area (1) which have stafT vacancies.

Brockenhurst was founded by (2) Sir Patrick McDonald. who

comes from Inverness, at a time when new educational theories

were welcomed by the establishment and experiments in education

were supported. However, in recent years, such initiatives have

been frowned upon as successive governments have urged a'back-
to-basics'approach.

The school currently employs 28 teachers, (3) all of whom come

from the holistic school of education. Most of the teachers have

been at the school for at least l5 years. There are approximately

780 students (4) who are ofdifferent ages at the school, and they

will all transfer to schools in the region. Staff (5) who are currently

living at the school will be fbund alternative housing by the local

council.
Sir Patrick was the first person (6) who was infbrmed of the

government's decision and he passed the bad news on to staff and

students at a meeting (7) which was held last week. Sir Patrick,

who is 62, has decided to take early retirement. Although Sir
Patrick himself was unavailable for comment, a spokesperson for
the school told us, 'We are all very sony about the closure. For

over 25 years we have run an establishment (8) which has been

dedicated to making learning a rich and enjoyable experience. A1l

the staff and students (9) who have been participating over the

vears will agree that this is a sad day not only for the local
community but for education in this country as a whole.'

Complete the article at the top of the page opposite with an appropriate relative pronoun or
adverb (if necessary) and a phrase from the box. Use each phrase once only. Write the letter of

each phrase (A-l) in the spaces (1-8).

u.trrent{v.'..'.'.'..,.,/,,

pronouns
who
whose
whom
where
which
why
that

phrases
A raise huge amounts of money
B only the privileged can take part
f mnct nf LIS €an enly el'-a," aL---
D activities are as diverse as

E she was able to raise so much

F women hire private jets to go shopping
G has given nearly $200 million
H you often can't find a cab

I they wear only once
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Womenwha ruleNewlfork
There is another world in New York
beyond the tourist attractions and the
high-rise blocks (0) ...'..,M- e....... .

It's a world (1) ........ and pay several
thousand dollars for a dress {2) ........ .

These are women for whom one of
the modern-day necessities is having
a personal car and driver in New
York, (3) ........ . These women,
however, are not only interested in
designer clothes and facelifts, but
they are also serious philanthropists,
many of (4) ........ for charity. Brooke

Astor, for example, is a 97-year-old
socialite (5) ........to charitable causes

in the last 40 years. This 'Qreen of
New York Sociefy', (6) ........visiting
elementary schools and attending
charity dinners, has raised $4 million
in one evening alone. In an explanation
of (7) ........, she admits that she tries
to stimulate competition amongst her
wealthy and famous guests. This is a
rarified life in (8) ........, but which
does a lot of good for the less

fortunate.

&i

Read the following text. ln most lines, there is an unnecessary word, a word missing or a

punctuation error. For each numbered line l-22, identify the mistake and write the correct
version in the space on the right. Some lines are correct. lndicate these lines with a tick (rz). The
first two lines are examples (0 and 00).

0 Tourism today is an industryfhas grown so much in recent years that in many

00 countries it provides the greatest single contribution to the country's revenue.

1 But is lt always a good thing? Mass tourism which is a relatively recent
2 phenomenon, brings with it a whole raft of problems. First, it means that a

3 country's economy may rely on an industry which it is wholly seasonal, with
4 the consequence that the huge numbers of people work in tourism during the
5 season have no income during the rest of the year. Some find wherever work
6 they can, but others may turn to a government is already receiving lower
7 revenues for support.
8 Second, it is true that in many countries tourists are destroying the very
9 sights they flock to see them. They take home pieces of an ancient monument

10 or of a coral reef which will gradually result in erosion of the attractions and

I 1 therefore of the industry. While this klnd of destruction may be wholly
12 unintentional, a certain type of tourist what wants only a 'good time' can be

l5 very destructive in a different way: they drink too much, pick fights and

14 destroy the clubs and bars where they are drinking in. Obviously, it is then
1 5 this behaviour by that the local community judges all members of that
16 nationality group, creating enmity between races rather than fostering
17 empathy, what should be one of the main advantages of tourism.
l8 Finally, there are many places tourism is threatening a well-established
19 way of life: people that whose livelihoods traditionally come from older
20 industries, such as agriculture or fishing, are finding new jobs and wealth in

21 the over-developed tourist regions, but at what cost? It is sometimes difficult
22 to understand exactly which a country gains from tourism.
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Contrast
English can express contrasts: with conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions. Knowing

exactly how to use each type of contrast is one of the more advanced points of English

This unit looks at the most common ways of contrasting information.

CONJUNCTIONS OF CONTRAST

32.rA
Expressing
difference

32.18
Expressing

opposition or
, surprise

A contrast between two clauses can be one simply of difference between the ideas

expressed in them. The most common way of expressing a simple difference in English

is with buf:
Life expectancg in Japan is now over 80 but it is several gears lower in the UK.

Other conjunctions which express simple differences are while, whereos and whilst.

White is more informal than whereas; whilst is very formal:

Reds and gettows are warm colours, whereas blues and greens are cool.

While ontg 84 people died on the railwags last gear, more than 5,000 died on the

roads.
We can put a clause starting with while, whilst or whereas either before or after the

main clause, but a clause starting with but has to come second:

I've got two sisters, while mg best friend has got two brothers.

While I've got two sisters, mg best friend has got two brothers.

X Butl4e*getlwo-skters;-rng'best+riend AasS*'two'brothers,
r' Mg best friend has got two brothers but I've got two sisfers.

The clause introduced by the conjunction is usually the one which carries more

emphasis or introduces something new to the discourse (r' 56.1).
(pWe always separate clauses wilhwhile,whereas andwhilst with a comma. This is not

usually necessary when we use but.

There is another type of contrast in English, where the idea of one clause is in some

way opposing the idea of the other, and which often expresses an element of surprise.

For example, we may feel that it is surprising to pay a lot of money for a meal in a

restaurant and to find that the food is awful, or to fail an exam after studying hard:

Atthough we paid an enormous amount of moneg for the meal, the food was terriblg
disappointing.
Derek failed the exqm but he hod studied reallg hard for it.
Derek failed the exam, although he had studied reallg hard for it.

We use the conjunctions but, (al)though and even though to introduce the fact or idea in
opposition to information in the main clause.

Note that the subordinate clause can precede the main clause:

Atthough he had studied reallg hard for the exam, Derek failed it.
lO Remembe( tnat but does not introduce a subordinate clause and that a clause

starting with but cannot precede the other clause in the sentence (w 32.1A):
t( Bathe-had--stadied-reallg-hard -for+he-exa rk'Dereh'fa iled it,

It is often possible to start either clause in a sentence with a conjunction, depending on

which clause has the information we consider 'surprising' and which we want to focus

on. Compare these examples:
Little is known about the artist's earlg life although a lot has been found out about
his later life.
A tot has been found out about the artist's later life, although little is known obout
his earlg life.
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ln the first example, the writer probably feels that it is surprising that a lot is known
about the artist's later life when little is known about his early life, but in the second, it
is the lack of knowledge about the artist's early life which is surprising.
Though is a more informal alternative to although:

I enjoged the exhibition, though I thought it was rather badlg organised.
Even though adds emphasis to the subordinate clause:

Psgchosis is also part of this debqte, even though problems arising from it qffect a
relativelg small number of people.

Q Do not use even although or even by itself:
X She -love* him ; even-althoagrh-he is violent.
X Sheloves+i{n; -eve*he*is-vislent,
r' She loves him, even though he is violent.

{p Oo not confuse even though and even if (t. 10.7D):
I'm going to applg for the job, even though it pags verg little. (facl)
I'm going to applg for the job, even if it pags verg little. (l don't know what it pays.)

A more formal conjunction of contrast is gef:
These exclusive villas are onlg a five-minute walk from the busg centre of the resort,
get theA are a haven of peace and tranquillitg.

32.1C We can use these conjunctions with an adjective instead of a clause:
Other The necklace, even though (it was) staggeringlA expensive, would match the dress

patterns with perfectlg.
although, even Though exhausted ofter the drive home, Shelleg coohed a meal for them all.

though and Her face, although deothlA pole, was as stern as ever.

though We can use though after an adjective, with verbs such as be, looh, seem:
Beautiful though she is, gou must be sure that gou love her for herself .

Compare this with the use of although as a conjunction:
Although she is beautiful, gou must be sure thot gou love her for herself.

We can use though at the end of a sentence to make a contrast with the sentence that
precedes it (* 32.38).

ffi PREPosrnoNS oF coNTRAST

We can use the prepositions despite and in spite of to express contrast. They are more
formal than (al)thoug h:

Despite the depressed gold price, mine production rose in most oreos last gear.

As these are prepositions, they do not introduce clauses:
X ln spite of--she-saw-nein-the-ear;-she-didn:t-waveorsog-hetlo,
r' Afthough she saw me in the car, she didn't wave or sag hello.
x Despite the-plane-le*-an-hsur lote, wea*ivedat our-destination on-tirne.
t/ Though the plane left an hour late, we arrived at our destination on time.

These prepositions can be followed by a noun or an -ing form:
Despite often offering poor conditions and basic solaries, charities rarelg have
problems in recruiting staff.

To introduce a clause with despite or in spite of, we have to add the fact that:
In spite of the fact that the final rehearsal had gone so badlg, the first night was a
great success.
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32.34
Formality

32.38
Position

ADVERBS OF CONTRAST

We can use sentence adverbials, e.g. however, nevertheless, sfiil, on the other hand, on

the contrarg, to make a contrast between sentences, but mainly in more formal speech

and writing:
A dog mag be a good companion for the elderlg. However, the need to take it for
walks mag be a disadvantage.

Neverthelesslnonetheless is more formal than however:

The new version of Windows is not problem-free. Nevertheless, if is still an

improvement on the Previous one.

We use commas to separate these adverbials from the sentence'

We use even so in the same way, often to express a particularly surprising contrast:

The tast ottempt to swim the Channet ended in disaster. Even so, more swimmers

than ever are training to achieve this difficult feat.

More informal adverbs of concession are still , all the same and mind gou:

Our latest designs are not reallg as innovative as the competition. Stiil, theg will

ceftainlg be poputar, as theg ore realisticallg priced.

I know it's not late. I have to go, all the same.

The new programme about dinosaurs is a bit far-fetched. Mind gou, it's a lot more

interesting than most of the other programmes on TV right now.

All of the adverbs of contrast can be placed at the beginning of the contrasting

sentence:
One wag of selecting candidates is a written editorial test. On the other hand, an

informal interview can often be more informative.

We can also put them after the subject or verb of the contrasting sentence:

Little is known about Shakespeare's earlg life in Stratford. His gears in London,

however, are well documented.l... are, however, well documented'

The adverb though can be put at the end of the contrasting sentence:

We haven't had a tot of success with the garden this gear. The weather was much

hotter than usual, though.
Nevertheless and nonetheless are not commonly used at the end of a sentence; we tend

to use them at the beginning of the sentence. But we often use even so at the end of a

sentence. Look at these examPles:

Last Aear the government
turned qwaA more asglum
seekers than ever before.

Nonetheless, the public considers that too manA

are allowed to staA.

The public, however, considers that too manA ore
allowed to staA.

The public considers that too manA are allowed to
staA, even so.

The informal adverb still can appear at the beginning of the sentence, but not the end,

and att the same and mind Aou are common at both the beginning and the end:

I know it's far too expensive
for someone on mg income.

I stitt. it's worth it!
I o,, ,0" same. it's worth it!

) rs wortn t. oll the same!

| *,no gou. it's worth it!

Itt's wortn t, mind gou!
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Practice The keg to these exercrses rs on page 369

o . . .c/*ff .*leha". d.'r c{wktt&.q6. s.,n4tp. uezt
relir,kl,.b.ylit'(4,&.o,f .tftepogiuuk.w.t,

A
0
I
I

3

4
5

6
7

B

Combine each sentence in A with a suitable contrasting sentence from B, using the coniunction
given in brackets.

Cliff Richard's Christmas single went straight to the top of the charts.
Many people believe that capital punishment is a deterrent to serious crime
We usually consider it healthy to eat lots of fruit.
I enjoy having people to stay.
The main medium of communication on the lnternet is English.

lain Banks's early novels were considered quite strange.
I tend to drink more white wine.
Global warming is often considered the maln factor in current climate fluctuations.

a Many web sites now operate in other languages. (although)

b Too much can produce an excess of acid in the stomach. (but)

c He is reviled by mueh ef the pep musie establisltttlettt: tevett tltooglt)

d Climate change has long been a feature of the Earth's development. (yet)

e lt actually makes little difference to the crime rate. (on the contraryJ

f My husband prefers red. (whereas)

g I always appreciate the peace when they have gone. (though)

h His later books are more mainstream and accessible. (while)

.to..tlw.tog.of. tlrp. cl.wrts,.e'r.en

"&
For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence, but using the word given.

O Malcolm's teeth were bothering him again. even though he had recently v_isited the. de.ntist.

despite . Malcol*nk .tea.il ryery".bpfuuog. lr* lgat*. .de'rptte.th" faA t/ut l,/' !!4/, . .

'l Very little of the remaining stock sold, despite the low prices in the sale.

even though
2 The ailing magazine tried introducing several new features. Nevertheless, circulation

continued to drop.
although

3 Although this may
though

seem difficult now, you'll soon wonder why it caused so many problems

4 ln spite of her
fact

insistence that all was well, I knew that something was wrong.

5 The Scots won the battle, even though they had a far smaller force.

despite
6 Despite

being
the fact that the critics hated it, Archer's latest book was well received by the public.
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Six of these sentences contain a mistake in word order or formality. Tick (/) the two correct
sentences and correct the mistakes in the others.

1 I think that I did quite well in the computing exam. lt was more difficult than though I expected.

2 We were expecting a basic but pleasant apartment. On the contrary, what we got was little more

than a hovel.
3 Strictly no pets are allowed in the hotel rooms. Cuide dogs for the blind may be permitted with

prior permission from the management, mind you.

4 Julian's just had a shocking cold. lt didn't last long, still.

5 Office supplies may be ordered as necessary. However, all orders must be copied to the Accounts

Department.
6 I know you'd like us to be godparents to little Emily. We'd rather all the same not.

7 That new kid at the nursery is a right little pain. He really gets on your nerves. Nevertheless, we've

got to do our best bY him.

B Writing more than the required number of words will not attract a higher mark. You may be

penalised for failing to follow on the other hand the rules.

tra,

Which of the sentences in these pairs are alternative ways of saying the same thing? Which

pairs have different meanings? Put a tick (rz) in the correct box. The exercise begins with an

example (0).

ln spite of the fact that this computer costs less, it's as good as the other one.

Despite its lower price, this computer is as good as the other one.

same EI different n
Despite the awful weather, the parade was a success.

Although the weather was awful, the parade was a success.

same E different I
Brilliant as he is, he can't find a suitable job.

Though he is brilliant, he can't find a suitable job.

same n different E
Even though lwent to the party, I didn't see her.

Even if lwent to the party, lwouldn't see her.

same n different E
The new museum is extremely popular. lt hasn't made any money yet.

The new museum is extremely popular, yet it hasn't made any money.

same n different E
This ice cream is very sweet and rich, though it's not very fattening.
This ice cream is very sweet and rich. lt's not very fattening, though.

same E different I
The waiters in this restaurant are notoriously rude. However, customers keep coming back.

The waiters in this restaurant are notoriously rude. Even so, customers keep coming back.

same E different I
Even as we complained, the noise continued.
Even though we complained, the noise continued.
same n different n

8 A We were at the Norfolk Hotel, while the rest of the group was at the Crange.

B While we were staying at the Norfolk Hotel the rest of the group moved to the Crange.

same fl different E

OA
B

1A
B

2A
B

3A
B

4A
B

5A
B

6A
B

7A
B
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)9A

B

10 A
B

11A
B

Though delighted at her sister's success, Vicky couldn't help feeling somewhat envious.

Despite her delight at her sister's success, Vicky couldn't help feeling somewhat envious.
same E different n
Men usually have good spatial awareness, whereas women's linguistic skills are often better.
Whereas men usually have good spatial awareness, women's llnguistic skills are often better.
same n different E
'Mary threatened to leave last night. She's still here now.'
'Mary threatened to leave last night. Still, she's here now.'
same I different n

12 A Chicken pox is much milder in children than in adults. lt's still not pleasant, mind you.
B Chicken pox is much milder in children than in adults. All the same, it's still not pleasant

same E different I

Complete each gap in the text with a conjunction or preposition from the box.

-AJ/*ra€?fi but despite Despite even though however However Nevertheless
On the contrary though whereas While Yet

The Elgin Marbles
The Elgin Marbles are statues which date back to the 5th century BC. (0) ..#.k11p.ryfu.. they were

created in Greece and were located there until the late 18th century, they are now exhibited in the
British Museum, London.

The statues used to be in Athens (1) ........ they were bought h 1799 by the Englishman Lord
Elgin, who wanted to bring them back to Britain as part of his personal art collection. (2) ........,
on the sea voyage back to England, the ship carrying them was sunk and the'Marbles'were
temporarily lost. It would be an incredibly expensive operation to recover them.
(3) ........, Elgin did so, and (4) ........ he was a very rich man, he placed himself in enormous debt.
(5) ........ his own desires, he had to sell the Marbles to the British Government to recover his losses

and they were housed in the British Museum, where they have remained ever since.

In recent times, (5) ........, the statues have become the

subject of debate between Britain and Greece and, indeed,

among British historians and archaeologists. (7) ....'... the
Greek authorities have requested the return of the Marbles on
many occasions, the request has always been refused. There
are arguments on both sides. Some people believe that it
would be foolish to return them, valid (8) .....,.. the Greek
request may be, because of the pollution that is affecting the

Parthenon and the possibility of earthquakes in Greece. Restored to the Parthenon, the Marbles
could be exposed to damage, (9) ........ they are safe in the British Museum.

Of course, rhere are equally compelling arguments for their return, especially on the moral level.

k cannor be denied, (10) ........the material safety the statues enjoy in Britain, that they are part of
the Greek heritage. Many people also refute the argument that Athens would not be a safe place for
them. (11) ........, they claim that if the statues were returned to Greece, a new state-of-the-art
building would be constructed to house them, where they would be both safe and in their rightful
environment. Furthermore, the British authorities have long used the argument that works of art
should not be subject to 'ownership', but should be kept where they are accessible to most people.
(12) ........ in the past they have returned a number of cultural artefacts from other civilisations to
their origins.

The argument continues, and is likely to do so for some time in the future.
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Introductory there and it
ln this unit we look at the use of if and there as 'empty' subjects to introduce new
information or the main content of a sentence. We can also use them to manipulate the
position of subjects, objects and clauses in sentences. This allows us to describe or
report things in an indirect way and to create a more impersonal style often found in
formal English. (For information on the pronoun if * 27.1F; for the use of if to
introduce cleft sentences m* 34.1B)

INTRODUCTORY THERE

33.1A We use there as an 'empty'subject + islare to introduce new information and/or to say
Use that something exists or happens:

lf gou're loohing for a cafd; there's one opposite the station. (new information)

lFiftg-one states exist in the USA.\ There are fiftg-one states in the USA.

lThree murders happen in the film.lThere are three murders in the film.

lls a bank situoted near here?l Is there a bank near here?
We often use there islare to introduce or describe a character or place, or to 'set the
scene' when telling a story or joke:

At the top of the hill there's a small cafd with wonderful views over the bag.
There's an Englishman, an Irishman and a Scotsman who go into a bar ...

Qfnere islare is usually followed by an indefinite noun phrase, not a definite noun
phrase (* 28.1A):

X I n. the-hotel lobbg-the re-is-the-eash-ffiaehine-, (d ef i n ite no u n p h rase )

r' ln the hotel lobbg there is a cash machine. (indefinite noun phrase)
But we can use there islore with definite noun phrases when we are reminding
someone of something we/they already know, or pointing something out:

y' Don't forget there's althe cash mochine in the lobbA if gou run out of moneg.
(reminding somebody of something you/they knowJ

r' Looh, there's althe cash machine, next to the poLter's desk. (pointing something
out)

33.18 We can use all forms of be aft.er there, including modal forms:
Form Once upon a time there were three little bears.

There will be an interval of twentg minutes during the performance.
There must have been a thousond appliconts for the post.

The form of be agrees with the complement:

There is onlg to this question.

There out of the building.

Q eut in conversational English, we sometimes use thereis with a plural complement:
There's two waAS we con do this.

wereFwo wag*
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33.1 C

Special
pattern s

33.1 D
Words and

expressions
after there

(+ be)

There + be can be followed by a noun + participle phrase (.,'' 13.1,13.2):
There's a strange old man sitting in the corner.
There are two scales of temperature used in science.

O Wtren we are describing a single action we use a full relative clause:

X ln LfSSthere-was-are€tfthqaake dest-roged-mueh-of'-Lisbsn,
r' In 1755 there was an earthquake which destroged much of Lisbon.

ln formal English, verbs with future meaning, e.g. anticipate, expect, envisage, intend
(,,,,, U.rOr, can be followed by there + to belbeing:

The organisers didn't expect (there to be) quite such an overwhelming response.

We don't anticipate (there being) anA resistance from the anti-hunting lobbg.

We commonly use there (+ be) with the following words and expressions:

there + be + quantifiers (ang, some, Are there ong more issues outstanding?
much, mang, several , etc. s 28.3A) There are severol waAs we can tachle this.

there + be + indefinite pronouns I've had o good look and there's nothing to report.
(somebodg, nothing, etc. W 27.4A) Isn't there somebodg here who can help us?

there + be + boundlcertainlexpectedl If the government goes ahead there's sure to be
likelglsurelsupposed + to be on outcrA from the miners.

Hang on, there was supposed to be a television
in the room.
t TL^-^ ,,,^-,+ u^ --', +-^,,A1^ +^ a^* A^-t.

^ 
t itel e JJvl, . uc gltg tt suvlY av vYL usLn.

y' There won't be ang trouble getting back.
there + be + problemldifficultgl
trouble + -ing form

there + appearlhappenlseem(s)ltendl There used to be q house at the end of the common.

used + to be Researchers noticed that there tends to be a higher
number of influenza cases in warm winters.

there + a passive reporting verb There are thought to be several other senior
(e.g. ls soid to be, is thought to be) officers implicated in the cover-up.

+ an indefinite noun phrase {This is ln Zaire alone, there are believed to be more than

used to describe a general feeling o million sufferers of the disease

or belief.)
(compare if $tr 33.2C)

ln formal written English we can use Deep inside her there qrose a desperate hope.

there + ariselarrivelcomelemergel At the crime scene there remained little in the

enterlexistlfotlowlliveloccurlremainl wag of phgsical evidence'

resuttlsitlstandltake place There follows a full list of our current terms and
conditions of trading.

T INTRODUCTORY/IMPERSONAL /r
33.2A We can use if as an 'empty' subject. This is a grammatical device to introduce or

Use identify something later in the phrase. lt is followed by a definite noun phrase

(:::"' 28'1):
'Who's that?' 'lt's Alan.'
Helto, it's Steve here. Could I speak to Jane?
'What's worrging gou?' 'lt's the children.'

/f can refer to one or many things, but grammatically it is always singular:

X lt-are Alan and'Margaret at the dsor.
r' ft's Alan and Margaret at the door.
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33.28
Common

expressions
with if

We use it + be to introduce information about the following topics:

weather/environment lt'll be cold in Edinburgh qt this time of gear.
It was domp and foggg in London that outumn.

time/dates It is eight o'clock in the morning.
Thonk goodness it's Fridag todag.

conditions/situations lt's so quiet and peaceful here.
It was becoming increasinglg dangerous.

distance lt's quite a long wog to the nearest town.

We use if before seems as iflthough and looks as iflthough to describe impressions and

probability:
It seems as if we've known each other for gears. (This is my impression.)

It looks as though l'm going to fail the fesf. (l think it's probable.)

We can also use it as an'empty
clause:

likel hatel love + it + whenlthat
clause (This is used to describe
likes and dislikes.)

would appreciate it + lf clause
(This is used to make a polite
req uest. )

owelleave it to somebodA
+ infinitive clause

th i nk I find I consider + it
+ adjective/noun/preposition
phrase + fhof clause

object after certain verbs to introduce a following

I hate it when people stare at me.
We love it when the grandchildren come over.

I would appreciate it if gou could fax Aour response
as a matter of urgencg.

We owe it to him to trg and find a resolution.
We leave it to gou to suggest a suitable date.

I find it intolerable that we have no recourse in law.
He thought it a pitg that theA hadn't contributed to
the fund.
I consider it in gour own best interests that gou leave
immediotelg.

It looks as though l'm going
to fail the test.
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33.2C We sometimes want to describe our attitudes, feelings and opinions without mentioning ":::''-',\":'2

lmpersonal if ourselves directly. We can use if + be as an impersonal way to introduce these phrases.

This is less direct than sentences beginning wilh lthinklfeellbelieve and allows us to
present opinions as though they were impersonal general feelings or even objective
facts. We also use this device in academic writing where there is a convention that
ideas should be presented in an impersonal way.
There are several patterns that we use:

it + be + adjective + -ing form
(We use this in informal English.)

It was lovelg meeting gou ot last.

it + be + adjective + fhaf clause It isn't surprising that she left gou.
It is remarkable thqt so few of the patients
suffered side effects.

it + be + adjective + infinitive clause lt's wondertul b sit out here under the stors
It was possible to recognise regularities in
the patterns of soil distribution.

if + verb or modal verb phrase (usually lt has been shown thqt most of the patients
passive) + fraf clause improved noticeablg
(We use this in formal written English.) It should be noted that the majoritg of the .

responses were positive.

/f + a passive reporting verb describes impersonal or general feelings. lt also allows us

to report someone's words without mentioning the speaker/s. We use a verb clause

after the verb, not a noun phrase (compare r 33.1D):
It was said (thot) he was innocent.
It is believed (that) the rebels ore qbout to attack the capital.

33.2D lf the subject of a sentence is a long clause we can use if as an 'empty' subject so that
Uses of lf in we can put the long subject at the end:

discourse It was hard to believe that he had behaved so appallinglA.[-That he had behaved

so appallingly was hard to believe.)
This device also helps us put new information in the end focus position (:::,'36.1 A, B):

It reallg hurts me to be going awaA. e To be going away really hurts me.)

/f can also be an 'empty' object (;:,33.2A), anticipating a later clause. This allows us to
combine several pieces of information into one sentence, again putting new information
at the end:

we leave it to the reader to appreciate what this will mean' (= The reader can

appreciate what this will mean. We leave it to the reader to do this.)

She thought it a pitglsad that he hadn't joined in the festivities. (= He hadn't joined

in the festivities. She thought that was a pity.)

O We don't usually use if as an 'empty' object when the main verb is not followed by

an adjective or by a noun or preposition phrase:

X She thoaghtit*thsFhe-hadn't ioined in' the festit4ties.
r' She thought that he hadn't ioined in the festivities.

We also use if to introduce cleft sentences (:* 34.1B)'
It isn't just his outlandish sense of humour that l'm complaining about.
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Practice The heu to these exercises is on page 370

g

Rewrite the following sentences usingthere,

0 Such a strong reaction was not anticipated by the protestors.
rhn wotestors dil, nnt exput thzre to be sqalt * ttroLa r.e4.ctb!'!..

O0 Cetting a visa won't be difficult.
Ths.q. uo n;. t .b * +try ffiat try. g wwE . p. rw p... . . . . . .

I More than a million species of insects exist in the world.

2 A grandfather clock was ticking in the background

3 At Hiroshima in 1945 an event happened which shook the whole world.

4 Two further suspects are thought to be under arrest.

5 They are bound to react badly to the news

6 A statement by the Prime Minister now follows.

7 Present in the compound were two forms of amino acid

8 Does Osaka have an underground railway?

9 A massive sell-off of high-tech shares is likely in the next few days.

10 From the middle of the forest emerged a strange hooded figure.

1 1 In this case, securing a conviction should be no trouble.

12 ls nobody here able to help us?

l3 lllustrated in our brochure are ten new holiday destinations.

I 4 Do you have a buffet car on the train?

l5 ln this bad weather a poor turnout for the election is certain

16 Hanging over the bed was a beautiful antique tapestry

17 People think at least two leading politicians are involved in the scandal.

,16

18 We don't envisage any adverse reaction from viewers.



This text can be improved
impersonal/introductory it.
first one has been done as

by rewriting one sentence from each
Underline the sentences that can be
an example.

paragraph with
improved and rewrite them. The

The Beach
byAlex Garland
tvora a movrc slarrtng Leonardo DiCaprio.

Asia there is a perfect b.r.h on n., .r'iltlb]GlJ"r,d.
t(Jch rn anrmal and plant life, surrounded by virgin
jungle and watered by sweet underground sprints, the
beach could be the setting for an idyllic unJ."ry lif..
Tlte Beach is the story of a young man who yearns for, seeks out and eventually finds just such
a place' But to discover that far from being the source of contentment and inner fulfilment
that he expects' the beach turns out to be I pla.. ofsavage violence, terror and death, comes
as a shock.

Alex Garland takes the reader on an exotic journey from the steaming tourist-packed dives of
the Khao san Road in Bangkok to the drug-infested islands of the remote seas around
Thailand' Not to be impressed by the authJr's skili in describing the unfamiliar oriental
locations and his ability to empathise with the obsessions of today's young backpacking
'new-age' travellers is difficult.

Taking in illegal drug plant*tions, memories of the vietnam war, sexual jealousy, shark-
infested_ waters, the psychological dynamics of communal riving and the clash #.ulr,rr.r,
Garland spins a tale which both seduces and shocks the reader. What gives the novel its
haunting sense ofunease and horror is the author's unique blend ofthese disparate elements.
It is a thriller with all the traditional ingredients, an exotic location, a central mystery good
versus evil, and dangers around everycorner.There is a strong sense of good r"i."ii ii,rr.
book, but to decide who is right and who is wrong Garland leaves ro the reader. There are
few moral certainties in this exotic corner of the world.

Evcnts unfold at great speed, and be warned, to put this book down once you have started it
is impossible' With an international cast of well-observed characters Garland creates a nail-
biting narrative that keeps the reader hooked untii the final bloody crimax.

It !.t s.al.fhqt..tau..w!.r4r.c.u!.tln-ryp?ttt/ aatut..of.Llio.th.+t:e..t5.* Pf4rt'#.
t4kt4d'.
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For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the
original sentence, but using a form of it or there and the word given. This word must not be
altered in any way. The exercise begins with an example (0).

0 I think Steve might win the race.
though It looks as th.ou.alv stan u4t4ht win thz rarp."""J " "" " J""" ""'

I Such an overwhelming demand for tickets wasn't anticipated by the organisers.
being

2 She may well marry him.
seems

3 People think many other politicians are involved in the scandal.
thought

4 I would like you to
appreciate

send me your up-to-date retail price list

5 Fifty students applied for the scholarship
applicants

6 They say he hates publicity
said

7 We're not surprised
surprising

that their children are so badly behaved

8 ln this paper we
demonstrated

will demonstrate that DNA strands can be replicated.

9 We are selling twelve
sale

detached houses with double garages on this estate.

10 To be nominated for this award makes me feel greatly honoured
honour

Eight of these short extracts from conversations at a museum would be improved with the use of
it or there. Two of the extracts do not need to be changed. Tick (ru) these two extracts, then
rewrite the others.

1 onve How far's the cafe from here?
curDE The distance isn't far; you'll find it at the other end of the Egyptian Callery.

2 cutor Ladies and gentlemen, this is the Cutenburg Bible. People believe this is the first book to
be printed in Europe.

3 rncr lsn't this the head of Oueen Nefertiti?
MARy Yes. She was the aunt of Tutankhamun.

4 xeRr Do you have many lmpressionist paintings here?
curDE Yes, more than thirty examples hang in the East wing.

5 'rRcx What an amazing statue.
MARv That Rodin produced such a superb piece of work all by himself is hard to believe.

6 onve This fifteenth*century portrait looks brand new!
suE Yes, the impression is that the painting has been rather over-enthusiastically restored.
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l0

GUIDE On your left you will see a fine example of late Renaissance sculpture.

JAcK You know Van Cogh never sold a single painting.
MARv I'm really surprised that people didn't appreciate his genius during his lifetime.

DAVE We've been here two hours and we're not even halfway round the museum.

suE I know; but to see everything in one trip is impossible.

KARL Which one's the Titian, Jane?
JANE The Titian is in that place, next to the sculpture.

The words it or there are missing from eleven of these sentences. Tick (rz) the sentences which
are correct and rewrite the others with if or there in the correct place.

1 She found strange that he'd never heard of such a famous historical character.

2 Was really such a long wait between trains?

3 We always have lots of visitors but tend to be more in the summer months

4 Rarely were such extreme methods required.

5 The director leaves to the viewer to decide who is guilty and who is innocent

6

1

They assured us that would be no trouble getting a refund if the goods were faulty

It wasn't their behaviour that annoyed me, but their attitude.

8 You know really gets on my nerves when she talks like that

9 Commonly believed myths are not necessarily true

l0 What's incredible is that might have been so many more fatalities.

I 1 I find impossible to conceive that someone with his track record would be so careless

12 ln 1666 was a fire which destroyed a large part of London.

1 3 We would appreciate if you submitted your estimate to our head office.

14 Cetting to the airport on time is the least of our worries.

I 5 Crandpa loves when the children ask for his advice.
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Emphatic structures and
tnverslon
We often emphasise a particular part of a sentence, perhaps to contradict what

someone else has said or for dramatic effect. ln speech we can do this with stress and

intonation alone, but we can also do this by changing the position of elements in a

sentence in speech and in writing. ln this unit we look at the ways we can manipulate

grammar to emphasise something, by splitting one sentence into two parts (cleft

sentencesJ or by bringing the element we want to emphasise to the beginning (fronting)

rllffim cLEFT SENTENcES

34.18
if cleft

sentences

34.1 A 'Cleft'means divided. ln a cleft sentence, information which could be given in one clause

Form and is divided into two parts, each with its own verb:

use Vanessa has made the greatest impact. (normal sentence: single clause, one verb)

ItETlnessnl
verbs)

This gives extra emphasis to part of the sentence. We often use this pattern to

emphasise some piece of new information, to give explanations or to make a contrast

with a previous statement (the emphasised information is in bold):

Alt of the Redgrave familg are gifted actors. But it is Vanessa who made the greatest

impact in the world of feature films.
'l remember gour uncle tohing us to the fair.' 'No, it was mA father that took us there

/f cleft sentences have this structure:
lf + a form of be (+ not andlor adverb)

I/ U
tt llsn-t]ust I his outlandish sense of humour

We can use this pattern to emphasise the subject or the object of a simple sentence, or

an adverbial phrase, or a prepositional phrase:

sentence Mike took Sallg to the poftA on Saturdog.

emphasising the subject lt wos Mike who took Sallg to the portg on Saturdog.

emphasising the object lt was Sallg (thot) Mike took to the partg on Saturdoy.

emphasising the adverbial lt was on Soturdag (that) Mike took Sollg to the partA.

emphasising the prepositional lt was to the pqrtg (that) Mike took Sallg on Saturdag.
phrase

ln informal English we can use when and where clauses, but we do not use how or whE

It was in Januarg when I got the test results.

It's in Green Street market where we'll find the best bargains'

X lt wasSreedwhg-he-dd it. y' It was because of greed that he did it
,( tt is using a caleulator-how he does it. r' lt is bg using a calculator that he does

(O We cannot use if clefts to highlight the action or a verb complement in a sentence.

We use r,vh- clefts (::: J4.1 C) to do this:
X tt was.tahing Sattg-tolhe"partg-thot Mihe di& r' What Mike did was taBe Sallg

,( ttis-totattg ansempulous+h8+-they4fe. r' What theg ore is unscrupulous

who has made the greatest (cleft sentence: two clauses, two

+ emphasised word/phrase + thatlwhichlwho clause
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34.1C We can use this pattern to highlight the action in a sentence. For example, if we want to
wh- cleft hlghlight Mike's action of taking Sally to the party:

sentences r,yh- clause + a form of be + emphasised word or phrase
I ----I ^'/WdafnnaaAwas@

ln these sentences what means the thing(s) that. The wh- clause must contain a verb. To

highlight the action we use a form of do in the wh- clause. The highlighted phrase
usually contains a bare infinitive (example above) or to + infinitive:

What Mike did wos to take Sallg to the partg.
lf the highlighted verb is in the continuous or perfect, the form of do matches it:

The bogs aren't leaving SandA at home. Theg are taking him to the match.
+ What the bogs are doing is taking Sandg to the match.

Old members are absent but the new members have token their seats in the assemblg.
+ What the new members have done is taken their seats in the assemblg.

We can also use r.,rzh- clefts to highlight a verb complement. For example, if we want to
highlight the complementstingg in the sentence Jean and Bob are stingA, we can say:

nzh-clause + rs.+ emphasised complement
\\

wnat Lea\ qnd Bob#,, n,r(s!
We use this pattern most often when we want to express our opinion of something or
somebody using an adjective:

'Do gou think Jean and Bob are a bit coutious with their moneg?'
'Cautious? What theg are is downright stingg!'

34.1D We can use wh- clauses with when, where, whg and who lo highlight a person, a place, a

Other types time and a reason, but we usually use an introductory noun phrase (underlined below).
of cleft The wh- clause acts like an ordinary relative clause:

sentence X Wheweforgotto*invite-was-lan. y' The one (who) we forgot to invite was lan.

person
place
time
reason

The guy who told me about the new club was Zock.
The house where I used to live is near here.
The dag (when) we left wqs the sqddest dag of mg life.
The reqson (whu) theg never told me is theg don't trust me.

We can emphasise an item (described by a noun phrase or a verb phrase) with the
(onlg/last) thing or all:

The thing I most dislihed about the movie was the scene in the gravegard.
The onlA thing we wont is a chance to air our grievances.

The last thing we did was pack the kettle.
All we're asking for is to be given a chance.

We can also use the (onlg) thing wilh a negative verb:
The thing we won't do is repair goods bought in other shops.
The onlA thing we didn't find was the keg to the cellar.

34.1E We can reverse the order of the parts in wh- cleft. sentences and put the emphasised
Reversed part at the beginning:

cleft Taking Sandg to the match is what the bogs are doing.

sentences Zack was the guA who told me about the new club.
There is a form in spoken English similar to a reversed cleft using this and that:

We have to get off here. t This is where we have to get off.

Theg told me the same thing. + That's what theg told me.
(D We only use reversed if clefts in a formal literary style. We put the emphasised part
before lf:

And thus Cezanne it was that took the first steps on the road to Impressionism.
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rffillffiWll ffi:--
' j=] , FRoNTING

34.24
Fronting

objects and
complements

34.28
Fronting

adjective
phrases; o/so

and such

34.2C
Fronting

adverbials and
infinitives; as

and though

ln spoken English we sometimes want to make a strong contrast with something in a
previous statement. We can do this with objects and complements by 'fronting' them
(moving them to the front of the clause), which makes them more emphatic:

'She's such a lovelg person; so friendlg and reliable.'

l'She maA be friendlg but she isn't reliable.'l - 'Friendlg she mag be, but reliable
she isn't!'

We can also front demonstrative pronouns for emphasis:
I disagree with that. + That I disagree with.

We can use fronting to help the flow of spoken or written information by putting the

known information at the beginning of the sentence (the information principle a Unit
36J:

The house was large and sprawling, with two wings and a dark attic. Hilarg spent

most of her time in the drawing room or the garden. The attic she rarelg visited.

When we want to Start a sentence with known information or we want to make an

emphatic comparison with information in a previous sentence, we can use a

comparative or superlative phrase at the beginning. We use a form of the verb be

followed by the subject (inversion *' 34.34):
The first band was dire. Much more exciting was Red Heat, the second group to
plaa.

Mang of the monuments are trulg awesome. Best of all is the Colosseum.

The actors were a mixed bunch. Least inspiring of the lot was Pacino.

We can use a similar pattern with a/so and such:

Members of the rogal familA attended the funeral. Also at the service were several

ambassadors.
Theg led a tife of abject povertg. Such is the fate of most illegitimate children in this
province.

We can emphasise an adjective by using so + adjective + a form of be + subject + a that
clause:

So intense was the heat (that) the firefighters were unable to enter the building for
two hours.

We can put known information at the beginning of a sentence by putting adverbial
phrases describing position or place (e.9. At the back of the house), verbs of position

and movement (e.g. stand, attach,lie) and fo + infinitive forms in the front position,

with inversion of the subject and verb be 1,* 34.tOrt
At the back of the house was an untidg garden, much of which was tal<en up bg a
large and unliempt lawn. Standing in the corner of the garden was a massivelg

overgrown silver birch tree which towered over the roof of the garage. Attached to
the roof was on unsightlg FM aerial.
For gears I have been writing to the President in the White House. To meet him is mg

most fervent wish.
We can also front an infinitive form when it 'echoes' an earlier verb:

He said he would arrive on time.

And he did (arrive on time).
+ And arrive on time he did.

We can front verbs and adjectives using

as and though:
Battered though he was, he never lost
his will to succeed.
Trg as she might, she simplg couldn't
open the jam jar.

Try as she
might, she

simply couldn't
open the
iam iar.
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\ |NVERS|ON

34.34
Subject-verb

inversion

34.38
Subject-
auxiliary
inversion

We sometimes put a verb or verb phrase in front of the subject after adverbs of place
(e.g. on, in, here, there, outside, opposite) and adverbs of time (e.9. next, then, first,
now, finallg). We can use a form of be or verbs of place and movement (e.9. stand, sit,
lie, come, go, climb, run, sail, flg) betore the subject. We often use this pattern to form
a link with the information in the previous sentence, and it is common in formal English:

place adverbs + be or verbs Here lies the bodg of our late lqmented sovereign.
of place/movement On one wall there was q beautiful rambling rose. Opposite

staod an ancient oak tree over o chorming wishing well.

time adverbs + be or verbs For the first hour the teqms seemed evenly matched. Then
of place/movement cqme the turning point in the gome os Ed scored.

That was the final instalment. Next is the news.

OWe don't use inversion if the subject of the clause is a pronoun:
Here comes the bus. X Here esmes it' y' Here it comes.

We can also use inversion in as and fhon clauses in formal English:

Mr Slater is expecting a pag rise, as are several other salesmen in the team.

I'm afraid her proposals are no more feasible than are those James presented.

We also use inversion in certain fixed expressions, often with subjunctives (s 11.1C):
So be it. Long live the king!

We sometimes put an auxiliary (do, have, shoutd, cdn, etc.) before the subject in

statements; the rest of the verb phrase follows the subject. We use this pattern of
inversion for emphasis in the following cases:

after adverbs with'restrictive'/ Little did we realise the true extent of his involvement.
negative meaning (e.g. hardlg, Never have lseen such a disturbing sight.
scarcelg, rarelg,little, never) Hardlg hod I orrived when Suzg collared me.

onlg + time expression or Onlg later did he manage to get permission.
prepositional phrase Onlg with a great deal of effort was he able to escape.

(in) no wag, at no time, No wag am I going to wear thot! (informal)
under no circumstances, Under no circumstances cqn refunds be given.

on no account

not + onlgltime expression/ Not onlg is he late, he hqsn't even brought a present.
person or thing Not since the sixties has a pop group won such acclqim.

Not o single stone was left unturned in the search.

no sooner ... than

clauses beginning with
neither or nor

No sooner had we set out than the skies opened.

Theg have no intention of paging and neither hqve we.

We couldn't face the customers and nor could the boss.

clauses beginning with mag Mag he live to regret this decision!
which describe a strong wish

after fronted comparisons, The captain is refusing to plag under these conditions
also, such and so (F$" 34.28) and so is the rest of the team.

l$ Expressions with no, not, etc. not listed above (e.g. no doubt) cannot be inverted:
x Ne4eabt-wil+he-giveas-a+e* r' No doubt he will give us a keg.

OWe Oo not invert the subject and auxiliary afler onlg if there is no time expression or
prepositional phrase immediately after it:

X @ntg.ea*-rnernberspa*+her* r' Onlg members can park there.
r' Onlg on Sundags can members park there.

Note there are other uses of inversion: Negation ;., Unit 6; Ouestions n' Unit 7;
Reported speech t'. Unit 9; Conditionals ; Unit 10.
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Practice The heu to these exerr-tses ts on page l / I

Read the information in the box then complete the replies. Each reply must contain a cleft

sentence. The exercise begins with an example (0).

Nick turned uP late for work on

Monday because he got stuck in a
traffic jam on the ring road. Luckily

Nick has a mobile phone so he was

able to phone his boss and warn her

that he would be late. She was

furious but managed to reschedule
an important meeting for the
afternoon.

'Didn't the boss turn up late on Monday?'
'No, it .........afut.N!4k.t't:1w..t,4'{.4/d.4t late on Monday.'
'Nick was late because he overslept, wasn't he?'

'No, it that he was late.'
'How on earth did Nick let the boss know he'd be late?'
'Well, what call her from his mobile phone '

'Wasn't Nick late on Wednesday?'
...... that he was late.''No,

'Nick's boss had to start the meeting without him, didn't she?'

'No, what she............. ..... the afternoon.'
'Didn't Nick get stuck in a traffic jam in the town centre?'
'No, not the town centre; it ................ .. got stuck.'
'Didn't the boss have to reschedule that meeting because the client didn't turn up?'

'No, it had to reschedule the meeting''
'Nick rang the boss to give her the sales figures, didn't he?'

'No, it that he rang her.'

I heard the boss was a little annoyed with Nick for being late.

'No, she wasn't "a little annoyed". What.......... ........!'

this
2 We just need five minutes to fix it

Jennifer started the strike.

For each of the sentences below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to the

original sentence, but using the words given in bold.

O Sebastian left the job because of the long working hou,rs.

*n" ih"..;1e"x.qi.aty l*Mn4e hfr tfrc. jp! qu th" h.r4..wrQ+4 fuqql .

1 We have to wait here.

all
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I'm not question
isn't

ing his dedication.

These men are totally ruthless.
what
I used to live around the corner.
the place
It was your next
the one

door neighbour who complained.

We inherited everything except the house
only thing
You know the sales assistant told me exactly the same thing
that's
I want you to copy this down in your notebooks.
to do
First of all we ch ecked the insurance details.
first thing
The climbers reached the peak at six o'clock.
was

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

r6

11

18

19

20

&

doing
We're taking the au-pair with us.

Before leaving we switched off the power supply
last thing
They moved to Andalucia because of the climate.
reason
The company has imposed a ban on private e-mails
has done
The only thing we want is our money back.
all
Our boss told us the news.
it
I want you to appreciate that it's not my fault
what
The introduction
that

of stamp duties led to the loss of the American colonies.

Make these sentences more emphatic by 'fronting' part of them. Do not use any additional words.

0 I can't stand hypocrisy. Hypcrwy.I.q*1tftadt......
'l Though he was exhausted, he managed to reach the finishing line

2 My life's ambition is to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.

3 The ninth symphony is his most sublime work.
4 I really can't accept that proposal.
5 An enormous gold Buddha was placed on the altar.
6 The Cresta Run is much more challenging for the dedicated skier.
7 Several sharp criticisms of ministerial conduct were also included

in the report.
8 An old man was lying in the shop doorway.
9 lt proved impossible to get to the bottom of the mystery.

l0 The pilot couldn't regain control because the damage was so

severe.
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ln twelve of the following sentences there are mistakes with word order and missing auxiliaries.
Tick (/) the correct sentences and then find the mistakes and correct them.

1 They're going to complain about this and so are we. tr
2 Little we knew the full extent of his involvement in the fraud. n
3 The sales director is resigning and so most of the marketing team are. n
4 I tried to get there by nine, only was there a traffic jam on the motorway. tr
5 Over there stood the three-metre tall statue of Lenin. n
6 The embassy refuses to intervene. Well, so it be. X
7 Tomorrow the first day is of the rest of your life. n
8 Long live the glorious republicl tr
9 No way is the boss treating me like that and getting away with it! tr

10 Under no circumstances latecomers will be admitted to the auditorium. I
'l 1 Armando and Josepha are quite destitute and such the condition is of many of the refugees. I
1 2 Now the time is for wise investors to think seriously about buying Treasury Bonds. n
1 3 Rarely had we encountered such friendly and positive attitudes. n
14 Oh look - here comes the procession at last. n
I5 Not since Kubrick's 20Ol a director has made such an intellectually challenging sci-fi movie. I
1 6 The government's proposals are unrealistic, as those are of the opposition. n
17 Opposite this house ran the old city walls. n
18 Only with the greatest of luck he managed to escape from the rising flood waters. I
19 May John and Carol have a long and happy life together. I
20 No doubt didn't he realise the consequences of his actions. n

Rewrite the replies in these mini-dialogues to make them more emphatic by using suitable
structures (cleft sentences, fronting or inversion) to emphasise the underlined items. The exercise
begins with two examples (0) and (00).

0 'That dress looks expensive.'
'No, the shoes were expensive, not the dress.' .....NO.6k.t4-e.rfuer t/.4tQ.ar..e.e&.Pq/t.tryn......

00 'Did Darren help you with the decorating?:'" ;t/l"i-;t:.......................:.
'No, he did the wattoaoering, nothing etse ..lNa..t{v*.or-.ly.th.t44 hz d't4.!4IM.tfu"..............

I 'Jerry says Liz is going to quit her job at the bank.'
'l find that really hard to believe.'

2 'You look as though you're destroying that rose bush.'
'No, I'm just cutting off the dead flower heads.'
'Are you sure you brought everything with you?'
'We left the personal stereo behind, that's all.'
'Didn't you own a Volkswagen Colf once?'
'No, my brother owned one.'
'He said the speech would shake them up a bit.'
'And it certainly did shake them up.'

6 'l thought the car chase and the scene in the airport were brilliant.'
'But the explosion on the jumbo jet was best of all.'

7 'l think we should try to give them first aid.'
'No, we should wait for the ambulance to arrive.'

8 'So what was so awful about the view from your hotel room?'
'Well, a huge electricity pylon was standing right
outside the bedroom window.'
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9 'You've always wanted to buy a cottage in the
'Yes, my greatest ambition has always been
to own a cottage.'

10 'You're all leaving on Saturday, aren't you?'
'No, we're going on Friday.'

country, haven't you?'

ln the following magazine article ten emphatic sentences have been changed and underlined.
Rewrite the sentences in their original emphatic form using the clues in brackets. The first one
has been done as an example (0).

w&w *-w&$xwwK&xffi?

l'm quite sporty and I love a new challenge,

especially if it's a little bit risky. I often try out new
things with my friends Tony and Bruce. (0) ln fact

Bruce told me about his new hobbv - rap jumping.

(1) l've done bungee jumping before - that's the

sport where you jump off a crane or bridge with
your feet attached to a long length of elastic - so I

had some idea what he was talking about. Bruce
promised me that (2) rao iumping was more

exciting and a lot more dangerous than bungee

iumping, and (3) he didn't tell me too much about

it to keep me in suspense. So of course I was

dying it give it a go.

(4) But Tony actually took me for my first rap iump. (5) He's the real daredevil. We went to the

top of this tall building which had a sort of gantry overhanging the edge. (6) I could see a rooe

and a harness hanoing from the gantrv.

'0h, I understand,' I said to Tony, 'l get into the harness and then lean back over the edge and

lower myself down - it's like abseiling.'
'No, no,' said Tony, '(7) You lean forward and walk down.'

I began to feel a little sick. I don't normally suffer from a lear of heights because I avoid it by

looking up or sideways. (8) I can't cope with seeing the ground. The idea of going over the edge

facing downwards was just too much for me. '(9) I'm not doing that,' I announced.

Well, would you have done it?

0 (if)

1 (fronting)
2 (not onlA)

5 (fronting)
4 (it)
5 (the one)
6 (att)

1 (What)

8 (/r s)

9 (No wag)

In fazt it was Brnce du bl/' rup aboot il's nur lubbv''''" '", '
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Aspects of cohesion
Both spoken and written English use certain devices to keep the meaning clear and to
express it more economically. These devices include ways of avoiding repetition, either
by choosing alternative (and usually shorterJ words and phrases or by missing out
words, phrases or clauses. This unit looks at what can be omitted and which words and
phrases can be used to substitute for others. ln the examples in this unit, bold shows

substitute words, and shading indicates words which have been replaced by

substitution. We use < > to show omitted words.

;.1ffin ryPES oF IEXT REFERENcE

35.1 A
Substitution
and ellipsis

35.1 B
Using

su bstitution
and ellipsis

Substitution and ellipsis are both devices for avoiding the unnecessary repetition of
words or phrases in speech or writing. Substitution consists of replacing one word or
phrase with another. This is a sentence without substitution:

Labour voted for the proposals and the Liberals voted for the proposals too.

Here is the same sentence with substitution:
Labour voted for the proposals and the Liberals did too.

ln ellipsis, we leave out words or phrases altogether:
Mike left at about the same time as Jane <left>.

We can leave out or replace nouns, verbs and entire clauses. The following example
uses a pronoun to substitute for resorts, and leaves out the verb phrase it is found:

lThe best skiing is found not at big resorts but it is found at small resorts.l
The best skiing is found not at big resorts but ot small ones.

Verbs and verb phrases are often replaced by a form of the auxiliary do:
'Hadn't we better look into the interest rates first?' 'lt's OK. I've alreadg done it,'

We usually replace or omit words or phrases which have previously been mentioned:
The managers in our compong have often adopted production processes which give
rise to unsatisfging jobs because it is cheaper for them to do so.

It is clear that them refers to the managers and do so refers to the phrase have often
adopted production processes which give rise to unsatisfgingiobs. Referring back in a
text to a previously mentioned item is known as'anaphoric reference':

The Museum's lifelihe new dinosaur will surelg enhance ifs sfofus amongst children.
We can use substitution to refer to items mentioned further back than in the same
sentence, as long as there is no ambiguity:

She had a vast collection of antique clocks, which she kept in a small room devoted to
her hobbg. While most of them dated from the Victorian era, she had a few smaller
ones which doted back to the earlg I 9th centurg.

It is clear thatthem and ones relate to clocks, as there is no other plural noun in the
context to which they could refer. We avoid substitution and ellipsis if there is a
possible ambiguity, as below, where there are two plural nouns in the first sentence:

She had a vast collection of antique clocks and an equallg large collection of Victorion
dolls. lShe had quite a few from the Victorian era but also some smaller ones from
the earlg I 9th centurg.l

Here, we don't know whether a few and ones refer to clocks or dolls or to both.
It is also possible to use a substitute word to refer to something later in the sentence.
This has the effect of creating an atmosphere of suspense and is often used in dramatic
or literary language. This is known as 'cataphoric reference':

Its eAes glinting like steel and its mouth salivating, the predator prepared to strike.
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SUBSTITUTION

35.24
Substitution
of a noun or
noun phrase

35.28
Substitution
of a verb or
verb phrase

with do

35.2C
Substitution
of a verb or
verb phrase

with
do solitlthqt

The most common substitutes for nouns or noun phrases are pronouns (:,r,, gn11 2t,,
such as personal pronouns (subject, object, possessive or reflexive r\ 27.lAJ'

John came into the room. He was wearing a light blue silk suit.
Ben and Alice were refreshinglg independent of each other. While Ben's politics were

far to the left, Alice made it known that hers were centre right.
We can use the pronouns onelones (to refer to singular/plural countable nouns) after
adjectives or demonstratives (i' 27.1G):

I'd like a sweet sherrg please and John would like a drg one.

Davis appeared in numerous major films but practicallg no greqt ones.
Which colour would gou prefer for the bathroom suite, this one or thot one?
We don't use one for uncountable nouns; instead, we omit the noun:

X { reatlg-h:he-sweet sherrU- bat-ffi7- husband-prefers-d r g*on*
r' lreallg lihe sweet sherrg but mg husband prefers drg <sherrg>.

We can also use the demonstrative pronouns (' 28.28) without onelones'.

Which colour would gou prefer for the bathroom suite, this one or that?
It is possible to respect both gour own opinions and those of other people.

It is also possible to replace a noun or noun phrase with a quantifier, e.g. some, all,.

each, none, either, neither, both, other, a few, enough (::,'' 28.38)'
The bogs went out night after night and some did not return.
The doctor suggested I should trg aspirin or ibuprofen, but neither worl<ed.

We can use a form of do lo avoid repeating a present or past simple verb:

At the time, theg lived verg near to where I did.
Using a form of do is particularly common in comparison clauses:

She doesn't hnow ang more than I do.

He doesn't help as much as she does.
We also use do to avoid repeating the main verb in coordinate clauses:

Marg sent him a text message and I did too.

Dad never learnt a foreign languoge and Mum didn't either.

With coordinate clauses where the action is the same in both, as above, we can also

use the inverted pattern solneither + doldoesldid + subject (: 34'58):
She reattg enjoged the thrill ofthe open road, and so did her husband.

Dad never learnt to speak ang other longuages, and neither did Mum.

We use the same pattern with so, not either and neitherlnor to agree with the speaker

in short answers:
'l saw Jane gesterdag.' 'Oh, ges, so did l.'
't didn't have enough moneA'. 'NeitherlNor did l.'l'l didn't either.'

We can omit do and use the object pronoun, usually with foo, neither, nor, in informal

speech:
'l saw Jane gesterdag.' 'Me, too!'
'Julian was at the meeting about the new road scheme gesterdag.' 'Him too?'
'l didn't want to go.' 'Me neither.'l'Nor me.'

We can often use do solitlthat to replace a verb phrase which describes a single,

specific action. ln this use, do so tends to be more formal than do itlthat:
Margaret had been trging to pluck up the courage to confront her son about the

moneA, and she was just about to do solit when the doorbell rang.

We usually use do itlthat (and not do so) when the subject of the verb changes:

I was unable to contact the barrister about the court oppearance.

lCan the clerl< do so tomorrow?1 r' Can the clerk do itlthat tomorrow?

Q We use that (and not if) to emphasise an action. ln this use, we stress fhof:
'Whg don't gou just lie to him?' 'Oh, I couldn't do that!' ,29
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)) Weprefertousedoso(and notdoitlthat) whenwearereferringtoanactivityrather

than a single, specific action:
Angone wishing to interrupt with questions should feel free to do so.
When gou want to get fit, gou should onlg do so within a planned exercise programme.

We do not usually use do solitlthat to replace verbs which refer to events outside our
control, e.g. believe, lose, forget. We use do only:

Michael still believes fiercelg that no one is evil - just as he did when he wos Aounger.
I alwags said gou'd lase that mobile phone and now gou have done!
She told me not to forget the cake in the oven, but I did.

35.2D We use verbs like expectlthinklimaginelbelieve with so to express an opinion, belief or
Substitution intention, without repeating the preceding statement or question. We usually try to
of a clause avoid using the same verb in the answer:

'Do gou think WAP phones willever catch on?' ['l think so.'] 'l expect so.'
'l wonder if privatising the post office will make the postal service more efficient.'
'l hope so!'l'l don't believe so, mgself.'

O We do not use a that clause after so:
'Do gou hnow if John is coming this evening?'
X :t thinh-so {that)-he-is.! y' 'l think so.'l'l think (that) he is.'

To express a negative response, we tend to make the verb negative and use so:
'Are gou coming ta the paftA tomorrow?' X 'l think not" r' 'l don't think so.'

It is possible, though archaic, to use these verbs with nof to respond in the negative. lt
is still sometimes used in a formal context:

'Was the document countersigned bg two witnesses?' 'l believe not.'
An exception to this is hope. We do not use lhe not... so pattern but use hope not:

'lt's going to rain!' X'Oh, ldon.t-hope so!' y' 'l hope not.'
Q We do not use so or not after expressions of certainty or doubt. We prefer to use if:

'Do gou think it'll rain?' X :l:rn eertain of so.' r' 'l'm certain of it.'
'Do gou think interest rates will go down this month?' X :l doubt so,: r' 'l doubt it

We use the pronouns it, this or that to refer back to a previous clause:

I forgot his birthdag again and he was reallg upset about it. (= forgetting his birthdaS

Mang of the latest models have been recalled because of a fault in the steering. This
has caused embarrassment to the manufacturers.
'He reallg doesn't know what he's talking obout!' 'Oh, whg do gou sag that?'

We substitute if and whether clauses with if so (affirmative) and lf nof (negative):

Can gou check whether that controct has arrived and, if so, send it out to Mr Andret,,s'
He asked the guests if theA wanted an evening meal, and if not, whether he could
bring them sandwiches in their rooms.

We can use so at the beginning of a short answer when we agree to a statement with a

certain amount of surprise:
'Theg've put a new stotue in front of the palace.' 'So theg have!'

Q Be careful not to confuse this use with So did I or I did so (," 35.28, C).

$ffi| Elltpsts
35.3A We often omit nouns or pronouns in the second of two coordinate clauses (, 30.3A)

Omitting a Lucg went up to the bar and <she> asked for a coffee.
noun/ We were totallA exhausted but <we> felt satisfied with our dag's work.

pronoun ln casual spoken English we can also omit and when the subject is the same:

Sandg was feeling reallg bored, <and he> didn't know what to do with qll the extro
time he'd now got.

O We do not leave out pronouns in subordinate clauses (,:,'," 5O.Ut,'
At night she was so tired that she fell asleep as soon as she got into bed.
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We can omit subject pronouns at the beginning of short sentences in casual English: ))
<l> Must go now. lt's getting late.
'ls gour brother coming with us?' '<l> Hope not!'

55.5B We can often omit a verb to avoid repeating it:
Omitting a She attracts the attention of the local gobbos and he <ottracts> the suspicions of the

verb villagers.
Cenerally we do not omit the auxiliary or modal. Look at this table:

form change example

present/past simple omit main verb I like John and he <likes> me.
verb in ond clauses

auxiliary + main omit main verb He was looking for a job, or qt leost, he sqid
verb he was <looking for one>.

'Hove gou seen mA glasses?' 'Yes, I have
<seen them>. Theg're here.'

modal + main verb omit main verb I con speak Spanish and MarA can <speak
Spanish> too.

compound verb omit second/third 'Couldn't anybody have been warned about.
forms auxiliary or only the problem?'

the main verb 'Yes, the captain could <have been warned>/
could have <been warned>/could have been
< warned >.'

ln coordinate clauses where the second clause is very similar in pattern to the first, we

leave out the auxiliary as well:
Since the divorce I've lived in London ond mg husband <has lived> in Cambridge.

(O We can introduce a new modal in order to add interpretation (in this case deduction)

but still not repeat the main verb:
'Has Marg arrived get?"She must have <arrived>. There's her coat.'

We also omit verbs in comparison clauses as in the table above, but it is possible in

comparison clauses to omit auxiliary and modal verbs as well in the subordinate clause:

You look older than mg mother <does>.
House prices have dropped much less than share prices <have done>lhave <done>.
Most European teoms can now plag more interesting footbqll than the British teams

<can plag>lcan <plag>.
I've been working here longerthon Aou <have been doing>lhave <been doing>/have
been <doing>.

Q tt ttre comparison clause begins with a pronoun and we omit the verb phrase

completely, we use an object pronoun rather than a subject pronoun (r 27.1D):
You look older than she does. - You look older than her.

35.3C We can omit an infinitive phrase when the meaning is clear:
Omitting Ceri had intended to complete the degree after the birth of her child, but she soon

infinitives or realised she wouldn't be able to <complete it>.
vvh- clauses He didn't win the competition even though he had expected to <win it>.

After most verbs which are followed by to + infinitive, such as ask, forget, promise and
want and would like in if or l.rzh- clauses, we can omit fo:

'You don't have to take the children to the cinema, Aou know.' 'But I promised <to>.'
'Shall we go to the cinema tonight?' 'Yes, if gou want <to>.'

ln questions and embedded questions, we often use the question word only and omit
the clause:

'Dr Angelo said he was going on a call this afternoon.'
'Did he sag where <he was going>?''No, he didn't sag where.'
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Practice The keg to these exercises is on page 372

There are several substitute words in this text, in italics. Find the word or phrase that each one
refers to and write it below. The exercise begins with an example (0).

The clock on the platform was showing midnight as the train drew in. Miriam checked (0) her ticket
against the sign on the window, opened the door to Coach H, climbed in and shut (1J if gently behind
her.

The train was already reaching (2J lfs highest speed, thundering across country towards Warsaw,

when Miriam dropped (3) her bags in the correct compartment. She thought briefly of the few
kilometres already behind her and (4) the mang ahead, then she bent to her bags. She lifted the two
small (5) ones onto the overhead rack, but the large one was a dilferent matter, so she pulled (6) if
close to her seat and sat down.

Alone in the carriage, she contemplated her future. She hadn't expected (7) this so soon, but the
job opportunity in Warsaw had come up unexpectedly. She'd always wanted to return to the city of her
birth and (8)that of her parents, but hadn't thought she would (9) do it within two weeks of leaving
college. At first she had discounted the job, so far away from home, and her parents had (10) done so

too, but they had all spoken to her prospective employers at length on the phone, after (11) which all
(12\ their concerns were laid to rest. Miriam closed her eyes and allowed the rhythm of the speeding
train to lull her to sleep.

0 her=
1 it=
2 its=
3 her=
4 the many =

...Mt/.ta/'lk..... 5 ones =
6 it=
7 this =
8 that =

9 doit=
10 done so =
1 1 which =
1 2 their =

Complete this dialogue with the correct substitute words. (There may be more than one
possibility.)

JENNA Have you seen the new clothes shop in the High Street?
sopHrE The (1) opposite the station, you mean?
JENNA Yes, that's right. I went in (2) yesterday. lt's fantastic! lt's full of designer seconds and

(3) of them are from really famous fashion designers.
soPHlE Which (4) ..........?
JENNA Oh, people like Nicole Farhi.
sopHrE Wow! I love (5) ..........1 But you said seconds. ls there anything wrong with the clothes?
rENNA I couldn't find anything wrong with them. I don't know why these clothes are called seconds

sometimes.
soPHrE No, (6) . Did you buy anything?
JENNA No, not yesterday. ltried on a really nice dress but it was a bit tight, so l'm going to lose a bit

of weight first.
sopHrE You're always saying (7) ........!
JENNA I know, but this time l'm really going to (8) ........ . Anyway, I said I'd give up smoking last year

and I (9) . Oh, I nearly forgot. Are you going to the conference next week?
sopHrE I expect (10) .......... . I don't think Ican get out of it.
JENNA Didn't you say you wanted to get a new suit before the next conference?
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))sopHrE Oh, (11) I did! Perhaps l'll pop in to the shop at the weekend and see what they've
got.

JENNA Well, if you (12) give me a ring first. I've got some discount vouchers for ten per cent
off and I can let you have (13) .......... .

sopHrE (14) ..........'s really nice of you. OK, I'll call you Saturday morning if I decide to go there and,
if (15) .........., I'll see you at the conference.

Cross out the words in these sentences that can be omitted. Cross out as many words as you can.

1 I told the students they could either take the exam in June or they could take it in December.

2 We can go to the theatre tonight if you want to go to the theatre.
3 The children were delighted with the Christmas lights and they wanted to see them turned on

again.
4 Even though it is possible to go skiing in Scotland, the British have always been worse skiers than

most Europeans have been.
5 'Why hasn't the new shopping centre been opened yet?' 'But it has been opened.'
6'Will Juliebegoingtotheclub'sNewYear'spartythisyear?"lthinkshegetsbackfromholidayon

5Oth December, so she could be going.'
7 'ls the new restaurant in the High Street open on Sunday evenings?' 'l don't know. lt might b6

open on Sunday evenings. The old one was open on Sunday evenings.'
B We haven't earned any money this summer. I really expected us to earn some.

9 The young woman plays the violin and her brother plays the cello.
10 He told me that he was going to leave his wife and I asked him why he was going to leave her.

11 Baxter's sick tonight, which is unfortunate as he can play better than all the others can.

12 We thought that the old woman had been looking after the house, but she can't have been looking

after it as she was in hospital at the time.

Read the following text about the lnuit system of adoption, then complete these two tasks:

A Mark three more omissions with f and write the omitted words. The first omission is given as an

example (0).

B Underline eleven more substitute words, then write the words they replace. The first substitution is

given as an example (00).

0 The lnuit system of child adoption, althoughfarchaic, appears much more humane

00 than our own in the so-called civilised world, where childless couples must apply

1 through faceless agencies for the opportunity to adopt. They must undergo a series of

2 intrusive interviews and examinations and, if successful, will then be put on a waiting

3 Iist for an unspecified period of time. An lnuit couple wanting to adopt simply makes

4 it known and soon enough they will receive a call from a woman who is prepared to
5 give up her child. This may be because she already has too many children and does

6 not want another one, or the call may come from a relative or friend who wishes to
7 help someone less fortunate than themselves. Traditionally, the couple would be

8 asked if they would like the child and, if so, a simple handover would take place.

9 Today, however, this has been replaced by bureaucracy in the form of civil

10 registration, although the tradition itself has not. lt survives even at the end of the
I I twentieth century.

......r..(........
svsteu't...../... .....
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In each of these pairs or groups of sentences, at least one of the choices is correct, and two or
three may be. Tick the correct ones.

1 A He just came in and he sat down without even saying hello. n
B He just came in and sat down without even saying hello. tr

2 How about packing up now and hitting the beach for an hour?
A Uh no, I don't really want. tr
B Uh no, don't really want to. tr
C Uh no, I don't really want to. n

5 Did you know that your son hasn't been to school for over a week, Mr Creene?

A But that's impossiblel He must! tr
B But that's impossible! He must have! tr
C But that's impossible! He must have been! tr

4 A You play the piano much better than the usual pianist. n
B You play the piano much better than the usual pianist plays. n
C You play the piano much better than the usual pianist does. tr

5 I've decided to resign from the drama group.
A Why? I
B Why have you decided? I
C Why have you decided to do that? I

6 Barbara takes in stray dogs and cats, but she's much fonder of cats.

A She considers them far too obsequious.
B She considers dogs far too obsequious.

7 We love going to the Creek islands but we try to avoid ...

A the ones that attract the jet set.
B the that attract the jet set.
C those that attract the jet set.

8 Adults often like hot, spicy food, whereas ...
A children usually prefer mild food. I

. B children usually prefer mild. f
C children usually prefer mild one. f

9 All myAmerican friends expected theirteam to win most of the track medals...
A and we did too.
B and we did it too.
C and we did so too.

l0 Look! Jason can walk on his own!
A Oh, so he canl
B Oh, so can hel

n
tr

T
T
f

f
f
f

f
f
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Read the text below and think of the word which
in each space. ln some cases you do not need to
There are two examples at the beginning (0) and

Have you ever sent an e-mail to a friend from

work? Or have you sent ajoke one

(0) .......-.. to a colleague on the office

computer? Well, think again. (00) '....'flui....
is exactly what Rupert Beverly and David

Pennington (1) . ........, and now they wish

they hadn't (2)........!They were sacked

from an engineering company in the north of
England for doing just (3) .......'.. .

Hang on - you may think - this is one

small company in the UK. But (4) ..".....'

happens not only in less-regulated small

companies but in large multinational
(5) .. ....... too. Eight sales staff at Cable and

Wireless have recently lost (6) ....'..... jobs

after a complaint about an e-mail.

Management claimed that it could have been

construed as offensive, and while the sacked

workers agreed that perhaps it could

(7) ...... ..., they insist that (8) ..'....... wasn't

pornography, as they knew it was a sackable

offence to download this.

Regulations governing this area vary from

country to country: at present the law in the

USA allows companies to monitor staff

best fits each space (l-18). Use only one word
add a word at all (write '-' in these spaces).
(00).

e-mails and while (9) .......' . in the UK is
cuffently not so strict, it looks as though it
will follow the US model' In Germany,

however, the law does not allow 'spying'on

employees' personal e-mail, but at least one

multinational (10) '.""'.. based there is

taking advantage of the UK regulations by

sending all e-mails to the UK to be

monitored.
Civil rights organisations are concerned

that monitoring e-mails infringes personal

liberty and that it also undermines trust in the

working environment. (l l) .......... want

management to intercept and monitor

e-mails only when (12) .'..'..." necessary, and

to be able to prove that (13) '........' was

indeed necessa"ry to do (14)

And what of RuPert and David? Well,

(15) .......... claim for unfair dismissal was

rejected: the tribunal found that the company

was within (16) .......... rights to sack

employees for sending joke e-mails, and also,

more worryingly, (17) '.'..'.'.. for the time

wasted in (18) .......... it. Watch out, Big

Brother really is watching you now!

ru

Read this text which has repetition. Correct to improve the style, using substitution and ellipsis.

Most people enjoy listening to music but ferv people realise the important eIfeets'and largely

positive effects listening to music can have on us. We know that certain types of music are used to

influence our emotions and influence our behai'iour. For example, airlines use soothing music

before a flight to relax passengers, especially passengers who may feel nervous about flying. You

may have noticed how shops often play fast, rousing music (if you haven't noticed, you probably

shop at the more old-fashioned type of store) - playing fast and rousing music tends to make us

feel happier and more likely to spend mone,v!

Music is also being used now as a psychiatric therapy. It seems to be particularly useful for

eating disorders and addictions, but it is also useful for sufferers of post-traumatic stress

syndrome. People attending group therapy sessions are invited to bring along their favourite

tracks. Not everyone does, but the people who bring them along play them for the group. Playing

them for the group creates a sense of belonging, as well as creating a more relaxed atmosphere for

the therapy session.
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Features of discourse
There are several principles and conventions which we follow in discourse (texts or
conversations). This unit looks at how we organise information when we speak or write
and the implications of this for word order, grammar and vocabulary. The unit goes on
to describe other discourse features such as the use of linking words between
sentences, stylistic devices and the choice of words appropriate to their context of use.

new information

information new information
already mentioned

Notice how the pronoun He refers back to John: this kind of economic use of language
is called 'cohesion' 1r Unit 35).
When writing in English we usually organise the information in the same way that we do
in speaking. Starting sentences with information which relates back to something
already mentioned helps the text to 'flow' more smoothly and makes it easier for the
reader to understand it:

Another striking feature of the capital's squares and parks are the plane trees. The

'Do Apu Bnow where John is?'

'rc:{6 the garden.'

plane tree can reach 35 metres in height and has leaves similar to those of the
\

maple. lt has a vigorous an4robust habit ond is highlg resistant to cold and air
-___,--t - - /

pollution. These fedtures make it an ideal choice for citg parks in northern Europe.

.]:Wm oRDERtNc tNFoRMAfloN

36.1A When speaking in English we usually sequence words so that we move from something
The known (already mentioned or obvious from the context) at the beginning of the

information sentence to something new at the end:
principle (in these examples, known information is underlined, new information is in bold)

information obvious
from the context

I

We do not usually put new information at the beginning (but::, 3U.tC, D below).

36.1B ln English we prefer to put long and complex phrases at the end of a sentence. English
The prefers sentences to be'light'at the beginning (before the main verb) and'heavy'at

end-weight the end. Long complex clauses also often contain new information, so this principle and
principle the information principle reinforce each other:

A striking feature of the central areas of the capital are the elegant classical squares
which were originallg laid out bg aristocrotic developers in the eighteenth centurg.

Sentences with a heavy clause at the beginning can seem clumsy and be difficult to
u ndersta nd:

lThe elegant classical squares which were originallg laid out bg aristocratic
developers in the eighteenth centurg are a striking fedture of the central areos of
the capital.l336



36.rC
Focus

36.1 D
Contrast and

emphasis

36.1 E

Manipulating
grammar and

vocabulary

Q Aut the information principle is more important in text than the end-weight principle,
so we can put a heavy clause at the beginning of a sentence if it contains familiar
information linking it to the preceding text:

London has mang public parks and squares which date from previous ceinturies. The
elegant classical squares which were originallg laid out bg aristocratic developers
in the eighteenth centurg are a striking feature of the central areas of the copital.

ln English we can show which part of a sentence or clause contains the most important
point or 'focus' by moving the important point to the beginning or end of the sentence
- these are the two positions which appear most important to a reader or listener.
ln this example Jim and nightclub are the focus - they seem the most important issues:

Jim invited Lucg to the nightclub.
lf we want to put the focus on an item that doesn't naturally come at the beginning or
end of the sentence (e.9. LucA) we have to manipulate the grammar to bring the item to
the front focus position. We call this'fronting' (, 34.2). For example, we can use cleft
sentences (:l,,34.1):

It was Lucg that Jim invited to the nightclub.
Lucg was the girl that Jim invited to the nightclub.

Similarly, we can give focus to something by moving it into the end focus position:
The girl that Jim invited to the nightclub was Lucg.

We sometimes need to break the principles of word order to create effects of emphasis
and contrast. Because word order in English is usually fixed, we can emphasise
something by moving it to an unfamiliar position. We often do this with adverbial
expressions (r 5O.ra,, objects and complem€fltS (.:,. 34.2A), and that and to infinitive
phrases (],r,," 4O.1E, 13.3, 13.4, 13.5):

The facade of the house was blonk ond austere. lBut it was ornate and luxurious
inside.l --+ But inside it wos ornote and luxurious.

ll mag be oldl, but I'm not stupid. - OId I mag be, but I'm not stupid.
Priscilla invariablg rejected impoverished suitors. lHer onlg ambition was to marrg for
moneg.l + To marrA for moneg wos her onlg ambition.

(For more information on word order with verbs ll:,,, Unit 50; with adverbs *, Unit 24.)

ln order to follow the ordering principles ( , 36.1A, B above) when we are writing we
have to choose suitable vocabulary and grammar. As the subject usually comes at the
beginning of a sentence in English the simplest way to organise a sentence is to choose
a subject which links with the previous information:

Whenever possible, we pack oll our furniture in flat packages. fTransport becomes
cheaper because less space is taken up bg a flat pack than a bulkg one.l + A flat
pack takes up less space than a bulhg one, which means that transport becomes
cheaper.

We sometimes use a noun which summarises the previous information (for more
information on 'nominalisation' ... 25.58):

The rioters threw petrol bombs at the embassg. The situation was getting out of
hand.

We can choose alternative verbs or use the passive (*i, 8.44) so that the appropriate
subject comes at the beginning:

Our neighbours got a good price for their car. lThe local gorage bought it from them.l
+ TheU sold it to a local garage.llt wos bought bg a local garage.
'Guernico'is a wonderful example of cubist art. Un 1937 Picasso painted it.l + 1g

was painted bg Picasso in 1937.
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r)')') We can also use introductory if (; Unit 33) and participle and infinitive phrases (',- Unit
l3) to put the familiar information at the beginning and new information at the end:

Fleming's behaviour was inexplicable. It was hard to believe that he had become this

savage with a bare knife.

Steve went home. Walking towards his door, he noticed a piece of paper left on the

doorstep.

36.2A We use various words and phrases at the beginning of a sentence to express a

Linking relationship between what we are about to say and what we have just said. (We

expressions also use words to link clauses within a sentence; for more information about these
,,:,.,, 50.3A, B). The table below contains some common examples of sentence linkers:

examples discourse examples

DISCOURSE DEVICES

types

additive linkers
(giving extra
information)

adversative linkers
(introducing
information which
contrasts with what has
been mentioned
previously) 2

causal linkers
(introducing the
result of previous
information)

temporal linkers Then,
(expressing a After that,
relationship of time An hour later,
or sequence with the Finallg,
previous information) At last

Furthermore,l You can save gourself a full five per cent of
Similarlg,l (= 1n interest with our new credit plan.
the same way), Furthermore, we are offering no repaAments
In qddition, for o gear to customers who sign up before
On top of this, the end of the month.
What's more,

However,l Your counsel has made a convincing case in
Nevertheless,l mitigation, Mr Belgrave. Nevertheless, we
(= despite this) feel that in a case of this gravitg the onlg
On the other appropriate option is a custodial sentence.
hond,

Consequentlg,l Your repaAments are now three months in
It follows from arreers. Consequentlg, we have no option
this,1 but to withdraw credit facilities immediatelg
For this reason,
As 0 result,
So,

The troops trudged for weeks through the
snowA wastes. Finallg, as theg were nearing
the point of exhaustion, theA sow the faint
Iights of the citA on the horizon.

1 We usually use these linkers in more formal English.
2 These are often adverbs of contrast. ( 32.38)

36.28 A key feature of continuous text and of conversation is the use of reference words
Reference (r Unit 35J which tie different sentences together by making cross references

backwards and forwards in the text. We generally do not repeat the same words:
Professor John Dohertg gcve the lecture this morning.lProfessor John Dohertg's
theme was endorphin production in mammals.l

We tend to avoid doing this because repetition is boring for the reader or listener ar:
it is not considered stylish. A better alternative is partial repetition:

r' ... Dohertg's theme was endorphin production in mammals.
We can often use a pronoun or replacement word which refers back to the earlier ite-

... HislThe lecturer's theme was endorphin production in mammals.
We can also use pronouns or other substitute words (:;," 35.2) and in some cases we

can omit the repeated information (r"' 55.3).
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36.2C
Parallelism

36.2D
Appropriate

language

Although we try to avoid repeating words when we are writing a text (tr' 56.28 above),
a useful way of making a text cohesive is to use similar grammar in different
sentences, for example the same tense or aspect, similar word order or repeating a

particular grammatical form:
She is probablg going to fail the exam. And she is probablg going to blame her
teacher.
Your world. To live and sleep in. To cook and eat in. To take a shower, watch TV or
magbe do some work in.

Q We avoid sudden changes in grammar as this often looks clumsy and it can make a

written text difficult to understand:

ll can't wait to lie on the sand. Swimming in the sea is great. To sunbathe is
something I would love to do as well.l
y' I can't wait to be lging on the sand, sunbathing and swimming in the seo.

lf we want to create a dramatic effect or make a strong contrast, we can repeat an

unusual grammatical pattern. But we usually only use this device in narrative and fiction
because in less literary contexts it can seem inappropriate:

Rarelg had I seen such a ramshockle boat. And never had I actuallg been expected
to get on board one.

A key feature of the use of language which is appropriate to its context is the choice of
vocabulary. Most English words are'neutral'and we can use them in any situation. But
some words are only appropriate, for example, in a formal situation and others only in

an informal context. Compare these examples which say the same thing in different
registers:

The show storts at nine o'cloch. (neutral)
The performance commences at nine o'clock. (formal)
The show kicks off at nine. (informal)

Certain forms and grammatical patterns are more suitable for formal situations, e.g.
passives (r 8.4D), subjunctives ('- I l.lB), infinitive phrase subjects (+ 15.3B) and

non-defining relative clauses (r 3l.l D). There are other patterns which we usually use

for more informal situations, e.g. passives with get (* 8.1E), sentences ending with
prepositions (:, 14.38), using verbs as nouns (rn 25.5A) and lf cleft sentences with
when and where (;. 34.18).
Here is another set of examples which differ not only in choice of vocabulary but also in
the choice of grammatlcal patterns:

I'm afraid I can't come because I'm busg tonight. (neutral)
I regret that I am unable to attend due to a prior engogement. (formal)

Sorrg Ican't make it but I'm o bit tied up tonight. (informal)
(p ln written English we usually do not mix formal and informal language in the same

text unless we want to create a comic or ironic effect:

lThe Minister was unoble to attend the reception because he was a bit tied up.l
r' The Minister was unable to attend the reception due to a prior engagement.
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Practice The kepl ta these exercrses ts on page 372

In the following passages the underlined phrases or sentences (0-7) do not conform with text
writing principles. The main problem is the order of information. Rewrite these sentences

appropriately, changing the grammar as necessary. The exercise begins with an example (O).

The Hubble Space TelescoPe

The Hubble Space Telescope v/as put into orbit by the American space shuttle Dlscouery in April 1990. (0) Ihe

earth is orbited by it at an altitude of 610 kilometres. 111 The light from space is not affected by interference

from the earth's atmosp.here at this height. As a result the Hubble telescope is at least ten times mQre accurate

than telescopes on the ground and has a much greater range. (2) In our search for distant st3fs and planets this

makes it the most useful tool.

The telescope is named after the most influential asffonomer of the twentieth centtrry, Edwin Hubble.

Working at the Mount Wilson Observatory in Pasadena, 13; his close observation of the Andromeda Galaxy was

used by the American asronomer to develop the theoff that the universe is expanding. (4) Directly based on his

ideas is the Big Bang theory. now accepted as th€ most likely explanation ofthe creation ofthe universe.

The Hubble Space ?elescope has not had a smooth history. 15; Scientists at NASA discovered that the main

mirror had become distorted and could not be used with any accuracy only two months after it went into orbit.

Rather than abandon the project, NASA decided to find a way to resolve this problem. (6) COSTAR (corective

optics space telescope axial replacement) was the name of the solution. This was a device which contained ten

smaller mirrors designed to compensate tbr the distortion in the telescope's main mirror. It cost $360 million to

develop the technology and more than 30 hours of spacewalks by astronauts to fix the device. (7) The Hubble

Space Telescope is now working correctl)r and sending its astonishing data back to earth. the rePairs were

completed in January 1994.

It.qfb.qtt.tl!" earth, at an o/txul4 ef 0tQ..kikfpe?.6....0
I
.,

3

4
5

6
1

ls,&

Choose the best alternative, A or B, according to text ordering principles.

1 The witness gave the police details of her assailant's appearance. ... circulated throughout the

metropol itan district.
A The description was

B The details of her assailant's appearance were

2 Della Jones, one of our best-loved singers, is well known for her opera repertoire. ...

A Her greatest operatic roles have included Rosina in ll Barbiere di Siviglia and the title role in ---

Cenerentola.

B Rosina in ll Barbiere di Sivigtia and the title role in La Cenerentola are included among her

greatest operatic roles.
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3 One of the great comic stars of the 1960s was Walter Matthau. ...

A Particularly noteworthy was Jack Lemmon's film work with him.

B His film work with Jack Lemmon being particularly noteworthy.

4 lf you're looking for a quiet holiday, forget about lbiza. ...

A lt may be sun-drenched and beautiful but it isn't peaceful!

B Sun-drenched and beautiful it may be, peaceful it isn'tl

5 Elizabeth inherited a kingdom torn by religious strife. ...
A Her first action was to try and pacify the rival fanatics.
B Pacifying the rival fanatics was her first action.

6 Potential residents will find everything they need in the Dinglewood rest home in Harwich. ...
A Among its features are twenty-four hour nursing care and luxurious private rooms.
B Luxurious private rooms and twenty-four hour nursing care are among its features.

7 But I had nothing to do with it, Your Honour. ...
A My twin brother was the one the police saw outside the warehouse.
B The police saw my twin brother outside the warehouse.

8 Built in 1078 by Bishop Cundulf for William the Conqueror, the Tower of London is one of the

oldest landmarks in the city. ...
A Today its main claim to fame is the recently built Jewel House containing the fabulous crown

jewels of Creat Britain.
B The recently built Jewel House containing the fabulous crown jewels of Creat Britain is its main

claim to fame today.

9 Birch trees can reach 30 metres in height and have a very vigorous growth pattern. ...
A Damage can be caused to drains and house walls if they are too close to the particularly

fast-growing roots.
B The roots are particularly fast-growing and can cause damage if they are close to drains and

house walls.

10 My rather unconventional sister turned up in the middle of the night without any warning. ... soon

sent our peaceful little household into total turmoil.
A My sister arriving unexpectedly in the night
B Her sudden arrival

There is one mistake in each extract, 1-tO. Some mistakes are incorrect linking words, some are

incorrect use of vocabulary or grammar, and some are due to unnecessary repetition. Find each

mistake and correct it.

Dave - l'u off fo Mua's for rhe

wee ke nd. Don'f f orqef fo acf ivafe
fhe burglar alaru if you 0o ouf!

See you Monday. Love Jane

London is a vast sprawling metropolis
containing millions of people over an area of
several thousand square kilometres, much of
which consists of endlessly monotonous

suburbs. Consequently, many of the individual
districts seem to have retained their own
distinct and almost village-like identities.
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Swimming in the morning and skiing in the

afternoon. Dining on seafood in the evening
and to fall asleep to the sound of lapping

waves at night. There's nowhere like

Andalucia. Call now for our brochure.

Ralph felt the icy wind on his back and

wrapped his scarf more tightly around
his neck. It was surprising how chilly the

icy wind could be once one got a few

miles out to sea.

Local residents are ready to take the matter

to the police and the authorities.

Nevertheless, they are going to write to

their member of parliament to insist on a

public inquiry into the affair.

&-{3ffi Tonight's episode ot Changing Rooms

features a brave married couple from Darlington.

The brave married couple allow their rather ham-

fisted neighbours t0 redecorate their recently

rebuilt conservatory in what the programme

makers describe as'tropical' stylel

To make a recording first insert a blank

tape into the machine. Then select the

channel you wish to record and set the

counter to zero. You ought to press the

red 'record' button and at the same time
press the 'play' button.

Policyholders wishing to make a claim

under Section 3 should be prepared to

provide receipts of purchase for all items.

Items for which receipts cannot be provided

will not be eligible for reinstatement except

in really special circumstances and at the

absolute discretion of the insurers.

To have made one great album is easy.To

have made two is not so hard. But having

made three is a rare feat indeed in today's

easy-come, easy-go music business.Yes,

Radiohead have pulled off the hat trick!

fut uove). into tb,t 
^0h 

hoilse td'ag.
€ v e.v gthin4 tnent V'r 

t ttg srr,toothtg. fhe
\urvtiturt van avtweA, bautg otn th.e Aot o\
40 ail. prt sVeltt aw trhausLing tkret
hours ur.tloaliwg kt first, at owt o'clock

hL lALrc able to sit 1oarr,r, o,t olly" o6r,t so(a

ir,r, or,,tv o6vt ,,^-en livin4 roow\

l0

F

Read the text about Paul Robeson and match the underlined phrases and sentences (1-8) with

the features (A-H). (Note that underlined items l-4 match text features A-D, and underlined

items 5-8 match features E-H.) Write the numbers in the boxes.

Features
A Putting familiar information at the beginning by using a noun.

B Civing extra focus to information by putting it at the front of the sentence.

c Repeating a grammatical structure to give extra emphasis (parallelism).

D Using a linking word to make a contrast with information in the previous sentence.

E Familiar information at the beginning, new information at the end (the information principle).

F Using a substitute word to avoid repetition.
C Putting familiar information at the beginning by using the passive.

H Long and complex phrases at the end (the end-weight principle).
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Paul RObeSoIl was the first African American to gain international success in the
.white' world of Hollywood movies. He was born in 1898, the son of a Methodist

minisrer and a runaway slave. (1) Highly intellieent. he won a scholarship to

columbia University where he qualified as a lawyer. (2) But there were few

oppoftunities for black lawyers in the New York of the nineteen twenties and

Robeson decided to pursue a career on the stage. He soon became one ofthe biggest

stars on Broadway, taking the leading role in Eugene O'Neill's play The Emperor

Jones in 1924. (3) Applauded for his acting ability and acclaimed for his remarkable

physical presence on stage, Robeson went on to show the world his greatest talent,

his superb deep bass singing voice, by taking the role of Joe in Jerome Kem's hit

musical Show Boat rn 1927.After a successful run in this musical he changed direction again by tackling

Shakespeare, achieving rave reviews for his portrayal of Othello.

(4) Success on Broadway inevitably led to Hollywood and Robeson made his screen debut in the film

version of The Emperor Jones in 1933. Word of his abilities soon spread outside the United States and

(5) in 1935 the actor moved to England, where he starred in Sanders of the River and King Solomon's Mines.

Back in America Robeson starred in Show Boat, singing his famous song Ol' Man River. (6) A recording

and singing career followed with Robeson popularising traditional negro spirituals. a form of religious folk

song devel,oped by black slaves in the American South. Robeson became increasingly involved in politics

and in the nineteen fifties made a visit to the Soviet Union. It was an era of strong anti-communist feelings.

in America and when Robeson returned home his passport was cancelled and he was forced to stay in the

United States for the next six years. (7) He was blacklisted by Hollywood and was unable to find work.

(8) Robeson left the States in 1958 and began a new career as a concert perforrner in Europe. But he became

seriously ill in the sixties and returned to New York. He died in Harlem in 19'76.

Use the following notes to prepare a short article for a reference book about the samurai. Write

one sentence only for each numbered set of notes, using connecting words and phrases as

appropriate. You may add words and change the form of the words given in the notes but do not

add any extra information. The first point has been expanded for you as an example (0).

Thc sauurai - Narriors of Japan
0 s. = wdrri0r class - founded bY f irsf 'sh7gun' fuilifary ruled Yorifowl7 - 1180

1 workeo(for shogun (warfiae) ; etapl7yed by large landowners, Cdaimyo') tn Peace

2 Many dghfs &. Privileges: righf f0 carr'l sw7rds/rtde horses efc'

S exchange for r:ighfs, owed absolufe loyalfy > fhe ir daiuayo Gven exfenf exPecfenl- c0MMif

suicide u,the n d. die d)
4 fhisfradifi0n-parf 0f'bushrdo'G'The Nayof fhe Narrror'):sfricf code of honour-

sfre sse 0{ iaporfance , se lf-disciPline &' brave ry

s bushid0 base d on pe acef ul be liefs 0f Ze n Buddhrsa; despife fhis - he lped s be coae mosf

rufhle$, fe ared & brufal wdrri0B in {sia
6 s. reachell peak iMpnrfance &. influence - civilwdrs 06fh cenfurY) - foughf for rrvalwarl7rds

Z peacefulyears Qffer 16rc) 3. gradually lzsf ailifarY iMP7rfance & aany beca4e

ad tu i ni sfrdfo rs fuof s o I d i e rs)

1867 lasf sh\qun (f\kuqauta Ke ikil resiqned) Japan began M7dernise tailifary forces;

c\nscripfi0n k wesfern drwlY sfrucfure (infroduced ttzz)
s. no loi,nger neede d/wanfe d = re sulf i re Matning s. in JafJuMa de 6tde M7unf re be llion aqainsf

g7vernMenf
10 Safsuwla rebellion = o{isasfer for s. - finallV defeafed by lmperral 4rMY 1s77

o Tfo.sa.t+ruralas&eto.4i.ria1.e/a,ssf.owndd,.byil.*fuftv?tw.Lor.wi/itary.r.r.+.l.er"..Yorihttu,.tn.t.ttz. 343



Key to diagnostic tests
Check your answers to lhe exercises in the diagnostic lests. Crrcle lhe reference numbrers at the end
of lhe line [e.9. ,. 5.1C) for any mistakes you made. Then lurn to the relevant unil and study the
sections where you made the mistakes.

TEST I

1 enjoys, watches ,,',' 1.1A, B,C
2 doesn't use . 1.1A, B

3 Does, usually change
.. 1.1A, C

4 smokes rrr, 1.1C, 1.2C

5 is staying :,,',. I .l C, l.2B
6 take s 1.lC
7 am feeding :'.. 1 .lC, l.2C
8 does not usually send r::,, l.1C
9 mix, put 1 .1 D

1 0 are turning ,. I .2D

1 1 get, says l:, 1 .1 E

l2 isn't playing l 2B

13 comes ,,, 1 .28
14 are always losing ,,i. l.2C
15 consists of ,,:, 1 .54
16 Do you think 1 .38
17 are you thinking 1 .3B

18 is being ,: 1.38

l9 are tasting ,',,.. 1 .3C

20, guarantee '':, 1 .3D

]::: ,n', I, pages 46 to 53

TEST 2

I swim :,, 2-1 A

2 stopped ::r 2.1A
3 jumped I 2.1 B

4 ruledr::,. 2.18

5 were growing, was'r', 2.29
6 were experiencing itl,,. t.tt
7 was leaving'- 2.2D

8 were working i:,, ,.ra
t had been running :::. 2.2C

10 was taking:::,,- 2.2D

1 I had taken ,,,. 2.38

l2 had been,,t," 2.3,
15 had already started ,' 2.3C

14 climbed rr,. 2.3C

15 had expected r,, 2.3D

16 had been declining", 2.4B

17 had only used ,, 2.4C

1 B use to have ' 2.5A

19 used 2.58

20 used to be,r: 2.5C

rl::- Unit 2, Pages 54 to 6l

TEST 3

t has stood 3.18,3.2A
2 wrote 3.18,3.28
3 didn't see :- 3.1D, 3.28
4 has increased ,,,. 3.1D

5 has spent rr:,, 3.1 D, 3.2D
6 has surrounded : 3.1 E

7 thought 3.2E

8 have been eating 3.38
t has welcomed 3.38, 3.4A

l0 has risen ,. 3.4C

1 t have-bee++++eited - have
waited/have been waiting
:' 3.1A, 3.3A

12 s$+ee,*+p*o-years r for two
years li:,. 5.1 B

l3 were; have been 3.18,
3.28

14 e,!*eedyee*e*need - has
already announced 3.1 C

15 hae+nnpeeod - imposed
,-.5..lD,3.2D

l6 heve@ j were :,t, 3.1D,
3.2A

17 **g#€{Ad*g + has been
growing/has grown r* 5.38,
5.18

l8 heo*been"plaryiry + has played
',,," 3.38,3.48

19 {-l*eArave}led + I've been
travelling: 3.3C, 3.4C

20.|Mi*g r has
recorded ,:r- 3.5C, 3.4D

,, Unit 3, pages 52 to 59

TEST 4

1 willfind,l:,, 4.1A

2 'll probably sell ,: 4.tA, 4.4C

3 are going to win ,. 4.1B
4 's going to rain i, 4. I B

5 'll be skiing ,:,' 4.19
6 'll have been married 4.1D
7 'll have been living/'ll have

lived r,'- 4.1D

8 'll just finish/'m just going to
finish ', 4.2A, B

9 shall we have ;,.. 4.2A
l0 will come/am going to come

,, 4.2A., B

1 1 'm going to spend ,,,,. 4.28
12 're going to build 4.28
13 is coming r,:,. 4.3A
l4 'm staying ' 4.3A
l5 'll be making/'re going to

make r, 4.38, 4.28
16 will you be staying/are you

going to stay ,! 4.38, 4.28
l7 takes off ::,:,- 4,4A
18 will b€/is,:l,. 4.48, A

19 will be playing ,,,,. 4.48
20 pay.::,- 4.4D
::, Unit 4, pages 72 to 79
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TEST 5

1 btr 5.lA
2 a:::.,. 5.lA
3 a::. 5.18
4 c irr' 5.lC
5 bl'" 5'16
6 a 

':''' 
5'1P

7 b'trr- 5.24

8 a,r. 5.3A

9 c 1',. 5.58
'I 0 b;:, 5,3A

l l b, c lr, U.tO, t
12 a,b iillr,, U.tO, O

1 3 b, c .:' 5.1C

14 a, c ::::,, 5.r,
15 a,bt 5.1C

16 a, b l:,,,, t. t O
17 b, c t'tt::. 5.2A

18 a, b +'5.24, B

l9 a, brr 5.5A, B

20 a, C,trrr,,. U.tO, t
ll:. Unit 5, Pages 80 to 85

16 neither to go on a cruise nor
to visit the Pyramids.::. $.lP

17 don't believe that there
is/believe that there isn't
::t:.. 6.1E

l8 Haven't you seen',,:.," 6.2A

19 didn't deny/admitted;:. 6.58
20 dishonest .) 6.3C

a' Unit 6, pages 88 to 95

TEST 7

1@+
What does 'heliotroPe' mean?
r 7.lA

2 yel**had*beer+r had you
been r,. 7.tA

3 y' ttt,.7.1B

a {aJhet*did-{+appen? + What
happened? Y" 7.1C

5 l :,," 7.1C

6 /Y 7.1D

7 Veg - No,';' 7.2A

8 der*lt"we? + shall we? 7.28

9 y':,:',:,- 7.2C

10M
Oreyee*awive+ + what time
the train from Croydon
arrives? ',,' 7.34

l14f@
a$e€€ r if the tree roots will
affect the foundations (or
not)/whether or not the tree
roots will affect ' 7.5A

12 r' ,',- 7.34
13@(foo

formal I tentative for situation)
r Where did :. 7.3B

1a D+dahey? + Didn't they?
W 7.44

15 y' ll, /.49
16 won't they?:::' 7.2A

l7 oughtn't we?/shouldn't we?
rF 7.28

18 need she?/does she? r. 7.28
19 is he? Y- 7.2C

20 will you? I 7.2D

tr Unit 7, pages 96 to 103

TEST 8

1 A pay rise has been offered to
the workers. ',::::. 

".tO2 The entire fleet is being
overhauled. i- 8.1B

3 The contestants were made to
dress in ridiculous outfits.
:;:, g.t 

"4 We should have been warned
in advance. :,,, 8.1B

5 Advice having been taken, it
was decided not to proceed.
.:., 8.2A

6 To be buried at sea was my
father's final wish. :,,' 8.28

7 We regret not having
been/being informed of the
landlord's decision. p.. 8.2A

8 I have/get my car serviced
every six months./l have the
garage service my car every
six months'':::' t''o

9 We will have the carriers
return the goods to Your
clients by Friday./We will have
the goods returned to your
clients by the carriers by
FridaY. ;"" 8.3A

I 0 Susy's getting her car
repaired free of charge!
s* 8,38

1 1 Cet that computer repaired as
soon as you possibly can.
* 8.3C

1 2 The bathroom hasn't been
cleaned for weeks! ti:.' ,.O,

13 a:::,, g,1P

14 bi.8.1C,8.4C, D

l5 b:'8.1D
16 ap'8.1D
17 a l$ 8.4A

18 b $, 8.48, D
19 a> 8.lA
20 a c.s 8.48
ll*' Unit 8, pages 104 to I I I

TEST 6

I a, b p. 5.1A, C

2 b,c;r,' 6.tA, E

3 a, cit" 6.18, 6.5C

4 a, c l:' 5.19

5 b, 61"' 6'lC' 6'34
6 a, b]r 6.lD
J a, c,:,, 6.lE
8 a, bF 6.lE
9 a, c i: 6,28

10 b, c llt', 6.28
I 1 b, c tp" 6.3A

12 a, c:* 6.3A

1 3 not to leave r 6.l A
14 Not having seen lr' 6. t A

I 5 Not many/Few p* 6.1 B
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TEST 9

1 sei@ + she said.,r, 9.lA
2 Seae@-thet - He said

that/He told us/me that
r,,,,. 9.2A

3 +-Se"tt-{"r she felt she:,' 9.28
4 6@ffiel.r@w@or'fti*l9 r the

next/following morning
,':.,, 9.28

5 r' " 9.2C (also possible:
when he gets home :rir 9.2D)

6@-
she was/were still young.
,:,. 9.2D

7 r':. 9.2D

8 sei*"if - asked iflwanted to
know if ... r, 9.5A

t had*Eta+ted-t@feie: ; the
pain had started. :. 9.3B

1 0 if"or-qqot*t*qe*e-wee-e
cw+m{ai{'}g-p€€+.atahe*4tr4a' +
whether or not there was a

swimming pool at the villa/if
there was a swimming pool at
the villa or not. . 9.38

I I dedt-ebd"ieate" -r not to
abdicate. 9.4B

l2 t€*hav@-ta"lryep8 + taking
part/having taken part 9.58

13 (that) he would remember lst
March 2000 as a great day
for the nation. :,: 9.2B, C

i + lttrat; publication might be
delayed by one week. ,, 9.2E
(also possible: may be
delayed :::,,. 9.2D)

1 5 (that) I must/had to lose at
least 20 kilos./to lose at least
20 kilos. ,'. 9.2E

16 (that) intelligent life does not
exist in our universe. ,:::. 9.2D

17 (that) the Ming Dynasty
lasted/had lasted for almost
300 Years. lrrr. 9.2D

18 when she/we wanted the sofa
to be delivered. ,r',, 9.3B

19 that it was stupid behaviour
for a cyclist. l:i. 9.3B

20 to do at least four hours'
training a day.:::.,. 9.48, 9.5B

r,- Unit 9, pages 1 1 2 to 1 19

TEST IO

1r' 10.1A

2 lf the bill is passed by both
parliamentary houses, then it
becomes law. {insert comma)
, 10.tA

3 isad + have ' 10.1 B, 10.3,
10.4

4

5

6

r' ; 1O.24

r' ,,::, 10.28

w&-&e&ge + charges
trr,. 10.3A

Are-yot*-'t fi'l+eeey e lf You are
unhappy/Should you be
unhappy ,,,.. 1o.3c, lo.4c
/ ,', 10.5A

r' . 1O.3A (or: the transfer
takes,,,, 10.24)

8{e + were ,,,. 10.4A (or:
u*eu{d r will I0.3A, B)

/ 10.44, C

,e*ae {often considered
incorrect) r were 10.4A

wot*ld*heve'waited - had
waited 10.5A, B (but r' in
US English)

hedqq;t^been + had been
10.5B

w,otildn-t're*ew - wouldn't
have renewed 10.6A

r' 10.68

wiless-'.you-made - if you
didn't make I O.7A

r' 10.7C

Eve*aheY - Even if they
10.7D

r ulad h 
^r,.. 

rrm....f,: Jza'xnmnrli:l

steps*n@lrr + whether or not
we take remedial steps
now./whether we take
remedial steps now or not.

B

9

10

11

12

13

14

l5

16

tt

18

19

20

. 10.7E

Unit 10, pages l2O to 129

TEST I I

1

2

3

4

5

y' (or: we,re + was) r. 1 1.28, C

wotdd4ffis@ + had ,',, 1 l.3C
y' ,:,,, I I .1 A,B

t/ , 1l .3E

d"id++t-s€6 + stopped acting
,,- 11 .2C

wotdcS-l n*e-been + had been/
could have been ,:,,, 1 1 .3C

lites + live r,,,,, 1 1 .l C

lf only I had known. (omit
that) ,, 11 .3E

b :' 1 t.2A, 1 1.58

a,- I1.2C

3 :1"' | 1.2D

b lt.2F
b ,,. I 1.5A

a 1 l.3D
started doing/did your
homework. 1l .2C

had been invited, would you
have gone? : 11 .2D

17 didn't bring that smelly dog
into this house. ,'. ! 1 .2E

18 wear natural fabrics. I I .2E

l9 he knows what he is talking
about. . I 1.2F

20 would stop talking with your
mouth full. r,r, 1 1 .3C

rr'., Unit I 1 , pages 130 to 137

TEST I 2

I no parking rrr, 1 2.1A

2 to succeed 12.2A

3 to make r,, 12.28
4 helPing :,, l2.lA
5 his leaving (him leaving ls

acceptable in inforntal Eng :n
:t:: 1U'"

6 to boost . 12.28
7 to find ,,:, 12.28

8 to helP ",,. 12.2C

9 meeting ,1r,, 12.3A

10 the children seeing 1 2.3{

6

1

8

9

l0
11

12

t3
14

15

16
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1 1 to write i,. 12.2C

l2 seeing/to see,':::,,, 12.3C

1 5 to set r 12.3D

14 to hurt :' 12.3D

15 making i. 1 2.3D
16 dancing ilr,,,, t t.UO
'l 7 to announce ,'' I 2.3D

18 building ,,, 12.3E

I 9 4&e*<Sepe*sreg-@iea& +
The dispensing of medical
,:,',' 12.18

2O r' ,:, 12.18

2l +E saxe-te."lesl<+ng - is sure
to loot</be looking 12.2C

22 feua4*eaki+ng"+ found him
making ,,,,. 12.34

23 @)a*g+ to take ,'. 12.3A

24@+
the judge ordered us/you/
him/her/them to pay i",. I2.38

25 y' 
',':"' 

12.39

li.,. Unit 12, pages 14O to 147

TEST 13

1 Not owning ::" 13.1A, 15.28

2 author ::r I 3. I B

3 bought r,, 13.2A

4 to walk',, 13.2A., 13.44

5 opening r,:,: 15.2C

6 for the company :. t 3.38

7 tO find 1:,,,,., 13.48

8 speaking ,'r,' 13.5A

t having been refused
:::, 13.1A, C, 15.28

10 Not being ,. I 5.1A, I 5.28

1 I Serviced irirr' I 3' l A' I 5'28
l2 completed ::. 13.|C
l3 left l:,,,. 13.2A

14 Not having kept l. I 5.28, C

1 5 Living ..l. 'l 3.2C

I6 Having passed r,',, 15.2C

17 not to have applied r! I 3.3A,
13.44

18 to sell :,- 13.4A

19 to access r,, t 5.48
20 to be ,r'r, 1 3.5A

:,.:,,, Unit 13, pages 148 to 155

TEST 14

1 was made up by him. '' 14.14

2 KeeP it uP.,'' 14.29

3 stick strictly to ::.. 14.3A,
t 4,5C

4 go with it.',',' 14.5A, 14.5C

5 ran into hi^,",,,. ,4.3A, 14.5C

6 which our movement stands
for.lfor which our movement
stands. 14.38

7 put up with it. 14.44

8 let her in on it. 14.44

9 @-aeed-o#iee-o,*er i over bY

head office I 4.1A

10 b*ea&ou$j outbreak
14.14

11@+
left out by his ex-girlfriend
:::,, 14.14

12 ++et-gir#€F€wey + not reveal
(give away is an inapproPriote
verb in a formal context)
:- 14. lB

13 aesivate + turn on/switch on
(activate is an inopProPriate
verb in an informal context)

':::' 
14'18

14 dow*ah'e"floer-and r down
(on the floor) and 14.24

15 r''. 14.24

1 6 te€.1€+trthe-€r€dftd-a€
i*e.rea+g{e"€'e,eee + took off
(from the ground) at incredible
speed. 14.2A, B, 1 4.5A

17 b+e$ghes€€e8ey-.i++ 3 recently
brought in r' 14.28, 14.58

18 r' 14.38,14.5C
19 r' ,':'. 14.44

20 y' ::" 14.4A,14.5D
{,,,. Unit 14, pages 156 to 163

TEST 15

1 apoeog+@ e apologise to
her/him :. I 5.1A

2 ei8 + sitting ,,',. 15.1B

3 y'r 15.18, 15.5D

4 &a r with .,,', 1 5.16

5 as+e44ri$h€d-a€-*+rce-her
beyfrie+#*ha*-beheved +
astonished that her boyfriend
had behaved/astonished at
her boyfriend having behaved
., 15.1D

6 {S+ whethsl :::. t $.1f
7 q*arrel.le&&$tE-*+ifu +

quarrelled with his wife
,: 15.2A

e@
e on you for their party
costumes. :r;, t t.rO, t U.UO

9 y' ]]ri'' 15.2B

10 r' i, 15.2C

1 1 pr.ovide€em*for-**wm+
provide Sam with a
room/provide a room for Sam
t:, tU.ra, tU.U"

12 mee.l{4he-detei}E + all the
details to me. l:: ,l 5.2C

13 y' ,,i' 15.3A

1 4 de.mand@-fe*' + demanded
'::,, 15.38

15 gr@wi*'rg: - growth. 15.3C,
15.5C

l6 y' i,. 15.4A, 15.5D

17 €wie*s*by - furious atlabout
:,;. 15.48, 15.5D

I 8 s€sredey r scared of
r'. 15.48

19 r' ,:,,' 15.48

20 y' ,,,,. 15.4B, 15.5D

rr:;, Unit 15, pages 164 to 173
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TEST 16

I €a* + will be able to
i;r' t t'tO

2 ea**:t&es*ee*eble+
haven't been able ::t 16.1 A

3 t*-ab{e-to&e+ can be
:::,. 16.7A

4 r' '': 16.18

5 €et*ls j was able to ::::,, r".tt
6 eeu{@arn r could have

Warned ,,,,' 1 6.1 B

7 r' 16.t8
I €ffi.8 + couldn't' 16.1B

9 ee** + may/might/could
:,:,, 16.2A

10 eer*{d*be e could have been
i,:,... 15.r*

11 y'::::,. 16.2A

12 eo* - could/may/might
ll:,. 15.2A

13 y'.,,,.. 16.2A

14 Maygot*-ge* + Could/Might
you get/ls it possible you will
get :::r,, t 5,.24

15 /,,:. 16.24
I6 / ii.,. t6.2C
17 eou{dn+*seea+ r couldn't have

stolen :,', 16.28

18 ea* + could/might ,,,- I 6.24
19 / ,,: 16.5A

2O r' ,,::t 16.3A

2 1 *$t{*e,b+,e*Ss*vse + Can/Could/
May/Might I use :,. 16.38,
16.4A

22 r',.. 16.38
23 €'ot*d r was able to ::,,. 16.48

24 y':,,. 16.38
+ ffi?V not/can't

:r,,, 16.44

1r:r'' Un', 16, Pages 174to 181

TEST 17

I Having to lrr,, 1 7.14
2 ought to ;- 1 7.1A, B
5 have to *" I 7.1 B

4 have to'.,:,,. 17.18

5 shouldn't have:::,"' l7.19
6 need i:,, I 7.1C

7 are supposed to , 1 7.1 D

8 couldn't go r,,,. 17.rO, t
9 are not allowed to ,,r, 17.28

10 must not have ,rii,. I 7.2B

11needn't' 17.34

1 2 don't have to :., 1 7.38

l3 didn't need to show ' 17.58

14 better .,-17.44

15 should ",. 17.48

16 had better not 17.48

17 be raining :::- I 7.5A

18 shouldn't,', t7.58
l9 must have r:- 17.58

20 had to have ',,. I 7.5B

,,, Unit 1 7, pages 182 to I 89

TEST I8
j would gs ,r,,,, t g.l B
2 'll be driving l8.lC
3 won't have started 18.1 D

4 will eaUeat ::"' 18.2A

5 will act :::,,' 18.34

6 won't book,,' 18.5A

7 would always help 18.58,
18.28

8 would not reveal 18.3B

9 Shall lmakei', 18.4A

10 shall we do ,,' 18.4B

11 Would you be ::,' 18.4C

12 would like :' 18.5A

1l [;rr..tB.lA
14 a:'18.1C
l5 a :r, 18.2A

16 b l:' 18.28

lJ l:;t l$.!Q
18 b:::Y' 18.4E

19 a :::,,,,, 13.54

20 b l'- 18.58

l; Unit 18, pages 1 90 to 197

TEST 19

l@
@; painting the staircase and
tiling the bathroom. 'r',. I 9.1A

2 ,i** + it's . 19.1 B

3 1/ ''. 19.28

a &-ee**ege,S + to have
19.48

5 rz 'rr 19.38

6 e'b*.v*eteh,kg + He was
watching. 1 9.1 B

7 r'. 19.18

8 lmveget + have/get 19.48

9 ree4+V-do-eonqe r really do
with some i:r::" t 

''u'l0
l1

y' ,: 19.28

@-
John had a shower,' 1 9.38
y' ': 19.3A

esdsJff8rtf€€e+ r can have
,... 19.48

Coete& + got (in British
English) r' (in US English)
',,,,, 19.48

1 5 have-g@E + have ,, 19.48

Unit 19, pages 200 to 2O7

TEST 20

1 makes l,,:, 20.1A

2 has made/makesl:,. 20.1A
3 have done:l:,,,,. 20.1A

4 had made r- 20.1A

5 dot. 20.1A

6 doing ::' 24.18

7 do ,:, 20.1 B

8 make 'rr- lQ.lg
9 taken .r,,, tO.'t a

1 0 took t,,, ,0. t a
1 I been lp, 20. t D

1) lis.::::.. )e.lE
1 3 laid :i. 20.1 E

14 lay* 20.,|E

15 speaks ,t 2O.1F

12

13

14
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16 spoke 20.1F

1 7 talking l: 20.1 F

18 raise ,,,, 20.lG
19 arisen ':. 2O.1G

20 rising ':,' 20.1G

21 stole 20.1 H

22 lend,,- 2Q.24

25 bringing :,, 20.28

24 took 20.28

25 fetching .- 20.28
,', Unit 20, pages 208 to 2'l 5

TEST 2I

t hiseories r historic 2l . t A

2 Vo**ng€+young r 2l.lA
3 y' + 2,l.1A

a {#he*-a$+ee}ng+ + How
amazing!/What amazing news!
. 21 .14

s@
town-&*ehenci€sl' + A
chemical plant is being built
outside the town./The plant
being built outside the town is
a chemical one. r 21 .1 B

6 &he*ao{eoop*eh'i.{d*e++ + the
sleeping children/the children
who are asleep ,- 21.1C

7 a&:ve-e*inqo"ls + live/living
animals/animals who/which/
that are alive 2 t .l C

8 negaei\&e-@fi.lth+*+g + anything
negative 21.1D

9 r' .,' 21 .lD
10 r' , 2l.lD
1 1 i,fi..e{.*e*peep&e - people

involved ". 21 .lD
12 r' '- 21.24
1 5 p*ovide$eeet*ri$,&o+<eo -

security boxes provided
,,,,,,. 2r.2A

14 v*eepied + worrying ,u 21.2B

15 .l.e.se+ losing i]i:. 2t.rt
1 6 ope.e{t+ngrEps{,}+sh r Spanish-

sPeaking ',)::' U,.r,
1 7 dhingma&ogaay-{a$k +

mahogany dining table
tl::. 2t.tO

1 8 lticte+iae+ronder{t* +
wonderfulVictorian 2!.3A

19 r' 21.38

20@
eegab+e + wel l-informed,
honest and capable :''' 21 .3C

,',, Unit 21, pages 216 to 223

TEST 22

1 ,s{{,FFler j slimmer 22.14

2 the.s-+"+ than me/than I am
', 22.14

3 r' {but o/so nq{r€&-ffi@ra-+'iide$
+ much livelier) 22.18

4 *eo{el'r more real 22.18

5 r' , 22.18

6 mes*p*eudes* + proudest/
the most proud 22.18, D

1 r' (but d/so the.F*ast{#&8PPy
- the unhappiest) 22.18

I r' , 22.1F

9 e+de*+ oldest 22.1C

10 r' 22.1C

1 I +ets- a lot/considerably/
much/a great deal/even/far
more 22.1D

12 eF - in 22.1 A

13 we*se - bad 22.24

14 r' 22.34
15 e*gr6er r more angry

22.3C

16 Of all the modems (in our
catalogue), the HgPerlink is

by far the fastest/the fastest
by far. ', 22.1D

17 Jan is no better/Jan is no
worse than LucY at tennis.
:,:;. 22.1E

18 Cetting a made-to-measure
suit was not nearly as
expensive as I expected.
ll:,,, 22.2B

'| 9 lt was so cold that I couldn't
open the lock. 22.2C

20 The more frustrated he
becomes, the angrier he gets,
,,, 22.38

', Unit 22, pages 224 to 231

TEST 23

1 r'. 23.14
2 very enormous :::." 23.24
3 r' ,- 23.18

4 more boiling "' 23.2A

5 slightly huge rri',' 23.2C

6 y'::, 23.2D

7 / . 23.2C
g y' l:: 23.3A

I ./ 23.34
10 absolutely ugly:," 23.18
11 r',:,- 23.38

l2 slightly free :,,,. 23.2C

13 c 23.18

14 c 23.18

15 a 23.18

16 b ,,,. 25.1C

11 a ., 23.28

18 a r 25.28

19 b,, 23.2C

20 c ,: 23.1D

Unit 23, pages 232 to 259

TEST 24

I highly 24.1A., B

2 deep 24.18

3 roughly fifty . 24.2A

4 faster 24.28

5 Yesterday I only slePt
24.3A, S

6 I get Paid weeklY, ',::; 24.38

7 Here lies the tomb :',,,,' 24.38

8 usually arrives :'. 24.3C

9 is often ::,," 24.3C

10 still 6sn,1 ,:,:,,. 24.3C

1 
'l trading any longer ,::.24.3D

1 2 hardly ever go out. l;,' 24.3D

l3 behaved badly rl..'- 24.3D

14 I thought his performance was

Pretty good. ,::"' 24.24

I 5 The patient's body is now
almost entirely free of
symptoms. ,'24.2A
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2516

t8

11

These days I probably take
my health more seriously.
,r'24.3A

She's my worst enemy and I

really don't like her./She's
really my worst enemy and I

don't like her. 24.3C

Emotionally rejected, Harriet
turned to food for comfort./
Rejected emotionally, Harriet
turned to food for comfort.
,, 2tt.4A

19 Incidentally, I bumped into
your brother at the
supermarket. : 24.48

20 I understood everything
because the teacher
answered the question
clearly. ,.,, 24.48

- Unit 24, pages 24O to 247

TEST 25

'I /,:'. 25.1B

2 pianos ,,,,, 25.24
3 phenomena"r,,. 25.28
4 Mps ,,:,, 25.28
5 kitchen scales :::', 25.2C

6 advice lll:,. 25.3A

7 fewer (less is possible onlg in
informal English) :,;:. 25.3A

8 a stone ,r,. 25.38
9 r''.,, 25.3C

10 ./ ,. 25.4A
1 t has,r,,. 25.44
12 is r',:. 25.48
15 was lrrr,, tU.Ot
14 it's,:: 25.4C

15 is:,:,,, 25.4C

76 y'::::::. 25.4D
17 y',:,: 25.4D
'I 8 a shout :::,, ,U.UO

19 The attack on the Minister
*ut t""' 

"'tt20 outbreak ir,, 25.54
I Unit 25, pages 248 to 255

TEST 26

1 o*e-eide + on the side
,,,',.26.1 A

2 t/,:,,,, 26.19

3 t&eic-b j their ::.,,, 26.1 A

4 r' 1 26.1C

5 y' tt" 2''"
6 s&ite*le-iw4a#s J sister-in-

law's ,'. 26.1C

7 &ennen-e-a$d J Lennon and
,i'i 26.1C

8 tl (but o/so of Professor
Crigson's)':':': 26.1 D

9 a""friende&me + a friend of
mine : 26.1 D

1l@
Ora'nCeF -r Mr Cranger's
youngestdaughter 26.2A

12@-
today's local paper 26.24

13 r' . 26.24
14 y' ,.,:. 26.2A

15 y' ,,,., 26.24
16@-

my brother's (house)
,. 26.24
y':,,, 26.2A

fe*-&he-ee'[ee&&eove++' for
heaven's sake , 26.2A

en*hrepe{q3y"E-h*.Ete*'y, + the
history of anthropology
:.;.26.28

erovnd*-e*rce*e J cheers of
the crowd 26.28

@++g
e the morning of April the
thirteenth '.,' 26.28

arFe€& + the arrest of the
famous serial killer 26.28

23 t/ ,::.-26.2C

24 r' :. 26.2C

@
6*al+aqq-€#ec++e + th e/a
collection of short stories by
Craham Creene/Craham
Creene's collection of short
stories :: 26.2D

nn5,-e*pe*Sirie,*ifu,:,S-ee* + my
wife's expensive car .'. 26.3A
r',,,..26.3A
esgete,s.ageses j estate
agent's :,,- 26.38
Beskcr-€f-dr€€€€g +
dressmaker :t 26.3C

r' (but also one year's
sabbatical) ,:,, 26.3C

26

27

28

29

30

l0 t&e-ne**,-ear-e4*F{i{a*y+ TEST 27
Hilary's new car :,:.. 26.2A

Unit 26, pages 256 to 263

I its + the dog's (dishes)
27 .1A

2 Ot.-,t + OUfS! ::,::. 2r.rO,t
5@+

E-mails have become
27.1C

4 te#'++,i€+}+ + to eat
27.1C

5 ./ , 27.1D

6 yet*-et*d+ r you and me
27.lD

7 y' ,',..27.lE

8 e*ere + one,",, 27.1G

9 l-ve*e*|try1e&tery"rnt*eh + I've
enjoyed it/myself very much., 27.2A

10i@
wha* + in remembering what
'r,,,. 27.28

11 y' '::.. 27.2C

12 themee{ves + each other

13

14

15

16

17

t8

:..- 27.2D
y' ,:,,. 27.3A

{
geefl+ r seems :., 27.4A
ay' bX cy',,:,,.27.7C

ay' bX(tooformol) cy'
(but onlg if the household is
moinlg female) "t. 27.1F

a r' {but unlikelg if the
speaker is the pet owner)
b tl C l( ::::. )7.1p
ay' bX cy'::,.27.2A

17

18

19

20

21

22
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TEST 28

1 the ,l'" 28.1B

2 The r,,' 28.1C

3 the r 28.1C

4 the r,,- 28.1C

5 -, 28.1D

6 the rir' 28.tD
7 - 28.1D

8 a i.28.lE
9 the",,', 28.1E

10 -,,.-28. lE
11 an :',' 28.1A

12 a " 28.1C

13 N- Ifi. 28.1 E

14 those :'::' 2g''u
1 5 This/A ::;, 28.24 (28.1C)

16 this , 28.28

17 any/some '; 28.34

18 Ail ' 28.3A
j 9 both/both of r.: 2g.OO

20 Much/A l6t rrrr:, l$.1$
,,,,, Unit 28, pages 272 to 279

19 ar' br' cx :::, 27.2D

2O ay' br' cr'.,-27.3A
r, Unit 27, pages 264 to 271

1) g:t 29.34

,U n ,,,., 29.1A, 29.28

14 by means of 29.2D
'I 5 just behind ii" 29' I B

l6 up to .l 29.28

17 because of the solicitors'
involvement/because (of the
fact that) solicitors became
involved 29.3A

18 t/ 29.5A

19 Apart from dismantling the
lighting, 29.34

20 that I applied forlfor which I

apPlied ,:', 29.38
,,,- Unit 29, pages 280 to 289

TEST 30

1ar' cy' 3O.lB,3O.2C,F

2ar' br' 30.24

3br' cy' 30.28

4ar' cy' 30.28,D
5br' cy' 30.28

6ar' br' 30.2C

7 ar' cy' 3O.2E,B

8br' cy' 30.2E

9 the Duke really loves the
Princess 30.l A, 30.2C

'l 0 Could you provide a formal
quote? 30.1 B, 50.2C

11 Katharine kept her marriage
to Duncan a secret ,,., 30.28

John named the yacht Bettina
30.28

brought the company a
certain amount of class

30.2C

l4 Will you show them the waY
to the motorwaY? :*' 30.2€

l5 the magician pulled a rabbit
from his hat:rt. 30.2D

I 6 the visitors that the prisoner
didn't want to see them
:::' 3O'2F

11 Can you show me how to use
this machine? r:'' 30.2F

18 she was well-qualified and
had enough experienceishe
had enough experience and
was well-qualified l*' 30.34

19 is much brighter than the
previous one :: 30.38

20 We left as soon as the first act
was over. :: 30.38

,,,, Unit 50, pages 29O to 297

TEST 51

1 that 
"rr,' 

31 . t C, 5l .24

2 which :',,.31 .1D,51.2A

3 which ,". 31 .lF
4 which t,.31.2A

5 whom ,:' 31 .24
6 which ,'r' 31 .1 D

7 whose r'3l .24
g what rr:- 3r.2A
9 when ;:::. 31 .2O

10 wherever t' 31 .2C

11@
- which this shop makes
ri. 31.1A

1 2 Jaelehes*p+epare++s
f aves+i8sd isbAFon&*Be++a

@
,ie-ebs**+ae-ee& - Jack has
prepared his favourite dish,
which he is about to eat, from
Delia Smith's reciPe book.
rl:,, 31.1A

l3@
ffiiddfe? + bars which/that
have got toffee in the middle?/
bars with toffee in the middle?
:;' 3l.lA, B, 51.2A

14@
eP'ened-&Eeyee& - St
Andrew's Hospice, which
opened last Year. :,;' 51 .1 D, E

15@)
the city where I grew uP./the
city which/that I grew uP in.
;::'. 3l.t F

16@
+ the residents who are living
here/the residents living here
r,:r 51.t"

17@
vr€#h j a genuine Ming vase,
which was worth li' 3l .24

18@
Vet*.ebet*t + The bank
robbery that/which I told you
about !i,,. 5l .2A, 3l .I B 

3Sf

TEST 29

1 b "" 'n''o2 c tt,,,, 29.rO

3 b,:,- 29.24
4 b t' 29.2A

5 b'r, 29.28

6 c'r,..29.2C

7 b,:,,', 29.2C
g g::,,- 29.2C

9 c r,," 29.2D

10 a :' 29.2D

11 c ri., 29.2D

12

13



I 9 t+e-*+ai++eeEe'n*whleh
geve**mqee*saaaal - the main
reason why governments fall.
: 31.2A

20 nneE*,e&thc*a"pre**ed + most
of which Proved l:" 51.28

r:. Unit 31, pages 298 to 305

TEST 52

1 eve++-t*rot*g*++ but, 32'lA
2 r',... 32.14
3@

worlO,'*eV+eA + They'd
travelled round the world but
they had/Although theY'd
travelled around the world,
theY had ,:', 32.78

4 r':,'32.18
5@+

although she had served
::. 32.18

6 evs+-d*eeugh + Even though
::" 32'18

7 even+heyamveeed J even
though they have had
,rr 52.1 B

8@
a+id*+rasq**i+{i&YYe& e Yet,

they are a haven of Peace
and tranquillitY. 32.1 B

9 r' . 32.1C

10@. + ldeal though the house
ma} appear :, 32.1C

1 1 +n*epite-of-"1'iealsd + ln spite
of the fact that he had/ln
spite of having/Although he
had',:::," 32.2

12@+
Despite the fact that she was
a woman/DesPite being a

woman/Although she was a

woman '.,32.2
1,1 ./:: 32-2
14@

meeblrte; Although the
machine/Despite/ln spite of
the fact that the machine
lrit:,. 32.2

I5 N€s€t&€+e€s,+ Mind you/Still/
All the s?Ine 

'll:'" 
32'3A.

16@
geo*c-emeette'"{€r+he
@
eva+lre + A dog may be a

good comPanion for the
elderly. However, the need to
take it for walks 32.38

1 7 Aus€rs+ierr,*by€sstrsse
e+ce,fispsgne ; Austral ian
champagne, by contrast/By
contrast, Australian
champagne , 32.38

18 r':'.. 32.38

1 9 4*eywi{l-eer+*i#y-bepepu+8r
acah'ey €t'€-reeksti€a{Y
gnee$"st** r Still, theY will
certainly be PoPular as theY
are realisticallY Priced.
:.,,.'32.38

20 r' " 32.38

:" Unit 32, Pages 506 to 311

TEST 53

1 there w?s,rr,, 33.1B, 33.1A

2 there will be . 33.1B

3 there was 'i' 33.1D

4 lt's r,, 53.2A

5 lt's ::'" 33.24

6 There "' 33.1D

7 it's . 33.24
8 There's ,r,- 35.1D

9 there being r, 33.1C

10 lt r,, 33.2B

1 1 There are :;' 33.1D

l2 it is , 33.2C

13 there ,,. 33.1D

14 there i5 ::rr, !J.'l P

15 it 
""'" 

33'2D

16 it is :rr::' ta.,a
17 it ':,:. 33.28
I 8 there's ,:. 33. I D

19 it's , 33.2A

2O there to be :,:. 33.1C

t,i. unit 33, pages 312 to 319

TEST 34

1 lt was the shellfish that made
Jasmine sick. ;:, 34.1B

2 lt was the office keys (that)
Creg lost./lt was Creg that
lost the office keYs. lr,,' 34.1 B

3 What he's doing is
approaching the problem from
an entirely new angle.

34.1C

4 What they've done is
unforgivable! ,,, 54. 1C

5 The reason (why) I came bY

bus is (that) my car has
broken down. :,, 34.1D

6 All I want is a second chance.
, 34.1D

7 Tack was the guy who told me
about the new club.
,,.,. 34.1E

8 This is where we have to leave
our bags and coats.
. 34.1E

9 That's what they told me.
34.1 E

10 Lucky in love he isn't!
,"' 34.2A

I 1 Much more interesting were
the interactive displaYs.

34.28

12 Also at the ceremony was the
Lord Chancellor. ' 34.2B

1 5 So intense was the heat (that)
the firefighters were unable to
enter the building. 34.28

14 Stuck to my windscreen was a

Parking tickel. ,::'" 34.2C
'l 5 Defeated though they were,

they managed to keep
smiling. rr,,- 54.2C

1 6 Beside the river bank stands a
gnarled old oak tt"". ",','' 54.34

17 Next is/it's the midnight
movie. ,,,:' 54.54

1 8 Seldom has the government
suffered such an
overwhelming defeat.
::t' 34.38

19 No sooner had we arrived
than they announced that the
show was cancelled. r1,,. 34.38
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20 Under no circumstances can
relunds be given. s, 54.38 TEST 36

b Unit 34, pages 32A b 327

TEST 35

1 She *" 35.tA, 35.2A

I b e, 55.rA
2 a e 36.t8
5 a &"56.1D
4 bb56.tB

2 those/the ones & 3s.2A 5 b P 36'l E

3 ones W 35.2A 6 a *" 36. lc
4 They/All of them/They were all 7 b e'' 36'l E

h.35.2A 8 be36.2A
5 did $e 35.28 9 c & 36.2A

6 neither do l/nor do lll don't 10 f e' 56.2A
either/me neitherb'" 35.28 ll e & 56.2A

7 do so/do iVdo that p' 35.2C 12 e W 36.28
8 iVthat &. 35.2C, D 15 j p- 56.2C
9 not & 35.2D 14 k p' gO.2C

10 if noUif they're not p 35.2D t 5 n & g6.2D
I I @in. &' Unit 56, pages J56 to343M

--+ but in small, backstreet
ones p 55.1A

12 +heyvrrcre + The girls were
e.35.1B

13 &pre{er-re+oaa + I prefer
red. W" 35.2A

14 s&rr€-di,d'+ so did we
e,"35.28

l5 -Eo-did-,|* + 'So I did.'
s 55.2C

16 r/ S. 35.5A
17 beeaueo*to,re'a:rlu +

because he tore a muscle
e 35.3A

18 We&ahgfnnrsb+ Well, they
must be b 35.58

19 / b 35.38
20@

thf€ttgh + that he had
wanted to b- 35.3C

p unit 35, pages 528 to 535
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Key to practice exercises

1 am standing 2 are dying
5 believe 4 aren't doing
5 are clearing 6 do 7 aren't
planting Sunderstand 9say
l0 are always using/always use
l l don't have l2 aren't
asking
I houses 2 are trying out
3 don't eat 4 display 5 are
currently showing 6 come
7 brings B come, don't take
9 are always complaining
(always complain is possible,
but less likelg because of the
sug g esti o n of an n o g ance)
10 ls the orchestra playing
11 provides 12doyou
consider
I Judge blocks ban on tobacco
advertslblocks tobacco adverts
ban 2 Police chief admits
errors during President's visit
3 Radio 1 outshines rivals
4 Fox-hunting bill does not
achieve support needed/
necessary support 5 lndia
snubs Pope on eve of visit
6 DiCaprio film-makers face
protest over beach
1 is minding 2 is knocked
down 5 survives 4 becomes
5 buys 6 hides 7 intends
8 is recovering 9 is suffering
from 10 puts 1 1 demands
1 2 do not know
1A 2A 38 48 5A
6B 1A 8A 9A 10B
1r' 2Appeats.the-idea r

Does the idea appeal 3 r'
4 1/ 5 are+ea#cg g hear/can
hear 6r' 7+hereislying+
there lies 8 Wele+n -
We invite I r' 10 €u+ren+ly
d€Yeloe + are currently
developing 11 r' 12 /
13 r' l4 are-+isin€ + rise
1 5 shel+er -+ shelters 16 r'
17 bu+ld ; are building 18 r'
19 new-show + are now
showing 20 r' 21 ,/ 22 r'

1D 2E 3C 48 5A
6E 1C BA 9D lOB
I was standing, saw 2 was
blowing, set off 3 feltlwas
feeling, collapsed, pressed,
settled down 4 spent, were
cooking 5 were living, hit
6 soared, announced 7 was
getting up, decided B left,
was having/had 9 took,
managed 10 ran into,
mentioned
1A 28 3A 4A 5B
68 7B 8A
1 turned 2 had just left
3 had taken 4 had expelled
5 had eaten 6 had been
practising 7 had already
booked B had been working
t had hoped 1 0 had been
suffering
1 t/ 2 di4l+ea+ - heard
3r' 4bsi.ld-built 5r'
6 use-+e + used to
7 weuld-have + had B./
9 was-t€+lifig + told 10,/
1 I were-beeeming + became
l2 had.+etped + helped
I 3 wa+€h€d + watching 14 ./
15 were{€nding e sent
16 ./ 11 ./ 1B had
eub+ish€d + published
I was 2 used to think/
thought 3 was 4 had lived/
lived/had been living
5 were/was 6 had met
7 would get up/used to get up
B had been enjoying/had
enjoyed 9 became/was
becoming 10 got out
I t had been painting
12 returned l3 had drawn
1 4 had recently been asked
l5began l6wasbeating
downlbeat down 1 7 sat down
18 had been publishing/had
published 19 had been
amputated 20 had always
wanted

1 B 2 B (A ls acceptable in
USEnglishJ 5A 4B 5A
6A 7B 8A 9A IOB
1 Most of the workers have
beenlworked here since
1 996lsince the factory opened.
2 The guest performers have
all arrived. 3 We have visited
the new theme park three
times (so far). 4 Everyone in

my family has learnt the basics
of First Aid. 5 The latest
novel by the young lndian
writer Arundhati Roy is the
best she has ever written.
6 The panel has not yet
decided about the technical
irregularities.
1 1A, 28 2 18, 2A 3 lA,
28 4lA,28 518,2A
t have unearthed 2 have
been digging 3 found
4 contained 5 has been
trying 6perished Texisted
8 walked t have been found
l0hasdiscovered 1l has
been 1 2 were discovered 

,

I 5 has produced I 4 has 
I

allowed 
l

I has been 2 has become i

5 has now started 4 was bor. I

5 moved 6 completed I
7 began B appeared 9 got I
I0 has since made I I went I
on l2moved lShasmade I
1 4 have been 1 5 has never I
been l6marked lThas I
been directing 18 has I
directed 19 has lived/has I
been living 20 married I
;::3;'j"j,:',jlJ#"':,ffi ?ii I
paid Hollywood actors, and Fe I

!1iuiliJH,'lTi'l'XE;,.,",., I

g1d*,i+;ffi1
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went to Montclair State
College in New Jersey, where
he got a role in a play called
Heaven and Eqrth, then he left
school and started acting.
5 His first main role was David
Addison in the hit TV show
Moonlighting, for which he won
Emmys and Golden Clobe
awards. 6 His first hit film
was Die Hqrd, which was made
in 1988, and he has made two
sequels since then. 7 Willis
has been starring/has starred
mainly in violent action films
since Dre Hard, although he
has also made different types
of fif m, such as Twelve
MonkeAs in 1995 and The
Sixth Sense in 1999. 8 He
has made more than forty
films, many of which have been
commercial successes. 9 He
has had a severe stutter since
childhood, but acting has
helped him to overcome it as
it is not a problem in front of
an audience. 1 0 He was
married to Demi Moore for ten
years, until their separation in
1 998, and they had three
children together.

1 will meet/are going to meet
2 's going to jump 3 'll be
sailing 4 'll answer 5 's
going to shoot 6 'll have
died/'ll be dying
1 B,C 2A 3B 4A,C
5A,B 6A 7A,C 8A,B
1 ... our opponents are going
to win! 2 Our plane leaves at
6.30 in the morning. 3 My
great-grandmother will be
one/a hundred years old next
year. 4 I don't think that
humans will ever be able to
live on the moon. 5 My
parents will have been married
for twenty-five years next
Saturday. 6 ... the band will
be recording (then). 7 Our
proposal will certainly be/is

certainly going to be (one
hundred per cent) successful.
8 (The government expects
that) another six thousand will
have found work by the end of
the summer. 9 When/What
time will you be arriving/are
you arriving on Friday? 10 Our
daughter is appearing in the
school production of Mlss
Saigon next month.

4 1 does their plane arrive
2 'm meeting 3 won't be/'m
not going to be 4 finishes
5 'll be working/'m going to
work 6 Will they be 7 'll
have finished 8 'll be 9 'm
having/'ll be having 10'm
picking up/'ll be picking up
1 1 'll have to 12're
meeting/'ll meet

5 1 J 'll be staying 2 A is going
to be 3 E 'll be watching/'m
going to watch/'m watching
4 I 're filming/'ll be filming
5 C 'm going to complain/'ll
complain 6C'll give 7F'll
be looking at 8 B start
9 H 'll be waterskiing

61C 2A 38 48 54
6C 7A 8B 9A(B/s
possible) 10 C (B is possible)

Effi,
1 is about to 2 on the
verge/point of 5 is due to
4 unlikely to 5 sure to/certain
to 6 are to 7 imminent
8 is due to 9 unlikely to
1 0 bound to/certain to
I is about to 2 expect
3 hopes to 4 should 5 is
sure to 6 plans to 7 are on
the point of I anticipate
9 is likely to 10 guarantee to
1 The chimpanzees are not to
be/should not be disturbed
during feeding time. 2 lt's
bound to wake all the
neighbours. 3 ... they are on
the point/verge of discovering
the secret of life. 4 Will you
promise not to get drunk again
tonight? 5 The road-sweeping

contract is likely to be
withdrawn from Dustbugs.
6 Everyone in the village lived
in fear of the impending
volcanic eruption. 7 The
designer envisages
finishing/being able to finish
the specifications by tomorrow
afternoon. 8 (l really thinkJ
the examiner is unlikely to
accept a handwritten script
these days. 9 The store is
about to close. 10 lf medical
research is to provide cures for
all known diseases, it must be
adequately funded.
I ... (just) about to/going to
call you. 2 ... going to help
me. 3 ... to start/to have
started 4 ... (just) about
to/going to 5 ... going to
comelcoming
1r' 2due+imminent/
forthcoming/impending 3 w.i++

- would 4 ge + going S r'
6 sigc -r signing 7 a.l+e.\,ved +
allow/have allowed 8lit<ety -
going/due I r' l0 st*re +
unlikely 11 r/ 12 reepen +
reopening 13ab€{r+ rsure/
bound/certain 14 r'
l5 h€ped + hope 16 ./

I 1 We hope that the soldiers
don't experience 2 not to
turn their TVs off 3 the
subjunctive is usually no
different/not usually different
4 didn't try to repair the TV
himself 5 Not a great number
of/Not many songbirds 6 you
get no/don't get any
impression of life 7 I was not
willing/unwilling to help the
children 8 neither
commonplace nor accepted
9 The estimated fee for the
project was not unreasonable
'I 0 I don't think that our
company will be offering aid
1 I she's not a good guitarist
l2 is not especially powerful
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2 1 Doesn't she (already) belong
to it? 2 Aren't you taking
your holiday in that week?
3 Haven't you done it yet?
4 Why don't you join

us?ANon't you join us? 5 Why
didn't you tell me? 6 Oh,
didn't you buy any, then?
7 Don't you think those hair
extensions look awful on older
women? 8 lsn't shells she not
giving...

3 1 Phil denied that he had any
involvement ... 2 ... we will
be obliged to disconnect
yourlthe electricity suPPlY.

3 Few (people) from the
housing ... 4 ... are not
dissimilar. 5 lt is hardly
possible to capture ...
6 ... deliberately misinformed
the investigators. 7 lt's best
to avoid (talking about) topics

B The deforestation of the
Brazilian rainforests has had ...
9 Pop stars rarely/Rarely do
pop stars make it as actors,
but... 10 lllegible
applications will be
automatically rejected.

4 1 incredible 2 uncovered
3 illegal 4 unusual
5 discourteous 6 impossible
7 i nconvenience/disadvantage

.8 disadvantage/inconvenience
9 unintelligent 10 unavailable

5 I no 2 not recognising
3 Few 4 Not only
5 misleading 6 not unllke
7 not for 8 no intention
9 unwilling 10 noncommittal
1 1 not wishing 12 may not

6 Line 5 neth+ng - anything
Line 7 n€r+e J any Line 9

- have Line 10 Net
fu.F + Not only Line 10/l t he
weuldn't give me nene ether +
he wouldn't give me any
other/he would give me no
other Line 13 u+hspest -+

dishonest Line 16 eleq+ e do
Line 17 didn-tr+ell-me + told
me not Line 20 eaR-t + can
Line 22 d€fir€+€p€*it-is r
hope not Line 25 **ave +

Haven't Line 27 ne smeker 4
non-smoker Line 29 den+
aee+e€iate r appreciate
Line 32 €l€iq+-h€p€-i€-last€' +
hope it doesn't last

.'.

I I Which applicantAffhich of the
applicants do you think is
(most) suitable? 2 How long
had you been giving the Pigs
that [type of) feed for?
3 Who told you about my/our
divorce? 4 What else did you

do on the/your holiday?
5 Could/Couldn't you have
persuaded David to stay in the
team (any longer)? 6 What's
the point in/ls there any Point
in complaining about faulty
goods? 7 Which watch will
work (better) while I'm scuba-
diving?Ailill both watches work
while ... B For whom did the
accused steal the getaway
car?/Why did the accused steal
the getaway car?llVho did the
accused steal the getaway car
for?

2 1 won't you? 2 were there?
5 hadn't he/she? 4 need we?
5 will you?/could you?/would
you? 6 have you? 7 were
they? 8 will you?/can't you?

t hasn't it? 10 can you?
1 1 didn't she? 12 was he?

3 1 I'd like to know why it took
you so long to deliver this
parcel. 2 Can you tell me if
Harriet has finished the
minutes of the meeting yet or
not? 3 Could I possibly ask
you why you keep so many old
cars outside your house?
4 Please let me know when the
new curtains for the hotel
suites will be ready. 5 I'd like
to know whether Jonathan will
be staying for dinner tomorrow
evening. 6 Does the brochure
say how often the bedlinen in
the villas is changed?/how
often the bedlinen is changed
in the villas? 7 Do you know

which metro station we should
go to for the Eiffel Tower?
8 I wonder whether or not
Schumacher won yesterday's
race./whether Schumacher won
yesterday's race or not.
I Oh, who told you that?
2 Do I like what? 3 Has he
(really)? 4 Which one are you
going to take? 5 Oh, who did
you see? 6 But why can't
you?/But why not? 7 What
else ... 8 What on earth/the
hell/in heaven
1 aren't you? 2 lsn't it?
3 didn't you? 4 is there?
5 Have you?/Are they? 6 isn't
it? 7 haven't they? 8 could
you? 9 Did you really?
10 shall we? 1 I didn't you?
12 won't you/will you

1 Sir Alec was 86 years old,
wasn't he? 2 lt's unusual for
famous actors to have lasting
marriages, isn't it? 3 How long
exactly had they been married?
4 Can you tell us what his
childhood was like? 5 Did he

ever find out his true identity?
6 did he ever find out who his
father was? 7 He entered his
chosen career quite late, didn't
he? B What interrupted it?
9 When did he pick up his
career again? 'l 0 Do you
know when he started acting in
films? I I Which film is
considered (his) best, do you
think? I 2 He won an Oscar
for that, didn't he? I 3 Did he

win anything else? 14 I'm
sure that younger people
remember him in a very
different role, don't they?lwill
remember him in a very
different role, won't they?
I who/what 2 whether
3 HoweverlHow/How on
earthlthe hell/in heaven
4 makes 5 released/published
6 Which 7 the use

8 hardly/scarcely 9 By which
l0 Who on earth/in heaven/
the hell/}VhoMhoever
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1 1 Refreshments will be
provided during the interval.
2 The form should be
completed in black ink. 3 This
product has not been tested on
animals. 4 This appliance is

supplied with a plug. 5 This
car has been fitted with an

alarm. 6 Our displays are
arranged in chronological
sequence. 7 Hard hats must
be worn while construction
work is being carried out.
8 All shoplifters will be
prosecuted. 9 This area is
being monitored by closed
circuit cameras. 10 Toilet
facilities may be found at the
rear of block B. I 1 All the
formalities will be taken care
of. 12 I was made to open my
suitcases. 13 The government
is said to be out of touch with
public opinion./lt is said the
government is out of touch
with public opinion. 14 He
ought to have been sent to
prison for life. l5 Stephen
was given an upgrade to first
class./An upgrade to first class
was given to Stephen. 15 We
were allowed/permitted/given
permission to park the caravan
in a farmer's field overnight.
1 7 He was seen to enter/
entering the building carrying a

shotgun. 18 The proposed
legislation is thought to be
unworkable./lt is thought that
the proposed legislation is
unworkable. 19 A pane of
glass was/got broken while the
boys were playing in the street.
20 The twins have been given a

puppy for their birthday./A
puppy has been given to the
twins for their birthday.

2 1B 2D 3A 4C 5A
6D 7A 8B 9D 1OA
11 C 12B 13D 148

5 I D 2J 3A 4C 5H
4 Seta:1 B 2C 3A

Setb:1C2A5B

1 D She was entranced by the
stunning vista of long white
beaches backed by verdant
hills. 2r' 3B Theprisoner
was executed at dawn. 4 D
The estate was inherited by a

man who had never known
that he had rich relations.
5r' 6r' TClnformationis
collected from ... and entered
into the database. 8 A The
lift in our block has been
vandalised. 9/ 10tuB
Foxes are hardly ever seen in
daylight. 1 I CThisform must
be completed in black ink and

signed. 12 D The terrorists
were interviewed by several
members of the international
presscorps. 13r' l4BThe
man was convicted and
sentenced to fifteen years in
jail. 15 c Milk is heated to
I 'l 0'C and then rapidly cooled
to produce the final
pasteurised product.
1 Daphne is/will be having her
new car delivered this
afternoon. 2Aseriesof
rigorous drug tests will have to
be passed. 3 We were
allowed to use the village
hall ... 4 The project having

been completed, we were able
to leave early. 5 We resented
not having been consulted over
the expansion plans. 6 I'll
have the caretaker open the
gates early for you. 7 The

suspect is believed to be in

hiding ... 8 She got
sacked/got the sack for being
late so often.
Ang seven of the following
Line 4 a strange stone was

discovered Line 6 the stone
was captured Line 7 and
moved to the British Museum
Line 9 was asked to look
Lines l2113 hieroglyphs, in
which sounds and meanings

are represented by a type of
writing. Line 14 the puzzte of
their written language had
been solved Lines 14115

possible for the inscriptions on
all the great monuments to be
deciphered. Lines 'l 5/16 thus
the mysteries of Egypt's
fabulous history and culture
were finally unlocked.

I I sa.id-nqe + said to me 2 r'
3 r' 4 sheuted he wanted +
shouted that he wanted
5 said that's a lie' Minister -
said, 'That's a lie, Minister.'
6'The new Honda Civic,' the
salesman added, 'is one of the
most popular small family
saloons now.'

2 Most likelg answers
1 that she hadn't got to
Spanish the night before
because she had been out all
day and had got home late.
She said she'd ring again to
find out what the homework
was. 2 that she was phoning
to find out the results of her
blood test. She said that she's
/she was going on holiday in
the morning, so she'd be
grateful if you could ring her
back later. 5 he thinks/
thought we need/needed a

chat about some problems Joe
seems/seemed to be having.
He said he'll/he'd be at the
school until 6.30 if we'd like to
call him back. 4 (that) they
couldn't fulfil your/our order,
as you/we hadn't included/
didn't include credit card
details on your/our order form.
He said they have/had to have

these details or payment in
advance to fulfil an order. He

said he'd await your/our
instructions.

3 Most lihelg answers
t he's decided to stay another
week as the research is going
so well there. 2 they had got
tickets for the opera in New
York at the weekend. 5 the
smaller islands of the
archipelago were mostly

1
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uninhabited and very peaceful.
4 her mum was/is really ill. She

said that she wishes they
didn't live so far away from
her. 5 the house was in a
very pleasant cul-de-sac, and
there weren't many children or
animals here. 6 the accused
had first met the Wilsons when
he decorated/had decorated
their living room. 7 we should
switch to an online banking
system for the household
accounts. B had been living
together secretly for years
before they revealed their
relationship. 9 that we
mustn'Vweren't to leave our
car in those parking bays for
more than twenty minutes at a

time. 10 there is no such
thing as reincarnation.
1 eeul*he - he could
2 pessi.b{y-ee**d-s}e + she
could possibly 5 te-d+aft +
to be drafted 4 tsld-{*s*+et J
told us to let 5 if er net - if
6 whe+e-buy + where to buy
7 a+$tgh+? g all night. 8 is
the-grebem + the problem
was 9 begged-t€-h€+-la€d+
+ begged her landlord
10 ean + could
1 Ceraldine refused to take
part in the new play, 2 My
best friend warned me never
to discuss her problems behind
her back again. 3 Pete
recommended (going to) the
new Thai restaurant. 4 The
departmental manager blamed
me for losing the Siemens
contract. 5 The disc jockey
considers Oasis to have been
the best band of the nineties.
6 The fan apologised for
confusing him with George
Michael. 7 The police officer
accused him of making
obscene phone calls to the
office. 8 My friends
encouraged me to do the
Swimathon with them.
9 Mike's brother volunteered
to organise the collection for

Mike and Sarah's wedding.
1 0 The team manager regrets
contradicting Julie in front of
her whole team. 1 1 The
director suggested trying the
scene a different way. 12 My
mother reminded me that I

had had my tonsils taken out
when I was about nine.
1C 2A 3A 4C 5C
6B 7C 8A 9C 10A
Possible answers (and qctual
quotations) 1 Al Capone: 'l've
been accused of every death
except the casualty list of the
World War.' 2 President
Woodrow Wilson: 'l would
never read a book if it were
possible for me to talk half an

hour with the person who
wrote it.' 3 Pablo Picasso:
'Age only matters when one is
ageing. Now that I have
arrived at a great age, I might
just as well be twenty.'
4 Jean-Paul Sartre: 'The world
could get along very well
without literature; it could get
along even better without
man.' 5 Aspokesperson from
UNESCO: 'Since wars began in

the minds of men, it is in the
minds of men that the defence
of peace must be constructed.'
6 Croucho Marx: 'Please

accept my resignation. I don't
want to belong to any club
that will accept me as a
member.' 7 President John F

Kennedy: 'Ask not what your
country can do for you; ask
what you can do for your
country.' 8 Albert Einstein: 'l
know why there are so many
people who love chopping
wood. In this activity one
immediately sees the results.'

1 t hadn't eaten 2 stand
3 won't function/might not
function/may not function
4 wouldn't have 5 walked
6 want 7 is 8 would/might

2,

experience 9 must stop
1 0 wouldn't/couldn't have
happened 11 don'twant
1 2 stay
1 lf it doesn't rain, the crisis will
not be averted/we will not be
able to avert the crisis. 2 The
tourist industry might have
suffered if the government had
not stopped releasing pollution
levels in June/had continued to
release pollution levels.
3 'You should wear a face mask
if you have/suffer from
respiratory problems.' 4 If the
governments involved had taken
positive action after the 1997
crisis, the current crisis
might/would not have

happened. 5 There might be
more serious environmental
protection if more of the
countries affected had a

Ministry of the Environment.
1F 2H 5C 4E 5A 6I
7B 8D 9J 10C
1 C wouldn't be/might not be,
L wouldn't have broken/might
not have broken 2 H would/
might never have been formed,
J would/might be 3 C would
not have been destroyed,
K would/might be 4 A might/
would not be, I would not be
5 D would not have been,
F would be
1Ar'B/Cx 2AXBt/
CX 3A'(Br'CX 4Ar'
Br'CX 5AlBXCr'
6AT Br'Cr'
I Even if Sophie doesn't like
her parents-in-law, she keeps it
to herself. 2 After her
husband's death, Mrs Jenkins
sold the house to her son on
the condition that he lived in it
himself. 3 Unless you request
next-day delivery, we will send
the goods by normal first-class
post. 4 Use a power breaker
when you mow the lawn in case
you cut the electric lead. 5
The library computer can tell
you whether you have any
books out on loan or not/
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whether or not you have any
books out on loan. 6 What if
the police found out? 7 We
will not achieve the deadline
unless you provide all the
resources we have requested.
B You will be awarded marks
for trying to answer all the
questions, whether the
answers are correct or not.
9 You're welcome to bring
Lucinda as long as she doesn't
moan about her work all day.
10 But for your stupidity in the
TV studio, our team would
have won the quiz!

7 rB 2C 34 4C 5C
6B 7C 8B 9A tOc
11B 12C

'| a+era,ubrq+itt€€l J [g
submitted 2 r' 5 reeeives +
receive 4 May the President
nave-a-leng-li+e+ r Long live
thePresidentl 5r' 6a+e
w€fn r be worn
1 You look as though you've
been unwell. 2 l'd rather you
didn't wipe your feet on the
carpets. 3 What if they don't
accept your explanation?
4 lt's time we paid the bill.
5 Suppose I complained to the
police? 6 They'd rather we
went with them. 7 She acts
as if she was/were a member
of the club. B lt's about time
you called your parents.
1A 2M 5M 4T 5T
64 1A 8T 9M lOT
11M 12M 13T 14A
15A
1 I wish you'd told us that you
were leaving. 2 Suppose they
hadn't got a receipt? 3 lt's
{about) time we went. 4lf
only I was/were as agile as I

used to be. 5 I wish/lf only I

could play the piano. 6 I wish
she would stop criticising me.
7 Treat my home as though it
was/were your own. 8 lf
only/l wish I had gone to

university. 9 She wishes she
had more friends. 10 I'd
rather/sooner you didn't let
the dog sit in the front of the
car.
t had r would 2 listens +
listened 3did+would
4r' 5weuld-be+couldbe/
were 6 h€-is e he was/he
were 7/ 8y€{*:.|+s€€r
you see/you saw 9 ldid++
s+ay-a$.e€#€ --r I left home
10 ./
1 was finally resolved
2 be kept clear 3 were
4 waslwere blocked 5 hadn't
agreed 6kept Twas/were
able to 8 haven't told
9 demand 1 0 not have to
refer/we didn't have to refer
A I'd ratherlsooner do
something slightly less
dangerous! B Long live
freedom! C lt's (highJ time
you changed your phone!
D I wishllf only you would tidy
up this room! E I wish/lf only
I was/were tallerl F He treats
that dog as iflas though it was
human!

1 nqy - me 2 epe+ing-the +
opening of the 3 she + her
4 net g no 5 isait -+ waiting
6 malring a - making of a

7 Ret - no B we - us/our
9 te-nqak€ r making
10 eapab+e--ltft+ng i capable of
lifting
I to be handed in tomorrow.
2 enough to join the army.
3 to arrive late. 4 able
to/a I lowed to/permitted to/free
to give you an answer right
now. 5 to catch the criminals
the government closed the
borders. 6 a decision to close
the office this morning.
7 surprised to learn that
Amanda was going to marry
Ronald. B as not to frighten
the public. 9 to the bank this
morning to check the balance

on my current account.
1 0 to find/discover they had
already closed the store for
stocktaking!
1 to pass 2 to call
3 avoiding 4 to exceed 5 to
notice 6 keeping 7 to arrive
8 to apply 9 lying 10 calling
lltogo 12toavoid 13to
join 14 feeling 1 5 to carry
I6 to swim 1 7 to like
18 meeting l9 passing
20 to settle
1 to pack 2 leaving
3 pressing 4 to enter
5 washing 6 conduct
7 eating 8 to get 9 to
record l0hovering llto
achieve 1 2 to announce '
1 3 seeing 14 looking 1 5 to
get
IA 2C 3B 48 5C
6A 1B 8A 9A lOA
llc 12A 13A 148
15B 168 17B lBA
19B 20C
1 to say 2 to ask 3 to find
4 bringing 5 cooking 6 living
7 to make B filling in 9 to
see l0totake lltoopen
i2tocash l3buying
14tobe l5toknow
l6 wondering I 7 to join
18 learning I9 to attend
20 to write

1 1D 2 C 54 4F 5E 6B
(Extra unnecessarg phrase is
c.)

2 I sitting in the armchair
2 Being able to speak Finnish
3 having split up with his wife
4 discovered under the
floorboards 5 Having moved
out 6 Left for too long
7 making me feel sick 8 Not
being very good with figures
9 built to last forever
10 Washed at a cool
temperature 1 1 People
playing loud music late at night
12 Having been unemployed
for so long 'l 3 Civen enough
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4
5

time 14 The people living
closest to the river bank
1 5 Not having registered
1 S+udy'-+ To study 2 be
h€€€s+ + to be honest 3 r'
4 / 5 t+Se-bei+g-rieh + to
be rich 6 te have been gene
+ to have gone 7 te-nqti€€ed
e to be mugged 8./ 9 n€t

+ not to have seen
10 te-havedesigfted r to have
been designed
1E 2C 5A 4F 5B
I Carlos joined a dating
agency to find a girlfriend.
2 Having left my keys at the
office, I couldn't get into my
flat last night. 3 Not having a

visa, Manuela can't travel to
the USA. 4 My nephew
emigrated to Australia to start
a new life. 5 A new dam was
built across the river, flooding
thousands of hectares of
farmland./A new dam having
been built across the river,
thousands of hectares of
farmland were flooded.
6 Having been restored by
experts, the old house
regained its former glory./The
old house had been restored
by experts, regaining its
former glory. 7 Not being
very fit, I was unable to finish

' the marathon. 8 Their
children having left home,
Dave and Maria felt they
should move to a smaller
house. 9 They got home early
to find the place had been
burgled. 10 The only person
to stay behind was the
caretaker.

6 (Porticiple qnd infinitive clauses
underlined)
Dating from ,l97 

1 and directed
by Francis Ford Coppola, Ihe
Codfather won three Oscars.
Lasting almost three hours. the
film is Shakespearean in its
scope and ambition. lt is the
story of a New York mafia
family headed by Marlon
Brando as 'the Codfather'.

Although Brando has the title
role it is Al Pacino, playuC_hts

troubled son and heir Michael,
who steals the show in a
masterly performance.
Struggling to reconcile his
distaste for crime and brutality
with his sense of family honour
and duty, Pacino's character
embodies the moral dilemma
at the heart of the movie.
To achieve his aim of taking
the audience on an emotional
roltercoaster ride the director
intersperses long scenes of
family life with shorter
sequences of extreme violence
(or: The director intersperses
long scenes of family life with
shorter sequences of extreme
violence to achieve his aim of
taking the audience on an

emotional rollercoaster ride.)
Shot in explicit detail, this
violence may shock some
viewers. But anyone prepared
to put up with this will enjoy a

unique dramatic experience. ln
fact, for many people Ihe
Codfother is the greatest
American film (to have beenl
made in the 1970s.

7 1 Being so charming, Martin is
2 Having graduated (from
college) I took 3 Not to have
made more of 4 said Mary,
throwing open 5 launched an

advertising campaign to
increase 6 a great shock to
find the old house 7 to those
prices, to be frank. 8 Planted
in a sunny spot, the shrubs
9 to be the first (flat) to be

sold/to be sold first. l0 Not
having had the benefit of
1 I Being such a perfectionist,
Sophie 12 buildings not to
have been destroyed/buildings
that had not been destroyed

I 1 Co on 2 arranged
5 released 4 maintain
5 looking at 6 cut down on

7 abolish 8 face up to
9 arrive 10 made up
1 Would you mind seeing to
itlsorting it out yourself?
2 I ran into them at the
supermarket this morning.
3 I've fixed it up for ten
o'clock tomorrow. 4 You're
always running them down.
5 I'm sure the police will look
into it. 6 The builders carried
it out very professionally.
7 Could you pick them up from
school tonight? 8 Has Perry
got over it yet? 9 She really
looks like them/takes after
them, doesn't she? l0 Would
you point them out for me?
(Suggested answers) 1 He

takes after you. 2 Put it
down! 3 Please take it off.
4 lt doesn't go with it. 5 Pick
it upl 6 Drink it up. 7 Look
at theml
1 l'm looking forward to it
2 turned the handsome prince
into a frog/turned the frog into
a handsome prince 3 I've
given it up 4 they've done
away with it 5 for whom the
team manager paid a million
dollars 6 it was set up by my
grandfather
1 let out 2 look up to
3 come across as 4 set up
5 deal with 6 aimed at
7 points out B look into
9 face up to 10 fill in/fill out
I I find out 1 2 act out
1 3 cover up 1 4 keep away
from 15 running down
16 let down 17 cut down
18 comes down to
1 l'll just turn the radio down
2 We've finished off the kitcher
3 we're doing up the dining
room 4 We're turning it into a

second bedroom 5 t've just
put the wallpaper up 6 stay
up 7 sorted out 8 putting
her up 9 get on with each
other 10 put up with her
1 I looks down on me
'l 2 takes her coat off 15 sits
down l4 I think I might take
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up gardening 15 looking
forward to it

I 1E 2H 3C 4J 5B
6C 7t 8D 9F r0A

2 I convince, of 2 supply, with
5 prevent/stop, from 4 cure,
of 5 present, with 6 blame,
on 7 explain, to 8 stop/
prevent, from 9 accuse, of
I 0 disagree/agree with,
over/about 11 apologiseto,
for 1 2 depend/rely on, for
1 3 agree with, about/over
14 relyldepend on, for
15 quarrel with, about/over

5 1 The firing squad aimed their
rifles at the condemned man.
2 r' 5 The brilliant architect
presented her imaginative
proposals to us/presented us

with her imaginative proposals.
4 My uncle blames his hearing
problems on old age. 5 r'
6 Do you agree with her about
the corporate sponsorship
deal? 7 The crippled patient
was cured of arthritis by the
doctor's radical new treatment.
8 Why won't you even discuss
it with her? I r' 10 Cerald
was accused by the court of
lying under oath/of lying under
oath by the court.

4 l for 2in 3of 4to 5of
6on 7of 8for 9of 10of
llto 12with 13of 14for
1 5 against I6 of 17 with
18 in 19 of 20 in

5 1 lsaac was getting more and
more fed up with his lack of
progress. 2 They say the
terrorists are responsible for
the atrocities. 5 My students
are interested in our film and
photography course. 4 The
public rarely feels sorry for
politicians caught behaving
badly. 5 We were was
astonished atlby the quality of
her singing voice. 6 I don't
think he's (very) fond of spicy
food. 7 Excessive

consumption of fried food can
be harmful to the arteries.
8 I'm afraid I'm short of
change at the moment. 9 Our
neighbour's remarkably good
to her cats. 1O He is famous
for his performance in Othello
at the National Theatre.
1 1 I'm (completely/very) sure
of his abilities. 121 am
grateful for your swift response
to my enquiry. 13 My two
brothers are (very) different
from me. (US different than)
l4 The new legislation is
concerned with deregulation of
the airline industry. 1 5 I'm
curious about/to know how the
magician did his tricks.
l6 My colleague is keen on all

these new electronic gadgets.
17 The daily swim seems to be

good for him/his health.
I 8 The research team is

engaged in a brand new
project. 19 We aren't hoPeful

of them/their reaching the final
round. 20 lnspector Morse
believes the blind man is guiltY
of the murder.

6 Across: 1 answers 3 with
4depended l1 about
12 convince 13 delay
I 5 praised 16 make
17 from 18 worthy
Down: 2 supplying
3 whether 5 demand 6 that
7 provide 8 crowded
9 meeting 1 0 to 14 eager
17 for

1 managed to 2 couldn't/
wasn't able to 3 can't 4 is
able to/can 5 will be able to
6 were able to/managed to
7 can't 8 being able to
9 be able to 10 has
succeeded in 'l I can
I2 being able to 13 haven't
been able to 14 were unable
to/weren't able to/didn't
manageto l5can
A5 B1 C4 D2

IEffi:

1C 2D 34 48
1 You could/might have helped
me {with the car}! 2 Twenty
years ago I could/might have
bought that apartment for
$30,000. 3 We could issue
the tickets today if you gave us
your credit card number.
4 The service in British
restaurants can be quite surly.
5 ls it possible that the
disparity in the figures is due
to a computer error? 6 They
could/might/may (well) be on

the next train. 7 He

can't/couldn't be responsible
for the error; he looks too
experienced. B The shuttle
bus might/may not be working
at the moment ... 9 You

could/might have given me

their phone numberl
'I 0 Unfortunately, you can't
grow bananas in the British
climate. 1 1 With any luck our
team could/might win the
championship next year.
1 2 Jim might/could have taken
it ... 1 3 The results
may/might have arrived by

tomorrow lunchtime. 'l 4 Who
canlcould be making all that
noise next door? 1 5 There
may/could/might be other
intelligent life-forms in the
universe. 16 We can nowlare
now able to predict hurricanes
quite accurately thanks to
satellite technology. 17 He

may/might not be at home; the
lights are off. 18 My sister
could/might be a huge star
with a little bit of luck.
19 Carrie could/might have
worked in New York ...
20 I couldn't/could never live

in a house without a garden.
5 l couldn't 2could 3could

have/might have 4 couldn't
havelwouldn't have 5 could
have/might have/may have
6 was able to/managed to
7 was able to/managed to
8 can 9 succeeded in

10 managed to/was able to

3
4
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I B 28 3B 4A 5A
6A 7A 8B 9B lOA
I could get/were able to
get/managed to get 2 might
be/may beicould be 3 can
accommodate 4 can't invite
5 can't organise 6 might/may
not make 7 could always get
8 might/may have told
9 could have spoken
10 might even have got
I I Could/Can we borrow
l2 can/could have 'l 3 hasn't
been able to find 14 can't
have l5canhave
16 could always ask
1 7 could have spoken
18 might/could have given it
up 19 will be able to asldcan
ask/could ask 20 was able to
fixlmanaged to fix

1 do I have to 2 have to
3 must 4 will have to
5 obliged to 6 has to
7 supposed to 8 should
t having to 1 0 needs
11 needto 12hadto
] A 28 3C 4B 5C
64 7C 8C 9A 10B
1rA 12B
1 required 2 should 3 need
not/do not have to 4 must
5 should 6 need not/do not
have to 7 required/obliged
8 requiredinecessary
9 should
1 She can't have been on the
train. 2 She must have
missed it. 3 She must be the
child's mother. 4 She can't
have phoned her parents.
5 lt must have been raining.
6 The man must have slipped
on the banana skin. 7 She
can't be his wife. B Someone
must have phoned for an
ambulance.
1 You must try this sundried
tomato bread. 2 You don't
have to get an ... 3 The
government should not have
tried to ... 4 You had better

not chat up ... 5 We didn't
need to book the table as ...
6 My hair's much too long. lt
needs cutting soon. 7 The
gas supply must be

disconnected before you
remove the boiler/before the
boiler is removed.
8 Latecomers will not be
allowed to enter the theatre ...
9 Why are we required to
state ... 10 The solicitor
must have received . .

I 1 lt should not be difficult ...
12 Patients must not have
eaten or drunk anything...

6 Line 3 st+Bpesed +
obliged/required Line6
sh€rlfd+€v€e++n r must
have got in Line 7 there must
b€ + there must have been
Line 8 \bu-d+€t+er+epert-+ -'
You shouldlought to report it
Line I 2 needn't have invited J
didn't need to invite Line 14

n€ed -r need to

1 won't work 2 would always
say 5 will easily hold 4 will
be having 5 will have
prepared 6 would always
argue 7 will stop 8 won't
have started 9 wouldn't come
10 will watch
1 they will do 2 they won't
do 3 She'll do light cleaning
4 she'll get the shopping
5 she won't do anything heavy
6 she would prepare supper
7 She will say (exactlyJ what
she thinks. B She wouldn't
eat it. 9 will pop in 10 he
won't ask them for help
I I the car wouldn't start
12 Would he wait for me?
13 he will try to cope by
himself 14 if you'll wait for a

few minutes
Suggested answers:
1 Will youA/fon't you have
another piece/some more
cake? 2 You will all write
the/this essay for homework.

3 Shall I take the minutes?
4 Will/Would you come with us,
please {Sir)? 5 I would like
you to respect me.
1C 28 3A 4A 5C
6C 7B BA 9B r0C
1 Pedro would prefer to live in
a real house. 2 Esther would
like the government to provide
free medicine. 5 Sun-Li would
rather not go begging in the
streets. 4 Hana thinks it
would be nice to have some
beautiful clothes. 5 Sunil
wishes that rich people from
the city wouldn't dump their
rubbish in the village. 6 Maria
thinks it would have been good
to go to school.
Line 6 He3-be+isiti+g - He'll
be visiting Line 8 she-+ven-t
e she wouldn't Line 9 w€u.ld

+ would hasten
Line 1 1 w+llinsis+ r would
insist Line 12 Wen't it be +
Wouldn't it be Line 14
++gan:t-say + I wouldn't say
Line 16 Wi+l-..l-++ake -r Shall I

make Line l7 weuld-be
frezen -+ will be frozen
Line I B h*+r*a+ked j he'll
have walked

I l I've been waiting 2 They
were trying 3 She won't
have/won't've returned 4 this
policy does not include (no
contraction - formql English)
5 He mightn't have known/He
mightn't've known (rn spoken
English) 6 Doesn't their boss
realise 7 he hadn't been
taking B Didn't/Doesn't she
appreciate 9 the bank is
unwilling {no controction -
formal English) 10 Hilary's
not expecting/Hilary isn't
expectinglHilary wasn't
expecting l1 Theyreally
should've told 1 2 have not
been received (no contraction -
formal English)
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1 Do help yourself to a drink.
C 2 He did promise to
behave himself in future. A
3 Do pay attention, young
man. B 4 The dog does enjoy
a good run around the park. A
5 Do take your feet off the
table. B 6 Do keep quiet. B
7 Do come and join us. C

B Do make yourself at home. C

9 Jane did manage to lose
quite a lot of weight. A
10 The children really do love
the Disney channel. A
1 I haven't (got) a clue what
the answer is./l don't have a
clue ... 2 Don't forget {that)
you have (got) an appointment
with the sales manager at ten
o'clock. 3 Has Your Honour
any further instructions on this
matter? 4 What does Clare
do (for a living)? 5 She won't
have (anybody using) bad
language at the dinner table.
6 He's been having you on.
7 Will this piece of fabric do
for the new curtains? B This
floor could do with a good
wash. 9 You've been had!
10 It hasn't been/isn't quite
done yet. 1 1 What did you
have for your staff lunch last
week? l2 lthink he's having
an asthma attack.
Line 4 she ewns + she's got
Line I 1 Ve'l#-ha+r-€€{+a+ns

extensiens; deesn't it? +
You've got extensions, haven't
you? Line l5t€-p€ssess rto
have Line 16 €a.€-+e€eive )
can have Line I 9 There is an
appe+n+men++e+-Vel+ + You've
got an appointment Line 22
pes€,ess - have Line 24
;++e+E+Fg-s+ + having Line 25
€afi-€b+ain r can have
Line 26 ineludes r has
Line 2 7 yeu+-fam+y-€€rn+alff
lf you have/you've got
Line 28 effp+ey + have
Line 30 has aeq++i+ed +
has/has got Line 31 is
teenring rvith - has

5IA 2A 38 4A 5A
6A 7B BA 9B lOB
llB 12A 138 i4B
l5 B

1 Heavy rains have made parts
of the road impassable.
2 We're going to have the roof
done next spring. 3 lt's all
part of the research I'm doing
for my dissertation. 4 I'm
rather busy/l'm doing
something this evening so I

won't be able to make the
cinemalmake it. 5 The old
pond has made a wonderful
paddling pool for the kids.
6 How can you talk to nre like
that after all I've done for you!
7 Are you going to do any
more aerobics classes? 8 ln
many countries women still
make Iess (money) than nren

for the same work. 9 They
made the hostages walk for
three days without food or
water. l0They'vebeen
making Rolls Royce cars in the
same factory for forty years.
I take 2 to take 5 have
4 takesiwill take 5 have
6 have 7 have 8 had t has

taken l0take il totake
12 having l3will have
'1 4take l5take
1 make a decision 2 made a

journey 3 done (some)

research 4 nradea mistake
5 made a start 6 laundry to
be done 7 make a charge
B make a fuss 9 made a

promise 10 do me good
1 1 made it up 12 do some
shopping 13 maketrouble
14 made a bad job
1r' 2gene+been 3lay+i+g

'lying 4r' 5b€enrgone
6 a+ese -t arisen 1 / 8 r'
I r' 10 ta+k€d J spoke
1 1 rebbed + stolen 12 r'
13 st€{€n -' robbed
1 4 ra+s+r+g , rising 15 r'
16 lald - lain 17 r'

1 take 2 lent 3 bring
4 fetching 5 lending
6 brought 7 borrow 8 took
9 fetch 10 borrow
1A 28 5B 4A 5A
6B

]

EXW,
1 dependent 2 disabled
3 meteoric 4 faceless
5 hysterical 6 destructive
7 disagreeable 8 British
9 pointless 10 fertile
1 1 argumentative
12 unfashionable 13 plentiful
l4 unbelievable l5 hopeless
16 horizontal l7 investigative
I B effective l9 laughable
20 Dutch
1 Ar' BX 2Ar' BX
3A,( Br' 4Ar' Br'
5A/BX 64r' BX
l AX Br' 8AX B./
9Ar' B T lOAX Br'
11 Ar' Br' 12A/ BX
13AX Br' 14Ar' B'(
15AX Br'
1 Many of the portraits
painted by El Greco are
2 There was something
inexplicable 3 They gave an

involved explanation 4 the
only appointment available./the
only available appointment.
5 The present state of affairs
6 the person responsible for
recruitment is on holiday
7 in the apartment opposite.
8 Anyone sensitive would be
9 the amounts concerned are
very small. 10 Flower buds
damaged by frost often
1 alarming 2 comfort and
service provided 3 staggering
4 those interviewed
5 relaxed/relaxing 6 satisfied
7 service provided
8 continuing 9 passengers
questioned 1 0 enhanced
I 1 key factor discussed
12 bored 13 Delayed
1 4 Affected passengers/
Passengers affected
1 5 amused
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1 Northumberland is a rarely-
visited part of England.
2 They were soon engulfed by
the fast-moving water. 3 ln
recent times technology-driven
changes have had a profound
impact on working practices.
4 The oak is a slow-growing
tree. 5 Australian parrots
have brilliantly-coloured
plumage. 6 The Midlands is
Britain's main car-
manufacturing region. 7 The
Hubble space telescope has
produced digitally-enhanced
pictures that have amazed the
public. B There is a segment
of the film-going public that will
always want to see corny
adventure movies. 9 The new
wing will be opened by a well-
known TV personality. 10 The
home-made desserts are the
main feature of our restaurant.
1 lt's a priceless ancient Creek
ceramic wine jar. 2 Our
school has a fantastic new
state-of-the-art com puter
centre, 3 She found ten
metres of superb dark blue
textured velvet in the sales.
4 lt features luxurious ltalian
leather upholstery. 5 We've
chosen a lovely inexpensive
orange and green/green and
brange wallpaper for the study.
I bt*t + and 2 a+tt{€-P€rsia{+
beati+ifukt + a beautiful little
Persian cat 3 herrified -r
horrifying/horrific 4 the-+aken
route + the route taken
5 wea{*ies s wealthy 6 te
@+
to readers fascinated by crime
7 a+aid + frightened
8 ep+n+ens-eppes+te r opposite
opinions 9 blue-yell€'\# - blue
and yellow 1 0 b+ea*+ng )

broken 1 1 alumin-ium-and
glass{ib+e"u+ique-hd{ +
unique aluminium and glass-
fibre hull 1 2 theugh --r and
1 3 the prepesed by parliament
se.lutien + the solution
proposed by parliament

1 4 respensib.le-pe+son -r
person responsible
15 p+rents-whe-a+e-b -
lone pareRts 16 twe-ali.ke
a.lterfla+ives - two similar
alternatives/two a lternatives
which were alike 17 T€l+

anyofi€ + Anyone tall
18 tiving in Seetland viewers
+ Viewers living in Scotland
19 eha++enged - challenging
20 meving fast - fast-moving

I the best 2 the wettest
3 more real than 4 the
furthest/farthest 5 fatter/
bigger than 6 tidier than
7 looser 8 the worst 9 drier
10 the biggest 1 1 (the) most
keen/keenest 12 the prettier/
prettiest l3morewrong
14 The most scared 1 5 more
bored
1D 2C 3A 4E 5B
6F 1C
1B 2A 3A 48 5B
6B 1A 8A 9B lOB
I The lecture was so boring
that I fell asleep. 2 lt was
such a well-publicised concert
that the tickets sold out within
days. 3 The wording of the
document is so complicated as

to be incomprehensible.
4 lt was too dark to find my
contact lens. 5 lt wasn't as

interesting an exhibition as my
friends had claimed. 6 She's
more disappointed than angry.
7 Approaching the church, we
noticed the sound of the bells
becoming louder and louder
and louder. 8 The older dogs
get, the less aggressive they
become. 9 My son isn't old
enough to get a place at
kindergarten. 10 Their
remarks were not so much
insulting as inaccurate.
1 C She smokes like a
chimney. 2 D He'slikea bull
inachinashop. 3 F Islept
like a log last night.

4 L lt's as cold as ice in here.
5 C She's like a lamb to the
slaughter. 6 J She's as fit as a
fiddle. 7 N You're as white as

a sheet. 8 A He's like a cat
on a hot tin roof. 9 E She's
like a bear with a sore head
this morning. 10 H Our car
goeslikearocket. 11 B My
new flatmate swears like a

trooper. 12 M Once the lights
went out it was as quiet as the
grave. l3 KShedoesn't need
to diet, she's as light as a

feather. l4 O The old man is

as stubborn as a mule.
15 I These new mobile phones
are selling like hot cakes.

6 lbestltop 2most 3no
4 than 5 more 6 enough
7 cheapest B as 9 as
10 just/almost/about 11 to
12 too 1 3 best 14 like
'l 5so 16by lTsuch
1 I the 19 more 20 as

Ungradable: amazing correct
dead enormous extinct
fascinating freezing huge
minute paralysed
Gradable: attractive cold
exciting expensive good
interesting large shy sick ugly
1 fairly inexpensive 2 a bit
stiff 3 virtually indecipherable
4 somewhat bloodthirsty
5 absolutely freezing 6 very
interesting 7 fabulously rich
8 highly unlikely
1D 2A,C 3C 4B 5B
6C
1C 2A 3A 49 5C
6B 7B 8A 9C 108
1 ./ 2 v€fy-€Jffif*y r
completely empty
3 eenaptetely+*l+ - very full
4 r' 5 very reeemR,rended -
highly recommended 6 r'
1 t/ B ve+y+t*ilt + heavily
built 9 abse+u+e+y-meving

deeply moving 10 rcal{y
d€Wted --r highly delighted
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1 gradable: boring, tedious,
uninteresting ungradable:
stultifying 2 gradable:
diminutive, little, tiny
ungradable: minute
3 gradable: diverting,
engaging, interesting
ungradable : fascinating
4 gradable: scarce,
uncommon, unusual
ungradable: unique
5 gradable: annoyed, irate,
irritated ungradable: furious
7 gradable: happy
ungradable : delighted,
ecstatic, exhilarated
8 gradable: hungry
ungradable: famished,
ravenous, starving
Line 4 very"ninu+e + V€rY

small/tiny Line 6 abse.lute{y
hun€ry + absolutelY
famished/starving Lines 7/B
+amy-el+ieus + fairly
annoyed/angry Line 9
abse{u€e{yjJeased +
absolutelydelighted Lines
10/1 1 te+a{{y-ra+e r totally
unique Line 1 1 very-€€stati€
+ v€ry pleased/happy Line
1 2 u++€+lyi{1+€res++n€ + utterly
fascinating Line 1 3 abs€+u+ely

an+eyee r absolutely furious
Line 14 a-bitJan+ished + a bit
hungry Line 16 stuf+iry+n€ )

boring/uninteresting/tedious
Line 18 ve+V-+asdnatlng + v€rY

amusing/diverting Line 20
ve+1r+ag$bs, + v€ry
nice/lovely Lines 22l23 ve+Y

exh+la+ated + v€ry
happy/pleased

1 in a friendly way 2 direct
5 rightly 4 lately 5 easily
6 straight 7 Healthwise
8 freely t high 10 deep
1 1 Afterwards l2 close
13 hardly 14 real 15 fast
1 started to go faster (and

faster) 2 as quite a

3 happens more slowly
4 there soon enough

5 roughly three-quarters of
6 almost entirely unheard
of/unknown 7 so movingly
that 8 (the) most deeply
involved 9 were politically
biased 10 as honestly as

I Ar' BX Cr' 2AX Bt/
cl 3Ar' 8r' CX 4p.r'
BX Cr' 5Ar' Bx Cl/
6Ar' Br' CX 7 AX BX
Cr' gAr' BI Cr' 9AX
BX CX 10Ar' Br' CX
1lAr' BX CX 12AX
Sr' Cr' 13Ar' B/ CT
14Ar' BX Cr' 15Ar'
Br' Cr'
(Note: These answers follow
the guidelines for sequence in

the Reference section)
1 Taking advantage of a gaP

between the players, Owen
kicked the ball skilfully into the
net just before half time.
2 Foxes can often be seen

scavenging on the streets of
London at night. 3 David

behaves quite well when he is
at home but he often causes

trouble at school. 4 The Post
sometimes doesn't arrive on

time in this part of the citY.

5 Jennifer didn't immediately
recognise the man waving
frantically from the balconY at
the end of the show. 6 We

are usually unable to offer
refunds on the spot, but we

will examine your claim

thoroughly before the end of
the week. 7 These children
have probably never been
given the opportunities we all

take for granted. B Access to
the lnternet is no longer
available free of charge at our
libraries on weekday mornings.
9 Such losses would normallY
have been avoided by the use

of back-up devices. I 0 ManY

of the old masters had

assistants who would Prepare
the oil pigments by hand in
their studios each morning.
1 'l'm sorry. I reallY don't
know what you are talking

about!' 2 'But that place
always is full on Saturday
evenings!' 3'Yes, I often have
wondered about that.' 4 'l'm
not surprised. He never does
listen to my ideas.' 5 'That's

not unusual, the customs
officers usually are quite
thorough.' 6 'l'm sorry but
we honestly don't know where
he is.' 7 'Come off it. You

really can't expect me to just
cave in like that.' 8 'You

absolutely don't have a clue
what I'm talking about, do
you?' 9 'l'm afraid these
programs sometimes do take a

long time to download.'
10 'Well, she rarely is in the
office before noon these days.'
1 Really? 2 Apparently
3 Frankly 4 ObviouslY
5 Seriously? 6 AdmittedlY
7 By the way 8 Naturally
9 Exactly 10 FortunatelY
1 1 Clearly 12 understandably
I Financially ruined, the owner
of the business rather
reluctantly agreed to sell the
premises within the month.
2 There is probably nothing
better than collaPsing lazilY

onto a sofa at the end of the
day/At the end of the daY there
is ... 3 Carefully controlled,
this amazingly effective new

drug can dramatically reduce
blood pressure within
hours/can reduce blood
pressure dramaticallY within
hours/this dramaticallY
effective new drug can

amazingly reduce 4 Under
the circumstances we deePly
regret having to announce the
suspension of all staff currently
working in our subsidiarY in

San Diego. 5 We rarely seem

to get the chance to talk
seriously about these things
these days.
6 Unfortunately, manY of mY

colleagues thoroughly
disapprove of my scheme to
update the accounting

5
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procedures in the sales
department over the next
quarter.

t Across: I quays 5 chair
6 medium 7 wharf
1 0 formulae 12 hero
I 5 monarchs 16 mosquitoes
Down: 2 sheriffs 5 manager
4 quizzes 8 addresses
9flamingos 1Igeese
'l 3 crises 14 oasis

2 I information 2chocolate
3 advice is 4 wine 5 an

equivalent quality 6 a better
7 less sugar 8 content
9 less than l0 ingredients
'l I strong, fresh coffee
12 a cake 13 flour
14scales l5aslice

3 1 an outbreak 2 the town's
population/the townspeople/
the town's residents
3 A spokesperson's statement
4 a full investigation 5 the
conclusion 6 the outcome
7 The suggestion/A suggestion
8 The call

4 Line 3 a-leade+glass r leaded
glass Line 4 een+m*#tys -
communities Line 4 a+e

ufl+e{d+F€ - is unfolding
. Line 5 fisher rvifes - fisher

wives Line 8 believes +
beliefs Line 9 Belitie -
politics Line 9 *95$s +
1950s Line t ha+fassed -
have passed Line I 1 was
eager { were eager Line 1 3
pretu+Cies + prejudices
Line l5 mysterys e mysteries
Line 16 whieh affeets + which
affect Line 16 a€rea€
eBtimism "+ great optimism
Line l8 li€era+*res + literature
Line 18 +€pellbindin€:a* +
a spellbinding work of art

5l- 2arelis 3is/was 4a
5are 6were 7is 8a
9is 10is ll has
I 2 has/have I 5 have 14 a

15 is

6 1 item/piece of news on the
radio this morning. 2 were
used to restrain the aggressive
young man. 3 of roads in the
Brighton area were affected by
the recent floods, 4 the bank
a call tomorrow and check our
balance. 5 eat fewer sweet
and fatty things. 6 less than
ten minutes to get here from
the station. 7 uptake of our
new offer. 8 items/pieces of
unwanted furniture since we
moved to the smaller house.

9 are expected to attend the
meeting tomorrow afternoon.
1 0 they should now address
arelis the questions of VAT and
fuel tax. 1 I is played by a lot
of the older men in caf6s. 12

launch of the new women's
magazine in April was a great
success. lSelectthe
government. 14 agreement to
help fund the new playground.

1 1 l'm sure this is somebody's
bag. 2 Let's go to the girls'
shop. 3 That is Mr Hollis's/
Mr Hollis' hotel. 4 I love
Cilbert and Sullivan's
operettas. 5 lt's nobody's
fault. 6 They had respect for
each other's opinions. 7 My
next-door neighbour's dog
never stops barking. 8 I'm
fed up with the hopeless
inefficiency of my boss's
secretary/my boss's secretary's
hopeless inefficiency. 9 My
mother's and (my) father's
personalities are very alike.
1 0 These aren't my keys, they
are my flatmate's {keys).
1 I The new Act of Parliament
will protect everyone's right to
privacy. 12 The men's toilet
is over there on the right.
l5 I've just inherited my
grandmother's brother's
house/the house belonging to
my grandmother's brother.
1 4 Residents of sink estates'

opinions/Sink estates'
residents' opinions are rarely
taken into consideration.
1 5 Fred Astaire and Cinger
Rogers' dance routines are
legendary.
I him -+ his 2 rvive's + wife's
3M.+
one's home is one's castle
4 y' lmanaging director's
5 mine 4 my 6 ehildrens' +
children's 7 t/ I blr€+h€++
ir+*}awls + brother-in-law's
9 us + ours 1 0 buses- -
bus's
1B 2A 3A.B 4A
5A,B 6B 7A 8A,B
9A 104 118 12B',t3A
t4B 15A,8 16A l7B
188 19A 20A
1 brand names 2 mail-order
3 credit card 4 high street
5 shop assistant 6 checklist
7 software 8 hard disk
9 word processing
10 keyboard Il world-wide
web 12 output 13 shortlist
I4 instruction manuals
l5 after-sales
1A 28 3B 48 5A
6A 7A 8A 9B lOA
1 Could you pop down to the
newsagent and pick up
Charles'/Charles's evening
paper. 2 That silver-topped
walking stick belongs to a

friend of mine. 3 The hotel's
private beach is only a five-
minute walk from here. 4 The
government's privatisation of
the railways is going ahead
next year. 5 The landlord
wouldn't allow his tenant's
girlfriend to move in. 6 My
father's pension fund has beer"
badly affected by the downtur-
in the value of blue-chip
stocks. 7 Clare bought a

beautiful new outfit for her
brother-in-law's sister's
wedding/the wedding of her
brother-in-law's sister. 8 The
windsurfer managed to ignore
the screams of the crowd linin6
the beach. 9 Whenever we
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are over at Dad's (house) we
seem to spend the entire time
watching horse racing on the
television. 1O The bank
robber refused to accept the
legal system's jurisdiction/the
jurisdiction of the legal system
over him. I 1 My wife's firm
specialises in setting up
databases for insurance
companies. 12 The traffic jam
was caused by the volume of
cars setting out for the south
coast at the start of the bank
holiday.

the 2it Shim 4lt 5its
6 lt/His 7 it B lt 9 They
10 one I 1 one 12 lt
1 3 he/they 14 its 1 5 he

16 him/he/he did 1 7 one
1 B they/he
1 Justin and I 2 teachers
can't desert their class/a
teacher can't desert their class
3 You can't carry on working if
you aren't feeling well 4 it's
us teachers 5 we/you can't
take too much time off 6 one
7 Jenny and I B you and
Jenny 9 with Justin and me

1 0 better than us/we do
'1 1 we/you do get 12 lf
anyone new comes in they're
always made welcome 13 we
want to be with him in the
evening 14 poor old him
1 5 You can't be too careful
with animals
1a/ br' A 2a/ bX
3ar' b/ B 4a/ bX
5aX b/ 6a/ b/ B

7a/ bX Bal br' A
9ar' b/ C loar' b./ B

1 somewhere 2 anyone 3 ls
4 anybody 5 something
constructive 6anywhere
7 someone/somebody
8 somehow 9 anything
l0Noone llAnyhow/
Anyway 1 2 anywhere
1 it 2 its 3 each other/one
another/everyone/body else

4 one 5 No one/Nobody
6 meimyself 7 one/you B I

9 it 10 my 1 1 myself
I2one 13lt 14its 15me
1 6 me 1 7 you/one 18 it

61them'him 2r' 3wh+€h
i+-fu€+s - which fuels 4 thei+
)them 5r' 6them+their

7 eveFyhet# -'sonrehow
B whieh it ean ' which can
9 Anye*e ' No one 1 0 them
''they 1l ene-someone/
they 12 t/ 1 3 therrselves -,
themselves 14 Anybedy -
Everybody l5herself r
themselves 16 r'
1 7 ehildren they suffered r

children suffered lB it -+
them l9 thenrselves + them
20r'

1 a 2the 3a 4- 5-
6The la 8- 9a 10The
l1the l2the l3the
l4the l5The 16- 11-
1 B the/a 19 my 20 -
l- 2- 3a 4the 5-
6the Tthe Sthe 9a
10- 11- l2the lSthe
14* 15-/the 16* 11a
1B- l9the 20-
1 This 2that 3 these
4 That 5 This 6 Those
7 That B this 9 those
1 0 that
1 a+F 2 b+l 3 b+A 4 a+C

5 b+E 6 b+H -l a+D B b+B
1A,C 28 3B.C 4A.C
5A 6B 7A,B 8A,B
9A,B 10A,C
1 your 2 this 3 the 4 *
5the 6a Tthe 8all
9The 10- l1each 12the
l5half l4these 15-
l6This 11 - lSthe
I9 most 20 these
1 Al.l-+h€{+} + All of them
2 Japa+ese 'the Japanese
3 the Burma + Burma 4 /
5 ef feunders - of the
founders 6 Phe+egfafh+e
wer* - The photographic work
7 fi+esEpie+u+es - the finest

pictures Br' 9a{+ ithe
10 th+s + these 1 1 this "'
that 12 stegby{he-step +
step by step 13 r' 14 that
way J a way l5 mest the
peopte + most of the people
16 the half + half 17 agel+ey
r the agency 18 r'
1 9 setne-gOal e the goal
20 t/ 21 in-Balkans + in the
Balkans 22 ./ 23 best +

the best

1 get away from the area
2 for schools and hospitals/
hospitals and schools
throughout the crisis 3 but as

for the plot 4 the passers-by
are soaked through 5 on
behalf of the winner 6 from
the well by means of a rope
7 right on top of the cupboard
B to just under three hours
9 mine was the one just after
10 almost opposite the man
with the beard
1on 2- 5in 4on
5 since 6 through 7 by
B with 9 of 10 as

1 1 among 1 2 for the sake of
l5Except 14from l5in
1 over 2 through/in 3 out of
4 in 5 across 6 along
7 by/next to 8 into/to 9 in
l0on/around 11 ontop
of/above I 2 under(neath)/
beneath/below l3upto
14 on 1 5 up/down/in l6 at
17 betweeniopposite
18 opposite 19 on 20 ln/At
21 in 22 under 23 to
24 through/along 25 at
1 main aim whieh ' main aim
of which 2 peepleeut-t$ei+ -
people out of their 3 abeut"is
+ about what is 4 eenc€dians
weFk.+Fe -r comedians work
with/onare 5/ 6the+hat.

'the fact that 7 exeepL+ry
J except to try 8 / I t/
10 abeu++ei+g + about them
being 11 r' 12 itis-aime+r
it is aimed at 13 it-is
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in+ended - it is intended for
14 t/
I from/out of 2 af 3 in
4 over 5 as 6 across/all
over Tfrom Bof/in 9than
l0 for 1 1 which 12 between
I 3 offering 14 toltor
15 including 16 through/in
17 without 1B of 19 Unlike
20 for/during 21 For
22 behind 23 what
24 Fromlln 25 under
1 from 2 across 3 between
4 in 5 According to 6 on
-l By 8 to 9 ln 10 like
1 1 at 12 into 'l 3 behind
l4under l5insteadof
16 with 17 in 18 about
1 9 during 20 of 2I on
22 at 25 against 24 off
25 between 26 on 27 with
28 in 29 on 50 along
3l into 32 on

1 I B 2A,B 3A,B 48
5A
I refused to leave his
estranged son anything.
2 Susan originally believed
Ceoff 3 Please leave your
shoes by the door 4 that you
keep your valuables safe
5 doesn't tell us what we
Should wear at the reception.
6 Ceorge W Bush has been
elected the new President
7 that studying philosophy
really improves our thinking
power. 8 She carefully placed
onto her finger the 24-carat
gold, diamond-encrusted
engagement ring that her
fianc6 had just bought her,
9 The course director insists
on first-year students
attending at least 80 per cent
I 0 by sending us the form and
proof of purchase
1B 2M 3K 4A 5E
6N 7H BO 9D IOJ
llF 12t
1 The couple named their first
daughter Samantha. 2 His

Excellency expects visitors to
stand when he arrives.
3 I wouldn't like to stay a legal
assistant for long. 4 Amanda
brought all her expertise to
the team. 5 Amanda brought
the team all her expertise.
6 A very inexperienced
salesman has become the
Sales Manager. 7 He placed
into the box the carefully
wrapped, sparkling, diamond
encrusted 18-carat gold ring.

8 Please put all rubbish in the
bins provided. 9 Do your
parents let you go to all-night
parties? l0The paratrooper
carefully removed the pin from
the grenade./removed the pin

from the grenade carefully.
I 1 Susan liked the bracelet so

her daughter bought it for her.
12 They made the prisoners
stand all day long to reduce
their resistance. 13 The
scenes of destruction in the
film made us all sick. l4 The
trainer recommended trying an

easy programme first./
recommended first trying an

easy programme.
l*that-f(S) 2-so-a(S)
3-if-i(S) 4-after-e(SJ
5*or-b(C) 6-and-d(C)
7-eventhough-c(S)
8-than-g(S)
I b+oke-tS€usafids + broke
into thousands 2 r'
3 remain te be tenants +
remain tenants 4 aBBea+s

s€{m€-Js+stal€ + appears to be

some mistake 5 r'
6 reeemmended beek -
recommended booking/
recommended that you book
7@
faas+leir-*epny + showed
their trophy to their gathered
fans I explained-us-the
p+etbm - explained the
problem to us 9 €ell-na€-+e
gec + tell me where to go?

10@
pesitien-th+ge.l4wateh +
placed the gold watch back in

its correct position 11 r'
12@
eat# r drives my cats
absolutely wild!

7 I it (to be) 2 for them/for
someone 3 which didn't
4 to be 5 angry/annoyed/
furious 6 (that) they
7 letting B AfterAilhen
9 it/the clamp 10 how

1 H The body of a man who
jumped off the Severn Bridge
has been found in the River
Severn. 2 J The fashion icon
Mary Ouant, who is famous for
inventing the mini-skirt, has left
her business. 3 D The global
warming conference, which was
held in The Hague, has ended
without agreement. 4 C

Formula 1 driver Eddie lrvine,
whose contract with Ferrari
finishes at the end of the
season, has narrowly missed
gaining the Formula I World
Champion title (today).
5 B The hand count of votes
which/that were spoiled in the
recent US presidential election
hascontinued. 6 F London
Zoo, which was in danger of
closing through lack of funds,
has remained open. 7 A The
politician who was disgraced in

a financial scandal has handed
in his resignation. 8 C The
size 16 model who refused to
diet to a size 12 has won the
new Estee Lauder contract.
9 E Madonna's house in the
UK, which she shares with her
British partner, Guy Ritchie,
has been burgled.
1B 2A 3B 4A
1 which 2 where 3 who/
whom/that 4whose 5whic-
6 whom 7 who 8 when
9 which 10 which/that
I with staff vacancies 2 Sir
Patrick McDonald, from
lnverness 3 all from the
holistic school of education.

2
3
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4 of different ages 5 currently
living 6 to be informed of the
government's decision
7 (held) last week
8 dedicated to 9 participating
over the years
1 where F 2 (that/which) I

3 where H 4 whom A
5 who C 6 whose D

7 why E 8 which B
1 t€urisff-wh.i€h e tourism,
which 2r' Swhieh-itris )

which is wholly seasonal
a peep+e-werk + people who
work 5 whereve+-v*e+k -'r

work wherever 6 geve+nment
is-a{ready+eeeiving :
government which/that is

al ready receivi ng/govern ment
alreadyreceiving 7r' Br'
9 te-see-tfiem- ' to see.
l0 reef whieh r reef, which
11 r' l2 teir+ist-wha+-+;€{1+s-
r tourist who/that wants
13r' l4rvheretheyare

A+inkmg-in= - where they are
drinking./that/which they are
drinking in. 1 5 th€+ -+ which
16 r' 17 wha+ + which
l8 plaees teurism + places

where/in which tourism
19 that-whese - whose
20 r' 21 r' 22 whieh +
what

1 I e Many people believe that
capital punishment is a
deterrent to serious crime. On
the contrary, it actually makes
little difference to the crime
rate. 2 b We usually consider
it healthy to eat lots of fruit
but too much can produce an

excess of acid in the stomach.
3 g I enjoy having people to
stay, though I always
appreciate the peace when
they have gone./l always
appreciate the peace when
they have gone, though.
4 a The main medium of
communication on the Internet
is English, although many web

sites now operate in other
languages. 5h lain Banks's
early novels were considered
quite strange, while his later
books are more mainstream
and accessible. 6fl tend to
drink more white wine,
whereas my husband prefers
red. 7 d Clobal warming is

often considered the main
factor in current climate
fluctuations. Yet climate
change has long been a feature
of the Earth's development.

2 1 Very little of the remaining
stock sold, even though the
prices in the sale were very
low. 2 Although the ailing
magazine tried introducing
several new features,
circulation continued to droP.
3 Difficult though this ntay

seem now, you'll soon wonder
why it caused so many
problems. 4 ln spite of the
fact that she insisted fthat) all
was well, I knew that
something was lvrong. 5 The
Scots won the battle, despite
their smaller force./despite
having a far smaller force.
6 Despite being hated by the
critics, Archer's latest book
was well received by the
public.

3 I than theugh I expeeted +
than I expected, though 2./
3 mind yeu - however/on the
other hand 4 {+4id+:t-last
leng-{$f= - Still, it didn't last
long. 5r' 6We'd ratherall

+ We'd rather
not, all the same./All the same,
we'd rather not.
7 Nevertheless + Still/All the
same/Mind you B \bi++ay-be
@
en the ether hand the rHles' r
On the other hand, you may
...ffou may, on the other hand
.../... be penalised, on the
other hand, for ...1 ... for failing
to follow the rules, on the
other hand.

4lsame 2same 3different

4 different 5 same 6 same
7 different B different
9 same 10 same
I 1 different l2 same

5 lbut 2However
3 Nevertheless 4 even though
5 Despite 6 however
7 While 8 though 9 whereas
l0 despite 1 1 On the
contrary 1 2 Yet

1 1 There are more than a

million species of insect in the
world. 2 There was a
grandfather clock ticking in the
background. 3 At Hiroshima
in 1945 there was an evenf
which shook the whole world.
4 There are thought to be two
further suspects under arrest.
5 There is bound to be a bad
reaction to the news {from
them). 6 There now
follows/There will now be a

statement by the Prime
Minister. 7 There were two
forms of amino acid present in
the compound./Present in the
compound there were two
forms of amino acid. 8 ls
there an underground railway
in Osaka? 9 There is likely to
be a massive sell off of high-
tech shares in the next few
days. 10 From the middle of
the forest there emerged a

strange hooded figure./There
emerged a strange hooded
figure from the middle of the
forest. 1 I ln this case, there
should be no trouble securing
a conviction. l2 Is there
nobody here able to help
us?/ls there nobody here who
can help us? 1 3 There are ten
new holiday destinations
illustrated in our brochure.
1 4 ls there a buffet car on the
train? 15 ln this bad weather
there is certain to be a poor
turnout for the election./There
is certain to be a poor turnout
for the election in this bad
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weather. 1 6 There was a

beautiful antique tapestry
hanging over the bed.
1 7 There are thought to be at
least two leading politicians
involved in the scandal.
18 We don't envisage there
being any adverse reaction
from viewers.

2 (Suggested rewriting in italics)
The Beach is the story of a

young man who yearns for,
seeks out and eventuallY finds
just such a place. But it comes

as a shock to discover that, far
from being the source of
contentment and inner fulfilment
that he expects, the beach turns
out to be a place of savage
violence, terror and deoth.

Alex Carland takes the
reader on an exotic journeY

from the steaming tourist-
packed dives of the Khao San

Road in Bangkok to the drug-
infested islands of the remote
seas around Thailand. /f rs
difficult not to be imPressed bg

the author's skill in describing
the unfamilisr oriental locations
and his abilitg to empathise
with the obsessions of todaA's
goung backpacking'new-age'
travellers.

" Taking in illegal drug
plantations, memories of the
Vietnam war, sexual jealousy,

shark-infested waters, the
psychological dynamics of
communal living and the clash
of cultures, Carland spins a tale
which both seduces and shocks
the reader. lt is the author's
unique blend of these dispqrate
elements which gives the novel
its haunting sense of uneqse
ond horror.

It is a thriller with all the
traditional ingredients, an

exotic location, a central
mystery, good versus evil, and
dangers around every corner.
There is o strong sense of good
and evil in the book, but
Garland leaves it to the readerl

but it is left to the reader to
decide who is right and who is
wrong. There are few moral
certainties in this exotic corner
of the world.

Events unfold at greIt
speed, and be wsrned, it is
impossible to put this book
down once gou hove started it.
With an international cast of
well-observed characters
Carland creates a nail-biting
narrative that keeps the reader
hooked until the final bloodY

climax.
3 1 The organisers didn't

anticipate there being such an

overwhelming demand for
tickets. 2 lt seems (as iflas
though) she's going to marry
him./lt seems she may marrY

him. 3 There are thought to
be many other politicians
involved in the scandal./lt is

thought that there are many

other politicians involved in

thescandal. 4lwould
appreciate it if you

would/could send meiif You
sent me your up-to-date
retail price list. 5 There were
fifty applicants for the
scholarship. 6 lt is said he

hates publicity. 7 lt isn't
surprising that their children
are so badly behaved. 8 ln
this paper it will be
demonstrated that DNA
strands can be replicated.
9 There are twelve detached
houses with double garages for
sale on this estate. 10lt is a
great honour to be nominated
for this award.

4 I The distanee isn't far + It
isn't far 2 Peepte-be+ieve-th+s
!s + It is believed to be 3 r'
4@
hang + there are more than
thirty examples 5 That Redin

@ieee
@
te-b€++eve + It is hard to
believe that Rodin produced
such a superb piece of work all

by himself. 6 the impressien is
€ha++h+pain++n€ + it looks/
seems as if/as though the
painting 7r' 8l'mreally
sure+iseg - lt's (reallyJ

surprising 9 te-see-everythiag
in ene trip is impessible' - it's
impossible to see everything in
one trip. 10 in that plaee +
there

5 1 She found it strange that
he'd never heard of such a

famous historical character.
2 Was there really such a long
wait between trains? 3 We
always have lots of visitors but
there tend to be more in the
summermonths. 4r' 5The
director leaves it to the viewer
to decide who is guilty and
who is innocent. 6 They
assured us that there would be

no trouble getting a refund if
the goods were faulty. 1 t/
8 You know it really gets on
my nerves when she talks like
that. I t/ 10 What's
incredible is that there might
have been so many more
fatalities. 1l lfindit
impossible to conceive that
someone with his track record
would be so careless. 12 ln
1666 there was a fire which
destroyed a large part of
London. 13 We would
appreciate it if you submitted
your estimate to our head
office. 14r' l5Crandpa
loves it when the children ask
for his advice.

I 1 No. it was because of the
traffic jam that he was late.
2 Well, what he did was {to)
call her from his mobile phone

3 No, it was on Monday that
he was late. 4 No, what she

did was (toJ reschedule the
meeting for the afternoon.
5 No, not the town centre; it
was on the ring road that Nic.
got stuck. 6 No, it was
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because Nick was late that she
had to reschedule the meeting.
7 No, it was to warn her that
he would be late that he rang
her. I What she was was
furious!
1 This is where we have to
wait. 2 All we need is five
minutes (to fix it). 3 The
person who started the strike
was Jennifer./Jennifer was the
person who started the strike.
4 lt isn't his dedication (that)
l'm questioning. 5 What
these men are is totally
ruthless. 6 The place where I

used to live is around the
corner. 7 The one who
complained was your next
door neighbour.ffour next door
neighbour was the one who
complained. 8 The only thing
we didn't inherit was the
house./The house was the only
thing we didn't inherit.
9 That's exactly what the sales
assistant told me. 10 What I

want you to do is (toi copy this
down in your notebooks.
1 1 The first thing we did was
(to) check the insurance
details. 1 2 lt was at six
o'clock {that] the climbers
reached the peak./lt was six
o'clock when ... l5 What
we're doing is taking the
au-pair with us. 14 The last
thing we did [before leaving)
was (to) switch off the power
supply. 1 5 The reason (why)

they moved to Andalucia was
the climate./The climate was
the reason (why) they moved
to Andalucia. l6 What the
company has done is imposed
a ban on private e-mails.
17 All we want is our money
back. 1B lt was our boss who
told us the news. 19 What I

want you to appreciate is that
it's not my fault. 20 lt was
the introduction of stamp
duties that led to the loss of
the American colonies.
1 Exhausted though he was, he

managed to reach the finishing
line. 2 To make the
pilgrimage to Mecca is my
life's ambition. 3 His most
sublime work is the ninth
symphony. 4 That proposal I

really can't accept. 5 Placed
on the altar was an enormous
gold Buddha. 6 Much more
challenging for the dedicated
skier is the Cresta Run.

7 Also included in the report
were several sharp criticisms
of ministerial conduct.
8 Lying in the shop doorway
was an old man. 9 To get to
the bottom of the mystery
proved impossible. 10 So

severe was the damage that
the pilot couldn't regain
control.
1r' 2we-ksew-didwe
know 3 afid-€€-is€€t-€'f+he
ff€+keti€€-te,affire -+ so are
most of the marketing team
4 was-theFe ; there was 5 r'
6 se-it-be - so be it
7 Temerrew the first day is )

Tomorrow is the first day 8 /
9 r' 10 lateeemers will - will
latecomers 1 1 sueh-the
eend+ti<x-+s - such is the
condition I 2 the time is ' is

the time 13 r' 14 /
1 5 a-di+eete+-has-n+ade + has

a director made l6 as-tAese
a+e j as are those 17 ./
I 8 he-ma+aged-+e-eseape +
did he manage to escape
19 r' 29 didn+-he + hs

did n't
1 That I find really hard to
believe. 2 No, what I'm doing
is cutting off the dead flower
heads. 3 All we left behind
was the personal stereo./The
only thing ... 4 No, it was my
brother (who owned one).
5 And shake them up it
certainly did. 6 {But} best of
all was the explosion on the
jumbo jet. 7 No, what we

should do is wait for the
ambulance to arrive. 8 Well,
(standing) right outside the

bedroom window was a huge
electricity pylon. 9 Yes, to
own a cottage has always been
my greatest ambition. l0 No,
it's {on) Friday that we're
going.

6 1 Bungee jumping I've done
before. 2 not only was rap
jumping more exciting than
bungee jumping, it was also a

lot more dangerous./ rap
jumping was not only more
exciting but also a lot more
dangerous than bungee
jumping. 5 to keep me in
suspense he didn't tell me too
much about it 4 But it was
Tony who actually took me for
my first rap jump. 5 He's.the
one who's the real daredevil.
6 All I could see was a rope
and a harness hanging from
the gantry. 7 What you do is

lean forward and walk down.
8 lt's seeing the ground that I

can't cope with. 9 No way am
I doing that!

1 it = the train door 2 its =
the train's 3 her = Miriam's
4 the many = kilometres
5 ones = bags 6 it = the large
bag 7 this = the job
opportunity/her move to
Warsaw Sthat-birth 9do
it = return to Warsaw
I 0 done so = discounted
1 1 which = speaking to her
prospective employers
12 their = Miriam's and her
parents'
1 one 2 itlthere 3 somelall/
mosVmany 4ones 5her
6 neither/nor do I 7 that
Bdoit 9did 10so 11so
12do l3one/some/them
14 That I 5 not/l don't
I I told the students they
could either take the exam in

June or tnefee+g-+ake-lt-ln
December. 2 We can go to
the theatre tonight if you want
te*e-te-*e-*ea++e. 3 The
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children were delighted with
the Christmas lights and they
wanted to see them turned on
again. 4 Even though it is
possible to go skiing in
Scotland, the British have
always been worse skiers than
most Europeans have been.
5 'Why hasn't the new
shopping centre been opened
yet?' 'But it has b€€n-epene+'
6 'Will Julie be going to the
club's New Year's party this
year?' 'l think she gets back
from holiday on 30th
December, so she could be

€e+n€' 7 'ls the new
restaurant in the High Street
open on Sunday evenings?'
'l don't know. lt might be epen
en+un+ay.evenisgs. The old
one was epea-er+-Sllnday
evenings.' B We haven't
earned any money this
summer. I really expected us

to e+H+€en+e. 9 The young
woman plays the violin and her
brother plays the cello.
10 He told me that he was
going to leave his wife and I

asked him why he-was-geing-te
1 1 Baxter's sick

tonight, which is unfortunate
as he can play better than all
the others eaR. 1 2 We
thought that the old woman
had been looking after the
house, but she can't have bee++

tee*ifig-afteFit as she was in

hospital at the time.
4A

line 4 - if theg are successful;
theg will then ... line -l - she
does not ... line l2 - has not
been reploced
B

line 1*They=childless
couples line4-it=that
they want a child line 4 -
theY = 15s couPle line 5 - her

= the woman's; This = that she
is prepared to give up her child
line5-she=thewoman

line6-one=child line 7-
themselves = the
person/people willing to give

up a child line 8-they= 169

couple line 8 - if so = if they
would like the child line 9 -
this=asimplehandover
line l0 - lt = the tradition
1Ar' Br' 2AX Bt/ Cr'
3A,( B r' C./ 4At/ BX
C./ 5Ar' BX Cr' 6Ax
Br' 1Ar' B,( Cr' 8A/
Br' CT 9Ar' BX CY
10A/ Br(
ldid 2- 3that 4this
5ones 6their 1- Bit
9that l0- l1They 12-
1 3 it 14 so/it I 5 their
16 its 11 - 18 doing
Sample enswer
Most people enjoy listening to
music but few realise the
important and largely positive
effects it can have on us. We
know that certain types of
music are used to influence
our emotions and behaviour.
For example, airlines use
soothing music before a flight
to relax passengers, especially
those who may feel nervous
about flying. You may have
noticed how shops often play
fast, rousing music (if you

haven't, you probably shop at
the more old-fashioned type of
store) - this tends to make us

feel happier and more likely to
spend money!

Music is also being used
now as a psychiatric therapy. lt
seems to be particularly useful
for eating disorders and
addictions, but also for
sufferers of post-traumatic
stress syndrome. People
attending group therapy
sessions are invited to bring
along their favourite tracks.
Not everyone does, but those
who do (so) play them for the
group. This/Doing so creates a

sense of belonging, as well as

a more relaxed atmosphere for
the therapy session.

I 1 At this height, the light from
space is not affected by
interference from the earth's
atmosphere. 2 This makes it
the most useful tool in our
search for distant stars and
planets. 3 the American
astronomer used his close
observation of the Andromeda
Calaxy to develop the theory
that the universe is expanding.
4 The Big Bang theory, now
accepted as the most likely
explanation of the creation of
the universe, is directly based
on his ideas. 5 Only two
months after it went into orbit
scientists at NASA discovered
that the main mirror had
become distorted and could
not be used with any accurac\
6 The solution was named
COSTAR (corrective optics
space telescope axial
replacement) 7 The repairs
were completed in January
1994 and the Hubble Space
Telescope is now working
correctly and sending its
astonishing data back to eaft.

21A 2A 3B 48 5A
64 1A 8A 98 ]OB

3 1 a€tiva+e + turn on
2 €€r+s€qu€{q+ly 4
N evertheless/However/
Nonetheless, etc. 3 t++a+t
asf€ep + falling asleep 4 th€
i€y-wind + the wind/it
5 Nevertheless + Furthermo.:
ln addition, etc. 6 \bu-eugl=
te-p+ess: Press 7 The bra;:
pna+ried-eeuple + The
couplelThey 8 rea{y-spe.ef+
, exceptional t havrng'#€€+

three -r to have made three
l0 At first + Finally/At last.
etc.
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A4 81 C3 D2 E8
F5 C7 H6
I Although they worked for the
shogun in wartime, they were
employed by the large
landowners, the daimyo, in
times of peace. 2 They had
many rights and privileges
including the right to carry
swords and ride horses. 3 ln
exchange for these rights they
owed absolute loyalty to their
daimyo, even to the extent
that they were expected to
commit suicide when their
daimyo died. 4 This tradition
was part of 'bushido' or 'The

Way of the Warrior': a strict
code of honour which stressed
the importance of self-
discipline and bravery.
5 Despite the fact that bushido
was based on the peaceful
beliefs of Zen Buddhism, it
helped the samurai to become
the most ruthless, feared and
brutal warriors in Asia. 6 The
samurai reached their peak of
importance and influence in

the civil wars of the sixteenth
century, when they fought for
rival warlords. 7 ln the
peaceful years after 1603, the
samurai gradually lost their
mititary importance, and many
became administrators rather
than soldiers. 8ln 1867, the
last shogun Tokugawa Keiki
resigned and Japan began to
modernise its military forces
with the introducton of
conscription and a western
army structure in 1872. 9 As
a result the samurai were no
longer needed or wanted and
the remaining samurai in
Satsuma decided to mount a
rebellion against the
government. 10 The Satsuma
rebellion was a disaster for the
samurai, who were finally
defeated by the lmperial Army
in 1877.
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Index
The Index references below refer to section and sub-section headings in the explanation sections.
For example l6.lA is unit l6 explanatton, sub-sectian I A.

alan (see articles) use: in comparisons 24.28
ability use: modifying, and adding information 13.54,

future 16.14, 16.2C, 16.34 24.2A
past 16. 1 B use: with present perfect simple 3.1C-D
present 16. 1A viewpoint adverbs 24.44

about to 5.1C advice 17.44-8
absolutelg 23.18, 23.28 agent
according to 29.2D not mentioning 8.4C
adjective phrases 54.28 of passive verb 8. 1A
adjectives 'unimPortant'8.4B

adverb + adjective collocations 23.4 ail 28.3A, 28.38, 34.1D
after nouns, pronouns, etc. 21 .lD all the same 32.34-8
attributive position 21 .18,21 .lC allowed to 16.48, 17.2A-B
commas and and 21 .3C almost 23.2C
comparative (see comparison) olreadg 3.1C
demonstratives used as 28.2A also 34.28,34.38
form 21.14 although 32.18,32.1C,32.2
gradable (see gradable adjectives; ungradable alwags 1 .2C

adjectives) anaphoric reference 55.18
'in the near future' 5.1C ang 28.3A, 28.38
negative prefixes 6.5C anghow 21 .4
nof before 6.18 angonelbodg 27.4
order in groups 21.34 angthing 21 .4
paired adjectives 21 .38 angwhere 27 .4
participle (-ing or -ed) adjectives 21 .2 appropriate language 36.2D
patterns 2l .1 arise or raiselrise 20.1C
possessive adjectives 27.1A arrangements
predicative position 2l .lC future 4.3
superlative (see superlative adjectives) in the past 2.2D
+ fo + infinitive 12.2C, 15.1C possibility 16.54
use 21.14 presentcontinuous 4.3A
"see also adjective phrases willlwon't be + verb -ing 4.38

adverbials (see adverbs) articles (alan, thel
adverbs basic rules 28. lA

adverb + adjective collocations 23.4 general/specific 28.1 D
attitude adverbs 24.48 known/unknown topics 28. 1C

of certainty 24.3C naming, describing, classifying 28.'l B
confusing forms 24. 1 B no article 28.1 D-E
ofcontrast 32.3 other uses 28.1E
of degree 6.3A,24.3C as 34.2C
form 24.1 A os... os 22.2A-8,22.2D,22.3D
of frequency 1 .1C, 6.3A, 24.3C as if 11 .2F
indefinite 27.4 as and like 22.3D
in indirect statements 9.28 as long os 10.78
and inversion 34.34 as though 11 .2F
negative 6.3A, 34.38 auxiliary verbs see be; do; have
of place 34.3A
position in sentences 24.3A-D backshift (in reported speech) 9.2C-D
and prepositions 29. I B be
qualifying future forms 4.4C auxiliary verb uses I 9. 1A
relative 31 .24-C contracted forms 19.I B
restrictive 6.3A, 34.38 emphasis 19.2A
sentence adverbs 24.44-8 uses 1.3A-B
of time 24.3C,34.3A
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be able to
ability 1 6. 1A
possibility 16.2C
possible arrangements 1 6.3A

be about fo 5.1 C
be allowed to 16.48, 11 .2A-B
be bound fo 5.1 D
be certain fo 5.1 D

be due fo 5.1 B

be going to 4.18, 4.28
be likelg fo 5.1 D

be obliged to 17.lD
be required to 11.lD
be supposed to 11.lD
be sure fo 5.1 D
be to 5.,lA, 1 7.1 D
be unlikelg fo 5.1 D

been or gone 20.1D
on behalf of 29.2D
had befter 17.4
better, best 22.14
borrow or lend 2O.2A
both 28.3A,28.38
bound to 5.1D
bring or take (and fetch) 20.28
but 32.1A, 32.1 B

canlcannot/can't
ability 1 6. 1A
asking for/giving/refusing permission 16.44
offers 16.3B
possibility 16.24
possible arrangements 16.3A
prohibition 11 .24-B
requests 16.38
suggestions 16.3B

cataphoric reference 35.1 B

causatives 8.3
certain fo 5.1 D

certainty
about the future 5.1 D

about the past I 8.1 D
about the present 1 8.1 C
adverbs of 24.3C

characteristics, habits and routines
future 4.4B
past 18.28
present 18.24

classifying possessives 26.3A
classifying relative clause 3l .1 C

clauses, linking
coordination 50.3A
subordination 30.3B
see also relative clauses

cleft sentences
all 34.1D
form 34. 1A
if cleft sentences 34.1 B

the (onlgllast) thing 34.1D
reversed cleft sentences 34.1E
use 34.1A
wh- cleft sentences 34.1C-D

cohesion
ellipsis 35.1A, 35.3
substitution 55. lA, 35.2
types of text reference 55.1

collective nouns 25.4D
commands

imperatives 8.5C
indirect 9.4A-B

comment phrases 13.5A
comparison

os + adjective + o + noun + as 22.2D
as + adjective + as 22.3D
adverb use 24.28
combined comparison 22.3B
contrastive comparison 22.3C
emphasis and strength 22.1 D

equality 22.1E,22.2A
exceptions 22.1 B

form 22.14
irregular adjectives 22. 1 C

Iess 22.1F
like + nounlverb phrase 22.3D
metaphors 22.3D
negative comparison 22.2B
(nof) adjective + enough + (forlto) ... 22.2C
preposition use 29.2D
progressive comparison 22.3A
similes 22.3D
so + adjective + (that) 22.2C
such 22.2D
foo + adjective + (forlto) 22.2C
ungradable adjectives 23.2D
use 22.1A
see also superlative adjectives

complement 30.2B
compound nouns 26.3C
concession (see contrast)
condition

on (the) condition (that) 10.18
participle phrases 1 3.2B

conditionals
alternative conditions 1 0.7E
first conditional 'l 0.5A-C
general conditional 10.2
imaginary conditions 10.7C
impossible conditional 10.5
improbable conditional 'l 0.4
likely conditional 10.3
mixed conditionals 10.6
necessary conditions I 0.7B
negative conditions 10.7A
past conditional 10.5
possible conditional 1 0.3A-C
second conditional 10.4A-C
sentence patterns 1 0.1 B
sentence structures l0.lA
third conditional 10.5A-C
unexpected conditions 10.7D
unlikely conditional 10.4
zero conditional 10.2A-C

continuallg 1.2C
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continuous (aspect)
verbs rarely used in 1 .3
see also past continuous, past perfect

continuous, present continuous, present
perfect continuous

on the contrarg 32.3A-B
contrast

adverbs 32.3
conjunctions 32.1
linking expressions 56.24
prepositions 32.2
word order 36.1 D

coordination 50.3A
could/couldn't

ability 16. 1 B
asking for/giving/refusing permission I 6.4
in conditionals 10.4A*C. 10.5A
deduction 16.24
+ have done 16.28
offers 16.3B
possibility 16.2A-C
possible arrangements 1 6.3A
requests 1 6.3B
suggestions 16.58

countable (and uncountable) nouns 25.3A-B
criticism

forms 17.24
use 17.28

dates 53.24
deod (intensifier) 23.3A
decisions

qualifying 4.4C
reporting 8. 1C

willlwon't + infinitive 4.24
deduction

future 1 7.5A
logical deduction 17.5
past 16.28, 17.5A
present 16.24, 17.54

defining phrases
infinitive phrases 1 3.4A
participle phrases 1 3.2,A

defining (and non-defining) relative
clauses 51 .1 C-E

demonstratives (thislthat, theselthose)
used as adjectives 28.24
used as intensifiers 28.28
used as pronouns 28.2B

dependent prepositions (see prepositions,
dependent)

desires
expressing 18.4F
hypothetical 18.5

despite 29.2D, 32.2, 36.2A
determiners (see articles; demonstratives;

possessives: possessive adjectives;
quantifiers)

direct speech 9.1A
disagreeing 18.4E

discourse devices
appropriate language 56.2D
linkingexpressions 36.24
parallelism 36.2C
reference 36.28

distance 33.2A
do

auxiliary verb uses I 9.1A
do solitlthat 35.2C
emphasis 19.2A-B
expressions 20.1 B

as main verb 19.3A
meanings 19.3C
or make 20.1A
in substitution 55.1A, 35.28

due to 5.18

each 28.34.28.38
echo questions

form l.4A
use 7.48

either 28.3A, 28.38
elder, eldest 22.1C
ellipsis 35. 1A-B

omitting a noun 35.3A
omitting a pronoun 35.3A
omitting a verb 35.38
omitting infinitives 35.3C
omitting nzh- clauses 35.5C
use 35.1 B

emotion, expressing 7.1 D
emphasis

cleft sentences 34.1
fronting 34.2
inserting do 19.28
inversion 54.3
stressing the auxiliary 19.2,A
word order 36.1 D

end-weight principle 36. 1 B
enough 22.2C
even if 10.1D
even so 32.3A-B
even though 32.1C
everg (one of) 28.3A
evergonelbodg 21 .4
evergthing 27 .4
evergwhere 27 .4
exception (prepositionsl 29.2D
exclusion (prepositions) 29.2D

fetch 20.28
(a) few, (a) Iittle 6.34, 28.3A, 28.3B
finite and non-finite clauses (see participle

phrases, infinitive phrases)
first conditional

patterns 10.3A
uses 1 0.38-C

focus 36.1 C

for 3.18,29.2D
for all 29.2D
for the soke of 29.2D

forever 1 .2C

1
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formal and informal language 36.2D
fronting

qs 34.2C
adjective phrases 34.2B
adverbials 34.2C
also 34.28
complements 34.24
infinitives 34.2C
objects 34.24
such 34.28
though 34.2C

furthermore 36.2A
future

arrangements 4.5
be going fo + infinitive 4.18, 4.28
certainty 5.1 D
decisions 4.2A, 4.4C
expressions 5. 1

future continuous 4.1C,4.38,4.48 (see olso
willlwon't + be + verb -ing)

future perfect 4.1 D (see also willlwon't have +
past participle)

future simple 4.1A,4.2A,4.4B-C (see also
will / won't + infinitive)

intentions 4.28, 4.4C
modal verbs 5.2B
near future 5.1 C
in the past 5.3
prediction 4.1 , 4.4C, 18.1 A
probability 5.1 D
qualifying future forms 4.4C
routine events 4.48
time clauses 4.4D
timetables 4.44
verbs with future meaning 5.2

genitive (see possessives)
gerunds 1 2.1 A
get

are getting 1 .28
passives 8. 1 E

present perfect I 9.48
gef + object + past participle

causative use 8.3A
commands 8.3C
passive use 8.3B
promises 8.5C

going to 4.18,4.28
gone or been 2O.1D
gradable adjectives 23. 1A

quite 23.1D
reallg, real, etc. 23.3A
strengthening the adjective 23. I B
and ungradable meanings 23.3B
weakening the adjective 23.1C

habits 4.48, 18.2A-B
had better 17 .4
haff 28.3A,28.38
on the other hqnd 32.3A-8, 36.2A
hordlg 6.3A
hardlg + inversion 34.38

have
auxiliary verb uses I 9.1A
contracted forms I 9.1 B
emphasis 19.2,A
hove got = have 19.44
as main verb 19.3A
meanings 19.3B
or take + noun 20. I C

have + object + past participle
causative use 8.3A
commands 8.3C
passive use 8.5B
promises 8.3C

have got
= have 19.4A
+ have 19.48

have (got) tolnot have to
absence of obligation/necessity 1 7.3
logical deduction 17.5
necessity 1 7.1A, I 1 .1C. 17 .3
obligation 17.1A.-8, 17.3
probability 17.5

he, she and it 27 .14, 21 .lF
he was said ... 8.1C
it's high time 1l .2C
however 1.1D, 32.34-8. 36.24

identifying relative clause 3l . I C

if
alternatives to I 0.7
even if 10.7D
as if 1l .2F
if ... or not 7.3A.9.38
what if 11 .2D
see also conditionals

if onlg
+ could (hove) 11 .3D
differences from wrsh I 1 .3E
+ past perfect I I.38
+ past simple I I .3A
'unreal past I l.24
+ would 11 .3C

imperatives 8 3C
'impersonal' pronouns

one 27 .38
Aou. we. theg 27.34

inclusion (prepositions) 29.2D
indefinite adverbs 27.4
indefinite pronouns 27.4
indirect commands

common reporting verbs 9.4A
patterns 9.48

indirect questions
form 7.34
use 7.58

indirect reported questions
common reporting verbs 9.3A
patterns 9.3B

indirect requests
common reporting verbs 9.4A
patterns 9.48

indirect speech 9.1A
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indirect statements
changes of adverb 9.2B
changes of pronoun 9.28
changes of tense 9.2C-D
common reporting verbs 9.24
modal verbs 9.2E

infinitive phrases
active infinitives 1 3.3A
comment phrases 13.5A
as complement 13.3B
defining phrases 1 3.4A
form 13.3
passive infinitives 13.3A
of purpose 1 3.48
of result 13.48
style 13.5B
as subject 1 3.3B
types 13.4
use 1 3.3

infinitives
active 15.5A
after adjectives 12.2C
after nouns I 2.2C
form 12.24
fronting 34.2C
passive 8.28, 13.5A
perfect infinitive 13.34
of purpose 1 2.28
of result 12.2B
split infinitives 12.24
verb + infinitive 'l 2.38-D
see also infinitive phrases

information order (see ordering information)
information principle 36.1A
-ing forms

as adjectives 21 .24
as objects I 2. lA
passive 8.24
patterns 'l 2.1B
as subjects 1 2. I A
verb + -ing form 12.34, 12.3C-E

instructions 18.4D
intentions

be going fo + infinitive 4.2B
qualifying 4.4C

inversion
subject-auxiliary inversion 54.3B
subject-verb inversion 34.3A

it
in cleft sentences 34. I B
impersonal 33.2C
introductory: as 'empty' subject 33.2A, 33.2D
introductory: common expressions 33.2B
introductory: use 53.2,A, 36.1 E

pronoun 27.1A
uses 27.1F, 34.1 E, 35.2D

it looks as though 33.28
it seems as if 33.28
it was said .. . 8. 1 C

just 3.1 D, 5.1C

latelg 3.1 D, 3.38
lag or lie 20.1E
least 22.1F
lend or borrow 2O.2A
less 22.1F
Iike and as 22.3D
like + noun/verb phrase 22.3D
Iikelg to 5.1D
linking expressions 36.2A
(a) little and (a) few 6.34,28.3A
Iittle + inversion 34.3B
a lot of 28.3A,28.38

made fromloflout oflwith 29.2D
make

expressions 20.1 B

or do 20.14
manage fo 16.lA
mang 28.3A, 28.38
maglmag not

asking forlgiving/refusing permission 1 6.44
deduction 16.24
inversion 34.58
offers 16.58
possibility 16.2A-C
prohibition 11 .24-B
requests 16.38
speculation I 6.24
suggestions 16.3B

means (prepositionsl 29.2D
metaphors 22.3D
might

asking forigiving/refusing permission I 6.4,A
+ hqve done 16.28
offers 16.3B
possibility 16.2A-C
requests 16.3B
speculation I 6.2A
suggestions 16.3B

mind gou 32.34-8
mixed conditionals 10.6
modal verbs

ability 1 6. 1

advice 1 7.4
arrangements 16.3A
certainty 18.1C-D
characteristics 18.2
criticism 17.2
in conditionals 10.2A, 10.3A, 10.4A, 10.54
deduction 16.2, 11 .5
disagreeing 18.4E
expressing desires 18.4F
expressing preferences 1 8.4F
future meaning 5.28
habits 18.2
hypothetical would 18.5
in indirect statements 9.2E
instructions 18.4D
logical deduction 17.5
necessity 17 .1 , 17 .3
obligation 11 .1 , 1l .3
offers 16.58, 18.4A
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orders 18.4D
passive forms 8.1 B
perfect B. 1 B, 1 7. 1A
permission, asking for/giving/receiving 1 6.4
possibility 16.2
prediction 1 8.1A-B
probability 17.5
prohibition 17.2
promises 'l B.44
recommendation 17.4
refusal 1 8.3
requests 16.58, 18.4C
routines 18.2
speculation 16.2
suggestions 16.38, 18.4B
willingness 18.3
see also be able to', canlcannotlcan't;

couldlcouldn't; have (got) to/not have to;
maglmag not; might; mustlmust notlmustn't;
need tolneed not: oughtlought notloughtn't
to: shall lshan't; should lshould notlshouldn't;
wi I I I won't; would / wouldn't

more 22.1 A-8, 22.1D-E, 22.38
what's more 36.24

most 22.1 A, 22.1 D, 28.3A
much 28.3A,28.38
multi*word verbs

form 14.1
formal and informal use 14.18
meaning 14.1C
passive forms 8.1 B
phrasal verbs 1 4.2, 14.54-B
phrasal-prepositional verbs 1 4.4, 14.5D
prepositional verbs 1 4.3A-8, 14.5C, 15.24,

15.5A
use I 4.1
word list 14.5

mustlmust notlmustn't
advice 1 7.4
+ have done 17 .5
logical deduction 17.5
necessity 11 .1 A, 11 .1C
obligation 17.1A-B
probability 1 7.5
prohibition 17.2
recommendation 17 .4

nearlg 23.2C
necessity

absence of 11 .3
forms 1 7 .1 A, 17 .34
use 17.1C,17.38

need tolneed not
absence of obligation '-:.3..:.
+ have done 11 3

necessity l7 lA '-': '-:
obligation 17 'l-3 

--:
negative questions

form 6.2A
use 6 28

negative staterneflS
negale'.'z':-:'i 

=.. e ''

nolnot expressions 6. I D
nof before adjectives 6.1 B
nof before quantifiers 6.1 B
nof with verbs 6.1A

negative words
prefixes 6.3C
restrictive adverbs 6.34, 34.38
restrictive quantifiers 6.3A
verbs 6.58

neither 28.3A, 28.38, 34.38
neither... nor 6.1D

neutral words (register) 56.2D
nevertheless 32.3A-8, 36.24
no 6.1C,28.3A,34.38

no onelbodg 21 .4
no sooner ... than 6.1D, 34.38

nominal pronoun 51.24
nominalisation

use in discourse 36. 1 E

verb - noun 25.5A
verb phrase -r noun phrase 25.58

non-defining (and defining) relative
clauses 31.1C-E

none of the 6.1 D, 28.34, 28.38
nonetheless 32.38
nor 34.38

neither ... nor 6.1D
not

before adjectives 6.18. 22 2C

not ... for 6.1D
not onlg 6.1D.34 38
beforequantifiers 6'3
withverbs 6lA

nothing 27 t
nouns

agreera': :: ::: ,: ': " - "erb 25.4D
agree-:-: -a -' a'a -3 : -s + verb 25.4C
ag'".----- :-:.::: - ,erb - object/complement

:: -:
2-a'.=-.--. :.r: suolects/plural subject + verb

:: -a-: -ouns 26.3C
a:,'aza: rouns: meanings 25.5B
-:--:;o e nouns: use 25.3A
':--- ard meaning 25.1A
g:-cer 25. I B
- egative prefixes 6.3C
plurals: irregular 25.2B
plurals: no singular form 25.2C
plurals: regular 25.2A
+ fo + infinitive 12.2C
uncountable nouns: meanings 25.5B
uncountable nouns: quantifying 25.5C
uncountable nouns: use 25.3A
see qlso possessives

nowhere 2-l .4

obligation
absence of 17 .3
forms 1 7 .1 A, 1l .34
use 17.1A-B, 11.lD, 11.38

obliged to 11 .1D
of (see possessives) 379



offers 16.58, 18.44 havelget + object + past participle 8.38
on behalf of 29.2D Hellt was said ... 8.1C
on (the) condition (thot) 10.78 infinitives 8.28, 13.34
on the contrarg 32.3A-B -ing forms 8.2A
on the other hand 32.3A-8, 36.2A reporting speech 8.1 C
on the point of 5.1C uses 8.4, 56.1 E

on the verge of 5.1C verb forms B.1B
onelones verbs not used in 8.1 D

to avoid repeating countable nouns 27.1C, past continuous 2.2A-D
35.14,35.24 past participle 2.3A,3.1A

'impersonal'pronoun 27.58 past perfect 2.3A-D
onlg 34.38 past pefect continuous 2.4A-B
ordering information contrast with other forms 2.4C

contrast and emphasis 36.1D past simple 2.14-8,3.2
end-weight principle 36.1 B and present perfect simple 5.2
focus 36.1 C perfect (aspect) (see future perfect, past perfect,
information principle 36.14 present perfect)
manipulating grammar and vocabulary 36.1 E perfect infinitive 12.2A, 13.3A
use of passive 8.4A, 36.1E permission, asking forlgiving/refusing

orders 'l B.4D future I 6.4,4
oughtlought notloughtn't to past 1 6.48

advice 1-l .4 present I 6.44
criticism 11 .2A-B personal pronouns
obligation 17.1A-B form 27.14
prohibition 11 .2A-B he, she and it 21 .1A, 27 1 F

recommendation 11 .4 modifying 27.1 E

object pronouns 2-/ .1A, 27 .1D
parallelism 36.2C omission/inclusion 27.1C
participle (-ing or -ed) adjectives one 21 .1C

compounds 2 I .2C possessrve pronouns 27.1 A
position 21 .2A reflexive (see reflexive pronouns)
use 2l .2B subject pronouns 27 .1A, 21 .lD

participle phrases use 27.1 B

active participles I 5.1A phrasal verbs
comment phrases 1 5.5A intransitive verbs 1 4.2A, 14.5A
defining phrases 13.24 transitive verbs 1 4.28, 14.58
different subjects 13.lC word list 14.5A-B
form 1 3.1 phrasal-prepositional verbs
participle subjects 13.I B-C form 14.4
pass ive pa rtic ip les 13 .1 A, 1 3 .2C u se I 4.4
phrases of condition I3.2B word list 14.5D
phrases of reason 1 3.2B phrases (see adjective phrases; adverbial phrases
phrases of result I 3.2B infinitive phrases; participle phrases;
style I 3.58 prepositional phrases; verb phrases)
time phrases I 3.2C on the point of 5.1C
types I 3.2 possessives
use 1 3.1 classifying relationships 26.38

participles double possessive (of structure + genitive) 26.1 D
active I 3. 1A forms 26.I A
continuous 1 3.1A genitive + of structure 26.2D
passive I 3.lA genitive ( s) - basic rules 26. 1 B
past 2.5A, 5.1A genitive ( s) - special rules 26.1 C
perfect 13.14 genitive ( s) - use 26.2A, 26.2C
present 1 .24, 2.2A, 2.4A, 3.3A new information + of structure 26.2E
simple 1 3.lA possessive adjectives 27.14
see also participle (-ing or -ed) adjectives; possessive pronouns 27.1A

participle phrases specifying or classifying 26.34
particles (adverbial and prepositional) 1 4.1A of structure: use 26.28-C
passives possibility

basic patterns 8.1A arrangements 16.34
causatives 8.3 future 16.2C
get B.lE past 16.28
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possible conditional 10.3A-C
present 1 6.24

prqcticailg 23.2C
predictions

about the future 4.1A, 4.1C-D, 4.4C, 18. 1A

be going fo + infinitive 4.1 B
certainty about the past 1 8.1 D
certainty about the present 1 8.1 C
past predictions about the future I 8.1 B
qualifying 4.4C
willlwon't + infinitive 4.lA
willlwon't be + verb -ing 4.1C
willlwon't have + been + verb -ing 4.lD
willlwon't have + past participle 4.I D

preferences, expressing 18.4F
prefixes, negative 6.3C
prepositional phrases 29.3A
prepositional verbs

form I4.3A, 15.2A
special uses 14.38
use 14.3A
word list 14.5C, 15.5A

prepositions
and adverbs 29. I B
basics 29.1A
of contrast 32.2
meaning and use 29.2A-D
movement and direction 29.2B
position 29.2A
with relative clauses 51 .1 F

stranded prePositions 29.3B
time 29.2C
see also prepositional phrases; prepositional

verbs; prepositions, dePendent
prepositions, dependent

adjective + preposition 15.4B, 
.l5.5D

adjective/noun + preposition 15.44
noun + preposition + noun 15.3C, 15.5C

noun only + PrePosition 15.38
noun/verb + prePosition 15.5A
preposition + infinitive I5.lC
preposition + -ing form 1 5.1 B

preposition + object 15.1A
preposition + whether 15.1E
preposition choice after participles I 5 4C

preposition or that clause 1 5.1 D

prepositional verbs 1 5.24, 15.5A
verb + direct object + preposition + indirect

object 1 5.2C, 15.58
verb + object + preposition + -ing form 15.28
verb + preposition Patterns I 5.2
word list 15.5

present continuous 1.2A-E
arrangements in the future 4.34
verbs rarely used in 1 .5

present participle 1.2A, 2.2A,2.4A, 3'34
present perfect continuous 3.3A-C

and present perfect simPle 3.4
present perfect simple 3.1A-E,3.2

adverbs often used with 3.1C
and past simple 3.2
and present perfect continuous 3.4

present simple 1 .1A-E
probability

forms 5.1 D, 17.5A
use 5.1 D, 1 7.58

prohibition
forms 17.24
use 17.2B

promises 8.3C, 18.4A
pronouns

demonstratives as 28.2B
'impersonal' 27.3
indefinite 27.4
in indirect statements 9.28
nominal 31 .24
personal (see personal Pronouns)
reciprocal 27.2D
reflexive 27.2A-C
relative 31 .2A-C
in substitution 35.2B

providedl providing (thot) 1O.7 B

purpose
infinitive phrases 13.4B
infinitives I 2.2B
prepositions 29.2D

quantifiers 28.3
negative 6.3A
nof before 6.1 B
restrictive 6.3A
as subjects 28.38
uses 28.3A

questions
closed 7.'l A-B
echo 7.4A-B
expressing emotion 7.1 D
form 7.1A
indirect 7.34-B
indirect rePorted 9.3A-B
negative 6.2A-B
object words 7.1C
open 7.1A-D
subject words 7. 1 C

tag questions 1.2A-D, 18.48, 18.4C

use 7.1 B

u/h- questions 1 .1A, 7 .1C
quite 23.1D

raise or riselarise 20.1C
rarelg + inversion 34.3B
real 23.34
reallg 23.34
reason

linking expressions 36.24
particiPle Phrases 1 3.28
prepositions 29.2D

recentlg 3.1D, 3.38
reciprocal pronouns 27.2D
recommendation

forms 17.44
use 1 7.48

reference words 36.28
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reflexive pronouns
emphatic use 21 .2C
form 27 .1A, 27 .2A
idiomatic use 27 .28
and reciprocal pronouns 27.2D
use 27.24-C

refusal to do something
future 18.5A
past 18.38
present I B.3A

refusing permission
future 16.4A
past 16.48
present 16.4A

register 36.2D
relative adverbs

form 31.2A
modifying 31.28-C
use 31 .24

relative clauses
classifying relative clauses 31 . I C
defining relative clauses 31 .1C, 3.1 .l E

form 3l .1A
identifying relative clauses 31 .1C
non-defining relative clauses 31 .1D, 31
objects 31.18
prepositions with 31 . I F

punctuation 31.1E
reduced relative clauses 31 .1 C
subjects 31 .'l B
use 31.1A

relative pronouns
form 31 .2A
modifying 31.28-C
use 51 .2A

reported speech
Hellt was soid ... 8.1C
indirect commands 9.4
indirect reported questions 9.5
indirect requests 9.4
indirect statements 9.2
reporting speech orally 9.1 B
reporting verbs 9.5
in writing 9.1A

requests 16.3B, 18.4C
indirect 9.4A-B

required to 11 .lD
result

infinitive phrases I 3.4B
infinitives 12.2B
linking expressions 36.24
participle phrases 13.2B

rise or raiselarise 20.1C
rob or steal 20.1H
routines

future 4.4B
past 18.28
present 18.24

for the sake of 29.2D
scarcelg + inversion 54.38

second conditional
patterns 10.4A
uses 1 0.4B-C

seldom + inversion 34.3B
sentence adverbs

attitude/sentence adverbs 24.4B
viewpoint adverbs 24.44

sentences
fronting 34.2
linking clauses 30.3
linking expressions 36.24
word order 30. I

see qlso cleft sentences; ordering information
severol 28.3A,28.38
shqlllshan't

instructions 18.4D
offers 18.44
orders 18.4D
refusal I 8.3A
suggestions 18.48

she 27 .1A. 27.1 F

should I should not I shouldn't
advice 17.4
in conditionals 10.4C
criticism 17 .24-B
+ have done 17.28
inversion in conditionals 10.4C
logical deduction 17.5
obligation l7.lA-B
probability 17.5
prohibition 17.2A-B
recommendation 1-l .4
suggestions 18.48

similarlg 36.2A
similes 22.3D
since 3.1B, 3.3B
so

do so 35.2C
even so 32.34-8
expectso 35.2D
hope so 35.2D
inversion 34.3B
so + adjective + (that) 22.2C,34.28
so long as 10.7B

some 28.3A, 28.38
somehow 27.4
someonelbodg 27.4
something 27.4
somewhere 2-l .4
speak or talk 2O.1F
specifying possessives 26.5A
speculation

future 16.2C
past 16.2B
present 1 6.24

in spite of 29.2D,32.2
split infinitives 12.2,A
statements

indirect 9.2
negative 6.1

steal or rob 2O.1H
still 32.3A-B
style (in discourse) 13.58, 36.28

IE
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subjunctive
fixed expressions 1 1.lC
form 1 1 .1A
informal alternatives 1 I .1 B

use 11.14
subordinate clauses 30.3B

see also relative clauses
substitution 35.1A

of clause 35.2D
of noun/noun phrase 55.2,A
use 35.1 B

of verb/verb phrase with do 35.28
of verb/verb phrase with do solitlthot 35.2C

such 22.2D, 34.28, 34.38
suffix 25.5A
suggestions 16.58, 18.4B
superlative adjectives

emphasis and strength 22.1 D

equality 22.1E
exceptions 22.1 B

form 22.14
irregular adjectives 22. 1 C

Ieast 22.1F
ungradable adjectives 23.2D
use 22.1A

supposed to 17.lD
supposelsupposing (that) 10.7C, 1 l.2D
sure to 5.1D
synonyms, false 20.1

tag questions
basic patterns 1.2A
exceptions and variations I .28
other functions 7 .2D
requests 7.2C, 18.4C
suggestions 18.4B
use 7.2C

tqke
or bring land fetch) 20.28
or have + noun 20. I C

tqlk or speak 20.lF
tenses

in indirect statements 9.2C-D
that 28.2A-B, 31.2A, 34.1E, 35.2D

fhof clauses 1 5.1 D

the (see articles)
there (introductory)

form 33.1 B

special patterns 33.1B
there (+ be) expressions 33. I D
use 33.1A

these 28.24-8
theg 27 .1A, 21 .34
the (onlgllast) thing 34.1D
third conditional

patterns 1 0.5A
uses 10.58-C

this 28.2A-8, 34.1E, 35.2D
those 28.2A-B
though 32.18,32.1C, 32.2, 32.38, 34.2C

even though 32.1C
as though 11 .2F

time 33.24
adverbs 24.3C, 34.34
clauses of time 4.4D
linking expressions 36.24
participle phrases 1 3.2C
prepositions of time 29.2C

it's (highlabout) time (that) 11.2C
timetables 4.44
too 22.2C

uncountable (and countable) nouns 25.3A-C
ungradable adjectives 23.1 A, 23.2A

qlmost, nearlg, elc. 23.2C
comparatives 23.2D
and gradable meanings 23.3B
intensifying the adjective 23.28
reallg, real , etc. 23.3A
superlatives 25.2D

unless 10 .7 A
unlikelg fo 5.1 D

'unreal'past
form 1 1.2A
as if 11 .2F
it's (highlabout) time (that) 11.2C
supposelsupposing (that) 11 .2D
as though 11 .2F
use I 1 .2A
was or were? 11 .28
what if 11 .2D
would ratherlwould sooner 11.2E

used to
form and meaning 2.5A
use 2.58-C

verb patterns
verb + clause 30.2F
verb + complement 50.28
verb + object(s) (transitive verbsJ 50.2C
verb + preposition 15.2, 15.3A
verb + prepositional Phrase 30.2D
verb + verb 30.2E
verb only (intransitive verbs) 30.24

verb phrases 25.58
verbs

auxiliary verbs (see be; do; hqve)
false synonyms 20.1
future meaning 5.2
haveltake + noun 20.1 C

in indirect commands and requests 9.4A
in indirect reported questions 9.3A
in indirect statements 9.24
+ infinitive 12.38-D
+ -ing form 12.3A, 12.3C-E
intransitive verbs 30.24
modal (see modal verbs)
multi-word (see multi-word verbs)
negative prefixes 6.3C
negative verbs 6.38
nominalisation 25.5A
not used in passive 8.1 D
nof with verbs 6.1A
opposite pairs 20.2
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passive forms 8.1 B
performative verbs 1 .3D
phrasal verbs 'l 4.2A-8, 14.5A-B
phrasal-prepositional verbs 1 4.4, 1 4.5D
prepositional verbs 14.3, I 5.2A, 1 5.5A
rarely used in the continuous I .3
reporting 9.24, 9.34, 9.4A, 9.5
sense verbs 1 .3C, 12.18, 12.3E
transitive verbs 50.2C
verbs of appearance 1.5A-B
verbs of being L3A-B
verbs of believing 1 .3A, 3.2E, 6.1A, 6. 1 E, 35.2D
verbs of existing 1 .3A-B
verbs of feeling I .3A-B
verbs of possessing 1.3A-B
verbs of thinking 1 .3A-8, 6.1A, 6.1 E, 55.2D
verbs of wanting 1.3A, 2.3D, 35.2D
see also verb patterns

on the verge of 5.1C
virtuallg 23.2C
vocabulary, appropriate 36.2D

was/were
in 'unreal' past 1 1.2B
waslwere going to + infinitive 5.3A

we 27.14, 27 .3A
weather 33.24
weigh/weighing 1.38
were (see waslwere)
wh-

cleft sentences 34.1 C
questions 7.1A,7.1C

what 7 .1C, 31 .2A
what if 10.7C, 1 1.2D

whatever -l .1D
when 31 .24, 34.1D, 34.1E
whenever 31 .2C
where 31 .24, 34.1D, 34.1E
whereas 32.1 A
wherever 31.2C
whether (... or not) 7 .3A, 9.38, 1 0.7E, 1 5. 1 E

which 1 .1C, 31.2A
whichever 31 .2C
while 32.1A
who -1.1C, 31.2A, 34.1D, 34.1E
whoever 31 .2C
whom 31 .2A
whose 31 .2A
whg 31.2A, 34.1D, 34.1E
willingness

future 18.5A
past lB.38
present 18.3A

will/won't
arrangements 4.38
+ be + verb -ing 4.1 C, 4.38, 18. lC
certainty about the present 1 8.1 C
characteristics 18.24
decisions 4.2A,4.4C
habits 18.24
+ infinitive 4.1A, 4.2A
instructions 18.4D

offers I8.4A
orders 18.4D
predictions about the future 4.1A, 4.1C-D,

4.4C, 18.1A
promises 18.44
refusal 18.3A
requests 18.4C
routines 18.2,A
willingness 18.34

willlwon't have
+ been + verb -ing 4.1D
certainty about the past 1 8.1 D
+ past participle 4.1 D, 18.1 D
predictions about the future 4. I D

wish
+ could (hove) 11 .3D
differences from if onlg 11 .3E
+ past perfect 1 1.38
+ past simple I I .3A
+ would 11 .3C

won't (see willlwon't; willlwon't hove)
word order

adjective groups 2l .3A
adverbs 24.3A-D
emphasis 36.1 D

fronting 34.2A-C
inversion 34.3A-B
linking clauses 30.3A-B
ordering information 36. 1A-E
sentence word order 50.1A-B

worse, worst 22.14
would/wouldn't

disagreeing 18.4E
expressing desires 18.4F, 18.5
expressing preferences 1 8.4F
habits in the past 2.58, 18.2B
hypothetical desires 18.5
offers l8 44
past predictions about the future I 8.1 B
refusal 18.38
requests 18.4C
routines in the past 18.2B
suggestions I B 48
willingness 18.3B
would rather 11 .2E, 18.4F
would sooner 11 .2E

get 3.1C, 32.1 B
gou 27 .1A, 21 .3A

zero conditional
patterns 1 0.24
use 10.28-C
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